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NOTE

The material on which this biography is founded
consists mainly, of course, of the papers collected at
Hawarden. Besides ^Ht vast accumulation, I have
been favoured with st ral thousands of other pieces
from the legion of Mr. Gladstone's correspondents.
Between two and three hundred thousand written
papers of one sort or another must have passed
under my view. To some important journals and
papers from other sources I have enjoyed free access,
and my warm thanks are due to those who have
generously lent me this valuable aid. I »m especially
indebted to the King for the liberaUty with which
his Majesty has been graciously pleased to sanction
the use of certain documents, in cases where the
permission of the Sovereign was required.

When I submitted an application for the same
purpose to Queen Victoria, in readily promising
her favourable consideration, the Queen added a
message strongly impressing on me that the work
I was about to undertake should not be handledm the narrow way of party. This injunction repre-

Til



VIU SOTS

sents my own dear view of the spirit in which the

history of a career so memorahle as Mr. Gladstone's

should he composed. That, to be sure, is not at

all inconsistent with our regarding party feeling

in its honourable sense, as entirely the reverse of

an infirmity.

The diaries from which I have often quoted consist

of forty little books in double columns, intended to

do little more than record persons seen, or books

read, or letters written as the days passed by.

From these' diaries come several of the mottoes pre-

fixed to our chapters; such mottoes are marked

by an asterisk.

The trustees and other members of Mr. Gladstone's

family have extended to me a uniform kindness and

consideration and an absolutely unstinted confidence,

for which I can never cease to owe them my heartiest

acknowledgment. They left with the writer an

unqualified and undivided responsibility for these

pages, and for the use of the material that they

entrusted to him. Whatever may prove to be amiss,

whether in leaving out or putting in or putting

wrong, the blame is wholly mine.

J.M.

1908.
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1809-18S1

UTTBODCCTOEY

\r Z"i7*7 *^* *^ *5 *° ^"^ M"-- Gladstone's life atall -the hfe of a man who held an imposing place in manyhigh na^ona transactions, whose cha^cteAnd careerTybe regarded m such various lights, whose interests we^rsJmam old and whose years bridged so long a span of «me-
is a stroke of temerity. To try to write his life toiay is topush temerity still further. The ashes of controveL i^which he was much concerned, are stiU hot; pe^^vescale relation, must aU whUe we stand so nekr^TSt
to adjust. Not all particulars, more especialYy of the

Tr s^o7t^•i''^"f
^"^'^'^^ "^ be^loLd lifh!out risk of unjust pain to persons now alive. Yet to deferthe task for thirty or forty years has plain drawbacks tooInterest grows less vivid ; truth becomes harder to find outmemories pale and colour fades. And if in one sense ^statesmans contemporaries, even after death has abated thestorm and temper of faction, can scarcely judge him vet inauother sense they who breathe the same'air afhe Tr'eathedwho know at close quarters the problems that faced hfm tiematerials with which he had to work, the Umitations of Ss

aX~o^"dtr'^^'^^^^*'^^"°**^-'^^*---ri^^
Every reader will perceive that perhaps the sharnest ofa

1 the many difficulties of my taskZ bee'n tolrlw the inebetween history and biography- between the fortunes of thecommuni y and the exploits, thoughts, and purples of th!individual who had so marked a shfre i^ them. Tth/cl
rich, this difficulty happily for their authors and for ourdelight does not^arise. But where the subject is a man who
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was four times at the head of the government— no phantom,

but dictator— and who held this office of first minister for a

longer time than any other statesman in the reign of the

Queen, how can we tell the story of his works and days with-

out reference, and ample I'eference, to the course of events

over whose unrolling he presided, and out of which he made
history? It is true that what interests the world in Mr.

Gladstone is even more what he was, than what he did

;

his brilliancy, charm, and power ; the endless surprises ; his

dualism or more than dualism ; his vicissitudes of opinion ;

his subtleties of mental progress ; his strange union of

qualities never elsewhere found together ; his striking un-

likeness to other men in whom great anl free nations have

for long periods placed their trust. I am not sure that the

incessant search for clues through this labyrinth would not

end in analysis and disquisition, that might be no great

improvement even upon political history. Mr. Gladstune

said of reconstruction of the income-tax that he only did

not call the task herculean, because Hercules could not

have done it. Assuredly, I am not presumptuous enough
to suppose that this difficulty of fixing the precise scale

between history and biography has been successfully over-

come by me. It may be that Hercules himself would have

succeeded little better.

Some may think in this connection that I have made the

preponderance of politics excessive in the story of a genius

of signal versatility, to whom politics were only one interest

among m^iny. No doubt speeches, debate's, bills, divisions,

motions, and manoeuvres of party, like the manna that fed

the children of Israel in the wilderness, lose their savour and

power of nutriment on the second day. Yet after all it was

to his thoughts, his purposes, his ideals, his performances as

statesman, in all the widest significance of that lofty and

honourable designation, that Mr. Gladstone owes the lasting

substance of his fame. His life was ever '•greatly abiorhed,'

he said, '•in working the institutiom of hit country,^ Here we
mark a signal trait. Not for two centuries, since the his-

toric strife of anglican and puritan, had our island produced

a ruler in whom the religious motive was paramount in

the like degree. He was not only a political force but a
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moral force. He strove to use all th*. nn^.^ « u-
geniu. and the powers of theTta^e Z^:^,^ T, '^^^
rehgioua. Nevertheless his mission in all ite TZ wm ^!Saction. He had none of that detachment, ofteHound

edne^ even while we lament its impotence in result. The

were the track and the instruments, the sword and thetrowel, of political action
; and what is called the GlaJston anera was distmctively a political era.

''iaastonian

On this I will permit myself a few words n.or« -n,
detailed history of Mr. Gladstone »«*! ? ®* ^®
manwiU not b^ found in therpa *'^^^^^^

sensible than their writer of the ip^ Mr Gla^l"::
"°"

as much for the church as he cared^L thfs^a'j^'rtL^hof the church as the soul of the state- he belipv^rfr
attainment by the magistrate of the end of go^tmenttdepend upon religion

; and he was sure that the Zn^rh 1a state corresponds to the religiou. strengtrand rudne«of the community of which the state is the civil Tr^n 1
should have been wholly wanting in biographical fidemynotto make this clear and superabundantlv clear Sf;n7

^'
•!

inside Mr. Gladstone's church andt furand Iti
-''"

pathy with him on this side of r2r.A T ' ® ^^^'

TI u
""«"«"!* I beUeve that 1 h.,e „„t ffZ
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BOOK he sedulously strove to apply the noblest moralities of it to

V , the affairs both of his own nation and of the commonwealth
of nations. It was a supreme experiment. People will

perhaps some day wonder that many of those who de ided

the experiment and reproached its author, failed to see that

they were making manifest in this a wholesale scepticism as

to truths that they professed to prize, far deeper and more
destructive than the doubts and disbeliefs of the gentiles in

the outer courts.

The epoch, as the reader knows, was what Mr. Gladstone

called *an agitated and expectant age.' Some stages of his

career mark stages of the first importivnce in the history of

English party, on which so much in the working of our

constitution hangs. His name is associated with a record

of arduous and fruitful legislative work and administrative

improvement, equalled by none of the great men who have

grasped the helm of the British state. The intensity of his

mind, and the length of years through which he held pre-

siding office, enabled him to impress for good in all the

departments of government his own severe standard of

public duty and personal exactitude. He was the chief force,

propelling, restraining, guiding his country at many decisive

moments. Then how many surprises and what seeming
paradox. Devotedly attached to tlie church, he was the

agent in the overthrow of establishment in one of the three

kingdoms, and in an attempt to overthrow it in the Princi-

pality. Entering public life with vehement aversion to the

recent dislodgment of the landed aristocracy as the main-
spring of parliamentary power, he lent himself to two further

enormously extensive clianges in the constitutional centre of

gravity. With a lifelong belief in parliamentary deliberation

as the grand security for judicious laws and national control

over executive act, he yet at a certain stage betook himself

with magical result to direct and individual appeal to the

great masses of his countrymen, and the world beheld the

astonishing spectacle of a politician with the microscopic

subtlety of a thirteenth century schoolman wielding at will

the new democracy in what has been called ' the country of

plain men.' A firm and trained economist, and no friend

to socialism, yet by ids legislation upon land in 1870 and
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1881 he wrote the opening chapter in a volume on which dttro.many an unexpected page in the history of ProperTv is
^

destined to be inscribed. Statesmen do fTr lessE They :^suppose, far ess than is implied in their resounding famTto augment the material prosperity of nations, butVSprovince Mr Gladstone's name stands at the topmost heightlet no ru^r that ever lived felt more deeply the truthlforwhich I know no better words than Channing's-that to.mprove man s outward condition is not to improv" Lnhnnself; this must come from each man's endeavour wirhJius own breast; without that there can be little grl^i f^socml hope. Well was it said to him, ' You have so livedand wrought that you have kept the soul alive rEngland^Not m England only was this felt H« «,
England.

ch^gedwithloweringVsentl^t^h^
sentiment, of national pride. At least it is a ground fofnational pride that he, the son of English training practisedt^rrough long years in the habit and tradition ^of^EngHh

anamination and ^c.^ri:^^^':Z:^
end came it was thought no extravagance foi one "ot anEnghshman to say, ^ On the day that Mr. Gladstordied theHO M has lost Its greatest ci.-en.' The reader who rrvoltelall this will know why I began by speaking of temerityThat my book should be a biography without VrL f
bias, no reader will expect. The-^ fs arWni I

the truth; but indigent neut;alit;ir Itrrprodurr
this IS m the spirit of loyal and affectionate remembrance

uearuiy sorry if tliere were no sijrns of mnfinUf,, i

evidence of prepossession. On th'eoth rt IrTts "ltrust, no importunate advocacy or tedious assentat on Hwas great man enougli to stand in need of nehl ^ Stmless has It been needed, in order to exalt him f. r'
others with whom he came into stong 1 Ltn tf"™^'uneral orations from time to time onlT:ZJrllZ
egrc-e or another his antagonists, prove that thi peln'

Z

"ng nerous method woul.l have been to him of a Zn-St repugnant. Then to pretend that for sixty 'atS
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all ' the varying weather of the mind,' he traversed in every

rone the restless ocean of a great nation's shifting and com-

plex politics, without many a faulty tack and many a wrong

reckoning, would indeed be idle. No such claim is set up

by rational men for Pym, Cromwell, Walpole, Washington,

or either Pitt. It is not set up for any of the three contem-

poraries of Mr. Gladstone whose names live with the three

most momentous transactions of his age— Cavour, Lincoln,

Bismarck. To suppose, again, that in every one of the many

subjects touched by him, besides exhibiting the range of his

powers and the diversity of his interests, he made abiding

contributions to thought and knowledge, is to ignore the

jealous conditions uniur which '' contributions come.

To say so much as this is to m^i. -ut a small d'^duction

from the total of a grand account.

I have not reproduced the full text of Letters in the pro-

portion customary in English biography. The existing mass

of his letters is enormous. But then an enormous propor-

tion of them touch on affairs of public business, on which

they shed little new light. Even when he writes in his

kindest and most cordial vein to friends to whom he is most

warmly attached, it is usually a letter of business. He

deals freely and genially with the points in hand, and then

without play of gossip, salutation, or compliment, he passes

on his way. He has in his letters little of that spirit in

which his talk often abounded, of disengagement, pleasant

colloquy, happy raillery, and all the other undefined things

that make the correspondence of so many men whose

business was literature, such delightful reading for the idler

hour of an industrious day. It is perhaps worth adding that

the asterisks denoting an omitted passage hide no piquant hit,

no personality, no indiscretion ; the omission is in every case

due to consideration of space. Without these asterisks and

other omissions, nothing would have been easier than to

expand tliese three volumes into a hundred. I think nothing

relevant is lost. Nobody ever had fewer secrets, nobody ever

lived and wrought in fuller sunlight.



CHAPTER I

CHILDHOOD

(1809-1821)

I «ow not why commerce in England should not have ite old
'-Tiilies, rejoicing to be connected with commerce from genemion

generation. It has been so in other countries ; I trust it wm S80 m this country.— Gladstone.

The dawn of the life of the great and famous man who is our chapsubject in these memoirs has been depicted ^-ith homely
"

simplicity by his own hand. With this fragment of a record ^T^"'
It IS perhaps best for me to begin our journey. *I was

'"''•

born, he says, 'on December 29, 1809,' at 62 Rodney Street,
Liverpool.

' I waj baptized, I believe, in the parish church
of St. Peter. My godmother was my elder sister Anne,
then just seven years old, who died a perfect saint in the
beginning of the year 1829. In her later years sb- lived in
close relations with me, and I must have been much worse
but for her. Of my godfathers, one was a Scotch episco-
palian, Mr. Fraser of

, whom I hardly ever saw or heard
of

;
the other a presbyterian, Mr. G. Gi-ant, a junior partner

of my father's.' The child was named William Ewart, after
his father's friend, an immigrant Scot and a merchant like
himself, and father of a younger William Ewart, who be-
came member for Liverpool, and did good public servicem parliament.

Before proceeding to the period of my childhood, properly
so^alled, I will here insert a few words about my famUy My
maternal grandfather was known as Provost Robertson of Ding-
wall, a man held, I believe, in the highest respect. His wife was
a Mackenzie of [Coul]. His circumstances must have been good.

7
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8 CHILDHOOD

BOOK Of his three sons, one went into the army, and I recollect him as

^- Captain Robertson (I have a seal which he gave me, a three-sided

^^^^[[^ cairngorm. Cost him 7| guineas). The other two took mercantile

positions. When my parents made a Scotch tour in 1820-21 with,

I think, their four sons, the freedom of Dingwall was presented to

us all,' with ray father; and there was large visiting at the houses

of the Ross-shire gentry. I think the line of my grandmother

was stoutly episcopalian and Jacobite: but, coming outside the

western highlands, the first at least was soon rubbed down. The

provost, I think, came from a younger branch of the Robertsons

of Struan.

On my father's side the matter is more complex. The history

of the family has been traced at the desire of my eldest brother

and my own, by Sir William Eraser, the highest living authority.'

He has carried us up to a rather remote period, I think before

Elizabeth, but has not yet been able to connect us with the earliest

known holders of the name, which with the aid of charter-chests

he hopes to do. Some things are plain and not without interest.

They were a race of borderers. There is still an old Gledstanes

or Gladstone castle. They formed a family in Sweden in the

seventeenth century. The explanation of this may have been that,

when the union of the crowns led to the extinction of border

fighting they took service like Sir Dugald Dalgetty under

Gustavus Adolphus, and in this case passed from service to

settlement. I have never heard of them in Scotland until after

the Restoration, otherwise than as persons of family. At that

period there are traces of their having been fined by public

authority, but not for any ordinary criminal offence. From this

time forward I find no trace of their gentility. During the

eighteenth century they are, I think, principally traced by a line

of maltsters (no doubt a small business then) in Lanarkshire.

Their names are recorded on tombstones in the churchyard of

Biggar. I remember going as a child or boy to see the representa-

tive of that branch, either in 1820 or some years earlier, who was

a small watchmaker in that town. He was of the same generation

as my father, but came, I understood, from a senior brother of the

> The freedom was formally be-

towed on him in 1853.

* Sir WilUam Fraser died in 1898.
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family I do not know whether his line is extinct. There also chapseem to be some stray Gladstones who are found at Yarmouth I
'

and m \ orkshire.

'

v ^ .

My father's father seems from his letters to have been an"*^''
'"''•

excellent man and a wise parent: his wife a woman of ener^There are pictures of them at Fasque. by Kaebum. He was amercnant, m Scotch phrase; that is to say, a shopkeeper deal ngin corn and stores and my father as a lad served i^his shopBut he also sent a ship or ships to the Baltic ; and I believe thatmy father whose energy soon began to outtop that of all the verylarge family, went m one of these ships at a very earlv a.e 21su^rcargo, an appointment then, I think, common. But he Tool

1.64: andlhave at Hawarden) a reprint of the Z,.e^, ^V,"^o^for 1.8-, xn which his name appears as a partner Hhe fi7mof Messrs. Come, corn merchants.
Here his force soon began to be felt as a prominent and then aforemost member of the community. A liberal in the earlyperL^

of the century, he drew to Mr. Canning, and brought that statesman as candidate to Liverpool in 1812, by personV t ng to"guarantee his expenses at a time when, though prosperous hecould hardly have been a rich man. His service! to'the tZwer
> Researches into the ancestry of

t"e Gladstone family have been made
by Sir William Fraser, Professor John
Veitch, and Mrs. Oliver of Thorn-
wood Besides his special investiga-
tion of the genealogy of the family,
hir W. Fraser devoted some pages in
Uie Douglas Book to the Gledstanes
of Gledstanes. The surname of Gled-
stanes occurs at a very early period
in tlie records of Scotland. Families
Of that name acquired considerable
landed estates in the counties of Lan-
ark, Peebles, Roxburgh, a,id Pum-
fnes. Ihe old castle of G'.edaanes.

iinn if Vh'""; *?f *•« Priiicipil man-
sion of the family. Tht flr.t of thename who has been found on record

tllVtV!"" S^-'-'.t^ne^. who swore
fea ty to Ldward i. in 1296 for lands
in the county of Lanark. The Gled-
stanes long held the office of bailieunder the EarU of Ponglas, and he

f^"°fV°",.**'''r*" the two families
seems to have lastsd until the fall

of the Douglas family. The Gled-Btanes still continued to figure fo^"?ny fenerations on the borderAbout the mid.ile of the eighteenth

-the Gledstanes of Cocklaw and of

o /k-^'^v^"^ *"« descended from
**^'"1. branch, the Gledstanes S

is W^IIii".!? pT7»''°
''^ ^*«» traced

IS William Gledstanes, who in th«

CiiLt^i r '"i"*
°^ AAVAhff

His lineal descendants continued asowners of that property till William
Gledstanes disposed of it and wentto live in the town of Biggar about

f
/«*•• 1879 This Wil& GleS!

stanes was Mr. Gladstone's great-

Cf!;'".f'''''^'"L
The conne^*n

Herbert de Gledstanes of 129(5 hasnot been ascertained, but he wm
?hem all

*"' ''°"""'" ance^tor^
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BOOK testified by gifts of plate, now in the possession of the elder lines

' of his descendants, and by a remarkable subscription of six

thousand pounds raised to enable him to contest the borough of

Lancaster, for which he sat in the parliament of 1818.

At his demise, in December 1851, the value of his estate was, I

think, near £600,000. My father was a successful merchant, but

considering his long life and means of accumulation, the result

represents a success secondary in comparison with that of others

whom in native talent and energy he much surpassed. It was a

large and strong nature, simple though hasty, profoundly affec-

tionate and capable of the highest devotion in the lines of duty

and of love. I think that his intellect was a little intemperate,

though not his character. In his old age, spent mainly in retire-

ment, he was our constant [centre of] social and domestic life.

My mother, a beautiful and admirable woman, failed in health

and left him a widower in 1835, when she was 62.

He then turns to the records of his own childhood, a

period that he regarded as closing in September 1821, when
he was sent to Eton. He begins with one or two juvenile

performances, in no way differing from those of any other

infant,

—

navita projectua humi, the mariner flung by force

of the waves naked and helpless ashore. He believes that

he was strong and healthy, and came well through his

childish ailments.

My next recollection belongs to the period of Mr. Canning's

first election for Liverpool, in the month of October of the year

1812. Much entertaining went on in my father's house, where

Mr. Canning himself was a guest ; and on a day of a great dinner

I was taken down to the dining room. I was set upon one of the

chairs, standing, and directed to say to the company ' Ladies and

gentlemen.'

I have, thirdly, a group of recollections which refer to Scotland.

Thither my father and mother took me on a journey which they

made, I think, in a post-chaise to Edinburgh and Glasgow as its

principal points. At Edinburgh our sojourn was in the Boyal

Hotel, Princes Street. I well remember the rattling of the

windows when the castle guns were fired on some great occasion,
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probably the abdication of Napoleon, for the date of the journey r„^pwas, I think, the spring of 1814.
"journey cHAP.

In this journey the situation of Sanquhar, in a close Dumfries-
"-"'

shire valley, impressed itself on my recollection. I n^r Z^" '-''•

Sanquhar a^n until in the autumn of 1863 (as I believe) A.I was whirled ^ong the Glasgow and South-Westem ra way iwitnessed just beneath me lines of building in just suchTvZyand said that must b. Sanquhar, which it was. My local merno^has a ways been good and veiy impressible by «»nerv Ueem tomyself never to have forgotten a scene.
^ seem to

I have one other early recollection to record It m,„f t *i,
• w

have been in the year 1815 that n,v t.T . ' ^^"'^'

With them on either one ortorftLt "^Thro^\"^pomts were Cambridge and London is^XelyXC:had buUt, under the very niggard and discouraging laws withrepressed rather tii^n encouraged the erection of new hucL atthat period, the church of St Thomas at Seaforth, and he wa^tia clergyman for if Guided in these matters very muchrtt^deepj, religious temper of my mother, he wen7with her toCambridge to obtain a recommendation of a suitable personfrom Mr. Suneon, whom I saw at the time.' I rememl^rh"

only a fellow of a college, was more ecclesiastically got up thLmany a dean, or even here and there, perhaps, a bi!hop of t^present less costumed if more ritualistic period. MrSillnI beheve, recommended Mr. Jones, an excellent specimen 0^1'
excellent evangelical school of those days. We went to Leicesteto hear hjm preach in a large church, and his text was «J^

t

^a.e. He became eventually archdeacon of LivTrpc^r anddied in great honour a few years ago at much Z't' Onthe strength of this visit to Cambridge I latelv hnZ 71,.
even during the lifetime of the aged PrJvo^Ok^ til w'been in the university before any one ofZ '

'''* ' '*'

I think it was at this time that in London we were domiciled in
' John Gladstone built St. Thomas's

Church, SeafortClsTillS St An «i1^h"'' ^*"«°° ("68-1836), who
drew's, Liverpool, almt 1816 th«" ?W "conspicuous a part 4 low
church at T.Pifir,i.i._.'iLi^?».' ^^ church thought m Newban ifteJ!churchari:e»XT?ieFXoSrc^.aS^
at^l;,w,iue built and endowed ab^t

wards in higl
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Russell Square, in the house of a brother of my mother, Mr. Colin

Robertson ; and I was vexed and put about by being forbidden to

1809-21. run freely at my own will into and about the streets, as I had done

in Liverpool. But the main event was this : we went to a great

service of public thanksgiving at Saint Paul's, and sat in a small

gallery annexed to the choir, just over the place where was the

Regent, and looking down upon him from behind. I recollect

nothing more of the service, nor was I ever present at any public

thanksgiving after this in Saint Paul's, until the service held in

that cathedral, under my advice as the prime minist'csr, after the

highly dangerous illness of the Prince of Wales.

Before quitting the subject of early recollections I must name
one which involves another person of some note. My mother took

me in 181- to Barley Wood Cottage, near Bristol. Here lived

Miss Hannah More, with some of her coeval sisters. I am sure

they loved my mother, who was love-worthy indeed. And I

cannot help here deviating for a moment into the later portion

of the story to record t;hat in 1833 I had the honour of break-

fasting with Mr. Wilberforce a few days before his death,* and

when I entered the house, immediately after the salutation, he

said to me in his silvery tones, * How is your sweet mother ?

'

He had been a guest in my father's house some twelve years

before. During the afternoon visit at Barley Wood, Miss

Hannah More took me aside and presented to me a little

book. It was a copy of her Sacred Dramas, and it now remains

in my possession, with my name written in it by her. She

very graciotisly accompanied it with a little speech, of which

I cannot recollect the conclusion (or apodosis), but it began,

' As you have just come into the world, and I am just going out

of it, I therefore,' etc.

I wish that in reviewing my childhood I could regard it as

presenting those features of innocence and beauty which I have

often seen -elsewhere, and indeed, thanks be to God, within the

limits of my own home. The best I can say for it is that I do n t

think it was a vicious childhood. I do not think, trying to looK

at the past impartially^ that I had a strong natural propensitythen

developed to what are termed the mortal sins. But truth obliges

1 See below, pp. 106-7.
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1

me to record this against myself. I have no recollection of CHAPbemg a lovmg or a winning child ; or an earnest or diligent or
"

knowledge-loving child. God forgive me. And what ZsLj ^^^TIshames n.e most of all is to remember that at most andTi^tl '

'"''•

was, like the sailor in Juvenal,

digitis a morte remotns,
Quatuor aut septem ; i

the plank between me and all the sins was so very thin I do

vacating and above allt:r rre:errm:"rar;:
a luore private and personal document; and I mavrS
reUeve myself from some at least of the' risL of Zmng jnJZod:ous Pharisaism. I cannot in truth have been an inte e^jn"hUd, and the only presumption the other way which I can gatherftom my review is that there was probably something fnJeworth th seeing, or my father and mother would not so muThhave singled me out to be taken with them on their journeys

I was not a devotional child I have no recollection of earlyove for the House of God and for divine service: though 7^rmy father badt the church at Seaforth in 1815, I rememS^- cTer

t ; ^ !"'''' ^ ^^'^ '^'^y ^collection of hearing preachfn^in St. George's, Liverpool, but it is this: that I tui^ed q^i^kj^ tor^ mother and said, ' When will he have done ? ' The iSanCayress undoubtedly took a great and fascinating hold u^^Teo that anything which I wrote was insensibly mouldedTn 7ts'^le; but It was by the force of the allegoiy addressingTts If tohe fancy and was very like a strong impression received flmthe Aral,^an yts, and from another work called Tales oflZ

Scotusk CInefs, and especially the life and death of WallaceTed
«^n years old. At a much earlier period, say six or sevpn T r^member praying earnestly, but it wVs fo; no ^her olct' th tto be spared from the loss of a tooth. He., hotever^'{1^"

' xn 68-
.

Re„.oved from death by four or maybe seven finger,' breadth.-
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BOOK mentioned in mitigation that the local dentist of those days, in

> ' , our case a certain Dr. P. of Street, Liverpool, was a kind of

1809-21. savage at his work (possibly a very good-natured man too), with

no ideas except to smash and crash. My religious recollections,

then, are a sad blank. Neither was I a popular boy, though not

egregiously otherwise. If I was not a bad boy, I think that I

was a boy with a great absence of goodness. I was a child of

slow, in some points I think of singularly slow, development.

There was more in me perhaps than in the average boy, but it

required greatly more time to set itself in order : and just so in

adult, and in middle and later lif>^, I acquired very tardily any

knowledge of the world, and that simultaneous conspectus of the

relations of persons and things which is necessary for the proper

performance of duties in the world.

I may mention another matter in extenuation. I received,

unless my memory deceives me, very little benefit from teaching.

My father was too much occupied, my mother's health was

broken. We, the four brothers, had no quarrelling among our-

selves : but neither can I recollect any influence flowing down at

this time upon me, the junior. One odd incident seems to show

that I was meek, which I should not have supposed, not less than

thrifty and penurious, a leaning which lay deep, I think, in my
nature, and which has required effort and battle to control it. It

was this. By some process not easy to explain I had, when I was

probaMy seven or eight, and my elder brothers from ten or eleven

to fourteen or thereabouts, accumulated no less than twenty shil-

lings in silver. My brothers judged it right to appropriate this fund,

and I do not recollect either annoyance or resistance or complaint.

But I recollect that they employed the principal part of it in the

purchase of four knives, and that they broke the points from the

tops of the blades of my knife, lest I should cut my fingers.

Where was the official or appointed teacher all this time ? He
was the Rev. Mr. Bawson of Cambridge, who had, I suppose, been

passed by Mr. Simeon and become private tutor in my father's

house. But as he was to be incumbent of the church, the bishop

required a parsonage and that he should live in it. Out of

this grew a very small school of about twelve boys, to which I

went, with some senior brother or brothers remaining for a while.
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dry sands of the Mersey's mouth, with all the advantaires affhlstrong tidal action and the fresh an.l f, \
»"^antages of the

At. c 1 J.
"" lue iresft and frequent north-west windsA five miles from Liverpool Exchange, the sands, del c ol for

on them between us and the town. To return to Mr Rawr
thir ZTr"'^""""''^*- ^ -PPO- I learnt someZgthere. But I have no recollection of beine unrlpr ar, ,

personal in.ue„ce whatever, and I doubt'lU'e'thTpra^h l^had any adaptation whatever to children As to in^Iti. ?
training, I l^lieve that, like the other boy! I sM .fd ^y woTa'much as I could I went to Eton in 1821 after a pretty lor^stum a very middling state of preparation, and wholly wiZTutTniknowledge or other enthusiasm, unless it were a pigil We "fargument which I had begun to develop. I ZS uZ a

we'ir^-r^* ^ --™ - a ^:-:vz x

My brother John, three years older than myself, and of a moralhaiacter more manly and on a higher level,L cLsen the r;^
evlT .

*'' ^"P'^*°^ ''^"^^ -' Portsmouth. But i'vdently underwent persecution for righteousness' sake a the

his though he wa. never querulous, his letters bore the t Jsand I cannot but think they must have exercised upon 1^1'kind of influence for good. As to miscellaneous nSeri h^
PhTt; I'm s?h V'""''

'' ^°^°"^ ^^' ^' ^'^Xer^
,.11 1 m .St have been rather tough, for my brother Johnto k „.e down at about ten years old to wrestle in the stabitw^h an older lad of that region, whom I threw. Among ou
g eatest enjoyments were undoubtedly the annual Guy F^wk

timber .: T 71 "' '"' ^^^'^^^ ^'^^^^ -"«^»ces of wreck

gardener Derbyshire, and was laid in the cottege bed by tender
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hands, with nice and clean accompaniments. It seemed to me

pleasing, and in no way repelled me ; but it made no deep im-

18(»-21. pression. And now I remember that I used to teach pretty

regularly on Sundays in the Sunday-school built by my father

near the Primrose bridge. It was, I think, a duty done not

under constraint, but I can recollect nothing which associates it

with a seriously religious life in myself.*

I' 4

•J

n

To these fragments no long supplement is needed.

Little of interest can be certainly established about his far-

off ancestral origins, and the ordinary twilight of genealogy

overhangs the case of the Glaidstanes, Gledstanes, Glac*

stanes, Gladstones, whose name is to be found on tombstones

and parish rolls, in charter-chesis and royal certificates, on

the southern border of Scotland. The explorations of the

ffonealogist tell of recognitions of their nobility by Scottish

kings in dim ages, but the links are sometimes broken, title-

deeds are lost, the same name is attached to estates in

different counties, Roxburgh, Peebles, Lanark, and in short

until the close of the seventeenth century we linger, in the

old poet's phrase, among dreams of shadi^ws. As wo Iiave

just been told, during the eighteenth century no traces of

their gentility survives, and apparently they glided down

from moderate lairds to small maltsters. Thomas Glad-

stones, grandfather of him with whom we are concerned,

made his way from Biggar to Leith, and there set up in a

modest way as corndealer, wholesale and retail. His wife was

a Neilson of Springfield. To them sixteen children were

born, and John Gladstones (b. Dec. 11, 1764) was their eldest

son. Having established himself in Liverpool, he married

in 1792 Jane Hall, a lady of that city, who died without

children six years later. In 1800 he took for his second

wife Anne Robertson of Dingwall. Her father was of the clan

Donnachaidh, and her mother was of kin with Mackenzies,

Munros, and other highland stocks.^ Their son, therefore,

1 The fragment Is undated. nugce are among the papers. A cor-

» One or two further genealogical respondent wrote to Mr. Gladstone
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"^ "'"' '*^^ ^" ^-1-d CHAPtwraerer. With the possible exception of Lord Mansfield- "
•

the rival of Chatham in parliament, one of the loftieTnlml
""

U:ZTr'n ^^f"^'
^-^^- -^ the tlerra

"'
law of the tnghsh world, a man who might have beenpnme minister if he had chosen-Mr. Gladstone tands ou^aSar the most conspicuous and powerful of all the pubL eade^ZZ^^ iHar- ^t? ^c"-:F^.an in the realm of the QueLTe l^M'ir IZZ
in 1887: Among the donors to the
Cr.it»inan'g Hospiul, Aberdeen, es-

i?.r^ r.'l^f'
"^"""^ **>« >«""«

ot oeorg Gladstalnes, pewterer aofi
merk.' (£10, 13s. 4d. B^rn,%^'im
Georae joijied the llainmemian Craft
in lOofl, when he would have been
about 26 years of age. His signature
is still in existence appended to the
bursegg oath. Very few craftsmen
could sipr. their names at that period-not one in twenty- so that George

mH r.^*T^.
*^*" **'''y *eU educated.

Air. Gladstone replied that it was the
first time that he had heard of thename so far north, and that the pew-
terer was probably one planted out.At Dundee (18U0) he mentioned that
otheraof his name and blood appearedon the burgess-roll as early ^ the
fifteenth century. As for his mater!
nal grandfather, the Inverness Courier
(March 2, year not given) has the

Dingwall was a descendant of the

?"r» * ^r'i^ °' '•»« Robertsons of

the norfh 7i?°*! f,"'y
«««lement inthe north the following particulars

are known: The fln.t wL rmembe"
»,„i »,

'""'y °[ *^'™»»' Perthshire,

14 Vm^'T^''?'".''' Inverness inH-0 In the battle of Blair-na-leine

fn
1^44'''/''.' ""T^""^ °* Loch-Chy

ant of t't-i"''!!
"°'^««°". a descend-

bearer
^^^'^''^e- acted as standanl-Dearer to Lord Lovat. This battlewas fought between the F««ra andMaedonalds of Clanranafd^n" de^

^. 1 ^ "J
.the combatants flghtineonly m their shirts. The contelt w^earned on with such bloody detefmmatmn, foot to foot and ciaymore

erasers and ten of the Maedonalds
VOL. I — c

returned to tell the tale. The formerfamily was well nigh extirpated^T™
fesoHh^' --- Kitl?„-
fco'rtn^rrdras^^'prtr

at r™.!, r T ""^ "*^y onslaught

?ur^.^
h^°''''y ^""^ Kobertson re-

anTlt '^^''''^»''. and his braveana gallant conduct was the themeof praise with all. Some t me tl.P^a ter he married the s^ondTau£;of Paterson of Wester and fibsterInsh^, the eldest being marrtd toCuthbert of Macbeth's Castlehil nowknown ^ the Crown lands SCdby Mr. Fraser of AbertarS. 0„^e
We L^'in'lh'"^"'

""^ father-inllaw!wester Inshes became the nronertvo^young Hobertson, and^SrInshes that of the Cuth^rts. wh*Z n^ "^^^"^ distinction, clan-ld

80118, In regular succession until thepresent time, possess the fine estati

M^ich 'l^i ""''l^
^"^^ "f *^astW in!Which belonged to the nowerfn

knows'?hem '
^° ""*"y mSo^,

nf tI=k
^ ""."lore. The familyof Inshes, in all ages, stood it hin respect throughow the Sa <£and many of them had sIctSthemse ves in upholding tlTriSof their country; and the wonhvl^omst Robertson of Din^a , "ad

with other important reform^, had

SfclfffSi?'^ "^' buSome
burgh '

*""^^ '" '•>»' ao'^ient

1 The other sons and daughters ofhis marriage were Thoma."li iSjh .

8°fl^"f"' *i«''''
J-'bn Neflso^d'

186.3,-Anne,d. 1829; Helen Jane; i
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BOOK claim the name of Scotsman, and even if I were, there is

,^_V_^ the fact staring me in the face that not a drop of blood runs

\^^, in my veins except what is derived from a Scottish ancestry.'

>

An illustrious opponent once described him, by way of hitting

his singular duality of disposition, as an ardent Italian in the

custody of a Scotsman. It is eiisy to nmke too much of race,

but when we are puzzled by Mr. Gladstone's seeming con-

trarieties of temperament, his union of impulse with caution,

of passion with circumHi)ection, of pride and tire with self-

control, of Ossianic flight with a steady foothold on the solid

earth, we may perhaps lind a sort of explanation in thinking

of him as a highlander in the custody of a lowlander.

Of John Gladstone something more remains to. be said.

About 1783 he was made a partner by his father in the

business at Leitli, and liere he saved live hundred pounds.

Four years later, probably after a short periml of service, he

was admitted to a partnership with two corn-merchants at

Liverpofd, his con^nbution to the total capital of four

thousand pounds being fifteen hundred, of which his father

lent him live hundred, and a friend another five at five

per cent. In 1787 he thought the plural ending of his name

sounded awkwardly in the style of the firm. Corrie, Glad-

stones, and Hradshaw, so he dropped the «.'» He visited

London to enlarge his knowledge of the corn trade in Mark

Lane, and here became acquainte<l with Sir Claiule Scott, the

banker (not yet, however, a baronet ) . Scott was so impressed

by his extraordinary vigour and shrewdness as to talk of a

partnership, but Gladstone's existing arrangement in Liv-

erpool was settled for fourteen years. Sometime in tlie

nineties he was sent to Amc;;ca to purchase «M>rn, with un-

limited confidence from Sir Claude Scott. On his arrival,

he found a severe scarcity and enormous prices. A large

ntnnber of vessels had been chartered for the enterprise, and

were on their way to him for cargoes. To send them back

in ballast would be a disaster. Thrown entirely on his own

> At Dundee, Oct 29, 1890. •eemii to have ta>en out letteni pni-

* In 183r> forms! liifflcnltlw arww ent authorising the change In t!'.''

In connection with the purchase of name.

a govemmeut annuity, and then he

I
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resources, ho travelled 8„„th from New York making th« . .purchases of all sorts that li« Pn„i i !u , "T'"^ ^^^ ''«st CHAP,

with timber and otll cl^^^Zt' '

'^''^

'r^f
'- «'''I'« ._A^

iiour
;
and the lo.ss on trv '^t^S^fj

'''"" '''''^^
ruin, did not exceed . fc.v ',-: .,.r H T, """^ '"*"*"*

source of this kind n.a w-Vortune
""""''?• .*^"«^ff.V'^"d re-

ycan. of partnership ;.
"

T^.^:;"
'
'"'^ -'-" *'- fourteen

his own account, witl/- ^t ;
^

' ,;i:"'"'""'
'"""'^««-

lie brought his brothers to U- J't,";?
'""? '^"'^^"•

for them, not to assist hin.self, saiT^^Tl T ^'"'''*'"

provided for many youn, .Cf: 't^^ = j^'
"«

knew him re ect anv kind »f « i "."f
^*">- I never

offered itself L him '

"^"''^ '" ""^ "^ ••"»-"•« that

It was John Gladstone's hiihit ,..-. „ ^ i

,

sorts of questions with ul 2^^ , '^'i

*" ^''""« '^"

taken for granted betw . '2,t T "''T "'^^

n..t understand,' says the ilh If
""'• "« "'«"''l

tolerate tlu^e whr^:.:^ ^^ ^^ l^:!;-'-"^
them,

^
nor

at once and active],- pursue U J^' it, ."r ' '" "."^

oincd a corresprnding warn.th I

" ''"«''^'>' '»«

of affection, a keen a^Z^t ,^0^^^ " ^I-^'^- -'."-"ess

f..und a rest, and an in e "r Ja ,e fJl"""'"' "Z
""'''' ''«

of character, which, cr..w„ „7h j" 'T
""'' "'"''"^•*^

I think (and I strive to ik^ i: r;?
'^"^^^ '"'"'*' '"-'

ing oM man T have ever knowl. w
"""^^' '^'' '"^•«* '"t-est-

To his father's person and memory, Mr GImIsm.. .' t -^
and affectionate .levotion remained "^nb.k.n ?,!

'"'^'^

ing,' writes a female rehitivo of his 'when I w l

^^":""'.'""-

alone with Mr. Ghulstone at ( Sto Hous T
'"''"^'"^

t-ing led to bis speaking of his fat.:. T Jrrr
Z"

now, r,sn.g from his chair, standing in front «?".
.J f

pes filled with tears as he exclaimed : "None but hi,ei;..<ir.n .n know what torrents of tendernessWdW
The successful merchant was also the active-minded

' ^"»'"" "f-r. It. Itope-Seott, il. p. 200.
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citizen. ' His force,' says his son, ' soon began to be felt as a

prominent and then a foremost member of the community.'

He had something of his descendant's inextinguishable

passion for pamphleteering, and the copious effusion of public

letters and articles. As was inevitable in a Scotsman of his

social position at that day, when tory rule of a more tyrannic

stamp than was ever known in England since the Revolution

of 1688, had reduced constitutional liberty in Scotland to

a shadow, John Gladstone came to Liverpool a whig, and

a whig he remained until Canning raised the flag of a new

partv inside the entrenchments of Eldonian toryism.

In 1812 Canning, who had just refused Lord Liverpool's

proffer of the foreign office because he would not serve under

Castlereagh as leader in the House of Commons, was invited

by John Gladstone to stand for L.verpool. He was elected

in triumph over Brougham, and lield the seat through four

elections, down to 1822, when he was succeeded by Huskisson,

whom he described to the constituency as the best man of

business in England, and one of the ablest practical statesmen

that could engage in the concerns of a commercial country.

The speeches made to his constituents during the ten

years for which he served them are excellent specimens of

Canning's rich, gay, aspiring eloquence. In substance they

abound in much pure toryism, and his speech after the

Peterloo massacre, and upon the topics relating to public

meetings, sedition, and parliamentary reform, though by

sonorous splendour and a superb plausibility fascinating to

the political neophyte, is by no means free from froth, without

much relation either to social facts or to popular principles.

On catholic emancipation he followed Pitt, as he did in an

enlarged view of commercial policy. At Liverpool he made

his famous declaration that his political allegiance was burietl

in Pitt's grave. At one at least of these performances the

youthful William Gladstone was present, but it was at home

that he learned Canningite doctrine. At Seaforth House

Canning spent the days between the death of Castlereagh

and his own recall to power, while he was waiting for the

date fixed for his voyage to take up the viceroyalty of Indiu.

As from whig John Gladstone turned Canningite, so from

wf
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naturally pointed to parliament ami C ,
'"^^'""

for Lancaster in 1818 Ll IT '

u^ f
'"'•"' "^'°*"^ ^''^

boroughs of extren.J;:4'; , ::; °^^^^^^^^^ - l«f0^ two

him twelve thousand pounds tow! i u ,

^^'^"^^^^^r cost

Liverpool contributed reSifTts^^ht '
'f°'^

^"

Berwick, but was unseated the year at^ X ''

formance« in the House were not remarkable «!" T^with ministers, and on the on^n
'*'^^^^^®- "« voted

T 1 , ,^ .
Seaforth, Mar. 10, 1821.

I address these few lines to von f« ir„^ i,

».a, get two padl»k, for th, wioket an,l large ,^TZ ^w>ren„w„pe„,a„,l the people make a th„r„Ll,tr„??h,
'

»alk and the carriage road. I real Mr P, f.^ *° *"'"

admireitexceediagl^. I eneloaeat^ t^mMr Z!"'"','"''
'

He told .. ^, tka. Mr,. R. „aa a giTd" i S^T" W^^
d::,zr^°"^°"

— E™r,o„r„ost a^eetio..:::

J -,
W- E. Gladstone.

in atter years he was fond of recallint, >,«^ ^u r •

with which he had been most famTl a alloTo?:. ?.?'
«econd commercial to«rn in the kin^Hn^]' "^'^ "'^

i

"•^'''^'y
'

•*"* »" '"y time but one single house
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BOOK Stood upon the space between Primrose brook and the town

I- of Liverpool.' Among his early recollections was 'he

^Zn;' extraordinarily beautiful spectacle of a dock delivery on the

''^''-
Mersey after a long prevalence of westerly wxnd« foU°w«^^^^^^

a change. Liverpool cannot imitate that now [1892], at least

not for the eye.'

m
The Gladstone firm was mainly an East India house, but in

the last ten years of his mercantile course John Gladstone be-

came the owner of extensive plantations of sugar and coffee in

the West Indies, some in Jamaica, others in British Gmana or

Demerara. The infamy of the slave-trade hau been abohshed

in 1807, but slave labour remained, and the Liverpool

merchant, like a host of other men of equal respectability and

higher dignity, including many peers and even some bishops,

was a slaveholder. Everybody who has ever read one of the

most honourable and glorious chapters in our English history

knows the case of the missionary John Smith.i in 18-d an

outbreak of the slaves occurred in Demerara, and one ot

John Gladstone's plantations happened to be its centre, ilie

rising was stamped out with great cruelty in three days.

Martial law, the savage instrument of race passion, was kept

in force forover fivemonths. Fifty negroeswere hanged, many

were shot down in the thickets, others were torn in pieces by

the lash of the cai t-whip. Smith was arrestea, aWiough he

had in fact done his best to stop the rising. Tried be ore a

court in which every rule of evidence was tyrannically set

aside, he was convicted on hearsay and condemned to death.

Before the atrocious sentence could be commuted by the

home authorities, the fiery heat and noisome vapours of his

prison killed him. The death of the Demerara missionary,

it has been truly said, was an event as fatal to slavery m the

West Indies, as the execution of John Brown was its death-

blow in the United States." Brougham in 1824 brought tlu-

» The story of John Smith is excel-

lently told in Walpole (iii. p. 178),

and in Miss Martineau's Hist, of the

Peace (bk. ii. ch. iv.). «»«• Mr. Kob-

bins has worlted it out with diligence

and precision in special reference to

John Gladstone: Early Life, PP-

36-47.

«Trevelyan'8 Macaulny, I. p. lH.

where the reader will also find a fine

passase from Macaulay's speecli

before the Anti-Slavery Society upon

the matter— the first speech he ever

made.
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case before the House of Commons, aud in the various CHAP
discussions upon it the Gladstone estates made rather a ^-

'

prominent figure. John Gladstone became involved in a^TTf,
heated and prolonged controversy as to the management of
us plantations

; as we shall see, it did not finally die down
tdl 1841. He was an indomitable man. In a newspaper
discussion through a long series of letters, he did not defend
slavery in the abstract, but protested against the abuse
leveUed at the planters by all 'the intemperate, credulous,
designing, or interested individuals who followed the lead of
that well-meaning but mistaken man, Mr. Wilberforce ' He
denounced the missionaries a. hired emissaries, whose object
seemed to be rather to revolutionise the colonies than to
diftuse religion among the people.

In 1830 he published a pamphlet, in the form of a letter
to Sir Robert Peel,i to explain that negroes were happier
when forced to work

; that, as their labour was essential to
the welfare of the colonies, he considered the difficulties in
the way of emancipation insurmountable

; that it was not
for him to seek to destroy a system that an over-ruling
1 rovidenee had seen fit to permit in certain climates since
the very formation of society; and finally with a Parthian
bolt, he hinted that the public would do better to look to
the condition of the lower classes at home than to the
negroes in the colonies. The pamphlet made its mark,and was admitted by the abolitionists to be an attempt ounusual ingenuity to varnish the most heinous of nationalcnmes. Three years later, when emancipation came, and
the twenty milhon pounds of compensation wer. distributed,John Gladstone appears to have received, individuali;
and apart from his partnerships, a little over seventy-five
thousand pounds for 1609 slaves."

It is as well, though in anticipation of the order of time,
to complete our sketch. In view of the approach of full

theBritl«h%ugaraXoleS '

*-ii? ^^^L^""^^ -Jli:
^*'"^ad been

and in the United States of America' inlVi"*" ^^^-
,

^^^ ™^ °f c"""-
together with a view o? thfSSt iL fid Z'J"! •''"«"^«' ^^^'
Situation of the lower cl^ea iTth* .w ,1 ^" '^ '* of interest to note
l-nited Kingdom.' "** "'?*. ^'^^ "'^^^ "^ th« Vreedenhoop

estate were valued at i'&J, 158. 6d.
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abolition, John Gladstone induced Lord Glenelg, the whig

secretary of state, to issue an order in council (1837) per-

mitting the West Indian planters to ship coolies from India

on terms drawn up by the planters themselves. Objections

were made with no effect by the governor at Demerara, a

humane and vigorous man, wlio had done much work as

military engineer under Wellington, and who, after abolish-

ing the flogging of female slaves in the Bahamas, now set

such an iron yoke upon the planters and their agents in

Demerara, that he said 'he could sleep satisfied that no

person in the colony could be punished without his know-

ledge and sanction.' * The importation of soolies raised old

questions in new forms. The voyage from India was declared

to reproduce the horrors of the middle passage of the vanished

Guinea slavers ; the condition of the coolie on the sugar planta-

tions was drawn in a light only less lurid than the case of the

African negro ; and John Gladstone was again in hot water.

Thomas Gladstone, his eldest son, defended him in parliament

(Aug. 3, 1839), and commissioners sent to inquire into the

condition of the various Gladstone plantations reported that

the coolies on Vreedestein appeared contented' and happy on

the whole; no one had ever maltreated or beaten them except

in one case ; and those on Vreedenhoop appeared perfectly

contented. The interpreter, who had abused them, had been

fined, punished, and dismissed. Upon the motion of W. E.

Gladstone, these reports were laid upon the table of the

House in 1840.*

We shall have not unimportant glimpses, as our story

unfolds itself, of all these transactions. Meanwhile, it is

interesting to note that the statesman whose great ensign

was to be human freedom, was thus born in a family where

the palliation of slavery must have made a daily topic.

The union, moreover, of fervid evangelical religion with

antagonism to abolition must in those days have been rare,

and in spite of his devoted faith in his father the youthful

* Diet. iVat. Btog., Sir James Car-

michael Smyth.
* He took Follett'g opinion (A«g.

5, 1841) on the question of applying

for a criminal information against the

publisher of an article stating how
r any slaves had been worked to death

n his father's plantations. The ereat

advocate wisely recommended him to

leave it alone.
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Gladstone may well have had uneasy moments. If so, he CHAPperhaps consoled himself with the authority of Cann nt I

Cajuung, m 1823, had formaUy laid down th^e neutralZi^^
tion of the lot of the negro slave was the utmost limit ofaction, and that his freedom as a result of amelioratioTwas
he object of a pxous hope, and no more. Canning described

;:s" " T T"^ T'''f
' '"™ "'

"
"^° -^^ *^- -*«"-

; K .u ° ^'"^ ^°^'« ^° *^« °»«nh««d of his physicalstrength, xn the maturity of his physical passions, but h. theinfancy of his unmstructed reason, would be to raise up acreature resembling the splendid fiction of a recent romance'the hero of which constructs a human form with Si hecorporal capabilities of a man, but being unable to impart tothe work of his hands a perception of right and wZg, hefinds too la e that he has only created a more than mortalpower of doing mischief.' 'I was bred,' said Mr. Glartonewhen risen to meridian splendour, ^ under the shadow ofthe great name of Canning
; every influence connected withthat name governed the politics of my childhood and of myyouth

;
with Canning, I rejoiced in the removal of religio^

disabilities and in the character which he gave to our pdl^abroad; with Canning, I rejoiced in the opening he maZtowards the establishment of free commerck inlrcha'gebetween nations; with Canning, and under the shadow othe yet more venerable name of Burke, my youthful mindand imagination were impressed.'^ On slavery and e^nthe slave trade, Burke too had argued agains. totll abolitTonI confess, he said, • I trust infinitely more (according to thesound principles of those who ever have at any time melio-

Son :hfnt i r'"'^, *^ ^^« «^«^* and'influence ofreligion than to all the rest of the regulations put together.' 3

^Frankenitein wa- pn'
1818.

1866*^*^"^ of Commons,

hed in J Letter to Dundas, u,ith a sketch

?ni ^7, of W. WUber/orce, v. p. 167.
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It is In her public schools and universities that the youth of Eng-

land are, by a discipline which shallow judgments have sometimes

attempted to undervalue, prepared for the duties of public life.

There are rare and splendid exceptions, to be sure, but in my

conscience I believe, that England would not be what she is with-

out her system of public education, and that no other country

can become what England is, without the advantages of such a

system. — Caksino.

It is difficult to discern the true dimensions of objects in that

mirage which covers the studies of one's youth. — Giadstone.

BOOK In September 1821, the young Gladstone was sent to Eton.

,_^^ Life at Eton lasted over six years, until the Christmas

of 1827. It impressed images that never faded, and left

traces in heart and mind that the waves of time never

effaced,— so profound is the early writing on our opening

page. Canning's words at the head of our present chapter

set forth a superstition that had a powerful hold on tha

English governing class of that day, and the new Etonian

never shook it off. His attachment to Eton grew with the

lapse of years; to him it was ever 'the queen of all schools.'

I went,' he saj's, ' under the wing of my eldest brother,

then in the upper division, and this helped my start and

much mitigated the sense of isolation that attends the first

launch at a public school.' The door of his dame's house

looked down the Long Walk, while the windows looked into

the very crowded churchyard: from this he never received

the smallest inconvenience, though it was his custom (when

master of the room) to sleep with his window open both

summer and winter. The school, said the new scholar, has

26
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only about four hundred and ninety fellowa in it, which chap.
was considered uncommonly small. He likes his tutor so "•

much that he would not exchange him for any ten. He^^~rTl
has various rows with Mrs. Shurey, his dame, and it is really

''

a great shame the way they are fed. He and his brother
have far the best room in the dame's house. His captain
is very good-natured. Fighting is a favourite diversion,
hardly a day passing v-tliout one, two, three, or even four
more or less mortal combats.

You will be glad to hear, he writes to his Highland aunt
Johanna (November 13, 1821), of an instance of the highest and
most honourable spirit in a highlander labouring under great dis-
advantages. His name is Macdonald (he once had a brother here
remarkably clever, and a capital fighter). He is tough as iron,
and about the strongest fellow in the school of his size. Being
pushed out of his seat in school by a fellow of the name of Arthur,
he airily asked him to give it him again, which being refused, with
the additional insult that he might try what he could do to take
it from him, iMacdonald very properly took him at his word, and
began to push him out of his seat. Arthur struck at him with all
his might, and gave him so violent a blow that Macdonald was
almost knocked backwards, but disdaining to take a blow from
even a fellow much bigger than himself, he returned Arthur's
blow with interest

;
they began to fight ; after Macdonald had made

him bleed at both his nose and his mouth, he finished the affair
very triumphantly by knocking the arrogant Arthur backwards
over the form without receiving a single blow of any consequence.
He also labours under the additional disadvantage of being a new
fellow, and of not knowing any one here. Arthur in a former
battle put his finger out of joint, and as soon as it is recovered
they are to have a regular battle in the playing fields.

Other encounters are described with equal zest, especially
one where 'the honour of Liverpool was bravely sustained,'
superior weight and size having such an advantage over
toughness and strength, that the foe of Liverpool was too
badly bruised and knocked about to appear in school. On
anotner occasion, 'to the great joy' of the narrator, an
oppidan vanquished a colleger, though the coUeger fought
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SO furiously that he put his fingers out of joint, and went

back to the classic studies that soften manners, with a face

broken and quite black. 1-ie Windsor and Slough coaches

used to stop under the wall of the playing fields to watch

these desi)erate affrays, and once at least in these times

a boy %. -s killed. With plenty of fighting went on plenty

of flogging ; for the headmaster was the redoubtable Dr.

Keate, with whom the appointed instrument of moral

regeneration in the childish soul was the birch rod; who

on heroic occasions was known to have flogged over eighty

boys on a single summer day ; and whose one mellow regret

in the evening of his life was that he had not flogged far

more. Religious instruction, as we may suppose, was under

these circumstances reduced to zero ; there was no trace of

the influence of the evangelical party, at that moment the

most active of all the religious sections ; and the ancient and

pious munificence of Henry vi. now inspired a scene that

was essentially little better than pagan, modified by an

official church of England varnish. At Eton, Mr. Gladstone

wrote of thi" period forty years after, » the actual teaching

of Christianity was all but dead, though happily none of

its forms had been surrendered.'*

Science even in its rudiments fared as ill as its eternal

rival, theology. There was a mathematical master, but

nobody leaned anything from him, or took any notice of

him. In his anxiety for position the unfortunate man asked

Keate if he might wear a cap and gown. 'That's as you

please,' said Keate. ' Must the boys touch their hats to me ?

"

' That's as they please,' replied the genial doctor." Gladstone

first picked up a little mathematics, not at Eton, but during

the holidays, going to Liverpool for the purpose, first in 1824

and more seriously in 1827. He seems to have paid much

attention to French, and even then to have attained con-

siderable proficiency. ' When I was at Eton,' Mr. Gladstone

said, ' we knew very little indeed, but we knew it accurately.'

'There were many shades of distinction,' he observed,

' among the fellows who received what was supposed to be,

and was in many respects, their education. Some of those

» Gleanings, vii. p. 138. * A story sometimes told of Provost Goodall.

.'1
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shades of distinction were extremely questionable, and the chapcomparative measures of honour allotted to talent, industry ^and Idleness were undoubtedly such as philosophy would ;r^not jus.^y. But no boy was ever estimated eUher mo e
"''"''•

or ess because he had much money to spend. It added«oh.ngto him If he had much, it took noVhing from himf he had little.' A sharp fellow who worked, and a stupSfeUow who was idle, were both of them in good odo^renough, but a stupid boy who presumed to woil was heWto be an insufferable solecism.i

My tutor was the Rev. H. H. Knapp (practically all tutors wereclergymen m those days). He was a reputed whig, an easy andknul-tempered man with a sense of scholarship, but n" ^I'er ofa.sc>phne, and no energy of desire to impress himself ^„ his
pupils. I -collect but one piece of advice received later from him.
It was that I should form my poetical taste upon Darwin, whosepoems (the 'Botanic Garden

' and ' Loves of the Plants ') i obec^!
entl.y read through in consequence. I was placed in the middleremove fourth form, a place slightly better than the common run
but mferior to what a boy of good preparation or real excellence
would have taken. My nearest friend of the first period wasAV W. Farr, a boy of intelligence, something over my age, next
above me in the school. " ^ '

At this time there was not in me any desire to know or toexcel My first pursmts were football and then cricket; the
first I did not long pursue, and in the second I never managed
to me above mediocrity and what was termed 'the twenty-two There was a barrister named Heniy Hall Joy, a con-
nection of my father through his first wife, and a man who hadtaken a first-class at Oxford. He was very kind to me, and hadmade some efforts to inspire me with a love of books, if not

Smollett, but only for the battles, and always skipping when Icame to the sections headed 'A Parliament.' Joy had a t^teforclassics, and made visions for me of honours at Oxford BuUhsubject only danced before my eyes as a will-of-the-wisp^d
without attracting me. I remained sUgnant without heart or

» At Marlborough, ^eb. 3, 1877 ; at MUl UUl School, June H, 1879.
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hope. A change however arrived about Easter 1822. My
' remove ' -was then under Hawtrey (afterwa ds head-master and

provost), who was always on the lookout for any bud which he

could warm with a little sunshine.

1 £ i
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t
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He always described Hawtrey as the life of the school,

the mau to whom Eton owed more than to any of her sons

during the century. Though not his pupil, it was from him

that Gladstone, when in the fourth form, received for the

first time incentives to exertion. 'It was entirely due to

Hawtrey,' he records in a fragment, ' that I first owed the

reception of a spark, the divinae particulam a-rae, and

conceived a dim idea, that in some time, manner, and

degree, I might come to know. Even then, as I had really

no instructor, my efforts at Eton, down to 1827, were perhaps

of the purest plodding ever known.'

Evidently he was not a boy of special mark during the

first three years at Eaton. In the evening he played chess

and cards, and usually lost. He claimed in after life that he

had once taken a drive in a hired tandem, but Etonians

who knew him as a schoolboy decided that an aspiring

memory here made him boast of crimes that were not his.

He was assiduous in the Eton practice of working a small

boat, whether skiff, funny, or wherry, single-handed. In the

masquerade of Montem he figured complacently in all the

glories of the costume of a Greek patriot, for he was a faith-

ful Canuingite; the heroic struggle against the Turk was

at its fiercest, and it was the year when Byron died at

Missolonghi. Of Montem as an institution he thought

extremely ill, ' the whole thing a wretched waste of time

and money, a most ingenious contrivance to exhibit us as

baboons, a bore in the full sense of the word.' He did not

stand aside from the harmless gaieties of boyish life, but he

rigidly refused any part in boyish indecorums. He was, in

short, just the diligent, cheerful, healthy-minded schoolboy

that any good father would have his son to be. He enjoys

himself with his brother at the Christopher, and is glad to

recc ' that ' Keate did not make any jaw about being so

late.' Half a dozen of them met every whole holiday or
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half and went up Salt HUl to bully the fat waiter, eat ciUPtoasted cheese, and drink egg-wine. II

He started, as we have already seen, in middle fourth ^-^^
form. In the spring of 1822 Hawtrey said to him • 'Con

•'*"''•

tinue to do as well as this, and I wiU send you up for ^oodagam before the fourth of June.' Before the end of Le,he tells his sailor brother of his success : 'It far exceeds themost sanguine expectations I ever entertained. I have trotinto the remove between the fourth and fifth forms Ihave been sent up for good a second time, and have takenseven places.' In the summer of 1823 he announces thathe has got into the fifth form after taking sixteen places,and here instead of fagging he acquires the blessed powe^himself to fag. In passing he launches, for the first recorded
time, against the master of the remove from which he has
just been promoted, an invective that in volume and inten-
sity anticipates the wrath of later attacks on Neapolitankings and Turkish sultans.

i^eapojitan

His letters written from Eton breathe in every line thewarm breath of family affection, and of all those natural
pieties that had so firm a root in him from the beginning

touch' T ;•
*^' ''*''* '''''' °' ^^"^"« --^ f-ce that thftouch of time was so soon to kindle into full glow, thevgave but httle indication. We smile at the precocious

cojna fundi that at thirteen describes the language of anadmonishing acquaintance as 'so friendly, mlnly, soundand disinterested that notwithstanding his fault JmLtalways think weU of him.' He sends contributions to hbro hers scrap-book, and one of the first of them, oddlyenough in view of one of the great preoccupations of h^

^^: hTirLl!:^'
^'-' ^^^^^-^^^'^ --- -

' O Ireland, my country, the hour
Of thy pride and thy splendour has passed,

H.!,J
?*'" "'^^^ """ 'P"™^** ^" *V '""'^ -t of power.Hangs heavy around thee at last.'

2V'Tl ""^ ^fT "^ '-'^Seiic^^ religion are alwavsthere. A friend of the family dies, and the boy pours outh.s regret, but a^ter all what is the merely natuLl deShof
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Dr. N. compared with the awful state of a certain clergy-

man, also an intimate friend, who has not only been guilty

of attending a fancy ball, but has followed that vicious

prelude by even worse enormities unnamed, that surely

cannot escape the vigilance and the reproof of his bishop ?

His father is the steady centre of his life. ' My father,'

he writes to his brother, ' is as active in mind and projects

as ever ; he has two principal plans now in embryo, Onu
of these is a railroad between Liverpool and Manchester
for the conveyance of goods by locomotive-steam-engine.

The other is for buihling a bridge over the Mersey at Run-
corn.' In May 1827, tiie (Jloucester and Berkeley canal is

opened : ' a great and enterprising undertaking, but still

there is no fear of it beating Liverpool.' Meanwhile, 'what
prodigiously quick travelling to leave Eton at twelve on
Monday, and reach home at eight on Tuesday 1

' 'I have,'

he says in 1826, 'lately been writing several lettei-s in the

Liverpool Courier.'' His father liad been attacked in the

local prints for sundry economic inconsistencies, and the con-

troversial pen that was to know no rest for more than seventy

years to come, was now flrst employed, like the pious vEncas

bearing off Anchises, in the filial duty of repelling his sire's

assailants. Ignorant of his nameless champion, John Glad-

stone was much amused and interested by the anonymous
Friend to Fair Dealing,' while the son was equally diverted

by the criticisms and conjectures of the parent.

With the formidable Keate the boy seems to have fared

remarkably well, and tliere are stories that he was even one
of the tyrant's favourites.* His school work was diligently

' Doylo tellk a story of the boy
being flogt;e(i for briuKing wiiiu into
his study. Wlien (iimstioiu'd on tliia,

Mr. (iliulstone said, ' I wa» flonRed,
but nut for anything oonnncted in
any way witli wino, of which, l)y the
by, my fattier supplied mo with a
small amount, and insiHted u|)on my
drinking it, or some of it, all the
time tliat I wsts at Ktoii. The reason
wliy I WB« flogged was tliis. I was
priepostor of the remove on a curtain
day, and from kindness or guiKt
nature was induced to omit from the
list of boys against whom H. [the

master] liad complained, and who
ought to have l)een flogged next day,
the names of three offenders, 'i'lie

three boys in question got roimd me
with a story that their friends were
coming down from fjondon to see
thom, and that if tliey were put
down on the Hogging list they could
not meet their friends. Next day
when I went into school Jl. roared
out in a voice of thunder, 'Milad-
Btone, put down your own name on
the list of boys to be Hogged." ' Mr.
Gladstone on this occasion told

another tale of thin worthy's
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supplemented. His daily reading in IS-'n „^,
deal <. .i^ella^ou L, inel^i;;!^^::^^ S.^ "^'1^
HIars ,Sm«««, (.„„t very substantial'), Tom ./««.. Tnm'

^-"^
hues Z-/. <,/ J'itt, Waterland's cwj;«,a^. '

1,;
^^'-^^^IS-

i)«'w;«, Lockes I>efence of Th. If

"""'^«^«"«'», Leslie on

wliKh he hnds excellent; Paradise Lo,t /j ^T""""^'
7V«. and EpitapMum Lamoni. (

"
ouLue M? •

^"' ''

iW«/ /W^ C'"u>st excellent •)/nen'rl,^;'',7;'T';''
>c..tt, including the ^W^. ,, La.n,nJZ:'^f'CZ:^^^
tale, indeed, and in after UfV. 1,.\. «• . ^ utautiful

Burke. ,,„;„„„„, .,::;,, 1'
'.t™s„:v''r" r">-

and unfar, clever and silli- niu •
. ^ ^"at^auJay, fair

publican a'nd anti! L^ i'^' ^^^^^^^^^^^^^
,'^-'-tie, re-

aeed.' In 1827 ho went steadilv H ^
.

'\""1"'«'^'"»' i'-

of (JiblK,n, whom he"lou'c ^e^^^^
^''! ''"'""'^ '"'^^

-^ not so clear, so able, srra^t
''

h:1"'"^
"^ ''*'

impress my mind so n.uch ' In th' '

I
'' ""'

/>«.. «/ i'w. Ford's x.f^'1/;!^;,!;;7s^
good, the end remarkably beautiful'^ a«,l n u ^
Ovhioh he liked better than either tile 'ot ot'^ ^^Locke on Toleration ('much repetition').

^' ^^'

liiere is, of course, a steady refrain nf r- i
• ,.

(Jreek anap,est8, Min easy an.l ule 'Ic"' * Tl ''""^'"''

t»"u.ri '•*'"'<«ayH. called outt" tJe prwiwstor, " Writo down
I anu ton'. „amo to be CgAlorbvaking ,„y window." -Tnever

M "Write dolrS'tonrS
f -r l.r,.aklng my window wd lyC"Upon my soul. «ir. i did not Jo"fj"

VOL. I-.B

A«alnHt thi/a, «,n?ence'S"^„
no appeal, and, accordingly in..T

TeUgr»i,h, May 20, im! '^
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* Read Bible,' with Mant's notes. In a mood of deep piety

he is prepared for confirmation. His appearance at this

time was recalled by one who had been his fag, * as a good-

looking, rather delicate youth, with a pale face and brown

curling hair, always tidy and well dressed.' ^

He became captain of the fifth at the end of October

1826, and on February 20, 1827, Keate put him into the

sixth. ' Was very civil, indeed ; told me to take pains, etc.

;

to be careful in using my authority, etc' He finds the

sixth very preferable to all other parts of the school, both

as regards pleasure and opportunity for improvement. They

are more directly under the eye of Keate ; he treats them

with more civility and speaks to them differently. So the

days follow one another very much alike— studious, cheer-

ful, sociable, sedulous. The debates in parliament take up
a good deal of his time, and he is overwhelmed by the

horrible news of the defeat of the catholics in the House

of Commons (March 8, 1827). On a summer's day in 1826,

'Mr. Canning here ; inquired after me and missed me.' He
was not at Eton but at home when he heard of Mr. Canning's

death. ' Personally I must remember his kindness and con-

descension, especially when he spoke to me of some verses

which H. Joy had injudiciously mentioned to him.'

II

Youthful intellect is imitative, and in a great school so

impregnated as Eton with the spirit of public life and
political association, the few boys with active minds
mimicked the strife of parliament in their debating society,

and copied the arts of journalism in the Eton Miicellany.

In both fields the young Gladstone took a leading part. The
debating society was afflicted with ' the premonitory lethargy

of death,' but the assiduous energy of Gaskell, seconded by
the gifts of Gladstone, Hallam, and Doyle, soon sent a new
pulse beating through it. The politics of the hour, that is

to say everything not fifty years off, were forbidden ground

;

but the execution of Strafford or of his royal master, the

1 Temple Bar, Feb. 1883.
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deposition of Richard ii., the last four years of the reiffn of
Queen Amie the Peerage biU of 1719, the characters of ''n^'
Harley and Bohngbroke, were themes that could be made "^^^
by ingenious youth to admit a hundred cunning sidelights

^'- ^2-"'

upon the catholic question, the struggle of the Greeks forindependence, the hard case of Queen Caroline, and theunlawfulness of swamping the tories in the House of LordsOn duller afternoons they argued on the relative claims ofmathematics and metaphysics to be the better discipline ofthe human mind; whether duelling is or is not inconsistentmth the character that we ought to seek ; or whether theeducation of the poor is on the whole beLefici'l! It wt^on this last question (October 29, 1825) that the oratorwho made his last speech seventy years later, now madehis first.
'
Made my first or maiden speech at he socretv '

he enters in his diary, ^on education of the poor'funked less than I thought I should, by much.' Tisa curious but a characteristic circumstance not chat somany of his Eton speeches were written out, but that themanuscript should have been thriftily preserved thtall through the long space of intervening years^M?President,' it begins, « >n this land of liberty! in tWs age of

rrd fel ifti^
''^"^"^"^ "^"-*-^'- «^au' ope

SenTtSh
"^'^

*'r^ ^'™^'' ^^^^* ' thiTno* relu

"".nble situation desire themselves^ o"hL Can pri^^
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reached such a pitch of arrogance that they have learned to

defy both right and reason, to reject the laws of natural

kindness that ought to reign in the breast of all, and to look

on their fellow countrymen as the refuse of mankind ? . . .

Is it morally just or politically expedient to keep down the

industry and genius of the artisan, to blast his rising hopes,

to quell his spirit? A thirst for knowledge has arisen in

the minds of the poor ; let them satisfy it with wholesome

nutriment and beware lest driven to despair,' et cetera.

Crude enough, if we please ; but the year was 1826, and we

may feel that the boyish speaker is already on the generous

side and has the gift of fruitful sympathies.

In the spacious tournaments of old history, we may smile

to hear debating forms and ceremony applied to everlasting

controversies. 'Sir,' he opens on one occasion, 'I declare

that as far as regards myself, I shall have very little difficulty

in stating my grounds on which I give my vote for James

Graham [the Marquis of Montrose]. It is because I look

upon him as a hero, not merely endowed with that animal

ferocity which has often been the sole qualification which

has obtained men that appellation from the multitude— I

should be sorry indeed if he had no testimonials of his

merits, save such as arise from the mad and thoughtless

exclamations of popular applause.' In the same gallant

style (Jan. 26, 1826) he votes for Marcus Aurelius, in answer

to the question whether Trajan has any equal among the

Roman emperors from Augustus onwards. Another time

the question was between John Hampden and Clarendon.

'Sir, I look back with pleasure to the time when we

unanimously declared our disapprobation of the impeach-

ment of the Earl of Strafford. I wish I could hope for the

same unanimity now, but I will endeavour to regulate

myself by the same principles as directed me then. . . . Now,

sir, with regard to the impeachment of the five members, it

is really a little extraordinary to hear the honourable opener

talking of the violence offered by the king, and the terror

of the parliament. Sir, do we not all know that the king

at that time had neither friends nor wealth? . . . Did

the return of these members with a triumphant mob
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I

accompanying them indicate terror? Did the demands of chapU^ parhament or the insolence of their language show t"'
^•

So he proceeds through all the well-worn arglents- and
'"^

Earl of Clarendon, because he gave his support to the falWcause of monarchy; because he stood byZ church and wfkmg; because he adopted the part which loyalty, reas^and moderation combined to dictate Poverty blnilment, and disgrace he endured without a murmur-' he ttadhered to the cause of justice, he still denouLertheadvocates of rebellion, and if he failed in his reward n Weoh, sir, et us not deny it to him after death. In Wu, s r iadnure the sound philosopher, the rigid moralist, the Ir^'hlstatesman, the candid historian. . TnRamr,! t
^/^

.«o„r of pa«i„ Wer, ob.„J^^ZtLr o£.eWho., and the faculties by which he might haveZn a

r tiih a" rrsTtt '" '-' -"-• -^ -
-vhich ti.e wa, to u^.iizz:zi::zr-^
o.e great ,„a„ he p^d a «„al judgment that yea™ did „otchange,— Debate on Sir R. Walpole: HalL, oLkel"
1 ickermg, and Doyle spoke. Voted for him. I^aTt tfme

overbalance o to spoil ehV^t..; ^^In'; JSr'k"

.:»suZr^ ii"try '-•"^
- '-™ •'^

the^Pto,™ ns sT^T uT f""™"^'™ ("86-87) and

a .o". «y behind these in thoXltJb^lSr,"""
™

' Feb. 10, 1827.

i daring,
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by which only such juvenile perfcrmances can either please

or interest. George Selwyn and Gladstone were joint editors,

and each provided pretty copious effusions. * I cannot keep

my temper,' he wrote afterwards in his diary in 1835, on

turning over the Miteellany, ' in perusing my own (with few

exceptions) execrable productions.' Certainly his contribu-

tions have no particular promise or savour, no hint of the

strong pinions into which the half-fledged wings were in time

to expand. Their motion, such as it is, must be pronounced

mechanical; their phrase and cadence conventional. Even
when sincere feelings were deeply stirred, the flight cannot

be called high. The most moving public event in his school-

days was undoubtedly the death of Canning, and to Gladstone

the stroke was almost personal. In September 1827 he tells

his mother that he has for the first time visited Westminster

Abbey,— his object, an eager pilgrimage to the newly tenanted

grave of his hero, and in the Mhcellany he pays a double

tribute. In the prose we hear sonorous things about

meridian splendour, premature extinction, and inscrutable

wisdom; about falling, like his great master Pitt, a victim

to his proud and exalted station; about being firm in

principle and conciliatory in action, the friend of improve-

ment and the enemy of innovation. Nor are the versified

reflections in Westminster Abbey much more striking:

—

Oft in the scalptared aisle and swelling dome,

The yawning grave hath given the proud a home

;

Yet never welcomed from his bright career

A mightier victim than it welcomed here

:

Again the tomb may yawn— again may death

Claim the last forfeit of departing breath

;

Yet ne'er enshrine in slumber dark and deep

A nobler, loftier prey than where thine ashes sleep.

Excellent in feeling, to be sure; but as a trial of poetic

delicacy or power, wanting the true note, and only worth

recalling for an instant as we go.

in

As nearly always happens, it was less by school work or

spoken addresses in juvenile debate, or early attempts in

the great and difficult art of written composition, than by
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bhthe and eongenial comradeship that the mind of the CBAF.
young Gladstone was stimulated, opened, strengthened. In

°-
after days he commemorated among his friends George iT^ZTsSelwyn, afterwards bishop of New Zealand and of LichfieW
' a man whose character is summed up, from alpha to omega,'
in the single word, noble, and whose high office, in a la^^
measure, it was to reintroduce among the anglican clerfy

'

the pure heroic type.' Another was Francis Doyle, ' who^Jgenial character supplied a most pleasant introduction ?orhis unquestionable poetic genius.' A third was JamesMilnes Gaskell, a youth endowed with precocious ripeneLof pohtical faculty, an enthusiast, and with a vivacTou^humour that enthusiasts often miss. Doyle said or^m
that his nurse must have lulled him to sleep by parhVmentary reports, and his first cries on awaking in hL crIdLmust have been 'hear, hear'! Proximity of rooms '^veoccasion or aid to the formation of another very valufwe
friendship, that with Gerald Wellesley, afterwards dean oWindsor, which lasted, to my great profit, for some sLv
or five of them would meet, and discuss without restraint thequestions of politics that were too modem to be toleratedm public debate Most of them were friendly tecSe
emancipation, and te the steps by which Hufkisson supported by Canning, was cautiously treading in the mthtowards free trade. The brightest star in this cheeW
constellation was the rare youth who, though i s shWn

J

course was run in two-and-twenty years, yetin thatSspan was able to impress with his vigorous understand^and graceful imagination more than one of the loftiest mind!

thanVrr ^'''"'" "'"'" "'^^ * ««"P^« °f y^-rs youngerthan Gladstone, no narrow gulf at that age ; but such Zhe sympathy of genius, such the affinities of intellectu^
interest and aspiration spoken and unspoken, such thecharm and the power of the younger with the elder thajrapid instinct made them close comrades. They cTibWtogether their rolls and butter, and bi.akfast7d in ^e

• Mr. Gladstone fixed on two of
the elegies of /« Xemoriam as most A'!fif*'yT,'=n"^®y'''8 the image

Arthur Hallam, ovUi. and cxx^.
of
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another's rooms. Hallam was not strong enough for boat-

ing, so the more sinewy Gladstone used to scull him up to

the Shallows, and he regarded this toilsome carrying of an

idle passenger up stream as proof positive of no common

value set upon his passenger's company. They took walks

together, often to the monument of Gray, clc. by the

churchyard of the elegy ; arguing about the articles and the

creeds ; about Wordsworth, Byron, Shelley ; about free will,

for Hallam was precociously full of Jonathan Edwards ;

about politics, old and new, living and dead ; about Pitt and

Fox, and Canning and Peel, for Gladstone was a tory and

Hallam pi re whig. Hallam was described by Mr. Gladstone

in his old age as one who ' enjoyed work, enjoyed society ;

and games which he did not enjoy he left contentedly aside.

His temper was as sweet as his manners were winning. His

conduct was without a spot or even a speck. He was that

rare and blessed creature, anima naturaliter Chrittiana.

He read largely, and though not superficial, yet with an

extraordinary speed. He had no high or exclusive ways.'

Thus, as so many have known in that happy dawn of life,

before any of the imps of disorder and confusion have found

their way into the garden, it was the most careless hours,—
careless of all save truth and beauty,— that were the hours

best filled.

Youth will commonly do anything rather than write

letters, but the friendship of this pair stood even that test.

The pages are redolent of a living taste for good books and

serious thoughts, and amply redeemed from strain or aflfecta-

tion by touches of gay irony and the collegian's banter.

Hallam applies to Gladstone Diomede's lines about Odysseus,

of eager heart and spirit so manful in all manner of toils, as

the only comrade whom a man would choose.^ But the Greek

hero was no doubt a complex character, and the parallel

is taken bj- Gladstone as an equivocal compliment. So

Hallam begs him at any rate to accept the other description,

how when he uttered his mighty voice from his chest, and

words fell like flakes of snow in winter, then could no mortal

man contend with Odysseus.* As happy a forecast for the

1 Iliad, iii. 221. * Ibid. x. 242.

: 3
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great orator of their generation, as when in 1829 he told chapGladstone that Tennyson promised fair to be its greate^ "
poet HaUams share in the correspondence remin(£ us of ^T^the friendship of two other Etonians ninety years before""'*-
of the letters and verses that Gray wrote to Richard West •

there is the same Uterary sensibility, the same kindness, butthere IS what Gray and West felt not, the breath of a Lusyand changing age Each of these two had the advantage o^coming from a home where politics were not mere gLipabout persons and paragraphs, but were matters of trainedand continued interest The son of one .of the mo.teminent
of the brilliant band of the whig writers of that day, Halllmpasses glowing eulogies on the patriotism and wisdL of th^Whigs in coalescing with Canning against the bigotry of theking and the blunders of Wellington and Peel ; \e contrJ^ts
this famous crisis with a similar crisis in the early part ofThereign of George 11.

;
and observes how much higher^all parcelstood m the balance of disinterestedness and public vTrVuTHe goes to the opera and finds Zucchelli admirable, Coradorl

nir; N 7""^T
^''''^ **^"* ^^^ Walter's fo;thcoming

life of Napoleon, how with his ultra principles Scott wiUmanage to make a hero of the Corsican. He asks if Glad-
stone has read 'the new rtvian Grey^ (1827) -the second

Erl l''"^'!"^
^""^" '"*° ^'"'^^ *" ««">or' not mucholder than themselves and destined to strange historic relttions with one of them, had the year before burst upon thtwor d. Hallam is not without the graceful melancho^ ofyouth so different from that other melancholy of ripe yea^and the deepening twilight. Under all is the^ecunynoto

of a grave refrain that fatal issues made pathetic
'Never since the time when I first knew vou ' HalUmwrote to Gladstone (June 23, 1830), ' have I ceased totv"and respect your character. ... It will be my proudesithought that I may henceforth act worthily of thefrEonwho, hke yourself, have influenced my mind for good L heearhest season of its development. Circumstance, 2 dearGladstone, has indeed separated our paths, but it an neverdo away with what has been. The stamp of each ofourmmds IS on he other. Many a habit of tl^ught in each is
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modified, many a feeling is associated, which never would
have existed in that combination, had it not been for the old

1821-27. familiar days when we lived together.'

In the summer of 1827 Hallam quitted Eton for the

journey to Italy that set so important a mark on his

literary growth, and he bade his friend farewell in words of

characteristic affection. * Perhaps you will pardon my doing

by writing what I hardly dare trust myself to do by words.

I received your superb Burke yesterday ; and hope to find

it a memorial of past and a pledge for future friendship

through both our lives. It is perhaps rather bold in me to

ask a favour immediately on acknowledging so great a one

;

but you would please me, and oblige me greatly, if you will

accept this copy of my father's book. It may serve when
I am separated from you, to remind you of one, whose
warmest pleasure it will always be to subscribe himself,

Your most faithful friend, A. H. H.'

A few entries from the schoolboy's diary may serve to

bring the daily scene before us, and show what his life was
like ;—

I:,

mm

.
^

October 3, 1826. — Holiday. Walk with Hallam. Wrote over

theme. Read Glarendou. Wrote speech for Saturday week
Poor enough. Did punishmeat set by Keate to all the fifth form

for being late in church.

October 6. — Fiu. second Olympiad of Pindar. . . . Clai-endon.

Did an abstract of about 100 pages. Wrote speech for to-morrow

in favour of Caesar.

November 13.— Play. Breakfast with Hallam. Read a little

Clarendon. Bead over tenth Satire of Juvenal and read the

fifth, making quotations to it and some other places. Did a few

verses.

November 14.— Holiday. Wrote over theme. Did verses.

Walked with Hallam and Doyle. Bead papers and debates. . . .

Read 200 lines of Trachiniaa. A little OQ Bias in French, and a

little Clarendon.

N(y>}emi>er 18.— Play. Read papers, etc. Finished Blair's

Dissertation on Ossian. Finished Trachiniae. Did 3 props, of

Euclid. Question : Was deposition of Richard ii. justifiable ?
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Finished th6 deUghtful oration Pro CHAP
Voted na Good debate.

Milone.

November 21.— Holidav p«^ « ^ ^ . ^—•,^~'

?t 2 „ ^ ™ '^'' "• «•» »• «fter 4. Walked

i»n», 27, 182T.- Holiday, D™.^ (kn».b«ecl,«, .te ,

speaking chiefly in the name.
«orrors of

JfanrA 20.— My father has lost his seat and Rp«,i«v

Mard,2i muma^y. Play and learning it. Walked with

^:;';.nra:r."zr '^ "- ^- ----t
J%31.-Fimshed iambics. Wrote over for tutor Pl^v.^

'^Z:^,:^.^'^ "' '•^ - '- ^- '-can'-"

match after 4.

«uriy after 6. A\ ent to see a cricket

Gladstone's farewell to Eton oame with Christmas a827>He writes to his sister his last Etonian letter (De^mber 2^

^X'Z^^rLr::^^^^^^ "^^ depai^rris^oi

Societ^ a^d ^e emtt "f,'
""'' maledictory speech to the

table s'^rewn ^th prnL'\t'l *°.^ ^'""^*^^^ ^^^^ ^^^

all the boyish hooI^anH r^^'"f
'" °°' lengthened massooyisii Hopes and solicitudes and pleasures' of his
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Eton life. * I have long ago made up my mind that I have
of late been enjoying what will in all probability be, as far au

1881-27. ™y own individual case is concerned, the happiest years of

my life. And they have fled I From these few facts do we
not draw a train of reflections awfully important in their

nature and extremely powerful in their impression on the
mind?'

Two reminiscences of Eton always gave him, and those
who listened to him, much diversion whenever chance
brought them to his mind, and he has set them down in

an autobiographic fragment, for which this is the place :—
To Dr. Keate nature had accorded a stature of only about five

feet, or say five feet one ; but by costume, voice, manner (includ-

ing a little swagger), and character he made himself in every way
the capital figure on the Eton stage, and his departure marked, I

imagine, the departure of the old race of English public school

masters, as the name of Dr. Busby seems to mark its introduction.

In connection with his name I shall give two anecdotes separated

by a considerable interval of years. About the year 1820, the

eloquence of Dr. Edward Irving drew crowds to his church in

London, which was presbyterian. It required careful previous

arrangements to secure comfortable accommodation. The preacher

was solemn, majestic (notwithstanding the squint), and impres-

sive; carrying all the appearance of devoted earnestness. My
father had on a certain occasion, when I was still a small Eton
boy, taken time by the forelock, and secured the use of a con-

venient pew in the first rank of the gallery. From this elevated

situation we surveyed at ease and leisure the struggling crowds
below. The crush was everywhere great, but greatest of all in

the centre aisle. Here the mass of human beings, mercilessly

compressed, swayed continually backwards and forwards. There
was ...looking down with infinite coniplacency and satisfaction

from this honourable vantage ground upon the floor of the

church, filled and packed as one of our public meetings is, with
people standing and pushing. What was my emotion, my joy,

my exultation, when I espied among this humiliated mass,

struggling and buffeted— whom but Keate! Keate the master

of our existence, the tyrant of our daysl Pure, unalloyed.
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unadulterated «pture! Such a «^,^, .^eh a reversal ofhu„.an condjtaon, of being, a, that now exhibited bew^
°'

Eton lower boy uplifted to the luxurious gallery pew athead-n^aster of Eton, whom I was accnstomefto 2e^"L r
'

deck of the upper school with vacant sp^eTd railaround him, it must be hard ,or anv nn«T •

the two who were the subjects of ft V """"*'''' '^''^'

iorgotten that moment.'
^'""' °*"^'' ^^^'^ ^

I will now, after the manner of novelists, ask mv reader t„ pff .along with me, a transition of some eighte n yea^s Ind lo2another, and if not a more complete yet a worthW T '"

tables. In the year 1841 ther'e trll^r^ZZTr' r
'""^

held in Willis's Rooms to commemorale^he Wh .

"
of the ancient school. W Morpeth, aLwIJ tordl^-^^^^

tions. A. the Queen was suspected of symoathv ^,h ,k ?u ,^ve^eut of Lord Melbourue wMch .TvTXT^^Ltothe sovereign was naturally receiver? »JfK - ^
°^

acclamation, decently and S^lTetu^O^^^^^ TT °'

the Queen Dowager either was, or CblLved f^V
"' '''°''

and her health consequently C^a^ he toI'TiTr^^^^^'
and drew forth, as a matter^ofToul by Ja ^s ,0V^^

"?""'
tion. So much was routine; and we wentthl >. f

''"'""'

But the real toast of the evening wrvIttol^T ^ "'"''•

^
he ^yond doubt that of thf rerble? cZ^n; :h7vr/.!preponderating majority had been under his swav at vl i

.f, when in that condition, any one of them ITC a^^d hi

t'e^lns^oVtrhot;^ the: nt:?^"* '''' *°

liKl been the ease ot Dr Ke.t.T' !
exceptions, it

«on of the l^^ B°t u^°t •'"" "" '"""'^ «""*>

^.n announced^i^rT^trx:::
"'«i':".ro

"^
l>o.a^r a,ike vanished into in,ig„i.e.nce. Th!Z r^h*':"

.12-1&
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had a beginning, but never knew satiety or end. Like the huge

waves at Biarritz, the floods of cheering continually recommenced

;

the whole process was such that we seemed all to have lost our

self-possession and to be hardly able to keep our seats. When
at length it became possible Keate rose : that is to say, his head

was projected slightly over the heads of his two neighbours. He
struggled to apeak ; I will not stiy I heard every syllable, for

there were no syllables ; speak he could not. He tried in vain to

mumble a word or two, but wholly failed, recommenced the vain

struggle and sat down. It was certainly one of the most moving

spectacles that iu my whole life I have witnessed.

IV

Some months passed between leaving Eton and going to

Oxford. In January 1828, Gladstt>ne went to reside with Dr.

Turner at Wilnislow in Cheshire, and remained there until

Turner was made Bishop of Calcutta. The bishop's pupil

afterwards testified to his amiability, refinement, and devout-

ness ; but the days of his energy were past, and * the religious

condition of the parish was depressing.' Among the neigh-

bouring families, with whom lie made acquaintance while at

Wilmslow, were the Gregs of Quarry Bank, a refined and

philanthropic household, including among the sons William

R. Greg (born in the same year as Mr. Gladstone), that

ingenior urbane, interesting, and independent mind, whose

speculations, dissolvent and other, were afterwards to take

an effective place in the writings of the time. ' I fear he is

a unitarian,' the young churchman mentions to his father,

and gives sundry reasons for that sombre apprehension ;

it was, indeed, only too well founded.

While at Wilmslow (Feb. 5, 1828) Gladstone was taken

to dine with the rector of Alderley— ' an extremely gentle-

manly and said to be a very clever man,'— afterwards to

be known as the liberal and enlightened Edward Stanley,

Bishop of Norwich, and father of Arthur Stanley, the famous

dean. Him, on this occasion, the young Gladstone seems

to have seen for the first time. Arthur Stanley was six

years his junior, and there was then some idea of sendintr

him to Eton. As it happened, he too was a pupil :it
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Rawson's at Seaforth, and in the onmmo.. of* ^u
at AldeHe, the twoU .et Z^^^^^VX^:: T::!. "'T'
ha« deHcnbed how he was invited to breakfit wUh WiS ^-^^
Gladstone at Seaforth House; in what grand stvTe thev

'^'^ ''"'
break asted how he devoured «trawberries^wal h Ne^found and dog m the pond, looked at books and pTcturl

s...ts of things He is so very good-natured, and I like himvery rnuch. He talked a great deal about Eton, and s^that It was a very good place for those who like 1 WtTn^and Latin verses. He was very good-natured o us ^^ hfnne, and lent me books to read when we went away
"

Afew months later, as all the world kn^Ti^o «* i "V

wl,.„ Arnold 1,»„ ,„., e„.,r„, „, M^ld IfeS ^
rrethero-s i(/, „/jta., «<,»,^, 1. p. a.
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{October 1828-December 1831)

Stxbfed in Bentiment as she lies, spreading her gardens to the

moonlight, and whUpering from her towers the last enchantments

of the Middle Age, who will deny that Oxford, by her ineffable

charm, keeps ever calling us nearer to the true goal of all of us, to

the ideal, to perfection— to beauty, in a word, which U only truth

seen from another side ?— M. Arnold.

Glorious to most are the days of life in a great school, but

it is at college that aspiring talent first enters on its in-

heritance. Oxford was slowly awakening from a long age

of lethargy. Toryism of a stolid clownish type still held

the thrones of collegiate power. Yet the eye of an ima-

ginative scholar as he gazed upon the grey walls, reared

by piety, munificence, and love of learning in a far-off

time, might well discern behind an unattractive screen of

academic sloth, the venerable past, not dim and cold, but

in its traditions rich, nourishing, and alive. Such an one

could see before him present days of honourable emulation

and stirring acquisition— fit prelude of a man's part to play in

a strenuous future. It is from Gladstone's introduction into

this enchanted and inspiring world, that we recognise the

beginning of the wonderful course that was to show how

great a thing the life of a man may be made.

The Eton boy became the Christ Church man, and there

began residence, October 10, 1828. Mr. Gladstone's rooms,

during most of his undergraduate life, were on the right

hand, and on the first floor of the staircase on the right,

as one enters by the Canterbury gate. He tells his

mother that they are in a very fashionable part of the

college, and mentions as a delightful fact, that Gaskell and

48
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Seymer have rooms on the same floor. Samuel Smith was chap

brated Dr. Gaisford always described by Mr. Gladstone as ^T^a splendid scholar, but a bad dean. Gaisford's excellen
^"''•

TndT h^l .\
""^

'r""^ ^' ^'« ^"^ -« unquestioned
and he had the signal merit of speech, Spartan brevity
J or a short tune in 1806 he had been tutor to Peel. WhenLord Liverpool offered him the Greek professorship, withprofuse compliments on his erudition, the learned man Implied,'My Lord, I have received your letter, and accede to thecontents. - 1 our^ T. G.' And to the complaining parent oan undergraduate he wrote,

' Dear Sir, -Such letters a^ yours
are a great annoyance to your obedient servant T. Gais-
ford. This laconic gift the dean evidently had not time
to transmit to all of his flock.

Christ Church in those days was infested with some

In":rf ^°/"« b«-%ht an undergraduate wa
actually killed In the chapel the new undergraduate
found httle satisfaction, for the service was scarcely per!formed with common decency. There seems, however tohave been no irreconcilable prejudice against reading, Lid
in die schools the college was at the top of its ac^cle^c
fame. ].o influence of Cyril Jackson, the dean in Peel's
time, whose advice to Peel and other pupils to work like
u tiger ami not to be afraid of killing one's self by workwas still operative." At the summer examination of 1830,'
Christ Church won five first classes out of ten. Mostcommoners, according to a letter of Gaskell's, had from
three hundred and fifty to five hundred pounds a year ; butgentlemen commoners like Acland and Gaskell had from
five to SIX hundred At the end of 1829, Mr. Gladstone
received a studentship honoris causa, by nomination of tliedean-a system that would not be approved in our epoch of

' Charles Wordsworth's Annah.

ToL
" ^ ^''' .'"*'* ^J^n his career.

Jackson ^ve hini a piece of advice
that would have pleased Mr. Glad-

vZriT,', ^l"" '^"y P"" »'"'0"'

»w» '"' "™" '" your ''»"J-
Klevate y„ur own mind by con-
tinual mediution on the vaatneas of

VOL. l — K

his comprehension and the unerring
accuracy of all his conceptions. Ifyou will but read him four or five
times over every year, in half a dozen
years you will know him by heart
ami he well deserves it. '— Parker's
Life of Sir R. Peel, 1. p. 28.
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BOOK competitive examination, but still an advance upon the

^' time-honoured practice of deans and canons disposing of

studentships on grounds of private partiality without refer-

ence to desert. We may assume that the dean was not

indifferent to academic promise when he told Gladstone, very

good-naturedly and civilly, that he had determined to offer

him his nomination. The student designate wrote a theme,

read it out before the chapter, passed a nominal, or even

farcical, examination in Homer and Virgil, was elected as

matter of course by the cliapter, and after chapel on the

morning of Christmas eve, having taken several oaths,

was formally admitted in the name of the Holy Trinity.

Mr. Biscoe, his classical tutor, was a successful lecturer on

Aristotle, especially on the Rhetoric. With Charles Words-

worth, son of the master of Trinity at Cambridge, and

afterwards Bishop of Saint Andrews, he read for scholarship,

apparently not wholly to his own satisfaction. While still

an undergraduate, he writes to his father (Nov. 2, 1830),

'I am wretchedly deficient in the knowledge of modern

languages, literature, and history ; and the classical know-

ledge acquired here, though sound, accurate, and useful, yet

is not such as to complete an education.' It looked, in truth,

as if the caustic saying of a brilliant colleague of his in

later years were not at the time unjust, as now it would

happily be, that it was a battle between Eton and education,

and Eton had won.

Mr. Gladstone never to the end of his days ceased to be

grateful that Oxford was chosen for his university. At

Cambridge, as he said in discussing Hallam's choice, the

pure refinements of scholarship were more in fashion than

the study of the great masterpieces of an^^iquity in their

substance and spirit. The classical examination at Oxford,

on the other hand was divided into the three elastic depart-

ments of scholarship and poetry, history, and philosophy.

In this list, history somewhat outweighed the scholar-

ship, and philosophy was somewhat more regarded than

history. In each case the examination turned more on

contents than on form, and the influence of Butler was at

its climax.
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....re™ even onXt^.l"i„°78 7 ''7^^"
"'""'='

exceplioo „, H.mpde„,^h„to„M e'^uj* .Ir'"'
.1;. e-so uteeriy had the Oxford .Ji.i„„ pet" , d f "

new Hgh. ia rMv:.Hkr:i^r/ri;rTT '"" "•
o( 1831 i, the date of Sir Wil i™ H ^ ,

™°"""
e^posnre, in M. „„..' flclriftrrX'lTtd
With a learn nff all his mvn «* fk

"^'y^^ing style and

oppression of Oxld
' ; rLerifiee rhTTr'"' '^^'"P'™

private advantage
;
i^ ^l^^l^^^lZ'^^^

and religious bond; the systematic perjury so natumnLr.reat seminary of religious education ; 'the'apa hT;^^^^^^^^^^^^the injustice was tolerated by the state La .u
tolerated by the church CnJ.J ,

^^^ ^P'**^'
k..f ^u

'^""'*'"- t^opleston made a wretched renWbut more than twenty years passed h^rnJIll -^l

.hat now pr«,«„a ,roL htreSetalir''
"""°""'"'

and .ter^tiw't".":" ""' *" '^*"' •"' "" ""'"

wudy at Oxford in the first half of

P !.«."
"^ see Pattison'3 EssTs. i

* /ftW. i. p. 405.
•Reprinted from the E'mhunh

nnd Literature, pp. 401-660. (18^f:^)
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by its vigour, sincerity, conscience, compass, for whatever

good seed from the hand of any sower might be cast uix)n

it. In an entry in his diary in the usual strain of evangelical

devotion (April 25, 1830) is a sentence that reveals what

was in Mr. Gladstone the nourishing principle of growth

:

'In practice the great end is that the love of God may
become the habit of my soul, and particularly these things

are to be sought ;— 1. The spirit of love. 2. Of self-sacrifice.

8. Of purity. 4. Of energy.' Just as truly as if we were

recalling some hero of the seventeenth or any earlier century,

is this the biographic clue.

Gladstone constantly reproaches himself for natural indo-

lence, and for a year and a half he took his college course

pretty easily. Then he changed. 'The time for half-

measures and trifling and pottering, in which I have so

long indulged myself, is now gone by, and I must do or

die.' His really hard work did not begin until the summer
of 1830, when he returned to Cuddesdon to read mathe-

matics with Saunders, a man who had the reputation of

being singularly able and stimulating to his pupils, and
with whom he had done some rudiments before going into

residence at Christ Church. In his description of this

gentleman to his father, we may hear for the first time the

redundant roll that was for many long years to be so

familiar and so famous. Saunders' disposition, it appears,

' is one certainly of extreme benevolence, and of a benevo-

lence which is by no means less strong and full when purely

gratuitous and spontaneous, than when he seems to be under
the tie of some definite and positive obligation.' Dr. Gais-

ford would perhaps have put it that the tutor was no
kinder where his kindness was paid for, than where it

was not.

The catholic question, that was helping many another and
older thing to divide England from Ireland, after having

for a whole generation played havoc with the fortunes of

party and the careers of statesmen, was now drawing swiftly

to its close. The Christ Church student had a glimpse of

one of the opening scenes of the last act. He writes to his

brother (Feb. 6th, 1829) :—
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which it has long been I L^^l^T^:
*°^'-'^^*^°"^ P«*^«-' JV

:ear by year. This ti«e i 'lT:old nTe""'"/'T "^^
moderate terms possible. All thlo 1 ,

^'°*^' ^"'^

transacted in Lath,; I n,ean such tir""^ ""''' *'"^' '^

speaking, etc., and this" e, ss
'
fo" f"""

*'" •^"""°"'

ana I aare say saves the ioZZCLtZ.r:VraZTa
iliere were rather above two hundred dootnrc ?
present. Three speeches were lade Two " """'"'' °' "'*^

favour of sending up the petition ts^T2'
^"f "I

^"

had i^acet and «a«-^.tac.<, and in pla^e of 1 T f "" '^'^

House, the question was; .<P.;X::nr^:,?:^^^^
answered by "Pc^ '" "Peto "> f,„,

*"«»"«»»? which was

was carried by 156 to 48. . . After ^1.!^
*^»\P^tit.on

came the most interesting part oft whol :T iLtttT^^

arrived just before, it tr unde,s^ "r'r""^^'
^"^ "^

hither the first positive and in;urb;etnL::rnt'7f
government's intention to emancipate the catholics

*
"

A few days later, Peel accepted the Chilfpm u a ^
and after some deliberation aUowed faim^ to l^

''''

brought forward for re-election H« u ^ *^"°

vein inforn,:; hifhIlrigh^V^/hl^
o™,„„„i««,,

.» «!. .t ^^rr^rrszr ivrr;makers,' Gladstone writes homp .J " 7 ^ ^^® ^^^-
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no more to do with them. The old egg-woman is no whit

easier, and wonders how Mr. Peel, who was always such a

well-behaved man here, can be so foolish as to think of

letting in the Roman catholics.' The unthinking and the

ignorant of all classes were much alike. Arthur Hallam

went to see IGng John in 1827, and he tells his friend how

the lines about the Italian priest (Act in. Sc. 1) provoked

rounds of clapping, while a gentleman in the next box cried

out at the top of his voice, ' Bravo ! Bravo ! No Pope !
' The

same correspondent told Gladstone of the father of a common

Eton friend, who had challenged him with the overwhelming

question, 'Could I say that any papist had ever at any time

done any good to the world ?
' A still stormier conflict than

even the emancipation of the catholics was now to shake

Oxford and the country to the depths, before Mr. Gladstone

took his degree.

n

His friendships at Oxford Mr. Gladstone did not consider

to have been as a rule very intimate. Principal among

them were Frederick Rogers, long afterwards Lord Blachford;

Doyle; Gaskell ; Bruce, afterwards Lord Elgin; Charles

Canning, afterwards Lord Canning ; the two Denisons ; Lord

Lincoln. These had all been his friends at Eton. Among

new acquisitions to the circle of his intimates at one time or

another of his Oxford life, were the two Aclands, Thomas

and Arthur ; Hamilton, afterwards Bishop of Salisbury ;

Phillimore, destined to close and life-long friendship ; F. D.

Maurice, then of Exeter College, a name destined to stir so

many minds in the coming generation. Of Maurice, Arthur

Hallam had written to Gladstone (June 1830) exhorting him

to cultivate his acquaintance. ' I know many," says Hallam,

' whom Maurice has moulded like a second nature, and these

too, men eminent for intellectual power, to whom the pres-

ence of a commanding spirit would in all other cases be a

signal rather for rivalry than reverential acknowledgment.'

'I knew RI urice well,' says Mr. Gladstone in one of his

notes of reminiscence, 'had heard superlative accounts of

him from Cambridge, and really strove hard to make them

If'
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all realities o myself One Sunday morning we walked chapto Marnh Baldon to hear Mr. Porter, the fncumbent, a "^
calvmust independent of the clique, and a man of remarkable "TT;"power as we both thought. I think he and other friends

^"'"•

f
'»« ff««d;^but I got little solid meat from him, as Ifomid him ditfacult to catch and still more difficult to hold.'

Sidney Herbert, afterwards so dear to him, now at Oriel,
here firs became an acquaintance. xManning, though the;
both read with the same tutor, and one succeeded the other
as president of the Union, he did not at this time know
well. The lists of his guests at wines and breakfasts do noteven contam the name of James Hope ; indeed, Mr. Glad-
stone tells us that he certainly was not more than an ac-
quaintance. In the account of intimates is the unexpectedname o Tupper, who, in days to come, acquired for a tte
a grander reputation than he deserved by his ProverbialPhlo^ophy and on whom the public by and by avenged
its own foolishness by severer doses of mockery than hehad earned.! The friend who seems most to have affectedhim in the deepest things was Anstice, whom he describes
to las father (June 4, 1830) as ^a very clever man, and morethan a clever man a man of excellent principle and of
perfect self-command, and of great industry. If any circum-
stances could confer upon me the inestimable blessing of
fixed habits and unremitting industry, these [the example of

o2' f'-J^l^^''^''^
^""^^'•^^d with Anstice in a walk from

^Thn U
1"'^^^,^'^°" °° «"bi««t« of the highest importance.

Thoughts then first sprang up in my soul (obvious as they

dTsLT O f" "T> 7?'^'^ ^^y PO--fully influence mydestiny. O for a hght from on high 1 I have no powernone to discern the right path for myself.' They afterwards'had long talks together, 'about that awful subject whTcIhilately almost engrossed my mind.' Another diy-Tconve^
sation of an hour and a half with Anstice on practical Jellg.on, particularly as regards our own situation.' I bLi ad
,o'?^PP«' .(-«> Lift, etc.. p. 53, and John ' ; but Oladatonp wu «»

Glaasto;;e"for'the'Burto"n theolo«f^i ^^. '"Tl '•"" »*'Sn b^'d
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praise God for his presence here.' ' Long talk with Anstice ;

would I were more worthy to be his conipunion.' 'Conver-

sation with Anstice ; he talked muuh with Saunders on the

motive of actions, contending for the love of God, not selfish-

ness even in its most refined form.' *

In the matter of his own school of religion, Mr. Gladstone

was always certain that Oxford in his undergraduate days

had no part in turning him from an evangelical into a high

churchman. The tone and dialect of his diary and letters

at the time show how just this impression was. We find

him in 1830 expressing his satisfaction that a number of

Hannah More's tracts have been put on the list of the

Christian Knowledge Society. In 1831 he bitterly deplores

such ecclesiastical appointments as those of Sydney Smith

and Dr. Maltby, * both of them, I believe, regular latitudi-

narians.' He remembered his shock at Butler's laudation

of Nature. He was scandalised by a sermon in which Calvin

was placed upon the same level among heresiarchs as

Socinus and other like aliens from gospel truth. He was

delighted (March 1830) with a university sermon against

Milman's Hittory of the Jews, and hopes it may be useful

as an antidote, 'for Milman, though I do think without

intentions directly evil, does go far enough to be justly called

a bane. For instance, he says that had Moses never existed,

the Hebrew nation would have remained a degraded pariah

tribe or been lost in the mass of the Egyptian population

— and this notwithstanding the promise.' In all his

letters in the period from Eton to the end of Oxford and

later, a language noble and exalted even in these youthful

days is not seldom copiously streaked with a vein that, to

eyes not trained to evangelical light and to minds not

tolerant of the expansion that comes to religious natures in

the days of adolescence, may seem unpleasantly strained and

excessive. The fashion of such words undergoes trans-

figuration as the epochs pass. Yet in all their fashions, even

the crudest, they deserve much tenderness. He consults a

clergyman (1829) on the practice of prayer meetings in his

1 Anstice was afterwards professor cut oS prematurely at the age of

of Classics at King's College, and was thirty. See below, p. 134.
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rooms. H« correspondent answers, that as the wicked have CHAPhe,r orgies and meet to gamble and to drink, so they thit ^ear the Lord should speak often to one anoth;r concTrn ng ^T^
exhibition of gifts, nor to enable noisy and forward younemen to pose a.s leaders of a school of prophets ; but if^a Jewyoung men of like tastes feel the withering inflienc of merl

rJ: :rs meTfi
^"'

'': "^"^^^^ ^^^ ^^^-^ «*-^^"

"

and refreshment, then such prayer meetings would l,e a safeand natural remedy. The student's attentL to all eligious

? I ^"T, J**" ^""y ''^'^ ^^'- Gladstone said long after'When told that when I was at Oxford, Dr. Ilampdfn wi'regarded as a model of orthodoxy; that Dr. Newman IZeyed with suspicion as a low churchman, and Dr Pu^as leaning to rationalism.' What Mr. Gladstone afterwa dsdescribed as a steady, clear, but dry anglican orthodoxy boreHway, 'and frowned this way or that, on the first indicationof any tendency to diverge from the beaten path.' i He h IrsWhately preach a controversial sermon (1831) just after hehad been made Archbishop of Dublin. ' Double! he is aman of much power and many excellences, but his a^ti-«ibbatical doctrine is, I fear, as mischievous a it is unsound

"

A sermon of Keble's at St. Mary's promots theTneas;

a^ rcit^h?" othifSr'rdT"! 'r -' -^^

^ llr rMT 0,%*^^^^ ^*™°^^ """^ ^-^-" fi^-e of whomm later hfe Mr. Gladstone wrote an interesting account notconclusive in argument, but assuredly not wanting reUherdehcacy or generosity.* 'Dr. Pusey was very 4d to m!

tt^aitm^p^rt^-^ ^^^'^ saZ^btn^r:?
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brought into contact hardly at all.' Newman and one of

the Wilberforcea came to dine at Cuddesdon one day, and,

on a later occasion, he and another fellow of Oriel were at

a dinner with Mr. Glacistone at the table of liis friend Philip

I'usey. Two or three of his HermonH are mentioned. One
of them (March 7, 1831) contained 'much lingular, not to

say objectionable matter, if one may so speak of so good a

man.' Of another,— 'heard Newman preach a good sermon
on those who made excuse ' (Sept. 25, 1831). Of the gen-

erality of university sermons, be accepted the observation

of his friend Anstice,— ' Depend upon it, such sermons as

those can never convert a single person.' On some Sundays
he hears two of these discourses in the morning and after-

noon, and a third sermon in the evening, for though he

became the most copious of all speakers, Mr. Gladstone was
ever the most generous of listeners. It was at St. Ebb's

that he found really congenial ministrations— an ecclesias-

tical centre described by him fifty years later— under Mr.
Bulteel, a man of some note in his day ; here the flame was
at white heat, and a score or two of young men felt its

attractions.' He always remembered among the wonderful

sights of his life, St. Mary's ' crammed in all parts by all

orders, v/hen Mr. Bulteel, an outlying calvinist, preached his

accusatory sermon (some of it too true) against the univer-

sity.' In the summer of 1830, Mr. Gladstone notes, ' Poor

Bulteel has lost his church for preaching in the open

air. Pity that he should have acted so, and p' ,y that it

should be found necessary to make such an exi^inple of a

man of God.' The preacher was impenitent, for from a

window Mr. Gladstone again heard him conduct a service

for a large congregation who listened attentively to a sermon

that was interesting, but evinced some soreness of s]nrit.

A ' moat painful ' discourse from a Mr. Crowther so moves
Mr. Gladstone that he sits down to write to the preacher,

'earnestly expostulating with him on the character and the

doctrines of the sermon,' and after re-writing his letter, he

iPurcell (Manning, i. p. 46) makes friends in common.' This must be
Mr. Gladstone say, ' I was intimate erroneously reported,
with Newm»n, but then we bad many > Oleanings, viL p. 211.

its -M
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delivers it with his own hand at the door of the displeasing chapdivine The effect w.« not other than salutary, for a littl! ^i
later he was ' happy to hear two sermons of good principles "T^
ron. Mr. Crowther.' To his father, October 27, 1835:-^Dr ^'•''•

Chalmers has been passing through Oxford, and I went tohear him preacli on Sunday evening, though it was at the

admirable, and quite as remarkable for the judicious andsober „,a„ner in which he enforced his views as for their
lofty principles and piety. He preach. '

I iLink, for anhour and forty minutes.' The admiration U:,-» ttrstV ...s^only grew with fuller knowledge in the eonuM 7^1.An Essay Club, called from its foun.i.rV h.inHs th.
\\ h G, was formed at a meetin- in (^a.k.ir. roems ^.
October 1820^ Onlytwo members on: oi ... ,..u::ZQ
not belong to Christ Church, Roger, of O. i u u.m :i, .„,,i,of ^ew.l The Essay Club's tran.u,ions, tiiu.;,.. ...t ve y

(teb. 20, 1830) on the compaiutive rank of ^J^ Zphilosophy, concluding with a motion il.u, ti ., ,.a,,k ofphilosophy IS higher than that of poetry: it was beaten by^ven to five. W thout a division, they determined thatLnglish poetry is of a higher order than Greek. The truth
of the principles of phrenology was affirmed with thetremendous emphasis of eleven to one. Though trifling indegree the influence of the modern drama was pronounced

irt t?
""""""" '"'^'^^^'^^ ^*- ^« -'"-^ voteagainst the capacious proposition, of which philosophers had

tTe evTnTtl P 'T"' «-'^-^^-d, and other places onthe eve of the trench revolution, that education and otheroutward circumstances have more than nature to do withman s disposition. By four to three, Mr. Tennyson's po^mswere affirmed to show considerable genius, GladsC hrp^ym the too slender majority. The motion that 'polflca^

follows: Gladstone, Galkell Do^lf of^^'n^l ^^' ^'"•"^ '''^ "'d book
Mnncreiff Spvmor „ "' "oye- or record.' Bnjcw, J. Brurp v
AclanAe^7rr'Anstic;Tarri^r ^0?%"' ^""^''k

iincoln^ Si^g:
Cole. Mr. Gladstone 1^*^?o ^'onSt^Stf.'"' '"'^'^'
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liberty is not to be considered as the end of government*

was a great affair. Maurice, who had been admitted to the

club on coming to Oxford from Cambridge, moved an amend-

ment ' that every man has a rigiit to perform certain personal

duties with which n»> system of government has a right to

interfere.' (iladstone 'objected to an observation that had

fallen from the mover, "A man finds himself in the world," as

if he did not come into tiie world under a debt to his parents,

under obligations to society.' The tame motion of Lord

Abercorn, that Elizabeth's conduct to Marv 'Jueen of Scots

was unjustifiable and impolitic, was stiffened into * not only

unjustifiable and impolitic, but a base and treacherous

murder,' and in that severe form was carried without a

division.

Plenty of nonsense was talked we may be sure, and so

there was, no doubt, in the Olive Grove of Academe or amid

those surnamed Peripatetics and the Sect Epicurean. Yet

nonsense notwithstanding, the Essay Club had members

who proved in time to have superior minds if ever men had,

and their disputations in one another's rooms helped to

sharpen their mental apparatus, to start tmins of ideas

however immature, and to shake the cherished dogmatisms

brought from beloved homes, even if dogmatism as stringent

took their place. This is how the world moves, and Oxford

was just beginning to rub its eyes, awaking to the specula-

tions of a new time.

When he looked back in after times, Mr. Gladstone traced

one great defect in the education of Oxford. * Perhaps it was

my own fault, but I must admit that I did not learn when I

was at Oxford that which I have learned since— namely, to

set a due value on the imperishable and inestimable principle

of British liberty. The temper which too much prevailed in

academical circles was that liberty was regarded with jealousy

and fear, something which could not wholly be dispensed

with, but which was to be continually watched for fear of

excesses^ '1

i At Palmenton Club, Oxford, Jan. 80, 1878.

m
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In March 1830 Gladstone made the first of two attempts to chapwm he scholarship newly founded by Dean Ireland, aTfn.m
""

^^oZ;z;[^::r'T' of university pir --
chance than ever of itH k.T/ r%";,' 'T*^

afterwards mastei of HanU^i thllirc^^tl^'

but little betfer succe an e eitt'r J^
':'

u
''''"' "^""'

He tells his fatl.ertl.estorOW^^^^^^^ mnl.T V''"''-who have fought such bat^lL may clrllo heirTt:-"^''"^^

after this I shall have nothmg to conununicate but what will Il.."k, gu-e you pleasure. The scholar«lup has been won ."'rlK.heve) a native of Liverpool.' Hi« name s «ra,^ker and h.
•

no«- a^ually at Shrewsbury, but had .atHculat^lte^C ^Jiad not come ui» to rt>siil» ti.: i. .

"'wubu ne

exam.nat.on though, indeed, it is but a lan.e one JZLVnnAccordmgly from the tun, it soemnl to take as it pr^^ecl^vown expectations regularly declined, and Ithourf 'Iconsider myself verv well off if T n,
thought I might

I am even with r/ ?
' '" P'^"^ ^"S*"- As it is,

• Hi. father w« . Liverpool merchant, .nd had been ...ay,,,..
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which he had been engaged ; and indeed he laid the preference

given to Brancker chiefly on his having written short and concise

answers, while ours were longwinded. And in consideration of

its having been so closely contested, the vice-chancellor is to

present each of us with a set of books. . . . Something however

may fairly enough be attributed to the fact that at Eton we were

not educated for such objects as these. . . , The result will affect

the scholarship itself more than any individual character; for

previous events have created, and this has contributed amaz-

ingly to strengthen, a prevalent impression that the Shrewsbury

system is radically a false one, and that its object is not to

educate the mind but merely to cram and stuff it for these

purposes. However, we who are beaten are not fair judges. . . .

I only trust that you will not be more annoyed than I am by

this event.

Brancker was said to have won because he answered all

the questions not only shortly, but most of them right, and

Mr. Gladstone's essay was marked 'desultory beyond belief.'

Below Allies came Sidney Herbert, then at Oriel, and Grove,

afterwards a judge and an important name in the history of

scientific speculation.

He was equally unsuccessful in another field of competi-

tion. He sent in a poem on Richard Coeur de Lion for the

Newdigate prize in 1829. lu 1893 somebody asked his leave

to reprint it, and at Mr. Gladstone's request sent him a

copy:—

On perusing it I was very much struck by the contrast it

exhibited between the faculty of versification which (I thought)

was good, and the faculty of poetry, which was very defective.

This faculty of verse had been trained I suppose by verse-making

at Eton, and was based upon the possession of a good or tolerable

ear with which nature had endowed me. I think that a poetical

faculty did develop itself in me a little later, that is to say

between twenty and thirty, due perhaps to having read Dante

with a real devotion and absorption. It was, however, in my

view, true btt weak, and has never got beyond that stage. Tt

was evidently absent from the verses, I will not say the poem, on
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Coeur de Lion; and without hesitation I declined to allow anv
reprint.* •'

hi«"Lrrf "^^
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'*'^"**' "* '^' ^'°^°"' ^here he made
his first start in the speaking line (Feb. 1830) in a strong
oration nmch admired by his friends, in favour, -of all thf
questionable things in the world, -of the Treason and

tt rXf''
f '

"'/•.
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"^ ""*^« ^°'"« *fa^^ t« did not findthe ordeal so formidable as it used to be before the smaller
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as many a. a hundred or a hundred and fifty. He s^oke fora strongly-worded motion on a happier theme, fn fTvour othe policy and memory of Canning. I„ the summer of mihe mentions a debate in which a motion was proposed inavour of speedy emancipation of the West Indian Ive"'I moved an amendment that education of a religious kTndwas the fit object of legislation, which was carried brthtty
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(XUO) Gladstone.

Mt.il.
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three to twelve.' Of the most notable of all his successes

at the Union we shall soon hear.

His little diary, written for no eye but his own, and in

the use of which I must beware of the sin of violating the

sanctuary, contains in the most concise of daily records all

his -arious activities, and, at least after the summer at

Cuddcsdon, it presents an attractive picture of duty, industry,

and attention, 'constant as the motion of the day.' The

entries are much alike, and a few of them will sui&ce to

bring his life and him before us. The days for 1830 may

almost be taken at random.

May 10, 1830.— Prospectively, I have the following work to

do in the course of this term. (I mention it now, that this may

at least make me blush if I fail.) Butler's Analogy, analysis and

synopsis. Herodotus, questions. St. Matthew and St. John.

Mathematical lecture. Aeneid. Juvenal and Persius. Ethics, five

books. Prideaux (a part of, for Herodotus). Themistocles Greciae

valedicturus [I suppose a verse composition]. Something in

divinity. Mathematical lecture. Breakfast with Gaskell, who

had the Merton men. Papers. Edinburgh Review on Southey's

Colloquies [Macaulay's]. Ethics. A wretched day. God for-

give idleness. Note to Bible.

May 13.— Wrote to my mother. At debate (Union). Elected

secretary. Papers. British Critic on History of the Jews [by

Newman on Milman]. Herodotus, Ethics. Butler and analysis.

Papers, Virgil, Herodotus. Juvenal. Mathematics and lecture.

Walk with Anstice. Ethics, finished book 4.

May 25.— Finished Porteus's Evidences. Got up a few hard

passages. Analysis of Porteus. Sundry matters in divinity.

Themistocles. Sat with Biscoe talking. Walk with Canning and

Gaskell \Vlne and tea. Wrote to Mr. G. [his father]. Papers.

June 13. Sunday. — Chapel morning and evening. Thomas

k Kempis. Erskine's Evidence. Tea with Mayow and Cole.

Walked with Maurice to hear Mr. Porter, a wild but splendid

preacher.

June 14.— Gave a large wine party. Divinity lecture. Mathe-

matics. Wrote three long letters. Horodotus, began book 4.

Prideaux. Newspapers, etc. Thomas A Kompis.
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evening. The children miserably deluded. Barrow. Short

Walked with S.

September 4.— Same as yesterday. Paradise Lott. Dined

with the bishop. Cards at night. I like them not, for they ex-

cite and keep me awake. Constniing Sophocles.

Sf^ember 18.— Weii^ down early to WheaUey for letters. It

is indeed true [the death i)t Huskisson], and he, poor man, was

in his last agonies when I was playing cards on Wednesday

night. When shall we learn wisdom ? Not that I see folly in

the fact of playing cards, but it is too often accompanied by a

dissipated spirit.

He did not escape the usual sensations of the desultory

when fate forces them to wear the collar. ' In fact, at times

I find it very irksome, and my having the inclination to

view it in that light is to me the surest demonstration that

my mind was in great want of some discipline, and some

regular exertion, for hitherto I have read by fits and starts

and just as it pleased me. I hope that this vacation [summer

of 1830] will confer on me one benefit more important than

any having reference merely to my class— I mean the habit

of steady application and strict economy of time.'

Among the recorded fragmentary items of 1830, by the

way, he read Mill's celebrated essay on Coleridge, which,

when it was republished a generation later along with the

companion essay on Bentham, made so strong an impression

on the Oxford of my day. He kept up a correspondence

with Hallam, now at Cambridge, and an extract from one

of Hallam's letters may show something of the writer, as of

the friend for whose sympathising mind it was intended :
—

Academical honours would be less than nothing to me were it

not for my father's wishes, and even these are moderate on the

subject. If it please God that I make the name I bear honoured

in a second generation, it will be by inward power which is its

own reward; if it please Him not, I hope to go down to the

grave unrepining, for I have lived and loved and been loved ;
and

what will be the momentary pangs of an atomic existence when

the scheme of that providential love which pervades, sustains,

quickens this boundless universe shall at the last day be unfolded
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and adored ? The great truth which, when we are rightly im- CHAPpreyed w^ ,t. will liberate mankind is that no man his a rilt ^"
to isolate himself, because every man is a particle of a marvellous ^7^
whole; that when he suffers, since it is for the good of ha

"''

whole ho, the particle, has no right to complain ; and in the long

?h^i«J . T ""''" """*' ""^^"*« -* -'*»» theism.Th.s ,s Its centre. Let me quote to their purpose the words ofmy avounte poet; it will do us good to hear his voice, thoughbut for a moment : '
""""8"

' One adeq-jate support
For the calamities of mortal life
Exists— one only : an assured belief
That the procewion of our fate, howe'er
Sad or disturbed, is ordered by a Being
Of infinite benevolence and power,
Whose everlasting purposes embr^
All accidents, converting them to good.'i

Hallam's father, in that memoir so just and tender which

were both of them cast m another mould R.Tf +1, ai ^

Zl'J'ir'
'""""o •««- "i'h -the J„, tiTAw

Whether in Gladstone's diary or in h,« inff • ,.

»ke. the. i. «„,e „t MiUon. •,uie:':?:/lH;Z
* Sxeursion, Book iv. p. i.
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studies ; ' and none of Pascal's * labouring for truth with many

a heavy sigh.' The end of it all is, as Aristotle said it should

be, not knowing but doing :— honourable desire of success,

satisfaction of the hopes of friends, a general literary appe-

tite, conscious preparation for private and public duty in

the world, a steady progression out of the shallows into the

depths, a gaze beyond garden and cloister, in agmen, in

pidverem, in clamorem, to the dust and burning sun and

shouting of the days of conflict.

I

IV

In September 1829, as we have seen, Huskisson had dis-

appeared. Thomas Gladstone was in the train drawn by

the Dart that ran over the statesman and killed him.

Poor Huskisson, he writes to William Gladstone, the great

promoter of the railroad, has fallen a victim to its opening ! . . . As

soon as I heard that Huskisson had been run over, I ran and found

him on the ground close to the duke's [Wellington] car, his legs

apparently both broken (though only one was), the grourd covered

with blood, his eyes open, but death writtenin his face. When they

raised him a little he said, ' Leave me, let me die.* ' God forgive

me, I am a dead man.' ' I can never stand this.' ... On Tuesday

he made a speech in the Exchange reading room, when he said

he hoped long to represent them. He said, too, that day, that we

were sure of a fine day, for the duke would have his old luck.

Talked jokingly, too, of insuring his life for the ride.

And he notes, as others did, the extraordinary circumstance

that of half a million of people on the line of road the

victim should be the duke's great opponent, thus carried

off suddenly before his eyes.

There was some question of Mr. John Gladstone taking

Huskisson's place as one of the members for Liverpool, but

he did not covet it. He foreaaw too many local jealousies,

his deafness would be sadly against him, he was nearly

sixty-five, and he felt himself too old to face the turmoil.

He looked upon the Wellington government as the only

government possible, though as a friend of Canning he

freely recognised its defects, the self-will of the duke, and
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BOOK 12th, 1881) and passed through the Commons (March 28rd,

^
^

, 1832) ; how the Lords were still refractory; what a lacerating

1881. ministerial crisis ensued ; and how at last, in June, the bill,

which was to work the miracle of a millennium, actually

became the law of the land. Not even the pressure of

preparation for the coming ordeal of the examination sctiools

could restrain the activity and zeal of our Oxonian. Can-

ning had denounced parliamentary reform at Liverpool in

1820; and afterwards had declared in the House of Commons

that if anybody asked him what he meant to do on the

subject, he would oppose reform to the end of his life,

under whatever shape it might appear. Canning's disciple

at Christ Church was as vehement as the master.* To a

friend he wrote in 1865 :
—

I think that Oxford teaching had in our day an anti-popular

tendency. I must add that it was not owing to the books, but

rather to the way in which they were handled : and further, that

it tended still more strongly in my opinion to make the love of

truth paramount over all other motives in the mind, and thus

that it supplied an antidote for whatever it had of bane. The

Eeform bill frightened me in 1831, and drove me off my natural

and previous bias. Burke and Canning misled many on that

BUDJecl , and they misled me.

While staying at Leamington, whither his family con-

stantly went in order to be under the medical care of the

famous Jephson, Mr. Gladstone went to a reform meet-

ing at Warwick, of which he wrote a contemptuous account

in a letter to the Standard (April 7). The gentry present

were few, the nobility none, the clergy one only, while ' the

mob beneath the grand stand was Athenian in its levity, in

its recklessness, in its gaping expectancy, in its self-love and

self-conceit— ir everything but its acuteness.' 'If, sir, the

nobility, tbe gentry, the clergy are to be alarmed, overawed,

or smothered by the expression of popular opinion such as

1 It is curious, we may note in

passing, that Thouir.s Gladstone, liis

eldest brother, was tUen member for

Queenborough, and tie, after voting

in ttie majority of one, a few weeks

later changed bis mind and supported

the amendment that destroyed the

first bill. At the election he lost his

seat.
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The undergraduates took their part in the humours of thegreat election and Oxford turned out her chivalry^UanUv
to bring in the anti-reform candidate for the count? to thenomination. 'I mounted the mare to join the anti refoi
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N

at us, and were making a sort of ring round us preparatory
to a desperate hustle, when lo ! up rushed a body of Xorreys'
men from St. Thomas's, broke their ranks, raised a shout, and
rescued us in great style. I shall ever be grateful to the men of
St. Thomas's. When we were talking, Jeffreys said something
which made one man holloa, ' Oh, his father's a parson.' This
happened to be true, and flabbergasted me, but he happily turned
it by reminding them that they were going to vote for Mr. Har-
court, son of the greatest parson in England but one (Archbishop
of York). Afterwards they left me, and I pursued my work
alone, conversed with a great number, shook hands with a fair
proportion, made some laugh, and once very nearly got hustled
when alone, but happily escaped. You would be beyond measure
astonished how unanimous and how strong is the feeling among
the freeholders (who may be taken as a fair specimen of the gener-
ality of all counties) agaiitut the catholic question. Reformers and
anti-reformers were alike sensitive on that point and perfectly
agreed. One man said to me, ' What, vote for Lord Norreys?
Why, he voted against the country both times, /or the Catholic
bill and then against the Reform.' What would this atrocious
ministry have said had the appeal to the voice of the people, which
they now quote as their authority, been made in 1829? I held
forth to a working man, possibly a forty-shilling freeholder, [he
adds in a fragment of later years,] on the established text, reform
was revolution. To corroborate my doctrine I said, ' Why, look
at the revolutions in foreign countries,' meaning of course France
and Belgium. The man looked hard at me and said these very
words, ' Damn all foreign countries, what has old England to do
with foreign countries ?

' This is not the only time that I have
received an important lesson from a humble source.

A more important scene which his own future eminence
made in a sense historic, was a debate at the Union upon
Reform in tlie same month, where his contribution (May
17th) struck all his hearers with amazement, so brilliant,

80 powerful, so incomparably splendid did it seem to their
young eyes. His description of it to his brother (May 20th,
1831) is modest enough :—

I should renlly have been glad if your health had been such as

§^
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to have permitted your visiting Oxford last week, so that you CHAP
might have heard our debate, for certainly there had never been "'
anything like it known here before and will scarcely be again.
The discussion on the question that the ministers were inconijietejit

to carry on the government of the country was of a miscellaneous
character, and I moved what they called a 'rider' to the effect
that the Reform bill threatened to change the form of the British
government, and ultimately to break up the whole frame of
society. The debate altogether lasted three nights, and it closed
then, partly because the votes had got tired of dancing attendance,
partly because the speakers of the revolutionary side were ex-
hausted. There were eight or nine more on ours ready, and
indeed anxious. As it was, there were I think fifteen speeches on
our side and thirteen on theirs, or something of that kind. p:very
man spoke above his average, and many very far beyond it. They
were generally short enough. Moncreiff, a long-winded Scotsman,
spouted nearly an hour, and I was gnilty of three-quarters. I
remember at Eton (where we used, when I first went into the
society, to speak from three to ten minutes) I thought it must be
one of the finest things in the world to speak for three-quarters
of an hour, and there was a legend circulated about an old member
of the society's having done so, which used to make us all gape and
stare. However, I fear it does not necessarily imply much more
than length. Doyle spoke remarkably well, and made a violent
attack on Mr. Canning's friends, which Gaskell did his best to
answer, but very ineffectually from the nature of the case. We got
a conversion speech from a Christ Church gentleman-commoner,
named Alston, which produced an excellent effect, and the division
was favourable beyond anything we had hoped— ninety-four to
thirty-eight. We should have had larger numbers still had we
divided on the first night. Great diligence was used by both parties
in bringing men down, but the tactics on the whole were better on
our side, and we had fewer truants in proportion to our numbers.
England expects every man to do his duty ; and ours, humble as it

is, has been done in reference to this question. On Friday I
wrote a letter to the Standard giving an account of the divi-
sion, which you will see in Saturday's paper, if you think it

worth while to refer to it. The way in which the present

a^

4>^^
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BOOK generation of undergraduates is divided on the question is quite

V J remarJtable.

188L The occaaion was to prove a memorable one in his career,

and a few more lines about it from his diary will not be con-
sidered superfluous :

—

May 16<A. — Sleepy. Mathematics, few and shuflSing, and
lecture. Read Canning's reform speeches at Liverpool and made
extracts. Rode out. Debate, which was adjourned. I am to

try my hand to-morrow. My thoughts were but ill-arranged, but
I fear they will be no better then. Wine with Anstice. Singing.

Tea with Lincoln.

May 17<A.— Ethics. Little mathematics. A good deal ex-

hausted in forenoon from heat last night Dined with White and
had wine with him, also with young Acland. Cogitations on
reform, etc. Difficult to teUct matter for a speech, not to gather
it. SjKke at the adjourned debate for three-quarters of an hour ;

immediately after Gaskell, who was preceded by Lincoln. Row
afterwards and adjournment. Tea with Wordsworth.

When Gladstone sat down, one of his contemporaries has
written, 'we all of us felt that an epoch in our lives had
occurred. His father was so well pleased with the glories of
the speech and with its effect, that he wished to have it

published. Besides his speech, besides the composition of
sturdy placards against the monstrous bill, and besides the
preparation of an elaborate petition* and the gathering of
770 signatures to it, the ardent anti-reformer, though the
distance from the days of doom in the examination schools
was rapidly shrinking, actually sat down to write a long
pamphlet (July 1831) and sent it to Hatchard, the publisher.
Hatchard doubted the success of an anonymous pamphlet,
and replied in the too familiar formula that has frozen so
many thousand glowing hearts, that he would publish it if

the author would take the money risk. The most interest-

ing thing about it is the criticism of the writer's shrewd and
wise father upon his son's performance (too long for repro-
duction here). He went with his son in the main, he says,

1 It is given in Robbins, Early Life, pp. 104-6.
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iudlV!T/° "^ ^°" ^'°^*^'' »"d *!>« language of his chap

ment of Mr. Giadstone at this time as it struot an -« ^
'

tiouate yet firm and sober monitor.
" **""

In the autumn of 1831 Mr. Gladstone took some trouble

Ltuatqro;^r °^ ^« -^^^^ —^ons in™"t^^

Oc<o6er 3rd .0 8M.- Journey to London. From Henley inBlackstone's chaise. Present at five nights' debaTe of tfin"interest in the House of Lords. The firs', I .1^:1:^:2

^

underwent a somewhat high pressure. At the four oZ s sat^n

Had a full view of the peeresses. There nine or ten hours everv

cirf I'^ty'^
^P"^' ^'^ ^"°^^^ P^P«" -latingtrKTng^College, which I went to see, also London Bridge. Read in^Lduction to Butler. Wrote to Saunde.. Much occupiedtoTd

"

hunting during the morning. Lord Brougham's as TZZT I
wonderful delivered with a power and'eC wL, J:^^^^^^^^^
appreciated by any hearsay mode of information, and with fertileexuberance m sarcasm. I„ point of argument it had. I h nk

n I ordZr ^'' ^"^' ""^* ^^""^^^' ^-'i ^«^-eh''

Jendid ^f
^^°^«'« «-t-°^eIy good, and in these was compre-hended nearly all the oratorical merit of the debate. The reason>ng or the attempt to reason, independently of the success in suchattempt, certainly seemed to me to be with the opposition. Theirbest speeches, I thought, were those of Lords Harrowby Car

and the Duke of Wellington. Lord Grey's reply I did not hearhaving been com,.elled by exhaustion to leave the House Renmined with Ryder and Pickering in the coffee-room or v
'

kingabout until the division, and joined Wellesley and [illegible] as4
off by the Alert. Arrived safely, thank God, in Oxford. Wrotemy brother and to Gaskell. Tea with Phillimore and spenthe remainder of the evening with Canning. The consequenZ

able and manly decision, and so may God avert them.
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This was the memorable occasion when the Lords threw
out the Reform bill by 199 to 158, the division not taking
place until six o'clock ia the morning, '.-^he consequences,
as the country in. tantly made manifest, were 'awful ' enough
to secure the reversal of the decision. It seems, so far as I

can make out, to have been the fir.t debate that one of the
most consummate debaters that ever lived had the fortune
of listening to.

V

Meanwhile intense interest in parliament and the news-
papers had not impaired his studies. Disgusted as he
was at the political outlook, in the beginning of July he
had fallen fairly to work more or less close for ten or
twelve hours a day. It 'proved as of old a cure for ill-

humour, though in itself not of the most delectable kind.
It is odd enough, though true, that reading hard close-
grained stuff produces a much more decided and better
effect in this way, than books written professedly for the
purpose of entertainment.' Then his eyes became painful,
affected the head, and in August almost brought him
to a full stop. After absolute remission of work for a few
days, he slowly spread full sail again, and took good care
no more to stint either exercise o- sleep, thinking lilm-
self, strange as it now sounds, rather below than above
par for such exertions. He declared that the bodily
fatigue, the mental fatigue, and the anxiety as to the
result, made reading for a class a thing not to be under-
gone more than once in a lifetime. Time had mightier
fatigues in store for him than even this. The heavy work
among the ideas of men of bygone days did not deaden
intellectual projects of his own. A few days before he went
to see the Lords throw out the Reform bill, he made a
curious entry : —

October 3rd, 1831.— Yesterday an idea, a chimera, entered my
head, of gathering during the progress of my life, notes and
materials for a work embracing three divisions, Morals, Politics,

Education, and I commit this notice to paper now, that many years
hence, if it please God, I may find it either a pleasant or at least
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Shan po,,,. ..UeTn er^trt^'LtSJtt ''

'J
^

presumptuous schemes conceived durin.. fh/h
*''*/°"y of

^t.22.
and only relinquished on Tr ° buoyancy of youth,

OcMl/A and 12<A Eodp Paru.,o Tr- •• ^,
days. Also some optics Wr!ralonlT;

\'"''^'^'^-' ^^^^^

chapter of Butler each d^ HuJe 'k
" T' ^''^ '

Canning to meet Lady Crannin.^ Sh ''"'"r'^
^^«° -^^^^

rduHtrr^^^"^^^^^^^^^^^^^

impossible not to enter into her feelings.
^

Tlien comes the struggle for the palm :—
Mo,iday, November 7th to Saturday 12<A._In the ^ohn^u

P-paring. Read most of Kiebuhr.' FinishedgX",",hif9amernr^ Got up Aristophanic and other hard wor' s W ntover my books of extracts, etc. Read some of mately's hetlrGot „p Httle Polybius, and the history out of^ C^eone. In the schools Wednesday, Thursday, and FridayI^achdavabout SIX and a half hours at work or under First StlfF Jsp^ch into Latin with logical and rheto "^al" !^1:la er somewhat abstract. Dined at Gaskell's and met Pears .a clever and agreeable man. On Thursday a piece of JohnTo^'

badly, but I afterwards heard, better than the rest, which I couWnot and cannot understand. On Friday we had in the mo nTng

digested^ In the evening, Greek to translate and illustrate

t?:':e;Thi:kir ^-^ri-.r'^-
^o^ w^ch ex

vSJ7- ^.^"^"^ Joined with Pearson at the Mitre

an Idle day. Had a good nde wili Gaskell. Spent part of the

^
1

1

I

' 5j

I I
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evening with him. Bead about six hours. Sunday, November

13th.— Chapel thrica Breakfast and much conversation with

Cameron. Read Bi^^le. Some divinity of a character approach-

ing to cram. Looked over my shorter abstract of Butler. Tea

with Harrison. Walk with Gaskell. Wine with Hamilton, more

of a party than I quite liked or expected. Altogether my mind

was in an unsatisfactory state, though I heard a most admirable

sermon from Tyler on Bethesda, which could not have been

more opportune if written on purpose for those w^ho are going

into the schools. But I am cold, timid, and worldly, and not

in a healthy state of mind for the great trial of to-morrow, to

which I know I am utterly and miserably unequal, but which

I also know will be sealed for good. . . .

Here is his picture of his viva voce examination :—
November 14th.— Spent the morning chiefly in looking over my

Polybius; short abstract of ethics, and definitions. Also some

hard words. Went into the schools at ten, and from this time

was little troubled with fear. Examined by Stocker in divinity.

I did not answer as I could have wished. Hampden [the famous

heresiarch] in science, a beautiful examination, and with every

circumstance in my favour. He said to me, 'Thank you, you

have construed extremely well, and appear to be thoroughly

acquainted with your books,' or something to that effect. Then
followed a very clever examination in history from Garbett, and

an agreeable and short one in my poets from Cremer, who spoke

very kindly to me at the close. I was only put on in eight

books besides the Testament, namely Rhetoric, Ethics, Phcedo,

Herodotus, Thucydides, Odyssey, Aristophanes (Vespae), and

Persius. Everything was in my favour; the examiners kind

beyond everything; a good many persons there, and all friendly.

At the end of the science, of course, my spirits were much raised,

and I could not help at that moment [giving thanks] to Him
without whom not even such moderate performances would have

been in my power. Afterwards rode to Cuddesdon with the

Denisons, and wrote home with exquisite pleasure.

I have read a story by some contemporary how all

attempts to puzzle him by questions on the minutest details
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^T. 22.

Of Herodotu8 only brought out hU knowledge more fully; chaphow the excitement reached its climax when the examiner "I
after testing his mastery of some point of theology, said- ' We

^^^
will now leave that part of the subject,' and the candidate
carried away by his interest in the subject, answered: 'no.'

for h a fresh stream. Ten days later, after a morning muchdisturbed and excited he rode in the afternoon, and b^y^alf-past four the list was out, with Gladstone and Denison bothof them in the first class; Phiim„oie and Maurice in thesecond; Herbert in the fourth.
Then mathematics were to come. The interval betweenthe two schools he passed at Cuddesdon, working some te^

and :; ofV "
'."f^'

"''"^ '^^'y '^y
-

'h Denison"and all of them in high spirits. But optics, algebra, geo-metry, calculus, trigonometry, and the rest, filled him lith

subier'
^^^^r^'^^^^^^'^-^i^^d of my Jncapacity for the

subject. 'My work continued and my reluctance toexertion increased with it.' For the Sunday before the
examination, this is the entry, and a characteristic and
remarkable one xt is :-' Teaching in the school morningand evening Saunders preached well on - Ye cannot serveGod and Mammon." Read Bible and four of Horslev's
sermons. Paid visits to old oeople.'
On December 10th the mathematical ordeal began, and

lasted four days. The doctor gave him draughts to quiet
his excitement. Better than draughts, he read Wordsworth
every day. On Sunday (December 11th) he went, as usual,
twice to chapel, and heard Newman preach 'a most able
discourse of a very philosophical character, more apt forreading than for hearing -at least I, in the jaded state ofmy mind, was unable to do it any justice.' On December
14th, the list was out, and hi. name was again in the first
class, again along with Denison. As everybody knows. Peelhad won a double-first twenty-three years bLre, and inmathematics Peel had the first class to himself. Mr Gladstone in each of the two schools was one of five. Anstioewhose counsels and example he counted for so much at one

:1f

.2^-^
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BOOK epoch in his collegiate life, in 1830 carried off the same
,

' , double crown, and was, like Peel, alone in the mathematical

1831. ^'^^ class.

It was an hour of thrilling happiness, between the past and
the future, for the future was, I hoi)e, not excluded ; and feeling

was well kept in check by the bustle of preparation for speedy

departure. Saw the Dean, Biscoe, Saunders (whom I thanked

for his extreme kindness), and such of my friends as were in

Oxford; all most warm. The mutual hand-shaking between

Denison, Jeffreys, and myself, wa very hearty. Wine with

Bruce. . . . Packed up my things. . . . Wrote at more or les.s

length to Mrs. G. [his mother], Gaskell, Phillimore, Mr. Denison,

my old tutor Knapp. . . , Left Oxford on the Champion.

December 15th.— After finding the first practicable coach to

Cambridge was just able to manage breakfast in Bedford Square.

Left Holborn at ten, in Cambridge before five.

Here he was received by Wordsworth, the master of

Trinity, and father of his Oxford tutor. He had a visit

full of the peculiar excitement and felicity that those who
are capable of it know nowhere else than at Oxford and
Cambridge. He heard Hallam recite his declamation ; was
introduced to the mighty Whewell, to Spedding, the great

Baconian, to Smyth, the professor of history, to Blakesley

;

renewed his acquaintance with the elder Hallam; listened

to glorious anthems at Trinity and King's ; tried to hear a

sermon from Simeon, the head of the English evangelicals

;

met Stanhope, an old Eton man, and the two sons of Lord
Grey ; and ' copied a letter of Mr. Pitt's.' From Cambridge
he made his way home, having thus triumphantly achieved
the first stage of his long life journey. Amid the manifold
mutations of his career, to Oxford his affection was pas-

sionate as it was constant. ' There is not a man that has
passed through that great and famous university that can
say with more truth than I can say, I love her from the

bottom of my heart.'*

» Oxford, Feb. 5, 1890.
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VI

Another episode must have a place before I close this cfiapchapter. At the end of 1828, the youw . Gladst^.' had
""

CO nposed a long letter, of which the n.anr ^ript surviles^^ to ^T^^a Liverpool newspaper, earnestly contesting its appall
," ^"'=-'

l..opos.t.o„ that 'nian has no more control ^over hit f'

he editor to try Leslie's Short Method with the DeiJ,he be unfortunate enough to dorbt the authority otlie Bible At Oxfoid his fervour canied him beyond thefinent tract to a personal decision. On August 4{h, 1830w7 " *?;-^ = -'««San Thucydides. aFso work ng up

Un^mtr; ,

'^''^.'''''^- ^°"«*--g Thucydides at nfght^Uncomfortable again and much distracted with doubts as to

subject of m^ future profession, wishing if possible to bringthe question to an immediate and final settlement.' The

heir r"Y"';" ^'°^*^' '' ^ "'Sne, it is obscure; butthe appeal contained in it is as earnest as any appeal fromson to parent on such a subject ever was, and it is o s
"

ialinterest as the first definite indication alike of the e^. aordinary intensity of his religious disposition, and of that
double-mindedness, that division of sensibilit; between ttdemands of spiritual and of secular life, which remainedthroughout one of the marking traits of his career. He

social being, and as a rational and reasonable being to (iodsummons him with a voice too impe:-ative to be resistedto forsake the ordinary callings of the world and to Take'

"rtoTafr t"'°^^
"^^^- ^^« ^^^^--^ need ofdlvo!tion to that office, he argues, must be plain to anv one whocasts his eye over the moral wilderness of the world, who

of the beings that move so busily in it to and fro, withoutn object beyond the finding food for it, mental orTodUyfor the present moment.' This letter the reader will findtVOL. I— (',

>i
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full elsewhere.* The missionary impulse, the yearning for

some apostolic destination, the glow of self-devotion to a
supreme external will, is a well-known element in the youth
of ardent natures of either sex. In a thousand forms, some-

times for good, sometimes for evil, such a mood has played

its part in history. In this case, as in many another, the

impulse in its first shape did not endure, but in essence it

never faded.

His father replied as a wise man was sure to do, almost

with sympathy, with entire patience, and with thorough
common sense. The son dutifully accepts the admonition
that it is too early to decide so grave an issue, and that the

immediate matter is the approaching performance in the

examination schools. 'I highly approve,' his father had
written (Nov. 8th, 1830), 'your proposal to leave undeter-

mined the profession you are to follow, until you return

from the continent and complete your education in all

respects. You will then have seen more of the world

and have greater confidence in the choice you may make;
for it will then rest wholly with yourself, having our
advice whenever you may wish for it.' The critical issue

was now finally settled. At almost equal length, and in

parts of this second letter no less vague and obscure than

the first, but with more concentrated power, Mr. Glad-

stone tells his father (.Jan. 17th, 1832) how the excite-

ment has subsided, but still he sees at hand a great crisis

in the history of mankind. New principles, he says, prevail

in morals, politics, education. Enlightened self-interest is

made the substitute for the old bonds of unreasoned attach-

ment, and under the plausible maxim that knowledge is

power, one kind of ignorance is made to take the place of

another kind. Christianity teaches that the head is to

be exalted through the heart, but Benthamism maintains

that the heart is to be amended through the head. The
conflict proceeding in parliament foreshadows a contest for

the existence of the church establishment, to he assailed

through its property. The whole foundation of society may
go. Under circumstances so formidable, he dares not look

' See Appendix.
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my sentiments in religion have been somewhat enlai^d and
untrammelled, but if this be true, my responsibility is indeed

augmented, but wherein have my deeds of duty been proportion-

ally modified ? . . . One conclusion theoretically has been much
on my mind— it is the increased importance and necessity and
benefit of prayer— of the life of obedience and self-sacrifice. May
God use me as a vessel for his own purposes, of whatever char-

acter and results in relation to myself. . . . May the God who
loves us all, still vouchsafe me a testimony of His abiding presence

in the protracted, though well nigh dormant life of a desire which
at times has risen high in my soul, a fervent and a buoyant hope
that I might work an energetic work in this world, and by that

work (whereof the worker is only God) I might grow into the

image of the Redeemer. ... It matters not whether the sphere
of duty be large or small, but may it be duly filled. May those

faint and languishing embers be kindled by the truth of the

everlasting spirit into a living and a life-giving flame.

Every reader will remember how, just two hundred years
before, the aubliraest of English poets had on his twenty-
third birthday closed the same self-reproach for sluggishness
of inward life, with the same aspiration :—

Yet be it less or more, or soon or slow,

It sfaaU be still in strictest measure even
To that same lot however mean or high,

Towards which time leads me and the will of heaven.
All is, if I have grace to use it so,

As ever in my great taskmaster's eye.

Two generations after he had quitted the university, Mr.
Gladstone summed up her influence upon him :—

Oxford had rather tended to hide from me the great fact that

liberty is a great and precious gift of God, and that human
excellence cannot grow up in a nation without it. And yet I do
not hesitate to say that Oxford had even at this time laid the

foundations of my liberalism. School pursuits had revealed

little; but in the region of philosophy she had initiated if not

inured me to the pursuit of truth as an end of study. The splendid

integrity of Aristotle, and still more of Butler, conferred upon
me an inestimable service. Elsewhere I have not scrupled to
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CHAPTER I

ENTEBS PARLIAMENT

(1832-1834)

I MAT speik of the House of Commons as a school of discipline for

those who enter it. In my opinion it is a school of extraordinary

power and eflBcacy. It is a great and nohle school for the creation

of all the qualities of force, suppleness, and versatility of intellect.

And it is also a great moral school. It is a school of temper. It is

also a school of patience. It is a school of honour, and it is a school

of justice.— Gladstonk (1878).

Leaving home in the latter part of January (1832), with

a Wordsworth for a pocket companion, Mr. Gladstone made
his way to Oxford, where he laboured through his packing,

settled accounts, ' heard a very able sermon indeed from
Newman at St. Mary's,' took his bachelor's degree (Jan. 26),

and after a day or two with relatives and friends in London,
left England along with his brother John at the beginning

of February. He did not return until the end of July. He
visited Brussels, Paris, Florence, Naples, Rome, "Venice, and
Milan. Of this long journey he kept a full record, and it

contains one entry of no small moment in his mental history.

A conception now began to possess him, that according to

one religious school kindled a saving illumination, and
according to another threw something of a shade upon his

future path. In either view it marked a change of spiritual

course, a transformation not of religion as the centre of his

being, for that it always was, but of the frame and mould
within which religion was to expand.
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I MAT apeak of the House of ( onaKsna as » »ek*pA ttt dineipMaB for
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In entering St. Peter's at Rome (March 81, 1832) he ex-

perienced his ' first conception of unity in the Church,' and
first lougtid for its visible attainment. Here he felt 'the

pain and shame of the schism which separates us from
Konie— whose guilt surely rests not upon the venerable

fatliei-s of the English Reformed Church but upon Rome
itself, yet whose melancholy effects the mind is doomed to

feel when you enter this magnificent temple and behold in

its walls the images of Christian saints and the words of

everlasting truth ; yet such is the mass of intervening

encumbrances that you scarcely own, and can yet more
scantily realise, any bond of sympathy or union.' This was
no fleeting impression of a traveller. It had been preceded
by a disenchantment, for he had made his way from Turin
to Pinerol, and seen one of the Vaudois valleys. He had
framed a lofty conception of the people as ideal Christians,

»nd he underwent a chill of disappointment on finding them
apparently much like other men. Even the pastor, though
a quiet, inoffensive man, gave no sign of energy or of what
would have been called in England vital religion. With this

chill at his heart he came upon the atmosphere of gorgeous
Rome. It was, however, in the words of Clough's fine line

from Hatter Day, ' through the great sinful streets of Naples
as he passed,' that a great mutation overtook him.

One Sunday (May 13) something, I know not what, set me on
examining the occasional offices of the church in the prayer book.

They made a strong impression upon me on that very day, and
the impression has never been effaced. I had previously taken
a great deal of teaching direct from the Bible, as best I could,

but now the figure of the Church arose before me as a teacher too,

and I gradually found in how incomplete and fragmentary a
nianner I had drawn divine truth from the sacred volume, as

indeed I had also missed in the thirty-nine articles some things

which ought to have taught me better. Such, for I believe that

I have given the fact as it occurred, in its silence and its solitude,

was my first introduction to the august conception of the Church
of Christ. It presented to me Christianity under an aspect in

which I had not yet known it: its ministry of symbols, its
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channels of grace, its unending line of teachers joining from the
Head: a sublime construction, based throughout upon historic

fact, uplifting the idea of the community in which we live, and of

the access which it enjoys through the new and living way to the
presence of the Most High. From this time I began to feel my way
by degrees into or towards a true notion of the Church. It became
a definite and organised idea when, at the suggestion of James
Hope, I read the just published and remarkable work of Palmer.
But the charm of freshness lay ujjon that first disclosure of 1832.

This mighty question :— what is the nature of a church and
what the duties, titles, and symbols of faithful membership,
which in divers forms had shaken the world for so many
ages and now first dawiied upon his ardent mind, was the
germ of a deep and lasting pre-occupation of which we
shall speedily and without cessation find abundant traces.

U
A few weeks later, the great rival interest in Mr. Gladstone's

life, if rival we may call it, was forced into startling pro-
minence before him. At Milan he received a letter from
Lord Lincoln, saying that he was commissioned by his

father, the Duke of Newcastle, to inform him that his

influence in the borough of Newark was at Mr. Gladstone's
disposal if he should be ready to enter parliamentary life.

ThJ't was the fruit of his famous anti-reform speech at the
Oxlord Union. No wonder that such an offer made him
giddy. ' This stunning and overpowering proposal,' he says to

his father (July 8), ' naturally left me the whole of the evening
on which I received it, in a flutter of confusion. Since that
evening there has been time to reflect, and to see that it

is not of so intoxicating a character as it seemed at first.

First, because the Duke of Newcastle's offer must have been
made at the instance of a single person (Lincoln), that person
young and sanguine, and I may say in such a matter partial.

. . . This much at least became clear to me by the time
I had recovered my breath : that decidedly more than mere
permission from my dear father would be necessary to

authorise my entering on the consideration of particulars
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BOOK reading from Blackstone and Plato and the Uxeurtion down
\__^L^ to Corinne. One Sunday morning (September 23), his father

1882. burst into his bedroom, with the news that his presence was
urgently needed at Newark. ! rose, dressed, and break-

fasted speedily, with infinite disgust. I left Torquay at 8J
and devoted my Sunday to the journey. Was I right ? . . .

My father drove me to Newton; chaise to Exeter. There
near an hour; went to the cathedral and heard a part of

the prayers. Mail to London. Convei-sation with a tory

countryman who got in for a few miles, on Sduday travelling,

which we agreed in disapproving. Gave him some tracts.

Excellent mail. Dined at Yeovil; read a little of the

Christian Year [published 1827]. At 6J a.m. arrived at

Piccadilly, 18J hours from Exeter. Went to Fetter Lane,
washed and breakfasted, and came off at 8 o'clock by a
High Flyer for Newark. The sun hovered red and cold

through the heavy fog of London sky, but in the country
the day was fine. Tea at Stamford ; arrived at Newark at

midnight.' Such in forty \ -s was the firat of Mr. Glad-
stone's countless political pilgrimages.

His two election addresses are a curious starting-point

for so memorable a journey. Thrown into the form of a
modern programme, the points are these:— union of church
and state, the defence in particular of our Irish establish-

ments; correction of the poor laws; allotment of cottage

grounds; adequate remuneration of labour; a system of

Christian instruction for the West Indian slaves, but no
emancipation until that instruction had fitted them for it;

a dignified and impartial foreign policy. The duke was
much startled by the passage about labour receiving adequate
remuneration, 'which unhappily among several classes of

our fellow countrymen is not now the case.' He did not.

however, interfere. The whig newspaper said roundly of

the first of Mr. Gladstone's two addresses, that a more
jumbled collection of words had seldom been sent from the

press. The tory paper, on the contrary, congratulated the

constituency on a candidate of considerable commercial
experience and talent. The anti-slavery men fought him
stoutly. They put his name into their black schedule with
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elation of a vanishing principle became a sort of landmark,
and gave to his name an unpleasing immortality in our
political history. In the high tide c agitation for reform
the whigs g&ve the duke a beating, and brought their man
to the top of the poll, a tory being his colleague. Handley,
the tory, on our present occasion seemed safe, and the fight lay
between Mr. Gladstone and Sergeant Wilde, the sitting whig,
a lawyer of merit and eminence, who eighteen years later
went to the woolsack as Lord Truro. Reform at Newark
was already on the ebb. Mr. Gladstone, though mocked as
a mere schoolboy, and fiercely assailed as a slavery man,
exhibited from the firet hour of the fight tremendous gifts of
speech and skill of fence. His Red club worked valiantly

;

the sergeant did not play his cards skilfully ; and pretty early
in the long struggle it was felt that the duke would this
time come into his own again. The young student soon
showed that his double first class, his love of books, his
religious preoccupations, had not unfitted him by a single
jot for one of the most arduous of all forms of the battle of
life. He proved a diligent and prepossessing canvasser, an
untiring combatant, and of course the readiest and most
fluent of gpeakers. Wilde after hearing him said senten-
tiously to one of his own supporters, ' There is a great future
before this young man.' The rather rotten borough became
suffused with the radiant atmosphere of Olympus. The
ladies presented their hero with a banner of red silk, a^d an
address expressive of their conviction that the good old Red
cause was the salvation of their ancient borough. The young
candidate in reply speedily put it in far more glowing colours.
It was no trivial banner of a party club, it was the red
flag of England that he saw before him, the symbol of
national moderation and national power, under which, when
every throne on the continent had crumbled into dust beneath
the tyrannous strength of France, mankind had found sure
refuge and triumphant hope, and the blast that tore every
other ensign to tattera served only to unfold their own
and display its beauty and its glory. Amid these oratorical

splendours the old hands of the club silently supplemented
eloquence and argument by darker agencies, of which happily
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B()OK and expressed his farewell with great depth of feeling.

V

—

^ Affected to tears himself, he affected others also. In the
evening near fifty dined here [Clinton Arms] and the
utmost enthusiaijm was manifested." The new member
began his firet speech as a member of parliament as
follows :—

Gentlemen: In looking forward to the field which is now
opened before me, I cannot but conceive that I shall often be
reproached with being not your rei)resentative but the repre-
sentative Ox the Duke of Newcastle. Now I should rather
incline to exaggerate than to extenuate such connection as does
exist Ijetween me and that nobleman : and for my part should have
no reluctance to see every sentiment which ever passed between us,
whether by letter or by word of mouth, exposed to the view of the
world. I met the Duke of Newcastle upon the broad ground of
public principle, and upon that ground alone. I own no other
bond of union with him than this, that he in his exalted sphere,
and I in my humble one, entertained the same persuasion, that the
institutions of this country are to be defended against those who
threaten their destruction, at all hazards, and to all extremities.
Why do you return me to parliament ? Not because I am the
Duke of Newcastle's man, simply : but because, coinciding with
the duke in political sentiment, you likewise admit that one
possessing so large a property here, and faithfully discharging the
duties which the possession of that property entails, ought in the
natural course of things to exercise a certain influence. You return
me to parliament, not merely because I am the Duke of Newcastle's
man

:
but because both the man whom the duke has sent, and the

duke himself, are rjour men.

The election was of course pointed to by rejoicing con-
servatives as a proof the more of that reaction which the
ministerial and radical press was audacious enough to laugh
at. This borough, says the local journalist, was led away
by the bubble reform, to support those who by specious
and showy qualification had dazzled tiieir eyes ; delusion had
vanish, ^ shadows satisfied no longer, Newark was restored
to its high place in the esteem of the friends of order and
good government. Of course the intimates of the days of
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letters under old-fashioned formalities of phrase yet beat
with a marked and living pulse of genuine interest, solicitude,
sympathy, unselfishness, and union.

Ill

As always, he sought refreshment from turmoil that was
only moderately congenial to him, in reading and writing.
Among much else he learns Shelley by heart, but his devotion
to Wordsworth is unshaken. 'One remarkable similarity
prevails between Wordsworth and Shelley ; the quality of
combining and connecting everywhere external nature with
internal and unseen mind. But how different are they in
applications. It frets and irritate- the one, it e key to
the peacefulness of the other.' Two books of i u.jdise lie-

gained, he finds ' very objectionable on religioas grounds,'—
the books presumably where ]Milton has been convicted of
Arian heresy. He still has energy enough left for more
mundane things, to write a succession of articles for the
Liverpool Standard, and he finds time to record his joy
(December 7) ' over five Eton first classes ' at Oxford. Then,
by and by, the election accounts come in. The arrangement
had been made that the expenses were not to exceed a thou-
sand pounds, of which the duke was to contribute one half,
and John Gladstone the other half. It now appeared that
twice as much would not suffice. The new member flung
himself with all his soul into a struggle with his committee
against the practice of opening public houses and the exor-
bitant demands that came of it. Open houses, he protested,
meant profligate expenditure and organised drunkenness

;

they were not a pecuniary question, but a question of right
and wrong. In the afternoon of the second day of polling,
his agent had said to him, speaking about special constables,
that he scarcely knew how they could be got if wanted, for
he thought nearly every man in the town was drunk. It

was in vain that the committee assured him of the dis-

couraging truth that a certain proportion of the voters could
not be got to the poll without a breakfast ; and an observer
from another planet might perhaps have asked himself
whether all this was so remarkable an improvement on tlie
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Mr. Gladstone says, that before the sudden opening now
made for him, what he had marked out for himself was
'a good many yeais of silent reading and inquiry.' That
blessed dream was over; his own temperament and outer

circumstances, both of them made its realisation impossible

;

but in a sense he clung to it all his days. He entered at

Lincoln's Inn (January 25), and he dined pretty frequently

in hall down to 1839, meeting many old Eton and Oxford
acquaintances, more genuine law students than himself. He
kept thirteen terms but was never called to the bar. If

he had intended to undergo a legal training, the design

was ended by Newark. After residing for a short time in

lodgings in Jermyn Street, he took quarters at the Albany
(March 1833), which remained his London home for six

yeans. 'I am getting on rapidly with my furnishing,' he

tells his father, '• and I shall be able, I feel confident, to do it

all, including plate, within the liberal limits which you allow.

I cannot warmly enough thank you for the terms and footing

on which you propose to place me in the chambers, but

I really fear that after this year my allowance in all will be

greater not only than I have any title to, but than I ought
to accept without blushing.' He became a member of the

Oxford and Cambridge Club the previous month,'^ and now
was ' elected without my will (but not more than without it)

a member of the Carlton Club.' He would not go to dinner

parties on Sundays, not even with Sir Robert Peel. He
was closely attentive to the minor duties of social life, if

duties they be ; he was a strict observer of the etiquette of

calls, and on some afternoons he notes that he made a dozen

or fourteen of them. He frequented mubical parties, where
his fine voice, now reasonably well trained, made him a wel-

come guest, and he goes to public concerts where he finds

Pasta and Schroder splendid. His irrepressible desire to

expand himself in writing or in speech found a vent in con-

stant articles in the Liverpool Standard, neither better nor

worse than the ordinary juvenilia of a keen young college

1 J

> Proposed by Sir R. Inglls and Taunton, Ho was on the committee
seconded by George Denison, after- from 1834 to 1838. and he withdrew
wards the militant Archdeacon of from the Club at the end of 1843.
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some humble and humbling office. . . . If you thought with
me—and I do not see why you should not, except to assume
the reverse is paying myself a compliment— let us go to work,
as in the young days of the college plan but with a more
direct and less ambitious purpose.' Of this we may see some-
thing later. At a great service at St. Paul's, he notes the glory
alike of sight and sound as 'possessing that remarkable cri-

terion of the sublime, a grand result from a combination of
simple elements.' Edward Irving did not attract ; ' a scene
pregnant with melancholy instruction.' He was immensely
struck by Melvill, whom some of us have heard pronounced
by the generation before us to be the most puissant of all the
men in his calling. 'His sentiments,' says Mr. Gladstone,
are manly in tone ; he deals powerfully with all his subjects

;

his language is flowing and unbounded ; his imagery varied
and intensely strong. Vigorous and lofty as are his con-
ceptions, he is not, I think, less remarkable for soundness
and healthiness of mind.' Such a passage shows among
other things how the diarist was already teaching himself
to analyse the art of oratory. I may note one rather curious
habit, no doubt practised with a view to traming in the
art of speech. Besides listening to as many sermons as
possible, he was also for a long time fond of reading them
aloud, especially Dr. Arnold's, in rather a peculiar way.
'My plan is,' he says, 'to strengthen or qualify or omit
expressions as I go along.'

liii

IV

In an autobiographical note, written in the late days of
his life, when he had become the only commoner left who
had sat in the old burned House of Commons, he says :

I took my seat at the opening of 1833, provided imquestionably
with a large stock of schoolboy bashfulness. The first time that

business required me to go to the arm of the chair to say some-
thing to the Speaker, Manners Sutton —the first of seven whose
subject I have been— who was something of a Keate, I remem-
ber the revival in me bodily of the frame of mind in which a

schoolboy stands before his master. But apart from an incidental
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" """'^"^ *'« ^'^''^^ conservatives i160 and reckoning as a separate group a small party wh^had once been tories and now linked between consS^a^veopposition and whig ministeiB. The Irish representltwishe divided between 28 tories, and a body of 50 who wiremade up of ministerialists, conditional repealer., Td tTthext nguishers. He heard Joseph Hume, the most effec veof the leading mdicals, get the first word in th. reformedpariiament, speaking for an hour and perhaps j^s

S

OConnell's witty saying that Hume would have been anexcellent speaker, if only he would finish r. sentence Worebeginning the next but one after it.

No more diligent member of parliament than Mr. Glad-
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Stone ever sat upon the green benches. He read his blue-

books, did his dutj by election committees, and on the

first occasion when, in consequence of staying a little too

long at a dinner at the Duke of Hamilton's, he missed a

division, his self-reproach was almost as sharp as if he had
fallen into mortal sin. This is often enough the way with

virtuous young members, but Mr. Gladstone's zealous ideal

of parliamentary duty lasted, and both at first and always

he was a singular union of deep meditative seriousness with

untiring animation, assiduity, and practical energy and force

working over a wide field definitely mapped.

In the assembly where he was one day to rank among
the most powerful orators ever inscribed upon its golden

roll, he first opened his lips in a few words on a Newark
petition (April 30) and shortly after (May 21) he spoke

two or three min'^tes on an Edinburgh petition. A little

later the question of slavery, where he knew every inch of

the gronnd, brought him to a serious ordeal. In May,
Stanley as colonial secretary introduced the proposals of the

government for the gradual abolition of colonial slavery.

Abolition was to be preceded by an intermediate stage,

designated as apprenticeship, to last for twelve years; and

the planters were to be helped through the difficulties of the

transition by a loan of fifteen millions. In the course of the

proceedings, the intermediate period was shortened from
twelve years to seven, and the loan of fifteen millions was

transformed into a free gift of twenty. To this scheme John
Gladstone, whose indomitable energy made him the leading

spirit of the West Indian interest, was consistently opposed,

and he naturally became the mark of abolitionist attack.

The occasion of Mr. Gladstone's first speech was an attack by

Lord Howick on the manager of John Gladstone's Demerara
estates, whom he denounced as ' the murderer of slaves,'—
an attack made without notice to the xwo sons of the

incriminated proprietor sitting in front of him. He declared

that the slaves on the Vreedenhoop sugar plantations were

systematically worked to death in order to increase the

crop. Mr. Gladstone tried in vain t« cat«h the eye of the

Chairman on May 30, and the next day he wished to speak
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but saw no good opportunity. ' The emotions through which chapone passes at least through which I pass, in anticipating
^"

such an effort as this, are painful and humUiating Thf ^TCutter prostration and depression of spirit ; the deep dncerity,
'^

the burdensome and overpowering reality of the feelinir ofmere feebleness and incapacity, felt in the inmost heart,

of uoh th r^ ^I
«^P^««i«"' t^««»«e the expression

of such things goes for affectation,- these things I am unequal
to describe, yet I have experienced them now.' On June 8
the chance came Here is his story of the day: 'iJegan Um^e^ Pr^g^on^. West India meeting of members at one
at Lord Sandon's. Resolutions discussed and agreed upon •

• ^ dined early Re-armnged my notes for the debate.

M^i; A f ^ ^' ^P"^" "^ ^'^^ *'™«' f°^ 50 minutes.Mj leading desire was to benefit the cause of those who arenow so sorely beset. The House heard me vere kindly

Carlto?' r^ ""T
'^'^^'^- ^^* *'*«••"*"»« *^ the

Carlton. The speech was an uncommon success. Stanley,
the minister mainly concerned, congratulated him with morethan those conventional compliments which the good nature

E!i tr ^°"f''"' ^^P"«*« *° ^ P*id to any decentbeginner 'I never listened to any speech with greater
ple^isure,' said Stanley, himself the prince of debaterand
then m the most brilliant part of his career; 'the member forNewark argued his case with a temper, an ability, and aWess which may well be cited as a good model £ manydder members of this H.use.' His own leader, though hespoke later, said nothing in his speech about the new recruit,but two days after Mr. Gladstone mentioned that Sir RPeel came up to him and praised Monday night's affair'

ml^J . " ""^*" -'''^''°^-' '^' ^«i--« t»^«t a youngmember has come forwaid in so promising a manner JV3scountAlthoip states Mr. W. E. Gladstone^to havelne -
Apart from its special vindication in close detail of the

stete of things at Vreedenhoop as being no woLe thano^ei. the points of the speech on this gLt issue of t"tame were famdiar ones. He confessed ^vith shame andFm that cases of cruelty had existed, and would always
» Memoir of Althorp, p. 471,
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exist, under the system of slavery, and that this was 'a
substantial reason why the British legislature and public
should set themselves in good earnest to provide for ite
extinction.' He admitted, too, that we had not fulfilled our
Christian obligations by communicating the inestimable
benefits of our reUgion to the skves in our colonies, and that
the belief among the early English planters, that if you made
a man a Christian you could not keep him a slave, had
led them to the monstrous conclusion that they ought
not to impart Christianity to their slaves. Its extinction
was a consummation devoutly to be desired, and in good
earnest to be forwarded, but immediate and unconditioned
emancipation, without a previous advance in character, must
place the negro in a state where he would be his own woret
enemy, and so must crown all the wrongs already done
to him by cutting off the last hope of rising to a higher
level in social existence. At some later period of his life
Mr. Gladstone read a corrected report of his first speech, and
found its tone much less than satisfactory. But of course,'
he adds, 'aUowance must be made for the enormous and
most blessed change of opinion since that day on the subject
of negro slavery. I must say, however, that even before this
time I had come to entertain little or no confidence in the
proceedings of the resident agents in the West Indies.' »I
can now see plainly enough,' he said sixty yeara later, «the
sad defects, the real illiberalism of my opinions on that
subject. Yet they were not illiberal as compared with the
ideas of the times, and as declared in pariiament in 1833
they obtained the commendation of the liberal leaders.'

It is fair to remember that Pitt, Fox, Granville, and Grey,
whUe eager to bring the slave trade to an instant end,
habitually disclaimed as a calumny any intention of emanci-
pating the blacks on the sugar islands. In 1807, when the
foul blot of the trade was abolished, even Wilberforce him-
self discouraged attempts to abolish slavery, though the
noble philanthropist soon advanced to the full length of his
own principles. Peel in 1833 would have nothing to do with
either immediate emancipation or gradual. Disraeli has put
his view on deliberate record that 'the movement of the
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enters in his diaiy, .«, much confusion: for I could noteas% recover from the sensation caused by the suddenoverthrow of an entire and undoubting aUiance

'

«»ci,oruy lo myself. Nor can the speech now ha oaU^A
satisfactoiy by any one else, except fof the enTnction of

Sole r^ rf"^ *°"' *^°"^^ ^^™ °" ^he necessary

\Ztl ''"!^ ^*' °^ ^^^^h the world was befo^bng to hear so much from him, that the nation shoiUd tetaxed for the support of a national church.
' Lord George Bentinck, chapter xviji. p. 324.
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Besides his speeches he gave a full number of party votea,

some of them interesting enough in view of the vast career

before him. I think the iirBt of them all was in the majority

of 428 against 40 upon O'Connell's amendment for repeal,—
an occasion that came vividly to his memory on the eve of

his momentous chang^e of policy in 1886. He voted for the

worst clauses of the Irish Coercion bill, including the court-

martial clause. He fought steadily against the admission

of Jews to parliament. He fought against the admission of

dissenters without a test to the universities, which he described

as seminaries for the established church. He supported the

existing com law. He said ' No ' to the property tax and
* Aye ' for retaining the house and window taxes. He resisted

a motion of Hume's for the abolition of military and naval

sinecures (February 14), and another motion of the same
excellent man's for the abolition of all flogging in the army
save for mutiny and drunkenness. He voted against the

publication of the division lists. He voted with ministers

both against shorter parliaments and (April 25) against the

ballot, a cardinal reform carried by his own government forty

years later. On the other hand he voted (July 5) with Lord
Ashley against postponing his beneficent policy of factory

legislation; but he did not vote either way a fortnight la ^

when Althorp sensibly reduced the limit of ten hours' work
in factories from the impracticable age of eighteen proposed

by Ashley, to the age of thirteen. He supported a bill against

work on Sundays.

V

A page or two from his diary will carry us succinctly

enough over the rest of the first and second years of his

parliamentary life.

July 21, 1833, Sunday.— ... Wrote some lines and prose also.

Finished Strype. Read Abbott and Sumner aloiid. Thought
for some hours on my own future destiny, and took a solitary walk

to and about Kensington Gardens. July 23.— Read L'Allemagtie,

Rape of the Lock, and finished factory report. July 25. — Went to

breakfast with old Mr. Wilberforce, introduced by his son. He is

cheerful and serene, a beautiful picture of old age in sight of im-
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moptidity H««rd him pray with his family. Blessing and honour CHAPare upon his hea<l. ./„/« sn _ r- .».. ^. » «"u uonour CHAP.

pIT^M •'"^'^-^'^"""^9ne. rulwer's England.PamelL Looked at my Plato. Rode. House. ^«/^ 3l._HalIanb^^fasted w,th me Committee on West'lndia bill Z"toed.. German lesson. ^1'«(^'m/ 2.- Worked German several

rT „
"" "1' " "^^ ^"''' "^^'— L^AlZZ

K^\^T''J"'"^ 3. -German lesson and worked alone. .Attended Jlr. WUberforce's funeral; it brought solemn thoughts'parUeulaHy about the slaves. This a burdensome queS^
[Germankept up steadily for many days.] A..j,.,t 9.- Housevoted xn 48 to 87 against legal tender clause. . . Read Ta^so'

Ykw*! !i T:^*"
"^^"^"'^ '""'°'"» •''"•i afternoon. Read Bible'Abbott (fanished) and a sermon of Blomfield's aloud. Wrote aparaphrase of part of chapter 8 of Romans. Au.just 15.- Com-mittee 1^1. Rode VWtr, Vi„;.\.^^ tt- xMHie. iiato. Finished Tasso, canto 1. Anti-slavery observations on bill. German vocabulary and exercise

^ri Tr^^^''""'**^^''^^^'^^'^-
«^™-lesson. FiniZ

f!rH r '>! " ^••^I'^""^ *° 1^^^- -^-Onst 17._ Started
forAberdeenonboardQ«e.„o/^co^/„„rfatl2.

.l,<j„„n8^A.-Rose
^breakfast, but uneasily. Attempted reading, and read moft oBaxter's narrative. Not too unwell to reflect. Au.u^ mh.-
Remainedmbed. Read Goethe and translated a few lines Also
^amu.ofSk.,e^,e. In the evening i^ blew . verv ilTthou^

l'

bed^ Could not help admiring the crests of the waves even as Istoodat cabin window. August 20._ Arrived 8J a.m.- 5CJ hours.

fou^d !h*^"T ^'°^
u"^

•" *^" "^^'^'"ff ^« "^'J ti« brotherfound themselves at the new paternal seat. In 1829 JohnWadstone, after much negotiation, had bought the estate of^asque in Kincardineshire for ^80,000, to which and toother Scotch affairs he devoted his special and personal
attention pretty exclusively. The home at Seaforth wasbroken up, though relatives remained there or in the
neighbourhood. For some time he had a house in Edin-burgh for private residence - the centre house in AthoU

from Kincardineshire, and spend the winter months inEdmburgh Fasque was his home for the rest of his days.This was W. E. Gladstone's first visit, followed by at leLt

^T.24.
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one long annual spell for the remaining eighteen years of

his father's life.

On the morning of his arrival, he notes, ' I rode to the mill

of Kincairn to see Mackay who was shot last night. He was
suffering much and seemed near death. Read the Holy
Scriptures to him (Psalms 51, 69, 71, Isaiah 55, Joh. 14, Col.

3). Left my prayer book.' The visit was repeated daily

until the poor man's death a week later. Apart from such
calls of duty, books are his main interest. He is greatly

delighted with Hamilton's Men and Manners in America.
Alfieri's Antigone he dislikes as having the faults of both
ancient and modern drama. He grinds away through Gifford's

Pitt, and reads Ilallam's Middle Ages. 'My method has
usually been, 1, to read over regularly ; 2, to glance again
over all I have read, and analyse.' He was just as little of

the lounger in his lighter reading. Schiller's plays he went
through with attention, finding it ' a good plan to read along
with history, historical plays of t^^e same events for material

illustration, as well as aid to the memory.' He read Scott's

chapters on Mary Stuart in his history of Scotland, 'to
enable me better to appreciate the admirable judgment
of Schiller (in Maria Stuart) both where he has adhered to

history and where he lias gone beyond it.' He finds fault

with the Temistocle of Metastasio, as ' too humane.' ' History
should not be violated without a reason. It may be set aside

to fill up poetical verisimilitude. If history assigns a cause
inadequate to its effect, or an effect inadequate to its cause,

poetry may supply the deficienry for the sake of an impressive

whole. But it is too much to overset a narrative and call it

a historical play.' Then came a tragic stroke in real life.

October 6, IS.'JS.— Post hour to-day brought me a melancholy

annoimcement— the death of Arthur ITallam. This intelligence

was deeply oppressive even to my selfish disposition. I mourn in

him, for myself, my earliest near friend ; for my fellow creatures,

one who would have adorned his age and country, a mind full of

beauty and of power, attaining almost to that ideal standard of

which it is presumption to expect an example. When shall I sr e

his like ? Yet this dispensation is not all pain, for there is a b le
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-St. 24.

and not On my n,xnd) a bare or rash hope that his soul rests with CH v.-God ,n Jesus Christ. ... I walked upon the hills to muse upon
" "

this very mournful event, which cuts me to the heart. Alas forhis famiy and his intended bride. Octoh . -./:._ My usual occu-pauons but not without many thou/.s up.. u,v de.'rted friendB ble. Aieen T^a//.„.,,e/„, Plato, G lor.!'. Plu, m.,aj„ua Liter-ana. Eode with my father and Ho^.n. All o),e.- . liv deep inthe softness and solemnity of autui^.-.a! dcv Alas'mv Jrfnend was cut oif in the spring of his bright ex'istence
Dece,aber 13, Edinburgh.- Breakfast with Dr. Chalmers. Hismodesty is so extreme that it is oppressive to tho.se who arem his company especially his juniors, since it is impossible forthem to keep their behaviour in due proportion to his. He wason his own subject, the Poor Laws, very eloquent, earnest andimpressive. Perhaps he may have been hasty in applying max'sdrawn from Scotland to a more advanced stage o/s'ociety

"
and Z>ece,„6e.l7.-Robertson's Cl.arles F., Plato, began book 10Chalmers. Singing-lesson and practice. Whist. Walked on theGlasgow road, first milestone to fourth and back in 70 minutes

-

the returning three miles in about 33|. Ground in some placesrather muddy and slippery. Z).ce,«6.. ofi.-A feeble day Three
successive callers and conversation with my father occupied themorning. Read a good allowance of Robertson, an historian1leads k,s reader on, I think, more pleasantly than any I know The
style most attractive, but the mind of the writer does not set forth
the loftiest principles. December 29th, 5««rfny._ Twentv-four
years have I lived.

. . . Where is the continuous work which ought
to fill up the life of a Christian without intermission ? . I havebeen growing, that is certain; in good or evil ? Much fluctuation •

often a supposed progress, terminating in finding myself at, o^
short of, the point which I deemed I had left behind me. Businessand political excitement a tremendous trial, not so much alleviat-
" g as forcibly dragging down the soul from that temper which isht o inhale the air of heaven. Jan. 8, 1834, Edinburgh._ Break-
fast with Dr. Chalmers. Attended his lecture 2-3.. More than^ver struck with the superabundance of Dr. C.'s gorgeous language!which eads him into repetitions, until the stores of our tongue b^exhausted on each particular point. Yet the variety and magni^
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cence of his expositions must fix them very strongly in the minds

of his hearers. In ordinary works great attention would be excited

by the very infrequent occiirrence of the very brilliant expressions

and illustrations with which he cloys the palate. His gems lie

like paving stones. He does indeed seem to be an admirable man.

Of Edinburgh his knowledge soon became intimate. His

father and mother took him to that city, as we have seen,

in 1814. He spent a spring there in 1828 just before

going to Oxford, and he recollected to the end of his

life a sermon of Dr. Andrew Thomson's on the Repent-

ance of Judas, 'a great and striking subject.' Some
circumstance or another brought him into relations with

Chalmers, that ripened into friendship. ' We used to have

walks together,' Mr. Gladstone remembered, 'chiefly out of

the town by the Dean Bridge and along the Queensferry

road. On one of our walks together, Chalmers took me
down to see one of his districts by the water of Leitli, and
I remember we went into one or more of the cottages. He
went in with smiling countenance, greeting and being greeted

by the people, and sat down. But he had nothing to say.

He was exactly like the Duke of Wellington, who said of

himself that he had no small talk. His whole mind was
always full of some great subject and he could not deviate

horn it. He sat smiling among the people, but he had no

small talk for them and they had no large talk. So after

some time we came away, he pleased to have been with the

people, and they proud to have Lad the Doctor with them.'^

For Chalmers he never lost a warm appreciation, often

expressed in admirable words— 'one of nature's nobles;

his warrior grandeur, his rich and glowing eloquence, his

absorbed and absorbing earnestness, above all his singular

simplicity and detachment from the world.' Among other

memories, 'There was a quaint old shop at the Bowhead
which used to interest me very much. It was kept by a

bookseller, Mr. Thomas Nelson. I remember being amused
by a reply he made to me one day when I went in and asked

fcr Booths Beign of 0-race. He half turned his head towards

> Report of an interview with Mr. Gladstone in 1890, in ScoUi$h Liberal,
May 2, 9, etc., 1800.
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me, and remarked >vith a peculiar twinkle in his eve " Avman, but ye're a ,oung ehiel to be askin' after al^k it'e'

^.1\T.,'^^^ T^' i"
*^""""^ l«'^*' ^I^- Gladstone stays

>^ th relatives at Seaforth, 'where even th^ win i T v
upon the window at ni.ht was deLlf aJi ^ ' ^l^ffew daj^ later finds himself once more wUh n ^hp
congenial walls of Oxford.

*''^ ^^^'

^a««a., 19 Sunaa., _ Bead the first lesson in mornin. chapelA^ostmasterly sermonof Pusey-s preached by CIa.-keS„ astern the afternoon on the Sacrament. Good walk WvaJr^ 7
etters]. Head .^^.yte. Three of GirdlestoJes Ser^r Kr'
LI! E

'''^" ^^"""^ '''"'' -'^ -«"'-ly iJffilt;reasonmg). Episcopal pastoral letter for iaS2. Doane's Ordination sermon, 183.3, a^lmirable,_ Wrote some thoughts Tn20.- ..mondi's Italian Re.nmcs. Dined at Merton, and penfaUthe evening there in interesting conversation. I wL Im on!guest [afterwards Bishop of Salisbury]. It was de 'rt ,wrings joy even from the most uiifee^.g hear^o fr^onon the increase as it is here Jan "W ' '°/^y^^'S'""^

;t fen on, spent in conversation^
" af";"^ ^ ^^^S;BiamU-eth and Pearson on eternal punishment; witlAyi^llobaptism; with Churton on faith and religion 'in the un^sty-^ith Harrison on prophecy and the papacy. . j,,,, oT '

^:^oZT' ''""' ^"' ^^"^ '^—
•

^»-

»

maU I ;
^'^"^^'•^••'*-.'^ -"^ ^^^ewman chiefly on churchmatters. ... I excuse some idleness to myself by the fear ofJloingsome real injury to my eyes. [After'a flightof thte «

F.b Q.-Tyo university sermons and St. Peter's Kound theu.a.lows with Williams. Dined with him, common room t1and a pleasant conversation with Harrison. Began cZyJZ'e Sacenlotio, and Cecil's Frien.H, Visit. [Then he goe Ctotown for the rest of the session.] Fe,. 12, Zo.Zo».-FSed

t- on the doctrine of the Trinity. . . . Began WaTaw^

JEr. 26.

**
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Christian Ethics. 2Gth, London.— A busy day, yet of little palpable

profit. . . . Bead two important Demerani papers. . . . Rode.

At the levee. House 5^11. Wished to speak, but deterred by

the extremely ill disposition to hear. Much sickened by their

unfairness in the judicial character, more still at my own wretched

feebleness and fears. April 1.— Dined at Sir R. Peel's. Herries,

Sir G. Murray, Chantrey, etc. Sir R. Peel very kind in his manner

to us. May 29.— Mignet's Introduction [to ' the History of the

Spanish succession,' one of the masterpieces of historical litera-

ture]. June 4.— Bruce to breakfast. Paper. Mignet and analysis.

Burke. Harvey committee.' Ancient music concert. Dined at

Lincoln's Inn. House 11J-12J. Rode. June 6.— Paradise Lo.it.

Began Leibnitz's Tentamina Theodiceve. June 11.— Read Pitt's

speeches on the Union in January, 1799, and Grattan on Catholic

petition in 1805. loth.— Read some passages in the latter part

of Corinne, which always work strongly on me. 18</t.— Coming

home to dine, found Remains of A. H. H. Yesterday a bridal at

a friend's, to-day a sad memorial of death. 'Tis a sad subject, a

very sad one to me. I have not seen his like. The memory of

him reposes gently in my inmost heart, a fountain of tears which

soften and fertilise it in the midst of pursuits whose tendency is

to dry up the sources of emotion by the fever of excitement. I

read his memoir. His father had done me much and undeserved

kindness there. 20^/i.— Most of my time went in thinking con-

fusedly over the university question. Very anxious to speak,

tortured with nervous anticipations ; could not get an opportunity.

Certainly my inward experience on these occasions ought to make
me humble. Herbert's maiden speech very successful. I ought

to be thankful for my miss ; perhaps also because my mind was so

much oppressed that I could not, I fear, have unfolded my inward

convictions. What a world it is, and how does it require the

Divine power and aid to clothe in words the profound and

> Daniel Whittle Harvey was an
eloquent member of parliament
whom tlie benchers of his inn re-

fused to call to the bar, on the
ground of certain charges af;ainBt his
probity. The House appointed a
committee of which Mr. Gladstone
was a member to inquire into these

charges. O'Connell was chairman,
and they acquitted Harvey, witlioiit

however affecting the decision of tin-

benchers. Mr. Gladstone was the

only member of the committee who
did not concur in its flnal judgment.
See his article on Daiiifl OTonnel! in

the Nineteenth Century, Jan. 1880.
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^T.25.
a progressive one, but how diffiouU t« ^ c

f h m renaer it

glimpse of the Irish point of view at fi,«t hand.

y«/^ 11. _Ko news till the afternoon and tl.Pn 1,00 1

and that attempts at reconstruction have failP,1 r-n o
^'

Education evidence. Letters. Housr 2^ T'r"' 'iT^^f

'

«r. t. fe, ,reat want of coura;: tot'prTss ^e fj; ,^^^^^awakened on hearing a speech of O'Connell To havp ? ? ^

inflicted dumbness. 28.A._ Spoke 30 to 35 minutes on Univei^bil
.
with more ease than I had hoped, having been moi^" indMor ess unmindful of Divine aid. Divided in 75 v. 164 TTo hi

ast night on the Universities bill. The House I am glad to sav

previously to an Indian discussion in which very few people tookany interest, though indeed it was both curious and nterestb.But the change of subject was no doubt felt as a relief and thefrdisposition to listen set me infinitely more at my ease than Ishould otherwise have been 2^//, pi . u
Carlton TJnn.i ? ,'

^^''*-— ^^l^asant house dinner at

snir t, o .
^'' "P *^' P*"^^- Sir R. Peel was in good''Pints and very agreeable. ^

It was on this occasion that he wrote to his mother,-. SirVOL, I—

I

*

I
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Robert Peel caused me much gratification by the way in

which he spoke to me of my speech, and particularly the

great warmth of his manner. He told me he cheered me
loudly, and I said in return that I had heard his voice under
mi while speaking, and was much encouraged thereby.' He
ends the note already cited (Sept. 6, 1897) on the old House
of Commons, which was burned down this year, with what he
calls a curious incident concerning Sir Robert Peel, and with
a sentence or two upon the government of Lord Grey : —

Cobbett nade a motion alike wordy and absurd, prayinp the

king to remove him [Peel] from the privy council as the author

of the act tor the re-establishment of the gold standard in 1819.

The entire House was against him, except his colleague Fielden

of Oldham, who made a second teller.* After the division I think

Lord Althorp at once rose and moved the expunction of the

proceedings from the votes ur journals ; a severe rebuke to the

mover. Sir Robert in his speech said, < I am at a loss, sir, to con-

ceive what can be the cause of the strong hostility to me which
the honourable gentleman exhibits. I never conferred on him an
obligation.' This stroke was not original. But what struck me
at the time as singular was this, that notwithstanding the state of

feeling which I have described. Sir R. Peel was greatly excited in

dealing with one who at the time was little more than a con-

temptible antagonist At that period shirt collars were made
with ' gills ' which came up upon the cheek ; and Peel's gills were

so soaked with perspiration that they actually lay down upon his

neck-cloth.

In one of these years, I think 1833, a motion was made by some
political economist for the abolition of the corn laws. I (an

absolute and literal ignoramus) was much struck and staggered

with it. But Sir James Graham— who knew more of economic

and trade matters, I think, than the rest of the cabinet of 1841

all put together—made a reply in the sense of protection, whether

high or low I cannot now say. But I remember perfectly well

that this speech of his built me up again for the moment and

enabled me (I believe) to vote with the govemmt it.

* See Cobbett's Life by Edward mingham seems to have voted for the
Smith, ii. p. 287. Attwood of Bir- moOon.
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The year 1833 was, as measured by quantity and in part bv chap

and Lord Althorp far beyond all others did themselves hieh ^T"'honour by the new Poor Law Act, which rescued the Eng^iS
^'''•

Peasantry rom the total loss of their independence. Of the eSmembers of Parliament about 480 must have been thei gene!^supporters Much gratitude ought to have been felt fo th^

Of :olVSerrel^T '''^~ '^ ^^^^ ^^ ^ -*«

He was himself destined one day to feel how soon narliamentaxy reaction may follow a sweeping populaT Zmjh
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I coHsiDER the Reform bill a final and irrevocable settlement of a

great constitutional question. ... If by adopting the spirit of the

Reform bill it be meant that we are to live in a perpetual vortex of

agitation ; that public men can only support themselves in public

estimation by adopting every popular impression of the day, by

promising the instant redress of anything that anybody may call

an abuse ... I will not undertake to adopt it. But if the

spirit of the Reform bill implies merely a careful review of institu-

tions civil and ecclesiastical, undertaken in a friendly temper, the

correction of proved abuses and the redress of real grievances,

then, etc. etc.— Peel {Tamioorth Address),

The autumn of 1834 was spent at Fasque. An observant

eye followed political affairs, but hardly a word is said about

them in the diary. A stiff battle was kept up against

electioneering iniquities at Newark. Riding, boating, shoot-

ing were Mr. Gladstone's pastimes in the day ; billiards, sing-

ing, backgammon, and a rubber in the evening. Sport was
not without compunction which might well, in an age that

counts itself humane, be expected to come oftener. ' Had to

kill a wounded partridge,' he records, 'and felt after it as if

I had shot the albatross. It might be said : This should be

more or less.' And that was true. He was always a great

walker. He walked from Montrose, some thirteen or four-

teen miles off, in two hours and three quarters, and another

time he does six miles in seventy minutes. Nor does

he ever walk with an unobserving mind. At Lochnagar:

•Saw Highland women from Strathspey coming down for

harvest with heavy loads, some Mrith babies, over these wild

rough paths through wind and storm. Ah, with what

labour does a large portion of mankind subsist, while we fare

116
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M..
"""^e /mpression iii the common circumstance of life

"•
the eye sxrring the emotions of the feeling heLt that'

^-—

"

Isl nl.it r'u "i
«***««'°«"«hiP- His bookmindedW not ' ^^"" ^^'' * ^^^^^'^t^"" t« work ate.t« two hours every morning before breakfast, and thelesolution seems to have I ..n manfully kept without

the day besides, hor the first time, rather strange to sav

hV mtht" h "'t!'"'
'^'"^'''''"'^ ^"'^ -^'^

*
'e ^ %ht

composition 'a good deal of prolix and fanciful though

^trrit''4''"";'-^'r' '^ ^^^'^^ °^ ---^^ Lock'

o/!^^" 1 ^ ,.
'' ^^^''^'^^ '"""''^ '" th« two great manualsof the old world and the new, in the Politics of Aristrtie and

of Schiller; also Manzoni, and Petrarch, and Dante af the

ThZ fff
°' *

ri?!,^
°' ''^'^'^^ ^ ^^^

'
*^- Boccacl from^^hom, after a half-dozen of the days, he willingly partecompany, only interested in him as showing a sZnL stete

trrjf '°"v""^^°"
^^" ^ dissociated f:;om c^^duct. In modem politics he reads the memoirs of Chathamand Brougham on Colonial Policy, of which he says thT^eccentricity, paradox, fast and loose reasoning andCchmore) sentiment, appear to have entered mosf deeplyTnto^.e essence of this remarkable man when he wrote hsColonial Policy, as now; with the rarest power of iTessiZ

h^s^thoughts,nasheanyfixedlawtoguideti:mrOnCoe"s

^^ tWe nd wht
';^'"^«-«*-^ -d highly agreeable it iin style, and while disclaiming any right to judge its fidelitv

egr::^^^^^^^^^^^
odd observatL tha\ it'h^s in so^degree subdued the leaven of its author's unitarianism. He
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1834.

writes occasional verses, including the completion of 'some

stanzas of December 1832 on *' The Human Heart," but I am
not impudent enough to call them by that name.'

In the midst of days well filled by warm home feeling,

reasonable pleasn^^, and vigorous animation of intellect

came the summons to action. On November 18, a guest

arrived with the astonishing news that ministers were

out. The king had dismissed the Melbourne government,

partly because he did not believe that Lord John Russell

could take the place of Althorp as leader of the Commons,

partly because like many cleverer judges he was sick of them,

and partly because, as is perhaps the case with more cabinets

than the world supposes, the ministers were sick of one

another, and King William knew it. Mr, Gladstone in 1875 ^

described the dismissal of the whigs in 1834 as the indiscreet

proceeding of an honest and well-meaning man, which gave

the conservatives a momentary tenure of 'office without

power, but provoked a strong reaction in favour of the

liberals, and greatly ] .-olonged the predominance which

they were on the point of losing through the play of natural

causes.' Sir Robert Peel was summoned in hot haste from

Rome, and after a journey of twelve days over alpine snows,

eight nights out of the twelve in a carriage, on December 9

he reached London, sa*/ the king and kissed hands as first

lord of the treasury. Less than two years before, he had

said, ' I feel that between me and office there is a wider gulf

than there is perhaps between it and any other man in

the House.'

Mr. Gladstone meanwhile at Fasque worked off some of

his natural excitement which he notes as invading even

Sundays, by the composition of a political tract. The tract

has disappeared down the gulf of time. December 11

was his father's seventieth birthday, 'his strength and

energy wonderful and giving promise of many more.'

Within the week the fated message from the new prime

1 Gleanings, i. p. 38.

* In another place he describes it as

an action dotie ' with no sort of reason'

(lb. p. 78). But the Melbourne papers,

published in 1890, pp. 219-221 and

225, indicate that Melbourne had
spontaneously given the king good

rea^ns for c&^ering him and bis

colleagues.
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evr?h« ! '
'^" ""^ '' ''''' ^° ^"i«J^«" the pulse of chap

hTm r.?"^'
'"'"" ""^ politicians, and we may be sure "^

tinghng m h« veins was something more or less than serene
""• "^

in^wl'Z^""\"^u
^"'"'"'^ ^'^"'^'•» ^"-^'^ ''^ the morn-ing A\ent to meet the post, found a letter from Peei desiring to see me, dated 13tL All haste; ready by 4-To Jle;^^ueantly deferred till the mornin,. WrotI to\i„eoln, 'slrR

^TLT - ;
^'"' °^ '"^''*- '-^his is a serious call. I got

Z-OnTrZr **'l T'^"^
'^"^^'^ ^^^"^ ^"'^ responsibili?

18^/. - Off at 7.40 by mail. I find it a privation to be unable to

::mb;erT\ ^'^-'^'^ ^ ^^i^tracted' though the sen^tLd
thought.

.
Newcastle at 9} p.m. lM._Same again At

a fain't t^T u'''-'-
^^" *° ^^P ^^ ^^e minster and Le awaya faint twihght image of its grandeur. 20^A._ Arrived safethank God and well at the Bull and Mouth 5J a.m AWsoon. To bed for 2i hours. Went to Peel about eleven

'

Pie writes to his father the same day—
My interview with him was not more than six or eight minutes

his first, that he was prompted only by his own feelings towardsme and some more of that kuid; that I might have aLt dtheat the admiralty or treasury boards, but the latter was that whichhe i^enued for me, that I should then be in immediate and en
fidential communication with himself; and should thereby havemore insight into the general concerns of government; thaUhei*was a person very anxious for the seat at the treasury, who wouldgo to the admiralty if I did not; but that he meant to go uponthe principle of putting eveiy one to the post for which he thoughtthem most fit, so far as he could, and therefore preferred the ar-rangement he had named. As he distinctly preferred the treasu

'

tZVf.r''''"^
'"'^ '"'^""^ '°^ '''' P^^f-^"-' it appeared

with Ms' ff
'?*"" "" '^"*^ ""'^'^' ^"'^ ' -«>ediateirclosed

Ihth I fT ""^'"'''^ "^ ^'''''^' ''' the opinions of mewhich he had expressed; and said I thought it my duty tomentton that the question of my re-election at Newark upon a sSgle
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vacancy had never been put to my friends, and I asked whether I

should consider any part of wliat he liad said as contingent upon
the answer I might receive from them. He said no, that he would
willingly take that risk. At first, he thought I had suspicions
aliout the Duke of Newcastle, and assured me that he would be
much pleased, of which I said I felt quite i)ersuadt'd. This in-

quiry, however, served the double purpose of discharging my own
duty, and drawing out something about the dissolution. He said
to me, < You will address your constituents upon vacating your
seat, and acquaint them of your intention to solicit a renewal of
their confidence whenever they are called upon to exercise their
franchise, which I tell you confidentkdbj,' he added, ' will be very
soon.' I would have given a hundred pounds to be then and there
in a position to express my hopes and fears ! But it is, then, you
see certain that we are to have it, and that they will not meet the
present parliament Most bitterly do I lament it.

Mr. Gladstone at a later date (July 25, 1835) recorded that
he had reason to believe from a conversation with a torv
friend who was in many party secrets, that the Duke of
Wellington set their candidates in motion all over the
country before Sir Robert's return. Active measures, and of
course expense, had so generally begun, so much impatience
for the dissolution had been excited, and the anticipations
had been permitted for so long a time to continue and to
spread, as to preclude the possibility of delay.

»

The appointment of the young member for Newark was
noted at the time as an innovation upon a semi-sacred
social usage. Sir Robert Inglis said to him, You are about
the youngest lord who was ever placed at the treasury on
his own account, and not because he was his father's son.'
The prime minister, no doubt, rejoiced in finding for the
public service a young man of this high promise, sprung
out of the same class, and bred in the same academic

* Lord Palmerston doubted (Nov.
25, 1834) whether Peel would dis-
solve. 'I think his own bias will
rather be to abide by the decision of
this House of Commf

, and try to
propitiate it by great professions of
reform. The effect of a diasolutiou

must be injurious to the principles
that he professes. . . . But he may
be overborne by the violent people of
his own party whom he will not be
able to control.' Ashley's Life of
Palmerston (1879), i. p. 313.
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new rK)or law \f. ni iV
"^®'^*^' '" *ne canvass was the

credrf" heir me^l"* v'f? ?' """> "'»'»"" '°U

projected from r *' °' ""' ''"'»• •>« ""id. "««
cJ o7rt "or ,rr.h°"""?,'" f""'""'^-

>"' '» ««
pre» and ™^'o The ir^ll'lr^"' ^ "°"'°

li. defended the ne» go °e™«,t i' ,K *° """' '""''•

truly reforming par^*Z, "
t?K go'arnmcnt of a

mad. hv 1 „J I
^ pointing to the commercial chanma

tTon and tofAcir"^'!
administration, to the corpo!^

could 3envtLf.t' " '^ °""""''= ™»"«P«'ion. Who
n peact uTt^^e^ ^^ZT °''""^' °' ""S^itude settled

don"; thafm^, Cw'irT''- ^'° "'""•'

fo™er of .he ,.„, and tto ;VSe':f"weSron"'h':earned out great retrenchment., ^ I «. I ^!^«"'"gton had

re, J?h srsr^rracrti^.h'""""^

drank toasts of a snitJte,? i« i ,
^"® '^^^^

-r p, ad^iSrtir :eV°^r:j:^h"t

"^:-.^r„nred^;t'^_rd :iV ^r^^Ar.. m^-i i •' '
— "'^^ soon after elpvpnMr. Gladstone escaped. After a dav at rinmWt,

r&^-\iti-- -!^ '4"^"'
-::s

-4 to iwrk;^"-i^::i-T: aod'"^H:::i:s4 hours alone; overtaken by the Wellington at 3J 1 L

^ornt^"*^
connections as substitu^s h^'GIalfll tfeasury. and send!

for other qualities, because he vdl man • o th
*'
I^° '* * ^^^ <^Jever

*>.J..ey Herbert secretary at tie s^^ilWe i'sl
'' '"'* ""'" ""
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B(M)K Arrived in I^mdon (Jan. 8) before 8 P.M. Good travelling.'

^_^J_^ On i-ockoning up hia niovenionts he finds that, though not

itWfi. ** *^1 f""'l of travelling for tlie sake of going from phice to

place, he hau had in 18:14 quite 12400 miles of it.

Hufore the dissolution. Sir II. llardinge had told him
that the conservatives would not bo over 340 nor under
800, but by the middle of the month things looked less

prospei-ous. The ivaction against the whigs hiul not yet
readied full flood, the royal disnussal of the administration

.was uniK)pular, moderate people more especially in Sc»»tlaud

could not stand a government where the Duke of Welling-
ton, the symbol of a benighted and stubborn toryism, was
seen ov«'r reel's slioulder. 'At present,' Mr. (Jladstone

wriU!s, ' the case is, even in my view. hoi)eful ; in that of

most hero it is more. And certainly, to have this very

privilege of cntertJiining a delilwrate and reasonable hoiMj,

to think that notwitlistanding the ten {)ound clause, a

moderate i»arliamont may lie i-eturned ; in fine, to believe

that we have now sonuf prospect of surviving the Ueform
bill without a bloody revolution, is to me as surprising as

delightful; it seems to me the greatest and most provi-

dential mercy witli which a naticm was ever visited.

. T«)-day I am going to dine with the lord chancellor

[Lyndhurst], having received a card to that effect last

nig! it.'

It was at this dinner that Mr. Gladstone had his first

opportunity of making a remarkable acquaintance. In his

diary lie mentions as present three of the judges, the flower
of the bench, as he supposes, but he says not a word of

the man of the strangest clestiny there, the autlior of

Vivian Grey. Disraeli himself, in a letter to his sister,

names 'young Gladstone,' and others, but condemns the
feast as rather dull, and declares that a swan very white
and tender, and slufled with trufllcs, was the best company
at the (able. What Mr. Gladstone carried away in his

memory was a sago lesson of Lyndhurst's, by which the
two men of genius at hia table wei* in time to sliow

themselves extremely competent to profit,— 'Never defend

yonrself before a popular assemblage, except with and by
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retorting he attack; the hea^n,, in the pleasure which cuavthe a.saul pves then., will forget the previons elun^o.' "•
As D.mu3h Innwelf put it afterwards, ^ever complain and t^
never explain, ^ ^t.2«.

II

One afternoon, a few days later, while he was grappling
at the treasury w.th a file of ,«pers on the n.ysteriis of
Hupemnnnafon, Mr. (Jladstone w.us again sunn„„ned hy theprune nunister, and again (Jan. 2(1) he writ^-s to his father:_

I have hail an imiu.rtant int..rvi,.w with Sir It IV.-I tli«
result of whioh is that I an. to I. .....,..,.........,,.,• for U.o '.-olo.
lues. I w.ll K,ve you a hurrio.l an.l iu.porf.H.t skot^-h of the
co,.v..rHat,o... If., b..,,.n I.y saying ho was alM.ut to ...ako a ,'.oat
8ac.-,h..o lK.th of his own foolin^s an.l .•onvnien.... |„,t that whatho had to say ho ho,«.a wouhl ho K.atifyi.,. to „,o. ,.s a n.ark
of h.s conhdonoo and rogard. ' I an. Koin^ to p.-oposo to v««,
«Iadsto„.. that yon shouhl 1... for you know Worth-y has lost hij
oh.ft.o„, ..nder-soorotary of stato for the colonies; a...l I «ive
you n,y word that I .lo not know six offices which aro at this
moment of greater in.porhanoo than that to which is attached
tho rcprcsont^vtion of tho colonial department in the Ifouso of
Commons, at a period when so „,a„y questions of i.niKutance
are.n agitation.' T expressed as well as I conhl. and in.lml it
was h„t ill, n,y nnfeip.ed an.l deep sense of his kindn.-ss n.y
hesitation to f.,rn. any o,.ini..n ..f n.y own on.pcten.'y for the
office, an.l at tl... sam.. time my Roneral desire n,.t, to shrink from
any responsibility which h.. mi^-ht think proper to lay upon .ne
He said that was the ri«ht and maidy view to tak.^ ... Jfe
a.lvert.'.l to my onnecti.... with the W.'st In.lies as likely to K'ive
satisfacti..!. t.) i.ors.)i.s .h.pen.lent ..n those colonies, an.l f l.<.UK'ht
that others w..ul.l not he .lispl.,,se.l. 1„ ,sho,t, | p,inn..t go
throngh it all, hut I ,.an only say that if f ha.l always hoar.1 of
Inm that he was the wai-m.^st an.l freest pers.m of all living
•n the expression of his fe,.linj,s. su.-l, description w.ml.l have
Ton fully home out by his ,Iemean.,ur to me. When I came away

I'" t<«,k my hand and sai.l, W.}f, G„, f,l,„ ,„»„ frh.rrrrr „„„ n,-^'
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1835.

From Sir Robert the new under-secretary made his way, in
fear and trembling, to hia new chief, Lord Aberdeen.

Distinction of itself naturally and properly rather alarms the
young. I had heard of his high character; but I had also heard
of him as a man of cold manners, and close and even haughty
reserve. It was dark when I entered his room, so that I saw his

figure rather than his countenance. I do not recollect the matter
of the conversation, but I well remember that, before I had been
three minutes with him, all my apprehensions had melted away
like snow in the sun. I came away from that interview conscious
indeed of his dignity, but of a dignity so tempered by a peculiar
purity and gentleness, and so associated with impressions of his

kindness and even friendship, that I believe I thought more about
the wonder of his being at that time so misunderstood by the
outer world, than about the new duties and responsibilities of my
office.^

Time only deepened these impressions. It is not hard
for a great party chief to win the affection and regard of
his junior colleague, and where good fortune has brought
together a congenial pair, no friendship outside the home
can be more valuable, more delightful, alike to veteran and
to tiro. Of all the host of famous or considerable men with
whom he was to come into oflBcial and other relations, none
ever, as we shall see, held the peculiar place in Mr. Glad-
stone's esteem and reverence of the two statesmen under
whose auspices he now first entered the enchanted circle of
public oflSce. The promotion was a remarkable stride. He
was only five-and-twenty, his parliamentary existence had
barely covered two years, and he was wholly without power-
ful family connection. ' You are aware,' Peel wrote to John
Gladstone,

' of the sacrifice I have made of personal feeling
to public duty, in placing your son in one of the most
important offices— that of representative of the colonial
department in the House of Commons, and thus relinquish-
ing his valuable aid in my own immediate department.
Wherever he may be placed, he is sure to distinguish
himself.'"

I Lord Stanmnre's Earl of Aberdeen (1803), p. Ul.
i Parker's Peel, ii. p. 2(17.

^^

m
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- Ill
Mr. Gladstone's first spell of office was littl*. mn.« .,

coalesce pretty s«,„, te .h, ir^ftlt lert tf"S:,"''ministers who wero 1.l-«,i k , ^ °^ ejecting

whose repulse tLy^^'if^J^^^^^ "^.^™Vr'
*'™"^^

the king. Ardent'^uUlterril MrT?:,"?
^''"

f^^"^*
vehement views Thrm? I !

^'^''^^stone took more

ed„o..iT„ ofTfbuettz r/L- : r" '"
r»

«%jo„e .eaohin,. A„, v^n'TZ^,^rZ:Zt

"1
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1836.

Feb. 4 or 6.— Charles Canning told me Peel had offered him the

vacant lordship of the treasury, tlii-ough his mother. They were,

he said, very much gratified with the manner in which it had been

done, though the offer was declined, upon the ground stated in

the reply, that though he did not anticipate any discrepancy in

political sentiments to separate him from the present government,

yet he should prefer in some sense deserving an official station by

parliamentary conduct. . . • Peel's letter was written at some

length, very friendly, without any statesmanlike reserve or

sensitive attention to nicety of style. In the last paragraph it

spoke with amiable embarrassment of Mr. Canning; stating that

his ' respect, regard, and admiration ' (I think even), apparently

interrupted by circumstances, continued fresh and vivid, and that

those very circumstances made him more desirous of thus publicly

testifying his real sentiments.

March 30.— Wished to speak on Irish church. No oppor-

tunity. Wrote on it. A noble-minded speech from Sir J.

Graham. March 31. — Spoke oc the Irish church— under forty

minutes. I cannot help here recording that this matter of speak-

ing is really my strongest religious exercise. On all occasions,

and to-day especially, was forced upon me the humiliating sense

of my inability to exercise my reason in the face of the H. of C,
and of the necessity of my utterly failing, unless God gave me the

strength and language. It was after all a poor performance, but

would have been poorer had He never been in my thoughts as a

present and powerful aid. But this is what I am as yet totally

incompetent to effect— to realise, in speaking, anything, however

small, which at all satisfies my mind. Debating seems to me less

difficult, though unattained. But to hold in serene contemplative

action the mental faculties in the turbid excitement of debate, so

as to see truth clearly and set it forth such as it is, this I cannot

attain to.

As regards my speech in the Irish church debate, he tells

his father (April 2), it was received by the House, and has

been estimated, in a manner extremely gratifying to me. As
regards satisfaction to myself in the manner of its execution, I

cannot say so much. Backed by a nimierous and warm-hearted

party, and strong in the consciousness of a good cause, I did not
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St. 26.

find It difficalt to grapple with the more popular mrf, nf *..question; but I fell miserably short of m/^ZTJj" ""^it^'upon the principles which the discussion invoh^d aJl^ ' ^-
that It must be lontr before T ».r. « u, i

.'^^^' *«^ ^ am sure

to be a speaker a^co^^g e^to t^el
" ^'. """^^'^^ «*°^«

Wed in my own minT
"''°"'^*^°'^ ^^''^ ^ ^-™

favourably of mTsltl' He JT l T' *' ^^^'"^ ^^^^
common4utatiLTMthel^ar".:ril^^^^^^^^^ -^ *^e

many oaths, appears to be but too tl Y^t he"a^a point of sending hf. son to George the ^ourthrfunertl t^

t

mg it an exceUent advantage for a\« /°""^^ faneta], think-

acute remarks, and was I ,l,™,i7
'' *"'" '°**' ""'7

-.in. -eserirs:L^,-sr:^^^^^^^^^

i^zrrrrut::!-'^^-
sir/andr:;:t

andfree^ ,::-
-r^^^^^^^^

he saxd had done more harm to the church than r Tg Jl^'"^

On the same night the catastrophe happened AftPr •protracted and complex struggle Lord JohrRusseUWposal for the appropriation of the sut,Ius Avenues of trImh church was carried against minbters. ^ f^oJn^day Peel announced his resignation
^ouomng

Though his official work had been unimportant, Mr Gladtone had left an excellent impression behinThim am^ntthe permanent men. When he first appeared inThe officeHenry Taylor said, •; rather like Gladstone, but he is saTd

we^ enoTh 11 't^ '" ^"^ *'^" ^^P^-'' ^
^^ -e"s

TnTiderablf o? t^ " *^'* ''^''^'^'*°"« ^"^ ^" the mostconsiderable of the rising generation, having besides h\labilities an excellent disposition and ffreat sTr^n^h f

if ^hld
•' ^^"-«*«P''- thought we?i ofCbSldIf he had pugnacity enough for public life.
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A few days later Mr. Gladstone dined with an ofiQcial

party at the fallen minister's :
—

Sir R. Peel made a very nice speech on Lincoln's proposing

and our drinking his health. The following is a slight and bad

sketch :— 'I really can hardly call you gentlemen alone. I would

rather address you as my warm and attached friends in whom I

have the fullest confidence, and with whom it has afforded me
the greatest satisfaction to be associated during the struggle which

has just been brought to a close. In uudertaking the govern-

ment, from the first I have never expected to succeed ; still it

was my conviction that good might be done, and I trust that

good has been effected. I believe we have shown that even if a

conservative government be not strong enough to carry on the

public affairs of this country, at least we are so strong that we

ought to be able to prevent any other government from doing

any serious mischief to its institutions. We meet now as we met

at the beginning of the session, then perhaps in somewhat finer

dresses, but not, I am sure, with kindlier feelings towards each

other.'

The rest of the session Mr. Gladstone passed in his usual

pursuits, reading all sorts of books, from the correspondence of

Leibnitz with Bossuet, and Alexander Knox's Eemains, down
to Rousseau's Confetsions. As to the last of these he scarcely

knew whether to read on or to throw it aside, and, in fact,

he seems only to have persevered with that strange romance

of a wandering soul for a day or two. Besides promiscuous

reading, he performed some scribbling, including a sonnet,

recorded in his diary with notes of wondering exclamatinn.

His family were in London for most of May, his mother

in bad health; no other engagement ever interrupted his

sedulous attendance on her every day, reading the Bible

to her, and telling the news about levees and drawinp-

rooms, a great dinner at Sir Robert Peel's, and all the rest

of his business and recreations. In the House he did little

between the fall of the ministry and the close of the session.

He once wished to speak, but was shut out by the length of

other speeches. ' So,' he moralises, ' I had two useful lessons

instead of one. For the sense of helplessness which always

1^'
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^T. 26.w/zl: j^Tci.t'iir' *,'i^-f"»
«" -»'=

nearly an hour not tn m««f^ ^' ^^a^stone gave them

tohi •expr^erhr„:rtu''i::i?rLr^-. "^
truth of feeline ai,H tl,. 7

"^'^"^""^ ^n^ affectionate

speech deserTef toV fT^
sympathised.' His own

geographyfortlreeo^f "" ""^''"*^"^ *^« P*^"««*l

dish^f^L to™t^^^^^^^^ ^-T^-
Th« standing

lepmach of thrStT™ L H
^'"''^ "1 ^'^^^^^'^P'^^d

O'Connell. and ^Wk was . ? -T *^' «"PP°^ "^

Mr.GladslonewXotllrfnt Jf.^rr^^^
"^*^^

character, political opinlns of i . ^ r!^
°^ '^" "P^^^*^'

would rather say what ie thl i ^l
^"'^ Sentlemm

; he

in his absence be^al V ^i '^ ^'" ^° ^^ P^««°«« «'an

of him but wha^was Ld' '^^TH
""'°^*"-'«ly -7 nothing

English Jistor";::.^.dsL?e'^JJ2w^^
'^

i«le, and what was^the S^tt Th« T"^"''
°^ '^' '^*«'

the people were touched then aS th
^""^ ''""^'^"^ °*

But it wal uil thVr f '" ^y systematic agitation.

Vita, tcrii^isx^.srrr'^rrs::

held .rood tor u. .„J /f • . '' ProtMlmt faith u
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England, with loud and long^sontinued cheering, to be

invariably followed in after act and event with loud and

long-continued groaning.* Four years later Mr. Gladstone

heard words from Lord John Russell on this point, that

began to change his mind. ' Often do I think,' he wrote to

Lord Russell in 1870, 'of a saying of yours more than thirty

years back which struck me ine£fac3ably at the time. You

said: "The true key to our Irish debates was this: that it

was not properly borne in mind that as England is inhabited

by Englishmen, and Scotland by Scotchmen, so Ireland is

inhabited by Irishmei
'"'

» O'Connell paid Newark a short It much as they had been before his

Tislt in 1886— spoke against Mr. arrival.
^ , ^ » i

Gladstone for an hour in the open air, « Walpole, Life of Lora John

and then left the town, both he and Bu»»ell, iL p. 466.

i'
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CHAPTER III

PBOOBESS IK P0BUC LIFE

(.J8SS-18S8)

1^27 t" T "' •''^'^"* *»"« P" •« Utonnement d.

Sfcr-T^:r'^'^ *"''""" eu,-...e.e„tratn*p:::

Mei, a« only enlightened by feeling their way through experienceThe greatest geniuses are then^lves drawn along byLir^

writes
.
How deeply and thoroughly her character w«I

rl^ oflSi^^iT*' f^* «*'"^ -^ --^n^J P-
TertoL^S ''T '^l'^'"

'^^ii'^i^d in mind andheart to her Redeemer
; how above all other things she siehedfor the advancement of His kingdom on earth ; how fewmortals suffered more pain, or moi^ faithfully recoJildxTas one of the instrument by which God is pleLdIT^J

Thent:^"T" '" "'"^ "« ''' ^'^^ - earSr

felMnto thl 77""'^ '"^ ''°""« ''' ^™' ^^^ thingsfell into their wonted ways of indefatigable study Hb
A •rtie'r;:S:^^^a t:^t

"^"^^"^' ^-^-^'^
,"*''' a book of immense value fnr .ii

governors and oublic mpn' no«<. - 71
*"^

.ra^mar. Toc,u^^t,^rr^riz^r^S tt'd.appointed, not seeing such an acutenei Tn ext^ctCand exhibiting the principles that govern from beneath hfactions of men and parties, nor such a grasp of g?„etli?«!tion nor such a faculty of separating mifZfrom materialparticulars, nor such an abstraction from aleS^iTr's^oSeiof thought and forms of expression, as he shTuW hte
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M^

hoped. To these he added as he went along the &inie du

Ckriatianitme, Bolingbroke, Bacon's Ettayt, Don Quixote,

the AnnaU of Tacitus, Le Has' Ltfe of Laud ('somewhat

too Laudish, though right aufond'; unlike Lawson's Laud,

•a most intemperate book, the foam swallows up all the

facts'), Childe Harold, Jerusalem Delivered ('beautiful in

its kind, but how can its author be placed in the same

category of genius as Dante?'), PoUok's Course of Time

( much talent, little culture, insuflBeient power to digest and

construct his subject or his versification ; his politics radical,

his religious sentiments genei-ally sound, though perhaps

hard').

In the evenings he read aloud to his father the Faery

Queen and Shakespeare. On Sundays he read Chillingworth

and Jewel, and, above all, he dug and delved in St. Augus-

tine. He dx-ew a sketch of a project touching Peculiarities

in Religion. For several days he was writing something

on politics. Then an outline or an essay on our colonial

system. For he was no reader of the lounging, sauntering,

passively receptive species; he went forward in a sedulous

process of import and export, a mind actively at work on all

the topics that passed before it.

At the beginning of the year 1836 he was invited to pay

a visit to Drayton, where he found only Lord Harrowby—
a link with the great men of an earlier generation, for he

had acted as Pitt's second in the duel with Tierney, and had

been foreign secretary in Pitt's administration of 1804;

might have been prime minister in 1827 if he had liked;

and he headed the Waverers who secured the passing of the

Reform bill by the Lords. Other guests followed, the host

rather contracting in freedom of conversation as the party

expanded.^

I cannot record anything continuous, Mr. Gladstone writes in

his memorandum of the visit, but ccmmit to paper several opin-

ions and expressions of Sir R. Peel, which bore upon interesting

and practical questions. That Fox was not a man of settled, reas-

oned, political principle. Lord Harrowby added that he was thrown

1 Parker's Peel, ii. p. 321.
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nto opposition and whiggism by the insult of Lord North. That CHAP

ThL « ";,'" '*'r" "' * ^'^"y ^^"^'^ »P'"' of government ^TTThat Br«ugh«n was the most ^.er/«/ man he had ever known in
'^'^"'

the H of C.
;
.that no one had ever fallen so fast and so far Thatthe political difficulties of England might be susceptible of cureand were not appalling; but that the state of Iceland wa^^'

all appearance hopeless. That there the great difficulty lay inprocuring the ordinary administration of Justice; that L ve^
institution of juries supposed a common interest of the jurorand he state a condition not fulfilled in the present instance;hat It was quite unfit for the present state of society in Ireland.

iJl T'^?"""''*
"^^ * ''^°"« conservative goverTnt

ZmI L Tf!
'^''*"" ^•^•^ ^" ^- ^-J ^'^ Stanley hadtold him that the whig government were on the point of sucv

when Lord Althorp, alarmed at the expense already incurred
vvro e to stop its collection by the military. We should proba-
bly live to see the independence of Poland established
The Duke of Wellington and others arrived later in the day

It was pleasing to see the deference with which he was received
as he entered the library

; at the sound of his name everybody
rose; he is addressed by all with a respectful manner. He met
Peel most cordially, and seized both Lady Peel's hands I now
recollect that it was with glee Sir R. Peel said to me on Monday
I am glad to say you will meet the duke here,' which had

reference, I doubt not, partly to the anticipated pleasure of see-
ing him, partly to the dissipation of unworthy suspicions He
reported that government are still labouring at a church measure
without appropriation. Jan. 20. -The Duke of Wellington
appears to speak little

; and never for speaking's sake, but only
to convey an idea, commonly worth conveying. He receives
remarks made to him very frequently with no more than «Ha'
a conyenient, suspensive expression, which acknowledges the
arrival of the observation and no more. Of the two days which
he spent here he hunted on Thursday, shot on Friday, and
to-day travelled to Strathfieldsay, more, I believe, than 100 miles
to entertain a party of friends to dinner. With this bodily

i
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exertion he mixes at 66 or 67 a constant attention to business.

Sir B. Peel mentioned to me to-night a very remarkable example

of his [the duke's] perhaps excessive precision. Whenever he signs

a draft on Coutts's, he addresses to them at the same time a note

apprising them that he has done sa This perfect facility of

transition from one class of occupation to their opposites, and

their habitual intermixture without any apparent encroachments

on either side, is, I think, a very remarkable evidence of self-

command, and a mental power of singular utility. Sir Bobert is

also, I conceive, a thrifty dealer with his time, but in a man of

his age [Peel now 48] this is less beyond expectation.

He said good-bye on the last night with regret. In the

midst of the great company he found time to read Bossuet

on Variations, remarking rather oddly, 'some of Bossuet's

theology seems to me very good.'

On Jan. 30th is the entry of his journey from Liverpool, * 1 to

4 to Hawarden Castle.' [I suppose his first visit to his future

home.] Got to Chester (Feb. 1) five minutes after the mail had

started. Got on by Albion. Outside all night; frost; rain;

arrived at Albany 11}. Feb. 4/A.— Session opens. Voted in

243-284. A good opportunity for speaking, but in my weakness

did not use it Feb. ith.— Stanley made a noble speech.

Voted in 243 to 307 for abolition of Irish corporations. Pen-

dulums and Nothingarians all against us. Sunday. — Wrote

on Hypocrisy. On Worship. Attempted to explain this to

the servants at night. Newman's Sermons and J. Taylor.

Trench's Poems. March 2nd.— Read to my deep sorrow of

Anstice's death -^n Monday. His friends, his young widow,

the world can spare him ill; so says at least the flesh.

Stapleton. Paradiso, vii. viii. Calls. Rode. Wrote. Dined

at Lord Ashburton's. House. Statistical Society's Proceed-

ings. Verses on Anstice's death. March 22nd.— House 5}-9f

.

Spoke 60 minutes [on negro apprenticeship ; see p. 145] ; V adly

heard, and I should thank God for being made ah)°. Ui speak

even thus indifferently.* March 23rd. . . . Late, Laving been

1 The Standard marks it ' as a bril- of the few genu that have V Kuuinated

liant and triumphant argument— one the reformed House of Cum; ions.'
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awake Lut night till between 4 and 5, as u.nal after t.-ki„„How useful to make ua fe«l th« h«u\ 1

•P«»kmg.

in,, r.t . ,
,""* '^ '««^ *^ habitual unremembered bleu-mg of «nxnd sleep. . . . ^« 7*A. -. (?.,«^ i,,. ^ ,.

"^
Dr. P«»ey here from 12 to 3 ah.ut church building. E^de'

tLT .*" ' ^™'"^ ^'-'"y '^'»y^°''- proof, of^Statesnu^n, ,md writing notes on it, presumptuo,^ enough.
Ger«,.xu^ Bi^perused Taylor's sheets. A batch of calls. Wrot^

«e«l ^?r '^*' *' «*°^ ^^^^^^-^ • ^- -te"«^^
exercise, and «ius a place of danger, especially as it is exerciseseen 9<A._Speddmg at breakfast. Oerus. xiii. Finished

flT Sat tillmr "'*''•"• ''"^^°'' '"^ ^y^« *<> »'-•^-
ft«t. Sat till 12f. Conversation on Shelley, Trench, Tennyson •

tobreakfast Churchmeetmgat Archbishop of Armagh's. AncientmuMcrehears^ Hoase^Hnd9H2. ^««.l^.-!ReadW:X

CWh;T", ^^T,^^^• ^P°'^«»'~"*45minutes[onTithesand
Church (Ireland bill]. I had this pleasure in my speech, that I

r^T.T' "'*'°* "P°° **'"°^ ^'^^^ ^ »^Ji«-« to be royal truth

;

thoughldidit very ill, and further than ever below the idea which

r„r 1T_? r '°'^ ^'''^ "'y '"^^- 3n^- West Indies
Comniitteel-4. Finished writing out my speech and sent it. ReadWordsworth Saw Sir E. Peel. Dined at Sergeant Talfourd'someet Wordsworth.... 5.A.- St. James's, Communion. Dined

B.^nV^^'^L.^^'^P"'''^'*''- ^'°*«- J«'- Taylor, Newman.
BeganNicole's/V;«p^,. Arnoldaloud. &A.- Wordsworth, sincehe has been in town, has breakfasted twice and dined once withme. Intercourae with him is, upon the whole, extremely pleasing
I was sorry to hear Sydney Smith say that he did not see ven^much ,„ h,™, greatly admire his poems. He even adverted
to the London Sonnet as ridiculous. Sheil thought this of the

' Dear God I the very houses seem asleep.'

I ventured to call his attention to that which followed as cai-rying
out the idea

:

"' *

' And all that mighty heart is lying stiU.'

Of which I may say omne tuUt punctum.

m.

Mr.ZJ.
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Wordsworth came in to breakfast the other day before his time.

I asked him to excuse me while I had my servaut to prayers ; but

he expressed a hearty wish to be present, which was delightful. He
has lalK>ured long; if for himself, yet more for men, and over all

I trust for God. Will he ever be the bearer of evil thoughts to

any mind ? (Jlory is gathering round his later years on earth, and

his later works esitecially indicate the spiritual rii)ening of his

noble soul. I heard but few of his opinions; but these are some
He was charmed with Trench's jniems; liked Alford; thought

Shelley had the greatest native powers in jjoetry of all the men of

this age. In reiuliug Die BmtU mn KoriiUh translated, was more
horrified than encliained, or rather altogether the first. Won-
dered how any one could translate it or the Faust, but spoke jis

knowing the original. Thought little of Murillo as to the mind
of painting; said he could not have painted Paid Veronese's

Marriage of t'ana.' Considered that old age in great measure

discpialitied him by its rigid fixity of habits from judging of thi«

works of young pt)et8— I must say that he was here even over

liberal in self-depreciation. He defended the make of the .steam-

l)oat as more jxietical than otherwise to the eye (see Sonnets 'i.

Thought Coleridge admired Ossian only in youth, and hinjself

admired the spirit which Macpherson profeitaea to embwly.

Sergeant Talfourd dined here to meet Wordsworth yesterday.

Wordsworth is vehement against Hyron. Saw in Shelley the

lowest form of irreligion, but a later progress towards better

things. Named the discrepancy between his creed and his imag-

ination as the marring idea of his works, in which description

I could not concur. S|K)ke of the entire revolution in his own
poetical taste. We were agreed that a man's personal character

ought to he the basis of his politics. He (pioted his sonnet on the

contested election [what sonnet is this ?], from which I ventured

to differ as regards its assuming nutriment for the heart to bo

inlierent in politics. He described to me his views; that the

Reform Act had, as it were, brought out t<xi prominently a

particular muscle of the national frame: the strength of tiic

towns ; that the cure was to 1h' found in a large further enfran-

> ' Motions and Means on Land and Sea at War,' v. 248. Steamboau,
VimluotH. and Kailways.
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chisement, I fancy, of the country chieflv • fKof
extend the base of your pyraim^ an^

^°" '^"^'^ ^^^^ ^"AP-
Wished the oMinstitLns'ofTcoT'j^^^^^ "« -^
this the way to preserve then.. He Zlttrrolr ""l

/'""'''^
upon the wliole a L-ood to ti,„

^ ''*'''^' franchisei or „J: „. :^,';*,rr~ur ir'T i""
*- "•

to make out a comitoparf' >.* « ?,
°""' ''"'

much a«dj™,lv .bout eo»Jl,tConv'.-
"""""<"" "l"""

tism. -•*'«•— Hreakfast with Mr Rowr» Afr \v 1
*>
"" *'»**^

there. Very acreeahlp
" '"'•

"''^^f"'
*I^- ^^orJsworth only»ery agreeable. Rogers produced an Anierioa.i n.^o.,,the death of BozzarU xt-Kink i\- j .

^*i»erican poem,

rea.l to tlL T ^* ^"'.^^^ ""J^^'^^h proposed that I shouldre.i.l to them
:
of course I de '^ned. so eyen did Rogers R„tAVordsworth read it through i. goo.1 taste, and doing'" ustfceF".^r'e m t.me for Aug. 12; out on the h 11. but JlZuy^la spramed ankle, and obliged to giye „p early. A^t^^Wrote (long) to Dr. Chalmers. Orator. Sep, 00 I

^'

m f:
finished Vol. ii. Cic tend \Vr««ii « ^«'i^'—"'*•— Milner,

Wrote O^/ ".* V-
^^^""^^^ ^"^S^ai Goethe's Iphigenie.

« w\?^ ^
^^^*'^""- ^^''*^*"- A dinner-party. Wrote out

c;tut^,rr^7r''^^"""- ^-^^-^^^i^^ihttin^

,r:l'7:"^'"^^;'f
••• ^-''*— A day on the hill for roe

im \r ^'l^'rr^
f""- l'»blic dinner at the Amphitheatre 1

^l^Tredlt; Lr'\'''^^
vas .«.. Keart.Varro T7.voHr». 2W._Oi)enHv« ^i„.,„ .. 4 ,.

M™I. O, i , „„.. August. D. Civ. [Eve,, day « tW, time.]
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19th.— Began Cicero's Tusculan Queationa. . . . 25th.— Aug. (Hv.

Dei. I am now in Book xiv. Cic. Tuac finished. Book ii.

Purgatorio, iii-v. A dose of whist. Still snow and rain.

2Qth.— Aug. Cicero. Billiards. Purgatorio, vi.-viii. Began Dry-

den's FabUa. My eyes are not in their best plight, and I am
obliged to consider type a little. Jan. 3rd, 1837.— Breakfasted

with Dr. Chalmers. How kind my father is in small matters as

well as great— thoughtfully sending carriage. 13th, Glaayoio.—
The pavilion astonishing, and the whole effect very grand. Near

3500. Sir R. Peel spoke 1 h. 55 m. Explicit and bold ; it was

a very great effort. I kept within 15 min.— quite long enough.

lAth.— 7^j^ mail to Carlisle. On all night. I'tth. Wetherby at

1\. Leeds 10^. Church there. Walked over to Wakefield. Church

there. Evening at Thomes. [Milnes Gaskell's.] 11th.— To

Newark. Very good meeting. Spoke f hour.

In this speech, after the regulation denunciation of the

reckless wickedness of O'Connell, he set about demonstrating

the change that had taken place in the character of public

feeling during the last few years. He pointed out that at

the dissolution of 1831 the conservative members of the

House of Commons amounted perhaps to 50. In 1835 they

saw this small dispirited band grow into a resolute and

formidable phalanx of 300. The cry was: * Resolute attacli-

ment to the institutions of the country.' One passage in

the speech is of interest in the history of his attitude on

toleration. Sir William Molesworth had been invited to

come forward as candidate for the representation of Leeds.

A report spread that Sir William was not a believer in the

Christian articles of faith. Somebody wrote to Molesworth,

to know if this was true. He answered, that the question

whether he was a believer in the Christian religion was

one that no man of liberal principles ought to propose to

another, or could propose without being guilty of a derelict inn

of duty. On this incident, Mr. Gladstone said that be would

ask, ' Is it not a time for serious reflection among moderate

and candid men of all parties, when such a question was

actually thought impertinent interference? Surely they

would say with him, that men who have no belief in the
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divme reve ation are not the men to govern this nation chapbe they Whigs or radicals.' Long, extr^rdinary, and not
""

inglonous, was the ascent from such a position m tL to
^-^

Am P"rP^«J„- -"3^ vindicated in L ^ech o^th^
^•^'-

Aftirmation bill in 1883.
^ ®

At the end of January he is back in London, armugincf

What useful advice might a man who has been buon pezzo

Z^^:Tlr- *° rr"^ -^ ^^ on this mechaSportion of h 8 business.' The entries for 1837 are none ofthem especially interesting. Every day in the miit 'rfuUparhamentaT. work, social engagement, and puiuc du "eoutside of the House of Commons, he was ekbora ing thetreatise on the relations of church and state, of which weall see more in our following chapter. At the beg^nilgo the session he went to a dinner at Peel's, at which LordStanley andsoraeof his friends were present- a cireumstan^

sett:: 0VI3/ 1 7P-^-^ ^-- betweenTet;-;
seceilers of 1834 and the conservative party. Sir Robertseems to have gone on extending his confidence in him

I visited Sir Robert Peel (March 4th) about the Canada question,and again by appointment on the 6th, with Lord Aberde'r Onthe former dayhe said, 'Is there anyone else to invite ? ' I suggestedWd Stanley. He said, perhaps he might be inclined TXa separate view. But in the interval he had apparently thou^
otherwise. For on Monday he read to Lonl Aberdeen and myilf

tone of political intimacy, saying that an engagement as chairman
of a committee at the House would prevent his meeting us Th^busmess of the day was discussed in conversation, and it wasagreed to be quite impossible to support the resolution on the

Peel made the followmg remark : ' You have got another Irelandgrowing up in every colony you possess.'

A week later he was shocked by the death of Lady Canninir

Carninit r"''
^^^^'1^'"'^^ 23rd), ^and thenJe toL 4"

Cannings funeral m Westminster Abbey. We were but

Mi
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eleven in attendance. HercoiBn was laid on that of her illus-

trious hudband. Canning showed a deep but manly sorrow.

May we live as by the side of a grave and looking in.'

In the same month he spoke on Canada (March 8th) * with

insufficient possession of the subject,' and a week later on

church rates, for an hour or more, ' with more success than

the matter or manner deserved.' He finished his translation

of the Bride of Corinth, and the episode of Ugolino from

Dante, and read Eckermann's Conversations with Goethe,

to which he gives the too commonplace praise of being

very interesting. He learned Manzoni's noble ode on the

death of Napoleon, of which he by-and-by made a noble

translation; this by way of sparing his eyes, and Italian

poetry not taking him nearly half the time of any other to

commit to memory. He found a * beautiful and powerful

production ' in Channing's letter to Clay, and he made

the acquaintance of Southey, 'in appearance benignant,

melancholy, and intellectual.'

n
In June King William iv. died, ' leaving a perilous legacy

to his successor.' A month later (July 14) Mr. Gladstone

went up with the Oxford address, and this was, I suppose,

the first occasion on which he was called to present him-

self before the Queen, with whose long reign his own future

career and fame were destined to be so closely and so con-

spicuously associated. According to the old law prescribing

a dissolution of parliament within six months of the demise

of the crown, Mr. Gladstone was soon in the thick of a gen-

eral election. By July 17tl he was at Newark, canvassing,

speaking, hand-shaking, and in lucid intervals reading

Filicaja. He found a very strong, angry, and general senti-

ment, not against the principle of the poor law as regards

the able-bodied, but against the regulations for separating

man and wife, and sending the old compulsorily to the

workhouse, with others of a like nature. With the dis-

upprobation on these heads he in great part concurred.

There was to be no contest, but arrangements of this kind

still leave room for some anxiety, and in Mr. Gladstone's
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case a singular thing happened. Two days after his arrival chap

t^Zt witr
'°"""' '' * ^^ '' gentWnTrl J^Manchester, with an earnest invitation that he would be a

^~^
candidate for that great town. He declined the invitation

""''•

absolutely as he supposed, but the Manchester tories nomi:

he was The"
"^''"''"?- ^^^^ ^-ed the electoi. Zthe was the most promising young statesman of the dayThe w. ^s on the other hand vowed that he was an insult^;of dissent, a bigot of such dark hue as to wish to sub ecteven the poor negi.es of his father's estates to th^ Zelof a dominant church, a man who owed whatever wea^

ZJT ^^"°^-«™»*"«« i° bondage, a man who, thoughhonest and consistent, was a member of that small ultra-tofvminori , which followed the Duke of Cumberland Whe^

of th:t>ir"-:r*'''
""' ""^^"^^^^^ -- ** ^^^ ^^^

o^Jhe poll, with a majority of many hundreds against

Meantime he was already member for Newark. Hisown election was no sooner over than he caught the las^

Dundee H t ^'^^^fT*""''^
^'*'»"" «« candidatefor

S In u a'^^u^
''"'^"** '^"'^ ** canvassing and meetings,often pelted with mud and stones, but encouraged byfSmore buoyant than the event justified.

^

Aug. lrt._My father beaten after all, our promised votes inmany cases going back or going against us. . . . Two hundred
promises broken. Poll closed at Parnell, 666; Gladstone, 381
It IS not m human approbation that the reward of right action

Perth ^ 7r^\
''"'' '* ** "'"'' *^* ^^«««« of *!»« «'«>-«i.rmn at 7}. Left at one in the morning for Glasgow. 2r,d _

nil'hTw ^f*"^«'^*ll- Breeze; miserably sick; deck allmght 3rd -Arrived at IH; (Liverpool), very sore. m.-Ont
111° r.t / I^cashire. Acted as representative in thebooth half the day. Results of election excellent. 6.A.- Again

1 1.' ^f.'- , t ^* "^'"''^ ^'''- ^'*- - Wrote to MannLgon the death of his wife. 9tk.- Manchester. Public dimier at e!
» Thonuon, 4127 ; PhlUpt, 376» j GI»d«tone, 2834.
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lasted till near 12.

prohpudort^

Music excellent Spoke 1^ hours, I am told,

Ir. ' f '

mh' 11;

1837. Back at Fasque, only a day too late for the Twelfth,
he found the sport bad and he shot badly, but he enjoyed
the healthful walks on the hill. His employments were
curiously mixed. ' Sept. 8th. — In the bog for snipe with Sir

J. Mackenzie. Read Timceus. Began Byron's Life. My
eyes refused progress. Verses. 15th. — Snipe-shooting with
F. in the bog. Began (7rtft'a«. 22nd.— Haddo. Otter-hunt-

ing, aenz" esito. Finished Plato's Laws. Hunting too in the

library.' The mental dispersion of country-house visiting

never affects either multifarious reading or multifarious

writing. Spanish grammar, Don Quixote in the original,

Crabbe, Don Juan, alternate with Augustine de peccatorum
remittione or de utilitate Credendi ('beautiful and useful').

He works at an essay of his own upon Justification, at

adversaria on Aristotle's JEthict, at another essay upon

> In this speech he dealt with an
attack made upon him by hia oppo-
nent, Poulett Thomson, afterwards
Lord Sydenham, on the question of
negro slavery :—

'I have had some obloquy cast
upon me by Mr. Thomson, in refer-
ence to the part which I took in the
question of negro slavery. Now, if

tiere was ever a question upon which
I would desire to submit all that I
have ever said to a candid inquirer,
it is that of negro slavery. He
should try me in opposition to Lord
Stanley, and did Lord Stanley com-
plain? It is well known that he
stated that the only two speeches
which were decidedly hostile to that
measure were delivered by two gentle-
men who hold office under her ma-
jesty's present government, whilst,
on the contrary, his lordship was
pleased to express candidly his high
approbation of my sentiments, and
my individual exertions for the settle-
ment of that matter. Does Mr. Thom-
son mean to say that the great con-
servative body in parliament has
offered opposition to that measure?
Who, I would ask, conducted the
correspondence of the government
office with reference to that impor-
tant question ? Will any man who

knows the character of Lord Bathnrst— will any man who knows the char-
acter of Mr. Stephen, the under-
secretary for the colonies—the chost ii

assistant of the noble lord in that
ministry of which he was no unim-
portant member— will any man say
that Mr. Stephen, who was all along
the advocate of the slaves, with his
liberal and enlightened views, exer-
cised an influence less than under
Lord Stanley ? Does Mr. Thomson
presume to state that Lord Aberdeen
was guilty of neglect to the slaves?
When I aidd that the question under-
went a considerable discussion la.st

year, in the House of Commons,
when all parties and all interests
were fairly represented, and the best
disposition was evinced to assist the
proper working of the measure, and
to alter some parts that were con-
sidered injurious to the slaves, and
which had come under the immediate
cognisance of the conservative party,
is it fair, is it just, that a minister
of the crown should take advantage,
for electioneering purposes, of the
fact that my connections have an
interest in the West Indies, to throw
discredit upon me and the cause
which I advocate ?

'
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BOOK within the tory ranks * It was at a meeting held at PeeFs

V ' J on December 6, 1837, that Lord Stanley for the first time

1838. appeared among the conservative members.

The distractions produced in Canada by mismanagement

and misapprehension in Downing Street had already given

trouble during the very short time when Mr. (iladstone was

under-secretary at the colonial office; but they now broke

into the Same of open revolt. The perversity of a foolish king

and weakness and disunion among his whig ministers had

brought about a catastrophe. At the beginning of the

session (1838) the government introduced a bill suspending

the constitution and conferring various absolute powers on

Lord Durham as governor general and high commissioner.

It was in connection with this proposal that Mr. Gladstone

seems to have been first taken into the confidential consul-

tations of the leaders of his party.

The sage marahalling and manoeuvring of the parlia-

mentary squads was embarrassed by a move from Sir

William Molesworth, of whom we have just been hearing,

the editor of Hobbes, and one of the group nicknamed philo-

sophic radicals with whom Mr. Gladstone at this stage

seldom or never agreed. 'The new school of morals,' he

called them, 'which taught that success was the only

criterion of merit,'— a delineation for which he would have

been severely handled by Bentham or James Mill. Moles-

worth gave notice of a vote of censure on Lord Glenelg,

the colonial minister ; that is, he selected a single member
of the cabinet for condemnation, on the ground of acts for

which all the other ministers were collectively just as

responsible. For this discrimination the only precedent

seems to be Fox's motion against Lord Sandwich in 1779.

Mr. Gladstone's memorandum' completes or modifies the

account of the dilemma of the conservative leader, already

known from Sir Robert Peel's papers,' and the reader will find

it elsewhere. It was the right of a conservative opposition

to challenge a whig ministry; yet to fight under radical

coloui-8 was odious and intolerable. On the other hand lie

> Parker's Pttl, ii. pp. 336-8. > See Appendix.
• Parker, U. pp. 862-307.
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1838.

Vb-.i •

m

anticipations of entire success ' (March 22). Six days later

he was appointed a member of the apprenticeship com-

mittee which at once began to investigate the complaints

from Jamaica. Mr. Gladstone acted as the representative

of the planters on the committee, and he paid very close

attention to the proceedings during two sessions. In

the spring of 1838 a motion was made to accelerate by

two years the end of the apprenticeship system on the

slave plantations of the West Indies. Brougham had been

raising a tempest of humane sentiment by more than one of

his most magnificent speeches. The leading men on both

sides in parliament were openly and strongly against a dis-

turbance of the settlement, but the feeling in the constitu-

encies was hot, and in liberal and tory camp alike members
in fear and trembling tried to make up their minds. Sir

George Grey made an effective case for the law as it stood,

and Peel spoke on the same side; but it was agreed that

Mr. Gladstone, by his union of fervour, elevation, and a com-

plete mastery of the facts of the case, went deeper than

either. Even unwilling witnesses * felt bound to admit the

great ability he displayed.' His address was completely that

of an advocate, and he did not even affect to look on both

sides of the question, expressing his joy that the day had at

length arrived when he could meet the charges against the

planters and enter upon their defence.

March SOth.— Spoke from 11 to 1. Received with the greatest

and most affecting kindness from all parties, both during and after.

Through the debate I felt the most painful depression. Except

Mr. Plumptre and Lord John Russell, all who spoke damaged the

question to the utmost possible degree. Prayer earnest for the

moment was wrung from me in my necessity ; I hope it was not a

blasphemous prayer, for support in pleading the cause of justice.

... 1 am half insensible even in the moment of delight to such

pleasures as this kind of occasion affords; But this is a danger-

ous state ; indifference to the world is not love of God. , . .

In writing to him upon this speech, Mr. Stephen, his former

ally at the colonial office, addres.sed an admonition, which is

worth recalling both for its own sake and because it hits by
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BOOK earnest he was about the negroes, by strenuously pressing his

t • , father to allow him to go to the West Indies and view the

1888. '^^ °^ things there for himself. Perhaps by prudent
instinct his father disapproved, and at last spuke decidedly

against any project of the kind.

The question of the education of the people was rising into

political prominence, and its close relations with the claims

of the church sufficed to engage the active interest of so

zealous a son of the church as Mr. Gladstone. From a very

early stage we find him moving for returns, serving on
education committees in parliament, corresponding ener-

getically with Manning, Acland, and others of like mind in

and out of parliament. Primary education is one of the

few subjects on which the fossils of extinct opinion neither

interest nor instruct. It is enough to mark that Mr. Glad-

stone's position in the forties was that of the ultra-church-

man of the time, and such as no church-ultra now dreams
of fighting for. We find him objecting to any infringement
whatever of the principle on which the established church
was founded— that of confining the pecuniary support of

the state to one particular religious denomination.' >

To Dr. Hook (March 12, 1888), he speaks of 'a safe and
precious interval, perhaps the last to those who are desirous

of placing the education of the people under the efficient

control of the clergy.' The aims of himself and his ^l.ies

were to plant training schools in every diocese ; to connect
these with the cathedrals through the chapters; to license

the teachers by the bishops after examination.

Writing to Manning (Feb. 22, 1839), he compares control

by government to the 'little lion cub in the Agamemnon'
which after being in its primeval season the delight of the

young and amusement of the old, gradually revealed its

parent stock, and grew to be a creature of huge mischief in

the household.' He describes a divergence of view among

* Hansard, June 20, 1839.
* Agam. 696-716.

Even BO belike might one
A lion suckling nune,
Like a foster-son,

To his home a future curse.

In life's beginnings mild
Dear to sire and kind to child. . . .

But in time he showed
The habit of bis blood. . . .— Glad-stone in TraMla-

(foM, p. 83.
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June 13th.— Sir R. Peel dined at Mr. Dugdale's. After dinner

he spoke of Wilberforce ; believed him to be an excellent man

1888. independently of the book, or would not have been favourably

impressed by the reconls of his being in society, and then going

home and describing as lost in sin those with whom he had been

enjoying himself. Upon the other hand, however, he would
have exposed himself to the opposite reproach had he been more
secluded, morosely withdrawing himself from the range of human
sympathies. He remembered him as anadmirable speaker ; agreed

that the results of his life were very great (and the man must be

in part measured by them). He disapproved of taking people

to task by articles in the papers, for votes against their party.

July 18th.— I complimented the Speaker yesterday on the time

he had saved by putting an end to discussions upon the presenta-

tion of i)etitions. He replied that there was a more important

advantage; that those discussions very greatly increased the

influence of popular feeling on the deliberations of the House

;

and that by stopping them he thought a wall was erected against

such influence— not as strong as might be wished. Probably some
day it might be broken down, but he had done his best to raise

it. His maxim was to shut out as far as might be all extrinsic

pressure, and then to do freely what was right within doors.

This high and sound way of regarding parliament under-
went formidable changes before the close of Mr. Gladstone's

career, and perhaps his career had indirectly something to

do with them. But not, I think, with intention. In 1888
he cited with approval an exclamation of Roebuck's in the

House of Commons, ' We, sir, are or ought to be the Sltte of

the people of England for mind : we are at the head of the

mind of the people of England.'

Mr. Gladstone's position in parliament and the public

judgment, as the session went on, is sufficiently manifest

from a letter addressed to him at this time by Samuel
Wilberforce, four years his junior, henceforth one of his

nearest friends, and aXvr&ya an acute observer of social and

political forces. * It would be an affectation in you, whicii

you are above,' writes the future bishop (April 20, 183H),

' not to know that few young men have the weight you hiivc
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loss of oTltt "^"^ "' ^^•^^«"* convulsions and ^e^ss of our liberties, you may at a future day wield T.



CHAPTER rV

THE CHURCH

1838.

(.18SS)

A PiRioD and a moTement certainly among the most remarkable in
the Christendom of the last three and a half centuries

; probably
more remarkable than the movement associated with the name of
Port Royal, for that has passed away and left hardly a trace
behind; but this has left ineffaceable marks upon the English
church and nation. — Gladstone (1891).

It was the affinity of great natures for great issues
that made Mr. Gladstone from his earliest manhood
onwards take and hold fast the affairs of the churches
for the objects of his most absorbing interest. He was one
and the same man, his genius was one. His persistent
incursions all through his long life into the multifarious
doings, not only of his own anglican communion, but of the
Latin church of the west, as well as of the motley Christen-
dom of the east, puzzled and vexed political whippers-in,
wire-pullers, newspaper editors, leaders, colleagues; they
were the despair of party caucuses; and they made the
neutral man of the world smile, as eccentricities of genius
and rather singularly chosen recreations. All this was, in
truth, of the very essence of his character, the manifestation
of its profound unity.

The quarrel upon church comprehension that had per-
plexed Elizabeth and Burleigh, had distracted the councils
of Charles I. and of Cromwell, had bewildered William of
Orange and Tillotson and Burnet, was once more aglow with
its old heat. The still mightier dispute, how wide or how
narrow is the common ground between the church of
England and the church of Rome, broke into fierce flame.

Itt
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BOOK reform was never heard of.» This dreamless composure was

•^__^ rudely broken. The repeal of the test and corporation

1838. Acts in 1828 first roused the church; and her sons rubbed
their eyes when they beheld parliament bringing frankly to
an end the odi >U8 monopoly of office under the crown, all

corporate office, all magistracy, in men willing to take the
communion at the altar of the privileged establishment.

The next year a deadlier blow fell after a laore embittered
fight— the admission of Roman catholics to parliament and
place. The Reform bill of 1832 followed. Even when
half spent, the forces that had been gathering for many
years in the direction of parliamentary reform, and had at

last achieved more than one immense result, rolled heavily
forward against the church. The opening of parliament and
of close corporations was taken to involve an opening to

correspond in the grandest and closest of all corporations.

The resounding victory of the constitutional bill of 1832
was followed by a drastic handling of the church in Ireland,

and by a proposal to divert a surplus of its property to

purposes not ecclesiastical. A long and peculiarly unedify-
ing crisis ensued. Stanley and Graham, two of the most
eminent members of the reforming whig cabinet, on this

proposal at once resigned. The Grey ministry was thus
split in 1834, and the Peel ministry ejected in 1885, on the

gi'ound of the absolute inviolability of the property of the

Irish church. The tide of reaction set slowly in. The shock
in political party was in no long time followed by shock
after shock in the church. As has happened on more than
one occasion in our history, alarm for the church kindled
the conservative temper In the nation. Or to put. it in

another way, that spontaneous attachment to the old order

of things, with all its symbols, institutes, and deep associa-

tions, which the radical reformers had both affronted and
ignored, made the church its rallying-point. The three

years of tortuous proceedings on the faoioqs Appropriation
clause —proceedings that political philosophers declared to

have disgraced this country in the face of Europe, and tliat

were certainly an ignominy and a scandal in a mx^y oalleJ

* Newman, Ei$ajf$, U. p. 428.
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reforming -were among the thing, that helped most to pre- chap

triumph of 1841. Within ten yean, from the death of "T^
?rKe o?w ^r'T'^^'

*'^ **^°*^°" °^ *''« P^'^'San ^^^
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Ihe Duke of WeUmgton was hardly a wizard in poUtical

that Stood straight up in front of him. ' The real question^

which truy divides the House of Commons, is church or nochurch. People talk of the war in Spain, and the CanaSa
question. But all that is of little moment. The «aiquestion is church or no church.'
The position of the tory party as seen by its powerful

Tf^r ""? 7 " ^: ""^"''^ P""^*' "f«' » «**te of hopeless

Mr Gladt '"T"'""-
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Neither then did I, nor now can I, see on what ground thiamviolabdity could for a moment be maintained,^e,cept the
belief that the state had such a mission.' He soon di^covered how hard it is to adjust to the many angles of an

piin^n^r ^^" ''^ "*"^^^^ "'^"^^ °^ -^--^-^
The changes in the political constitution in 1828, in 1829

hat the church was not the nation; that it wm not

S ! l.T^ *^' P*'"*"*'"* ^^° '^^' for the nation;
that It had no longer a title to compose the governing
order; and -a more startling disclosure still to the minds

t .til ."T*''**
^'^' *^"'*^"» t^'e ehurch would hence-

forth be made by men of all churches and creeds, or evenmen of none. This hateful circumstance it was that inevi-
tably began in multitudes of devout and earnest minds toproduce a revolution in their conception of a church, and a
resurrection in curiously altered forms ,)f that old ideal ofMilton s austere and lofty school -the ideal of a purely
spiritual association that should leave each man's soul
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BOOK and conscience free from 'secular chains' and 'hireling
t ' , wolves.'

1838. Strange social conditions were emerging on every side.
The factory system established itself on a startling scale.

Huge aggregates of population collected with little regard to
antique divisions of diocese ant) ttarlsh. Colonies over the sea
extended in boundaries and numbers, and churchmen were
zealous that these infant societies should be blessed by the
same services, rites, ecclesiastical ordering and exhortation,
as were believed to elevate and sanctify the parent com-
munity at home. The education of the people grew to be a
formidable problem, the field of angry battles and campaigns
that never end. Trade, markets, wages, hours, and all the
gaunt and haggard economics of the labour question, added
to the statesman's load. Pauperism was appalling. In a
word, the need for social regeneration both material and
moral was in the spirit of the time. Here were the hopes,
vague, blind, unmeasured, formless, that had inspired the
wild clamour for the bill, the whole biU, and nothing but
the bill. The whig patricians carried away the prizes of
great office, though the work had been done by men of a very
different stamp. It was the utilitarian radicals who laid
the foundations of social improvement in a reasoned creed.
With admirable ability, perseverance, unselfishness, and
public spirit, Bentham and his disciples had regenerated
political opinion, and fought the battle against debt, pauper-
ism, class-privilege, class-monopoly, abusive patronage, a
monstrous criminal law, and all the host of sinister interests.^
As in every reforming age, men approached the work from

I

two sides. Evangelical religion divides with rationalism the
glory of more than one humanitarian struggle. Brougham,
a more potent force than we now realise, plunged with
the energy of a Titan into a thousand projects, all taking
for granted that ignorance is the disease and useful know-
ledge the universal healer, all of them secular, all dealing
with man from the outside, none touching imagination or
the heart. March-of-mind became to many almost as weari-
some a cry as wisdom-of-our-ancestors had been. According

> See Sir Leslie Stephen's Engliih Utnitariatit, ii. p. 42.
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other creations of the heart and brain and will of man?
Were its bishops mere oflBcers, like high ministers of mun-
dane state, or were they, in actual historic truth as in supposed

theological necessity, the direct lineal successors of the first

apostles, endowed from the beginning with the mystical pre-

rogatives on which the efficacy of all sacramental rites

depended? What were its relations to the councils of the

first four centuries, what to the councils of the fifteenth

century and the sixteenth, what to the Fathers? The
Scottish presbyterians held the conception of a church as

strongly as anybody ; ^ but England, broadly speaking, had
never been persuaded that there could be a church without

bishops.

In the answers to this group of hard questions, terrible

divisions that had been long muffled and huddled away
burst into view. The stupendous quarrel of the sixteenth

and seventeenth centuries again broke out. To the erastian

lawyer the church was an institution erected on principles of

political expediency by act of parliament. To the school nf

Whately and Arnold it was a corporation of divine origin,

devised to strengthen men in their struggle for goodness

and holiness by the association and mutual help of fellow-

believers. To the evangelical it was hardly more than a

collection of congregations commended in the Bible for the

diffusion of the knowledge and right interpretation of the

Scriptures, the commemoration of gospel events, and the

linking of gospel truths to a well-ordered life. To the high

anglican as to the Roman catholic, the church was some-

thing very different from this ; not a fabric reared by man,
nor in truth any mechanical fabric at all, but a mystically

appointed channel of salvation, an indispensable element in

the relation between the soul of man and its creator. To be

a member of it was not to join an external association, but

to become an inward partaker in ineffable and mysterious

graces to which no other access lay open. Such was the

Church Catholic and Apostolic as set up from the beginning,

* 'Nowhere that I know of.' the
Duke of Argyll once wrote in friendly
remonstrance with Mr. Gladstone,
' is the doctrine of a separate society

being of divine foundation, so dog-
matically expressed m in the Scotch
roiifefision; the H9 articles are less

definite on the subject.'
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and of this immense mystery, of this saving agency, of thisincommensurable spiritual force, the estabUshS ch^ch o1England was the local p,^„ee and the organ.
rhe noble restlessness of the profounder and more pene

^e solution of all the riddliT^L^d Zr^'Z
htrhCr ''"'^^ ""' ^"'"""^ -' '"'"•^- -^^"0?

i„lht.!*M 'o?T*' *^^ *^« «°^"*^°" i» f"th and spirit,m which Mr Ghidstone Uved and moved. In him itTveto the energies of life their meaning, and to dL ^
Goethe, Scott, Wordsworth, Shelley, Byron, Coleridge J^ere

v^dT kT T r^ °' *°°*^«^' ^' «^ ^«« lefving th^void turbid and formless, he, in the midst of doubS^tractions, and fears, saw a steadfast light where tSOxford men saw it; in that concrete representation of theunseen Power that, as he believed, had mL and gu^es ^drules the world, in that Church Catholic and AposScXha^one would have the force and the stoutness'neclT^t
7 a tS"

* ,^'f*t^»ter against the deluge. Yet to unde^stand Mr. Gladstone's case, we have ever to rememberlatwhat is caUed the catholic revival was not in EngTand Sawhich the catholic eounter-revolutioa had beefon fhecontinent of Europe, primarily a political movement Zworkings were inward, in the sphere of the mind, in thoughtand faith, m idealised associations of historic grandeur.*

n
The reader has already been told how at Rome and inNaples in 832 Mr Gladstone was suddenly arl^rd tyZn w Idea of a church, interweaving with the whole of human

ife a pervading and equalised spirit of religion. Long yeara«f er, in an unfinished fi^gment, he began to trace th^golden thread of his religious growth:-
My environment in my chihlhood was strictly evangelical
' On thU, .ee F.lrbain.'. CatholM>nn, Roman and Anglican, pp. 114^.

'

Mit.ma.
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My dear and noble mother was a woman of warm piety but

broken health, and I was not directly instructed by her. liut I

was brought up to believe that Doyly and Mant's Bible (then a

standard book of the colour ruling in the church) was heretical,

and that every unitarian (I suppose also every heathen) must, as

matter of course, be lost forever. This deplorable servitude of

mind oppressed me in a greater or less degree for a number of

years. As late as in the year (I think) 1836, one of my brothers

married a beautiful and in every way charming person, who had

been brought up in a family of the unitarian profession, yet under

a mother very sincerely religious. I went through much mental

diffictdty and distress at the time, as there had been no express

renunciation [by her] of the ancestral creed, and I absurdly busied

myself with devising this or that religious test as what if accepted

might suffice.'

So, as will be seen, the first access of churchlike ideas to my
mind by no means sufficed to expel my inherited and bigoted

misconception, though in the event they did it as I hope effec-

tively. But I long retained in my recollection an observation

made to me in (I think) the year 1829, by Mrs. Benjamin Gaskell

of Thornes, near Wakefield, a seed which was destined long to

remain in my mind without germinating. I fell into religious

conversation with this excellent woman, the mother of my Eton

friend Milnes Gaskell, himself the husband of an unitarian.

She said to me, Surely we cannot entertain a doubt as to the

future condition of any person truly united to Christ by faith and

love, whatever may be the faults of his opinions. Here she

supplied me with the key to the whole question. At this hour I

feel grateful to her accordingly, for the scope of hei remark is

very wide ; and it is now my rule to remember her in prayer

before the altar.

There was nothing at Eton to subvert this frame of mind ; for

nothing was taught us jither for it or against it. But in the

spring and summer of 1828, 1 set to work on Hooker's Ecclesiastical

Polity, and read it straight through. Intercourse with my elder

sister Anne had increased my mental interest in religion, and she,

though generally of evargelical sentiments, had an opinion that

> A little sheaf of curious letters on this family episode survives.
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VOL. I— M

» Afterwards Bishop of Salisbury.
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BOOK manner James Hope, whom I had known but slightly at Eton or
Oxford, made a carefully considered change of the same kind;
which also became the occasion of a fast friendship. Both these
intimacies led me forward; Hope especially had influence over
me, more than I think any other person at any period of my life."

When I was preparing in 1837-8 The State in ita Kelatiom with
the Church, he took a warm interest in the work, which, during my
absence on the continent, he corrected for the press. His attiUule
towards the work, however, included a desire that its propositions
should be carried further. The temper of the times among young
educated men was working in the same direction. I had no low
churchmen among my near friends, except Walter Farquhar.
Anstice, a great loss, died very early in his beautiful married life.

While I was busy about my book, Hope made known to me
Palmer's work on the Church, which had just appeared. I read
it with care and great interest. It took hold upon me ; and gave
me at once the clear, definite, and strong conception of the church
which, through all the storm and strain of a most critical period,
has proved for me entirely adequate to every emergency, and
saved me from all vacillation. I did not, however, love the
extreme rigour of the book in its treatment of non^piscopal
communions. It was not very long after this, I think in 1842,
that I reduced into form my convictions of the large and im-
portant range of subjects which recent controversy had brought
into prominence. I conceive that in the main Palmer completed
for me the work which inspection of the prayer-book had begun.

Before referring further to my 'redaction' of opinions, I
desire to say that at this moment I am as closely an adherent
to the doctrines of grace generally, and to the general sense of
Saint Augustine, as at the date from which this narrative set out.
I hope that my mind has dropped nothing affirmative. But I
hope also that there has been dropped from it all the damnatory
part of the opinions taught by the evangelical school ; not only
as regards the Roman catholic religion, but also as to heretics
and heathens; nonconformists and presbyterians I think that I
always let off pretty easily. . . ,

Scou af7er"!8S'"''
^°"''' ^^^^'^^^^^^ (1847) he wa. named Hope-
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BOOK done a little earlier for France ; they had opened, broadened,
V / I deepened the issues and meanings of European history;

1838. they had reminded us that history is European ; that it

is quite unintelligible if treated as merely local. He would
say, moreover, that thought should recognise thought and
mind always welcome mind; and the Oxford men had at
least brought argument, learning, and even philosophy of a
sort, to break up the narrow and fiigid conventions of
reigning system in church and college, in pulpits and
professorial chairs. They had made the church ashamed
of the evil of her ways, they had determined that spirit of
improvement from within ' which, if this sect-ridden country
is ever really to be taught, must proceed pari passu with
assault from without.' ^

One of the ablest of the Oxford writers talking of the
non-jurors, remarks how very few of the movements that are
attended with a certain romance, and thus bias us for a time
in their favour, will stand full examination ; they so often
reveal some gross offence against common sense.* Want of
common sense is not the particular impression left by the
Tractarians, after we have put aside the plausible dialectic
and winning periods of the leader, and proceed to look at
the effect, not on their general honesty but on their in-

tellectual integrity, of their most peculiar situation and
the methods which they believed that situation to impose.
Nobody will be so presumptuous or uncharitable as to deny
that among the divines of the Oxford movement were men
as pure in soul, as fervid lovers of truth, as this world ever
possessed. On the other hand it would be nothing short of
a miracle in human nature, if all that dreadful tangle of
economies and reserves, so largely practised and for a long
time so insidiously defended, did not familiarise a vein of
subtlety, a tendency to play fast and loose with words, a
perilous disposition to regard the non-natural sense of lan-

guage as if it were just as good as the natural, a willingness
to be satisfied with a bare and rigid logical consistency of

expression, without respect to the interpretation that was
sure to be put upon that expression by the hearer and tlie

» DiMeHationi, i. p. 444. » J. B. Moiley's Letters, p. 234.
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priesUjraft, and mariolatry, was wrought to madness by a
clergyman who should describe himself, as did R. H.
Froude, as a catholic without the popery, and a church of
England man without the protestantism. The plain man
knew that he was not himself clever enough to form any
distinct idea of what such talk meant. But then his help-

lessness only deepened his conviction that the more distinct

his idea might become, the more intense would his aversion
be, both to the thing meant and to the surpliced conjurer
who, as he bitterly supposed, was by sophistic tricks trying
hard to take him in.

Other portents were at the same time beginning to

disturb the world. The finds and the theories of geolo-

gists made men uncomfortable, and brought down sliarp

anathemas. Wider speculations on cosmic and creative

law came soon after, and found their way into popular
reading.! In prose literature, in subtler forms than the
verse oi Shelley, new dissolving elements appeared that
were destined to go far. Schleiermacher, between 1820
and 1830, opened the sluices of the theological deep, whether
to deluge or to irrigate. In 1830 an alarming note was
sounded iu the publication by a learned clergyman of a his-

tory of the Jews. We have seen (p. 56) how Mr. Gladstone
was horrified by it. Milman's book was the beginning of a
new rationalism within the fold. A line of thought was
opened that seemed to make the history of religious ideas

more interesting than their truth. The special claims of an
accepted creed were shaken by disclosing an unmistakeable
family likeness to creeds abhorred. A belief was deemed
to be accounted for and its sanctity dissolved, by refen-ing
it historically to human origins, and showing it to be only
one branch of a genealogical trunk. Historic explanation
became a graver peril than direct attack.

^1

IV

The first skirmish in a dire conflict that is not even now
over or near its end happened in 1836. Lord Melbourne re-

commended for the chair of divinity at Oxford Dr. Hampden,
» The Vestiges of Creation appeared in 1844.
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polity.! Newman applauded the book for its magnificence
of design, and undoubtedly it covers much ground, including
a stiff rejection of Locke's theory of toleration, and the
assertion of the strong doctrine that the Christian prince has
a right by temporal penalties to protect the church from the
gathering together of the froward and the insurrection of
wicked doers. It has at least the merit, so far from univerealm the polemics of that day, of clear language, definite proposi-
tions, and formal arguments capable of being met by a down-
right yes or 110.2 The question, however, that has often
slumbered yet never dies, of the right relations between the
Christian prince or state and the Christian church, was rap-
idly passing away from logicians of the cloister.

Note to page 167.

' Hawarden, Chester. November 0, 1856.— Mr Lord Bisrop _ Your in^

Th^ Ti'l']'"^"*"^
"^

'T^"'''' *' '^'=^*^'"« a lettt^?^mT, « a strliS"The simple purpose of it is to discharge a debt of the smallest nasii hi

«

importance to you, yet due I think from me. brexpressingTlfe reUTtvhhwhich Inow look back on my concurrence in a vote of the Unfv^reitv of

cations. I did not take actual part in the vote; but upon reference to k

ior a good many years past I have found myself ill able to master bonksof an abstract character, and I am far from p/etendin- to te ^omueteu .?

of mv vS'l^h^^f5 V*^
"»any things which, in the forward precipitancy

„i,l^y Ju ' * ,?"°»''l have condemned, are either in reality sound or \\o

glim, ana against which perfect innocence could have no defence I resistP.lto the best of my power, though ineffectually, the grievous wrone done to

^^T""^' and urged that the charges should te made diltinct tZt Inthe best means of investigation shoul.l be brought t^beL^ the," a^'le
Z.';!nn"l'n"?:-^"""

^°' ''"*""°^' ''"'^ ^ '^^''^^^^^ then made If needful" to e

wet fn Lmir^Uwroni;; .•^"/.""^ majority of laymen rn'tlie Cou.!d
ToVt,. ' ^^"^ ""'y' a* ^ ''ave smd, after mature reflection tliit Tcame to perceive the bearing of the case on that of 18.36 and to find hat bvmv
nTl^'Zl

'"''' «°"''«'»"'^d myself. I then lamented very sincerely that I h^dnot on that occasion, now so remote, felt and acted in a different manner

1 &ee his article in the Xineteenth
Century for August, 1894, where he
calls Palmer's book the most powerful
and least assailable defence of the
position of the anglican church from
the sixteenth century downwards.

"See Church, Oxford Movement,
pp. 214-6.

« This letter is printed in the Life
of Hampden (1876), p. 199.
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The union [with the State] is to the ChnroV, ,
g«at importance. Her tLZ^Zl^^ -conda^ though

charter is legibly divine Sh.TT ^ ^ ''"'^ •»'"«• ««
precinct Of glLr:.!;i^.t;'i:'J^^^^^^^^^ ^- the

them out to perfection. Her conditinn I u
'""'' *"'' *=*"J^

than pitiable, should she oarl T "'*• "' ^^^^^'^^ «*'>«

held before Ihe relief '^ZZZTliZ ZTl
^"" "«

her, woull wtively violate its mosf «.i V ' '° «J«="n«
theo^ Of the connection ;,:ru enraJ u2' "'T'''' " ">»

Gladstokb (1838;.
' *'' "P°" "««« a curee. _

Mr rinwJ
^ ^ simplicity of a child.' In 1837'Vir. LrJadstone savs in on*, nf t-u^ L. ,

-loo/,

when in his later vea,. T ^ ™^"^ fragments written

movement for fresrnaiH: "T "" *'^ P^*' '^^ ^^^^ *

in Scotland Theta'^^^^^^^^^^^ *t
'""'^ ^^"^«^-

harl « f 11 T
^^^^^^ ">" "ot seem much to like it hnf

tne cause of ecclesiastical establish-
im

JEt. 29.
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1838.

ments. The rooms in Hanover Square were crowded to
suffocation by intense audiences mainly composed of the
governing class. Princes of the blood were there, high
prelates of the church, great nobles, leading statesmen, and
a thi-ong of members of the House of Commons, from both
sides of it. The orator was seated, but now and again in the
kindling excitement of his thought, he rose unconsciously to
his feet, and by ringing phrase or ardent gesture roused a
whirlwind of enthusiasm such that vehement bystandere as-

sure us it could not b^ exceeded in the history of human
eloquence.* In Chalmers' fulminating energy, the mechani-
cal polemics of an appropriation clause iu a parliamentary
bill assume a passionate and living air. He had warned his

northern flock, ' should the disaster ever befall us, of vulgar
and upstart politicians becoming lords of the ascendant, and
an infidel or demi-infidel government wielding the destinies

of this mighty empire, and should they be willing at the

shrines of their own wretched partizanship to make sacri-

fice of those great and hallowed institutions which were
consecrated by our ancestors to the maintenance of religious

truth and religious liberty,— should in particular the mon-
strous proposition ever be entertained to abridge the legal

funds for the support of protestantism,— let us hope that

there is still enough, not of fiery zeal, but of calm, resolute,

enlightened principle in the land to resent the outrage—
enough of energy and reaction in the revolted sense of this

great country to meet and overbear it.'

The impression made by all this on Mr. Gladstone he has

himself described in an autobiographic note of 1897 :—
The primary idea of my early politics was the church. With

this was connected the idea of the establishment, as being every-

thing except essential. When therefore Dr. Chalmers came to

London to lecture on the principle of church establishments. I

attended as a loyal hearer. I had a profound respect for the

lecturer, with whom I had had the honour of a good deal of

acquaintance during winter residences in Edinburgh, and some

correspondence by letter. I was in my earlier twenties, and he

> Hanna*s Life of Chalmers, iy. pp. 37-46.
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^on to use ,. return. Unfortunately the basis of his lectu"e^

^gjans, at could not follow the truth i.to its JuZts^aZ^

ro»g^ was tiuth. This was known as protestantism : and to its

TttLh ""r,'
*'^ '"^'^"^ "^ *'^ '^^^^^*-« *« ^- -td

was not trutht ''' ' '"'*"" "'"'*' *^^° ^^^'^ - t'^'^ -Vwas not truth but error. This system was known as poperyParhament therefore was bound to establish and endow someTldof protestantism, and not to establish or endow popery.

mot bluX:-
''""•'" ^''^' ''' ''''' '^ ^"^ '"^^ «-

Such a jumi^le of church, un-chureh, and anti-church principlesas that excellent and eloquent man Dr Chalmers has given us 2his recent lectures, no human being ever heard, and it1 only tecompared to the state of things— i-*n omy be

Ante mare et terrr.s et quod tegit omnia ccelum.«

He thinks that the State has not cognisance of spiritualsexcept upon a broad simple principle like that which sepaTaZ'popery from protestantism, namely that protestantism rSthe word of God only, popery the word of God and the ZlTol

tTJl'7-'
''

T'''''
''''' ^"^^ ^^"^^ *^« alternative tojudge which IS preferable. He flogged the apostolic succes iongnevously, seven bishops sitting below him : London. Wincheslr

Chester Oxford, Llandaff, Gloucester, Exeter, and the DukTo;Cambridge incessantly bobbin, assent- but for fear we should be

t" ifh at f r *"r'
"""' ''•^ *'« ^^*^^^^^« P^- -^ flogged

It with at least equal vigour. He has a mind keenly susceptible
'

of what is beautiful, great, and good ; tenacious of an Tdea wie„once graspeC, and with a singular power of concentrltLg t^e
' Ovid. Met. i. 5. -Chaos, before Ma and land and all-covering skies.
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w
whole man upon it. But unfortunately I do not believe he has ever
looked in the face the real doctrine of the visible church and the

1838. apostolic succession, or has any idea what is the matter at issue.

Mr. Gladstone says he could not stand the undisputed
currency in conservative circles of a theory like this, and felt

that the occasion ought to be seized for further entrenching
the existing institution, strong as it seemed in fact, by more
systematic defences in principle and theory. He sat down
to the literary task with uncommon vigour and persistency.
His object was not merely to show that the stote has a
conscience, for not even the newest of new Machiavellians
denies that a state is bound by some moral obligations,
though in history and fact it is true that

Earth is sick,

And Heaven is weary, of the hollow words(Which States and Kingdoms utter when they talk
Of truth and justice.*

But the obligation of conscience upon a state was not Mr.
Gladstone's only point. His propositions were, that the
state is cognisant of the difference between religious truth
and religious error: that the propagation of this truth and
the discouragement of this error are among the ends for

which government exists ; that the English state did recog-
nise as a fundamental duty to give an active and exclusive
support to a certain religion ; and finally that the condition
of things resulting from the discharge of this duty was well
worth preserving against encroachment, from whatever quar-
ter encroachment might threaten.

On July 23rd, the draft of his book was at last finished,

and he dispatched it to James Hope for free criticism,

suggestions, and revision. The 'physical state of the MS.,'

as Mr. Gladstone calls it, seems to have been rather indefen-
sible, and his excuse for writing ' irregularly and confusedly,
considering the pressure of other engagements '— an excuse
somewhat too common with him— was not quite so valid as

he seems to have thought it. 'The defects,' writes Hope,
'are such as must almost necessarily occur when a great

* Excursion, v.
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subject is handled piecemeal and at intervals- and F «K 1

1

rXwho;:^^ V'''.':
--^>'^"^ -llTa .n'°l' ^"v^"

s.~Ln^;r:^j-rr;fi::r "!-' ^^'^ -^

the fervid toil went on.
' *'''' """^ ^^^^^^^

The strain on his eyesight that had embarrassed MrCxladstone for several months now madp ^TJ."*^«^
/^''

the middle of September. The^tedLm oM f
• .

.'",
"""^

almost wo^e than the tedinm of revi •

"e p oo
"/IIT

arKl Florence he was strongly tl^^S^1^^om tthe benefit was problematical; it was even doubtful Xth!^p.ctu.-es were any less trying to his eyes than £okI Hemade the acquaintance of one celebrated writer Jthe ti,^'I went to see Manzoni ' he savs 'Jn hi. J ™®'

eight miles from Milan n 1838 H
"'' '°"'' ^'^ "'

J^r. u i.

'^°' "® ^^as a most interestintrman, but was regarded, as I found, among the more fl!h on^able pnests in Milan as a baechettone [ifypocnri In m'

the alliance of such politics with strong relimous convirHnn!

Tcrorf'™T.-''^"°"
^"^"^"* ifaiianforthorc^

StP^r P,
^""^ ^7 '" ^^""^'' '-"^''^ he travelled with SirStephen Glynne and his two sistei^, and here we shiu sn

'

see that with one of these sistei. a momen^urthtg came

don of h rr* ?*^"" *'** ^« «"' b«-d of the p^ubhca!

i l^^^^ti ''^'^- ^- Sope- Scott,

of ti.P^'„ ^"^Z" adequate portion
01 tue correspondence is to be found.

account of their ascent of Mount
Im '''"fh has sit,ce found a p°^ein Murray's handbook for Sicily.
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BOOK Christmas Eve,' he says, ' I found Gladstone in the throng,

V
'

y and 1 accosted him, as we had met, though we had never

1830. been introduced to each other. We talked and walked
together in St. Peter's during the best part of an afternoon.

He is both a clever and an amiable man. . . .' At Rome,
as the state of his eyesight forbade too close resort to

picture galleries and museums, he listened to countless

sermons, all carefully recorded in his diary. Dr. Wiseman
gave him a lesson in the missal. On his birthday he went
with Manning to hear mass with tlie pope's choir, and they

were placed on the bench behind the cardinals. At St.

Peter's he recalled that there his firat conception of the

unity of the church had come into his mind, and the

desire for its attainment— 'an object in every human sense

hopeless, but not therefore the less to bo desired, for the

horizon of human hope is not that of divine power and
wisdom. That idea has been upon the whole, I believe, tiie

ruling one of my life during the period that has since

elapsed.' On January 19, he bade 'a reluctant adieu to the

mysterious city, whither he should repair who wishes to

renew for a time the dream of life.'

A few years later Mr. (Gladstone noted some differences

between Kjiglish and Italian preaching that are of interest:

—

The fundamental distinction betwren English and Italian

preaching is, I think, this: the mind of the English preacher,

or reivd^r of sermons, howcvt^r impressive, is fixed mainly upon

his composition, that of the Italian on his hearers. The Italian

is a man applying himself by his rational and persuasive organs

to men, in order to move them ; the former is a man applying

himself, with his best, ability in many cases, to a fixed form of

matter, in order to make it move those whom he addresses. Tiie

action in the one case is warm, living, direct, immediate, from

heart to heart; in the other it is transfused through a medium
comparatively torpid. The first is surely far superior to the

second in truth and reality. The preacher bears an awful message.

Such messengers, if sent with authority, ai-e too much identitifil

with, and possessed by, that which they carry, to view it

objectively during its delivery, it absorbs their very being and
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all its energies, they are their message, and they see nothin.

II

It was tlie end of January (1839^ l)eforP IVf. ni i .

In': ortfr' ''^' '^'•"'" ^'^^ oharactensti/d^^^^^^^^^^

P We Anir' %Tr ^'^^ ^^^« '^' ecclesiastical
p .vuoffe. Anghcans of the better sort I.a.l their intellec-ua self-respect restored in Mr. Gladstone's book, by n ,d

'

dS V Id Iffl T"T '^'''''''^''' '" intellectual

pin .uses upon the nature of human society as a irrand— ts
"; ""T^'""' "'"^ ^^'^'' 'I--""' -th thearguments, admitted that the tories had foun.l in heyoung member for Newark a well-read scholar, with extra!onhnary amplitude of mind, a man who knew what «.ason „.meant, and a man who knew how to write

'^'^on'ng

The first clKipter dealing with establishment drew forthpremature praise from many who condemned the sL oed-
g chapters setting out high notions as to the chu !

Scotland they are mixed; those which are most definite
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1830.

tend to show there is considerable soreness, at whicli,

God knows, I am not surprised; but I have not sought

nor desired it.' The Germans on the whole approved.

Bunsen was exuberant; there was nobody, he said, with

whom he so loved av/i<f>i\oao<l)elv xal av/i<f>i\o\oyeiv
; people

have too much to do about themselves to have time to

seek truth on its own account; the greater, therefore, the

merit of the writer who forces his age to decide, whether

they will serve God or Haal. Gladstone is the first man in

England as to intellectual power, he cried, and he has heard

higher tones than any one else in this land. The Crown
Prince of Prussia sent him civil messages, and meant to

have the book translated. Rogers, the poet, wrote that his

mother was descended from stout nonconformists, that his

father was perverted to his mother's heresies, and that

therefore he himself could not be zealous in the cause;

but, however that might be, of this Mr. Gladstone might
be very sure, that he would love and admire the author

of the book as much as ever. The Duke of Newcastle

expected much satisfaction ; meanwhile declared it to be

a national duty to provide churches and pastors ; parlia-

ment should vote even millions and millions; then dissent

would uncommonly soon disappear, and a blessing would
fall upon the land. Dr. Arnold told his friends how mucli

he admired the spirit of the book throughout, how lie

liked the substance of half of it, how erroneous he thought

the other half. Wordsworth pronounced it worthy of all

attention, doubted whether the author had not gone too

far about apostolical descent; but then, like the sage that

he was, the poet admitted that he must know a great deal

more ecclesiastical history, be better read in the Fathei-s,

and read the book itself over again, before he could feel

any right to criticise.

^

> Carlyle wrote to Emerson (Feb.
8, 18:!n) : (Ine of the stranRest things
about these New England Orations
(Emerson's) is a fact I have heard,
but not yet seen, that a certain
W. Gladstone, an Oxford crack
scholar, tory M.I*., and devout
churchman of great talent and hope,

has contrived to insert a piece of you
(Jint Oration it must be) in a work of

his own on Church and fitate. wliidi

makes some figure at present I I

know him for a solid, serious, silent-

minded man ; bat how with his

Coleridge shovel-hattism he has con-

trived to relate himself to you, there
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been to Drayton and t2} h lu
^^^«««kton Milnes had

in.>atientlyCh;Tn,£dy^^^^^^^^
should go out of hisCv J V u ? '"^ ''*'"""^" "^^"^^ him
says M?. Gladl ^CJ^o Ja" I r^lf

•^- ' ''" ^^'"^^'^ ^^^^''

anti-church and undeS Ind ^/'^f
''"^'»«"' ^vas wholly

that Sir K. Peel mitt hi'

^'^^^''^^^^ undogmatic. I feel

treatment of .^faTte tt ^v"
-^"'^^ P^^^^^^^'i ^» !"•«

through his own fault t f^'.T"" "^ *^« ^""'^^ P^'tly

quite inca 7 of u^ ?^^'' ^"^ ^'^"^^tio" he wi
Church, z ^::r^'^r^^t^-^^^ '^. *^.«

wth:^a.ti:;nr^Lr4^^^
Aberdeen w^ T shlld T^^''* "P°" ^'««^- Lord

regard to irT^d had^t it^'offtTr. ^"k^'*^"^'^
"^

some the sobriquet (dul;\t-n nit W ^f^'Tterian Puseyite.'" Even Mr
""'7^ f [^^^ P^esby-

trembled for the eSeotl^ ^^
Gladstone's best friends

powers of pontaf: LuL'r aTdrt^'
''''

T""
'^'

the general talk of the town The !
''"' '^''^' ^^

the writer was doing the work o^tL hT?V"'^^''°"
^'^*

darker and spread further Then n A f
"''^'*'' ^''^^

article in L ^^InZ.^,"^ ^^^'^^^^^^^
comparable directness, pungency and eff!f n

.,°''" '"•

r":i -"tin- :-l - ^^^-'X"-
«f „ •

"^"'"S caiiea the famous article the assanlf-

hard and broken dialect of Ari,toUe rather thLT^
continno,.. .nd .„.e.. «o„ „r h. trne^XtLfI'Z'
i« tlie niyst<>rv. Tnie mpn nt oil -n
er..ed«. it ,.„.W «eem, are brothel to Emfrso'nTu '•}?," .""« '^^^'ence
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!

BOOK Author and critic exchanged magnanimous letters worthy

,
•

, of two great and honourable men.* Not the least wonderful

thing about Macaulay's review is that he should not have

seen how many of his own most trenchant considerations told

no moic strongly against Mr. Gladstone's theory, than they

told against that whig theory of establishment which at the

end of his article he himself tried to set up in its place.

Fmise indeed came, and praise that no good man could

have treated with indifference, from men like Keble, and it

came from other quarters whence it was perhaps not quite

80 welcome, and not much more dangerous. He heard

(March 19) that the Duke of Sussex, at Lord Durham's,

had been strongly condemning the book; and by an odd

contrast just after, as he was standing in conversation with

George Sinclair, O'Connell with evident purpose came up
and began to thank him for a most valuable work ; for the

doctrine of the authority of the church and infallibility in

essentials— a great approximation to the church of Rome
— an excellent sign in one who if he lived, etc. etc.

It did not go far enough for the Roman catholic Arch-

bishop of Tuan; but Dr. ^lurray, the Archbishop of

Dublin, was delighted with it ; he termed it an honest book,

while as to the charges against romanism Mr. Gladstone

was misinformed. 'I merely said I was very glad to

approximate to any one on the ground of truth; i.e. rejoiced

when truth immediately wrought out, in whatever degree,

its own legitimate result of unity. O'Connell said he

claimed half of me. . . . Count Montalembert came to me
to-day (March 23rd), and sat long, for the purpose of

ingenuously and kindly impugning certain statements in

my book, viz. (1) That the peculiar tendency of the policy

of romanism before the reformation went to limit in the

mass of men intellectual exercise upon religion. (2) That

the doctrine of purgatory adjourned until after death, more

or less, the idea and practice of the practical work of

religion. (8) That the Roman catholic church restricts the

reading of the scriptures by the Christian people. He

> The letters are given in full in OUaningi, vii. p. 106. See also Tre-

velyan'8 Macmday, chap. viii.
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We than injure Homl^^^lT^^ZT' "°" '^^^^°^«^ W^
became aware that there wtnn *^ ^'*™ ^**^^' '^^^n I
"o individual peJaTrorbi; nrC^*-;^who wa« prepared to act upo^ t I fo^T '^ C^™'"^"^.

man on a sinking ship.' Exclusivl'
""^'"'^ '^^^ ^^^

religion of the cfuntfy had^en 1'??"* ? *'^ ^'^^^^'^^^^d
it live, it was just abo^^t to d^e It LT

'' '

n"'
^^^'^ ' ^^^^

not a deadened conscience in tT,!
''^"^ * quickened,

enlacing the circle orstll^^^"'^'^if
^^

T''"'
""^

wholly unexpected, for in the summt of IS^ T!' ""^ "°'
writing the book, he records thTh ..,}^^ "^^'^^ *«tually

alone, I thought my 0^1 'h V^^ ^"^^^ ^°^ hi'"^^^
one «tugeof beingVoX^'eI" ;*"*' ^""^^^^^^ -^^^i^^

eratic.:.' ^ ^ *^ "^^^ards success in this gen-

heatrtrofmylrr^^TonT' 'T'-' ^^ ^«^^' -d
points in a significant dSon :-!!'" " '"^'^'^ P^*^« that

the'^e ":^czr::\z^^ :-r ^^-^ - --
human things. True OxfLTf ?°"'^'*'°" °^ excellence in

applying a Ledy to thU"isel^^^^^^^ "^ "^*' *^« --« o'

fused into my n.i„"d the Cof tl;ht f!
'"^ -^-^^<i'y in-

motive of conduct. But this it t^W^ '°* ""^ «"P^«™«
P^per place and function it ^pth! *° ^^"'"^ ^"*° ^*'

among these errors I ought torLShfur' -^ ^^^^^'^^ '^^^

first work, 7%e 5^a^e in UsZTr \
P^^^^^'^tion in 1838 of my

that work was w^LL fn Sr '^" '"' '^""'- ^"^oubtedly

theconditionsunde wh h :^^^^^^^^^^
«^ -*h« iterance of

matters of religion It inJ .
'^ '"' '*"°° ^^« P«««ible in

embarrassment j^ .7^' ™^. P^^^"'^^"^ i« ^ ^od deal of
now learned something ablut thT'^

''"°" "' y"'^*^' ^^^'"8
office, and noting the mtl ! ' "' *^' ''^""^^ and its

-ithin her borders, I drrjdw'r "' """' ^"' '«^°-
,1 areamed that she was capable of recoveringChapter of Autobiog^phy, 1808. - oUan^, vii. p. ^^
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BOOK lost ground, and of bringing back the nation to unity in her

t ' J communion. A notable projection from the ivory gate,

1841, ' Sed falaa ad ccelum mittunt iiisoiuuia manes.' >

From these points of view the effort seems contemptible. But I

think that there is more to be said. The land was overspread

with a thick curtain of prejudice. The foundations of the historic

church of England, except in the minds of a few divines, were

obscured. The evangelical movement, with all its virtues and

merits, had the vice of individualising religion in degree perhaps

unexampled, and of rendering the language of holy scripture

about Mount Sion and the kingdom of heaven little better than a

jargon. ... To meet the demands of the coming time, it was a

matter of vital necessity to cut a way through all this darkness

to a clearer and more solid position. Immense progress has been

made in that direction during my lifetime, and I am inclined

to hope that my book imparted a certain amount of stimulus to

the public mind, and made some small contribution to the needful

process in its earliest stage.

In the early pages of this very book, Mr. Gladstone says,

that the union of church and state is to the church of

secondary though great importance; her foundations are

on the holy hills and her condition would be no pitiable one,

should she once more occupy the position that she held before

the reign of Constantine.* Faint echo of the unforgotten

lines in which Dante cries out to Constantine what woes his

fatal dower to the papacy had brought down on religion and
mankind.^ In these sentences lay a germ that events were
speedily to draw towards maturity, a foreshadowing of the

supreme principle that neither Oxford nor any other place

had yet taught him, ' the value of liberty as an essential con-

dition of excellence in human things.'

This revelation only turned his zeal for religion as the para-

mount issue of the time and of all times into another channel.

Feeling the overwhelming strength of the tide that was run-

ning against his view of what he counted vital aspects of the

1 Aeneiu, vi. 896. But through the
ivory gate the shades send to the
upper air apparitiona that do but
cheat U8.

* Chapter i. p. 5.

• Inferno, xix. 115-7.
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converts in theory anrl fr. v^ ..
"Chuned to make no

i" practice, he sin "et ahn
/'^"^ ^''"^"^ '''' ^^-

PrLples: Itis t"e thattiththT"'
""•' °" ^^"-*

born controveJalLt he «ti"
' ""' instinct of a

constructing bXls forth! ^''l' T^ ^^'^ "^ *™« *«

discovered Vl^S: r^ ^L^rifZ *'^^ '^^^.^-
and in 1841 he oublishprl // ! .*''® ^*'^'^'' ^^'^^6,

^ut ecclesiastical discussion was bv then fnH„»ew shape, and the fourth edition fell flat Of r^^ IPnnc^ple., we may say that it was 8tillk.rnLocW.ar. '1

i:^"r7vL: 'z Ttti ^'^^i'^-"^^^^^

least of all were they inclined to listen to him abfJt th

mag.c.an's gifts in the dramatists ot iu'tJZt^Newman said of if tfio^ * . , ,
restoration.

ss:«;;S5"'"---
rn

,„

,It- transited into Gennan and published, with a p„face byLuC,
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world, who resigned himself to politics, but whose desire had been
for the ministry of God. The remains of this desire operated

1842-S.
unfortunately. They made me tend to glorify in an extravagant
manner and degree not only the religious character of the state,

which in reality stood low, but also the religious mission of the
conservative party. There was in my eyes a certain element of
Antichrist in the Reform Act, and that act was cordially hated,

though the leaders soon perceived that there would be no step

backward. It was only under the second government of Sir

Robert Peel that I learned how impotent and barren was the
conservative office for the church, though that government was
formed of men able, upright, and extremely well-disposed. It was
well for me that the unfolding destiny carried me off in a con-

siderable degree from political ecclesiasticism of which I should
at that time have made a sad mess. Providence directed that my
mind should find its food in other pastures than those in which
my youthfulness would have loved to seek it. I went beyond the

general views of the tory party in state churchism, ... it was
my opinion that as to religions other than those of the state, the
state should tolerate only and not pay. So I was against salaries

for prison chaplains not of the church, and I applied a logic

plaster to all difficulties. ... So that Macaulay . . . was justified

in treating me as belonging to the ultra section of the tories, had
he limited himself to ecclesiastical questions.

In 1840, when he received Manning's imprimatar for
Church Principles, he notes how hard the time and cir-

cumstances were in which he had to steer his little bark.
But the polestar is clear. Reflection shows me that a
political position is mainly valuable as instrumental for the
good of the church, and under this rule every question
becomes one of detail only.' By 1842 reflection had taken
him a step further :—

I now approach the mezzo del cammdn ; my years glide away.
It is time to look forward to the close, and I do look forward.

My life ... has two prospective objects, for which I hope the

performance of my present public duties may, if not qualify, yet

extrinsically enable me. One, the adjustment of certain relations
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of the church to the state. Not th^f T fi,i i, ^i.

latter can ^ harmonised to thMa^o ZiT:erZT' ^
v^'-

passed the point at which that was possible n'. : . W-
much if the state would bonest"^1 enablin. t^ : t"^ ^^•develop her own intrinsic .neans."^ To tht Ilt^ T^. t

*°

unfolding the catholic system withiu h.r
''"°°^ "'

or machinery looking hith tra;::':h!;i4ir;-;;:j^^^^^^^^^
the external warfare against ignorance and depr^ *°""''

In the autumn of 1843 Mr nia,io* , .

pointed in the character ofT , ^
'*'" °°' ^^^^P"

certainly the experiZtf LX^^'ZyZt H n "^r*has weakened ™y original impressions" aT the end ofShe reached what looked like a final stage :_
Of public life, I certainly must say, every year shows me mor«and more that the idea of Christian politicTcLnottreZed

"
the state according to its present conditions of existence Forpurposes sufficient, I believe, but partial and finite I IL JZthan content to be where I am. But the perfect LloTo^Z
and the day may come when God may grant to me the applicatlo^of this conviction to myself.

»PP"cauon
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CHAPTER VI

CHABACTERISTICS

(,JS40)

Be inspired with the belief that life is a great and noble calling;
not a mean and grovelling thing that we are to shuffle through as
we can, but an elevated and lofty destiny Gladstone.'

It is the business of biography to depict a physiognomy
and not to analyse a type. In our case there is all the
more reason to think of this, because type hardly applies to
a figure like Gladstone's, without any near or distant
parallel, and composed of so many curious dualisms and
unforeseen affinities. Truly was it said of F^nelon, tliat half
of him would be a great man, and would stand out more
clearly as a great man than does the whole, because it would
be simpler. So of Mr. Gladstone. We are dazzled by the
endless versatility of his mind and interests as man of
action, scholar, and controversial athlete; as legislator
administrator, leader of the people ; as the strongest of his
time in the main branches of executive force, strongest in
persuasive force

; supreme in the exacting details of national
finance; master of the parliamentary arts ; yet always living
in the noble visions of the moral and spiritual idealist.
This opulence, vivacity, profusion, and the promise of it all
in these days of early prime, made an awakening impression
even on his foremost contemporaries. The impression might
have been easier to reproduce, if he had been less infinitely
mobile. 'I cannot explain my own foundation,' F^nelon
said

;
' it escapes me ; it seems to change every hour.' How

are we to seek an answer to the same question in the historv
of Mr. Gladstone?

1 Hatvarden Grammar School, Sept. 19, 1877.
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His physical vitality— his facultiea nt t^
durance, elasticity -was a suJrhr " *°*'^' «"* «^«AP-

We »ay often ask for oLe vS andlZ™"" ' ''^'" "•^^' -^
man's days does he reairi^:?"!^,"; 17 ""^ 1 '^^
the fruit it bore, Mr. Gladstone iiv»H * "'^^ J"^ff«

'Jay through all his y^^ T^l l"TT' *'"^**^ ^^^^^

" ith a fraL of steer ^hou^hunlr '''' '^ "" ^™
strength-Napoleon for eXle-^'ft:^^^^^^
weariness, yet his organs never failed ^L f^"'

*"^

an intense and pei^x^tent WH mZ Z V^V^^ "^

in early manhood his eyes elve ht™ ^^ ^^"''^ «"'

both learned by hea t ZT ^
,

™"'^ *'"°"^^^' ^»" h«

way of sparing them H ^"^ " ^°°^ '^^^^ °^ ^«'-« ^y
time he wTa IZuml "'\' ^^^ """^"•' *°^ »^ ^^is

object in sLLrraTrdo utThe'-
^'°""- '^^'^

e..eering exe.ise,^hich doest^^; chtrTSraio^^One (lay thU year fSetit lq 'aoN-i.!
'" °'»"" (1842).'

""U barrel of L"n wTnt offth^ .
°" *°°''"»' "» '«'-

.l.e forefinger !fhr efJ„T 'rhT
"'""'''"?• *»««""S

.heeu^ofa removed. -,It h^lyTri:' v1-,"TrUT e„d„re «n„„a bodily p,.i! :„T.W.rtrt'-
strength ,„ appearance not remarkable, eo little failam7In the antumn of 1863 he wa, able to record 'E Ih, ™

"
•Uy, of bed iUnese, the longest ™oe I hJ^the .fl: ,™!M nine „r ten yeare old.' It was the s«„e Jl aZrt hZ
n^tl r*"; "" '" ""' "' f"°™ "'"ordina^td ™

wLed S a^d^th"
'*'" ,''"'° "P'"'")- i» completely

».ll, with Jl ,t, roots in habit, example, oon,,crn!
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purpose, sprang hU leading f»nd most effective qualities.
He vfB- never very ready to talk about himself, but when
asked what he regarded as his master secret, he always said,
' Concentration.' Slackness of mind, vacuity of mind, the
wheels of the mind revolving without biting the rails of the
subject, were insupnortable. Such habits were of the family
of faintheartedness, which he abhorred. Steady practice
of instant, fixed, effectual attention, was the key alike to his
rapidity of apprehension and to his powerful memory. In
the orator's temperament exertion is often followed by a
reaction that looks like indolence. This was never so with
him. By instinct, by nature, by constitution, he was a man
of action in all the highest senses of a phrase too narrowly
applied and too narrowly construed. The currents of
daimonic energy seemed never to stop, the vivid suscepti-
bility to impressions never to grow dull. He was an ideal-

ist, yet always applying ideals to their purposes in act.

Toil was his native element ; and though he found himself
possessed of many inborn gifts, he was never visited by the
dream so fatal to many a well-laden argosy, that genius alone
does all. There was nobody like him when it came to diffi-

cult business, for bending his whole strength to it, like a
mighty archer stringing a stiff bow.

Sir James Graham said of him in these years that Glad-
stone could do in four hours what it took any other man
sixteen to do, and he worked sixteen hours a day. When
I came to know him long years after, he told me that he
thought when in office in the times that our story is now
approaching, fourteen hours were a common tale. Nor was
it mere mechanic industry ; it was hard labour, exact, strenu-
ous, engrossing, rigorous. No Hohenzollem soldier held
with sterner regularity to the duties of his post. Need-
less to add that he had a fierce regard for the sanctity of

time, although in the calling of the politician it is harder
than in any other to be quite sure when time is well spent,

and when wasted. His supreme economy here, like many
other virtues, carried its own defect, and coupled with his

constitutional eagerness and his quick susceptibility, it led

at all periods of his life to some hurry. The tumult of
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business, he say, one year in hU diary, .follow, andwhul« n,e day and night.' He speaks onJe in 184? of "aday restless as the sea.' There were many such Thatdoes not mean, and bis nothing to do with ^nr../

jrrwlri"T ^^'^
': '-4^:^-Ts'olr:::«ere lie was dehbenite enough, and in the oidinarv conduct

.^r,r^zr?r:rtri-s-flander as well as highlander But «Z2 ' ""^ ^°'''-

l^tte. from ^,hood on^:.srntVn":po7ogrr 1^^More than once when hU cou^e was nearl^rurhe spokTofh^s hfe havmg been passed in ' unintermittent hirry.'TusI ^Mill «aid, he had never been in a hurry in his life ,nHl K
entered parliament, and then he had IZX'ln oTo'l

It was no contradiction that deep and constant in hin.along with this vehement turn for action ^IT ,'
tmnquil collection of himself that «ir:iT ^'^"'^ ^"'

T.^ Ir i^i J
uiraseir that seemed almost monastinTo Mrs. Gladstone he wrote a couple of years after Z.Vmarriage (Dec. 13, 1841):—

^ ^^"

You interpret so indulgently what I mean about the necessitv

Lrrr "'
t""^

'""°^ ^^^ Pama^entary session tCl
string thaT T" L"'

''' ' ''" ' "^ ^«=*"- ™-* -« sostrange that I wish again and again to state how entirelv it

llZ Jt Z "'''^i'
"'^ 'i'^P-agement, of Geo ge'fo

with vtu . a^r
'"
M f '"' ^^"^^^ '''''''' *«- -

'to be

^Ur rr / X
^'" ''""''^' ^ ""^ '"'•^' ^ S'^d to know, how near

^2 Pt^,^/"^^*-3
^'o-- as compared with others toVou L^spects what I can hardly de3cribe in few words, my meiitalXTwhen she is present. But there is no man however near to mew th .vhom I am fit to be habitually, when hard worked. I h^vetow you how reluctant I have always found myself to detaH Lmy father on coming home, when I lived with him, what had been

STkriTi:?"""'"™"^- ««"^''^atir;dmL towtk^s^^e making a man run up and down stairs when hia limbs are

If he sometimes recalls a fierv hero nf !,« n- j . ,

JEt. 31.
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in quietude or movement, always a man with a purpose and
,
never the loiterer or lounger, never apathetic, never a sufferer
from that worst malady of the humau soul— from cheerless-
ness and cold.

We need not take him through a phrenological table of
elements, powere, faculties, leanings, and propensities. Very
early, as we shall soon see, Mr. (Jladstone gave marked
evidence of that sovereign quality of Courage which became
one of the most signal of .ill his traits, lie used to say that
he had known three men in his time possessing in a supreme
degree the virtue of parliamentary courage— Peel, Lord John
Russell, and Disraeli. To some other contemporaries for

whom courage might be claimed, he stoutly denied it. No-
body ever dreamed of denying it to him, whether parlia-

mentary courage or any other, in either its active or its

passive shape, either in daring or in fortitude. He had even
the courage to be prudent, just as he knew when it was
prudent to be bold. He applied in public things the

Spenserian line, 'Be bold, he hold, and ever//where be bold,'

but neither did he forget the iron door with its admonition,
'Be not too bold.'' The great (^nd<j, when complimented on
his courage, always said that he took good care never to call

upon it unless the occasion were absolutely necessary. No
more did Mr. Gladstone go out of his way to summon
courage for its own sake, but only when spurred by duty

;

then he knew no faltering. Capable of much circumspection,
yet soon he became known for a man of lion heart.

Nature had bestowed on him many towering gifts.

Whether Humour was among them, his friends were wont
to dispute. That he had a gaiety and sympathetic alacrity of
mind that was near of kin to humour, nobody who knew him
would deny. ( )f playfulness his speeches give a thousand
proofs

;
of drollery and fun he had a ready sense, though it

was not always easy to be quite sure beforehand what sort

of jest would hit or miss. For irony, save in its lighter
forms as weapon in debate, he had no marked taste or turn.
But he delighted in good comedy, and he reproached me
severely for caring less than one ought to do for the Merri/
Wives of Windsor. Had he Imagination? In its high
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rary and poetic form Jie iosp to f^^
K for example, a« Bu 'LHe ee ftof 0^^"^ ''^'*^" ^"^^'
natic-i„ vast and i.nU^Zl!^'^':^'! ''^'''' "^^ ^'L

literar

such,

Carnatic-in vast and fanLstTr"'
"' "^'«"- An upon the ViW time to time ia tttt ^Xrhe'l^'d"

^'"^^ ^--
or lot. But in force of m«..<.i

,^''1^^'^""' "e had no part

bold, exc„„iv« X, „'ZhX irn'""
""'«"""'°"- "

a...l object,™ c.lcutei„,„ ;Uh tftv jd 7'T;!'*
'~'"""

ot .tate,, the l,»p|,i„e» „t p
„, '1°^! o

"
f

"° """S^''
go„d mvernmeiit Ji« l,«. 1

},'""' "" "'"le struotare ot

agi-eat audience was equally Ld ,v7th hU^
"""

•ympathy, i,.,lig„a,i„„, ccvitj, I ' "' 7" """W »'

the .»me e„„„i„u t„at .ln-ili:d lUg,; 1 ^^^^^^^^^^^

nofs':,.i,:':ifrHr,^"r"''' "'«- -™« ™"'

"-.tiaiuaWe, .he otlj;:, tCIl'Tl'T-r'""''"'*'
but the great central aha, able „ '7tif!,,'° '^'™"», ""

"g or disturbing, that he .cWev'd tTLJ ll"'"'''"-had succeeded in ^''" «t,.,,„„]
selt-mastery, and

=r?;i-,tSr;='';:-'~-;"'
been abundantly answered.

I'^^^^i -prayer that had

Problems of compromise are of the essence of tl.a rnientary and cabinet system and for J, P''""''*-

c".4ue:, t cr SiTXt teS' r'^^'r
--"'
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one, of throwing the mind into the common stock.' ^ This

was a favourite phrase with him for that power of working

with other people, without which a man would do well to

stand aside from public affaii-s. He used to say that of

all the men he had ever known. Sir George Grey liad most

of this capacity for throwing his mind into joint stock. The
demands of joint stock he never took to mean the quenching

of the duty in a man to have a mind of his own. He was

always amused by the recollection of somebody at Oxford—
' a regius professor of divinity, I am sorry to say '— who was

accustomed to define taste as 'a faculty of coinciding witli

the opinion of the majority.'

Hard as he : for a broad basis in general theory ar
'

high abstract pnu», pie, yet alwa)j aiming at practical ends

he kept in sight the opportune. Nobody knew better the

truth, so disastrously neglected by politicians who otherwise

would be the very salt of the earth, that not all questions

are for all times. ' For my part,' Mr. Gladstone said, ' I have

not been so happy, at any time of my life, as to be able

sufficiently to adjust the proper conditions of handling any

difficult question, until the question itself was at the door."'^

He could not readily apply himself to topics outside of those

with which he chanced at the moment to be engrossed:—
' Can you not wait ? Is it necessary to consider now ?

' That

was part of his concentration. Nor did he fly at a jnece of

business, deal with it, then let it fall from his grasp. It

became part of him. If circumstances brought it again into

his vicinity, they found him instantly ready, with a prompt con-

tinuity that is no small element of power in public business.

How little elastic and self-confident at heart he was in

some of his moods in early manhood, we discern in tlic

curious language of a letter to his brother-in-law Lyttelton

in 1840:—
It is my nature to lean not so much on the applause as upon the

assent of others to a degree which perhaps I do not show, from

that sense of weakness and titter inadequacy to my work wliinh

never ceases to attend me while I am engaged upon these subjects.

> Mr. Gladstone on Lord Houghton's Life; Speaker, Nov. 20, 1800.

« Oleanings, vii. p. 1&3.
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con end wjth xuert force, and in the n.idst of a lifewS inLdhas h«leCnx to be called active, yet is brokenthisZa; and that

Here we have a glimpse of a singular vein peculiarly rare inardent genius at thirty, but disclosing ite traces irMrGladstone even in his ripest yeara.
^^ces m Mr.

Was this the instinct of the orator? For it was in th«nob e art« of oratory that nature had been mo t Tavish atm them he rose to be consummate. The svninathv ,
a««ent of which he speaks are a part of omtoricT^ ^^nand even if such sympathy be but superficial, heCSefforts of oratorical genius take it for grafted. :The wSk ohe orator,' he once wrote, 'from its very inception is nextrfably mixed up with practice. It is cast in the'^mouId offeredto him by the mind of his hearers It is «n ; a
eipaUy received from his aud^e (so^t^^;Ut^1^which he poui^ back upon them in a flood.

^
The sympathvand concurrence of his time, is, -.th his own m^Sparent of the work. He cannot follow nor frameTdeals '7^

choice IS to be what his age will have him, what it requiredm order to be moved by him ; or else not to be at all'
i^

Among Mr. Gladstone's physical advanfai^^es for bearingthe orator's sceptre were a voice of singular fulness deothand variety of tone; a falcon's eye with strang^^I^S
flash

;
features mobile, expressive, and with lifely pUy a^.reat actor's command of gesture, bold, sweeping natu^lunforced, without exaggeration or a trace of melodmma

L^mZ '"''• *'".' r*• ^° *^- endowmtr^f
exteinal mien was joined the gift and the glory of words
i hey were not sought, they came. Whethef the tik w^e
never failed. Nature had thus done much for him, but he

' Jlomeric Studies, vol. UL
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superadded ungrudging labour. Later in life he proffered to

a correspondent a set of suggestions on the art of speaking :—
1. Study plainness of language, always preferring the simpler

word. 2. Shortness of sentences. 3. Distinctness of articulation.

4. Test and question your own arguments beforehand, not wait-

ing for critic or opponent. 6. Seek a thorough digestion of, and
familiarity with, your subject, and rely mainly on these to prompt
the proper words. 6. Remember that if you are to sway an

audience you must besides thinking out your matter, watch them
all along. —(March 20, 1875.)

The first and second of these rules hardly fit his own style.

Yet he had seriously studied from early days the devices of a

speaker's training. I find copied into a littl" note-book many
of the precepts and maxims of Quintilian ou the making of

an orator. So too from Cicero's Be Orator e, including the

words put into the mouth of Catulus, that nobody can attain

the glory of eloquence without the height of zeal and toil and
knowledge.^ Zeal and toil and knowledge, working with an
inborn faculty of powerful expression— here was the double

clue. He never forgot the Ciceronian truth that the orator is

not made by the tongue alone, as if it were a sword sharpened

on a whetstone or hammered on an anvil ; but by having

a mind well filled with a free supply of high and various

matter.' His eloquence was 'inextricably mixed up with

practice.' An old whig listening to one of his budget
speeches, said with a touch of bitterness, ' Ah, Oxford on the

surface, but Liverpool below.' llo bad combination. He
once had a lesson from Sir Robert Peel. Mr. Gladstone,

being about to reply in debate, turned to his chief and

said: 'Shall I be short and concise?' 'No,' was the answer,

'be long and diffuse. It is all important in the House
of Commons to state your case in many different ways, so as

to produce an effect on men of many ways of thinking.'

In discussing Macaulay, Sir Francis Baring, an able and

unbiassed judge, advised a junior (1860) about patterns for

> Book il. § 89, ,3(t3.

' Non enim solum acuenda nobis
neque procudenda lingua est, sed
oueraiidum cuuiplLuduiii(|iit: puutus

maximarum renmi et pluriinaruiu

suavitate, copia, varietate. Cicero,

De Oral., iii. § 30.
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^T. 31.
if you will, with a style not a h.> oK^ 7u rhetoric,

smell of the oil. Of c^ui^e the! . L ''^;'- '* '^^^^ "»*

and that not of to-day but dul ^.''^ ^^'°*^ '^^ ^^^«»'-'

could be truer Certfnlv ^ * ""^^^^ "^^•' ^"^'o'^ng

of hi« parliamentary e,"s^^^^^^^ T' /^'^ t '"' ^°^*>^ ^--
debate: though it^w^ dll

"
'f

"''^''*-^'^^ "°* ^^^«
brilliance. When s^^w incomparable force and
of everrhighir ciartr h' '^I'

",'' *'" "^" *« '^^^P^-
de. by\isVro«'th:; tr^t ^\ '^ --
over such an assembly as the Hml 7^ ^ ""^^^ ^'''^'

Here-and it was not'^tifhe hadTe„CTT ^'^'^''^

"

more in parliament thaf ha J^f i v. • ,, ^ ^^^^y ^^^^ and
of the pktform1 here heta .r^'" '''^''^ *« ^^^ ^^^^^s

some of'them The flowero Zh hT"^- """^ ''^ *'« ^^^d,

accomplishment! expert hi ! 1. rf" *"^ intellectual

life, banke.^, merchanrw/ !
^'^'^ ^""'"''^^ "»«« of

walk
; men rXed in t^l 7.' '"^'"^'^^ °' ^"^"^^^^ ^n every

bilities of publ roffi^e w : T'^'T '""^ '^'^^ ^««P°««^
this the scfne, or were Ihes thT'

"7^' 'f ^^P^"^'^*^- ^^

barren rhetorician and the snnV TV""" '^' '""'"P^^ "^ the

relation to the facte" Whp.f 'J '' '''''^' ^*"« °° *"^«

be better tested ? As ZZlrTh-f"'"' "^"*^^ «'^«"^^^

have held the place of iIh
' °'^ '""'* °^ ^^^^^^ ^^ho

Commons have hardly been ^"""'''' ^" '^' ««"«« of

Washington andSo^^rttr n'r^f dT '''''

quered the house h«on,.c«. i!
°™^°"- *!»• Gladstone con-

case; because he plainly beliPv.T ? ®"^°'"''® **'«

earnestly wished Tp^t th Ta^VbS it th^
"^':,^1

h.s ne.re«; finally, because he Z from he fi't Z
"'

and a powerful ftthlfito tu
"""o™ ^ne tii-st an eager

* uat 18 the answer to thin ? w^ t
asKs,

TOL. .-o
"''''' '*" ' '""^t surely floor
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him ?
' Lord Coleridge inquired of Mr. Gladstone whether he

ever felt nervous in public speaking: ^In opening a subject

often,' Mr. Gladstone answered, ' in reply never.' Yet with

this inborn readiness for combat, nobody was less addicted to

aggp:«ssion or provocation. It was with him a salutary maxim
that, if you have unpalatable opinions to declare, you should

not make them more unpalatable by the way of expressing

them. In his earlier years he did not often speak with

passion. * This morning,' a famous divine once said, • I

preached a sermon all flames.' Mr. Gladstone sometimes

made speeches of that cast, but not frequently, I think, until

the seventies. Meanwhile he impressed the House by his

nobility, his sincerity, his simplicity ; for there is plenty of

evidence besides Mr. Gladstone's case, that simplicity of

character is no hindrance to subtlety of intellect.

Contemporaries in these opening years describe his parlia-

mentary manners as much in his favour. His countenance,

they say, is mild and pleasant, and has a high intellectual

expression. His eyes are clear and quick. His eyebrows are

dark and rather prominent. There is not a dandy in the

House but envies his fine head of jet-black Lair. Mr. Glad-

stone's gesture is varied, but not viole it. When he rises, he

generally puts both his hands behind his back, and having

there suffered them to embrace each other for a short time, he

unclasps them, and allows them to drop on either side. They

are not permitted to remain long in that locality before you

see them again closed together, and hanging down before

him.^ Other critics say that his air and voice are too abstract,

and 'you catch the sound as though he were communing
with himself. It is as though you saw a bright picture

through a filmy veil. His countenance, without being

strictly handsome, is highly intellectual. His pale com-

plexion, slightly tinged with olive, and dark hair, cut rather

close to his head, with an eye of remarkable depth, still more

impress you with the abstracted character of his disposition.

The expression of his face would be sombre were it not for

the striking eye, which has a remarkable fascination. His

triumphs as a debater are achieved not by the aid of the

' The British Senate, by Jamea Grant, toI. ii. pp. 88-02.
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nation and high seSv^ •''^'* ^""^
'
not with imagi- vi.

ness which «sulTLm . ^''"^'i ^ *'''* '"^"^^ «^™««^

fitted for thr^^li tual !?d"^^""'
''^"''^' ^'^'^ ^« ""^

public speaker"
^"'^ """'^ «*°""y f"°«tions of a

in

of them aU, and-S IF^ °™I«*'"-' ">e value

in the po?i ion of fhTl T f
P^'^'^'P^^^
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BOOK transactions of all others the most apt to produce in-itation—
V

'
, not an accent of impatience or dispute escapes him, though

1840. ^^ guarded firmness of his language marks the steadfast

self-control. We may say of Mr. Gladstone that nobody ever

had less to repent of from that worst waste in human life

that comes of unkindness. Kingsley noticed, with some
wonder, how he never allowed the magnitude and multiplicity

of his laboui-8 to excuse him from any of the minor charities

and courtesies of life.

Active hatred of cruelty, injustice, and oppression is perhaps

the main difference between a good man and a bad one ; and
here Mr. Gladstone was sublime. Yet though anger burned

fiercely in him over wrong, nobody was more chary of passing

moral censures. What he said of himself in 1842, when he

was three and thirty, held good to the end :
—

Nothing grows upon me so much with lengthening life as the

sense of the difficulties, or rather the impossibilities, with which we
are beset whenever we attempt to take to ourselves the func .ions

of the Eternal Judge (except in reference to ourselves where judg-

ment is committed to us), and to form any accurate idea of relative

merit and demerit, good and evil, in actions. The shades of the

rainbow are not so nice, and the sands of the sea-shore are not

such a multitude, as are all the subtle, shifting, blending forms of

thought and of circumstances that go to determine the character

of us and of our acts. But there is One that seeth plainly and

judgeth righteously.

This was only one side of Mr. Gladstone's many silences.

To talk of the silences of the most copious and incessant

speaker and writer of his time may seem a paradox. Yet in

this fluent orator, this untiring penman, this eager and most
sociable talker at the dinner-table or on friendly walks, was a

singular faculty of self-containment and reserve. Quick to

notice, as h» was, and acutely observant f much that might
have been expected to escape him, he still kept as much
locked up within as he so liberally gave out. Bulwer Lytton
was at one time, as is well known, addicted to the study of

mediaeval magic, occult power, and the conjunctions of the

heavenly bodies; and among othor figures he one day
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such thingTthrho^ciro^ '""r' "• '-"^ »«' "'^
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secular things, he never lost the breath of what < 'as to him
a diviner aether. Habitually he strove for the lofty uplands

where political and moral ideas meet. Even in those days he

struck all who came into contact with him by a goodness and

elevation that matched the activity and power of his mind.

His political career might seem doubtful, but there was no

doubt about the man. One of tlie most interesting of his

notes about his own growth is this :
—

There was a singular slowness in the development of my mind,

so far as regarded its opening into the ordinary aptitudes of tiie

man of the world. For years and years well into advanced middle

life, I seem to have considered actions simply as they were in

themselves, and did not take into account the way in which they

would be taken and understood by others. I did not perceive

that their natural or probable effect upon minds other than my
own formed part of the considerations determining the propriety

of each act in itself, and not unfrequently, at any rate in public

life, supplied the decisive criterion to determine what ought and

what ought not to be done. In truth the dominant tendencies of

my mind were those of a recluse, and I might, in i 3t respects

with ease, have accommodated myself to the edui ;ion of the

cloister. All the mental apparatus requisite to constitute the

'public man' had to be purchased by a slow experience and

inserted piecemeal into the composition of my character.

Lord Malmesbury describes himself in 1844 as curious to

see Mr. Gladstone, ' for he is a man much spoken of as one

who will come to the front.' He was greatly disappointed

at his personal appearance, ' which is that of a Roman catholic

ecclesiastic, but he is very agreeable.' ^ Few men can have

been more perplexed, and few perhaps more perplexing, as

the social drama of the capital was in time unfolded to his

gaze. There he beheld the glitter of rank and station, and

palaces, and men and women bearing famous names

;

worlds within worlds, high diplomatic figures, the partisan

leaders, the constant stream of agitated rumours about

weighty affairs in England and Europe; the keen play of

ambition, passions, interests, under easy manners and fugitive

> Malmesbury, Memoirs of an Ex-Minister, i. p. 156.
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plewantry; gross and sordid aims, as King Hudson was soon chapto find out masked by exterior refinement; so mZ^S- ^ness mth a free spice of criticism and touches of ill-„ature ^T^so much o the governing force of England still gath redt o
""'' ''

thlir . T' "•'^•"^"^ *"^ ^"" °f pride' and yet, afterthe astounding discovery that in spite of the deluge ;f theReform bill they were still alive as the directing claS alwayso open to pohtical genius if likely to climb, and ^p tlemto climb, into political power. These were the last Wgh d^y"of the undisputed sway of territorial aristocracy in England

^L wIlffitteTt'^r "•' '^'^''''^^^ but much inTT.as well fitted to make serious people wonder. Queen\ictoria was assuredly not of the harsh fibre of the misln

and deep thing to an archbishop ^ As I get older,' she said,

ittlan
""

w?*'"? f'"
"°'"'^-

' «*"""^ comprehend it^
ttlenesses. VV hen I look at the frivolities and littlenesses.

It seems to me as if they were all a little mad ' i

This wa^ the stage on which Mr. Gladstone, with 'thedominant tendencies of a recluse' and a mind that might
easily have been 'accommodated to the cloister,' came toplay his part,-in which he was 'by a slow experience' toinsert piecemeal the mental apparatus proper to the character
of the public man. Yet it was not among the booths andmerchandise and hubbub of Vanity Fair, it was among stiata

!"
^ .I'TT"'? ^* ^^"^" recognised as yet, that he was to

find the fie d and the sources of his highest power. His view
of the secular world was never fastidious or unmanly. Look-
ing back upon his long experienc; of it he wrote (1894) :—
That political life considered aa a profession has great dangers

for the inner and true life of the human being, is too obvious. It
has, however, some redeeming qualities. In the first place, I have
never known, and can hardly conceive, a finer school of temper
than the House of Commons. A lapse in this respect is on the
instant an offence, a jar, a wound, to every member of the
assembly; and it brings its own punishment on the instant, like
the sms of the Jews under the old dispensation. Again, I think

* Life of Archbishop JJensoii, ii. p. U.
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the imperious nature of the subjects, their weight and force,

demanding the entire strength of a man and all his faculties, leave
him no residue, at least for the time, to apply to self-regard ; no
more than there is for a swimmer swimming for his life. He must,
too, in retrospect feel himself to be so very small in comparison
with the themes and the interests of which he has to treat. It is

a further advantage if his occupation be not mere debate, but
debate ending in work. For in this way, whether the work U
legislative or administrative, it is continually tested by results,

and he is enabled to strip away his extravagant anticipations, liis

fallacious conceptions, to perceive his mistakes, and to reduce his
estimates to the reality. No politician has any excuse for being
vain.

Like the stoic emperor, Mr. Gladstone ..id in his heart the
feeling that the man is a runaway who deserts the exercise
of civil reason.

IV

All his activities were in his own mind one. This, we can
hardly repeat too often, is the fundamental fact of Mr. (llad-
stone's history. Political life was only part of his religious
life. It was religion that prompted his literary life. It was
religious motive that, throuj''; a thousand avenues and chan-
nels stirred him and guided mm in his whole conception of
active social duty, including one pitiful field of which I may
say something later. The liberalism of the continent at
this epoch was in its essence either hostile to Christianity or
else it was indifferent ; and when men like Lamennais tried
to play at the same time the double part of tribune of the
people and catholic theocrat, they failed. The old world of
pope and priest and socialist and red cap of liberty fouglit
on as before. In England, too, the most that can be saitl

of the leading breed of the political reformers of that half
century, with one or two most notable exceptions, is that
they were theists, and not all of them were even so much as
theists.^ If liberalism had continued to run in the grooves
cut by Bentbam, James Mill, Grote, and the rest, Mr. Glad-

» The noble anti-slavery movement directly connected with evaneeli-
must be excepted, for it was very calism.
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in fhe fourth"^ ^ZdlL \tTv '^''^'^° '^^^^^
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> Parau, i. p. 64.
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BOOK plored areas— intellectual curiosity ina word—Ox ford haddone

V
'

y none of all this for him. In every field of thought and life he

1840. started from the principle of autliority ; it fitted in with liis

reverential instincts, his temperament, above all, his education.

The lifelong enthusiiusm for Dante should on no account

in this place l)o left out. In Mr. Gladstone it was some-

thing very different from casual dilettantism or the accident

of a scholar's taste. Ho was always alive to tlie grandeur
of (Joethe's words, Im Gamen, Guten, Wahren, resolitt

ZH Mun, ' In wholeness, goothu'ss, truth, strenuously to

live.' Hut it was in Dante— active politician and thinker

as well as poet— tliat he found this unity of thought iiiul

coherence of life, not only illuminated by a sublinu)

imagination, but directly associated with tlieolosfy, philo-

sophy, politics, history, sentiment, duty. Here are all tlio

elements and interests that lie about the roots of tiie

life of a man, and of the general civilisation of tlie world.

T'-is ever memorable picture of the mind and heart of

Europe in the great centuries of the catholic age, — makinj,'

heaven the home of the human soul, presenting the natni\il

purposes of mankind in their universality of good and
evil, exalted and mean, piteous and liateful, tragedy ami
farce, all commingled as a living whole,— was exactly fitted

to the quality of a genius so rich and powerful as .Mr.

Gladstone's in the range of its spiritual intuitions and in

its masculine grasp of all the complex truths of mortal

nature. So true and real a book is it, he once .said,— sucli a

record of practical humanity and oi the discii)line of tlio

soul amidst its wonderful poetical intensity and imaginative

power. In hira this meant no spurious revivalism, no

flimsy and fantastic affectation. It was the real mid

energetic discovery in the vivid conception and command! in,'

structure of Dante, of a light, a refuge, and an ins[)iration in

the labours of the actual world. 'You have been g(ii>d

enough,' he once wrote to an Italian correspondent (188:!),

*to call that supreme poet "a solemn master" for me. These

are not empty words. 'Die reading of Dante is not merely

a pleasure, a tour deforce, or a lesson ; it is a vigorous dis-

cipline for the heart, the itcUect, the whole man. In the

i;fa.
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was never an ' equalitarian,' but the passion for simplicity he
had— simplicity in life, manners, feeling, conduct, the rela-

tions of men to men; dislike of luxury and profusion and
all the fabric of artificial and factitious needs. It may well
be that he went no further for all this tl ;n the Sermon on
the Mount, where so many secret elements of social volcano
slumber. However we may choose to trace the sources and
relations of Mr. Gladstone's general ideas upon the political

problems of his time, what he said of himself in the evening
of his day was at least true of its dawn and noon. 'I am
for old customs and traditions,' he wrote, 'against needless
change. I am for the individual as against the state. I am
for the family and the stable family as against the state.'

He must have been in eager sympathy with Wordsworth's
line taken from old Spenser in these very days, ' Perilous is

sweeping change, all chance unsound.' ^ Finally and above
all, lie stood firm in ' the old Christian faith.' Life was to
him in all its aspects an application of Christian teaching
and example. If we like to put it so, he was steadfast for

making politics more human, and no branch of civilised life

needs humanising more.

Here we touch the question of questions. At nearly every
page of Mr. Gladstone's active career the vital problem stares

us in the face, of the correspondence between the rule of

private morals and of public. Is the rule one and the same
for individual and for state ? From these early years onwards,
Mr. Gladstone's whole language and the moods that it re-

produces, — his vivid denunciations, his sanguine expectations,
his rolling epithets, his aspects and appeals and points of

view,— all take for granted that right and wrong depend on
the same set of maxims in public life and private. The
puzzle will often greet us, and here it is enough to glance at

it. In every statesman's case it arises ; in Mr. Gladstone's it

is cardinal and fundamental.

To say that he had drawn prizes in what is called the

lottery of life would not be untrue; but just as true is it

'•Blest Btatesman he, whose mind's unselfish will' (1838). —Knight's
Wordsteorth, viii. p. 101.

v
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that one of those very pnzes was the determined conviction chaphat life IS no lottery at all, but a serious business worth
"^

teking infinite pains upon. To one of his sons at Oxfo d ^T^he wrote a little paper of suggestions that are the actull
^'-'^

pr2e " "'" "'^^^"^ ^^^'* -d ""broke^

^*ra.^co«a„Oc.7 1872.-1. Tokeepashoitjournal of prind
employments in each day: most valuable as an accoun'book ofthe all-precious gift of Time.

and th^ ^? f''°.r
^'=''""*-b«°'^ «f '•^•'eipt and expenditure;

Zt Th d T ^'' ^' '"'P^°^ '' '' '^ '^-P i* -tl^

habtt of f •

"''

T''
''''' "^' ''^"'""y '^°-' -«-*«« the

and th!r "? " '''"' •'"'^ °' '^^^P^'^^ «- expenditure
(and therefore our desires) within our means.
3 Read attentively (and it is pleasant reading) Taylor's essavon Money, which if I have not done it already, /2Zyou. It IS most healthy and most useful reading.
4. Establish a minimum number of hours in the day for study

say seven at present, and do not without reasonable cause let it be
less

;

noting down against yourself the days of exception. There
should also be a minimum number for the vacations, which atOxford are extremely long.

6. There arises an important question about Sundays. Thoujrh
we^should to the best of our power avoid secular work on Sundays
It does not follow that the mind should remain idle. There is an
immense field of knowledge connected with religion, and much of
It is of a kind that will be of use in the schools and in relation
to your general studies. In these days of shallow scepticism, so
widely spread, it is more than ever to be desired that we should
be able to give a reason for the hope that is in us.

6. As to duties directly religious, such as daily prayer in the
morning and evening, and daily reading of some' portion of theHoly Scripture, or as to the holy ordinances of the gospel, there
IS httle need, I am confident, to advise you, one thing, however,
I would say, that it is not difficult, and it is most beneficial
to cultivate the habit of inwardly turning the thoughts to Godthough but for a moment in the course or during the intervals of

> The first chapter in Sir Henry Taylor's 2fote» from Life (1847).
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our business
; which continually presents occasions requiring His

aid and guidance.

7. Turning again to ordinary duty, I know no precept more
wide or more valuable than this : cultivate self-help ; do not seek
nor like to he dependent upon others for what you can yourself

supply
; and keep down as much as you can the standard of your

wants, for in this lies a great secret of manliness, true wealth, and
happiness ; as, on the other hand, the multiplication of our wants
makes us effeminate and slavish, as well as selfish.

8. In regard to money as well as to time, there is a great

advantage in its methodical use. Especially is it wise to dedicate

a certain portion of our means to purposes of charity and religion,

and this is more easily begun in youth than in after life. The
greatest advantage of making a little fund of this kind is that

when we are asked to give, the competition is not between se//on

tlie one hand and charity on the other, but between the different

purposes of religion and charity with one another, among which
we ought to make the most careful choice. It is desirable that

the fund thus devoted should not be less than one-tenth of our
means ; and it tends to bring a blessing on the rest.

9. Besides giving this, we should save something, so as to be
before the world, i.e. to have some preparation to meet the acci-

dents and unforeseen calls of life as well as its general future.

Fathers are generally wont to put their better mind into

counsels to their sons. In this instance the counsellor
was the living pattern of his own maxims. His account-
books show in full detail that he never at any time in his

life devoted less than a tenth of his annual incomings to

charitable and religious objects. The peculiarity of all this

half-mechanic ordering of a wise and virtuous individual
life, was that it went with a genius and power that ' moulded
a mighty State's decrees,' and sought the widest ' process of

the suns.'

^^

VI

Once more, his whole temper and spirit turned to practice.

His thrift of time, his just and regulated thrift in money,
his hatred of waste, were only matched by his eager and
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minister, 3Ir. Stanley. I took to colonial subjects principally,

and in 1837 was commended for treating them lil)erally by Lord

Russell. Then Sir K. Peel carried me into trade, and before I had

been six months in office, I wanted to resign because I thought

his corn law reform insuflBcient. In ecclesiastical policy I had
been a speculator; but if you choose to refer to a speech of

Shell's in 1844 on the Dissenters' Chapels bill,' you will find him
describing me as predestined to be a champion of religious equal-

ity. All this seems to show that I have changed under the

teaching of experience.

And much later he wrote of himself :—
The stock in trade of ideas with which I set out on the career

of parliamentary life was a small one. I do not think the general

tendencies of ray mind were even in the time of my youth illiberal.

It was a great accident that threw me into the anti-liberal atti-

tude, but having taken it up I held to it with energy. It was the

accident of the Reform bill of 1831. For teachers or idols or

both in politics I had had Mr. Burke and Mr. Canning. I

followed them in their dread of reform, and probably caricatured

them as a raw and unskilled student caricatures his master. This

one idea on which they were anti-liberal became the master-key of

the situation, and absorbed into itself for the time the whole of

politics. This, however, was not my only disadvantage. I ha>I

been educated in an extremely narrow churchmanship, that of

the evangelical party. This narrow churchmanship too readily

embraced the idea that the extension of representative principles,

which was then the essential work of liberalism, was associated

with irreligion; an idea quite foreign to my older sentiment

on behalf of Roman catholic emancipation. {Autobiographic note,

July 22, 1894.)

VII

Notwithstanding his humility, his willingness within a

certain range to learn, his profound reverence for what he

took for truth, he was no more ready than many far inferior

men to discern a certain important rule of intellectual life

that was expressed in a quaint figure by one of our old

> See below, p. 323.
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English sages.
' He is a wonderful man,' said the sajre ' that-n thread a needle when he is at cudgels in a crowdTand

t

tbs IS as easy as to find Truth in the hurry of disput^ULn '

I he strenuous member of parliament fh. f
""P"'*"'°"-

thought, nice scrutiny, long meditation, d-'d not 2.t,succeed in getting his thread into the n;edles ey
'

As to the problems of the metaphysician Mr CUA .showed little curiosity. Nor for aVt^ct i.tu;sS, tnTt!h^hest shape -for investigation of ultimate pr'rtions

-

had he any of that power of subtle and ingenious reasoninTvhich was often so extraordinary when he came to Tal
"
ththe concrete the historic, and the demonstrBbl™ Astu mo «singular limitation on the extent of his intellPPhifl

was hardly noticed at this early epoch ThlTlT"'""''^

z^Tt";' r''
''' ^-'"^ '^^ dercrc^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

g owth of industrialism formed the three propell n. forcesof a new age - was not yet developed in all itJ^rang^ Theas oni^^ng discoveries in the realm of natural science andthe philosophic speculations that were built JTVthough ,uite close at hand, were stillto come.
' Da^S

a,ul w;m; •

^^'^^^t^"^ ^-atched these things va^uelvand with misgiving; instinct must have told him thTth.advance of natural explanation, whetlier legitimatdy o' notwould be in some degree at the expense of fhe sup „a urn

'

But from any full or se: ;< .s examination of the detaTl ofS

pronnH, tl,of i,

' ''® P"* ^^^ refusal upon

-rl He *Z Zrr V'V' '" '""'"' "^°"
«e replies that he has been driven to a determinan to renounce all subscriptions for the commemott'oi o-cent worthies, as he finds that he cannot signify g'thide

.
^^GlanviUe's Vanity of Domatis-

vol.. I_p

See Shaftesbury's Life. iii. p, 4H.5He refused t,. be on a committee fora memorial to Tliirlwall. (I8n )

^T. 31.
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for services rendered, without being understood to sanction

all that they have said or done, and thus becoming involved

in controversy or imputation about them. *I am often

amazed,' he goes on, * at the construction put upon my acts

and words ; but experience has shown me that they are com-

monly put under the microscope, and then ft and to coatain

all manner of horrors, like the animalcules in Thames water.'

This microscope was far too valuable an instrument in the con-

tentions of party, ever to be put aside ; and the animalcules,

duly magnified to the frightful size required, were turned into

first-rate electioneering agents. Even without party micro-

scopes, those who feel most warmly for Mr. (iladstone's mani-

fold services to his country, may often wish that he had

inscribed in letters of gold over the door of the Temple of

Peace, a certain sentence from the wise oracles of his favour-

ite Butler. ' For the conclusion of this,' said the bishop, ' let

me just take notice of the danger of over-great retiuements

;

of going beside or beyond the plain, obvious first appearances

of things, upon the subject of morals and religion.' * Nor

would he have said less of politics. It is idle to ignore in

Mr. Gladstone's style an over-refining in words, an excess of

qualifying propositions, a disproportionate impressiveness in

verbal shadings without real difference. Nothing irritated

opponents more. They insisted on taking literary sin for

moral obliquity, and because men could not understand, they

assumed that he wished to mislead. Yet if we remember

how carelessness in words, how the slovenly combination

under the same name of things entirely different, how the

taking for granted as matter of positive proof what is at the

most only possible or barely probable— when we think of all

the mischief and folly that has been wrought in the world by

loose habits of mind that are almost as much the master

vice of the head as selfishness is the master vice of the heart,

men may forgive Mr. Gladstone for what passed as sophistry

and subtlety, but was in truth scruple of conscience in that

region where lack of scruple half spoils the world.

This peculiar trait was connected with another that some-

times amused friends, but always exasperated foes. Among

1 First Sennon, Upon Compassion.
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or with what I might have known that my hearers were all

the time supposing me to mean. I lope-Scott once wrote

to him (November 24, 1841): 'We live in a time in which

accur.^e distinctions, especially in theology, are absolutely

unconsidered. The "common sense" or general tenor if

questions is what alone the majority of men are guided by.

And I verily believe that semi-arian confessions or any others

turning uijon nicety of thought and expression, would be

for the most part considered as fitter subjects for scholastic

dreamers than for earnest Christians.' In politics at any

rate, Bishop Butler was wiser.

The explanation of what was assailed as inconsistency is

perhaps a double one. In the first place he started on his

journey with an intellectual chart of ideas and principles

not adequate or well fitted for the voyage traced for him by

the spirit of his age. If he held to the inadequate ideas with

which Oxford and Canning and his father and even Peel

had furnished him, he would have been left helpless and

useless in the days stretching before him. The second point

is that the oi-ator of Mr. Gladstone's commanding school

exists by virtue of large and intense expression ; then if

circumstances make him as vehement for one opinion to-day

as he was vehement for what the world regards as a conflict-

ing opinion yesterday, his intellectual self-respect naturally

prompts him to insist that the opinions do not really clash,

but are in fact identical. You may call this a weakness if

you choose, and it certainly involved Mr. Gladstone in much

unfruitful and not very edifying exertion ; but it is at any

rate better than the front of brass that takes any change of

opinion for matter-of-course expedient, as to which the least

said will be soonest mended. And it is better still than the

disastrous self-consciousness that makes a man persist in a

foolish thing to-day, because he chanced to say or do a foolish

thing yesterday.

VIII

In this period of his life, with the battle of the world still

to come, Mr. Gladstone to whose grave temperament every-

thing, little or great, was matter of deliberate reflection, of
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fully intoxicating ; it comes like a spark to the tow if once we

give it, as it were, ad- lission within us. (1838.)

There are those to whom vanity brings more of pain than of

pleasure ; there are also those whom it oftener keeps in the ba<k-

grountl, than thrusts forward. The same man who to-tlay

volunteers for that which he is not called upon to do, may to-

morrow flinch from his obvious duty from one and the same

cauae,— vanity, or regard to the apprirance he is to make, for its

own sake, and perhaps that vanity which shrinks is a more subtle

and far-sighted, a more ethereal, a more profound vanity than

that which presumes. (1842.)

A question of immense impor' ^nce meets us in ethical inquiries,

as follows: is there a sense in which it is needful, right, and

praiseworthy, that man should be much habituated to look back

upon himself and keep his eye upon himself; a self-regard, and

even a self-respect, which are compatible with the self-renunciation

and self-distrust which belong to Christianity ? In the observance

of a single distinction we shall find, perhaps, a secure and sufficient

answer. We are to respect our responsibilities, not ourselves.

We are to respect the duties of which we are capable, but not our

capabilities simply considered. There is to be no complacent self-

contemplation, beruminatiug upon self. W^hen self is viewed, it

must always be in the most intimate connection with its purposes.

How well were it if persons would be more careful, or rather,

more conscientious, in paying compliments. How often do we

delude another, in subject matter small or great, into the belief

that he has done well what we know he has done ill, either by

silence, or by so giving him praise on a particular point as to imj>ly

approbation of the whole. Now it is undoubtedly difficult to

observe politeness in all cases compatibly with truth ; and polite-

ness though a minor duty is a duty still. (1838.)

If truth permits you to praise, but binds you to praise with a

qualification, observe how much more acceptably you will speak.

if vou put the qualification first, than if you postpone it. For

example: 'this is a good likeness; but it is a hard painting.' is

surely much less pleasing, than ' this is a hard painting ; but it is

a good likeness.' The qualification is generally taken to be more

genuinely the sentiment of the speaker's mind, than the main
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.«T. 81.
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to US as an admonition from without, but as an instinct from

within. They should not be adopted by effort or upon a process

of proof, but they should be simply the translation into speech

of the habitual tone to which all tempers, affections, emotions,

are set. In the Christian mood, which ought never to be inter-

mitted, the sense of this conviction should recur spontaneously

;

it should be the foundation of all mental thoughts and acts, and

the measure to which the whole experience of life, inward and

outward, is referred. The tinal state which we are to contemplate

with hope, and to seek by discipline, is that in which our will

shall be one with the will of God; not merely shall submit to it,

not merely shall follow after it, but shall live and move with

it, even as the pulse of the bloml in the extremities acts with

the central movement of the heart. And this is to be obtained

through a double process ; the first, that of checking, repressin;,',

quelling the inclination of the will to act with reference to self as

a centre ; this is to mortify it. The second, to cherish, exercise,

and expand its new and heavenly power of acting according to

the will of God, first, perhaps, by painful effort in great feebleness

and with many inconsistencies, but with continually augmenting

regularity and force, until obedience become a necessity of second

nature. . . .

Resignation is too often conceived to be merely a submission not

unattended with complaint to what we have no power to avoid.

But it is less than the whole of a work of a Christian. Your full

triumph as far as that particular occasion of duty is concerned

will be to find that you not merely repress inward tendencies to

murmur— but that you would not if you could alter what in any

matter God has plainly willed. . . . Here is the great work of

religion ; here is the path through which sanctity is attained, the

highest sanctity ; and yet it is a path evidently to be traced in the

course of our daily duties. . . .

When we are thwarted in the exercise of some innocent, laud-

able, and almost sacred affection, as in the case, though its scale

be small, out of which all of this has grown, Satan has us at an

advantage, because when the obstacle occurs, we have a sentiment

that the feeling baffled is a right one, and in indulging a rebellions

temper we flatter ourselves that we are merely as it were indulgent
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their own account-^ and all these are common passions

enough in strong natures as well as weak— then his view of

himself was just. I think he had none of it. Ambition in a

better sense, the motion of a resolute and potent genius to

use strength for the purposes of strength, to clear the path,

dash obstacles aside, force good causes forward — such a

quality as that is the very law of the being of a personality

so vigorous, intrepid, confident, and capable as his.



CHAPTER VII

CLOSE OF APPREXTICESHIP

(1SS9-1841)

What are great gifts but the correlative of great worlc ? We arenot bom for ourseives. but for our kind, for o^r neighbour., Tor o^
an „nman...ess, and no virtue or praise, to bury our ulent in inapltiii. — Cardinal Newman.

Along with his domestic and parliamentary concerns, we chap
«^ to recognise the fermer that was proceeding in Mr "if'G adstone s mmd upon new veins of theology

; but it was an
"^^

mtenor working of feeling and reflection, Ind went fomarS
''"'"•

without much visible relation to the outer acts and facts oTws

tbTC^'r'- "": .*° *^-' -« -*^ -"h*: 2ii;
' I finH T V. K i V"®"'""* **^« ^°' *h« °«t two years

tbo^e of stT'
^"'^"" ^'"'^'^ ""^ parliamentary concern^s andtbose of study,^«„ committees on hand : Milbank, Society forPropagation of the Gospel, Church Building MetroIlYsChurch Commercial School, National Schools inquiry and

Z7c:rlZ\b'^^ n^r';'
^^^^^^' Additiona^^r^es'

* und, Carlton Library, Oxford and Cambridge Club. Thesehings distract and dissipate my mind.' Well they migh

fa u ty of rapid and powerful concentration, such dispersionmus have been disastrous both to effectiveness Ld tomental progress. As it U, I find little in the way of central

He strayed away occasionally from the Fathera and theirpastures and dipped into the new literature of the hou^

ruTh nt'i "T' °' '^^^^"^ P^P^^-^y. Carlyle hefound hard to lay down. Some of Eme«on, too, he l^came
210
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acquainted with, as we have already seen ; but his mind was far

too closely filled with transcendentalisms of his own to offer

much hospitality to the serene and beautiful transcendental-

ism of Emerson. He read Oliver Twist and Nicholas Nicklehy,

and on the latter he makes a characteristic comment— ' the

tone is very human ; it is most happy in touches of natural

pathos. No church in the book, and the motives are not

those of religion.' So with Hallam's History of Literature,

' Finished (Oct. 10, 1839) his theological chapter, in which

I am sorry to find amidst such merits, what is even far more

grievous than his anti-church sarcasms, such notions on

original sin as in iv. p. 161.' He found Chillingworth's

Religion of Protestants * a work of the most mixed merits,' an

ambiguous phrase which I take to mean not that its merits

were various, but that they were much mixed with those

demerits for which the puritan Cheynell baited the unlucky

latitudinarian to death. About this time also he first began

Father Paul's famous history of the Council of Trent, a work

that always stood as high in his esteem as in Macaulay's,

who liked Sarpi the best of all modern historians.

To the great veteran poot of the time Mr. Gladstone's

fidelity was unchanging, even down to compositions that

the ordinary Wordsworthian gives up :
—

Bead aloud Wordsworth's Cumberland Beggar and Peter Bell.

The former is generally acknowledged to be a noble poem. The

same justice is not done to the latter; 1 was more than ever

struck with the vivid power of the descriptions, the strong touches

of feeling, the skill and order with which the plot upon Peter's

conscience is arranged, and the depth of interest which is made to

attach to the humblest of quadrupeds. It must have cost great

labour, and is an extraordinary poem, both as a whole and in

detail.

Let not the scorner forget that Matthew Arnold, that ad-

mirable critic and fine poet, confesses to reading Peter Bell

with pleasure and edification.

Xn the political field he moved steadily on. Sir R. Peel

spoke to him (April 19, 1889) in the House about the de-

bate and wished him to speak after Shell, if Graham, who
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BOOK a flavour of dictatorship, ran the ministers (May 6th) withinv_^_^ five votes of defeat on a cardinal stage.
'I was amused,' says Mr. Gladstone, 'with observinir

yesterday the differences of countenance and manner in
the minwterB whom I met on my ride. EUice (theirfnend) would not look at me at all. Charles Wood looked
but askance and with the hat over the brow. Grey shouted,Wish you joy I Lord Howick gave a remarkably civil andsmiling nod; and Morpeth a hand salute with all his mightM we crossed in riding. On Monday night after the divisL,'
Peel said just as it was known and about to be announced
Jamaica was a good horse to start." ' Of his own sharem tne performance, Mr. Gladstone only says that he spokea d^ speech to a somewhat reluctant House. 'I cannotwork up my matter at all in such a plight. However,

considering what it was, they behaved very well. A loud
Cheer on the announcement of the numbere from our
people, in which I did not join.'

To have won the race by so narrow a majority as fiveseemed to the whigs, Wearied of their own impotence and
just discredit, a good plea for getting out of office. Peel
proceeded to begin the formation of a government, but the
operation broke down upon an affair of the bedchamber.He supposed the Queen to object to the removal of any
of the ladies of her household, and the Queen supposed
him to insist on the removal of them all. The situation
was unedifying and nonsensical, but the Queen was not
yet twenty, and Lord Melbourne had for once failed to
teach a prudent lesson. A few days saw Melbourne back in
oflice, and m office he remained for two years longer

»

n
In June 1839 the understanding arrived at with Miss

Cathenne Glynne during the previous winter in Sicily.
ripened into a definite engagement, and on the 26th of
the following July their marriage took place amid much

p. 38. He composed a letter on the
^^
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rejoicing and festivity at Haward«n a* *u
place, Maiy Glynne^heyoT^er'i«t "*"'*•'"" "''* ^«^r-
Lord Ljttelton; Sir sLiIT rT

'"***'\ ''"^ °>amed to J^^j-
the ninth, and a. wL toC ^.°°'' *^"^' *"°tt"' was 'TT'

Lo«i B«ybn>okeTnd Ma^Grl^^^^^^^

one of a historic clan. bSL.J! , ^^ ^^^°"« ^«
the minister of AniericfT^tJ °f

®^'«^« «^«°^'"«'
LoM GrenvUle, head of th«

^°"' *"^ "^"*^« "^ ^Uliam,
1806. She w^ Sst coustn r ?' °^ ^" ^« talents S
and the Glynnes cc^Ud t^t jl'7 °', *'^ y'^'^"^- ^^^^
three prime ministera or ifZl I

^"^^ connection with

in life; iniha. ^na^d Cn^^^ ^r^""""
•»" «--

with politics. . . r !,,„,' remained m connection

these^ges f^r^anVn^.rliving?- '' '''' ^^^^^^
'Le fronde onde s'infronda tutto I'orto

AnHn *
'^'"""*' **'«»* lor di bene 6 porto/i

And Dante again—
'
In ]a sua yolontade fenestra pace:tUa i quel mare, al qual tutto si muove.'

.

wishV oT a'ri "tV"V'^ ^^"^ ^°P«^ -°d fond
dee^r and ..ort^lasX^Lnt^-'ff^'

°' ^^^^'^^
Mr. Gladstone said, 'It louTd n';

^^^^ -"^ ^'*" *^'"'"'

Mr. Gladstone coniDiled .hi. i... ., ..
"I Mr rw ""uuiy 01 Providence

Sir W. Wvn,ih,nf ^'^n^'iUe,
. . Great, great grandfather.

Lord Chatham,
Mr. Pitt, • • • .

Lord Grenvilie,
Mr. Grenville,
Pararfwo, xxvi. 64-6—

' ' = -.

•/Mi. la M.'ISISS ^2*S.S«<^» -«&...- w.,o„.

---_,,, g.cni, Branoiather.
J^reat, great, great grandfatherGreat, great Rrandnncle-in-law

rr^«.'°""5
thrice removed

Great granduncle.
Great granduncle.
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i

has conferred upon me through her.' And the blessing
remained radiant and unclouded to the distant end.

1840. At the close of August, after posting across Scotland from
Greenock by a route better known now than then to everv
tourist, the young couple made their way to Fswque, where
the new bride found an auspicious approach and the kindest
of welcomes. Her ' entrance into her adoptive family wiw
much more formidable than it would be to those who had been
less loved, or less influential, or less needed and leant upon,
in the home whei« she was so long a queen.' At Fasquu
all went as usual. Soon after his arrival, his father com-
municated that he meant actually to transfer to his sons
his Demerara properties— Robertson to have the manage-
ment. ' This increased wealth, so much beyond my needs,
with its attendant responsibility is very burdensome, however
on his part the act be beautiful.'

m
The parliamentary sesilion of 1840 was unimportant and

dreary. The government was tottering, the conservative
leaders were in no huiry to pluck the pear before it was
ripe, and the only men with any animating principle of active
public policy in them were Cobden and the League against
the Corn Law. The attention of the House of Commons
was mainly centred in the case of Stockdale and the publica-
tion of debates. But Mr. Gladstone's most earnest thoughts
were still far away from what he found to be the dry sawdust
of the daily politics, as the following lines may show :—
March 16<A, 1840.— Manning dined with us. He kindly under-

took to revise my manuscript on ' Church Principles.'

March ISth.— Yesterday I had a long conversation with James
Hope. He came to tell me, with great generosity, that he

would always respond to any call, according to the best of his

power, which I might make on him for the behalf of the common
cause— he had given up all views of advancement in his profession

—he had about £400 a year, and this, which includes his fellow-

ship, was quite sufficient for his wants ; his time would be devoted

^4p1
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CHAP.
VII.Hope urged strongly the princ- ' .t^. J^

calli„g-_.xthoughtevenivr
,

""7?^T ''"'^
'" ^''^^

goes the ministry from deeming hin.. '
^^^^^'^'^''^^t he fore,

of my letter to Ho,, was inZ to r.; T ''
^

' ' ' ^'^^ "^J^''*
of .arty in the chirch, whe W ZT! °" '''''^'' '"^ abhorrence

J/anrA 18/A._To^
'

''^ther Oxford party or any other.

tion; considered in tie viewir^
'' ''"'^ "" "'*' ^''"- 1--

administration, and a mj on :,r'""/'"" *'^ ^'"'^-* «'
^I'e

to the attempt to forest Ch^^ T'"^'^ *" °'^^« °l>J-ting

with us, and to the leavW^Jr" """''^ *'^'^ ^^^^^ -'«*'-'

force. It was decided nou' '0/;''"';'"""^* "'^'^""* -'>'t-7
particularly hecausethTrrdirri^T^^^^^^
motion, act not on the merits bnf fT.l ' "^"^ * ^""^^^
it seemed to be thought weslouM c/

""""*'^- ^*^"-'-'
Wellington said, « God ' fT.

,

?"^ * "'°*'''°- ^he Duke of

as near as possiWe t^;e2l::
"""

V''^
"'" «°'' *^^* *h«^ --e

stand it again. Pel sa^T 7" '' '''' '^'^^*' "^^^ --''^ "ot

«trongly f,r resign gA^^^^^^^^^^ T "'"*^*^" ^^^^ ^^-
-uld not be re^stahLhed unit under

'
"" '°°*''^ ^" ^'"-

and military demonstration n.^ "' """^"'^^^^ble naval

He appeared pale andlaL " \"'""^ '^^ ^-« - ^ar.

-nueh to the point and wth '"^ '"' '"' * """•^ ^'''''

inind's life I Tv
*

saw I •i^^^'^^^^ble gesticulation. The"'ver saw more vigorous.

The Chinese question was of ti.» • ,

subjects insisted on smujrlnl •
.'""P'««*- British

teeth of Chinese law ''fL^T™ '"'" "^'""^ ^» *''«

l^egan war against China fnV
"^^"* °" *'»e spot

malpractices^ T.ere "vas
^ ^"''^""^ '''''''' '^""^' *'^««

t'- wrong, for i„S t^e Briti^
"'' ""' ^^^""^ ^«« '«

o'ders that the cnW „^"Jr ^TT'"' ^'''^'^ -»* «»*
I'Ut the orders arrived toolaff

"', '°"^* ""* '^ «'"«Jded
;

«>itain felt bound '
see fttb' T ''"'"^ ^^^""' ^^^^t

^'"•»- was compelled to 1„7^'' "'"' *^« ^-"^^ that
J^ong, and to pay an iIdemnTt 7 ^T' '" ''^' "«»g
1-unds. So true is i^ tUt T.^ 'I''

^""'^'^^ ^'^^"^a^d

vo.. ;_, ""''" "" '^' '^^^'^"t. or the .arf. mecum
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1

of the moralist. We shall soon see that this transaction

began to make Mr. Gladstone uneasy, as was indeed to be

expected in anybody who held that a state should have a

conscience.' On April 8, 1840, his journal stvys : 'Head on
China. House. . . . Spoke heavily ; strongly against the

trade and the war, having previously asked whetlier niv

speaking out on them would do harm, and having been

authorised.' An unguarded expression brought him into a

debating scrape, but his speech abounded in the pure milk

of what was to be the Gladstonian word :
—

I do not know how it can be urged as a crime against the

Chinese that they refused provisions to those who refused

obedience to their laws whilst residing within their territory. I

am not competent to judge how long this war may last, nor how
protracted may be its operations, but this I can say, that a war

more unjust in its origin, a war more calculated in its progress to

cover this country with disgi-ace, I do not know and I have not read

of. Mr. Macaulay spoke last night in eloquent terms of the British

flag waving in glory at Canton, and of the animating effect produced

upon the minds of our sailors by the knowledge that in no country

under heaven was it permitted to be insulted. But how comes

it to pass that the sight of that flag always raises the spirits

of Englishmen ? It is because it has always been associated with

the cause of justice, with opposition to oppression, with respect

for national rights, with honourable commercial enterprise, but now
under the auspices ofthe noble lord [Palmerston] that flag is hoisted

to protect an infamous contraband traffic, and if it were never to

be hoisted except as it is now hoisted on the coast of China, we
should recoil from its sight with horror, and should never again

feel our hearts thrill, as they now thrill, with emotion when it

floats magnificently and in pride upon the breeze. . . . Although

the Chinese were undoubtedly guilty of much absurd phraseology,

of no little ostentatious pride, and of some excess, justice

in my opinion is with them, and whilst they the pagans

and semi-civilised barbarians have it, we the enlightened and

civilised Christians are pursuing objects at variance both with

justice and with religion.'

»t::s,i:
1 See Lord Palmeraton's speech,

Aug. 10, IS42.
* Hantard, 3 B. vol. 53, p. 819.
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B.1:^.r.eroTtl^^^^^^^^^ A"^-Sir CUP.
against the co.peasLon demLLTr" f-f"*

''' ^' ">««- vil^l.Ward. To this maJoHty7^.tl'^^^^^^^^^ ^-^ ^-ght^
have ,nven way, I hope not wrongfluv 1 T

"^ '"' ^'"""^^ ^

judgment of God upon England for
*"" "" *^^^ °^ *!>«

^'Juna. It has Jn to ZelllT '"'""^^ ""1^*^ t^-ds
consideration. I yielded specific ny"^ T^t

^^^^^ .-'^ ---
persons most trustworthy feel that L i !

'"^J""*^ °f t^e
leaders being in such a pos ttnanV v

*'' """°" ^^^'^^ °^
injure the cause. y„,. S^!!:,!';:^:;^^^^^

^^^^ -Pect to it,

sion of the Slave Trade. [This was1 *'^«°^•«*3^ ^^ «uppres-
PHnce Albert, who presided 1 Exeter uT"" °' ' ^^^^^^ '^'^
grand spectacle. Samuel Wiliforeeai?,:^.;"^^^ " '""^ *
points resembles Macaulay PppI „ "^ '^^^^' '

i" some
--ning I voted for the wlh eluL

"' -"""^ ^^'^-This
in its principle, according to WStaT"'! °° *'^ ^^°""^ ^^^^

l>;actically with the English gl'toj^^tj^""' !* ^^ ^^^^^^^
added with the Kildare Place grant To ','? ' '"'^^^ ^^^«
exposition is in my judgment Ltt^y!::«."? '"/""^ '""^
as to omit bodily portions of the sacred voCe

"" ""P*"^'

^vere Mr. Gladstones ^ostT„ti«a/?^^'*^" '
*^««« ^^o

Social diversions were nit Zr "'"'^'^ "* ^'^'^ P«"od.
noon he went dowrS rl • T *'"^- <^"« June after-
the Speaker. Zlt^ZZ:^ '""f

'°"'^ ««^ ^-°-"o
from Stanley, " ffood sensTln^ ' ^^ ''" «^'=«"«»t «Peech
one from M;,pS b«T Jlfh "T""'" ^ "'^-t
expeditions do^not su^ me J

"' ^T^ '' «^^' ^^-^
^2, 10s. for a dinner. B.ton th so ""^T^ "^ P«W
•Jo honour to a dignified and in^ JTo '^' °^J«°* ^'^ ^

admission to Grillion's diniL cluh?bw
'^'^ '''*"«»'• °f

fn to my temperament whirelir''"'' *''^^
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BOOK ledge, Grillion's down to the very end of his life, nearly sixty

V ' / years ahead, had no more faithful or congenial member.

1840.

iM

July 1st.—Last evening at Lambeth Palace I had a good deal of

conversation with Colonel Garwood about the Duke of Wellington
and about Canada. He told me an anecdote of Lord Seaton

which throws light upon his peculiar reserve, and shows it to be

a modesty of character, combined no doubt with military habits

and notions. When Captain Colborne, and seuior officer of his rank

in the 21st foot, he [Lord Seaton] was military secretary to General

Fox during the war. A majority in his regiment fell vacant,

Gen. Fox desired him to ascertain who was the senior captain ou

the command. ' Captain So-and-so of the 80th [I think].' < Write

to Colonel Gordon and recommend him to his royal highness for

the vacant majority.' He did it. The answer came to this effect

:

' The recommendation will not be refused, but we are surprised to

see that it comes in the handwriting of Captain Colborne, the very

man who, according to the rules of the ser^" o, ought to have this

majority.' General Fox had forgotten it, and Captain Colborne

had not reminded him ! Thp error was corrected. He (Gurwood,

said he had never known the Duke of Wellington speak on the

subject of religion but once, when he quoted the story of Oliver

Cromwell on his death-bed, and said : ' That state of grace, in ray

opinion, is a state or habit of doing right, of persevering in duty,

and to fall from it is to cease from acting right.' He always

attends the service at 8 a.m. in the Chapel Royal, and says it is a

duty which ought to be done, and the earlier in the day it is dis-

charged the better. July 2ith. Heard [James] Hope in the House
of Lords against the Chapters bill; and he spoke with such

eloquence, learning, lofty sentiment, clear and piercing diction,

continuity of argument, just order, sagacious tact, and comprehen-

sive method, as one would say would have required the longest

experience as well as the greatest natural gifts. Yet he never acted

before, save as counsel for the Edinburgh and Glasgow railway.

If hearts are to be moyed, it must be by this speech.* July 21th.—
>

' It was the common talk of Ox-
ford how the most distinguished
lawyer of the day, a literary man and
a critic, on hearing the speech in
question, pronounced his prompt

verdict on him In the words, " That
young man's fortune is made."' —
Newman's Funeral Sermon on .1. R.

Hope-Scott in Sermons preached on
Various Oeeasions, p. 209.
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Again went over and eot .m !,» u-
as it respects the Chifl ^ '1^'^"' °' 'P^"" ''°'°P«°«-«o«

liberation of .y conscience andtlff ?!; '* '""" ^«^ *^«

^ii^^tKeh':„^oi^^ ^e Ha« been to
lawyer; John Mill, radiS tvLw T"" ' Austin, mdical
Milnes, ThirlwaU,C B:'

h

"T^ ^'^"^'^^'^

poor law commissioner. No7verv m ^ >.
^'°'^^ ^«^^«'

host is extremely nice' An\3i7
''*'^' ^'°«^«^e^- The

four at least oAhTsirontt hl^^^^^ ''-"P"-d
the most illustrious names^of alftt f

"^ '"''' ""^ *^^° ^^
In March (1840) Mr GW ."^'^ ^" ^"'"P^'

toEtontogetWto\ulfii?het^^^^^^ ^^"^^'^ -«"*
for the Newcastle scSola«hipt'T.r''""^°'«^^"^^"«r
for his services, Hawti^y^i "{ 1 ."^ ^'" ""^^^^^^^^

men of his stamp undertake «., J
*^« ^^^^n^ge of public

of the establish'ed s^ o" lucaJ^r?
*'^ ^^^^^

nonsense of utilitarians and mdicals'Tl '^""'' *^'
t e familiar mould in divinity n.cties of an'

"'"""' ™" '"^

«l«curities of classical construction
"^"* grammar,

«"d all the other points of tL 7^'
^''^''"''' °^ vocabulary,

-rit Mr. GladstorL^V'C. Tnl-
'^'^ ^^"^^^

^once.a_ble. when he was a bo^t E^^do^t^'

is-k apart fro. huiprssra:;?;;?'^^ ^T P^^^^- ^^

tl'ough it is not one in a'ny othl e„l " '7 "'"^'^^^
experience to me, of jaded bodv r.n^ • I"

"/ ' ^ '^ ^ ''""""^

Latin theme a liitie selt'^ltZX^:'''- ' ^'"^"^^ ^°'

'Flattery corrupts both the receiv and Th
' '""' *° *'" ^''^*'

>8 not of more service to the JnTT ^'^^'' ^"'^ ^^"'^tioa

T.;e statistics become^ltsS; irst^'^^^-^^^^^
gained, and now stands second ffL ,

^,7'*'"»- "^nry Hallam

St. si.
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papers. Vinegar, thank God, carries my eyes through so much ms.,

and the occupation is deeply interesting, especially on Hallam's
account. Our labours were at one time anxious and critical, the

two leaders being 1388 and 1390 respectively. At night, how-
ever, all was decided. April ith. 12.2.— Viva voce for fourteen

select. At 2J Seymour was announced scholar to the Ixj^s, and
chaired forthwith. Hallam, medallist. It was quite over-

powering.

Henry Hallam was the second son of the historian, the

junior of Arthur by some fourteen or fifteen yt ' is. Mr. Glad-
stone more than a generation later described a touching
supplement to his Eton story. ' In 1850 Henry Hallam had
attained an age exceeding only by some four years the limit

of his brother's life. During that autumn I was travelling

post between Turin and Genoa, upon my road to Naples.

A family coach met us on the road, and the glance of a

moment at the inside showed me the faciiliar face of

Mr. Hallam. I immediately stopped my carriage, descended,

and ran after his. On overtaking it, I found the dark clouds

accumulated on his brow, and learned with indescribable

pain that he was on his way home from Florence, where lie

had just lost his second and only remaining son, from an
attack corresponding in its suddenness and its devastating

rapidity with that which had struck down his eldest born
son seventeen years before.'

At Fasque, where his autumn sojourn began in September,
he threw himself with special ardour into his design for

a college for Scotch episcopalians, especially for the trainin<»

of clergy. He wrote to Manning (Aug. 81, 1840) :—

Hope and I have been talking and writing upon a scheme for

raising money to found in Scotland a college akin in structure to

the Romish seminaries in England; that is to say, partly fur

training the clergy, partly for affording an education to the diil-

dren of the gentry and others who now go chiefly to presbytevian

schools or are tended at home by presbyterian tutors. I think

£25,000 would do it, and that it might be got. I must have my
father's sanction before coniiuittiug myself to it. Hoik's intended
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extensive r«lpSH 1 T'"° " "^ ""^ '^J' »

Gladstone conducted atl,l * ",
'"'" °'™''"«''- 'I'-

eorrespondencc
i the tZ n'f

''°'"'"'°'" '''"«»"'

oaies. Plans were m,l„rT,, """"^ ""l'»rtant puMic

M^^tLxSifr^-'---
purposes.! wflu kno v

^""1 --'^^Pened for its destined

yet with no strong desire to sp'Td the M. GKrr'was at all times of verv diff^rLf f
Gladstone

Wd under l^TSZ^LZ^ t^U "'t'"
""'"^

Hawarden In T.,«,, ,

"°"- "> Christmas h. ,vas at

then the tory candi.Iate ami n V"'
^''''^^''-' '^°^"''

y canamate, and a curious uicident happened-—

^T.31.
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reail, and I extracted from them the chief material of my speeches.
I dare say it was sad stuff, furbished up at a moment's notice. We

1841. carried the election. Cobden sent me a challenge to attend a
public discussion of the subject. Whether this was quite fair,

I am not certain, for I was young, made no pretensioa to be an
expert, and had never opened my lips in parliament on the subject.
But it afforded me an excellent opportunity to decline with modesty
and with courtesy as well as reason. I am sorry to say that, to
the best of my recollection, I did far otherwise, and the pith of my
answer was made to be that I regarded the Anti-Corn Law League
as no better than a big borough-mongering association. Such was
my first capital offence in the matter of protection; redeemed from
public condemnation only by obscurity.

The letters are preserved, but a sentence or two from
Mr. Gladstone's to Cobden are enough. ' The phrases which
you quote from a report in the IHmes have reference, not to
the corn law, but to the Anti-Corn Law League and its opera-
tions in Walsall. Complaining apparently of these, you
desire me to meet you in discussion, not upon the League
but upon the corn law. I cannot conceive two subjects
more distinct. I admit the question of the repeal of the
corn laws to be a subject fairly open to discussion, although
I have a strong opinion against it. But as to the Anti-
Corn Law League, I do not admit that any equitable doubt
can be entertained as to the character of its present pio-
ceedings; and, excepting a casual familiarity of phrase,
I adhere rigidly to the substance of the sentiments which
I have expressed. I know not who may be answerable
for these measures, nor was your name known to me, or
in my recollection at the time when I spoke.' Time soon
changed all this, and showed who was teacher and who the
learner.

By and by the session of 1841 opened, the whigs moving
steadily towards their fall, and Mr. Gladstone almost over-
whelmed with floods of domestic business. He settled in the
pleasant region which is to the metropolis what Delphi was
to the habitable earth, and where, if we include in it Downing
Street, he passed all tlie most important years of his life
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.11 the dem.™,Tf Sl k
"« ""doubtoUy hart be«t by ™-

jealously as he ponlrl th^
resisted now and always as

ittentio^by XTin'/ifT'^"''"^ ^'^'"^ «" *™« -d
effectivenei o'tTrs^Xl:^^^^^^^^^^^ ^"^

^'^the writes to hi, youni wife wj
""'""'"'•

.

'' "«« know,'

her at Hagley, /y„„TuW thTeTctf "" "^ ^'"°

ditious with which one's 8Pn«» % i ! ^ °° ""^ ''on-

and .„„„ (, hope/rarbaitrt.::!"1^ ""^r-

case is one that scarcelv JJ. T ^"^'^^^'n^nts. The
that is required n ortr t tL fr^""'" '

*'" ^«««*

is constant bodily presence i- T
™'"* °^ °"«'« ^^^^

the se^ion is fairfy' eaetd '
"''^'^ "'^"^ *^^ ^^^-'^d of

Here are a few examples of the passing days :-
March 12th, 1841.- Tracts/or the Times No Oft •

p™jeet.. co:.errh^r^'jsi- rrr r

read it aloud to servm,,. jf„„j j^,,
™'°'«°nEphes. v.l.and

Afte^ooa .erriee in Saint S'/whS^ "* '^'"'""''•

crowd of i„.^„ ^„i,.. S ;„caI^T ThTk'
""' •

of men hurrvin^ thi» w»„ .„j I ""f "^ ''"'. "d the tumult

plants itself on soil beindST.T "^ ? "''° '""' """'J-

Bnt the City o.nnot ^T, tt^ . :Z,r''rnff'""' ""l""'''
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centre of that mass ; silent and lonesome is her shrine, amidst the

noise, the thunder of multitudes. Silent, lonesome, motionless,

yet full of life ; for were we not more dead than the stones, which
built into that sublime structure witness continually to what is great

and everlasting,— did priest or chorister, or the casual worshipper

but apprehend the grandeur of his function in that spot,— the very
heart must burst with the tide of emotions gathering within it.

Oh for speed, speed to the wings of that day when this glorious

unfulfilled outline of a church shall be charged as a hive

with the operations of the Spirit of God and of His war against

the world; when the intervals of space and time within its

walls, now untenanted by any functions of that holy work,

shall be thickly occupied; and when the glorious sights and
sounds which shall arrest the passenger in his haste that he may
sanctify his purposes by worship, shall be symbols still failing to

express the fulness of the power of God developed among His
people.

March 21.— Wrote on 1 Thess. v. 17, and read it to servants.

Read Tlie Young Communicants ; Bishop Hall's Life. It seems
as if at this time the number and close succession of occupa^

tions without any great present reward of love or joy, and chiefly

belonging to an earthly and narrow range, were my special

trial and discipline. Other I seem hardly to have any of daily

pressure. Health in myself and those nearest me
; (comparative)

wealth and success; no strokes from God; no opportunity of

pardoning others, for none offend me.

April 3.—Two or three nights ago Mrs. Wilbraham told

Catherine that Stanley was extremely surprised to find, after his

speech on the Tamworth and Rugby railway bill, that Peel had

been very much annoyed with the expression he had used ; ' that

his right hon. friend had in pleading for the bill made use of all

that art and ingenuity with which he so well knew how to dress

up a stat»^iAent for tliat House,' and that he showed his annoy-

ance very much by his manner to him, S., afterwards. He, upon
reflecting that this was the probable cause, wrote a note to Peel to

set matters to rights, in which he succeeded ; but he thought Peel

very thin-skinned. Wm. Cowper told me the other day at Milnes's

that Lord John Russell is remarkable among his colleagues for
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his anxiety during the recess for the renewal of fh-parliament; that he always argues font
"'^"°° °^ <^"^»--

meeting, and finds pleas for ftT^ « . '* *" ^"^^ ^"y o^ J""'
reconuneaces.

^
'*' ^"'^ ^"'^^ *^« '^' long untU it "rC

A visit to Nuneham r VnnI 19^ j ...

bought him into the Centura of Lt ?'""' ^ ^^^«^
much of Hamilton, went to aff^.

'«'«.^"a«8- He saw
b-akfasted in compaT w thtwZ 7^ '' ^•*"«'"-«'

conve«ation with^i^t^Ct'SfnT'l^'; ^°"^
Newman thought differentlv nf r\? ' ^ gathered that

what he had thougfr a t/ m t^'TV'
''^^"^ ^™-

differed from Pusev in thLL .J
^'^'^' ^"^ *^»t he

uncatholic. Mr. Gladstone rH" f"J"^^^'^
reformation

appearance to his Sfid oTLrg'tl^^^^^^
^*^- ^« ^-^ the

of, the church of England and w?^L* """"' '^ '"' "«*

exhibiting the Tridentil sttem for7. -^^ "^^^^^'^^^d as

for a mutilated andjurtowS ? ,
' '*^'*^' *^« *"ffli«»n

-oath he 'finished'S^'ron the A ;• ,^^°
'" '^« -"«

andgenemllytrustworthr Woriedun^
''' ^'^P' ^^^^^^^

eucharistical devotions to hp nh fl
^ * "''"^'^ ''^ P"^ate

a meeting about rio^hi,t^ 'rP"^'^ • «"d attended

indifferently
^ bishoprics,' where he spoke but

gmnd marking controve«v of L ^ To r^";" ^ *'«

oi-der into which expenditure mVn?'
7° '^«°>«'^3^ tbe dis-

foreign policy, had brought trnaUoSfi."'
to bighhanded

to reconstruct the fiscal svl^r ?"""' ^^'^ P'°P«««d
foreign sugar and timSl 'f^'" ^^

"-^"ducing the duties on

The wiser heads, like Lord W ^ ""^ •"P"'"*^^ ^h«*t-

electioneering expedient [he f '',•'''' "^"^ ^^^^ ^ '^^
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BOOK potency and for sincerity was so damaged both in the House

v
'

, of Commons and the countrj', that their doom was certain.

1841. '^^® reduction of the duty on slave-grown sufjar from foreign

countries was as obnoxious to the abolitionist as it was dis-

advantageous to the West Indian proprietors, and both of

these powerful sections were joined by the corn-grower,

well aware that his turn would come next. Many meet-

ings took place at Sir Robert Peel's upon the sugar resolu-

tions, and Mr. Gladstone worked up the papers and figures

so as to be ready to speak if necessary. At one of the.se

meetings, by the way, he thought it worth while to write

down that Peel had the tradesmen's household books upon
his desk— a circumstance that he mentioned also to the

present writer, when by chance we found ourselves together

in the same room fifty years later.

On May 10th, his speech on the sugar duties came off in

due course. In this speech he took the sound point that tlie

new arrangement must act as an encouragement to the slave

trade, ' that monster wliich, while war, pestilence, and famine

were slaying their thousands, slew from year to year witli

unceasing operation its tens of thousands.' As he went on,

he fell upon Macaulay for being member of a cabinet that

was thus deserting a cause in which Macaulay's father hail

been the unseen ally of ' Wilberforce, and the pillar of his

strength,— ' a man of profound benevolence, of acute under-

standing, of indefatigable industry, and of that self-denyinj;

temper which is content to work in secret, and to seek fnr

its reward beyond the grave.' Macaulay was the last man
to suffer rebuke in silence, and he made a sharp reply on

the following day, followed by a magnanimous peace-makin:^

behind the Speaker's chair.

Meanwhile the air was thick and loud with rumours.

Lord Eliot told Mr. Gladstone in the middle of the debate

that there had been a stormy cabinet that moi-ning, and that

ministers had at last made up their min<l.s to follow Lord

Spencer's advice, to resign and not to dissolve. When the

division on the sugar duties was taken, ministers were beaten

(May 19) by a majority of 36, after fine performances from

Sir Robert, and a good one from Palmerston on the other
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side. The cabinet, with a tenacity incrediM. ;..were still for holding on until ,7
."'"^''^^ " «"«• own day, CHAP.

P-'Pular element of clZXlJi 7 " "f
''''''' ''-^''' *'»« ^^

-untr,. Peel innnedSl^'^lt; iT,:^"','^
^^"^« *''«^

want of confidence and thi.
"^'^"^ **'«'» ''7 a vote of

majority of one: -1
'^'' ^'^ '''"'''^ (June 4) by a

On Saturday morning the division in tha vr
presented a scene of tlie most IZT .

°"'^ °' ^'°™'»°««

we were in our lobby we ^elTdtr^ ""**^"^"*- ^^''"^^^

government either 311 or 31^7. ,

""" ''"" •'^- ^"^^ *!>«

brought down Lord -1 'io .
""" '" '"""" ^'^^^ "-^ ^^^

total idiocy. Afte?r:;;;:XX HCel
'^ ^ ^" ^ ^^"^ °^

^r, where the other partyC eo^ „ "^'h t 7'^'*
c-u,ted, 312, and the tellers at th« .,

^^'^ *" ^«°
to 308, there remained behTndthf

government end had counted

achair,evidentlyintlt:l:tur:^^^^^^^
Loud cries had been raised tmrr,

** ^'^ proceeding.

tl.at he was being bro:;t^: urto'cr 'l.''^:
"'" '* ""'^ '^^

House might witnL thetnTald t:;te^:^'^*
''' ^''''

curiosity. There were now oni; tUis Cellos Ĵ " "*?"
an automaton, and two i^rsoni R. Stuart kid Eni

"'°
u^the chair in which he lav A ,

"*"* *°« ^^ ^Ibce, pushing

burst from our side- those on !
""^ °' '^''*"«' «^^"'«''

-e counted withtulX17^^^ "''^^ ^^^
»f »aw that our tellers wer, L ,1, u?'

'°°"'°' "*»•

Wictin, that w, h" Z;;^;2 " 7«»« ^ .-e tab.,

and then the infpn«o •.
"^™*""^ ^^e out the numbers,

Witnessed oJndtnTinTurlT '^ '' ''' ^'^^' ^« ^^
with great wavinJof hi tt r'""""

^'^"'*' •"^^^") ^"^rah

how much I partook in he
'".'"'"' '"' ' ^"^ «°"^ *« t^-'^

could it be othe?."se n so! 7 T"' *'"* P"^^"^'^' ^"* *»«-

John's a great pee h ^''^^^f
'""^ ^ «-«« ? I thought Lord

ofhisgovernmenfhastra;:rotr;::r"'^^^^^^^^

Then came the dissolution, and an election memorable in
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the history of party. Thinking quite an much of the Scotch

college, the colonial bishoprics, and Tract Ninety, as of sugar

duties or the corn law, Mr. Gladstone hastened to Newark.

He was dt-lighted with the new colleague who had been pro-

vided for him. ' As a candidate,' he writes to his wife, ' J^ord

John .Manners is e.xcellent; his speaking is popular and

eflfective, and he is a good canvasser, by virtue not I think of

effort^ but of a general kindliness and warmth of disi)ositiun

which naturally shows itself to every one. Nothing can be

more satisfactory than to have such a partner.' In his address

Mr. Gladstone only tou\;hed on the poor law and the corn

law. On the first he would desire liberal treatment for

aged, sick, and widowed jioor, and reasonable discretion to

the local administrators of the law. As to the second, the

projection of native agriculture is an object of the first

economical and national importance, and should be secured

by a graduated scale of duties on foreign grain. ' Manners

and I,' he says, ' were returned as protectionists. My siieeches

were of absolute dulness, but I have no doubt they were

sound in the sense of my leaders Peel and Graham and

others of the party.' The election offered no new incidents.

One old lady reproached him for not being content witli

keeping bread and sugar from the people, but likewise by a

new faith, the mysterious'monster of Puseyism, stealing away

from them the bread of life. He found the wesleyans shaky,

partly because they disliked his book and were afraid of the

Oxford Tracts, and partlv from his refusal to subscribe to

their school. Otherw:^, flags, bands, suppers, processions,

all went on in high ceremonial order as before. Day after

day passed with nothing worse than the threat of a blue

candidate, but one Sunday morning (June 26) as people

came out of church, they found an address on the walls and

a dark rumour got afloat that the new man had brought

heavy bags of money. For this rumour there was no founda-

tion, but it inspired annoying fears iu the good and cheerful

hopes in the bad. The time was in anj' case too short, and

at four o'clock on June 29 the poll was found to be, Glad-

stone 633, Manners fi.30, Hohhouse 391. His own election

safely over, Mr. Gladstone turned to take part in a fierce
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personation, riot, faetiou. d lavl tjdl T '^''.'^"^*'""' -^
P|«rtiality of autimiitie^,' caS h e f /"''""•^"*'""«'^
J««™ay of Hawarden, Si Steo en u

^^'' ""' '° '^'^^ '^'""
ancient dame, overwl el .J^lf /i'Tf'''"''""'^^-

»>«^ten. One
f- eighty,ear«sl.eudiriled Iri 1

1'"\°' ^'" '"'">^ ^''"'

Jearladv thi» C 2 i.n
'''':"? "' *''« Lord, but O, my

i-volved him inlC l; ^no;'^^^^^''-^'^-^••'-
correslx.ndenee '. ti, ,,„ ,,f A

"'"^ ^'' ^''""ff''t >^ wliimsieal

I'lained of Mr (jj,., ,,„„;'' "'f
.

^^''^svenor family, who com-
electioneerinc

.•'i.,.,,,!,- Kv
" ' .^ ^^'^''*^'^ canons of

tenants, -^.l.r!!!.
-'":' -"ff Lord Westminster's

i"terferen.e hoivoua '";;nonr '^^'^f
P"*""''"' '^'"^^

w-ere ac(iwui.,u..J
; ,,,1 i., (, ,..„,

' .°^'' "pinions you
to those lau-s of . I. ..;

,

''"~ ""* justifiable according
l^indii.g i„ s-u-h c.s...

'

'" -'"•"l»"^'ty which I considered

At last he \,a- il.'-. , , i

eWld by the seusidJ a' h' v'k^wr
^'

"V'^
his wife and

Inm as being lik. r . .'Vv'
^^"?'' ^"*'^^'- »d% struck

away at Gibbon and Dante'untn h
' ''"P'^''' "« ''^^d

partly to consider ihe state of r
'''"*, ''^ ^^^^^arden,

these something is to be J "'"''"^ '''^'''''' «^ to
the Hawarden grounds 'he Tav,

'", ' '^''''''' «'«"« ^^

'ruminated on fhe k t nalT ^ ^'-^^^
^"""ff his stay;

anticipated
cha^gL^^rgrernt^^^^^^^ ^7"""!?' ^'^^ ''^

crippled religious action oVt.T state
•'

b, tT ''^^'^ *'«
party to exacting bv bloor? l! ' "* ' ''«°"o* he a
Chinese.' ThenCloll (1^ Z^^-^- ^^ the
select party meetings nf <^- » .

''" ^'^ attended the

Aberdeen's.' DinW^^t U -ilHon'TT ''''''' ^"'^ ^-^l
jn. of the new pinlmet e;rrss Tl-'r^^^^Roebuck as an able man and oT ,

'^^ ''P'"'^" ^^
a %ure

;
and also of SLa^ a rl?T'"'

''''''' ^ "'"^^^

familiar with all the turns of hi .

' P^^'spicacious man.
House assembled, he ^,1 °!,1

' '", ^'°'
•'

'""^ ^'^^^ ^^e new

fi'^t entry into the ZusT At , T?/ T''^
^'^^ ^^^^^^'^e House. At last the Whigs were put out
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of office hy a majority of 91, and Peel undertook to form a

government.

Aug. 31/41.— In consequence of a note received this morning

fro'n Sir Robert Peel I went to him at half-past eleven. The

following is the substance of a quarter of an hour's conversation.

He .said : ' In this groat struggle, in which we liave been and aro

to be engaged, the chief importance will attach to questions of

finance. It would not b^ in iiiy jxiwer to undertake the busiufs.s

of chancellor of the exchequer in detail ; I therefore have asked

Goulburn to fill that office, and I shall bo simply first loid. I

think we shall be very strong in the House of Commons if as a

part of this arrangement you will accept the jKist of vice-president

of the board of trade, and conduct the business of that depart-

ment in the House of Commons, with Lord Ripon as president.

I consider it an office of the highest imiwrtance, and you will

have my unbounded confidence in it.'

'

I said, ' of the importance and responsibility of that office at the

present time I am well aware; but it is right that I should siiy

aa strongly as I can, that I really am not fit for it. I have no

general knowledge of trade whatever ; with a few questions I am

acquainted, but they are such as have come across me incidentally.'

He said, ' The satisfactory conduct of an office of that kind must

after all depend more upon the intrinsic qualities of the man,

than upon the precise amount of his previous knowledge. I

also think you will find Lord Ripon a perfect master of these

subjects, and depend upon it with these appointments at the

board of trade we shall carry the whole commercial interests

of the country with us.'

' ' At that period the board of trade

was the department which admin-
iHtered to a great extent the functions

that have since paased principally

Into the hands of the treaflury, con-

nected with the fiscal laws of the

country.'— Mr. (UmUUine at Leeds,
Oct. 8, 18H1. In IHHO, writinR to Mr.
Chamberlain, tlien president, lie says :

• If you were to look back to the re-

cords of your department tliirty-tive

and forty years ago, you would find

how nutch of the public trade businrR.s

was transacted in it. Revenue was
then largely involved: and Iv-iice, 1

imagine, it came about that this

business was taken over in a ex'''^<-

degree by the tn-asury. I myself

have drawn up new tariffs in l«>tli.

at the H. of T. in 1842 and 184 1-.-.,

and at the treasury in 185.3 and 18il0.

Why and how the old H. of T.

functions also passed in part to the

F. O. I do not 80 well know.'
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i'"I'""'«to^oul,y tho mere name which it beai-M' ii^ imade an alh.si„u to the adnuralty of which I lo nl
'

. / Texact form. «ut I rather interposed and s' d mJ f-
" "

the score of fitness would cert-xinl v .Jw T ^ ^''*'"" ""

,11 ' "^ really IS an apprenticeshin ' Ti» • i

J "• i Husweiea, that I was deeidv trratpfnl f,>„ u-"'any a^ts of confidence and kindness • and th^f T 7

to his confidence if I did not menHnn f , '°"'V"'
'" "^spo'id

vol., I—-R ''
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' I cannot,' I said, ' reconcile it to my sense of right to exact from

China, as a term of peace, compensation for 'Jie opium surren-

dered to her.' ... He agreed that it was best to mention it;

obserred that in consequence of the shape in which the Chinese

affair caine into the hands of the new government, they would not

be wholly unfettered ; seemed to hint that under any other circum-

stances the vice-president of boaic* of trade need not so much

mind what was done in the other departments, but remarked

that at present every question of foreign relations and many

more woold be very apt to mix themselves with the depart-

ment of trade. He thought I had better leave the question

suspended.

I hesitated a moment before coming away and said it was only

from my anxiety to review what I had sftid, and to be sure that I

had made a clean breast on the subject of my unfitness for the

department of trade. Nothing could be more friendly and wana

than his whole language and demeanour. It has always been my

hope, that I might be able to avoid this class of public employ-

ment. On this account I have not endeavoured to train myself

for them. The place is very distasteful to me, and what is of

more importance, I fear I may hereafter demonstrate the unfitness

I have to-day only stated. However, it comes to me, I think, as

a matter of plain duty ; it may be all the better for not being

according to my own bent and leaning; I must forthwith go to

work, as a reluctant schoolboy meaning well.

Sept. 3.— This day I went to Claremontto be sworn in. When

the coimcil was constructed, the Duke of Buckingham and Lord

Liverpool were fii-st called in to take their oaths and seats ; then

the remaining four followed, Lincoln, Eliot, Ernest Bruce, and I.

The Queen sat at the bead of the table, composed but dejected -—

one conld not but feel for her, all through the ceremonial. We

knelt down to take the oaths of allegiance and supremacy and

stood np to take (I think) the coimcillor's oath, then .lissed

the Queen's hand, then went roimd the table shaking hands

with each member, beginning from Prince Albert who sat on

the Queen's right, and ending with Lord Whamcliffe on her

left. We then sat at the lower end of the table, excepting Lord

E. Bruce, who went to his place behind the Queen as vice-
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i^uckingha. were Lo™tS" '"' ""' ""* *•>« ^'^^e of ch.p
forgot the duke's privv .^al ^ "Tk"' °«*--- C'. GreviUe vT"
Queen corrected hL. Ld tv" it"

''"^^ "'^'^-^ *' the ^

approved several orders in council, a"
"

'
''^'"^ ™^^ ^"d

-« a district to a church and airar^t"' "" ""^ ^-'^-
^« to a«t in matters of trl Th

^^'P°^"*'"^ ^^^^d Ripon and
Queen in a very clear though subdJI^

"'"" '"^ ^^""'^ ^y *he

'Approved'afterea^h. Upon that re^^-

'"''
'

'"' ''" ^P-*^^
-e were called up and kissed h^ ^' *" ^''^ ^- ^"^ myself

- clid all the members oHJero'LT"-,
'''^" *'^ ^^^ -->

had luncheon in the same r!^L ha,f 1'^ 'T' '"'^'"^- ^^'«

The Duke of Wellington wentTn an n
"' ^'*'^ ""'^ "^"* ««•

- other grand peopt w^hfr SWT r^'
^ ^^^^

'
^"

I visited Claremont once before or
'^^"'^ ''^^ «" through,

to see the place, soon JZtlv '^''" "^^ ' *'^^"'^' ^ * «hild,

-.ponded preWmuctjitl^LX:^^^^^^^^ '-^^- "

/h:j;Stt;a:f^^^^^^^^^^ September H

command of public coin for In n.
^"^« "^'^ "limited

particular. Hi« reflectbt „
"
n "J^^^

"'^^*'^«^ ^^"«r-"'l or
of much biogn^phic intre8t%rh"i"'^*T' ^''''''^ «™
inclusion in the cabinet!T ^ ^"^ *'^^^«""3^ expected

Of -^deiT^h^.^ tzzt^^c:'--'" ''' ''' ^^-•
may say, reposed in me, and esnecialTl/ ^'*"' ^^•''tually I
being summoned to the ZetiD ^ considering its climax, in my
on th* address in A ,171^ '"r

^^^^^ ^'^"'^'^'"^ *^^ '^obat^

^or the delusions of^n .^tl^t T '' '''"'' ''''' *"--^
spondence between the tenor of

'' "°* '' P*""^^* «orre-

P-nt appointment an? ;2/r- *J^

-o ^and, and my
the administration on the other hI .

"^ '* P'"^^« "« to

«^ those meetings that I wa'not o 7^ TT
'"^'^ "^ ^''^ """d

of a government, .,„r wouTd the eT /" *''' consultations

------ tha^'i:td::;rr^;;.-^
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however taken the alarm (so to speak) upon the invitation at that

time, and been impressed with the idea that it savoured of cabinet

office, I considered and consulted on the Chinese question, which

I regarded as a serious impediment to office of that description,

and I had provisionally contemplated saying to Peel in case he

should offer me Ireland with the cabinet, to reply that I would

gladly serve his government in the secretaryship, but that I

feared his Chinese measures would hardly admit of my acting in

the cabinet. I am very sorry now to think that I may have been

guilty of an altogether absurd presumption, in dreaming of the

cabinet. Dut it was wholly suggested by that invitation. And
I still think that there must have been some consultation and

decision relating to me in the interval between the meetings and

the formation of the new ministry, which produced some alteration.

... In confirmation of the notion I have recorded above, I am
distinct in the recollection that there was a shyness in Peel's

manner and a downward eye, when he opened the conversation

and made the offer, not usual with him in speaking to me.

In after years, he thus described his poaitioa when he

went to the board of trade :—
I was totally ignorant both of political economy and of tlie

commerce of the country. I might have said, as I believe was

said by a former holder of the vice-presidency, that my mind was

in regard to all those matters a ' sheet of white paper,' except that

it .ras doubtless coloured by a traditional prejudice of protection,

which had then quite recently become a distinctive mark of con-

servatism. In a spirit of ignorant mortification I said to myself

at the moment : the science of politics deals with the government

of men, but I am set to govern packages. In my journal for Au^'. 2

I find this recorded :
' Since the address meetings ' (which were

quasi-cabinets) 'the idea of the Irish secretaryship had nestled

imperceptibly in my mind.'

'

The vice-presidency was the post, by the way, impudently

proposed four years later by the whips to Cobden, after he had

taught both whigs and tovies tlu-ir business. Mr. Gladstone,

1 Autobtographlc note.
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is changed by office. I„ on'oos^ "t
'"''"^'- ^^^ P^^^^O"

soinetimes at lea.t, to the confid. ,

"^'^ ^'"^J^^^^^ ''^"^d, or
vaHet, of subjects'. In o^,?;::

«« ^^'^ ^'^^*^ '^^ ^
the departn^eut of trade and withTittl T ^'^'^ *° '^^ ^'^^
is son.e point in the query of t^T.^"

""*'^'"*'' ^>-""'^- There

-"Oh less responsibility. n.uch es txie^^'
r\"'^"'*^^^«'

made myself answerable for whaf T !. If '""^'^ '»"* ^^^^e

^•j;- It must be ad.ittV;h
i pre L^dd"

^'' '" '^

when a person whose mind and pff. . T "'^'^ appearance,

the circle of subjects cZec d Cuh1 T ''^''^ "'^^^ "'*^-
of the most different descr .Sn iVf' U

•'." ^"* '"*° °«-
were to neutralise his mischSrous til "" '^ '^' ^''' °»'J««*

whether to entertain th s su' ^o i

''" ^""^ ' ^"^ '^ ^oubt
-ent to the discernment of n.v 7 " '' '''"^' ^ '^""P^i-

therefore it is best notlterSnT"""' " ^ ''^^^^ °^ ^^"^'^^

upon church tsJs^^tZ tL^i^tT" Tk''^^^'^
^P'"'-«

Sir Robert a strong Vand mo^t?^ T'*^ ''^"^ *° ^^"te to
of being, an^ong ofht thZ :n"?^^^^^ing tories as against theTr lol ""1 ^""^ '« ""b«"d-
' Should party fpiriC he

'. *°^ "*""°"« l«*der.i

yourcomLrda measures Th
°°' 'T "^^^ ^^^'^ ^^^^-^t

of my religious opinrtiit" I'ttT T *'^ ^^'^^-

infused itself into your ndicvL^u^^ "^^'^'^ *° h«^«
and more than everTill beV. ^ "J

'^''' ^''•««"°»'
• « •

taking into office I p Ln of - b-
'""!; ^"'P*'^"'^^^ -

sentiments.' Peel reoHedrn ? k ^.
^'^"*"^ *"d «*treme

and good sense. Heta^o?!; k'
''''^ "'*^^ ^-^n^-^ad not taken the trouble to read the
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paragraph ; he had read the works from which a mischievous

industry had tried to collect means of defaming their author;

he found nothing in them in the most distant manner to

affect political co-operation ; and he signed his name to the

letter, ' with an esteem and regard, which are proof against

evil-minded attempts to sow jealousy and discord.' *

^ Fuker'a Peel, U. pp. 614-17.



CHAPTER VIII

peel's government

IH many of the moit importout rule* of public policy Sir B. Peel's
government surpassed generally the governmente which have buc-ceeded .t, whether liberal or conservative. Among them I would
mention purity in patronage, financial rtrictne«, loyal adhe««oe
to the principle of public economy, jealous regard to the rigfau of
parliament, a single eye to the pubUc interest, 8tix)ng aversion to
extension of territorial responsibilities and a frank admission of
the rights of foreign countries as equal to those of their own - Mr
Gladstone (1880).»

Of the four or five most memorable administrations of tlie chap
century, the great conservative government of Sir Robert ^"^•
Peel was undoubtedly one. It laid the groundwork of our ^Z^
solid commercial policy, it established our railway system
It settled the currency, and, by no means least, it gave us a
good national character in Europe as lovers of moderation,
equity, and peace. Little as most members of the new
cabinet saw it, their advent definitely marked the rising
dawn of an economic era. If you liad to constitute new
societies. Peel said to Croker, then you might on moral and
social grounds prefer cornfields to cotton factories, and you
might hke an agricultural population better than a manu-
facturing

;
as it was, the national lot was cast, and statesmen

were powerless to turn back the tide. The food of the people,
their clothing, the raw material for their industry, their
education, the conditions under which women and children
were suffered to toiJ, markets for the products of loom aad
forge and furnace anl mechanic's shop,— these were slowly
makmg their way int^) the central field of political vision, and

» Undated fragment of letter to the Queen. Ke Apin-ndix.
•-'47
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taking the place of fantastic follies about foreign dynasties

and the balance of power us the true business of the British

statesman. On the eve of entering parliament (September 17,

1832), Mr. Gladstone recounts some articles of his creed at

the time to his friend Gaskell, and to modern eyes a curious

list it is. The first place is given to his views on the relative

merits of Pedro, Miguel, Donna Maria, in respect of the

throne of Portugal. The second goes to Poland. The
third to the affairs of Lombardy. Free trade conies last.

This was still the lingering fashion of the moment, and it

died hard.

The new ministry contained an unusual number of men
of mark and capacity, and they were destined to form a

striking group. At their head was a statesman whose fame
grows more impressive with time, not the author or inspirer

of large creative ideas, but with what is at any rate next
best— a mind open and accessible to those ideas, and endowed
with such gifts of skill, vigilance, caution, and courage as

were needed for the government of a community rapidly

passing into a new stage of its social growth. One day in

February 1842, he sent 'or Mr. Gladstone on some occasion

of business. Peel happened not to be well, and in the course

of the conversation his doctor called. Sir James Graham
who had come in, said to his junior in Peel's absence with
the physician, *The pressure upon him is immense. We
never had a minister who was so truly a first minister as he

is. He makes himself felt in every department, and is really

cognisant of the affairs of each. Lord Grey could nut

master such an amount of business. Canning could not

do it. Now he is an actual minister, and is indeed capax

imperii.^ Next to Peel as parliamentary leaders stood

Graham himself and Stanley. They had both of them sat

in the cabinet of Lord Grey, and now found themselves tlie

colleagues of the bitterest foes of Grey's administration. As
we have seen, Mr. Gladstone pronounces Graham to have

known more about economic subjects than all the rest of the

government put together. Suoli things had hitherto been

left to men below the first rank in the hierarchy of public

office, like Huskisson. Pedro and Miguel held the field.
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Mr. Glacbtone's own position is described in an auto- chap
biographic fragment of his last years :— viil

When I entered parliamem in 1832, the great controversy ^'-33.
between protection or artificial restraint and free trade, of which
Cobden was the leading figure, did not enter into the popular
controversies of the day, and was still in the hands of the philo-
sophers. My father was an active and effective local politician,
and the protectionism which I inherited from him and from allmy youthful associations was qualified by a thorough acceptance
of the important preliminary measures of Mr. Huskisson, of whom
he was the first among the local supporters. Moreover, for the
first SIX years or so of my parliamentary life free trade was in
no way a party question, and it only became strictly such in 1841
at, and somewhat before, the general election, when the whig
government, in extremis, proposed a fixed duty upon corn My
mind was in regard to it a sheet of white paper, but I accepted
the established conditions in the lump, and could hardly do
otherwise. In 1833 only, the question was debated in the House
of Commons, and the speech of the mover against the corn laws
made me uncomfortable. But the reply of Sir James Graham
restored my peace of mind. I followed the others with a languid
interest. Yet I remember being struck with the essential unsound-
ness of the argument of Mr. Villiers. It was this. Under the
present corn law our trade, on which we depend, is doomed, for
our manufacturers cannot possibly contend with the manufacturers
of the continent if they have to pay wages regulated by the
protretion price of food, while their rivals pay according to the
natural or free trade price. The answer was obvious. 'Thank
you. We quite understand you. Your object is to get down the
wages of your workpeople.' It was Cobden who really set the
argument on its legs; and it is futile to compare any other man
with him as the father of our system of free trade.

I had in 1840 to dabble in this question, and on the wrong
sicleof it.>.

. .
The matter passed from my mind, full of churches

and church matters, in which I was now gradually acquiring
knowledge. In 1841 the necessities of the whig government
led to a further development of the great controversy; but I

' See above, p. 232.
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interfered only in the colonial part of it in connection with

the colonies and the slave trade to Porto Bico and Brazil. We
West Indians were now great philanthropists ! When Sir Robert

Peel assumed the government he had become deeply committed

to protection, which in the last two or three years had become

the subject of a commanding controversy. I suppose that at

Newark I followed suit, but I have no records. On the change

of government Peel, with much judgment, offered' me the

vice-presidentship of the board of trade. On sound principles

of party discipline, I took the office at once; and having

taken it I set to work with all my might as a worker. In a

very short time I came to form a low estimate of the knowledge

and information of Lord Ripon; and of the cabinet Sir Janirs

Graham, I think, knew most. And now the stones of whicli

my protectionism was built up began to get uncomfortably loose.

When we came to the question of the tariff, we were all nearly

on a par in ignorance, and we had a very bad adviser in Macgregor,

secretary to the board of trade. But I had the advantage of

being able to apply myself with an undivided attention. My
assumption of office at the board of trade was followed by hard,

steady, and honest work; and every day so spent beat like a

battering ram on the unsure fabric of my official protectionism.

By the end of the year I was far gone in the opposite sense. T

had to speak much on these questions in the session of 1842, but

it was always done with great moderation.

, ft The case on the accession of the new ministers was diflRcTilt.

Peel himself has drawn the picture. By incompetent finance,

by reckless colonial expenditure, by solving political diffi-

culties through gifts or promises of cash from the British

treasury, by war and foreign relations hovering on the verfje

of war and necessitating extended preparations, the whirrs

had brought the national resources into an embarrassment

that was extreme. The accumulated deficits of five years

had become a heavy incubus, and the deficit of 1842-3 was

likely to be not less than two and a half millions mure.

Commerce and manufactures were languishing. Distress

ii-_
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w«8 temble. Poor-rates were mounting, and grants-in-aid chapwould extend impoverishment from the factory districU to ^III
the rura

. 'Judge then,' said Peel, 'whether we can with ^T^
safety retrograde m manufactures.' i -«t.38.

With the highest courage, moral courage no less tlian poli-
tical. Peel resolved to ask parliament to let him raise four
or fave millions a year by income-tax, in order to lower the
duties on the great articles of consumption, and by reform-mg the tariflf botli to relieve trade, and to stimulate and
replenish the reciprocal flow of export and import. That he
at this time, or perhaps in truth at any time, had acquiredcomp ete mastery of those deeper principles and wider
aspects of free trade of which Adam Smith had been the great
exponent -principles afterwards enforced by the genius ofCobden with such admirable skill, persistency, and patriotic
spirit- there was nothing to show. Such a scheme had no
originality in it. Huskisson, and men of less conspicuous
name, had ten years eariier urged the necessity of a new
general system of taxation, based upon remission of duty
on raw materials and on articles of consumption, andupon the imposition of an income-tax. The famous report
of the committee on import; duties of 1840, often riehtlv
called the charter of free trade, and of which Peel, notmuch to his credit, had at this moment not read a woiti*
laid the foundations of the great policy of tariff reform with
which the names of Peel and Gladstone are associated in
history. The policy advocated in 1830 in the admirable
reatise of Sir Henry Parnell is exactly the policy of Peel in
1842, as he acknowledged. After all it is an idle quarrel
between the closet strategist and the victorious commander •

between the man who first discerns some great truth of
government, and the man who gets the thing, or even a
part of the thing, actually done.
Mr. Gladstone has left on record some particulars of hisown share as subordinate minister not in the cabinet, in this
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first invasion upon the old tory corn law of 1827. Peel

,
from the beginning appreciated the powers of his keen and
zealoi s lieutenant, and even in the autumn of 1841 he had
taken him into confidential counsel. * Besides a letter of

observations on the general scheme of commercial freedom,
Mr. Gladstone prepared for the prime minister a special

paper on the corn laws.

The ordinary business of the department soon fell into my
hands to transact with the secretaries, one of them Macgregor, a

loose-minded free trader, and the other Lefevie, a clear and
scientific one. In that autumn I became possessed Avith the desire

to relax the corn law, which formed, I believe, the chief subject

of my meditations. Hence followed an important consequence.

Very slow in acquiring relative and secondary knowledge and
honestly absorbed in my work, I simply thought on and on as to

what was right and fair under the circumstances.

In January 18-42, as the session approached, they came
to close quarters. The details of all the mysteries of protec-
tionist iniquity we may well spare ourselves. Peel, feeling

tie pulse of his agricultural folk, thought it would never
do to give them less than a ten-shilling duty, when the
price of wheat was at sixty-two shillings the quarter

;

while Mr. Gladstone thought a twelve-shilling duty at a

price of sixty far too low a relief to the consumer. His
eyes were beginning to be opened.

Feb. 2.— I placed in Sir R. Peel's hands a long paper on the

corn law in the month of November, which, on wishing to refer

to it, he could not find ; and he requested me to write out afresh

my argument upon the value of a rest or dead level, and the part

of the scale of price at which it shoidd arrive ; this I did.

On Monday I wrote another paper arguing for a rest between

60/ and 70/ or thereabouts ; and yesterday a third intended to

show that the present law has been in practice fully equivalent

to a prohibition up to 70/. Lord Ripon then told me the cabinet

had adopted Peel's scale as it originally stood— and seemed to

i The editor of Sir Robert Peel's chief at this Interesting date. The
papers was allowed to print three or reader will find the correspondence in
four of Mr. Gladstone's letters to his Parker, ii. pp. 497-617, 619, 520.
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doubt whether any alteration could be made On Vthe adoption,! said in a marked manner.;

^"^ ^'« ^"'>»""«ing chap.
-believing that it would be v rtu Tlhi v""

""' •""'^^'"- '"'' ^^
and often beyond, to the minimun .'a'd n It"' 'l^^

"" ''^^
of all the good which the goverZentT T .

^°^ ^^''' ^" «P^*«
to co,„merce, to make n/ZZlT *° '° "'*'^- ^^«P««'
I see, from conversations wUh he^ tT'' T ' ' ^^"^^^*'«"-

Peel, and Graham, are all awL the nr^ k
' ''"' ^'^"°'

necessary. ^ ^^^ protection is greater than is

oJi^b.Ttr r;',trr'^-^ *-^^^^>' ^-
Peel's house. He Tued h 1 T u"^

'^ '^^ ^''^'"«t «t

operate as virtual p;ot!ettn" T '''' *'^ ^^''''^ -^'"^d

a private intervievvwSpeelaflr T,"*^'
«^»"i»g«' and in

Peel declared himsel so take^ ^ '""^''^ ^' ^«*'^«»'«°t-

knew what to say r^^hT tfs^ huL^If^^^^^^^
'''^''^y

his young colleague that ' the retirement f
' '^ ^' *"'^

his office, on this question, immedSrilf " r^""
^°^^'"^

it, would endanger the exisTence of 7r. ^ ^'' '"'"^^"''i"^

that he .uch lubted Xher It^h f"'^'t^"^^bring it on.'
^"''h a case he could

motive, and Wief. He n«d Z Mn
""""""^ " «« "y »™

•orf-buttheneg^iveehaTte "r'r*
'"" »" »"e^ »' Mtind

--a, he ehowed W™ °ii^ 1"LV:!;""'
"*'""•

quesuons, the Faotorv aete «„,! ,k.
™ "nportant

Mr. Gladstone learned theZT'' '""'" "'"^ "">«'.

n.M.er„ve.o„i„XS2rd"i:: "'"'"
" ^^^
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I have been much struck (he wrote, Feb. 26) throughout the

private discussions connected with the new project of a corn

law, by the tenacity with which Sir Kobert Peel, firstly by

adhering in every point to the old arrangements where it seemed

at all possible, and since tlie aunouncenient of the plan to parlia-

ment, by steadily resisting changes in any part of the resolutions,

has narrowed the ground and reduced in number the points of

attack, and thus made his measure practicable in the face of

popular excitement and a strong opposition. Until we were

actually in the midst of the struggle, I did not appreciate the

extraordinary sagacity of his parliamentary instinct in this

particular. He said yesterday to Lord Kipon and to me, 'Among
ourselves, in this room, I have no hesitation in saying, that if I

had not had to look to other than abstract considerations, i would

have proposed a lower protection. But it would have done no

good to push the matter so far as to drive KnatehbuU out of the

cabinet after the Duke of Buckingham, nor could I hope to pass

a measure with greater reductions through the House of Lords.'

When Lord John Russell proposed an amendment substi-

tuting an eight-sliilling duty for a sliding scale, Peel asked

Mr. Gladstone to reply to him. ' This I did (Feb. 14, 1842),'

he says, ' and with my whole heart, for I did not yet fully

understand the vicious operation of the sliding scale on the

com trade, and it is hard to see how an eight-shilling duty

could even then have been maintained.'

m
The three centres of operations were the corn bill, then

the bill imposing the income-tax, and finally the reform of

the duties upon seven hundred and fifty out of the twelve

hundred articles that swelled the tariff. The corn bill was
the most delicate, the tariff the most laborious, the income-

tax the boldest, the most fraught alike with peril for the

hour and with consequences of pith and moment for the

future. It is hardly possible for us to realise the general

horror in which this hated impost was then enveloped. The
fact of Brougham procuring the destruction of all the public

books and papers in which its odious accounts were recorded,
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of the regicxde power of France, and sent back again to it!
"^^

until 18.4 the question of the income-tax was the ve^in^emgma of public finance.
x was the yexmg

It was upon Mr. Gkdstone that the burden of theimmense achieTement of the new tah5 fell, anltl^ toi^was huge. He used aftenvards to say that he had b^enconcerned m four revisions of the tariff, in 1842 184?
18.3 and 1860, and that the fi«t of them ost s x ttLt'
hundred and twentynine times during the session. He 1

J

only once sat on a committee of trade, and had onW oncespoken on a purely trade question during the nine yerofhis parlxamentary life. AH his habits of Lught and a^ionhad been cast in a different mould. It is ordiLily aJum^that he was a bom financier, endowed besides with a gJfTSdeahsm and the fine training of a scholar. As mat! r ofact, It was the other way
; he was a man of high pra^tica and

Z^LTorJ^''' ""f
-^^ understanding mfde'a^ul^stitngth of grasp and incomparable power of rapid andconcentrated apprehension, yoked to finance only byWof circumstance-a man who would have madeVshilgand effective figure in whatever path of great publicaS

;:rrex^r"" - '-^^-^ -t/-.Ht\at:ts
It is curious that the first measure of commercial policyn this session should have been a measure of protStLnin the shape of a bill introduced by the board^^fl^dTmposing a duty on com, wheat, and"^ flour brought Sotthe Umted States into Canada.^ But this was onl/a dete^

tinuance of the relaxation of the commercial system ofthe colonies wh,ch had been begun in 1822 and 1825 byRobinson and Huskisson. In his present empL ;menl

ported into Fneland ai d \fr ru^ ?1 *" ^^/^ colonies to tie privilece
"tone Bays i„ aTemo of 18M f ' fo '" ^*"'''* *" ^''"*^*-'
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Mr. Gladstone was called upon to handle a mass of ques-

tions that were both of extreme complexity in them-

selves, and also involved collision with trade interests

always easily alarmed, irritated, and even exasperated. With
merchants and manufacturers, importers and exporters,

brokers and bankers, with all the serried hosts of British

trade, with the I .ws and circumstances of international com-
merce, he was every day brought into close, detailed, and
responsible contact: — Whether the duty on straw bonnets

should go by weight or by number ; what was the difference

between boot-fronts at six shillings per dozen pairs and a 15

per cent, duty ad valorem ; how to distinguish the regulus of

tin from mere ore, and how to fix the duty on copper ore so as

not to injure the smelter ; how to find an adjustment between

the liquorice manufacturers of London and the liquorice

growers of Pontefract ; what was the special case for musca-

tels as distinct from other raisins ; whether 110 pounds of

ship biscuits would be a fair deposit for taking out of bond

100 pounds of wheat if not kiln-dried, or 96 pounds if kiln-

dried ; whether there ought to be uniformity between hides

and skins. He applies to Cornewall Lewis, then a poor-law

commissioner, not on the astronomy of the ancients or the

truth of early Roman history, but to find out for a certain

series of years past the contract price of meat in workhouses.

He listens to the grievances of the ,ath-renders ; of the

coopers who complain that casks will come in too cheap ; of

the coal-whippers, and th3 frame work knitters ; and he

examines the hard predicament of the sawyers, who hold

government answerable both for the fatal competition of

machinery and the displacement of wood by iron. ' These

deputations,' he says, ' were invaluable to me, for by constant

close questioning I learned the nature of their trades, and

armed with this admission to their interior, made careful

notes and became able to defend in debate the propositions

of the tariff and to show that the respective businesses would

be carried on and not ruined as they said. I have ever since

said that deputations are most admirable aids for the transac-

tion of public business, provided the receiver of them is allowed

to fix the occasion and the stage at which they appear."

,. f "'
:
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^T.33.

first saw Mr. Bright:-
occasion on which he viii.'

The deputation was received n«f u
the large roo:n at the boa d of t-^ Tk'"*

'^ ''"''^ ^'P«"' ^"^

line of fifteen or twentrlt em f '
"'"f

P'^^^"*' ^ ^-^
down and at the end of the .^ T"^"''^

^""'^''^ ^"°ning

appeaiance. All that I remeX!' t
''"''"''' ' '^""•^^We

person in black or dark QuX I
'''"'' '' '^'' «""'•« «f a

of the band. Eager^ he^ t': Z^fl' ''T'''
''' ^-"^-*

intervened in the discussion iTjel^l V"' '^'"''^ -^
seemed to me rather fierce h„! ^ ^ '*''""'' '"'*^ ^»n>- He
need hardly say this waTlhrJS^r ^"^^ ^"^ ^^^"^^*-

^
made his appearance in parliamen"f

'^''' "' ^^'^ ^^*«' h«

ard?o:stkr:;xan„tier^*- ^'^^ ^« ^^i«

^inisterhiraself to JohnGiad^tln. Tu*'" ^^ *^^ I^"'"^
taken the trouble to writ! it ll'

*^'' ^'^ ^^""^^ ^^ve
Peel n,ay have been a'adW e tllTT"' ''''' ^^''"^^
his reserve easily melted aw^v ^ ^ *° '" *'»« «tal^le.'

well done :- ^ ^''^^ '° recognition of difficult duty

Sir Robert Peel to John Gladstone.

Whitehall, June IG 1842 V
concluded the discussionsVf

h! ''"

T^^^^ ''^''^ ^^""^^ *^at ^e have
the subject of J4^^ T

^''^^'^^^^'^ discussions at least) on

onlyfor\hesaWactnof4T:n"e:S^*n*^™P*-^--^it^
most warmly and sincerelv onT ..

^'' °^ congratulating you
acquired, b/the Tan^I^^^Jlchtt" ^'^
throughout those discussions and In n.K '

'""'•"'*^^ ^'"^««lf

to office. At no time in he annals of r
""" ''^ ointment

exhibited a more admirable colh T'" ^"* ^^^ *^«^« ^--
knowledge, temper, and dis et on Y " °' '''"*^' «^*«"--
be gratified in'the hig': "d ^ee C^^^^^^^^^^

'^^'"^^^ -«*
naturally and justly followed the TnteLl ,'""'''' ^^^^'^ ^^
-n,and you must be supremely happy "ff"!

"""''"^ °' ^«-
1 Bri<,h. , ^ ^P^ *^ ^ ^^*'»«'" in the reflection
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that the capacity to make such exertions is combined in his case

with such purity of heart and integrity of conduct.

More than fifty years later in offering to a severe opponent

magnanimous congratulations in debate on his son's success-

ful maiden speech, Mr. Gladstone said he knew how refresh-

ing to a father's heart such good promise must ever be. And
in his own instance Peel's generous and considerate letter

naturally drew from Jolm Gladstone a worthy and feeling

response :

—

John Gladstone to Sir R. Peel,

June 17.— The receipt last evening of your kind letter of

yesterday filled my eyes with tears of gratitude to Almighty

God, for having given me a son whose conduct in the discharge nf

his public duties hf.s received the full approbation of one, who of all

men, is so well qualified to form a correct judgment of his merits.

Permit me to offer you my most sincere thanks for this truly

acceptable testimonial, which I shall carefully preserve. William

is the youngest of my four sons ; in the conduct of all of them, I

have the greatest cause for thankfulness, for neither have ever

caused me a pang. He excels his brothers in talent, but not su

in soimdness of principles, habits of usefulness, or integrity of

purpose. My eldest, as you are aware, has again, and in a most

satisfactory manner, got into parliament. To have the third also

again there, whilst the services of naval men, circumstanced as lie

is, who seek unsuccessfully for employment, are not required, we

are desirous to effect, and wait for a favourable opportunity to

accomplish. Whenever we may succeed, I shall consider my cup

to be filled, for the second is honourably and usefully engaged as

a merchant in Liverpool, occupying the situation I held ^^here for

so many years.

It was while they were in office that Peel wrote from

Windsor to beg Mr. Gladstone to sit for his portrait to

Lucas, the same artist who had already painted Graham for

him. ' I shall be very glad of this addition to the gallery

of the eminent men of my own time.'

It was evident that Mr. Gladstone's admission to the

cabinet could not be long deferred, and in the spring of the
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FHzg.,a,d, « p„»M.„. i .r^^M ri: Tr;-
'*"'

time, requested her Maiestv's n^rmic • / !
' *^^ ^^'°«

scope to your abilily t„ re„d,, ^u.f
°

^ °' *"""« » ""««'

ing that gove«tTt i„'; Irrr ''°'' "' """«"«"•
crown. For mv.elf d.1" n f" ''

"^ " °''°'»»«' -' "«
o.h,r .,„^, ":i?rr ;ri',":;r:r '- '™-^
to the cabinet is verv cn-ofjf • .

P^^Pect of your accession

n.y dear Gllll ^,^0^ ett^: ff"^^
-««"- -»

yours,
®'**®™ ^'^'^ '•egard, most truly

RoBEKT Peel

for the indulgent manner xn^^^eh he
'j" ' t"'"^

'^™

and more than appreciated an^ttit I mi^T "'
T"'and for the offer he had made andZ I ** rendered,

went to the board of tlrtithouttrr^ '" ' ^""^ *'^* ^

been very happy there; fo.:r;ltTulto

"

'"' '"^

enough responsibility for my ol Lnlf ° ^^^^ "^ °^^'^^'

move onwards, but should be ZeZT^^.^:'^^^
"° '^"^ *«

ment which he might make Z .1^''^
f'^^^^

^'^^ any arrange-

spoke most warml'y L^stli ee^d srh^Tr "^
governed by any personal eonsideJons and tht JhH T ""

posed was obviously the risrht arrn . . "'^ ^^ P^°-

substance of what I had 7ut inT''"' ' ' ^^''^ ''^''^ ^^^

opium question, to ^iZlZrZ'Zt:^'^ V'power and responsibility lay with theS T . n
^"'"^^^^t^
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intimated that the Duke of Wellington had surrendered his

opinion (I think) upon the boundary question ; and he referred to

the change in his own views, and said that in future he questioned

whether he could undertake the defence of the corn laws on

principle. His words were addressed to a sympathising hearer.

My speeches in the House had already excited dissatisfaction if

not dismay.

Then came something about the preservation of the two

bishoprics in Nortli Wales.* To Mr. Gladstone's surprise.

Peel reckoned this a more serious matter, as it involve«l ii

practical course. After much had been said on the topic.

Mr. Gladstone asked for a day or two to consider the ques-

tion. ' I have to consider with God's help by Monday
whether to enter the cabinet or to retire altogether : at least

such is probably the second alternative.' He wished to

consult Hope and Manning, and they, upon discussion, urged

that the point was too narrow on which to join issue with

the government. This brought him round. ' I well remem-

ber,' he says of this early case of compromise, ' that I pleaded

against them that I should be viewed as a traitor, and they

observed to me in reply that I must be prepared for that if

necessary, that (and indeed I now feel) in these times the

very wisest and most effective servants of any cause must

necessarily fall so far short of the popular sentiment of its

friends, as to be liable constantly to incur mistrust and even

abuse. But patience and the power of character overcome

all these difficulties. I am certain that Hope and Manning
in 1843 were not my tempters but rather my good angels."*

Peel had been in parliament as long, and almost as long

in office, as Mr. Gladstone had lived, but experience of

public life enlarges the man of high mind, and Peel, wliile

perhaps he wondered at his junior's bad sense of proportion,

» The question of the Welsh bishop-
rics was one of a certain magnitude
in its day. The union of Bangor and
St. Asaph had been provided for by
parliament in 18.36, with a view to
form a new see at Manchester. The
measure was passed with the general
assent of the episcopal bench and the
church at large. But sentiment soon

changed, and a hostile cry was raised

before the death of the Bishop of St.

Asaph, when its provisions would
come into force. On his death in

1846 the whig ministry gave way and
the sees remained separate.

' Mr. Gladstone to Lord Lyttelton,

Dec. 30, 1846.
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was the last man to laugh at for.- * •

"cience. Men of the oZr '1 . f '"'''"*^ ""^^ co"-
be had for the asking. ' He snokT ''"'T'

""''' ^"''^^ ^o
of his colleagues, and evenS LTl" "^ ^'^^ »«tisfaetion

>n.stances of a single vacancy^ a »
"^"^ ""* '^««"«<^^ ^^^mer

an entire concurrfnce T;e'^:;j"';"fI- T^''"'
"-« -as

their most indulgent judgmfnt air/ J
"'"^ '^''^ °' ^"« «"<»

to apologise for my b und^r and t

"^^ ^ '"«'°" d'««"ctly
»ent which I caused to Wm L Feb I'sro ^T'

^"'^™-
His parliamentary success hJT ' ° *''^ ^'^^^ «««le.'i

the first his gifts of ^easonin. a^f
extraordinary. From

the House; his union of :S;"'„J^°'l"-- .^'^^ pWd
«s sincerity and force never Su^ T ? ^^'^ '''^'^'^'^ it

acuteness, his steady growth^ ^ir i

'''* '"^"^'^^^ ««d
"'^J acquisition, had Lined or^ t^

''"*"^^' «"^«tance,
a«.terest of leaders. He had"^1 ""''^'^''''' '^ *^«
before he was thirty-four ./tf.r T' ''^ '^« «*hinet
years of parliamentary life' C.nnf .^ """'^ *han ten
he won the same emi^ nt, and h^hTJ^^''^-^^^"

b«f-«
-the House; while Pee had h. k''^

"'"*^^" ^^^^
"hen he was four-and-thir v all L Tu'"'*

^^''^'^ ^^^''h
ahnost thirteen years, o^;Lrs Aidt" " ^'^ "^"-
arduous post of Irish secretary Mr A ^'" ^^''^ ^" ^'^^

»hat he had in him the qualities thaf^r '"' '^'''"°

and a speaker of the fir«,? J, .u
'"''^^ » minister

aJ- the perilous quamy of ^ ^^^^^^ ^« ^^^ shown
had not yet displayed thoseC n""""*' """P^^' ^'e
tion and attack! that were blfor« f ^°'''" "^ '^«"^«°-

tremendous
projectile, describing a iath th T""'^

^''"^
curves and deviations, as thev JJJf ^ ^^"^ °^ -hose
the air in wonder and anxSty for th

^^"^""^^ *^^-^^^
n>en found it impossible to calculate

'''^"'"'^^ ^^P^''
-Wr. Gladstone's brief notp^ of K;. « ^ ,

are worth transcribing: the iudio
"^^ '^'""^ ^'^binets

Jhfficulty in guessing'^the tonic f'"' r?'"
^^'" ^'^^^ ^'t"«

'» the latest of his ^cabinets a
^^,,^«^'^«[.^tion

;
it figured

-St of those that intervened. '^15?^ "^" '' ^
On Irish repeal meetings. No fear of 1

~ !^ ^''^ "'^^'"^t.

L r
^^^^'^ °f the peace,

' See above, p. 253.
^

-St. 31

f' i"
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frrounded on reasons. Therefore no case for interference.

(I'lie duke, however, was for issuing a proclamation.)

MatfiO. — Second [cabinet] Repeal. Constabulary tainted.'

It would be safe to say of any half dozen consecutive meetings

of the Queen's servants, taken at random during the reign,

that Ireland would be certain to crop up. Still, protection

was the burning question. From one cause or another, said

Mr. Gladstone looking back to these times, 'my reputa-

tion among the conservatives on the question of pro-

tection oozed away with rapidity. It died with the year

1842, and early in 1843 a duke, I think the Duke of

Richmond, speaking in the House of Lords, described some

renegade proceeding as a proceeding conducted under the

banner of the vice-president of the board of trade.' He

was not always as careful as Peel, and sometimes came near

to a scrape.

In my speech on Lord Howick's motion (5Iar. 10, 1843) I was

supposed to play with the question, and prepare the way for a

departure from the corn law of last year, and I am sensible that

I so far lost my head, as not to put well together the various,

and, if taken separately, conflicting considerations which affect

the question. ... It so happens that I spoke under the influence

of a new and most sincere conviction, having reference to tlie

recent circumstances of commercial legislation abroad, to the

effect that it would not be wise to displace British labour fur

the sake of cheap com, without the counteracting and sustain-

ing provisions which exchange, not distorted by tariffs all but

prohibitory, would supply. . . . This, it is clear, is a slippery

position for a man who does not think firmly in the midst of

ambiguous and adverse cheering, and I did my work most im-

perfectly, but I do think honestly. Sir R. Peel's manner, by

negative signs, showed that he thought either my ground inse-

cure or my expressions dangerous.

The situation was essentially artificial. There was little

secret of the surrender of protection as a principle. In

introducing the proposals for the reform of the customs

tariff, r'eel made the gentlemen around him shiver by openly

declaring that on the general principle of free trade there
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wa. no difference of opinion ; that all agreed in the rule CHaP
that we should buy in the cheai.e8t market and sell in the ^"J-
dearest

;
that even if the foreigner were foolisli enough not to "T^

follow suit, It was still for the interest of tliis country to buy
"

as cheap as we could, whetlier other countries will buy from
us or no.» Even important cabinet coUeagues found this too
strong doctrine for them.
'On Tuesday night,' says Mr. Gladstone, ' Peel opened the

tariff anew, and laid down, in a manner which drew great
cheering from the opposition, the doctrine of purchasing in
the cheapest market. Stanley said to me afterwards, » Peel
laid that down a great deal too broadly." Last night he
(Lord S.) sat down angry with himself, and turned to me
and said, "It does not signify, I cannot speak on these
subjects

;
I quite lost my head." I merely answered that no

one but himself would have discovered it.' Yet it was able
men, apt to lose their heads in economics, whom Peel had to
carry along with him. ' On another night,' says Mr. Glad-
stone, 'I thought Sir R. Peel appeared in an attitude of
conspicuous intellectual greatness, and on comparing notes
next day with Sir J. Graham at the palace, I found he
was similarly impressed. Shell delivered a very effective
rhetorical speech. Lord Stanley had taken a few notes and
was to foUow him. Shell was winding up just as the clock
touched twelve. Lord Stanley said to Peel, "It is twelve,
shaU I follow him? I think not." Peel said, "I do not
think It will do to let this go unanswered." He had been
quite without the idea of speaking that night. Shell sat
down, and peals of cheering followed. Stanley seemed to
hesitate a good deal, and at last said, as it were to himself
" No, I won't, it 's too late." In the meantime the adjourn-
ment had been moved; but when Peel saw there was no
one m the breach, he rose. The cheers were still, a little
spitefully, prolonged from the other side. He had an
immense subject, a disturbed House, a successful speech, an
entire absence of notice to contend against ; but he began
with power, gathered power as he went on, handled every
pomt m his usual mode of balanced thought and language,

* Hantard, May 10, 1842.
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and was evidently conscious at the close, of what no one

could deny, that he had made a deep impression on the

House.'

IV

Mr. Gladstone kept pretty closely in step with his leader.

From Sir Robert he slowly learned lessons of circumspection

that may not seem congenial to his temperament, though

for that matter we should remember all through that his

temperament was double. He was of opinion, as he told the

House t)f Commons, that a sliding-scale, a fixed duty, and free

trade were all three open to serious objection. He regarded

the defects of the existing law as greatly exaggerated, and he

refused to admit that the defects of tlie law, whatever they

might be, were fatal to every law with a sliding-scale. He
wished to relieve the consumer, to steady the trade, to

augment foreign commerce, and the demand for labour

connected with commerce. On the other hand he desired

to keep clear of the countervailing evils of disturbing either

vast capitals invested in land, or the immense masses of

labour employed in agriculture.^ He noted with some com-

placency, that during the great controversy of 1846 and

following years, he never saw any parliamentary speech of

his own quoted in proof of the inconsistency of the Peelites.

Here are a couple of entries from Lord Broughton's diary

for 1844:— 'Jitne 17. Brougham said "Gladstone was a

d d fellow, a prig, and did much mischief to the govern-

ment," alluding to his speech about keeping sugar duties.

June 27. (Jladstone made a decided agricultural protection

speech, and was lauded therefor by Miles— so the rebels

were returning to their allegiance.' Gladstone's arguments,

somebody said, \^'ere in favour of free trade, and his paren-

theses were in favour of protection.

Well might the whole position be called as slippery

a one as ever occurred in British politics. It was by

the principles of free trade that Peel and his lieutenant

justified tariff-reform ; and they indirectly sapped protection

in general by dwelling on the mischiefs of minor forms of

» Hansard, February 14, 1842.

^».,
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protection m particular. They assured the country gentle-men that the sacred principle of a scale was as tenderly
cherished in the new plan as in the old ; on the other handthey could assure the leaguers and the doubtera that the
structure of the two scales was widely different. We cannotwonder that honest tories who stuck to the old doctrine

no foTr^'^'f^
''''' ^y Huskisson, that a country oughinot to be dependent on foreign supply, were mystified andamazed as they listened to the two rival parties deputing towhich of them belonged the credit of originating a policy

that each of them had so short a time before soLrnf 1 ydenounced. The only difference was the difference between
yesterday and the day before yesterday. The whigs, with
their fixed duty were just as open as the conservatives with
their shding-scale to the taunts of the Manchester school,when they decorated economics by high a priori declaration
that the free importation of corn was not a subject for the
deliberations of the senate, but a natural and inalienable
law of the Creator. Rapid was the conversion. Even Lord
Palmerston, of all people in the worid, denounced the arro-
gance and presumptuous folly of dealers in restrictive
duties 'setting up their miserable legislation instead of
the great standing laws of nature.' Mr. Disraeli, stillwarmly on the side of the minister, flashed upon his
uneasy friends around him a reminder of the true pedigree
of the dogmas of free trade. Was it not Mr. Pitt who
first promulgated them in 1787, who saw that the loss
of the market of the American colonies made it neces-
sary by lowering duties to look round for new markets
on the continent of Europe? And was it not Fox, Burke
i^heridan, and the minor whig luminaries, who opposed him,'
wlnle not a single member of his own government in the
House of Loi-ds was willing or able to defend him? But
even reminiscences of Mr. Pitt, and oracular descriptions of
Lord Shelburne as the most remarkable man of his age
brought little comfort to men sincerely convinced with fear
and trembling that free corn would destroy rent, close their
mansions and their parks, break up their lives, and beggar
the country. They remembered also one or two chapters of

CHAP.
VIII.

-«T. 34.
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histoiy nearer to their own time. They knew that Lord

John had a right to revive the unforgotten contrast between

Peel's rejection of so-called protestant securities in 1817

and 1825, and the total surrender of emancipation in 1829.

Natural forebodings darkened their souls that protectionism

would soon share the fate of protestantism, and that capit-

ulation to Cobdeu was doomed to follow the old scandal

of capitulation to O'Connell. They felt that there was

something much more dreadful than the mere sting of a

parliamentary recrimination, in the contrast between the

corn bill of 1842 and Peel's panegyrics in '39, '40, and '41

on the very system which that bill now shattered. On the

other side some could not forget that in 1840 the whig

prime minister, the head of a party still even at the eleventh

hour unregenerated by Manchester, predicted a violent

struggle as the result of the Manchester policy, stirring

society to its foundations, kindling bitter animosities not

easy to quench, and creating convulsions as fierce as those

of the Reform bill.

A situation so precarious and so unedifying was sure to

lead to strange results in the relations of parties and leaders.

In July 1843 the Speaker told Hobhouse that Peel had lost

all following and authority ; all but votes. Hobhouse meet-

ing a tory friend told him that Sir Robert had got nothing

but his majority. ' He won't have that long,' the tory replied.

'Who will make sacrifices for such a fellow? They call me

a frondeur, but there are many such. Peel thinks he can

govern by Fremantle and a little clique, but it will not do.

The first election that comes, out he must go.' Melbourne,

only half in jest, was reported to talk of begging Peel to give

him timely notice, lest the Queen might take him by surprise.

On one occasion Hobhouse wished a secondary minister to

tell Sir Robert how much he admired a certain speech. ' I
!

'

exclaimed the minister ; ' he would kick me away if I dared

to speak to him.' ' A man,' Hobhouse observes, ' who will

not take a civil truth from a subaltern is but a sulky fellow

after all ; there is no true dignity or pride in such reserve.'

Oddly enough. Lord John was complaining just as loudly

about the same time of his own want of hold upon his party.

.f:'i
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The tariflF operations of 1842 work«H no »»:** • i

m^cle. General stagnation stfu Trlvl^ed " TapLlT:^ -i"
a drug m the market, but food wJs comparativelyXap^

"^^
Stocks were light, and there was very ifttle fal e crld^t.

^'•^•

yviarch JO 1843) had to report to his chief that 'the

strteTf\ , "r '^"*'^'' '^«P^ «- commerce in a8tate of prolonged paralysis.' Cobden had not even yetconvinced them that the true way to quicken foreign demandwas to open the ports to that foreign supply, with Xiehthey paid us for what they bought from us Mr. Glad! one

r;ort7utief"
"""^"^^ '-' ''''' ' reductions 'of

.

In one of his autobiographic notes (1897) Mr. Gladstonedescnbes the short and sharp parliamentary cri^/fn 1844

ma7n ?'T'^*'^ •*'^^**'°" '' *^^ sugar'duties, but tWsmay perhaps be relegated to an appendix.*
"4

JlZ \u°
^^^^ ^'- Gl«<J«t-e's department was

ettort We were anxiously and eagerly endeavouring tomake tariff treaties with many foreign countries. Austria, J

Fr^nlT
^"^^^^^"^ i»«^"ded, but I recollect especiaUyFrance Prussia Portugal, and I believe Spain. And the^ate of our tariff, even after the law of 1842, was then such

^ t«.«;;PPly "s with plenty of material for liberal offersNotwithstand ng this, we failed in every case. I dTuUwhether we advanced the cause of free trade by a single inch.'The question of the prohibition against the export ofmachinery came before him. The custom-house authorities
pronounced it ineffective, and recommended its removal.A parhamentary committee in 1841 had reported in favour

actilMr'""- '''^ "^''^^"'^^ "'^k^-' °f «o-se. we^e
active, and the general manufacturers of the country, except-
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ing the Nottingham lace makers and the flax-spinners of

the north of Ireland, had become neutral. Only a very

limited portion of the trade was any longer subject to

restriction, and Mr. Gladstone, after due consultation with

superior ministers, proposed a bill for removing the pro-

hibition altogether.* He also brought in a bill (April 1844)

for the regulation of companies. It was when he was

president of the board of trade that the first Telegraph

Act was passed. 'I was well aware,' he wrote, 'of the

advantage of taking them into the hands of the government,

but I was engaged in a plan which contemplated tlie

ultimate acquisition of the railways by the public, and

which was much opposed by the railway companies, so that

to have attempted taking the telegraphs would have been

hopeless. The bill was passed, but the executive machinery

two years afterwards broke down.'

Questions that do not fall within the contentions of

party usually cut a meagre figure on the page of the

historian, and the railway policy of this decade is one

of those questions. It was settled without much careful

deliberation or foresight, and may be said in the main to

have shaped itself. At the time when Mr. Gladstone

presided over the department of trade, an immense

extension of the railway system was seen to be certain,

and we may now smile at what then seemed the striking

novelty of such a prospect. Mr. Gladstone proposed a

select committee on the subject, guided its deliberations,

drew its reports, and framed the bill that was founded upon

them. He dwelt upon the favour now beginning to be

shown to the new roads by the owners of land through

which they were to pass, so different from the stubborn

resistance that had for long been offered ; upon the

cheapened cost of construction ; upon the growing disposition

to employ redundant capital in making railways, instead of

running the risks that had made foreign investment so

disastrous. It was not long, indeed, before this very dis-

position led to a mania that was even more widely disastrous

than any foreign investment had been since the days of the

1 See Speech, Aug. 10, 1843.
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''" ""'-^^'^--'^ Railway CHAPAct of 1844, besides a number of working regulations for tlie

^'"^
day laid down two principles of the widest rfnge : ^Lerv^"

^"^
to the state the fuU right of intervention in the conrrnsof

^'•''-

years' purchase of the divisible profits «
^

It was during these years of labour under Peel that h«

llt:ZZ:t T^'^ ""' administrative and parity a';practice that afterwards stood him in good stead • nn r,^account to try to deal with a question befLl s r pe'- neve^

:^f^r^h:;rs:^-^^

:iirTeln7ortg^\--::,r--f-were in the strict line of%ticallle?sL''\hfr:alike in social origin and academic antecedents. They startedrom the same pointof viewas to the great organs of naSife, the monarchy, the territorial peerage and the common^

knowlTVi'^'
.'universities. They showed the sameX;knowledge that it was not by its decorative parts, or whatBurke styled 'solemn plausibilities,' that the coinmunitvderived its strength

; but that it rested for its real foundZtions on ite manufactures, its commerce, and its credttEven m the lesser things, in reading S r Robert Petitetters, those who in later years served Lder Mr GLdltean recognise the school to which he went for the methodlthe habits of mind, the practices of business, and even thephrases Which he employed when his own tie came toassume the direction of public affair, tJ,.

' Wordsworth wrote (Oct. 15, l«44i tHb .Wfi. u ,.
to implore him to direct gpeiialattfln vrrlV" "^^' ^^ **»« w»y. is a
tion to the desecrating Etol. Ta in"' *™'? J.''*"'""""" '" «>« books

:

rj^lway from Kendal t^o fhrhead o? dilwn^'"L^^h^.i!'^°''^ ***"8'>'«
Wmdennere, and enclosed a sonnet edition) Tm IM

' W'ordw^orW (1896
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MAYNOOTH

When I consider how mnniflcenUy the colleges of Cambridge and

Oxford are endowed, and with what pomp religion and learning are

there surrounded ; . . . when I remember what was the faith of

Edward iii. and of Henry ti., of Margwet of Anjou and Margaret

of Richmond, of WilUain of Wykeham and William of Waynefleet,

of Archbishop Chichele and Cardinal Wolsey ; when I remember

what we have taken from the Roman catholics, King's College,

Kew College, Christ Church, my own Trinity ;
and when I look

at the miserable Dotheboys' Hall which we have given them in

exchange, I feel, I must own, less proud than I could wish of being

a protestont and a Cambridge man.—Macaulat.

In pursuit of the policy of conciliation with which he was

now endeavouring to counter O'Connell, Peel opened to his

colleagues in 1844 a plan for dealing with the sum annually

voted by parliament to the seminary for the training of

catholic clergy at Maynooth. The original grant was

made by the Irisii parliament, protestant as it was ;
and

was accepted even by anti-catholic leaders after 1800 as

virtually a portion of the legislative union with Ireland.

Peel's proposal, by making an annual grant permanent,

by tripling the amount, by incorporating the trustees,

established a new and closer connection between the state

and the college. It was one of the boldest things he ever did.

What Lord Aberdeen wrote to Madame de Lieven in 1852

was hardly a whit less true in 1845 : ' There is more intense

bigotry iu England at this moment than in any other country

in Europe.' Peel said to Mr. Gladstone at the beginning of

1845— 'I wish to speak without any reserve, and I ought

to tell you, I think it will very probably be fatal to the

270
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government. He explained that he did not know whether CHAPthe feehng among Goulburn's constituents [the univer^tv «
of Cambridge] might not be too strong for him th„7

"-^
Scotland, as he expected, there would be^a git op;.o^rion

^'•^•
and he seemed to think that from the church also heremight be great resistance, and he said the proceedrn'sm the diocese of Exeter showed a very sensitive stat!the pubhc mind.' During the whole of 1844 the pro ect

unX He d'd'T r^ "^^-"^"^ ^^- Gladstone'gw
ever e^lLe mtf b" T^""""

*'' ^^"^^ ^" '"'^''^ ^"' -^^tever else might be said, it was in direct antagonism to theprincxple elaborately expounded by him only sif year befortas he sacred rule and obligation between a ChriiiLrstaT'and Christian churches. He had marked any de" rtur!rum that rule as a sign of social declension, as a Se" e.tfrom a higher state of society to a lower as \ nnf T
ebb and flow of national life.' W.!! U no'LJat^^hf;that las official participation in the extension of the public'endowmen of Maynooth would henceforth give o evervcue the right to sav of him » Ti,..f .

^^y
He was fot indei;il'rmitt'e :trn;tr^^
written, to the extravagant position'thatVhpi^^^^^^^^
should be hazarded because it could no longer re tore2ancient theories of religion

; but was he not rifht nto dinlindispensable that any vote or further declaratln ftm
e" froni*^:!!

"^'^ ^'-""^^ ^^^^ ""^^ circuml™"

Wy™ '"'' "^P"'"" "' ^^« disinterestedness and

or!l!!'l->V^^'V^^'''^'^'''S difficulties upon Maynooth.on July 12 he made a truly singular tender to the head oft e government. He knew Peel to be disposed to entertainthe question of a renewal of the public -elations wTth Zpapal court at Rome, first to be opened by ind rect com

Viples. What I have to say,' Mr. Gladstone now wrote

snould think fit to appoint me to Florence or Naples, and

to Peel ou this topic are given by
Mr. Parker, Peel, iii. pp. loo, i63,
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to employ me in any such communications as those to

which 1 have referred, I am at your disposal.' Of this start-

ling offer to transform himself from president of the board of

trade into Vatican envoy, Mr. Gladstone left his own later

judgment upon record ; here it is, and no more needs to be

said upon it :
—

About the time of my resignation on account of the contem-

plated increase of the grant to the College of Maynooth, I became

possessed with the idea that there was about to be a renewal in

some shape of our diplomatic [relations] with the see of Rome,

and I believe that I committed the gross error of tendering my-

self to Sir Robert Peel to fill the post of envoy. I have difficulty

at this date (1894) in conceiving by what obliquity of view I

could have come to imagine that this was a rational or in any

way excusable proposal : and this, although I vaguely think my

friend James Hope had some hand in it, seems to show me now

that there existed in my mind a strong element of fanaticism.

I believe that I left it to Sir R. Peel to make me any answer or

none as he might think fit; and he with great propriety chose

the latter alternative.

In the autumn of 1844, the prime minister understood that

if he proceeded with the Maynooth increase, he would lose

Mr. Gladstone. The loss. Peel said to Graham, was serious.

and on every account to be regretted, but no hope of avert-

ing it would justify the abandonment of a most important

part of their Irish policy. Meanwhile, in the midst of heavy

labours on the tariff in preparation for the budget of 1845,

Mr. Gladstone was sharply perturbed, as some of his letters

to Mrs. Gladstone show :
—

Wliitehall, Nov. 22, '44.— It is much beyond my expectation

that Newman should have taken my letter so kindly ; it seemed to

me so like the operation of a clumsy, bungling surgeon upon a

sensitive part. I cannot well comment upon his meaning, for as

you may easily judge, what with cabinet, board, and Oak Farm,

I have enough in my head to-day— and the subject is a fine and

subtle one. But I may perhaps be able to think upon it to-night,

in the meantime I think yours is a very just conjectural sketch.

We have not got in cabinet to4ay to the really pinching part of
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the discussion, the Roman »ati.»ii» v •

have .0 d .he„ that it I ^, I „„„ ,„ „„ ^e ^^IdoftTu irequired by my p,m«m] cha,«.r, and not Wean». Iv ,

W, l«au.e I consider .,..„ ^„„d't^reSiHLZ :L»Of this declaration to reueat I fhint fi.„
process

.. tHe o,d not ^^:i^^:::,::rr::::;^
as If I had never said a word before upon the subTeot T
painful but not so painful as the last tiCndbran effort Zaltogether prevented iny n.ind from broodi'ng upon ^Ltrehan^A this monient

(6J) I am sure they are talklg^bout^t o^A,,way. I am going to dme with Sir R Peel TlnH^P fi,» •

stances the Windsor visit will be stVange enoLh In I'

""""
tune my father writes to me most .j:;:2t;^J:^lZZ
toWpool.I.o^,orsomefurtherlightfromhim!nWern:r;

.Vol, 26.-1 have no more light to throw upon the matters whichI mentioned yesterday. The dinner at Peel's went off as willit
Ti ^ .T'*'" ' ' '^' °"* ''' °«*^ ^'^ I^-d Aberder wa

I thinT > ''
'"' "'' ""''' '''''''' •* --' ^ P-ented Buthink It cannot, and friendly efforts to prolong the dav onlv

!s well, and IS to come back to-morrow.
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Jan. 9, '45. —Another postponement ; bnt our explanations were

as satisfactory as could possibly be made under such circumstances.

The tone and manner as kind as at any time— nothing like

murmur. At the same time Peel said he thought it right to

intimate a belief that the government might very probably be

shipwrecked upon the Maynooth question, partly in connection

with my retirement, but also as he intimated 'rom the uncertainty

whether there might not be a very strong popular feeling against

it He takes upon himself all responsibility for any inconvenience

to which the government may possibly be put from the delay and

a consequent abrupt retirement, and says I have given him the

fullest and fairest notice. ... I saw Manning for two hours this

morning, and let the cat out of the bag to him in part. Have a

note from Lockhart saying the Bishop of London had sent his

chaplain to Murray to express high approval of the article on

Ward— and enclosing the • ' Tar addition of £63.

Windsor Castle, Jan. 10.— if'irst, owing to the Spanish ambassa-

dor's not appearing. Lady Lyttelton was suddenly invited, and fell

to my lot to hand in and sit by, which was very pleasant. I am,

as you know, a shockingly bad witness to looks, but she appeared

to me, I ci iifess, a little worn and aged. She ought to have at

least two months' holiday every year. After dinner the Queen

inquired as usual about you, and rather particularly with much

interest about Lady Glynne. I told her plainly all I could. This

rather helped the Queen through the conversation, as it kept me

talking, and she was evidently hard pressed at the gaps. Then

we went to cards, and played commerce ; fortunately I was never

the worst hand, and so was not called upon to pay, for I had locked

up my purse before going to dinner; but 1 found I had won 2s. 2d.

at the end, 8d. of which was paid me by the Prince. I mean to

keep the 2d. piece (the 6d. I cannot identify) accordingly, unless

I lose it again to-night I had rather a nice conversation with him

about the international copyright convention with Prussia. . . .

WhUehaU, Jan. 11.— I came back from Windsor this morning,

very kindly used. The Queen mentioned particularly that you

were not asked on account of presumed inconvenience, and sent

me a private print of the Prince of Wales, and on my thanking

for it through Lady Lyttelton, another of the Princess. Also she
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pared with Willv \v« k i

^""^ess Royal short as com-P*r«u wiin u lily. ^\ e had more cards last evenuiR : Ladvmade more blunders and was laughed at as usual
«

'

"^^—
.oti'th7eVd^tt:e:i;^\^:\»- " 'r -- ^^^^^^

.only he called uncoj.r^;. ^"fdTS^r^^7:

feignedlyputtooCh^^^X^^^^^^^^

Itself. I am sorry that a part of the inconvenience falls on vourmn-nt head I need not tell you the irksomeness of bus^nn
ness. Still, having very important matters in preparation I mustnot give any signs of inattention or indifference

mv^S'tuttTtin''"; 't~'
'^^^ °° "^"« *° ^- y- aboutmyseit, Dut continue to be quite in the dark tk«~, •

.

tat I thmk on b«»d of tead. b,.ta,„ only. G^am has faS™ ™ a^t th, d„f. of .ho Maynooth bill ^1 Z^'Z

».«i«ur f„. a thousand acts of kinL^^^S httS
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himself not readily to forget. The feeling of the occasion he

described to Manning :
—

I>o you know that daily intercourse and co-operation with men

upon matters of great anxiety and moment interweaves much of

one's being with theirs, and parting with them, leaving them

under the pressure of their work and setting myself free, feels,

I think, much like dying : more like it than if I were turning my

back altogether upon public life. I have received great kindness,

and so far as ijersonal sentiments are concerned, I believe they

are as well among us as they can be.

One otlier incident he describes to his wife :
—

Peel thought I should ask an audience of the Queen on my

retirement, and accordingly at the palace to^ay (Feb. 3) he

intimated, and then the lord-in-waiting, as is the usage, for-

mally requested it. I saw the Queen in her private sitting-room.

As she did not commence speaking immediately after the first

bow, I thought it my part to do so ; and I said, ' I have had the

boldness to request an audience, madam, that I might say with

how much pain it is that I find myself separated from your

Majesty's service, and how gratefully I feel your Majesty's

many acts of kindness.' She replied that she regretted it very

much, and that it was a great loss. I resumed that I had the

greatest comfort T could enjoy under the circumstarnes in the

knowledge that my feelings towards her Majesty's person auJ

service, and also towards Sir R. Peel and my late colleagues,

were altogether unchanged by my retirement. After a few

words more she spoke of the state of the country and the re-

duced condition of Chartism, of which I said I believed the

main feeder was want of employment. At the pauses I watched

her eye for the first sign to retire. But she asked me about you

before we concluded. Then one bow at the spot and another at

the door, which was very near, and so it was all over.

Feb. 4.— Ruminated on the dangers of my explanation right

and left, and it made me unusually nervous. H. of C. 4^9. I

was kindly spoken of and heard, arfd I hope attained practically

purposes I had in view, but I think the House felt that the last

part by taking away the sting reduced the matter to flatness.
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divergence of judgment upon protection Th.

of the highest and m^f
''''**°' ^ '°"^'^" «»P»blewio uignest and most eminent services.'

»

' In the course of Mav i>us f^t i
made some remarks on resimiVin^

consented to bring forward the
of which Mr. GlaStoneThS. the ZZ^'V .'•'j."

'*"^* °* the Ron^^
report worth preserving.— .f^^it from offi.^

"^"^ '^""^^'nplate retiring
that there may be many occSs 1^^

office -not because I shrank
when it would be the duty oTa nub! t^f J^^*

respom.ibiiity of proposing
10 man to retire from office, «th« t .T'"'*^ "?1 '«"" ^^^e f*""*
ban propo« measures which irTronf n^t L^o'^^r ^^^ inconsUtency_
trary to the principles he hM hp^ ^ i.*^*"** ^ ^^ not prepared to
tofore supported. I think t1?:.ft^

make the painful sacrifice of privat^
Propriety^^Sf his taking that c^u^* bufwi^* ""r" J^"""^' conneS?W.11 m|UnIy depend u^n the effTct t^«m^mf ^ ^^^""^ ^hat my rel
which h.s retirement Wui have u^n th^r.?.! ^^f" oftce would promote
the success of that public ml^^ Jhe success of the measure. I thought
which he believes to be neceSa^^; ™^ k^"H °»°'^ efficiently assist
the good of his country ifhfnfr-r ™^ °°**'* ^"^nd in carrying that
was perfectly honouSie pSectlv S.^'^ '' ^ ''"""^ from^ffife, and
just in myAght honourabl^'weS ^a A^?"*'^"" "^ '•"^'*' ^"PP^'^
the late president of the »k,5.«1 „# ">.» .P"vate capacity. I changed mv
trade to ,^li„<,u«h office ^kTlon m''e'7hat^^H'"

" ^'^ 'Je'"onstfK
gentleman thinks I ouqht to have S^rifin^L'''*'^

'^'^, * necessity for
pursued the same cou?se in 1820 wiffii^^ '"yu"'^ '««"ng« by retain-
That was precisely the couree I wished thff^ ~ ''''*," '' ^^ ^^own to me
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The point of Mr. Gladstone's reply was in fact an extremely

8imi)lo and a highly honourable one. While carefully

abstaining from laying down any theory of jMlitical affairs

as under all circumstJinces inflexible and immutable, yet

lie thought that one who had borne such solemn testimony

as he had borne in his book, to a particular view of a

great ouestion, ought not to make himself responsible for a

material departure from it, without at least placing himself

oiienly in a position to form a judgment tliat should bo

beyond all mistake at once independent and unsuspected.

That jKisition in respect of the Maynooth policy ho could

not hold, so long as he was a member of the cabinet pro

posing it, and therefore he had resigned, though it was

undei-stood that he would not resist the Maynooth increase

itself. All this, I fancy, might easily have been made plain

even to those who thought his action a display of overstrained

moral delicacy. As it was, his anxiety to explore every nook

and cranny of his case, and to defend or discover in it

every point that human ingenuity could devise for attack,

led him to si)eak for more than an hour ; at the end of which

even friendly and sympathetic listeners were left wholly at u

loss for a clue to the labyrinth. ' What a marvellous talent

is this,' Cobden exclaimed U> a friend sitting near him ; 'here

have I been sitting listening with pleasure for an hour to his

explanation, and yet I know no more why he left the govern-

ment than before he began.' ' I could not but know,' Mr.

Gladstone wrote on this incident long years after, 'that I

should inevitably be regarded as fastidious and fanciful.

fitter for a dreamer or possibly a schoolman, than for the

active purposes of public life in a busy and moving age.'*

Sir Robert Inglis begged him to lead the opposition to

the bill. In the coui-se of the converaatiou Inglis went baek

measure totally imprwHililp— when it

yitin proviMl to me that there were
objections in tlie hiiihent quart-era

which vvoiihl not be ovcrcoiiie unless

I wan preparetl to Hacritice much that

was <lear to me— when it was iiili-

matetl to my nolile frieiul that tliere

was an intention on tlie part of the

hiRhest authorities in the church of

Kngland to offer a decided opposi-

tion to the measure, and when niv

noble friend Intimated to me that lie

thoufiht, if I persevered in my intcii-

ti'^n to n'tii-e, success was out of the

question. It was then 1 did not

hesitate to say tliat 1 would not ex-

pose others to oWofpiy or suspicions

from whicli I myself shrunk.'
» Gleaningt, vii. p. 118.
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to the fatal cliaracter anil ronsequenceH of the Act of 1829 ; CHAP,
and wished tlmt his advice had then been taken, whioli

*''^'-

was that the Duke of Cumberland Hlu.nld be sent as lord
lieutenant to Ireland with thirty thousand men. 'Aa that
ffoo<l and very kind man si^ke the words,' Mr. (Uadstone
says, 'my blood ran cohl, and he loo had helped me onwards
in the i)ath before me.' William Palmer wrote that the
.srrant to Maynootli was the sin of 1829 over again, and
would bring with it the same destruction of the conserva-
tive party. Lord Winchilsea, one of his patrons at Newark,
protested against anything that savoured of the national
endowment of Uomanism. Mr. Disraeli was reported as
saying that with liis resignation on Muynooth Mr. (ilad-
stone's career was over.

Tlie rough verdict pronounced his act a i)iece of political
prmlery. ( )ne journalistic wag observed, ' A lady's fo< .tman
jumped off the Great Western train, going forty miles an
hour, merely to pick ui) his hat. Pretty much like this act,
so disproportional to the occasion, is Mr. Gladst.)ne'8 leap out
of the ministry to follow his book.' When the time came he
voted f(«- the second reading of the Mayr,, oth bill (April 11)
with remarkable emphasis. ' I am prepared, in opposition to
what 1 believe to be the prevailing opini<.n of the iKJoplo of
England and of Scotland, in opposition to the judgment of
my own constituents, frf)m whom I greatl) ..gret to «liffer,
and in oi)position to my own deeply cheri.shed predilec-
tions, to give a delibemte and even anxious support to the
measure.'

The 'dreamer and the schoolman' meanwhile liad left
beliind him a towering monument of hard and strenuous
labour in the shajHi of that secontl and greater reform
of the tariff, in wiiich, besides the removal of the export
<luty on coal and less serious connnt)dities, no fewer
than four inindred and thirty articles were swept altogether
away from tlio list of the customs oHicer. Glass was
freed froui an excise amounting to twice or thrice tlie

value of the article, and tlie whole figure of remission was
nearly tiiree times as large as the corresponding figure in the
bold operations of 1842. Whether the budget of 1842 or tliat

' i
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BOOK of 1845 marked the more extensive advance, we need not

^^- discuss ; it is enough that Mr. Gladstone himself set down

the construction of these two tariffs among the principal

achievements in the history of his legislative works. His

unofficial relations with the colleagues whom he had left

were perfectly unchanged. ' You will be glad to know,' he

writes to his father, 'that the best feeling, as I believe,

subsists between us. Although our powers of entertaining

guests are not of the first order, yet with a view partly to

these occurrences we asked Sir R. and Ladv ^'eel to dinner

to-day, and also Lord and Ladj Stanley an A Aberdeen.

All accepted, but unfortunately an invitation lo Windsor has

carried off Sir R. and Lady Peel. A small matter, but I

mention it as a symbol of what is material.'

Before many days were over, he was working day and

night on a projected statement, involving much sifting and

preparation, upon the recent commercial legislation. Lord

John Russell Iiad expressed a desire for a competent com-

mentary on the results of the fiscal changes of 1842, and the

pamphlet in which Mr. Gladstone showed what those results

had been was the reply. Three editions of it were published

within the year.^

This was not the only service that Mr. Gladstone had an

opportunity of rendering in the course of the session to the

government that he had quitted. 'Peel,' he says, 'had a

plan for the admission of free labour sugar on terms of

favour. Lord Palmerston made a motion to show that this

involved a breach of our old treaties with Spain. I ex-

amined the case laboriously, and, though I think his facts

could not be denied, I undertook (myself out of oifice) to

answer him on behalf of the government. This I did, and

Peel, who was the most conscientious man I ever knew in

spareness of eulogium, said to me when I sat down, " That

was a wonderful speech, Gladstone." ' The speech took four

hours, and was, I think, the last that he made in parliament

I ' Remarks upon recent Commer- Risrht Hon. W. E. Gladstone, M. P. for

dal Ledslation sujreegt^d by the ex- N<wark,' London, Murray, 1846. Mr.

posltory statement of the Revenue Gladstone had written on the same

from Customs, and other Papers lately subject in the Foreign and Colonial

Bubmitted to Parliament, by the Quarterly Review, January 1843.

f'*J
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dlVove/^*^'
*°^ * ^*^'' ^"^ '^"^"^ *^** ^^ '^*" presently CHAP.

In the autumn of 1845, Mr. Gladstone made a proposal to
^"^

Hope-Scott. 'As Ireland,' he said, 'is likely to find this
country and parliament so much employment for years to
come, I feel rather oppressively an obligation to try and see
It with my own eyes instead of using those of other people,
according to the limited measure of my means.' He sug-
gested that they should devote some time 'to a worki.fg
tour in Ireland, eschewing all grandeur and taking little
account of see:., ry, compared with the purpose of look-
ing at close quarters at the institutions for religion and
education of the country and at the character of the people.'
1 hihp Pusey was inclined to join them. ' It will not alarm
you, says Pusey, 'if I state my belief that in these agrarian
outrages the Irish peasants have been engaged in a justifiable
civil war, because the peasant ejected from his land could no
longer by any efforts of his own preserve his family from the
risk of starvation. This view is that of a very calm utili-
tarian, George Lewis.' i They were to start from Cork and
the south and work their way round by the west, carrying
with them Lewis's book, blue books, and a volume or two
of Plato, ^schylus, and the rest. The expedition was put
off by Pusey's discovery that the Times was despatching a
correspondent to carry on agrarian investigations. Mr
Gladstone urged that the Irish land question was large
enough for two, and so indeed it swiftly proved, for Ireland
was now on the edge of the black abysses of the famine.

» See his memorable work on Irish Disturbances, published in 1836.
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Chaitoe of opinion, in those to whose judgment the public looks

more or less to assist its own, is an evil to the country, although a

much smaller evil than their persistence in a coutae which they

know to be wrong. It is not always to be blamed. But it is always

to be watched with vigilance ; always to be challenged and put upon
its trial.— Gladstone.

Not lingering for the moment on Mr. Gladstone's varied

pre-occupations during 1845, and not telling over again the

well-known story of the circumstances that led to the repeal of

the corn law, I pass rapidly to Mr. Gladstone's part— it was a

secondary part— in the closing act of the exciting political

drama on which the curtain had risen in 1841. The end of

the session of 1845 had left the government in appearance

even stronger than it was in the beginning of 1842. Two
of the most sagacious actors knew better what this was
worth. Disraeli was aware how the ties had been loosened

between the minister and his supporters, and Cobden was
aware that, in words used at the time, ' three weeks of rain

when the wheat was ripening would rrin away the corn law."

'

Everybody knows how the rain came, and alarming signs

of a dreadful famine in Ireland came; how Peel advised

his cabinet to open the ports for a limited period, but

without promising them that if the corn duties were ever

taken off, they could evjr be put on again ; how Lord Jolm
seized the moment, wrote an J)dinburgh letter, and declared

for total and immediate repeal ; how the minister once

» Perhaps I may refer to my Life publication by Mr. bright. Chapters
of Cobden, which had the great xiv. and xv.
advantage of being read before

282
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more called his cabinet together, invited th«m t«
hi™ in settling the qnestL, a^ldTtL '

vol noTaU
'"^'•

assent, resigned; how Lord John tried to fern, I^^ ^->-^
and failed; and ho. Sir Robert a^fntSre^fs^Sr --

expect^ to ear;.r4:ai^t::;:nr:ShX:.t^
XBg up his party, but meant at all ktzard to clny it

Peel's conduct in 1846, Lord Aberdeen said to a friend t.nyears later, was very noble. With the exception of CrT .
myself, his whole cabinet was against him. Ly^^^^^^^^^^

'"'

and Stanley were almost violent in their resSalce ^m
"™'

onnosed to him, if it .ere possible, was the Buteof W^^:
.. oreak up the cabinet was an act of g..at courage. To

"'
"eofhee when Lord John had failed in constructing one w^ tTllmore courageous. He said to the Queen :

« I anf11" khands as your minister to-night I believp T ..n n !
which will la«f i«„„ .

^^^ *^°"^<'* a ministrywnicn will last long enough to carry free trade, and I am readv tomake the attempt.' When he said thi« ti.. f
^

„ , ,
*, "^ ^^"^ ^'iJS there were on v two mption whom he cou d relv Onpoftw «-„*-* ^-

"'-y '^^ ™«n

ton ' Tha n ,
"* *° J"*'" ^'"^ ^as Welling-on. The Queen's government,' he said, 'must be carried on

must do all that we can for the Queen.' •

On one of the days of this startling December, Mr

uncertainty) I cannot Judgl Irtdfn;;:! ^07™^
'

more than at present of the Irish case. It is thereof anvwhere that he must find his justification
; there ii a" vhefe"that one returned to parliament as I am can hone^tl fi ^

reason for departing at this time from tl^'pTe^e reorn'h'
'

Tuo other letters of Mr. Gladstone's show us more fX
Whom the most important was Lord Stanley. The first ofthese was written to his father four and ahalf'^j-ears late"'-
6 Carlton Gardens, Jnne 30, 1849. -As respects my 'having

Mrs. Simpson's Many Memoriea,

fl

p.
233."*

Aberdeen to Senior, Sept. 186.1,
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made Peel a free trader,' I have never seen that idea expressed
anywhere, and I think it is one that does great injustice to the
character and power of his mind. In every case, however, the
head of a government may be influenced more or less in the
affairs of each department of state by the person in charge of that
department. If, then, there was any influence at all upon Peel's

mind proceeding from me between 1841 and 1845, I have no
doubt it may have tended on the whole towards free trade. . .

But all this ceased with the measures of 1845, when I left oflice.

It was during the alarm of a potato famine in the autumn of

that year that the movement in the government about the
corn laws began. I was then on the continent, looking after

Helen [his sister], and not dreaming of office or public affairs. . . .

I myself had invariably, during Peel's government, spoken of
protection not as a thiL^ good in principle, but to be dealt with
as tenderly and cautiously as might be according to circumstances,
always moving in the direction of free trade. It then appeared to

me that the case was materially altered by events ; it was no longer
open to me to pursue that cautious course. A great struggle
was imminent, in which it was plain that two parties only could
really find place, on the one side for repeal, on the other side for

permanent maintenance of a com law and a protective system
generally and on principle. It would have been more inconsistent
in me, even if consistency had been the rule, to join the latter

party than the former. But independently of that, I thought,
and still think, that the circumstances of the case justified and
required the change. So far as relates to the final change in the
corn law, you will see that no influence proceeded from me,
but rather that events over which I had no control, and steps
taken by Sir R. Peel while I was out of the government, had
an influence upon me in inducing me to take office. I noticed
some days ago that you had made an observation on this subject,

but I did not recollect that it was a question. Had I adverted to

this I should have answered it at once. If I had any motive for

avoiding the subject, it was, I think, this— that it is not easy to

discuss such a question as that of an influence of mine over a
mind so immeasurably superior, without something of egotism and
vanity.
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So much for the general situation Ti,^ j ,

Mrs. Gladstone, and contribuZ
'^'''"'* ^'"'' ^«*^ C«AI*-

1,^ ,
^^"™^P«™o»al details:— X.

^3 Garllon House Terrace, Dec. 22,6pm 184^ t. • « •
^"^^

tobegin about myself, but 1 musf Av^i! f~ ' °*^''°''^« ^'-S^.

I have accepted the office oecty;?;^^ ^ '"* *"° ''"""

Lord Stanley, who resigns tZT. I
'°^''"''''

'^'^^^^^^e

anxious hours VpI ?' ^^ ^"'** *^«»t3^-f«»r have been veryous nours. lesterday afternoon (two hours aff^r w iCommunion) Lincoln camA f« . i

"^"^ ^°'y
part I wpnf . . u

"''''^ ''" apj,ointment on Peel's

to read, includiag letter, of hi. I^'"'"'""" "' I'^l*"

Ru„ell.e, during the Si, Z°'^'
''"'*°''' »"" ''"''' J-

with Bonham fthe mrt
™t f""""* ' ""^ ' ~nve,.ation
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""*,"'«')'™ »°'i U»d. But it
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In the diary he enters :—
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'

, , .^''"^f
^^'^ office_m opposition, a« Iconsolation of feeling, to my leanings and desires, and
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with the most precarious prospects. Peel was most kind, nay
fatherly. We held hands instinctively, and I could not but

reciprocate with emphasis his < God bless you.'

I well remember, Mr. Gladstone wrote in a memorandum of

Oct. 4, 1851, Peel's using language to me in the Duke of New-
castle's house on Sunday, Dec. 21, 1845, which, as I conceive,

distinctly intimated his belief that lie would be able to carry his

measure, and at the same time hold his party together. He spoke

with a kind of glee and complacency in his tone when he aid,

making up his meaning by signs, ' I have not lived near forty

years in public life to find myself wholly without the power of

foreseeing the course of events in the House of Commons '— in

reference to the very point of the success of his government.

One thing is worth noting as we pass. The exact proceed-

ings of the memorable cabinets of November and the open-

ing days of December are still obscure. It has generally

been held that Disraeli planted a rather awkward stroke

when he taunted Peel with his inconsistency in declaring

that he was not the proper minister to propose repeal, and
yet in trying to persuade his colleagues to make the attempt

before giving the whigs a chance. The following note of

Mr. Gladstone's (written in 1851 after reading Sir R. Peel's

original memoir on the Corn Act of 1846) throws some light

on the question :—
When Sir R. Peel invited me to take office in December 184.'>

he did not make me aware of the offer he had made to the cabinet

in his memorandum, I think of Dec. 2, to propose a new com law

with a lowered sliding duty, which should diminish annually by

a shilling until in some eight or ten years the trade would be free.

No doubt he felt that after Lord John Russell had made his

attempt to form a government, and after, by Lord Stanley's

resignation, he had lost the advantages of unanimity, he could not

be justified in a proposal involving so cc isiderable an element of

protection. It has become matter of history. But as matter of

history it is important to show how honestly and perseverinijly

he strove to hold the balance fairly between contending claims,

and how far he was from being the mere puppet of abstract

theories.
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n^easuL'^ tytZT^^^t IZLT'^'T'
«^^""^

the Duke of Newcastle fo threat Cfifh' T' '*°
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"""^
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^"^® ""'^f^* «"ow him
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^'t
"1

interest. Mr. Gladstone, too, we musTnn. / ^''V"*""*^
and for many years to co;e, a t!ry When it"^'*'

""" «*^*
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''*' ^^^fested
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secretary of state out of parliament during the corn law
crisiti, and their petition was suddenly withdrawn. The
consequence was that I remained until the resignation of

the government in July a minister of the crown Avithout a

seat in parliament. This was a state of things not agree-

able to the spirit of parliamentary government ; and some
objection was taken, but rather slightly, in the House
of Commons. Sir R. Peel stood fire.' There can be little

doubt that in our own day a cabinet minister without a

seat in either House of parliament would be regarded,

in Mr. Gladstone's words, as a i>ublic inconvenience and
a political anomaly, too dark to be tolerated; and he

naturally felt it his absolute duty to peep in at every

chink and cranny where a seat in parliament could be had.

A Peelite, however, had not a good chance at a by-elec-

tion, and Mr. Gladstone remained out of the House until

the general election in the year following.* Lord Lincoln,

also a member of the cabinet, vacated his seat, but, unlike

his friend, found a seat in the course of the session.

Mr. Gladstone's brother-in-law, Lyttelton, was invited

to represent the colonial office in the Lords, but had

qualms of conscience about the eternal question of the

two Welsh bishoprics. 'How could the government of this

wonderful empire,' Peel wrote to Mr. Gladstone, 'be ever

constructed, if a difference on such a point were to be an

obstruction to union? Might not any one now say with

perfect honour and, what is of more importance (if they are

not identical), perfect satisfaction to his own conscience, " I

will not so far set up my own judgment on one isolated

measure against that of a whole administration, to such an

extent as to preclude me from co-operation with them at a

critical period." This, of course, assumes general accordance

of sentiment on the great outlines of public policy.' Wise

1 Sibthorp asked Peel in the H.
of C. when Gladstone and Lincoln
would appear. Peel replied that if

S. would take the Chiltern Hundreds,
G. should stand against him. S.

retorted that the Cbiltem Hundreds
is a place under government, and he
would never take place from Peel;

but if P. would dissolve he would
welcome Gladstone to Lincoln— nr

P. himself ; and added privately tliat

he would give P. or G. best bottle

of wine in his cellar if he would come
to Lincoln and fight him fairly. —
Lord BroughtotCe Diaries.
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was over, that the Duke of Wellington told Lord John

that he thought Peel was tired of party and was determined

to destroy it. After the repeal of the com law was safe,

the minister was beaten on the Irish coercion bill by what

Wellington calletl a ' blackguard combination * between the

whigs and the protectionists. He resigned, and Lord John

Russell at the head of the whigs came in.

'Until three or four days before the division on the

coercion bill,' Mr. Gladstone says in a memomnduni written

at the time, 'I had not the smallest idea, beyimd mere

conjecture, of the views and intentions of Sir U. Peel with

respect to himself or to his government. Only we had

been governed in all questions, so far as I knew, by the

determination to carry the corn bill and to let no collateral

circumstance interfere with that main purpose. . . . He

sent round a memorandum some days before the division

arguing for resignation against dissolution. There was also

a correspondence between the Duke of Wellington and him.

The duke argued for holding our ground and dissolving.

But when we met in cabinet on Friday the 26th of June, not

an opposing voice Was raised. It was the shortest cabinet I

ever knew. Peel himself uttered two or three introu ' -vory

sentences. He then said that he was convinced that the

formation of a conservative party was impossible while he

continued in office. That he had made up his mind to

resign. That he strongly advised the resignation of the

entire government. Some declared their assent. None

objected ; and when he asked whether it was unanimous,

there was no voice in the negative.' 'This was simply,'

as Mr. Gladstone added in later notes, 'because he had very

distinctly and positively stated his own resolution to resign.

It amounted therefore to this,—no one proposed to go on

without him.' One other note of Mr. Gladstone's on this

grave decision is worth quoting :
—

I must put into words the opinion which I silently formed in

my room at the colonial office in June 1846, when I got the circu-

lation box with Peel's own memorandum not only arguing in

favour of resignation b mtimating his own intention to resign,
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"L"L'L':'^''°''^"""^''"'^'"^''^'^PP--^-^^ The CHAP.duke, m rny opinion, was right and Peel wrong, but he had ^
bornethe b^nt of battle already beyond the measure of huin^ 'Z^strength and who can wonder that his heart and soul as wju^

^'•*^-

his physical organisation needed rest ?

«

In announcing hin retirement to the House (June 29)

n CoEr " -^-n-ous and magnificent\ulogLm
. In ;

"^" *° '"'^' *^»« panegyric gave muchoffence, and among others to Mr. Gladstont The next dayho entered in his diary : _ *^

last night. My objection to it is that it did not do full justice
Jor If his power of discussion has been great and his n^
his tone has been most harsh and his imputation of bad and^emotn-es to honourable men incessant. I do not think thTl gvas done m a manner altogether worthy of Peel's mind. But hehke so,„e smaller men, is, I think, very sensible of the sw^tess'of the cheers of opponents.

sweetness

He describes himself at the time as ' grieved and hurt '

atthese dosing sentences
; and even a year later, in ans"t tosome inquiry from hi. father, who stiU remained prot

"
n!^t, he wrote - July 1, '47. - 1 do not know anything aboutPeels having repented of his speech about Cobden! but Ihope that he has seen the great objection to which i C^I think, airly open.' Some of his own men who voted f^Peel declared that after this speech they bitterly reZt^lThe suspected personal significance of theTobd^^panegyric is described in a memorandum written by MrGladstone a few days later (July 12) : — ^

A day or two afterwards I met Lord Stanley crossing the park

.,~,!_ u.— . "»"«: <^ reel sironci^

SSJII" ^ hold on, and Peel W-pned with an effective defence of hisown view. Lif. ofCohden, i. chap. IS.

,„= • . ? ** * "*""« that ought to be
associated with the success "of thes^

ZTu' '•

*,•;
'" ""* *he name ofSJohn RuMell, neither is it my name.Sir the name which ought to be, and

,Trii
^:,a8«"C'«od with these measures is the name of a m'^^ w^=« ^h^^^ mTasuVsrC

!,„. J ""uieresiea motives,
has advocated their cause with unlS *"^'^' ""* *'y *PP«al8 to reason
expressed byan eloquence the Ce
^^f T'^'fed because it was un-
affected and unadorned -the namewhich ought to be associated with
the success of these measui-es is thename of Richard Cohden WUhou?
"cruple. Sir. I attribute the succms

;
j|
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and we had some conversation, first on colonial matters. Then
he said, ' Well, I think oar friend Peel went rather far last night

about Cobden, did he not ?
' I stated to him my very deep regret

on reading that passage (as well as what followed al)out the

monopolists), and that, not for its impolicy but for its injustice.

All that he said was true, but he did not say the whole truth

;

and the effect of the whole, as a whole, was therefore untrui'.

Mr. ('ol)den has throughout argued the corn question on the

principle of holding up the landlords of England to the people, as

plunderers and as knaves for maintaining the corn law to save

their rents, and as fools because it was not necessary for that

purpose. This wivs passed by, while he was praised for sincerity,

eloquence, indefatigable zeal.

On Thursday the 2iid I saw Lord Alierdeen. He agreed in

the general regret at the tone of that i)art of the speech. He
said he feared it was designe<l with a view to its effects, for tlu'

purjmse of making it imjtossible <^hat Peel should ever again be

placed in connection with the conservative party as a party. He

said that Peel had absolutely made up his mind never again to lead

it, never again to enter office; that he had indeed made up his

mind, at one time, to quit parliament, but that probably on the

Queen's account, ami in deference to her wishes, ho had abandoned

this part of his intentions. Hut that ho was iixed in the idea to

maintain his indei)endent and separate position, taking part in

public (piestions as his views of public interests might from tiiiie

to time seem to recpiire. I represented that this for him, and in

the House of ('ommons, was an intention absolutely impossible

to fulfil ; that with his greatness he could not remain there ovtr-

shadowing and eclipsing all governments, and yet have to dc

with no governments ; that acts cannot for such a man Ix'

isolated, they must lie in series, and his view of public affairs

must coincide with one body of men rather than another, and

that the attraction must jdaee him in relations with them. Lord

Aberdeen said that Earl S|)encer in his later days was Sir 11. Peel's

ideal,— rare appearances for serious purposes, and without com-

promise generally to the independence of his personal habitp, I

put it tliat this was possible in the House of Lords, but oidy

there, . . . On Saturday I saw him again as he came fn ..' the

Naii
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of the conservative body resumed. I told him, in the first place,

that I felt some difficulty in answering him in my state of total

ignorance, so far as direct communication is concerned, of Sir

R. Peel's knowledge and intentions ; that on Tuesday I had seen

him on colonial matters, and had talked on the probable intentions

of the new government as to the sugar duties, but that I did not

like to ask what he did not seem to wish to tell, and that I did not

obtain the smallest inkling of liglit as to his intentions in respect

to that very matter now immediately pending. He observed it

was a pity Sir R. Peel was so uncommunicative ; but that after

having been so long connected with him, he would certainly be

very unwilling to do anything disagreeable to him; still, it I

and others thought fit, he was ready to do what he could towards

putting the party together again. I then replied that I thought,

so far as extinguishing the animosities which had been raised in

connection with the corn law was concerned, I could not doubt its

propriety, that I thought we were bound to give a fair trial to

the government, and not to assume beforeliand an air of opposition,

and that if so much of confidence is due to them, much more is

it due towards friends from whom we have differed on the singlt

question of free trade, that our confidence should be reposed in

them. That I thought, however, that in any case, before actin;^'

together as a party, we ought to consider well the outline of our

further course, particularly with reference to Irish questions and

the church there, as I was of opinion that it was very doubtful

whether we had now a justification for opposing any change

with respect to it, meaning as to the property. He said with his

accustomed facility, ' Ah yes, it will require to be considered what

course we shall take.'

'

I met Lord Aberdeen the same afternoon in Bond Street, and

told him the substance of this conversation. He said, ' It is stated

that Lord G. Bentinck is to resign, and that they are to have

you.' That, I replied, was quite new to me. The (late) chancellor

had simply said, when I pointed out that the difficulties lay in

the House of Commons, that it was true, and that my being there

would make the way more open. I confess I am very doubtful

of that, and much disposed to believe that I am regretted, as

1 See Life of Lord Lyhdhurst, by Lord Campbell, p. 163.

n
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things and persons absent often are, in comparison with the CHAPpresent At dxnner I sat between Graham and Jocelyn. The
^'

latter observed particularly on the absence from Sir R Peel's ^Z^speech of any acknowledgment towards his supporters and his
''

colleagues. These last, however, are named. Jocelyn said thenew government were much divided. . . . Jocelyn believes thatLord Palmerston wUl not be very long in union with this cabinet.

J)? T : ! ^
^^'^ "'"•'^ interesting conversation. I

told him I thought It but fair to mention to him the regret andblame which I found to have been elicited from all persons whom
I saw anu conversed with, by the passage relating to Cobden. He
said he believed it was the same on all hands; and that the new
government in particular were most indignant at it. He feared
that It was deliberately preconceived and for the purpose- and
went on to repeat what Lord Aberdeen had told me, that Sir R
I eel had been within an ace of quitting parliament, and was
determined to abjure party and stand aloof for ever, and never
resume office. I replied as before, that in the House of Commons
It was impossible. He went on to sketch the same kind of future
for himself

.
He was weary of labour at thirteen or fourteen hours

a day, and of the intolerable abuse to which he was obliged to
submit

;
but his habits were formed in the House of Commons and

for It, and he was desirous to continue there as an independent
gentleman, taking part from time to time in public business as hemight find occasion, and giving his leisure to his family and to
books. I said, 'Are you not building houses of cards ? Do you
conceive that men who have played a great part, who have swayed
the great moving forces of the state, who have led the House ofCommons and given the tone to public policy, can at their will
remain there, but renounce the consequences of their remaining
and refuse to fulfil what must fall to them in some contingency
of public affairs? The country will demand that they who are the
ablest shall not stand by inactive.' He said Sir Robert Peel had
all but given up his seat. I answered that would at any rate havemade his resolution a practicable one.
He said, ' You can have no conception of what the virulence is

against Peel and me.' I said. No; that from having been out of
parliament during these debates my sense of these things was less

^m
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lively and my position in some respects different. He replie.l,

' Your position is quite different. You are free to take any course

you please with perfect honour.' I told him of Lord Lyndhursfs

visit and the purport of his conversation, of the meaning of the

junction on the opposition bench in the Lords, and of what we had
said of the difficulties in the Commons. He said, * My resentment

is not against the new government, but against the seventy-three

conservative members of parliament who displaced the late govern-

ment by a factious vote; nearly all of them believed the bill to

be necessary for Ireland ; and they knew that our removal was
not desired by the crown, not desired by the country. I find no

fault with the new ministers, they are fairly in possession of

power — but with those gentlemen I can never unite.' Later,

however, in the evening he relented somewhat, and said he must
admit that what they did was done under great provocation ; that

it v/as no wonder they regarded themselves as betrayed ; and that

unfortunately it had been the fate of Sir R. Peel to perform a

similar operation twice. . . .

Graham dwelt with fondness and with pain on Lord Stanley
;

said he had very great qualities— that his speech on the corn law.

consisting as it did simply of old fallacies though in new dress,

was a magnificent speech, one of his greatest and happiest efforts

—

that all his conduct in the public eye had been perfectly free from

exception ; that he feared, however, he had been much in Lord Geo.

Bentinck's counsels, and had concurred in much more than he had
himself done, and had aided in marking out the course taken

in the House of Commons. He had called on Lord Stanley

several times but had never been able to see him, he trusted

through accident, but seemed to doubt.

On the Cobden eulogy, though he did not defend it outright by

any means, he said, ' Do you think if Cobden had not existed the

repeal of the corn law would have been carried at this moment ?

'

I said very probably not, that he had added greatly to the

force of the movement and accelerated its issue, that I admitted

the truth of every word that Peel had uttered, but complained of

its omissions, of its spirit towards his own friends, of its false

moral effect, as well as and much more than of its mere impolicy.'

1 Six years later (Nov. 26, 1852),
Mr. Gladstone in the House of Cum-

nioiia said of Cobden, willi words of
cliaracteristic qualification : - - > Agree

t-
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IV

Still more interesting h an interview with the fallenn,m.ter lumseU, written ten days after it took ph!ce:I

^„•;^'•^\^^T^'^
^'°"^^^ '^^ ^^*^ ^ ^^^•t^'i Si^ R- l-eel, and foundhim m his dressing-room laid up .ith a cut in one of hi Set Mvnnmediate purpose was to let hi.n know the acc.lt fro^'WZealand which Lord Grey had communicated to me. . . HoJver /led on from subject to subject, for I thought it my duty nlto quit town, at the end possibly of my politictl connect o^JtlS R Peel that is if he determined to individualise himselfwithout giving the opportunity at least for free communicTuonThough he opened nothing, yet he followed unreluctant" I iTdl.e government appeared to show signs of internal uLordtweakness. He said, Yes; related that Lord John did notmel toinclude Lord Grey, that he sent Sir G. Grey and C WooTt

Fopitiato him, that Lord Grey was not only not horti'bvolunteered his services. At last I broke the L and sa d « Youhave seen Lord Lyndhurst.' He said, 'Yes.' I men tio1 ^h^substance of my interview with Lord Lyndhurst, a^d a o 1^^had heard from Goulbum of his. He said, 'I am kors .leZZ^I said to him, ' Is that possible ? Whatever your present rtent^ons may be can it be done , ' He said he had been
" ^Zmmister, and nothing should induce him again to t^k pa^TnReformation of a government; the labour and anxiety we et^g^eat; and he repeated more than once emphatically Jth regardto the work of his post, 'No one in the le.xst degree knows wnat^Us I have told the Queen that I part froniherwith tredeep

s iments of gratitude and attachment; but that there s'oiehing she must not ..k of me, and that is to place myself aga"

TZrT 1
?" '^ ^^'"'^ ""^ *^^ i-uense'accuS :

.on. There is the whole correspondence with the Queen, severalt.n,es a day, and all requiring to be in my own hand a d to icarefullydone; the whole correspondence Jth peers ami memte^

m^"n^I;'"c5;f.p^ryKiT;[i'Jo°u" fer.!? 'T T ^" '^^^ '^^^ '''-e
think you have cause, of thi mode ledLln^tl -'^ ""^ "' "°'^'«'''"°^-
and force with whirh in the freS f.H ? ^ existence are. in no .small
of debate he comtnonly stltes hs FnwhthTe h*'V"' '° '»'« '*''«''"
opinions in this House.' IJut it I 1 share '

"" ^° P'"<»n'"ent

^T. 37.
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of parliament, in my own hand, as well as other persons of con-

sequence ; the sitting seven or eight hours a day to listen in the

House of Commons. Then I must, of course, have my mind in

the principal subjects connected with the various departments, such

as the Oregon question for example, and all the reading connected

with them. I can hardly tell you, for instance, what trouble the

New Zealand question gave me. Then there is the difficulty that

you have in conducting such questions on account of your

colleague whom they concern.'

It was evident from this, as it had been from other signs, that

he did not think Stanley had been happy in his management of the

New Zealand question. I said, however, ' I can quite assent to the

proposition that no one understands the labour of your post ; that,

I think, is all I ever felt I could know about it, that there is

nothing else like it But then you have been prime minister

in a sense in which no other man has been it since IVIr. Pitt's time.'

He said, ' But Mr. Pitt got up every day at eleven o'clock, and

drank two bottles of port wine every night.' * And died of old

age at forty-six,' I replied. 'This all strengthens the case. I

grant your full and perfect claim to retirement in point of justice

and reason ; if such a claim can be made good by amount of

service, I do not see how yours could be improved. You have

had extraordinary physical strength to sustain you ; and you have

performed an extraordinary task. Your government has not beeu

carried on by a cabinet, but by the heads of departments each iu

communication with you.' He assented, and added it had been

what every government ought to be, a government of con-

fidence in one another. ' I have felt the utmost confidence as to

matters or vhich I had no knowledge, and so have the rest. Lord

Aberdeen in particular said that nothing would induce him to

hold office on any other principle, or to be otherwise than perfectly

free as to previous consultations.' And he spoke of the defects

of the Melbourne government as a mere government of depart-

ments without a centre of unity, and of the possibility that the new

ministers might experience difficulty in the same respect. I then

went on to say, ' Mr. Perceval, Lord Live. >ool, Lord Melbourne

were not prime ministers in this sense ; what Mr. Canning might

have been, the tim<) was too short to show. 1 fully grant that
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your labours have been incredibin h„f „ii

to retire, but whether nffor oii u ,
euiiueu

^

Common, a, a„ isolated person, .„a ,,oM Joum f .lo!,"!^"'

He said, 'I think events wilj answer th«f / * I
any reasoning beforehand.' I reXd .T^r .".T *''°

rely upon, and should therefore ur^e wt ^^ '*
' '''""''^

to lay down with certaintvTf
'"'Possible it is for you

J- u witn certainty a foregone conclusion such as tha^which you have announced to^iay, and which events are not Linfluence, merely that you will remain in parli^ent anH .separate yourself fi.m the parliamentary svCT 1 ^
^'overnment is carried on.' Then he safd ml ^ °"'

-in) 'go out of parliament'-the first part ^o tL" T'"''

'

indistinctly muttered, but the purpoifsiiras^ wtr^.rTo which I merely replied that I hoped not anrf fht! .,
would have something to say upon It t^

^' *''' "^'^^"""'^^

-of^tZrittT
'''* '' " *'' ^*"°^ -an of this parliamentof this political generation. Then it is asked, Is he honest^But this IS a question which I think cannot justi; be raised!treated as admissible in the smallest degree by those !{known and worked with him. . . . He^pokHf .

muUiplieation of details in public ^:T:j\^':Z:Zask imposed upon available time and strength by the wTk"attendance in the House of Commons. He agreed that .Lextremely adverse to the growth of ^™af
^^

J , .
" growtn ot greatness among our publiomen; and he said the mass of public business increased sofahat he could not tell what it was to end in, and did not ventteo specu ate even for a few years upon the mode of admin^ rmg public alfairs. He thought the consequence was aTreadvmanifest in its being not we" do ^

It sometimes occurred to . i. ..ether it would after all be agood arrangement to have the prime minister in the House ofLords which would get rid of the very encroaching duty oattendPnce on and correspondence with the Queen. I askJd ifm that ca.se it would not be quite necessary that the leader in theCommons should frequently take upon himself to make decisi1
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which ought properly to be made by the head of the government ?

He said, Certainly, and that that would constitute a great difficulty.

That although Lord Melbourne might be very well adapted to

take his part in such a plan, there were, he believed, difficulties in

it under him when Lord J. Russell led the House of Commons.
That when he led the House in 1828 under the Duke of Wellington
as premier, he had a very great advantage in the disposition of the

duke to \jllowthe judgments of others in whom he had confidence

with respect to all civil matters. He said it was impossible dur-

ing the session even to work the public business through the

medium of the cabinet, such is the pressure upon time. ... He
told me he had suffered dreadfully in his head on the left side—
that twenty-two or twenty-three years ago he injured the ear

by the use of a detonating tube in shooting. Since then he

had always had a noise on that side, and when he had the work
of office upon him, this and the pain became scarcely bearable at

times, as I understood him, Brodie told him that ' as some over-

work one part and some another, he had overworked his brain,'

but he said that with this exception his health was good. It was
pleasant to me to find and feel by actual contact as it were (though
I had no suspicion of the contrary) his manner as friendly and
as much unhurt as at any former period.

V
Before leaving office Peel wrote to Mr. Gladstone (June 20)

requesting him to ask his father whether it would be
acceptable to him to be proposed to the Queen for a

baronetcy. ' I should name him to the Queen,' he said, ' as

the honoured representative of a great class of the com-
munity which has raised itself by its integrity and industry
to high social eminence. I should gratify also my own
feeling by a mark of personal respect for a name truly worthy
of such illustration as hereditary honour can confer.' John
Gladstone replied in becoming words, but honestly mentioned
that he had published his strong opinion of the injurious

consequences that he dreaded from 'the stupendous experi-

ment about to be made' in commercial policy. Peel told

him that this made no difference.^

I Parker, iii. pp. 434-6.
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the single question whether Bentinck was justified * on the

information before him in using the language quoted.' There

was a dispute what information Bentinck had before him, and

upon this point, where Bentinck's course might in his own

polite vocabu]""y be marked as pure shuffling. Lord Stanley

returned the papers (Feb. 8, 1847) and expressed his deep

regret that he could bring about no more satisfactory result.

Even so late as the spring of 1847 Mr. Gladstone was only

dissuaded by the urgent advice of Lord Lincoln and others

from pursuing the fray. It was, so far as I know, the only

personal quarrel into which he ever allowed himself to be

drawn.

HI „
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CHAPTER XI

THE TRACTABIAX CATASTROPHE

^. moyement of 1833 .tarted out of the .nti-Roman feeli.u»ofr^ Enuncpation Ume. It w« anU-Roman « much LT^Lanti-^curian and anU-en«tian. It wa. to avert the danger

"
people becoming RomanUu from ignorance of church princXTh« wa. al Changed in one important section of the p.^^ t^.fundamental conceptions were revened. It was notT Ro„.„

this point of view the object of the movement was no longer

T

mate it a. far as possible to what was assumed to be undent

-

the perfect catholicity of Rome, - d^an Chukch.

n thf1 T^' 7 ""^'^ ''°*''"' ^^ «"tl^ori*y and leadingm the land were thus at the same moment dislodged anddispersed. A long struggle in secular concerns hfd cometo a decisive issue; and the longer struggle in reli^^sconcerns had reached a critical and menacing stage ^Thereader will not wonder that two events so Lread^i„g L
s thr^T ""'""*" ^"^ *''« ^*" °f Sir Robert, coupledas these public events were with certain importunities ofdomestic circumstance of which I shall have'lore to say

t:uXTST' "^"^'^^^
'' "^^ "- -'' ^o --^

At the time of his resignation in the beginning of

at Newark, a cunous account of his views on party life
303
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Lord John was then acting with the Young England group

inspired by Disraeli, who has left a picture of them in

Si/bU, the most far-seeing of all his novels.

To Lord John Manner:

Jan. 30, 1846. — You, I have no doubt, are disappointed as to the

working of a conservative government. And so should I be if I

were to estimate its results by a comparison with the anticipations

which, from a distance and in the abstract, 1 had once entertained

of political life. But now my expectations not only from this but

from any government are very small. If they do a little gooG, if

they prevent others from doing a good deal of evil, if they main-

tain an unblemished character, it is my tixed conviction that under

the circumstances of the times I can as an indei)eudeut member of

parliament, for I am now virtually such, ask no more. And I do

entertain the strongest impression that if, with your honourable

and upright mind, you had been called upon for years to consult as

one responsible for the movements of great parliamentary bodies,

if you thus had been accustomed to look into public questions at

close quarters, your expectations from an administration, and your

dispositions towards it, would be materially changed. . . .

The principles and moral powers of government as such are sink-

ing day by day, and it is not by laws and parliaments that they

can be renovated. ... I must venture even one step further, and

say that such schemes of regeneration as those which were pro-

pounded (not, I am bound to add, by you) at Manchester,' appear

to me to be most mournful delusions; and their re-issue, for their

real parentage is elsewhere, from the bosom of the party to which

we belong, an omen of the worst kind if they were likely to obtain

currency under the new sanction they have received. It is most

easy to complain as you do of laissez-faire and laisaez-aller ; nor

do I in word or in heart presume to blame you ; but I should

sorely blame myself if with my Kjierience and convictions of the

growing impotence of government for its hitjhest functions, I were

either to recommend attempts beyond its powers, which would re-

act unfavourably upon its remaining capabilities, or to be a party to

> Some proceedings, I think, of Mr. Disraeli and bis Young England

friends.

^®*1J

«^'«i::
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clertry ;
* the spectacle of some of the most gifted sons reared

by Oxford for the service of the church of Knghiiid, hurling

at her head the hottest bolts of the Vatican ; and along

with thlH strange deflexion on one side, a not less convulsive

rationalist movement on the other,— all ending in contention

and estrangement, and in suspicions worse than either,

because less accessible and more intractable.'

u
The landmarks of the Tractarian story are familiar, anfl

I do not ask the reader in any detail to retrace them. Tlie

publication of Fromle's Bemaint was the first flagrant Iteacon

lighting the path of divergence from the lines of historical

high churchmen in an essentially anti-protestant direc-

tion. Mr. Gladstone read the tint instalment of this book

(1838) ' with reiteated regrets.' Then came the blaze kindled

by Tract Ninety (1841). This, in the language of its author

and his friends, wiia the famous attempt to clear the Articles

from the glosses encrusting them like barnacles, and t(i

bring out the old catholic truth that man had done his

worst to disfigure and to mutilate, and yet in spite of all

man's endeavour it was in the Articles still. Mr. Gladstone,

as we have seen, regarded Tract Ninety with uneasy doubts

as to its drift, its intentions, the way in which the church

and the world would take it. » This No. Ninety of Trnctufor

the Times which I read by desire of Sir R. Inglis,' he writes

to Lord Lyttelton, Ms like a repetition of the publication

of Froudo'a Remaina, and Newman has again burned Iiis

fingers. The most serious feature in the tract to my mind
is that, doubtless with very honest intentions and Avith his

mind turned for the moment so entirely towar»l8 those

inclined to defection, and therefore occupying their point

of view exclusively, he has in writing it placed himself quite

outside the church of England in point of spirit and sympatliy.

As far as regards the proposition for which he intended

mainly to argue, I believe not only that he is right, but that

it is an a b truth, almost a truism of the reign of Klizabetli,

namely that the authoritative documents of the church cf

England were not meant to bind all men to every opinion
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either justice or logic extended from hatred of Romanisers
to members of the church of Rome itself. It affected for

the worse the feeling between England and Ireland, for in

those days to be ultra-protestant was to be anti-Irisli; and
it greatly aggravated, first the storm about the Maynooth
grant in 1845, and then the far wilder storm about the papal

aggression six years later.

Further fuel for excitement was supplied the same year

(1841) in a fantastic project by which a bishop, appointed

alternately by Great Britain and Prussia and with his heail-

quarters at Jerusalem, was to take charge through a somewhat
miscellaneous region, of any German protestants or members
of the church of England or anybody else who might be

disposed to accept his authority. The scheme stirred much
enthusiasm in the religious world, but it deepened alarm

among the more logical of the high churchmen. Ashley and
the evangelicals were keen for it as the blessed beginning of

a restoration of Israel, and the king of Prussia hoped to gain

over the Lutherans and others of his subjects by this side-door

into true episcopacy. Politics were not absent, and some
hoped tha*- England might find in the new protestant churcli

such an instrument in those uncomfortable regions, as Russia

possessed in the Greek churcli and France in the Latin.

Dr. Arnold was delighted at the thought that the new church

at Jerusalem would comprehend persons using different

liturgies and subscribing different articles,— his favourite

pattern for the church of England. Pusey at firat rather

liked the idea of a bishop to represent the ancient Britisli

church in the city of the Holy Sepulchre ; but Newman and
Hope, with a keener instinct for their position, distrusted the

whole design in root and branch as a betrayal of the church,

and Pusey soon came to their mind. With caustic scorn

Newman asked how the anglican church, without ceasing

to be a church, could become an associate and protector of

nestorians, Jacobites, monophysites, and all the heretics one

could hear of, and even form a sort of league with the

mussulman against the Greek orthodox and the Latin

catholics. Mr. Gladstone could not be drawn to go these

lengths. Nobody could be more of a logician than Mr.
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of all life) to be reunion with the church of Rome as the see of

Peter. They recognise, however, authority in the church of Eng-

land, and abide in her without love specifically fixed upon her, to

seek the fulfilment of this work of reunion. It is, for example, he

said, the sole object of Oakeley's life. They do not look to any

defined order of proceedings in the way of means. They consider

that the end is to be reached through catholicising the mind of

the members of the church of England, but do not seem to feel

that this can be done to any great degree in working out and

giving free scope to her own rubrical system. They have no

strong feeling of revulsion from actual evils in the church of

Rome, first, because they do not wish to judge ; secondly, especially

not to judge the saints ; thirdly, they consider that infallibility

is somewhere and nowhere but there. They could njt remain in

the church of England if they thought that she dogmatically con-

demned anything that the church of Rome has defined defide, but

they do and will remain on the basis of the ai-gument of Tract 90

;

upon which, after mental conflict, they have settled steadily down.

They regret what Newman has said strongly against the actual

system of the church of Rome, and they could not have affirmed,

though neither do they positively deny it. Wherever Roman
doctrine defde is oppugned they must protest; but short of this

they render absolute obedience to their ecclesiastical superiors in

the church of England. They expect to work on in practical

harmony with those who look mainly to the restoration of catholic

ideas on the foundation laid by the church of England as reformed,

and who take a different view as to reunion with Rome in par-

ticular, though of course desiring the reunion of the whole botly

of Christ. All this is matter for very serious consideration. In

the meantime I was anxious to put it down while fresh.

Now was the time at which Mr. Gladstone's relations witli

Manning and Hope began to approach their closest. Newman,
the great enchanter, in obedience to his bishop had dropped

the issue of the Tracts ; had withdrawn from all public dis-

cussion of ecclesiastical politics ; had given up his work in

Oxford ; and had retired with a neophyte or two to Little-

more, a hamlet on the outskirts of the ever venerable city,

there to pursue his theological studies, to prepare translations

Si-i,,..
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y.

teach in her; that by the article in the British Critic on the
catholicity of the English church he had quieted his mind for two

1843, years
; that in his letter to the Bishop of Oxford, written most

reluctantly, he, as the best course under the circumstances, com-
mitted himself again; that his alarms revived with that wretched
affair of the Jerusalem bishopric, and had increased ever since

;

that Manning's interference had only made him the more realise

his views
; that Manning might make what use he pleased of his

letters
; he was relieved of a heavy heart

;
yet he trusted that God

would keep him from hasty steps and resolves with a doubting
conscience

! How are the mighty fallen and the weapons of war
perished

!

With the characteristic spirit with which, in politics and
in every other field, he always insisted on espying patches of
blue sky where others saw unbroken cloud, he was amazed
that Newman did not, in spite of all the pranks of the
Oxford heads, perceive the English church to be growing in
her members more catholic from year to year, and how much
more plain and undeniable was the sway of catholic prin-
ciples within its bounds, since the time when he entertained
no shadow of doubt about it. But while repeating his

opinion that in many of the Tracts the language about the
Roman church had often been far too censorious, Mr. Glad-
stone does not, nor did he ever, shrink from designating
conversion to that church by the unflinching names of lapse
and fall.i As he was soon to put it, ' The temptation towards
the church of Rome of which some are conscious, has never
been before my mind in any other sense than as other plain
and flagrant sins have been before it.'"

Two days later he wrote to Manning again :—
Oct. 30, 1843.— . . . I have still to say that my impressions,

though without more opportunity of testing them I cannot regard
them as final, are still and strongly to the effect that upon the pro-

mulgation of those two letters to the world, Newman stands in the

general view a disgraced man— and all men, ail principles, with
which he has had to do, disgraced in proportion to the proximity

» This letter of October 28 is in « Mr. Gladstone to Dr. Hook, Jan.
rurcell, Manning, i. p. 242, 30, '47.
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that made his book the signal for the explosion; it was
his audacious proclamation that the whole cycle of Koman
doctrine was gradually possessing numbers of English
churchmen, and that he himself, a clergyman in orders
and holding his fellowship on the tenure of church si in-

scription, had in so subscribing to the Articles renounced
no single Roman doctrine. This, and not the six hundred
pages of argumentation, was the ringing challenge that pro-
voked a plain issue, precipitated a decisive struggle, and
brought the first stage of tractarianism to a close.

It was impossil-le that Mr. Gladstone even in the thick
of liis tariffs, his committees and deputations, his cabinet
duties, and all the other absorbing occupations of an im-
portant minister in strong harness, should let a publication,
in his view so injurious, pass in silence.* With indignation
he flew to his intrepid pen, and dealt as trenchantly with
Ward as Ward himself had dealt trenchantly with the
reformers and all others whom he found planted in his

dialectic way. Mr. Gladstone held the book up 'to stringent
reproof for its capricious injustice ; for the triviality of its

investigations of fact; for the savageness of its censures;
for the wild and wanton opinions broached in its pages ; for
the infatuation of mind manifested in some of its arguments

:

and f
•

- the lamentable circumstance that it exhibited a
far greater debt in mental culture to Mr. John Stuart
Mill than to the whole range of Christian divines. In a

sentence, Ward ' had launched on the great deep of human
controversy as frail a bark as ever carried sail,' and his

reviewer undoubtedly let loose upon it as shrewd a blast

as ever blew from the Jilolian wallet. The article was
meant for the Quarterly Review, and it is easy to imagine
the dire perplexities of Lockhart's editorial mind in times
so fervid and so distracted. The practical issue after all was
not the merits or the demerits of Cranmer, Ridley, Latimer,
nor the real meaning of Hooker, Jewel, Bull, but simply
what was to be done to Ward. Lockhart wrote to Murray

* It w«s in the midst of these
laborious employments that Mr. Glad-
stone published a prayer-book, com-
piled for family use, from the auglican

liturgy. An edition of two thousand
copies went o& at once, and was fol-

lowed by muiy editions mote.
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To Dr. Pusey he writes (Feb. 7) : —
Indignation at this proposal to treat Mr. Newman worse than a

dog really makes me mistrust my judgment, as I suppose one
should always do when any p'roposal seeming to present an aspect

of incredible wickedness is advanced. Feb. 17.— I concur with

my whole heart and soul in the desire for repose ; and I fully

believe that the gift of an interval of reflection is that which would
be of all gifts the most precious to us all, which would restore the

faculty of deliberation now almost lost in storms, and would afford

the best hope both of the development of the soundest elements

that are in motion amongst us, and of the mitigation or absorption

of those which are more dangerous.

In the proceedings at Oxford against "Ward (February 13,

1845), Mr. Gladstone voted in the minority both against the

condemnation of the book, and against the proposal to strip

its writer of his university degree. He held that the censure

combined condemnation of opinions with a declaration of

personal dishonesty, and the latter question he held to be
one 'not fit for the adjudication of a human tribunal."

All this has a marked place in Mr. Gladstone's mental
progress. Though primarily and ostensibly the concern of

the established church, yet the series of proceedings that had
begun with the attack on Hampden in 1836, and then were
followed down to our own day by academical, ecclesiastical

and legal censures and penalties, or attempts at censure

and penalty, on Newman, Pusey, Maurice, Gorham, Esmy»
and Reviews., Colenso, and ended, if they have yet ended,

in a host of judgments affecting minor personages almost

as good as nameless— all constitute a chapter of extra-

ordinary importance in the general history of English

toleration, extending in its consequences far beyond the

pale of the communion immediately concerned. It was

a long and painful journey, often unedifying, not seldom

squalid, with crooked turns not a few, and before it

was over, casting men into strange companionship upon

bleak and hazardous shores. Mr. Gladstone, though he

probably was not one of those who are as if born by
nature tolerant, was soon drawn by circumstance to look
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» The rtoor « told in Pun=ell. Manning, I. p. .,18.
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bound under the circumsttances of the Engliah church in

direct antagonism with Home to keep clearly in view their

very fearful opposites/

Tidings of the great secession hapjtened to find Mr. Glad-

stone in a rather singular ntmosphere. In the course of 1842,

to the keen distress of her relatives. Ids sister had joined the

Roman church, and her somewhat peculiar nature led to

difficulties that taxed patience and resource to the utter-

most. She had feelings of warm attachment to her brother,

and spoke strongly in that sense to Dr. Wiseman ; and it

was for the puri^se of carrying out some plans of his

father's for her advantage, that in the autumn of 1845

(September 24-November 18), Mr. Gladstone passed nearly

a couple of months in Germany. The duty was heavy

and dismal, but the journey brought him into a society

that could not be without eflfect upon his impressionable

mind. At Munich he laid the foundation of one of the

most interesting and cherished friendships of his life. Hope-

Scott had already made the acquaintance of Dr. DoUinger,

and he now begged Mr. Gladstone on no account to fail to

present himself to him, as well as to other learned and
political men, 'good catholics and good men with no ordinary

talent and information.' ' Nothing,' Mr. Gladstone once wrote
in after years, 'ever so much made me anglican versu$ Roman
as reading in DoUinger over forty yeare ago the history of the

fourth century and Athanasius contra mundum.'' Here is

his story to his wife :—

Munich, Sept. 30, 1845.— Yesterday evening after dinner with

two travelling companions, an Italian negoziante and a German, I

must needs g , and have a shilling's worth of the Augsburg Opera,

where we heard Mozart (Don Juan) well played and very respect-

ably sung. To-day I have spent my evening differently, in tea

and infinite conversation with Dr. DoUinger, who is one of the

first among the Roman catholic theologians of Germany, a remark-

able and a very pleasing man. His manners have great simplic-

ity and I am astonished at the way in which a busy student such

as he is can receive an intruder. His appearance is, singular to

say, just compounded of those of two men who are among the
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of souls froju purgatory. I told him that was exactly the doctrine

I hud heard preached in Messina, and he said a priest i>reaching

so in (Jermany would be susi)ended by his bishop.

Last night he invited several of his friends whom I wanted to

meet, to an entertainment which consisted first of weak tea,

immediately followed by meat supper with Iwer and wine and

sweets. For two hours was I there in the midst of five German

professors, or four, and the editor of a paper, who held very inter-

esting discussions ; I could only follow them in part, and enter

into them still less, as none of them (except J)r. D.) seemed to

speak any tongue but their own with any freedom, but you would

have been amused to si^e and hear them, and me in the midst. I

never saw men who spoke together in a way to make one another

inaudible as they did, always excepting Dr. Diillinger, who .sat

like Rogers, Imng as he is a much more refined man than the

rest. But of the others I assure you always two, sometinu'S three,

and once all four, were speaking at imce, very loud, each not tryinj,'

to force the attention of the other.s, but to l)e following the cur-

rent of his own thoughts. One of them was Dr. Giirres,' who in

the time of Najwleon edited a journal that had a great effect in

rousing Germany to arms. Unfortunately ho spoke more thichhj

than any of them.'

At Baden-Ha • ,n (Ootoher 10) lie nmde the acquaintanco

of Mrs. Craven, the wife of the Hccretary of the Stuttgart

niLssion, and authnruss of the Ii6cU d'ltue S(xur, Some
of the personajjes of that alluring book were of the company.
'I have 'Irunk tea several times at her liouse, and iuivi'

had two or three long conversations with tlieni on matters

of religion. They are excessively acute and also full of

Christian sentiment. But they are much more difficult to

make real way with than a professor of theology, hecatise

they are determined (what is vulgarly called) to go the

whole hog, just as in England usually when you fiml a

' .losrph Oiirres, nnp of thn most
fanioiiH of Kurn|K>ai< imbliciots and
gazetu-crs between tlie two revolu-
tionary epochs of 1789 and 1848.

Hli journal was the lihine Merrury,
whore the doctrine of a free and
united Oermnny wiw preached (1814-
10) with a force that nuide Napoleon

call the newspaper a fifth groat power.
In times (iiirreH became a vehement
ultramontane.

» See Kriedrlch'B Life of imUnner,
11. pp. aaa-aafl. for a letter from P.'l-

linger to Mr. (iladstune after his viKit,

dated Not. 16, 1H46.

f-
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Af-*

foundations legal, and the bill extended to unitarian con-

gregations the same prescriptions as covered the titles of

other voluntary bodies to their places of worship, their

school-houses, and their burial-grounds. But what was thus

a question of property was treated as if it were a question of

divinity; ' bigotry sought aid from chicane,' and a tremendous

clamour was raised by anglicans, wesleyans, presbyterians,

not because they had an inch of loeus standi in the business,

but because unitarianisra was scandalous heresy and sin.

Follett made a masterly lawyer's speech, Sheil the speech of

a glittering orator, guarding unitarians by the arguments

that had (or perhaps I should say had not) guarded Irish

catholics. Peel and Gladstone made political speeches lofty

and sound, and Macaulay the speech of an eloquent scholar

and a reasoner, manfully enforcing principles both of

law and justice with a luxuriance of illustration all his

own, from jurists of imperial Rome, sages of old Greece,

Hindoos, Peruvians, Mexicans, and tribunals beyond the

Mississippi.' We do not often enjoy such parliamentary

nights in our time.

Mr. Gladstone supported the proposal on the broadest

grounds of unrestricted private judgment :—
I went into the subject laboriously, he says, and satisfied

myself that this was not to be viewed as a mere quieting of titles

based on lapse of time, but that the unitarians were the true

lawful holders, because though they did not agree with the

puritan opinions they adhered firmly to the puritan principle,

which was that scripture was the rule without any binding inter-

pretation, and that each man, or body, or generation must inter-

pret for himself. This measure in some ways heightened my
ohurchmanship, but depressed my church-and-statesmanship.

Far from feeling that there was any contrariety between his

principles of religious belief and those on which legislation

in their case ought to proceed, he said that the only use he

could make of these principles was to apply them to the

decisive performance of a great and important act, founded

on the everlasting principles of truth and justice. Sheil,

> Hamard, June 6, 1844.
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measures, after the adoption of which I should be prepared

to say to a young man entering life, If you wish to serve the

church do it in the sanctuary, and not in parliament (unless

he were otherwise determined by his station, and not always

then ; it must depend upon his inward vocation), and should

not think it at all absurd to say the same thing to some

who have already placed themselves in this latter sphere.

For when the end is attained of letting *' the church help

herself," and when it is recognised that active help can no

longer be given, the function of serving the church in the

state, such as it was according to the old idea, dies of itself,

and what remains of duty is of a character essentially

different.' Then a pregnant passage :
— 'It is the essential

change now in progress from the catholic to the infidel idea

of the state which is the determining element in my estimate

of this matter, and which has, I think, no place in yours.

For I hold and believe that when that transition has once

been effected, the state never can come back to the catholic

idea by means of any agency from within itself : that, if at

all, it must be by a sort of re-conversion from without. I am
not of those (excellent as I think them) who say, Remain and

bear witness for the truth. There is a place where witnes?

is ever to be borne for truth, that is to say for full and abso-

lute truth, but it is not there.' *

He reproaches himself with being 'actively engaged in

carrying on a process of lowering the religious tone of the

state, letting it down, demoralising it, and assisting in its

transition into one which is mechanical.' The objects that

warrant public life in one in whose case executive govern-

ment must be an element, must be very special. True that

in all probability the church will hold her nationality in

substance beyond our day. ' I think she will hold it as lonp

as the monarchy subsists.' So long the church will need

parliamentary defence, but in what form? The dissenters

had no members for universities, and j'et their real represen-

tation was far better organised in proportion to its weight

than the church, though formally not organised at all.

' Strength with the people will for our day at least be the

* To Manning, April H, 1846.
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and her civil and proprietary rights, and that she should by
degrees obtain the means of extending and of 8trengtL>ening her-

self, not only by covering a greater space, but by a more vigorous

organisation. Her attaining to this state of higher health depends
in no small degree upon progressive adaptations of her state and
her laws to her ever enlarging exigencies ; these depend upon the

humour of the state, and the state cannot and will not be in good
humour with her, if she insists upon its being in bad humour with
all other communions

It seems to me, therefore, that while in substance we should all

strive to sustain her in her national position, we shall do well on
her behalf to follow these rules : to part earlier, and more freely

and cordially, than heretofore with such of her privileges, here and
there, as may be more obnoxious than really valuable, and some
such she has; and further, not to presume too much to give

directions to the state as to its policy with respect to other

religious bodies. . . . This is not political expediency as opposed
to religious principle. Nothing did so much damage to religion

as the obstinate adherence to a negative, repressive, and coercive

course. For a century and more from the Kevolution it brought
us nothing but outwardly animosities and inwardly lethargy.

The revival of a livelier sense of duty and of God is now begin-

ning to tell in the altered policy of the church. ... As her

sense of her spiritual work rises, she is becoming less eager to

assert her exclusive claim, leaving that to the state as a matter
for itself to decide ; and she also begins to forego more readily,

but cautiously, her external prerogatives.
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I remained, he says, without a seat until the dissolution in
June 1847. But several months before this occurred it had become
known that Mr. Estcourt would vacate his seat for Oxford, and I

became a candidate. It was a serious campaign. The constituency,
much to its honour, did not stoop to fight the battle on the ground
of protection. But it was fought, and that fiercely, on religious
grounds. There was an incessant discussion, and I may say
dissection, of my character and position in reference to the Oxford
movement. This cut very deep, for it was a discussion which each
member of the constituency was entitled to carry on for himself.
The upshot was favourable. The liberals supported me gallantly,
so did many zealous churchmen, apart from politics, aud a gootl
number of moderate men, so that I was returned by a fair
majority. I held the seat for eighteen years, but with five

contests and a final defeat.

The other sitting member after the retirement of Mr.
Estcourt was Sir Robert Harry Inglis, who had beaten Peel
by a very narrow majority in the memorable contest for the
university seat on the final crisis of the catholic question in
1829. He was blessed with a genial character and an open
arid happy demeanour ; and the fact that he was equipped
with a full store of sincere and inexorable prejudices made
it easy for him to be the most upright, honourable, kindly,
and consistent of political men. Repeal of the Test acts, relief
of the catholics, the Reform bill, relief of the Jews, reform
of the Irish church, the grant to Maynooth, the repeal of
the corn laws— one after another he had stoutly resisted the
whole catalogue of revolutionising change. So manful a
record made his seat safe. In the 8tru£;;rle for the second
seat, Mr. Gladstone's friends encountereti first Mr. Cardwell,
a colleague of his as secretary of the treasury in the lute
government. Cardwell was deep in the confidence and
regard of Sir Robert Peel, and he earned in after years the
reputation of an honest and most capable administrator

;

but in these earlier days the ill-natured called him Peel-and-
water, others labelled him latitudinarian and indifferent,
and though he had the support of Peel, promised before Mr.
Gladstone's name as candidate was announced, he thouglit
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I have looked forward to your being the representative of
the university.' Richard Greswell of Worcester was the
faithful chairman of his Oxford committee now and to the
end, eighteen years off. He had reached the dignity of a

bachelor of divinity, but nearly all the rest were no more
than junior masters.

Kouth, the old president of Magdalen, declined to vote for

him on the well-established ground that Christ Church had
no business to hold both seats. Mr. Gladstone at once met
this by the dexterous proposition that though Christ Church
was not entitled to elect him against the wish of the othei'

colleges, yet the other colleges were entitled to elect him if

they liked, by giving him a majority not made up of Christ

Church votes. His eldest brother had written to tell him in

terms of affectionate regret, that he could take no part in the

election ; mere political differences would be secondary, but

in the case of a university, religion came first, and there it

was impossible to separate a candidate from his religious

opinions. When the time came, however, partly under
strong pressure from Sir John, Thomas Gladstone took a

more lenient view and gave his brother a vote.

The Round men pointed triumphantly to their hero's

votes on Maynooth and on the Dissenters' Chapels bill.

and insisted on the urgency of upholding the principles of

the united church of England and Ireland in their full

integrity. The backers of Mr. Gladstone retorted by re-

calling their champion's career ; how in 1834 he first made
himself known by his resistance to the admission of dis-

senters to the universities ; how in 1841 he threw himself

into the first general move for the increase of the colonial

episcopate, which had resulted in the erection of eleven new
sees in six years ; how zealously with energy and money he

had laboured for a college training for the episcopalian

clergy in Scotland ; how instrumental he was in 1846, during'

the few months for which he held the seals of secretary of

state, in erecting four colonial bishoprics ; how the Society

for the Propagation of the Gospel, through the mouth of the

Archbishop of Canterbury himself, had thanked him for his

services ; how long he had been an active supporter of tlie
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reformation aa a vile and accuned thing. I should not have
believed it possible that such a conclusion had been drawn
from such premisses even by our religious press.'

The worthy Mr. Round, on the other hand, was almost
impregnable. A diligent scrutiny at last dragged the dark
fact to the light of day, that he had actually sat on Peel's
election committee at the time of catholic emancipation in
1829, and had voted for him against Inglis. So it appears,
said the mocking Gladstonians, that the protestant Mr.
Round ' was willing to lend a helping hand to the first of
a series of measures which are considered by his supporters
88 fraught with danger to the country's very best interests.'
A still more siniste- rumour was next bruited abroad : that
Mr. Round attended a dissenting place of worship, and he
was constrained to admit that, once in 1845 and thrice in
1846, he had been guilty of this blacksliding. The lost

ground, however, was handsomely recovered by a public
declaration that the very rare occasions on which he had
been present at other modes of Christian worship had only
confirmed his affection and reverential attachment to tlie

services and formularies of his own church.
The nomination was duly made in the Sheldonian theatre

(July 29), the scene of so many agitations in these fiery
days. IngliP was proposed by a canon of Christ Church,
Round by the master of Balliol, and Gladstone T / Dr.
Richards, the rector of Exeter. The prime claim advanced
for him by his proposer, was his zeal for the English churcli
in word and deed, above all his energy in securing that
wherever the English church went, thither bishoprics should
go too. Besides all this, his master work, he had found
time to spare not only for public business of the common-
wealth, but for the study of theology, philosophy, and the arts.'

The proposer's Latin is snocinct,
and may be worth giving for iu
academic flavour :— '.Jam inde a
puentia literarum studio imbutus,
et in celeberrimo Etonensi gymnasio
informatus, ad nostram accesslt
academiam, ubi morum honestate,
pietate, et pudore nemini aequalium
secundus, indole et ingenio facile
omnibus antecellebat. Summis de-

inde noetr» academite honoribns
cumulatus ad res civiles cum magnS
omnium expectatlone se contulit ; px-
pectatione tamen major omni evasit.
In senatfls eniro domum inferinrem
cooptatus, eam ad negotia tractanda
habilitatem, et ingenii perspicacifa-
tem exhibebat, ut reipuh1ic?p sul-

ministrationis particeps et adjiitor
adhuc adolescens fleret. Quantum
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majority in this class was highest where the elections to

fellowships were open. The heads of the colleges told a
different tale. Of these, sixteen voted for Round and only
four for Gladstone. This discrepancy it was that gave its

significance to the victory. Sitting in the convocation house
watching the last casual voters drop in at the rate of two or
three an hour through tlie summer afternoon, the ever laithful

Northcote wrote to Mr. Gladstone at Fasque:—
Since I h.ive been here, the contest has seemed even more

interesting than it did in London. The effect of the contest

itself has apparently bein good. It has brought together tlie

younger men without distinction of party, and has supplied the

elements of a very noble party which will now look to you as a

leader. I think men of all kinds are prepared to trust you, aiul

though each feels that you will probably differ from his set in

some particulars, each seems disposed to waive objections for tlif

sake of the general good he expects. . . .

The victory is not looked ujwn as 'Puseyite'; it is a victory of

the masters over the Hebdomadal Iward, and as such a very

important one. The Heads felt it their last chance, and are said to

have expressed themselves accordingly. The provost of Queen's,

who is among the dissatisfied supporters of Round, said the otlur

day, 'Ho would rather btt represented by an old woman than l)v

a young man.' It is not as a Maynoothian that you are dreaded

here, though they use the cry against you and though that is the

country feeling, but as a possible reformer and a man who thinks.

On the other hand, the young men exult, partly in the hope that

you will do something for the university yourself, partly in the

consciousness that they have shown the strength of the magisterial

party by carrying you against the opposition of the Heads, and
have proved their title to be considered an important element of

the university. They do not seem yet to be sufficiently united to

effect great things, but there is a large amount of ability and

earnestness which only wants direction, and this contest has

tended to unite them. 'Puseyism' seems rather to be a name of

the past, though there are still Puseyites of importance. Mftrriott,

Mozley, and Church appear to be regarded as leaders; but (^hurdr

who is now abroad, is looked upon as something more, and I am
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'
'.ave made the formal circuit of visits to aU the ead hoi;
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and all the common-rooms. It has gone off very well. There was

but one reception by a head (Corpus) that was not decidedly kind,

and that was only a little cold. Marsham (Merton), who is a

frank, warm man, keenly opposed, said very fairly, to Inglis, ' 1

congratulate you warmly
'

; and then to me, ' And I would be very

glad to do the same to you, Mr. Gladstone, if I could think you

would do the same as Sir R. Inglis.' I like a man for this. They

say the dean should have asked me to dine to-day, but I think

he may be, and perhaps wisely, afraid of recognising me in any

very marked way, for fear of endangering the old Christ Church

right to one seat which it is his peculiar duty to guard.

We dined yesterday in the hall at Christ Church, it being a

grand day there. Bather unfortunately the undergraduates chose

to make a row in honour of me during dinner, which the two

censors had to run all down the hall to stop. This had better

not be talked about. Thursday the warden of All Souls' has

asked me and I think I must accept ; had it not been a head (and

it is one of the little party of four who voted for me) I should

not have doubted, but at once have declined.
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CHAPTER II

THE HAWARDEN ESTATE

It is no fiasenew for the Greatest to descend and looke Into their
owne Esute. Some forbeare it, not upon Negligence alone, But
doubting to bring themselves into Melancholy in respect they shall
flnde it Broken. But wounds cannot be cured without Searching
Hee that cleareth by Degrees induceth a habit of Frugalitie and
gaineth as weU upon his Minde, as upon his Estate.—Bacos.

'

I MUST here pause for material aflfairs of money and business,
with which, as a rule, in the case of its heroes the public is
considered to have little concern. They can no more be
altogetlier omitted here than the bills, acceptances, renewals,
notes of hand, and aU the other financial apparatus of his
printers and publishers can be left out of the story of Sir
Walter Scott. Not many pages will be needed, though this
brevity will give the reader little idea of the pre-occupations*
with which they beset a not inconsiderable proportion of Mr.
Gladstone's days. A few sentences in a biograpliy many a
time mean long chapters in a life, and what looked like an
incident turns out to be an epoch.

Sir Stephen Glynne possessed a smaU property in Staf-
fordshire of something less than a hundred acres of land
named the Oak Farm, near Stourbridge, and under these acres
were valuable seams of coal and ironstone. For this he refused
an offer of five^ind-thirty thousand pounds in 1835, und under
the advice of an energetic and sanguine agent proceeded to its
rapid development. On the double marriage in 1839, Sir
Stephen associated his two brothers-in-law with himself to the
modest extent of one-tenth share each in an enterprise that
seemed of high prospective value. Their interests were
acquired through their wives, and it is to be presumed that

^T.38.
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they had no opportunity of making a personal examination of

the concern. The adventurous agent, now manager-in-chief of

the business, rapidly extended operations, setting up furnaces,

forges, rolling-mills, and all the machinery for producing

tools and hardwiare for which he foresaw a roaring foreign

market. The agent's confidence and enthusiasm mastered

his principal, and large capital was raised solely on the

security of the Hawarden fortune and credit. Whether Oak
Farm was irrationally inflated or not, we cannot say, though

the impression is that it had the material of a sound property

if carefully worked ; but it was evidently pushed in excess

of its realisable capital. The whole basis of its credit was

the Hawarden estate, and a forced stoppage of Oak Farm
would be the death-blow to Hawarden. As early as 1844

clouds rose on the horizon. The position of Sir Stephen

Glynne had become seriously compromised, while under the

system of unlimited partnership the liability of his two

brothers-in-law extended in proportion. In 1845 the three

brothers-in-law by agreement retired, each retaining an

equitable mortgage on the concern. Two years later, one

of our historic panics shook the money-market, and in its

course brought down Oak Farm.* A great accountant

reported, a meeting was held at Freshfield's, the company
was found hopelessly insolvent, and it was determined to

wind up. The court directed a sale. In April 1849, at

Birmingham, Mr. Gladstone purchased the concern on behalf

of himself and his two brothers-in-law, subject to certain

existing interests ; and in May Sir Stephen Glynne resumed

legal possession of the wreck of Oak Farm. The burden '>n

Hawarden was over £250,000, leaving its owner with no

margin to live upon.

Into this far-3preading entanglement Mr. Gladstone for

several years threw himself with the whole weight of his

untiring tenacity and force. He plunged into masses of

accounts, mastered the coil of interests and parties, studied

legal intricacies, did daily battle with human unreason, and

year after year carried on a voluminous correspondence.

> For an account of the cteditors' meeting held at Binntngham on Dec. t,

1847, Me the Timet of Dec. 8, 1847.
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There are a hundred and forty of his letters to Mr. Freshfield
on Oak Farm alone. Let us note in passing what is, I think
a not unimportant biographic fact. These circumstances
brought him into close and responsible contact with a side
of the material interests of the country that was new to him.
At home he had been bred in the atmosphere of commerce.
At the board of trade, in the reform of the tariff, in conneo-
tion with the Bank act and in the growth of the railway
system, he had been well trained in high economics. Now
he came to serve an arduous apprenticeship in the motions
and machinery of industrial life. The labour was immense,
prolonged, uncongenial; but it completed his knowledge of
the customs, rules, maxims, and currents of trade and it bore
good fruit in future days at the exchequer. He manfully
and deliberately took up the burden as if the errors had
been his own, and as if the financial sacrifice that he was
called to make both now and later were matter of direct
and inexorable obligation. These, indeed, are the things in
life that test whether a man be made of gold or clay. » The
weight,' he writes to his father (June 16, 1849), 'of the
private demands upon my mind has been such, since the Oak
Farm broke down, as frequently to disqualify me for my
duties in the House of Commons.' The load even tempted
him, along with the working of other considerations, to
think of total withdrawal from parliament and public Ufe.
Yet without a trace of the frozen stoicism or cynical apathy
that sometimes passes muster for true resignation, he kept
himself nobly free from vexation, murmur, repining, and
complaint. Here is a moving passage from a letter of the
time to Mrs. Gladstone :—

iET.38.

Fasque, Jan. 20, 1849.— Do not suppose for a moment that if
I could by waving my hand strike out for ever from my cares and
occupations those which relate to the Oak Farm and Stephen's
affairs, I would do so; I have never felt that, have never asked
It; and if my language seems to look that way, it is the mere im-
patience of weakness comforting itself by finding a vent. It has
evidently come to me by the ordinance of God ; and I am rather
frightened to think how light my lot would be, were it removed
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80 light that something else would surely come in its place. I do
not confound it with visitations and aflSictions ; it is merely a
drain on strength and a peculiar one, because it asks for a kind
of strength and skill and habits which I have not, but it falls

altogether short of the category of high trials. Least of ail

suppose that the subject can ever associate itself painfully with
the idea of you. No persons who have been in contact with it

can be so absolutely blameless as you and Mary, nor can our rela-

tion together be rendered in the very smallest degree less or more
a blessing by the addition or the subtraction of worldly wealth.

I have abundant comfort now in the thought that at any rate I

am the means of keeping a load ofit the minds of others ; and I

shall have much more hereafter when Stephen is brought through,

and once more firmly planted in the place of his fathers, provided
I can conscientiously feel that the restoration of his affairs has at

any rate not been impeded by indolence, obstinacy, or blunders on
my part. Nor can anything be more generous than the confidence

placed in me by all concerned. Indeed, I can only regret that it

is too free and absolute.

I may as well now tell the story to the end, though in

anticipation of remote dates, for in truth it held a marked
place in Mr, Gladstone's whole life, and made a standing
background amid the vast throng of varying interests and
transient commotions of his great career. Here is his own
narrative as told in a letter written to his eldest son for a
definite purpose in 1885 :—

To W. H. aiadttone.

Bdwarden, Oct. 3, 1886.— Down to the latter part of that year

(1847), your uncle Stephen was regarded by all as a wealthy
country gentleman w <;]! say £10,000 a year or more (subject,

however, to his mot'a* r's jointure) to spend, and great prospects

from iron in a Midland estate. In the bank crisis of that year

the whole truth was revealed ; and it came out that his agent at

the Oak Farm (and formerly also at Hawarden) had involved him
to the extent of £250,000; to say nothing of minor blows to your
uncle Lyttelton and myself.

At a conversation in the library of 13 Carlton House Terrace, it
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was considered whether Hawarden should be sold. Every obvious CHAP,
argument was in favour of it, for example the comparison between ^_"v<
the income and the liabilities I have named. How was Lady

' '

Glynne's jointure (£2500) to be paid ? How was Sir Stephen to
be supported ? There was no income, even less than none. Oak
Farm, the iron property, was under lease to an insolvent company,
and could not be relied on. Your grandfather, who had in some
degree surveyed the state of affairs, thought the case was hope-
less. But the family were unanimously set upon making any
and every effort and sacrifice to avoid the necessity of sale. Mr.
Barker, their lawyer, and Mr. Burnett, the land agent, entirely
sympathised; and it was resolved to persevere. But the first

effect was that Sir Stephen had to close the house (which it was
hoped, but hoped in vain, to let) ; to give up carriages, horses, and
I think for several years his personal servant; and to take an
allowance of «700 a year out of which, I believe, he continued to
pay the heavy subvention of the family to the schools of the parish,
which was certainly counted by hundreds. Had the estate been
sold, it was estimated that he would have come out a wealthy
bachelor, possessed of from a hundred to a hundred and twenty
thousands pounds free from all encumbrance but the jointure.
In order to give effect to the nearly hopeless resolution thus

taken at the meeting in London, it was determined to clip the
estate by selling £200,000 worth of land. Of this, nearly one-
half was to be taken by your uncle Lyttelton and myself, in the
proportion of about two parts for me and one for him. Neither
of us had the power to buy this, but my father enabled me, and
Lord Spencer took over his portion. The rest of the sales were
effected, a number of fortunate secondary incidents occurred, and
the great business of recovering and realising from the Oak Farm
was laboriously set about.

Considerable relief was obtained by these and other measures.
By 1862, there was a partial but perceptible improvement in the
position. The house was reopened in a very quiet way by arrange-
ment, and the allowance for Sir Stephen's expenditure was rather
more than doubled. But there was nothing like ease for him
until the purchase of the reversion was effected by me in 1866,
I paid £67,000 for the bulk of the property, subject to debts not
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BOOK exceeding £150,000, and after the lives of the two brothers, the

1 table value of which was, I think, twenty-two and a-half years.

1847. From this time your uncle had an income to spend of, I think,

£2200, or not more than half what he probably would have had
since 1847 had the estate been sold, which it would only have
been through the grievous fault of others.

The full process of recovery was still incomplete, but the means
of carrying it forward were now comparatively simple. Since the

revej-sion came in, I have, as you know, forwarded that process

;

but it has been retarded by agricultural depression and by the

disastrous condition through so many years of coal-mining; so

that there still remains a considerable work to be done before the

end can be attained, which I hope will never be lost sight of,

namely, that of extinguishing the debt upon the property, though
for family purposes the estate may still remain subject to charges

in the way of annuity.

The full history of the Hawarden estate from 1847 would run
to a volume. For some years after 1847, it and the Oak Farm
supplied my principal employment*; but I was amply repaid by
the value of it a little later on as a home, and by the unbroken
domestic happiness there enjoyed. What I think you will see, as

clearly resulting from this narrative, is the high obligation not

only to keep the estate in the family, and as I trust in its natural

course of descent, but to raise it to the best condition by thrift

and care, and to promote by all reasonable means the aim of

diminishing and finally extinguishing its debt.

This I found partly on a high estimate of the general duty to

promote the permanence of families having estates in land, but
very specially on the sacrifices made, through his remaining
twenty-seven years of life, by your uncle Stephen, without a

murmur, and with the concurrence of us all. . . .

Before closing I will repair one omission. When I concurred
in the decision to struggle for the retention of Hawarden, I had
not the least idea that my children would have an interest in the

succession. In 1847 your uncle Stephen was only forty; your
uncle Henry, at thirty-seven, vras married, and had a child almost

> To Lord Lyttelton, July 29, 1874 : It ; and after 1852 my attention was
' I could not devote my entire life to only occasional.'
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every year. It was not until 1865 that I had any title to look
forward to your becoming at a future time i' he proprietor.— Ever
your affectionate father.

The upshot is this, that Mr. Gladf5tone, v-ith his father's
consent and support, threw the bulk of his own fortune into
the assets of Hawarden. By tliis, and the wise realisation
of everything convertible to advantage, including, in 1865,
the reversion after the lives of Sir Stephen Glynne and his
brother, he succeeded in making what was left of Hawarden
solvent. His own expenditure from first to last upon the
Hawarden estate as now existing, he noted at £267,000. ' It
has been for thirty-five years,' he wrote to W. H. Gladstone
in 1882, ''i.e., since the breakdown in 1847, a great object of
my life, in conjunction with your mother and your uncle
Stephen, to keep the Hawarden estate together (or replace
what was alienated), to keep it in the family, and to relieve
it from debt with which it was ruinously loaded.'

In 1867 a settlement was made, to which Sir Stephen
Glynne and his brother, and Mr. Gladstone and his wife, were
the parties, by which the estate was conveyed in trust for one
or more of the Gladstone children as Mr. Gladstone might
appoint.^ This was subject to a jjower of determining the
settlement by either of the Glynne brothers, on repaying with
interest the sum paid for the reversion. As the transaction
touched matters in which he might be supposed liable to
bias, Mr. Gladstone required that its terms should be referred
to two men of perfect competence and probity— Lord Devon
and Sir Robert Phillimore— for their judgment and approval.
Phillimore visited Hawarden (August 19-26, 1865) to meet
Lord Devon, and to confer with him upon Sir Stephen
Glynne's affairs. Here are a couple of entries 'rom his
diary :

—

Aug. 26.— The whole morning was occupied with the investiga-
tion of S. G.'s affairs by Lord Devon and myself. We examined

r^t'J^iu
settlement followed the lines and then to W. K. Gladstone's other

dlvi.Tni'.T'''' ''A^'5 ^i^P'if" T ^^i"^'
«°'"'

'
"""^ '" default of male issue of

nl^uL'^" ^''"*'"f
his brother for W. E. Gladstone, then to the eldest

life, with the remamderto his brother's and other sons of Lord Lyttelton, andsons in tail male
; and next to W. H. so forth in the ordinary form of an(.ladstone and his sons in tail male, entailed estate.

"• "» an

^T.38.
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at some length the solicitor and the agent Lord D. and I per-fectly agreed in the opinion expressed in a memorandum sigfedby us both. Gladstone, as might have been expected, has be-haved very well *e;,M9[io«,/o«].__ Correspondence between
Lyttelton and Gladstone, contained in Lord Devon's letter. Same
subject as that which Lord D. and I came to consult upon aHawarden. Sept 24._ I wrote to Stephen Glynne to the effect
that Henry entirely approved of the scheme agreed upon by LordD. and myself, after a new consideration of all the circumstances
aod after reading the Lyttelton-Gladstone correspondence Ishowed Henry Glynne the letter, of which he entirely approved.

nf I" ^rtl^^
^'^^^ ""^ ^'' ^*"P^^" CHynne, following tlmtof h,s brother two years before, made Mr. Gladstone owner

ot 1865. With as little delay as possible (April 1875) he tookthe necessary steps to make his eldest son the owner in fee

tLTr.r"" '^*'' '^'' <^^*'*"^"- 1««2) he further trans!Wd to the same son his own lands in the county, acquiredby purchase, as we have seen, after the crash in 1847 T
agreement, the possession and control of che castle and its

taking a life-mterest in it under settlement or will.

tb. I ?^i' *^'f
°'"' ^"' " ^«^ ™°»ths the legal owner of

that quality as soon as he could, and at no time did he assumeto be Its master The letters written by him on these matter

Ws'oTbT '?"; '''. ''^'"^^^^"^ ^ '"^^ «-P--ion oh
Tf W' TdeS J '' 'Vr' P^"^^' ^"^ *oo characteristicof his Ideas of personal duty, for me to omit them herehough much out of their strict chronological place. The fiTi

To W. H. aiadttone.

mifL?'"'t- wT ^"""''' ^^"^^' 187S- There are several~ "'"^^^^^« *« --t-n to you, and for which the
present moment is suitable; while they embrace the future in
several of its aspects.
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1. I have given instructions to Messrs. Barker and Hifmett to Chapconvert your life interest under the Hawarden settle.^f^l^ " '

fee sunple. Reflection and experience have brought me to favour ^TZ'th.s lauer method of holding landeu property as on the whole the
^'^ ''•

best, though the arguments may not be all on one side. In thepresent case, they are to my mind entirely conclusive. Fi stbecause .m able thoroughly to repose in you an entire confideuce as to your use of the estate during your lifetime, and yourapacuy to provide wisely for its future destination. Secondly

^rofficH ' ^^'-T^
""'''' *° ^^•^ ^'''^ *^^ -*^*e. the duty

d"bt and t'T""'^
emancipating it from the once minouldebt, and .t is almost necessary towards the satisfactory prose-ution o this purpose, which it may still take very many yearsto complete that you should be entire master of L ^roi^Zand should feel the full benefit of th^ =f»o i ^

pr^peny,

wi,in>, if « V* *
^^^^'^y ^"« ^^ attentionwhich It ought to receive from you.

2. I hope that with it you will inherit the several center-minous properties belonging to me, and that you will receive
these in such a condition as to enjoy a large proportion of the
income they yield. Taking the two estates together, they form
the most considerable estate in the county,' and give what may
be termed the first social position there. The importance of this
^sition IS enhanced by the large population which inhabits them.
Vou will, I hope, familiarise your mind with this truth, that you
can no more become the proprietor of such a body of property
or of the portion of it now accruing, than your brother Stephen
could become rector of the parish, without recognising the serious
moral and social responsibilities which belong to it. They are
full of interest and rich in pleasure, but they demand (in the
absence of special cause) residence on the spot, and a good share
of time, and especially a free and ungrudging disr^^arge of them.
Nowhere in the world is the position of the landea proprietor so
high as m this country, and this in great part for the reason that
nowhere else is the possession of landed property so closely
associated with definite duty.

*- *- J »«'y

3. In truth, with this and your seat in parliament, which I
hope (whether Whitby supply it, or whether you migrate) will
continue, you will, I trust, have a well-charged, though not an

17^
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BOOK over-Charged, life, and will, like professional and other thorou-^hly
^^^ employed men, hav*. to regard the bulk of your time as forestalled
1847. on behalf -' duty, while a liberal residue may be available for

your special pursuits and tastes, and for recreations. Tiiis is
really the sound ba^is of life, v-hich never can be honourable or
satisfactory without adequate guarantees against frittering awav
even in part, the precious gift of time.

"

'

While touching on the subject I would remind you of an old
recommendation of mine, that you sliould choose some parlia-
mentary branch or subject, to which to give special attention
The House of Commons has always heard your voice with pleas-
ure, and ought not to be allowed to forget it. I say th-s the
more freely, because I thinK it is, in your case, the virtue of a
real modesty, which rather too much indisposes you to put your-
self forward.

Yet another word. As years gather upon me, I naturallv
look forward to what is to be after I am gone; and although I
should indeed be sorry to do or say anything having a tendenev
to force the action of your mind beyond its natural course it
will indeed be a great pleasure to me to see you well settled in
life by marriage. Well settled, I fee^ confident, you will be if
settled at all. In your position at Hawarden, there wo'ul.l
then be at once increased ease aud increased attraction in the
performance of your duties; nor can I overlook the fact that the
life of the unmarried man, in this age particiUarly, is under pecul-
iar and insidious temptations to selfishness, unless his celibacy
arise from a very strong and definite course of self-devotion
to the service of God and his fellow creatures.
The great and sad change of Hawarden [by the death of Sir

Stephen] which has forced upon us the consideration of so many
subjects, gave at the same time an opening for others, and it
seemed to me to be best to put together the few remarks I had

.
to make. I hope the announcement with which I began will show
that I write in the spirit of confidence as well as of affection It
is on this footing that we have ever stood, and I trust ever shall
stand. You have acted towards me at all times up to the standard
of all I could desire. Fay you have the help of the Almighty
to embrace as justly, and fulfil as cheerfuUy, the whole conception
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of your duties in the position to which it has pleased Him to call CHAP.
you, and which perhaps has come upon you with somewhat the ^"i_j
effect of a surprise

; that may, however, have the healthy influence ^^38
of a stimulus to action, and a help towards excellence. Relieve
me ever, my dear son, your affectionate father.

In the second letter Mr. Gladstone informed W. H. Glad-
stone that he had at Chester that morniiijr (Oct. 23, 1882),
along with Mrs. Gladstone, executed the" deeds' that made
his son the proprietor of Mr. Gladstone's lands in Flintshire,
subject to the payment of annuities specified in the instru-
ment of transfer ; and he proceeds :—

I earnestly entreat that you will never, under any circum-
stances, mortgage any of your land. I consider that our law has
offered to

i;
roprietors of land, under a narrow and mistaken notion

of promoting their interests, dangerous facilities and inducements
to this practice; and that its mischievous consequences have been
so terribly felt (the word is strong, but hardly too strong) in the
case of Hawardeu, that they ought to operate powerfully as a
warning for the future.

You are not the son of very wealthy parents ; but the income
of the estates (the Hawarden estates and mine jointly) with your
prudence and diligence, will enable you to go steadily forward
m tJie work I have had in hand, and after a time will in the
course of nature give considerable means for the purpose.

I have much confidence in your prudence and intelligence;
I have not the smallest fear that the rather unusual step I have
taken will in any way weaken the happy union and harmony of
our family; and I am sure you -ill always bear in mind the
duties which attach to you as the head of those among whom
you receive a preference, and as the landlord of a numerous
tenantry, prepared to give you their confidence and affection.

A third letter on the same topics followed three years
after, and contains a narrative of the Hawarden transactions
already given in an earlier page of this chapter.

To W. ff. Gladstone.

Oct. 3, 1885.—When you first made known to me that you
thought of retiring from the general election of this year, I
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received the intimation with mixed feelings. The question ofmoney no doubt deserves, under existing circumstances, to be
kept m view

5
still I must think twice before regarding this as

the conclusive question. I conceive the balance has to be struck
mainly between these two things; on the one hand, the duty of
persons connected with the proprietorship of considerable estates
in land, to assume freely the burden and responsibility of servin-^
in parliament. On the other hand, the peculiar position of this
combined estate, which in the first place is of a nature to demand
from the proprietor an unusual degree of care and supervision
and which in the second place has been hit severely by recent
depressions in com and coal, which may be termed its two
pillars.

On the first point it may fairly be taken into view that in
serving for twenty years you have stood four contested elec-
tions, a number I think decidedly beyond the average I
will assume, for the present, that the election has passed without
bringmg you back to parliament. I should then consider that
you had thus relieved yourself, at any rate for a period, from
a senous call upon your time and mind, mainly with a view to
the estate; and on this account, and because I have constituted
you Its legal master, I write this letter in order to place clearly
before you some of the circumstances which invest your relation
to it with a rather peculiar character.

I premise a few words of a general nature. An enemy to
entails, principally though not exclusively on social and domestic
grounds, I nevertheless regard it as a very high duty to labour
for the conservation of estates, and the permanence of the families
in possession of them, as a principal source of our social strength
and as a large part of true conservatism, from the time when
Aeschylus wrote

But if their possession is to be prolonged by conduct, not by
factitious arrangements, we must recognise this consequence, that
conduct becomes subject to fresh demands and liabilities.

In condemning laws which tie up the corpus, I say nothing

» Agam. 104a, 'A great blessing ue suuteis with ancient ricliM.'
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against powers of charge, either by marriage settlement or other- CHAPw.se, for wife and children, although questions of degree and "
circumstance may always have to be considered. But to mort- "T""
Ull'^'T'r^^^^- ^»^-»>- thought or ought not^

^'•^•

te restrained by law, I do not now inquire. But I am confident
that few and rare causes only will warrant them, and that as ageneral rule they are mischievous, and in many cases, as to their
consequences, anti-social and immoral. Wherever they exist they

r rid o^ T r° "!
''"'' "^'•'^ ^'' *" ^ ^"'^ '^P"" anJgot nd of. One of our financial follies has been to give them

encouragement by an excessively low tax; and one of the better
effects of the income-tax is that it is a fine upon mortgaging
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184&-M.
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PABTY EVOLUTIOxV—NEW COLONIAL POLICT

(1S46-1SS0)

Ir^ T' *''*""""y «J°'«« 10 have live.l in a period when soblewed a change in our colonial policy was brought about ; a change
whica is full of promise and profit to a country having such claimson mankind as England, but also a change of system, in which wehave done no more than make a transition from misfortune andfrom evil, back to the rules of justice, of reason, of nature, and ofcommon sense. — Gladstone (1866).

^^Jf} ^^ 1^^^^ ^"^ *^^ ^"^^'^ "P «^ *h« conservative party

WK ? . /? * ^^"^ *™*" ^^ Public inconveniences.
When Lord John Russell was forming his government, hesaw Peel, and proposed to include any of his party. Peel
thought such a junction under existing circumstances u..-
advisable but said he should have no ground of complaint
If Lord John made offers to any of his friends ; and he should
not attempt to influence them either way.» The action endedm a proposal of office to Dalhousie, Lincoln, and Sidney
Herbert. Nothing came of it, and the whigs were left togo on as they best could upon the narrow base of their own
party. The protectionists gave them to understand that
before Bentinek and his friends made up their minds to turn
Peel out, they had decided that it would not be fair to put
the Whigs in merely to punish the betrayer, and then to
turn round upon them. On the contrary, fair and candid
support was what they intended. The conservative govern-
ment had carried liberal measures; the liberal government
subsisted on conservative declarations. Such was this
singular situation.

The Peelites, according to a memorandum of Mr. Glad-
' TTie Halifax Papers.

.350
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cS'of'm/ """"^^ approaching 120 in the corn law chap

gave free trade a very large maior , J^l,. 1 '"'«<'•*-. S7-.1.

tionUts i. j« .urne/theLr 'mVheir w'*'?™'"-» S,r Kobert Peel live.1 (U„„„ ,„ j^^^ S> .h. ^^^Wy never vote., ,vUh the pro.ectio„i,t" S the S"distinction arose aiuoncr r>««rw .11 . ,

nrst a

time went on, andled fo a , ^triH al^''''''^
"

tu,n, man^uvre. These perpkX ll rd :;nT?8tand they constitute a vital chapter in Mr rui, ,

political story. The distinction wal fn t : n . otSthings Many of those who had stood by PeeT! s del^tfday of battle, and who still stoml bv W in .1

^

niorrow that combined victorious Hicy',^™"^^^^
were in more or less latent sympSLylTth thTsere '^^^^^^^^

tnese, sajs Mr. Gladstone, others of the Peelites 'whoseopinions were more akin to those of the liberals cherished
nevertheless, personal sympathies and lingering JishesSjuade them tardy perhaps unduly tardy, fn drf^Zg towa ds

iHoMr Sd JJ'^'J'^^
'^^"^P^^°" applied" in some

Shortly described, the Peelites were all free trade con-natives, drawn by under-currents, according toTempe""m nt, circumstances, and all the other things that tuTthe

IZ?' -^-P--s, to antipodean polef of the poUti^a!

nTne 184^! '
"' P'''^' ^^'' ^^^'^^^^^^ ^«"« ^is father

hese cir n± "'^*"^«^*'°"' ^^ whipper-in; and under

deiee of r^ '' 7' r""°*
"^^'"^ '''^^ considerableae^ee of permanent influen^je as a body.' The leading

Held that this could only be done in one way, namely, by
> Among them were such men as

^o,^" /"^^'S- ^^''^ral Peel m"
inge, most of whom in days to '^me

took their places in conservative ad-
mmiatrations.

" Memo, of 1876.
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W)OK forcing the protectionists into office where they must put
v_^ their professions to the proof, Peel himself, anil (iraliam

1848-M. with him, took a directly opposite view, and adopted as
the leading principle of their action the vital necessity
of keeping the protectionists out. This broad difference
led to no diminution of {personal intercourse or political
attachment.

Certainly this was not due, says Mr. Gladstone, to any desire (at
least in Sir R. Peel's mind) for, or contemplation of, coalition with
the liberal party. It sprang entirely from a belief on his part
that the chiefs of the protectionists would on their accession to
power endeavour to establish a policy in accordance with the
designation of their party, and would in so doing probably convulse
the country. As long as Lord George Bentinck lived, with his
iron will and strong convictions, this was a contingency that could
not be overlooked. But he died in 1848, and with his death it

became a visionary dream. Yet I remember well Sir Robert Peel
saying to me, when I was endeavouring to stir him up on some
great fault (as I thought it), in the colonial policy of the
ministers,

'
I foresee a tremendous struggle in this country for the

restoration of protection.' He would sometimes even threaten
us with the possibility of being ' sent for ' if a crisis should occur,
which was a thing far enough from our limited conceptions. We
were flatly at issue with him on this opinion. We even considered
that as long as the protectionists had no responsibilities but those
of opposition, and as there were two hundred and fifty seats in

parliament to be won by chanting the woes of the land and
promising redress, there would be protectionists in plenty to fill

the left hand benches on those terms.

The question what it was that finally converted the country
to free trade is not easy to answer. Not the arguments of
Golden, for in the summer of 1845 even his buoyant spirit
perceived that some precipitating event, and not reasoning,
would decide. His appeals had become, as Disraeli wrote,
both to nation and parliament a wearisome iteration,
and he knew it. Those arguments, it is true, had laid
the foundations of the case in aU their solidity and
breadth. But until the emergency in Ireland presented
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itself, and until

PeelwaMhardlvwr ^ ^^* •'"'*'^'^ *^" experiment, CHAP,reel «aM
1
ardl> wrong m reckoning on the possihilitv of a

"^•
protectionist reaction. Even the new prosperity and con

'^^
tentment of the country were capable of^.iiig1^^^^^^^

IZnn of isln^Th n "f '" * correspondent in theautumn of 184b, 'Ihe hberal proceedings of conservative
governments, and the conservative proceedings of hetewhberal administration, unite in pointing to the nronrietv olan abstinence from high-pitched opinions. Swls aeuphemism What it really meant w'as that outside o7pro-ection no high-pitched opinions on any other subject wereavailab^. 1 he tenets of party throughout this embarralL

'

^riod from 1846 to 1852 were shifting equivo^^^nT^d

xMr. Gladstone writes to his father (June 30, 1849) :_
I will only add a few words about your desire that I shouldw thdraw my confidence from Peel My feelings of admiration,

attachment, and gratitude to him I do not expect to lose • and Iagree with Graham tliat he has done more and suffered mo^ thanany other living statesman for the good of the people. But still
I must confess with sorrow that the present course of events tends
to separate and disorganise the small troop of the late government
and the,r adherents. On the West Indian question last year I,with others, spoke and voted against Peel. On the Navigationaw this year I was saved from it only by the shipowners and
their friends, who would not adopt a plan upon the basis I pro-
posed. Upon Canada-a vital question_ I again spoke and voted
aga ns hirn^. And upon other colonial questions, yet most im-
portant to the government, I fear even this year the same thing
" ay happen again. However painful, then, it may be to me tod ffer from him, it is plain that my conduct is not placed in his
lands to govern.

We find an illustration of the distractions of this long day

anu'^orLowe"r'^*Ca"n^»*''
*"'"''"*; ^"^'^'7 °* '•>«'' P«>Perty. Mr. Glad-

Whom had uklnMnS^th«3ii°* «one Btrongly ^^^ii ^y com-

VOL.1— 2 A
'
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of party metamorphosis, as well as an example of what was
regarded as Mr. Gladstone's over-ingenuity, in one among
other passing divergences between him and his chief. Mr.
Disraeli brought forward a motion (Feb. 19, 1850) of a
very familiar kind, on the distress of the agricultural classes

and the insecurity of relief of rural burdens. Bright bluntly

denied that there wrs a case in which the fee of land had
been depreciated or rent been permanently lowered. Graham
said the mover's policy was simply a transfer of the entire

poor rate to the consolidated fund, violating the princiijles

of local control and inviting prodigal expenditure. Fortiuie

then, in Mr. Disraeli's own language, sent him an unexpected
champion, by whom, according to him, Graham was fairly

unhorsed. The reader will hardly think so, for though the

unexpected champion was Mr. Gladstone, he found no better

reason for supporting the motion, than that its adoption
would weaken the case for restoring protection. As if the

landlords and farmers were likely to be satisfied with a small

admission of a great claim, while all the rest of their claim

was to be as bitterly contested as ever ; with the transfer of

a shabby couple of millions from their own shoulders to the

consolidated fund, when they were clamouring that fourteen

millions, would hardly be enough. Peel rose later, prompt Iv

took this plain point against his ingenious lieutenant, and
then proceeded to one more of his elaborate defences, both of

free trade and of his own motives and character. For tlie

last time, as it was to happen, Peel declared that for Mr.
Gladstone he had 'the greatest respect and admiration.'
' I was associated with him in the preparation and conduct
of those measures, to the desire of maintaining which he

partly attributes the conclusion at which he has arrived. I

derived from hin^ the most zealous, the most effective assist-

ance, and it is no small consolation to me to hear from him,

although in this particular motion we arrive at different

conclusions, that his confidence in the justice of those

principles for which we in common contended remains

entirely unshaken.' ^

On this particular battle, as well as on more general matter,

1 Hanaard, Feb. 21, 1860, p. 1233.
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a letter from Mr. Gladstone to his wife CFeb 29 1«'in^ c», a
some liffht :— ^ '^'^' ^^^V sheds CHAP.*

III.

^0 i!fr«. Gladstone. -fii. 37-41.

Indeed you do rise to very daring flights to^ay, and suggest.any thmgs that flow from your own deep affection whi ^pe^haps, d. guises from you some things that are nevertheless reaI cannot form to myself any other conception of my dutv inparhament except the simple one of acting independently wi houtfac^on and without subserviency, on all quesLs as the^^reTo the formation of a party, or even of the nucleus of a partvthere are in my circumstances many obstacles. I have been ^k'

n.m to be of the opinion which is deliberately mine namelvthat It IS better that I should not be the head of leade evTn o^my own contemporaries; that there are others of them whoseposition IS less embarrassed, and more favourable and powlr^^particu arly from birth or wealth or both. Three or four yea J

felt as If Peel were our actual chief in politics, I did not think sobut perhaps thought or assumed that as. up o the then p^^^^^^^^^tune, I had discharged some prominent duties in offiTe aldtparhament, the first place might naturally fall to mrwh" th:other men were no longer in the van. But since we have blmemore disorganised, and I have had little sense of union exceprwiTh

state of things, and how this or that would work in the House ofCommons, I have come to be satisfied in my own mind that if

t ir,!'""*""
"'^*'" *^^'^ «^-^^ ^ - leaded ancl who

He "should ' ^ ""' '''''' *^^' «'*^" ^--^-^o

work might fall on me. I have viewed the matter very drilvand so perhaps you will think I have written on it

^'

To turn then to what is more amusing, the battle of last nightAfter much consideration and conference with HerbertTwho h.,"had an attack of bilious fever and could not come down thoul

->th me), 1 determined that I ought to vote last night ^ith
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BOOK Disraeli; and made up my mind accordingly, which involved

V
'

, saying why, at some period of the night. I was anxious to do it

1846-60. *arly> as I knew Graham would speak on the other side, and

did not wish any conflict even of reasoning with him. But he

found I was going to speak, and I suppose may have had some
similar wish. At any rate, he had the opportimity of following

Stafford who began the debate, as he was to take the other side.

Then there was an amusing scene between him and Peel. Both

rose and stood in competition for the Speaker's eye. The Speaker

had seen Graham first, and he got it. But when he was speaking

I felt I had no choice but to follow him. He made so very able

a speech that this was no pleasant prospect ; but I acquired the

courage that proceeds from fear, according to a line from Ariosto

:

Chi per virtu, chi per patira vale [one from valour, another from

fear, is strong], and made my plunge when he sat down. But the

Speaker was not dreaming of me, and called a certain Mr. Scott

who had risen at the same time. Upon this I sat down again,

and there was a great uproar because the House always antici-

pating more or less interest when men speak on opposite sides and

in succession, who are usually together, called for me. So I was

up again, and the Speaker deserted Scott and called me, and I

had to make the best I could after Graham. That is the end of

the story, for there is nothing else worth saying. It was at the

dinner hour from 7 to 7|, and then I went home for a little quiet.

Peel again replied upon me, but I did not hear that part of him

;

and Disraeli showed the marvellous talent that he has, for sum-

ming up with brilliancy, buoyancy, and comprehensiveness at the

close of a debate. You have heard me speak of that talent before

when I have been wholly against him ; but never, last night or at

any other time, would I go to him for conviction, but for the

delight of the ear and the fancy. What a long story

!

During the parliament that sat from 1847 to 1852, Mr.
Gladstone's political life was in partial abeyance. The whole

burden of conducting the affairs of the Hawarden estate fell

upon him. For five years, he said, ' it constituted my daily

and continuing care, while parliamentary action was only

occasional. It supplied in fact my education for the office

of finance minister.' The demands of church matters were
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anxious and at times absorbing. He warmly favoured and CHAPspoke copiously for the repeal of the navigation laws. He "I-
"

desired, however, to accept a recent overture from America ^7^;^,which offered everything, even their vast coasting trade,
'
''•^*-

upon a footing of absolute reciprocity. ' I gave notice,' he
says, 'of a motion to that effect. But the government
declined to accept it. I accordingly withdrew it. At this
the tones were much put about. I, who had thought of
things only and not taken persons into view, was surprised
at their surprise. It did not occur to me that by my public
notification I had given to the opposition generally some-
thing Me a vested interest in my proposal. I certainly
should have done better neve o have given my notice.
This IS one of the cases iUustrau • the extreme slowness ofmy political education.' The sentence about thinking of
t lings only and leaving persons out, indic-tes a turn of mind
that partly for great good, partly for some evil, never whoUv
disappeared. •'

Yet partially withdrawn as he was from active life in the
P ouse of Commons, Mr. Gladstone was far too acute an
observer to have any leanings to the delusive self-indulgence
of temporary retirements. To his intimate friend. Sir Walter
James, who seems to have nursed some such intention, he
wrote at this very time (Feb. 13, 1847) : —

The way to make parliament profitable is to deal with it as a
calling, and if it be a calling it can rarely be advantageous to
suspend the pursuit of it for years together with an uncertainty,
too, as to Its resumption. You have not settled in the country,
nor got your other vocation open and your line clear before you
The purchase of an estate is a very serious matter, which you may
not be able to accomplish to your satisfaction except after the
lapse of years. It would be more satisfactory to drop parliament
with another path open to you already, than in order to seek
about for one I think with you that the change in the
position of the conservative party makes public life still more
painful where it was painful before, and less enjoyable, where it
was enjoyable; but I do not think it remains less a duty to work
through the tornado and to influence for good according to our
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means the new forms into which political combination may be

cast.

1846-00. In 1848 Northcote speaks of Mr. Gladstone as the ' patron

saint ' of the coal-whippers, who, as a manifestation of their

gratitude for the Act which he had induced parliament to

pass for them, offered their services to put down the chartist

mob. Both Mr. Gladstone and his brother John served as

special constables during the troubled days of April. In hi.s

diary he records on April 10, ' On duty from 2 to 3| P.M.'

n

When Mr. Gladstone became colonial secretary at the end

of 1845, he was described as a strong accession to the pro-

gressive or theorising section of the cabinet— the men, that

is to say, who applied to the routine of government, as they

found it, critical principles and improved ideals. If the

church had been the first of Mr. Gladstone's commanding

interests and free trade the second, the turn of the colonies

came next. He had not held the seals of the colonial de-

partment for more than a few months, but to any business,

whatever it might be, that happened to kindle his imagina-

tion or work on his reflection, he never failed to bend his

whole strength. He had sat upon a committee in 1835-G

on native affairs at the Cape, and there he had come into

full view of the costly and sanguinary nature of that im-

portant side of the colonial question. Molesworth mentions

the 'prominent and valuable' part taken by him in the

committee on Waste Lands (1836). He served on committees

upon military expenditure in the colonies, and upon colonial

accounts. He was a member of the important committee of

1840 on the colonisation of New Zealand, and voted in the

minority for the draft report of the chairman, containing

among other things the principle of the reservation of all

unoccupied lands to the crown.* Between 1837 and 1841 he

spoke frequently on colonial affairs. When he was secretary

of state in 1846, questions arose upon the legal status of

colonial clergy, full of knotty points as to which he wrote

1 Oarnett'g Eduard Gibbon Wakefield, p. 248. See also p. 232.
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minutes; questions upon education in penal settlements, and CHAP,
so forth, in which he interested himself, not seldom differing

^
from Stephen, the chief of the staff in the office. He com-^T^.
posed an argumentative despatch on the commercial relations

'

between Canada and the mother country, endeavouring to
wean the Canadian assembly from its economic delusions.
It was in effect little better than if written in water. He
made the mistake of sending out despatches in favour of
resuming on a limited scale the transportation of convicts to
Australia, a practice effectually condemned by the terrible
committee eight years before. Opinion in Australia was
divided, Robert Lowe leading the opposition,! and the experi-
ment was vetoed by Mr. Gladstone's successor at the colonial
office. He exposed himself to criticism and abuse by recall-
ing a colonial governor for inefficiency in his post ; im-
prudently in the simplicity of his heart he added to the
recall a private letter statinj rumours against the governor's
personal character. The?-, he had taken on trust from the
bishop of the diocese and others. The bishop left him in
the lurch

;
the recall was one affair, the personal rumours

were another; nimble partizanship confused the two, to the
disadvantage of the secretary of state ; the usual clatter that
attends any important personage in a trivial scrape ensued

;

Mr. Gladstone's explanations, simple and veracious as the
sunlight in their substance, were over-skilful in form, and
half a dozen blunt, sound sentences would have stood him
in far better stead. 'There was on my part in this matter,'
he says in a fugitive scrap upon it, 'a singular absence of
woridly wisdom. 'a To colonial policy at this stage I discern
no particular contribution, and the matters that I have
named are now well covered with the moss of kindly time.
Almost from the first he was convinced that some leading

maxims of Downing Street were erroneous. He had,
from his enriiest parliamentary days, regarded oar colonial
connection as one of duty rather than as one of advantage.
When he had only been four years in the House he took a

Hnlf ^^^''"^uu * ^"'F"" ^y •^- *"• ^^'^' ' Mr. Gladstone's Penal Colony '

Hogan, MP with prefatory note s Stafford Northcot* published an
andfhen^i^"?"; ^21^2' ^?'*'' effective vindication ^a^^Let^ to aand the chapter in Lord Sherbrooke '8 Friend,' 1847.

xwnw to a
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III.

1846-fiO.

t

K

firm stand against pretensions in Canada to set their assembly
on an equal footing with the imperial parliament at home.i
On the other hand, while he should always be glad to see
parliament inclined to make large sacrifices for the purpose
of maintaining the colonies, he conceived that nothing
could be more ridiculous, or more mistaken, than to suppose
that Great Britain had anything to gan by maintaining
that union in opposition to the deliberate and permanent
conviction of the people of the colonies themselves.'
He did not at all undervalue what he called the mere

political connection, but he urged that the root of such a
connection lay in the natural affection of the colonies for
the land from which they sprang, and their spontaneous
desire to reproduce its laws and the spirit of its institutions.
From first to last he always declared the really valuable
tie with a colony to be the moral and the social tie.3

The master key with him was local freedom, and he was
never weary of protest against the fallacy of what was called
' preparing

' these new communities for freedom : teaching a
colony, like an infant, by slow degrees to walk, first putting it

into long clothes, then into short clothes. A governing class
was reared up for the purposes which the colony ought to
fulfil itself

; and, as the climax of the evil, a great military
expenditure was maintained, which became a premium on
war. Our modern colonists, he said, after quitting the
mother country, instead of keeping their hereditary liberties,

go out to Australia or New Zealand to be deprived of these
liberties, and tl an perhaps, after fifteen or twenty or thirty
years' waiting, have a portion given back to them, with
magnificent language about the liberality of parliament in

conceding free institutions. During the whole of that
interval they are condemned to hear all the miserable
jargon about fitting them for the privileges thus conferred

;

while, in point of fact, every year and every month during
which they are retained under the administration of a

» S^eca on affairs of Lower Canada, » See his evidence before a Select

?^ ' A ^-ommlttee on Colonial Military Ex-

»» ^S. ^^emment of Canada bill, penditure, June 6, 1861.
May 29, 1840.
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CHAP.
III.

ttr ' r ""f*' "'"^''' *^"™ ^«» fi* f«' free iHBtituUons 'No consxderatxon of money ought to induce parlia-
-"•

ment to sever the connection between any one of the ^T^
that the cost of the existing system was both large andunnecessary But the real mischief was not here, he saidOur error lay m the attempt to hold the colonies by themere exercise of power.i Even for the church in the colonic!
he rejected the boon of civil preference as being undoubted"
a fatal gift -^nothing but a source of weakness to the church
herself and of discord and difficulty to the colonial commumties in the soil of which I am anxious to see t^echurch of England take a strong and health; root.-He acknowledged how much he had learned from Moles-worth 8 speeches,' and neither of them sympathised with theopinion expressed by Mr. Disraeli in those days, 'Thesewretched colonies will all be independent too in a few years
andareamiUstoneround our necks.'* Nor did Mr Glad'
stone share any such sentiments as those of Mole'sworth
who, in the Canadian revolt of the winter of 1837, actuallymvoked disaster upon the British arms.6

^

In their views of colonial poUcy Mr. Gladstone Avas in sub-
> See speech on Australian Colonies

bill, June 26, 1849, Colonial Admin-
Btration, April 16, 1849, on the
Australian Colonies, Feb. 8 1860
March 22, 1860, and May 13, 185o!
On the Kaffir War, April 6, 1852

un „ ^^'^ Zealand Government
bill. May 21, 1862. Also speech on
hcientiflc Colonisation before the St
Martin in the Fields Association for
the Propagation of the Gospel in
Foreign Parts, March 27, 1849.

» On the Colonial Bishops bill
Apri' 28, 1852.

'

» Wakefield was their common
teacher. In a letter as secretary of
state to Sir George Grey, then gov-
ernor of New Zealand (.March 27),im, he states how the signal ability
of \y akefleld and his devotion to eveir
subject connected with the foundation
of colonies haa influenced him.

lOKo^" \^^^ Malmesbury, Aug. 13,
i»&2. Memoin, of an Ex-MiniMer,
by the harl of Malmesbury, i. p. 344

' Should a war take place, I must

declare that I should more deplore
success on the part of this country
than defeat

; and though as an English
citizen I could not but lament the
aisasters of my countrymen, still itwould be to me a less poignant matter
of regret than a success which would
offer to the world the disastrous and
disgraceful spectacle of a free and
mighty nation succeeding by force ofarms in putting down and tyrannising
over a free though feebler community
strugglmg in defence of its just rights.
• • -That our dominion in America
should now be brought to a conclusion,
I for one most sincerely desire, but I
desire it should terminate in peace and
friendship. Great would be the ad-
vantages of an amicable separation
of the two countries, and great would
be the honour this country would
reap in consenting to such a step.'
Mr. Gladstone spoke the same even-

!f°i']««"
opposite sense. -JJans. 39,

p. 1466, Dec. 22, 1837. Walpole
Bist. Eng., iii. p. 426.

'
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stantial accord with radicals of the school of Cobden, Hume,
and Molesworth. He does not seem to have joined a reform-
ing association founded by these eminent men among others
in 1860, but its principles coincided with his own :— local

independence, an end of rule from Downing Street, the relief

of the mother country from the whole expense of the local

government of the colonies, save for defence from aggres-
sion by a foreign power. Parliament was, as a rule, so little

moved by colonial concerns that, according to Mr. Gladstone,
in nine cases out of ten it was impossible for the minister to

secure parliamentary attention, and in the tenth case it was
only obtained by the casual operations of party spirit. Lord
Glenelg's case showed that colonial secretaries were punished
when they got into bad messes, and his passion for messes
was punished, in the language of the journals of the day, by
the life of a toad under a harrow until he was worried out
of office. There was, however, no force in public opinion to

prevent the minister from going wrong if he liked ; still less

to prevent him from going right if he liked. Popular feelin?

was coloured by no wish to give up the colonies, but people
doubted whether the sum of three millions sterling a year
for colonial defence and half a million more for civil charges,

was not excessive, and they thought the return by no means
commensurate with the outlay.* In discussions on bills

effecting the enlargement of Australian constitutions, Mr.
Gladstone's views came out in clear contrast with the old
school. ' Spoke 1 J hours on the Australian Colonies bill,' he
records (May 13, 1850), ' to an indifferent, inattentive House.
But it is necessary to speak these truths of colonial policy
even to unwilling ears.' In the proceedings on the constitu-

tion for New Zealand, he delivered a speech justly described
as a pattern of close argument and classic oratory.^ Lord

' See, for instance, Spectator, Jan.
17, 1845 ; Timet, June 8, 1849. In
1861 it was estimated that colonial
military expenditure was between
three and four millions a year, about
nine-tenths of which was borne by
British taxpayers, and one-tenth by
colonial contribution.

' Edward Gibbon yVakefield, p. 331.
The reader will find an extract in the
Appendix. •The New Zealand Govern-

ment bill of 1852, with all its errors
and complications, was a grand step
in the recovery of our old colonial
policy ; but perhaps its chief contri-
bution to the re-establishment of con-
stitutional views was Mr. Gladstone's
speech on its second rea<ling.'— Right
Hon. C. B. Adderley. Bevietc of Earl
Grey's Colonial Folicy of Lord John
BuMelVt Administration, p. 135.
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John Russell, adverting to the concession of an elective CHAP

n t^^; 'Tf''^ government, said that one by one ^f

'

away, and the monarchy was left exposed in the colonies
to the assaults of democracy. ^ Now I confess,' said M gS^!stone, m a counter minute, 'that the nominated councU andthe independent executive were, not shields of authorit^tbut sources of weakness, disorder, disunion, and disloyalty 'i

the ItT\ ' '"' °"' "' ^'^««'"' » "*tl« ^^r thanthe time at which we now stand : —
. . . Experience has proved that if you want to strengthen the

! !.t V u "" "'P^* ^"'^ »"*i«^ institutions adoptedand beloved in the colonies, never associate with them the ha edna„.e of force and coercion exercised by „s, at a distance, overU..r rising fortunes. Govern them upon a principle of fre;domDefend them agamst aggression from without. Regtilate their

b32 ri-
''':" ''^°^^ ^^^"^ *° *^« coloniaUonnectioT

But of the duration of that connection let them be the judges,and I predict that if you leave them the freedom of judgLnt i
IS hard to say when the day will come when they will wish to
separate from the great name of England. Depend upon it, they
covet a share m that great name. You will find in that feeling of
theirs the greatest security for the connection. Make the name
of England yet more and more an object of desire to the colonies
Their natural disposition is to love and revere the name of England"
and this reverence is by far the best security you can have for
heir contmmng, not only to be subjects of the crown, not only

to render it allegiance, but to render it that allegiance which is the
most precious of all-theallegiancewhich proceeds from thedepths
of the heart of man. You have seen various colonies, some of them
lying at the antipodes, offering to yon their contributions to assistm supporting the wives and families of your soldiers, the heroes
«.a have fallen m the war. This, I venture to say, may be said,
without exaggeration, to be among the first fruits of that system

intii^g'-tte G^v?mmen^o"fN^ ^Ht^?''*fT'T "' ^old (Sept. 29,
land hill, April 8 18M ^ ^' *"•* *•** ""^^ »* Liverpool the

^ Nov. 12, 1855 See al«o tw„ ff"^
«yening both in support of

^echea of' SrdlS^^'trvo^ J^iS«« »' societies for'^foreign
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BOOK upon which, within the last twelve or fifteen years, you have
V / ' founded a rational mode of administering the affairs of your

1846-60. colonies without gratuitous interference.

As I turn over these old minutes, memoranda, despatches,
speeches, one feels a curious irony in the charge engendered
by party heat or malice, studiously and scandalously careless
of facts, that Mr. Gladstone's policy aimed at getting rid of
the colonies. As if any other po'-cy than that which he so
ardently enforced could possibly have saved them.

m
In 1849 Mr. Gladstone was concerned in a painful incident

that befel one of his nearest friends. Nobody of humane
feeling would now willingly choose either to speak or hear
of it, but it finds a place in books even to this day ; it has
been often misrepresented ; and it is so characteristic of Mr.
Gladstone, and so entirely to his honour, that it cannot be
wholly passed over, ^rtunately a few sentences will suffice.

His friend's wife had been for some time travelling abroad,
and rumours by and by reached England of movements tliat

might be no more than indiscreet, but might be worse.
In consequence of these rumours, and after anxious con-
sultations between the husband and three or four important
members of his circle, it was thought best that some one
should seek access to the lady, and try to induce her to
place herself in a position of security. The further con-
clusion reached was that Mr. Gladstone and Manning were
the two persons best qualified by character and friendship
for this critical mission. Manning was unable to go, but
Mr. Gladstone at the earnest solicitation of his friend, and
also of his own wife who had long been much attached to
the person missing, set off alone for a purpose, as he con-
scientiously believed, alike friendly to both parties and in
the interests of both. I have called the proceeding character-
istic, for it was in fact exactly like him to be ready at the
call of friendship, and in the hope of preventing a terrible

disaster, cheerfully to undertake a duty detestable to any-
body and especially detestable to him ; and again, it was
like him to regard the affair with an optimistic simplicity
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that made hmi hopeful of success, where to ninety-nine men en vp

atL "f'
*'' ''""^'^ "' »"«^^- --^J have seemed "^

'

absurd. To no one was it a greater shock than to him when ^^'af er a journey acro^ half Euro,^. he suddenly found him
''"''"'

'

self the discoverer of what it was inevitable that he shot!report to h« friend at home. In the course of the subsequentproceedmgs on the bill for a divorce brought into the Ho^Lof Lords, he was called as a witness to show that in tins caLthe person claiming the bill had omitted no mean tCduty or affection could suggest for averting thTcalamUvwith which lus hearth was threatened. It wa^s qu te unCas he had occasion to tell the House of Commons in 1857tha he had anything whatever to do with the collection ofevidence, or that the evidence given by him was th e" Zeeor any part of it, on which the divorce was founded Th!:on^ thing to be added is the judgment of sfr RoWt Peeupon a transaction, with all the details of which he w^particularly weU acquainted :_ **

^ug. 26, 1849.

resell o^t^
f^^^^o'^^.-I am deeply concerned to hear theresult of that mission which, with unparalleled kindness and

of a friend and conducmg possibly to the salvation of a wife andmother. Your errand has not been a fruitless one, for it affo'dshe conclusive proof that ev^thing that the forb^rance Idtender consideration of a husband and the devotion of a friendcould suggest as the means of averting the necessity for appeal
o the Law for such protection as it can afford, had'been 'essayed

arair Tf *,?*""* '^"''^''^- ™^ P^^^ '^ ^^-ble'so
fa as the world and the world's opinion is concerned- much more
valuable as it respects the heart and conscience of those who havebeen the active agents in a work of charity. I can offer younotbn m return for that which you undertook with the prompti-

woudL:t'*""^*^f
^"'^^'^^P' ""'^^^ circumstances wh'ch f'w

tion, but the expression of my sincere admiration for tnilv virtnnt
-d^enerousconduct-Ever,mydearGladstone,mostfaitrf:i^^^

Robert Peel.
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DEATH OF SIR ROBERT PEEL
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Famocb men—whoM merit it Ib to have joined their name to events

that were brought onwarda by the courae of thinga.— Paul-Loum
COCBIBK.

It was now that Lord Palmerston strode to a front place—
one of the two conspicuous statesmen with whom, at succes-

sive epochs in his career, Mr. Gladstone found himself in

different degrees of energetic antagonism. This was all the

stiver and more deeply rooted, for being in both cases a.s

much a moral antagonism as it was political. After a lung

tgfill of peace, earnestness, and political economy, the nation

was for a time in a mood for change, and Palmerston con-

vinced it that he was the man for its mood. He had his full

share of shrewd common sense, yet was capable of infinite

recklessness. He was good-tempered and a man of bluff

cheerful humour. But to lose, the game wa» intolerable,

and it was noticed that with him the next best thing to

success was quick retaliation on u victorious adversary— a

trait of which he was before long to give the world an

example that amused it. Yet he had no capacity for deep
and long resentments. Like so many of his class, he united

passion for public business to sympathy with social gaiety

and pleasure. Diplomatists found him firm, prompt, clean-

cut, but apt to be narrow, teasing, obstinate, a prisoner to his

own arguments, and wanting in the statesman's first quality

of seeing the whole and not merely the half. Metternich

described him as an audacious and passionate marksman,

ready to make arrows out of any wood. He was a sanguine

man who always believed what he desired ; a confident man
886
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W ^n

T

°""' ^ "^^' '" '''^•»«^«' *»• ««»«*• to CHAP,

the tbn^ that make a nation rich and the thing, that ^^make it Bcrupuloua and ju«t, he had only limited pei^eption
'"*

and moderate faith. Where Peel wan strong and^netrmg Palmerston was weak and purblind.^ He Te^^LBnght and Cobden as displeasing mixtures of the Wminand the preacher. In 1840 he had brought u. within afa^
of war with France. Disputes about an American frontier

«Uh the United States. When Peel and Aberdeen golthis quarrel into more promising shape, Palmerston charactensticaly taunted them with capitulation. Lord Grey
revised help in manufacturing a whig government in Decem";
ber 1845, because he was convinced that at that momentPalmerston at the foreign office meant an American warWlien he was dismissed by Lord John RusseU in 1852 aforeign ruler on an insecure throne observed to an English-man,

;
This ,s a blow to me, for so long as Lord Palmerston

remained at the foreign office, it was certain that you could
not procure a single ally in Europe.'
Yet all this policy of high spirits and careless dictatorial

emper had its fine side. With none of the grandeur of the
highest heroes of his school-of Chatham, Cart.^et, titt-
without a spark of their heroic fire or their brilliant and stead-
fast glow, Palmerston represented, not always in their best
form some of the most generous instincts of his countrymen.
A follower of Canning, he was the enemy of tyrants and
foreign misrule. He had a healthy hatred of the absolutism
and reaction that were supreme at Vienna in 1815; and if
he meddled in many affairs that were no affairs of ours, at
least he intervened for freedom. The action that made him
hated at Vienna and Petersburg won the confidence of his
countrymen. They saw him in Belgium and Holland, Spain,
Italy, Greece, Portugal, the fearless champion of constitu-
ions and nationality. Of Aberdeen, who had been Peel's
foreign minister, it was said that at home he was a liberal
Without being an enthusiast; abroad he was a zealot, in the
sense most opposed to Palmerston. So, of Palmerston it
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could be said that he was conservative at home and revohi-

tiouist abroad. If such a word can ever be applied to suili

a thing, his patriotism was sometimes not without a tinge ol

vulgarity, but it was always genuine and sincere.

This masterful and expert personage was the ruling

member of the weak whig government now in office, and

he made sensible men tremble. Still, said (ilraham to reel.

' it is a choice of dangers and evils, and I am disposed to

tlihik that Talmerston and his foreign policy are less to be

dreaded than Stanley and a new corn law.'* In a debate

of extraordinary force and range in the summer of 1850, the

two schools of foreign policy found themselves face to face.

Palmerston defended Ins various proceedings with remark-

able ami)litude, power, moderation, and sincerity. He had

arrayed against him, besides Mr. (Jladstone, the greatest

men in the House— Peel, Disraeli, Cobden, Graham, Bright—
but in his last sentence the undaunted minister struck a

note that made triumph in the division lobbies sure. For

five hours a crowded house hung upon his lips, and he then

wound up with a fearless challenge of a verdict on the ques-

tion, ' Whether, as the Roman in days of old held himsi'lf

free from indignity when he could say Civia Romatm» sum,

so also a British subject, in whatever land he may be, shall

feel confident that the watchful eye and the strong arm of

England will protect hins against injustice and wrong ?

'

The Roman citizen was in this instance a Mediterranean

Jew who chanced to be a British subject. His house at

Athens had for some reason or other been sacked by the

mob; he presented a demand for compensation absurdly

fraudulent on the face of it. The Greek government refused

to pay. England despatched the fleet to collect this and

some other petty accounts outstanding. Russia and France

proposed their good offices; the mediation of France was

accepted ; then a number of Greek vessels were peremptorily

seized, and France in umbrage recalled her ambassador from

London. Well might Peel, in the last speech ever delivered

by him in the House of Commons, describe such a course of

action as consistent neither with the dignity nor the honour

» Parker, 111. p. 630.
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of England. The debate travelled fur beyond Don Pacifico, chap
and It stands to this day as a grand classic exposition in

^v.
"

parliament of the contending views as to the temper and the ^T^
prmciples on which nations in our modern era should con-
duct their dealings with one another.

It was in the Greek debate of I80O, which involved the censure
or acquittal of Lord Pahnerston, that 1 Hrst meddled in speech
witli foreign affairs, to which I had lieretofore paid the slightest
possible attention. Lord Palnierston's speech was a nuirvel for
physical strenKth, for memory, and for lucid and precise exposition
of ius policy as a whole. A very curious incident on this o.'casi<m
evniced the extreme reluctance of Sir K. Peel to appear in anv
ostensible relation with Disraeli. Voting with him was disagree-
able enough, but this with his strong aversion to the Palmerstonian
policy Peel could not avoi.l; besides which, it was known that
Lor.1 Palnierston would carry the division. Disraeli, not yet fully
recognised as leader of the protectionists, was working hard for
that position, and assumed the manners of it, with Heresfonl, a
kind of whipper-in, for his right-hand man. After the Palnierston
sp-'ech he asked me on the next night whether I would undertake
to answer it. I saiil that I was inconipp^°nt to do it, from want of
knowledge and otherwise. He answereu that in that case he must
do it. As the deliate was not to close that evening, this left
another night free for Peel when he might speak and not be in
Disraeli's „eighbo„rhood. I told Peel what ^^:»raeli had arranged.
He was very well satisfied. Put, shortly afterwartls, I received
from Disraeli a message through Peresford, that he had changed
his mind, and would not speak until the next and closing night,
when Peel would have to speak also. I had to make known to
IVol this alteration. He received the tidings with extreme annoy-
aiiie; thinking, I suppose, that if the two spoke on the same side
and in the late hours just before the division it would convey the
ith«a of some concert or co-operation between them, which it was
evident that ho was most anxious to avoid. But he could not
help himself. Disraeli's speech was a very poor one, almost like
a 'cross,' and Peel's was prudent but otherwise not one of his

Fragment of 1807.

VOL. I—2b
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Mr. Gladstone had not in 1850 at all acquired such full

parliamentary ascendency as belonged to the hardy veteran

confronting him ; still less had he such authority as the

dethroned leader who sat by his side. Yet the House felt

that, in the image of an ancient critic, here was no cistern

of carefully collected rain-water, but the bounteous flow of

a living spring. It felt all the noble elevation of an orator

who transported them apart from the chicane of diplomatic

chanceries, above the narrow expediencies of the particular

case, though of these too he proved himself a thoroughly

well-armed master, into a full view of the state system of

Europe and of the prin.iples and " ms on which the

fabric is founded. Now for the fiidi ime he made the

appeal, so often repeated by him, to the common senti-

ment of the civilised world, to the general and fixed con-

victions of mankind, to the principles of brotherhood among

nations, to their sacred independence, to the equality in

their rights of the weak with the strong. Such was his

language. 'When we are asking for the maintenance of

the rights that belong to our fellow-subjects resident in

Greece,' he said, 'let m» do at we would he done by; let

us pay all respect to a feeble state and to the infancy of

free institutions, which we should desire and should exact

from others towards their authority and strength.' Mr.

Gladstone had not read history for nothing, he was not a

Christian for nothing. He knew the evils that followed in

Europe the breakdown of the great spiritual power—once,

though with 80 many defects, a controlling force over vio-

lence, anarchy, and brute wrong. He knew the necessity for

some substitute, even a substitute so imperfect as the law

of nations. ' You may call the rule of nations vague and

untrustworthy,' he exclaimed ; 'I find in it, on the contrary,

a great and noble monument of human wisdom, founded

on the combined dictates of sound experience, a precious

inheritance bequeathed to us by the generations that have

gone before us, and a firm foundation on which we must

take care to build whatever it may be our part to add to

their acquisitions, if indeed we wish to promote the peace

and welfare of the world.'
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The government triumphed by a handsome majority, and chap.
Mr. Gladstone, as was his wont, consoled himself for present ^^•

disappointment by hopes for a better future. ' The majority ^]^^
of the House of Commons, I am convinced,' he wrote to

^' '

Guizot, then in permanent exile from power, 'was with us
in heart and in conviction

; but fear of inconveniences attend-
ing the removal of a ministry which there is no regularly
organised opposition ready to succeed, carried the day
beyond all authoritative doubt, against the merits of the
particular question. It remains to hope that the demon-
stration which has been made may not be without its effect
upon the -ne of Lord Palmerston's future proceedings.'
The conflict thus opened between Mr. Gladstone and Lord

Palmerston in 1850 went on in many changing phases, with
some curious vicissitudes and inversions. They were some-
times frank foes, occasionally partners in opposition, and for
a long while colleagues in office. Never at any time were
they in thought or feeling congenial.

*

On the afternoon of the day following this debate, Peel
was thrown from his horse and received injuries from which
he died three days later (July 2), in the sixty-third year of his
age, and after forty-one years of parliamentary life. When
the House met the next day, Hume, as one of its old- st
members, at once moved the adjournment, and it fell to Mr.
Gladstone to second him. He was content with a few words
of sorrow and with the quotation of Scott's moving lines to
the memory of Pitt : —

' Now is the stately column broke,

The beacon-light is quench'd in smoke,
The trumpet's silver sound is still,

The warder silent on the hill
!

'

These beautiful words were addressed, said Mr. Gladstone,
'to a man great indeed, but not greater than Sir Robert Peel.*

' Great as he was to the last,' wrote Mr. Gladstone in one
of his notes. in 1851, 'I must consider the closing years of
his life as beneath those that had preceded them. His
enormous energies were in truth so lavishly spent upon the
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gigantic work of government, which he conducted after a

fashion quite different,— I mean as to the work done in the

workshop of his own brain,— from preceding and succeeding

prime ministers, that their root was enfeebled, though in its

feebleness it had more strength probably remaining than fell

to the lot of any other public man.'

Peel may at least divide with Walpole the laurels of our

greatest peace minister to that date— the man who presided

over beneficent and necessary changes in national polity, that

in hands less strong and less skilful might easily have opened

the sluices of civil confusion. Andwhen we think ofW alpole's

closing days, and of the melancholy end of most other ruling

spirits in our political history— of the mortifications and dis-

appointments in which, from Chatham and Pitt down to

Canning and O'Connell, they have quitted the glorious field

— Peel must seem happy in the manner and moment of his

death. Daring and prosperous legislative exploits had

marked his path. His authority in parliament never stood

higher, his honour in the country never stood so high. His

last words had been a commanding appeal for temperance

in national action and language, a solemn plea for peace as

the true aim to set before a powerful people.

To his father Mr. Gladstone wrote :
—

July 2, 1850.—I thought Sir K. Peel looked extremely feeble

during the debate last week. I mean as compared with what

he usually is. I observed that he slept during much of Lord

Palmerston's speech, that he spoke with little physical energy,

and next day, Saturday, in the fon„noon I thought he looked very

ill at a meeting which, in common with him, I had to attend.

This is all that I know and that is worth telling on a subject

which is one of deep interest to all classes, from the Queen down-

wards. I was at the palace last night and she spoke to me with

great earnestness about it. As to the division I shall say little ; it

is an unsatisfactory subject. The majority of the government

was made up out of our ranks, partly by people staying away and

partly by some twenty who actually voted with the government.

By far the greater portion, I am sorry to say, of both set? of

persons were what are called P'^-'^-.tes, and not protectionists.
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The fact IS, that if all calling themselves liberal be put on one CHAP
side, and all calling themselves conservatives on the other, the ^^•

House of Commons is as nearly as possible equally divided.

' '

I have already described how Mr. Gladstone thought it a
great mistake in Peel to resist any step that might put upon
the protectionists the responsibilities of office. In a note
composed a quarter of a century later (1876), he says :

'This I think was not only a safe experiment (after 1848)
but a vital necessity. I do not, therefore, think, and I did
not think, that the death of Sir R. Peel at the time when it
occurred was a great calamity so far as the chief question
of our internal politics was concerned. In other respects it

^ was indeed great
; in some of them it may almost be called

immeasurable. The moral atmosphere of the House of
Commons has never since his death been quite the same,
and 18 now widely different. He had a kind of authority
there thpt was possessed by no one else. Lord John might
m some respects compete with, in some even excel, him ; but
to him, as leader of the liberals, the loss of such an opponent
was immense. It is sad to think what, with his high mental
force and noble moral sense, he might have done for us in
after years. Even the afterthought of knowledge of such a
man and of intercourse with him, is a high privilege and a
precious possession.'

An interesting word or two upon his own position at this
season occur in a letter to his father (July 9, 1850) :—
The letter in which you expressed a desire to be informed by

me, so far as I might be able to speak, whether there was anything
m the rumours circulated with regard to my becoming the leader
m parliament of the conservj.tire party, did not come to my hands
until yesterday. The faot w, that there is nothing whatever in
those rumours beyond mere speculation on things supposed
probable or possible, and they must pass for what they are worth
in that character only. People feel, I suppose, that Sir Robert
Peel's life and continuance in parliament were of themselves
powerful obstacles to the general reorganisation of the conservative
party, and as there is great annoyance and dissatisfaction with *he
present staf. of things, and a widely spread feeling that it is not
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^
^^^

^ expectation that the party will be in some manner reconstituted.

,850_ I share in the feeling that it is desirable ; but I see very great

difficulties in the way, and do not at present see how they are to

be effectually overcome. The House of Commons is almost

equally divided, indeed, between those professing liberal and those

professing conservative politics ; but the late division [Don

Pacifico] showed how ill the latter could hang together, even when

all those who had any prominent station among them in any sense

were united. . .

Cornewall Lewis wrote, ' Upon Gladstone the death of Peel

will have the effect of removing a weight from a spring— he

will come forward more and take more part in discussion.

The general opinion is that Gladstone will renounce his

free trade opinions, and become leader of the protectionists.

I expect neither the one event nor the other.' ^ More inter-

esting still is something told by the Duke of Butcleuch.

Very shortly,' said the duke in 1851, 'before Sir Robert

Peel's death, he expressed to me his belief that Sidney

Herbert or Gladstone would one day be premier ; but Pee'

said with sarcasm. If the hour comes, Disraeli must be

made governor-general of India. He will be a second

EUenborough.' •

> Letters, p. 226. * Dean Boyle's Becollections, p. 32.
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GOBHAM CASE—SECESSION OF FRIENDS

imr-issi)

It U not by the State that man can be regenerated, and the terrible
woes of this darkened world effectually dealt with.— Gladstone
(1894).

The test case of toleration at the moment of the Oxford chap.
election of 1847 was the admission of the Jews to sit in ^
parliament, and in the last month of 1847 Mr. Gladstone ^^TaT
astonished his father, as well as a great host of his political

supporters, by voting with the government in favour of the
removal of Jewish disabilities. No ordinary degree of moral
courage was needed for such a step by the member for such
a constituency. 'It is a painful decision to come to,' he
writes in his diary (Dec. 16), 'but the only substantive doubt
it raises is about remaining in parliament, and it is truly and
only the church which holds me there, though she may seem
t3 some to draw me from it.' Pusey wrote to him in rather

violent indignation, for Mr. Gladstone was the only man of

that school who learned, or was able to learn, what the
modern state is or is going to be. This was the third

phase, so Gladstone argued, of an irresistible movement.
The tory party had fought first for an anglican parlia-

ment, second they fought for a protestant parliament,
and now they were fighting for a Christian parliament.

Parliament had ceased to be anglican and it had ceased
to be protestant, and the considerations that supported
these two earlier operations thencpxorth condemned the
exclusion from full civil rights of those who were not
Christians. To his father he explained (December 17,

1847) : 'After much consideration, prolonged indeed I may
375
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say for the last two years and a half, I made up my mind
to support Lord John Russell's bill for the admission of

the Jews. I spoke to this effect last night. It is with

reluctance that I give the vote, but I am convinced that

after the civil privileges we have given them already

(including the magistracy and the franchise), and after the

admission we have already conceded to unitarians who
refuse the whole of the most vital doctrines of the Gospel,

we cannot compatibly with entire justice and faii'ness

refuse to admit them.'

His father, who was sometimes exacting, complained of

concealment. Mr. Gladstone replied that he regarded the

question as one of difficulty, and he therefore took as much
time as he possibly could for reflection upon it, though he

never intended to run it as close as it actually came. ' I know,'

he says, 'n a notable sentence, 'it seems strange to you that I

should find it necessary to hold my judgment in suspense on

a question which seemed to many so plain ; hut guspenae is

of constant occurrence in public life upon very many kinds

of questions, and without it errors and inconsistencies would

be much more frequent than even they are now.'' This did

not satisfy his father. ' I shall certainly read your speech

to find some fair apology for your vote : good and satisfac-

tory reasop I do not expect. I cannot doubt you thought

you withheld your opinions from me under the undecided

state you were in, without any intention whatever to annoy

me. There is, however, a natural closeness in your disposi-

tion, with a reserve towards those who may think they may
have some claim to your confidence, probably increased

by official habits, which it may perhaps in some cases be

worth your inquiring into.' The sentence above about sus-

pense is a key to many misunderstandings of Mr. Gladstone's

character. His stouthearted friend Thomas Acland had

warned him, for the sake of his personal influence, to be

sure to deal with the Jew question on broad grounds, with-

out refining, and without dragging out some recondite view

not seen by common men, 'in short, to be as litHe as

possible like Maurice, and more like the Duke of Wellington.'

'My speech,' Mr. Gladstone answered, 'was most unsatis-

f\
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factory in many ways, but I do not beUeve that it mystified chap.
or puzzled anybody.' v.

The foUowing year he received the honour of a D.C.L.
degree at Oxford. Mrs. Gladstone was there, he tells his
father, and 'was well satisfied with my reception, though it
is not to be denied that my vote upon the Jew biU is upon
the whole unpalatable there, and they had been provoked
by a paragraph in the Globe newspaper stating that I was
to have the degree, and that this made it quite clear that
the minority was not unfavourable to the Jew bill.'

July 6.— I went off after breakfast to Oxford. Joined the V.-C.
and doctors in the hall at Wadham, and went in procession to
the Divinity schools provided with a white neckcloth by Sir R.
Inglis, who seized me at the station in horror and alarm when he
saw me with a black one. In due time we were summoned to
the theatre where my degree had been granted with some non
placetf but with no scrutiny. The scene remarkable to the eye
and mind, so pictorial and so national. There was great tumult
about me, the hisses being obstinate, and the fautorea also very
generous. 'Gladstone and the Jew bill' came sometimes from
the gallery, sometimes more favouring sounds.

n
After the whig government was formed in 1846, Mr.

Gladstone expressed himself as having little fear that they
could do much J-arm, 'barring church patronage.' He was
soon justified in his own eyes in this limitation of his con-
fidence, for the next year Dr. Hampden was made a bishop.*
This was a rude blow both to the university which had
eleven years before pronounced him heretical, and to the
bishops who now bitterly and fervidly remonstrated. Grave
points of law were raised, but Mr. Gladstone, though
warmly reprobating the prime minister's recommendation
of a divine so sure to raise the hurricane, took no leading
part in the strife that followed. 'Never in my opinion,'
he said to his father (Feb. 2, 1848), 'was a firebrand more
wantonly and gratuitously cast.' It was an indication the

* See above, p. 167.
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more of a determination to substitute a sort of general

religion for the doctrines of the church. The next really

marking incident after the secession of Newman was a

decision of a court of law, known as the Gorham judgment.
This and the preferment of Hampden to his bishopric pro-

duced the second great tide of secession. ^Were we to-

gether,' Mr. Gladstone writes to Manning at the end of 1849
(December 30), *I should wish to converse with you from
sunrise to sunset on the Gorham case. It is a stupendous

issue. Perhaps they will evade it. On abstract grounds this

would be still more distasteful than a decision of the state

against a catholic doctrine. But what I feel is that as a

body we are not ready yet for the last alternatives. More
years must elapse from the secession of Newman and the

group of secessions which, following or preceding, belonged

to it. A more composed and settled state of the public

mind in regard to our relations with the church of Rome
must supervene. There must be more years of faithful work
for the church to point to in argument, and to grow into

her habits. And besides all these very needful conditions

of preparation for a crisis, I want to see the question more
fully answered. What will the state of its own free and good
will do, or allow to be done, for the church while yet in

alliance with it ?

'

The Gorham case was this : a bishop refused to institute

a clergyman to a vicarage in the west of England, on the

ground of unsound doctrine upon regeneration by baptism.

The clergyman sought a remedy in the ecclesiastical court

of Arches. The judge decided against him. The case then

came on appeal before the judicial committee of the privy

council, and here a majority with the two archbishops as asses-

sors reversed the decision of the court below. The bishop,

one of the most combative of the human race, flew to West-
minster Hall, tried move upon move in queen's bench,

exchequer, common pleas ; declared that his archbishop had

abused his high commission ; and even actually renounced

communion with him. But the sons of Zeruiah were too

hard. The religious world in both of its two standing camps
was convulsed, for if Gorham had lost the day it would
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or might have meant the expulsion from the establishment chap.
of calvinists and evangelicals bag and baggage. 'I am old ^l\,
enough,' said the provost of Oriel, »to remember three

'
'

baptismal controversies, and this is the first in which one
IMirty has tried to eject the other from the church.' On the
other hand the sacramental win^ found it intolerable that
fundamental doctrines of the church should l)e settled under
the veil of royal supremacy, by a court possessed of no dis-
tinctly church charater.

The jidgment was declared on March 8 (1850), and
Manning is made to tell a vivid story about going to Mr.
(iladstone's house, finding him ill with influenza, sitting dowii
by his bedside and telling him what the court had done

;

whereon Mr. Gladstone started up, tlirew out his arms and
exclaimed that the church of England was gone unlecs it

relieved itself by some authoritative act. A witty judge
once observed in regard to the practice of keeping diaries,
that it was wise to keep diary enough at any rate to prove
an alibi. According to Mr. Gladstone's diary he whs not laid
up until several days later, when he did see various people,
vlanning included, in his bedroom. On the black day of the
judgment, having dined at the f .lace the night before, and
having friends to dine with him on this night, he records a
busy day, including a morning spent after letter-writing, in
discussion with Manning, Hope, and others on the Gorham
case and its probable consequences. This slip of memory in
the cardinal is trivial and not worth mentioning, but perhaps
it tends to impair another vivid scene described on the same
authority

; how thirteen of them met at Mr. Gladstoue's
house, agreed o a declaration against the judgment, and
proceeded to sign; how Mr. Gladstone, standing with his
back to the fire, began to demur; and when pressed by
Manning to sign, asked him in a low voice whether he
thought that as a privy councillor he ought to sign such a
protest

;
and finally how Manning, knowing the pertinacity

of his character, turned and said : We will not press him
further.! This graphic relation looks as if Mr. Gladstone
were leaving his friends in the lurch. None of them ever

* Purcell. Manning, i. pp. 628-33.
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WjOK said so, none of them made any signs of thinking so. There—J_^ is no evidence that Mr. Gladstone ever agreed to the resolu-
tion at all, and there is even evidence that points pre-
sumptively the other way : that he was taking a line of his
own, and arguing tenaciously against all the rest for delay.'
Mr. Gladstone was often enough in a hurry himself, but
there never was a man in this world more resolute against
being hurried by other people.'

We need not, however, argue probabilities. Mr. Gladstone
no sooner saw the story than he pronounced it fiction. In
a letter to the writer of the book on Cardinal Manninjr rJan
14, 1896) he says:—

I read with surprise Manning's statement (made first after
36 years) that I would not sign the declaration of 1850 because
I 'was a privy councillor.' I should not have been more sur-
prised had he written that I told him I could not sign because my
name began with G. I had done stronger things than that when
I was not only privy councillor but official servant of the crown,
nay, I believe cabinet minister. The declaration was liable to
many interior objections. Seven out of the thirteen who signed
did so without (I believe) any kind of sequel I wish you to
know that I entirely disavow and disclaim Manning's suitement
as it stands. And here I have to ask you to insert two hnes in
your second or next edition; with the simple statement that I
prepared and published with promptitude an elaborate argument

» See J. R. Hope's letter (undated)
in Pnrcell, i. p. 630.

« On March 13, Hope writes to Mr.
Gladstone from 14 Curzon Street :—
'Keble and Posey have been with
me to-day, and die latter has sug-
gested some alterations in the resolu-
tions; I have taken upon me to

try some immediate effort.' This
would appear to be the last meeting,
and Manning is not named as present.
On the 18th:— 'Drs. Mill, Pusey,
etc., met here in the evening, I was
not with them.' On the same day
Mr. Gladstone had written to the
Rev. W. Maskell, ' As respects my-

a^^loTSfrl^Vr •'"'^
i\
«Xl do-^tlnW^to'^Xr^^eTh^e

jopTnorortrsrcfsen? rt'^^r.^^ rt.-'b\^ir t:
Illow''me''?he*,^\'?'"

"' '^^
"'^t

Pressure of Ith'er bu^Ls^'hTbecomeauow me the use of your rooms.' very heavy upon me. and secondlvThe meetmg seems to have token and mainly, becauw IX norcon-

Mope, Badeley, Talbot, Cavendish, mate issues will have arrived untilI)eni«)n. Dr Pusey, Keble, Bennett, the Gorham judgment Xu havehere from 9| to 12 on the draft of the taken effect.'
' No later meetiM i^resolutions. Badeley again in the ever menUoned.

^eei"^ w
evenmg. On the whole I • solved to
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to .how that the judicial committer was historically unconsti- chaptutional as an organ for the decision of ecclesiastical que tTon, V^
Th.s declaratu,n was entitled, I think, -A Letter to tJ Butop of

^7^
London on the Ecclesiastical Supremacv ' If T «!..?. -*'"•
while it dealt little with theologl i^w^ all "' *'

duction than the declaration, andTt'rt^X'^rTLaT
I am glad to see that Sidney Herbert (a ye,ule,aan if ever herewas one) also declined to sign. It seems to me nou- thltthe^ !some^,ng a most ludicrous in the propounding of su h acotl
certainly not the less, because of being privy councillors.

It was a terrible time
; aggravated for me by heavv care« «n^

responsibilities of a nature quite extraneous : Lf^Cdalothers by the illness and death of a much-loved chil" X^eaanxieties about another. My recollections of the convert"nbefore th^ declaration are little but a mass of confusbn a„dbewilderment I stand only upon what I ,ia. No one of us Ithink, understood the actual position, not even our lawyers unti^ron^Alderson printed an excellent statement on L'X^
III

For long the new situation filled his mind. 'The case of th«church of England at this moment,' he wrote to Lord Ly elton, ^is a very dismal one, and almost leaves men to ehoctbetween a broken heart and no heart at all. But at presenrit
IS a dark or only twilight which rests upon our futurT' Hebusily set down thoughts upon the supremacy. He stud"lCawdryW, and he mastered Lord Coke's view of the lawHe feels better pleased with the Reformation in regard to t^^supremacy; but also much more sensible of the dr fting o

ecu itJe"
--'-^3^^^-™ the range of her constitutionj

TZTtL ""T
*^'° '^'' '""^^"''^d ^^^ thoroughly

false IS the present position. As to himself and his ownwork m life, in reply I suppose to something urged byManning, he says (April 29, 1850), ^J have twf chfrfcte^

^^IP'^VS'iX SSiS'suS^-" '^^--<i the
636, but the reader is nowhere told

*"^ ^""^-
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to fulfil— that of a lay member of the cliurch, and that of a
member of a sort of wreck of a political party. 1 must not
break my understood compact with the last, and forswear
my profession, unless and until the necessity has arisen.

That necessity will plainly have arisen for me when it shall

have become evident that justice cannot, i.e., will not, be
done by the state to the church.' With boundless exalta-
tion of spirit he expatiated on the arduous and noble task
which it was now laid upon the children of the church of

England amid trouble, suspense, and it might be even agony
to perform. ' Fully believing that the death of the churcli

of England is among the alternative issues of the Gorham
case,' he wrote to a clerical friend (April 9), 'I yet also

believe that all Christendom and all its history have rarely
afforded a nobler opportunity of doing battle for the faith in

the church than that now offered to English churchmen.
That opportunity is a prize far beyond any with which the
days of her prosperity, in -.ny period, can have been adorned.'
He does not think (June 1, 1850), that a loftier work was
ever committed to men. Such vast interests were at stake,
such unbounded prospects open before them. What they
wanted was the divine art to draw from present terrible

calamities and appalling future prospects the conquering'
secret to rise through the struggle into something bettor
than historical anglieanism, which essentially depended on
conditions that have imssed away. 'In my own case,' lie

says to Manning a little later, ' there is work ready to my
hand and much more than enougli for its weakness, a great
mercy and comfort. But I think I know what my course
would be, were there not. It would be to set to work ui)ou
the holy task of clearing, opening, and establishing positive

truth in the church of England, which is an office doubly
blessed, inasmuch as it is bv)t]i the business of truth, anil

the laying of firm foundations for future union in Christen-
dom.' If this vision of a dream had ever come to pass,

perhaps Europe migiit have seen the mightiest Christian
doctor since liossuet ; and just as Bossuet's struggle was
called the grandest spectacle of the seventeenth c'< ntury, so

to many eyes this might have appeared the gree ., st of the
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nmeteenth Mr Gladstone did not see, in trail, he never sau-, chapany more than JKssuet saw in hi. age, that the Time-Sniri v^
Wii8 shifting the foundations of the eontroversv. However

""^
hat may be the interesting f...,. for us in the history of his

life IS the characteristic .iaze o£ I,a.tu. ^.hat this case now
kindled in his breast.

On the eve of his retui. f,oia Germ, ay in the autumn of^me of his letters to M... (a.a.t..ne reveals the pressing
ntensity of his conviction, deepened by his intercourse with
he grave and pious circles at Munich and at Stuttgart, of
the supreme interest of spiritual things :—
In my wanderings my thoughts too have had time to travel-

and I have had much conversation upon church matters first atMunich and since coming here with Mrs. Craven and some oonneo-
tions of hers staying with her, who are Roman catholics of a hi«h
sH.ool All that I can see and learn induces me more and more to
eel what a crisis for religion at large is this period of the world's
history-how the powerof religion and its permanence are hound
up with the cliurch-how inestimably precious would bo the
church s unity, inestimably precious on the one hand, and on
he other to human eyes immeasurably remote-lastly how loud
how solemn is the .-all upon all those who hear and who can obey
It, to labour more and more in the spirit of these principles to
gue themselves, if it may be, clearly and wholly to that work
It IS dangerous to put in.lefinite thm.ghts, instincts, longings,
into language which is necessarily determinate. I cannot trace
the line of my own future life, but I hope and pray it may not
always be where it is. . . . Ireland, Ireland! that cloud in
tl'c west, that coming storm, the minister of Go.l's retribu-
<"•" upon cruel and inveterate and but half-atoned injustice'
Ireland forces upon us those great so<nal an.l great religious
questions-God grant that we may have courage to look them in
the face, and to work through them. Were they over, were the
path of the church clear before her, as a body able to take her
tna before God and the world upon the performance of her work
.^

lis organ for the recovery of our country- how joyfully would
1 retire from t!u- barren, exhausting strife of merely political con-
tention.

1 do not think that you would be very sorrowful ? As
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to ambition in its ordinary sense, we are spared the chief part of
its temptations. If it has a valuable reward upon earth over and

1851. above a good name, it is when a man is enabled to bequeath to

his children a high place in the social system of his country.
That cannot be our case. The days are gone by when such a
thing might have been possible. To leave to Willy a title with
its burdens and restraints and disqualifications, but without the
material substratum of wealth, and the duties and means of good,

as well as the general power attending it, would not I think be

acting for him in a wise and loving spirit— assuming, which may
be a vain assumption, that the alternative could ever be before us.

The fact that in Scotland, a country in which Mr. Gladstone
passed so much time and had such lively interests, the
members of his own episcopal church were dissenters, was
well fitted to hasten the progress of his mind in the liberal

direction. Certain it is that in a strongly-written letter to

a Scotch bishop at the end of 1851, Mr. Gladstone Ijoldly

enlarged upon the doctrine of religious freedom, with a
directness that kindled both alarm and indignation among
some of his warmest friends, i Away, he cried, with the
servile doctrine that religion cannot live but by the aid of

parliaments. When the state has ceased to bear a definite
and full religious character, it is our interest and our duty
alike to maintain a full religious freedom. It is this plenary
religious freedom that brings out in full vigour the internal
energies of each communion. Of all civil calamities tlie

greatest is the mutilation, under the seal of civil authority,
of the Christian religion itself. One fine passage in this

letter denotes an advance in his political temper, as remark-
able as the power of the language in which it finds expres-
sion :—

It is a great and noble secret, that of constitutional freedom,
which has given to us the largest liberties, with the steadiest

throne and the most vigorous executive in Christendom. I confess
to my strong faith in the virtue of this principle. I have lived

\Letter to the. Right Bev. William Also Letter to Mr. Gladstone on this
(Vfcinner, Bighop of Aberdeen and letter by Charles Wordsworth, the
rrimus, on the fuHCliunguf laymen in Warden of Glenalmond. UXi'orci.
Me CAurcA, reprinted in 0/«a«i»sr»,vi. J. H. Parker, 1852.
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no«r for n,any years in the midst of the hottest and noisiest of its chapworkshops, and ha.e seen that a.nidst the clatter and tL dil ^
a ceaseless labour is going on; stubborn ,natter is redu ed to ^^obedience, and the brute powers of society like the fire, airrwater

^'^ ''

and mmeral of nature are, with clamour indeed bu also ^thn..ght, educated and shaped into the most refined and regu Irorms of nseiulness for man. I am deeply convinced that amongus all ystems, whether religious or political, which rest o7lpnnc:ple of absolutism, must of necessity be, not'indeed t nn al

e^L htmlVf" ''''''"'' ^"' *^^* methodically toenhst the members of a community, with due regard to theirseveral capac,t:es, in the performance of its public duties i theway to make that community powerful and healthful, to Jv afinn seat to ,ts rulers, and to engender a warm and inJZntdevotion in those beneath their sway.'
i^eiiigent

These were the golden trumpet-notes of a new timeWhen they reached the ears of old Dr. Routh, elh^Zl.n wig and cassock among his books and manuscripts aMagdalen, revolving nearly a hundred years of mortal lifehe exclaimed that he had heard enough to be ante sure'hat no man holding such opinions al these cou i

"
be a proper member for the university of Oxford. A fl

w

months later, it wa.s seen how the learned man found sever^hundreds of unlearned to agree with him

IV

This chapter naturally closes with what was to MrGladstone one of the dire catastrophies of his life. wTt

h

growing dismay he had seen Manning drawing steadilv „ZZ^f r '-'-'r
''''^ '' took^romiLus•

tc of quitting his cliarge at Lavington, Mr. Gladstone wrote
tc, lam from Naples (January 26, 1851) : ^ Without descit

Led ' '

S 'r w "'" --P-hend what you hav"^

lustlL'
\,^"''^»"^^««"^h**« be sacred toall men, theymust be sacred to me, even did they not touch me sharply with

me, con.sidoring how long vuu liave been a large part both
' Oleaning$, vi. p. 17.

VOL. I—.2c
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of my actual life and of my hopes and reckonings. Should
you do the act which I pray God with my whole soul you
may not do, it will not break, however it may impair or strain,

the bonds between us.' ' If you go over,' he says, in another
letter of the same month, ' I should earnestly pray that you
might not be as others who have gone before you, but might
carry with you a larger heart and mind, able to raise and keep
you above that slavery to a system, that exaggeration of its

forms, that disposition to rivet every shackle tighter and to

stretch every breach wider, which makes me mournfully feel

th ,t the men who have gone from the church of England
after being reared in her and by her, are far more keen, ami
I must add, far more cruel adversaries to her, than were the

mass of those whom they joined.'

In the case of Hope there had been for some considerable
time a lingering sense of change. 'My affection for him,
during these later years before his change, was I may almost
say intense : there was hardly anything I think which he
could have asked me to do, and which I would not have done.
But as I saw more and more through the dim light what was
to happen, it became more and more like the affection felt

for one departed.' Hope, he says, was not one of those

shallow souls who think that such a relation can continue
after its daily bread has been taken away. At the end of

March he enters in his diary : ' Wrote a paper on Manning's
question and gave it him. He smote me to the ground Ijy

announcing with suppressed emotion that he is now upon
the brink, and Hope too. Such terrible blows not only over-

set and oppress but, I fear, demoralise me.' On the same day
in April 1851, Manning and Hope were received together
into the Roman church. Political separations, though these

too have their pangs, must have seemed to Mr. Gladstone
trivial indeed, after the tragic severance of such a fellowship

as this had been.

' They were my two props,' he wrote in his diary the next
day. ' Their going may be to me a sign that my work is gone
with them. . . . One blessing I have : total freedom from
doubts. These dismal events have smitten, but not shaken.'

The day after that, he made a codicil to his will striking out
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Hope as executor, and substituting Northcote. Friendship chapdul not die, but only lived ^as it lives between thorwho "
inhabit separate worlds.' Communication was not se" rid

^
'

socal intercourse was not avoided; and both on oce^on;in life, the passing by of which -.« llr.r^ c **
"^^i-asions

be a loss to frieifdshfp,^^Z^r^^:-^:^
anothei (l8o8) Hope communicates in words of tender feel-ing the loss of his wife, and the consolatory teachings of thefaith tha she, like himself, had .mbraced; and he recall toMr. Gladstone that the root of their friendship which stuckthe deepest was fed by a common interest in religionV

^
In Manning's case the wound cut deeper, and for manyyears the estrangement was complete.^ To Wilberforce tZarchdeacon, Mr. Gladstone wrote (April 11, 1851):_

cnabt ifrV'"'
*^'"' °' ''^'^""^' '' ^'"^^ - f- -« I amapable of eehng anything. It comes to me cumulated, anddoubled with that of James Hope. Nothing like it can everhappen to me again. Arrived now at middle life, I never Zform I suppose with any other two men the habits of eommim"

a ton, counsel, and dependence, in which I have now for from
fifteen to eighteen years lived with them both. ... My intellect
does eh^rately reject the grounds on which Manning 2";.
ceeded. Indeed they are such as go far to destroy my confidence
wh.ch was once and far too long at the highelt point, in the
healthiness and soundness of his. To show that at any rate this
IS not from the mere change he has made, I may add, that my
conversations with Hope have not left any corresponding im-
pression upon my mind with regard to him.

cirde"tnArril''fr ''"iT'
''''' "«^^ ^° ^'« --««tcircle. In April of the year before a little daughter, betweenfour and five years old, had died, and was burfed at Fasque

• In 1868 Mr. Gladstone urged him
to produce an abridged version of
Lockhart's Life of Scott. Then Hope
found that his father-in-law, o4n
:ii3ru1^meiit wasunltnown

; and 0871

)

n-^ks Mr. Gladstone's leave to^ dedi-
cate a reprint of it to him as 'one

among those who think that Scott
still deserves to be remembered, notas an author only, but as a noble andTignrous man.'

» From 185.3 to 1861 they did not
correspond nor did they even meet.
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The illness was long and painful, and Mr. Gladstone bore his

part in the nursing and watching. He was tenderly fond of

his little children, and the sorrow had a peculiar bitterness.

It was the first time that death entered his married home.
When he returned to Fasque in the autumn he found

that his father had taken ' a decided step, nay a stride, in

old age ' ; not liaving lost any of his interest in politics, but
grown quite mild. The old man was nearing his eighty-

seventh year. ' The very wreck of his powerful and simple

nature is full of grandeur. . . . Mischief is at work upon
his brain— tliat indefatigable brain which has had to stand
all the wear and pressure of his long life.' In the spring
of 1851 he finds him 'very like a spent cannon-ball, with
a great and sometimes almost frightful energy remaining
in him : though weak in comparison with what he was, he
hits a very hard knock to those who come across liim.'

When December came, the veteran was taken seriously ill,

and the hope disappeared of seeing him even reach his

eighty-seventh birthday (Dec. 11). On the 7th he died. As
Mr. Gladstone wrote to Phillimore, ' though with little left

either of sight or hearing, and only able to walk from one
room to another or to his brougham for a short drive, though
his memory was gone, his hold upon language even for

common purposes imperfect, the reasoning power much
decayed, and even his perception of personality rather indis-

tinct, yet so much remained about him as one of the most
manful, energetic, affectionate, and simple-hearted among
human beings, that he still filled a great space to the eye,

mind, and heart, and a great space is accordingly left void

by his w'thdrawal.' 'The death of my father,' Mr. Glad-
stone wrote to his brother John, ' is the loss of a great object

of love, and it is the shattering of a great bond of union.

Among few families of five persons will be found differences

of character and opinion to the same aggregate amount as

among us. We cannot shut our eyes to this fact; by
opening them, I think we may the better strive to prevent
such differences from begetting estran ement.'
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NAPLES

(issa-issi)

I;IT ^^r"""^'
" *' ""^fo'tunes of mankind ever could b.

lUelf to leaving six or seven thousand state prisoners to perish indungeons. I am ready to believe that the king of Ces Inaturally mild and kindly, but he is afraid, and the worst If a^^tyrannies .s the tyranny of cowards. - Tocg.Kv.t.E [1850].

In the autumn of 1850, with the object of benefiting the CHAPe^es.ght of one of their daughters, the Gladstones mfde a ^journey to southern Italy,and an eventful journey it proved
""^

tor Italy xt was that now first drew Mr. Gladstone by the

rrinfoTh t
'^\^™^-*^' -consciously and inv^lun!

t..nlj into that great European stream of liberalism whichwas destmed to carry him so far. Two deep princTptssen .ments, aspirations, forces, call them what we wm, awoketie huge uprisings that shook Europe in 1848- the p incipllof Liberty the sentiment of Nationality. M. Gladstone

:St of fr' '"""-^ '^^•'^•'^ "'^ ^^« shoulders theweight o old conservative tradition, did not at first gobeyond liberty, with all that ordered liberty conve>s

to' r"f'
^.P'"'*'''''^ later, and then indeed it penetrated

o he heart's core He went to Naples with no purposes of
.oht.cal propagandism, P"d his prepossessions were at that

^ZJ'Tk T'"^ • '
•""' '^ '^''^^^^^^^^ governments,

uther at Naples or anywnere else. The case had doubtless
een opened to him by Panizzi-a man as Mr. Glads

1"

nlTlS
^™;;°f--™'l-ge.and free natui., an accom-pb.hed man o letters, and a victim of political persecution,

^^ho came to this country a nearly starving refugee.' But
389
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Panizzi had certainly made no great revolutionist of him.

His opinions, as he told Lord Aberdeen, were the involuntary

and unexpected result of his sojourn.

He had nothing to do with the subterranean forces at

work in the kingdom of the Two Sicilies, in the States

of the Church, and in truth all over the Peninsula. The
protracted struggle that had begun after the establishment

of Au *^rian domination in the Peninsula in 1815, and was at

last to end in the construction of an Italian kingdom— the

most wonderful political transformation of the century —
seemed after the fatal crisis of Novara (1849) further than

ever from a close. Now was the morrow of tlie vast failures

and disenchantments of 1848. Jesuits and absolutists were

once more masters, and reaction again alternated with con-

spiracy, risings, desperate carbonari plots. Mazzini, four

years older than Mr. Gladstone, and Cavour, a year his

junior, were directing in widely different ways, the one the

revolutionary movement of Young Italy, the other the

constitutional movement of the Italian Resurrection. The
scene presented brutal repression on the one hand ; on the

other a chaos of republicans and monarchists, unitarians

and federalists, frenzied idealists and sedate economists, wild

ultras and men of the sober middle course. In the midst

was the pope, the august shadow, not long before the centre,

now once again the foe, of his countrymen's aspirations after

freedom and a purer glimpse of the lights of the sun. The
evolution of this extraordinary historic drama, to which

passion, genius, hope, contrivance, stratagem, and force

contributed alike the highest and the lowest elements

in human nature and the growth of states, was to be one of

the most sincere of Mr. Gladstone's interests for the rest of

his life.

As we shall see, he was at first and he long remained un-

touched by the idea of Italian unity and Italy a nation. He
met some thirty or more Italian gentlemen in society at

Naples, of whom seven or eight only were in any sense liberals,

and not one of them a republican. It was now that he made
the acquaintance of Lacaita, afterwards so valued a friend

of his, and so well known in many circles in England for his
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geniality, cultivation, and enlightenment. He was the leeal
adviser to the British embassy; he met Mr. Gladstone
constantly; they talked politics and literature day and
night, 'under the acacias and palms, between the fountains
and statues of the Villa Reale, looking now to the sea, now
to the world of fashion in the Corso/ Here Lacaita first
opened the traveller's eyes to the condition of things, though
he was able to say with literal trutli that not a single state-
ment of fact was made n pon L tcaita's credit. Mr. Gladstone
saw Bourbon absolutism no longer in the decorous hues
of conventional diplomacy, but as the black and execrable
tJung It really was, -'the negation of God erected into a
system of government.' Sitting in court for long hours
dunng the trial of Poerio, he listened with as much patience
as he could command to the principal crown witness,
giving such evidence that the tenth part of what he
heard should not only have ended the case, but secured
condign punishment for perjury— evidence that a prosti-
tute court found good enough to justify the infliction on
Poeno, not long before a minister of the crown, of the
dreadful penalty of four-and-twenty years in irons. Mr.
Gladstone accurately informed himself of the condition of
those who for unproved political offences were in thousands
undergoing degrading and murderous penalties. He con-
trived to visit some of the Neapolitan prisons, another name
for the extreme of filth and horror ; he saw political prisoners
(and political prisoners included a large percentage of the
liberal opposition) chained two and two in double irons to
common felons

; he conversed with Poerio himself in the bagno
of Nisida chained in this way; he watched sick prisoners,
men almost with death in their faces, toiling upstairs to see
the doctors, because the lower regions were too foul and
loathsome to allow it to be expected that professional men
would enter. Even these inhuman and revolting scenes
stirred him less, as it was right they should, than the
corruptions of the tribunals, the vindictive treatment for
long periotls of time of uncondemned and untried men. and
all the other proceedings of the government, 'desolating
entire classes upon which the life and growth of the nation

.«T.41.
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depend, undermining the foundation of all civil rule.' It

^ was this violation of all law, and of the constitution to which
King Ferdinand had solemnly t .irom fidelity only a year or
two before, that outraged him more than even rigorous
sentences and barbarous prison practice. 'Even on the
severity of these sentences,' he wrote, 'I would not
endeavour to fix attention so much as to draw it oif

from the great fact of illegality, which seems to me to l»e

the foundation of the Neapolitan system; illegality, tlie

fountain-head of cruelty and baseness and every other vice ;

illegality which gives a bad conscience, creates fears ; those
fears lead to tyranny, that tyranny begets resentment, that
resentment creates true causes of fear where they were not
before ; and thus fear is quickened and enhanced, the original
vice multiplies itself with fearful speed, and the old crime
engenders a necessity for new.' *

Poerio apprehended that his own case had been made
worse by the intervention of Mr. Temple, the British
minister and brother of Lord Palmerston ; not in the least

as blaming him .,r considering it officious. He adopted the
motto, 'to suffi r is to do,' 'il patire i ancU operate.' For
himself he was not only willing— he rejoiced— to play the
martyr's part.

I was particularly desirous, wrote Mr. Gladstone in a private

memorandum, to Have Poerio's opinion on the expediency of

making some effort in England to draw general attention to these

horrors, and dissociate the conservative party from all suppositions

of winking at them ; because I had had from a sensible man one
strong opinion against such a course. I said to him that in my
view only two modes could be thought of,— the first, amicable
remonstrance through the cabinets, the second public notoriety

and shame. That had Lord Aberdeen been in power the first

might have been practicable, but that with Lord Palmerston it

would not, because of his position relatively to the other cabinets

(Yes, he said, Lord Palmerston was isolato), not because he would
be wanting in the will. Matters standing thus, I saw no way
open but that of exposure ; and might that possibly exasperate the

1 For the two Letters to Lord Aberdeen, see Gleanings, Iv.
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Neapolitan government, and increase their severity? His reply chap
was, 'As to us, never mind; we can hardly be worse than we VL
are. But th-nk of our country, for which we are most willing to

"""^
be sacrificed Exposure will do it good. The present government
of Naples rely on the English conservative party. Consequently
we were all m horror when Lord Stanley last year carried his
motion m the House of Lords. Let there be a voice from that
party showing that whatever government be in power in England
no support will be given to such proceedings as these. It will do
much to break them down. It will also strengthen the hands of
a better and less obdurate class about the court. Even there all
are not alike. I know it from observation. These ministers are
the extremest of extremes. There are others who would willingly
see more moderate means adopted.' On such grounds as these (I
do not quote words) he strongly recommended me to a<*

»

t

n
Mr. Gladstone reached London on February 26 Philli

more met him at the station with Lord Stanley's letter, of
which we shall hear in the next chapter, pressing him
to enter the government. 'I was never more struck,'
says Philhmore, 'by the earne-stness and simi.licity of his
character He could speak of nothing so readily as the
horrors of the Neapolitan government, of which I verily
believe he thought nearly as much as the prospect of his
own accession to one of the highest offices of state.' He
prooaby thought not only nearly as much, but infinitely
more of those 'scenes fitter for hell than earth,' now many
hundred miles away, but still vividly burning in the haunted
chambers of his wrath and pity. After rapidly despatching
the proposal to join the new cabinet, after making the best
he could of the poignant anxieties that were stirred in him
by tlie unmistakeable signs of the approaching secession of
Hope and Manning, he sought Lord Aljerdeen (March 4),and ' found him as always, satisfactory ; kind, just, moderate,
humane' (to Mrs. Gladstone, March 4). He had come t^
London with the intention of obtaining, if possible, Aber-
•leens intervention, in preference to any other mode of
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proceeding,' and they agreed that private representation and
retnonHtrance should be tried in the first 'nstance, ua less

likely than public action by Mr. Gladstone in parliament, to

rouse international jealousy abroad, or to turn the odious

tragedy into the narrow channels of party at home. Mr.
Gladstone, at Lord Aberdeen's desire, was to submit a

statement of the case for his consideration and judjjmunt.

This statement, the first memorable Letter to Lord AIh;

deen, was ready at the beginning of April. The old minister

gave it 'mature consideration' for the best part of a montii.

His antecedents made him cautious. Mr. Gladstone, ten

years later, admitted that Lord Aberdeen's views of Italy

did not harmonise with what was his general mode of

estimating human action and the world's affairs, and there

was a reason for this in his past career. In very early youth
he had been called upon to deal with the gigantic questions

that laid their mighty weight upon European statesmen at

the fall of Napoleon ; the natural effect of this close con-

tact with the vast und fr.rmidable problems of 1814-5 was
to make him regard the state-system then founded as a

structure on which only reckless or criminal unwisdom
would dare to lay a finger. The fierce storms of 1848 were
not calculated to loosen this fixed idea, or to clispose him to

any new views of either the relations of Austria to Italy, or

of the uncounted mischiefs to the Peninsula of which those

relations were the nourishing and maintaining cause. In a

debate in the Lords two years before (July 20, 1849), Lord
Aberdeen had sharply criticised the British government
of the day for doing the very thing officially, which Mr.
Gladstone was now bringing moral compulsion on him to

attempt unofficially. Lord Palmerston had called attention

at Vienna to the crying evils of the government of Naples,

and had boldly said that it was little wonder if men groauinj,'

1 Tberp was a slight discrepaii-

between the two on this point, ^.l.

Gladstone describing the position as
above, Aberdeen believing that it

was by his persuasion that Mr. Glad-
stone dropt>ed his intention of instant
publicity, .'rnh.ihly the latter used
such ui^nt language about an appeal

to the public opinion of England and
Europe, that Lord Aberdeen su])-

^osed it to be an immediate and
not an ulterior resort. Aberdeen
to Castelcicala, September 15, 1851,
and Mr. Gladstone to Aberdeen,
October 3.
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for long years under such grievances and seeing no ho,.e of chap
redress, should take up any scheme, however wild, that held ^I.

'

out any chance of relief. TIuh and other proceedings in-
^^

d.cat.ng unfriendliness to the King of Naples and a veiled
sympathy with rebellion shocked Aberdeen as much asLamartme 8 trenchant saying tliat the treaties of Vienna
j^-ere effete. In attacking Palmerston's foreign policy again in
8..0, he protested that we had deeply injured Austria and

hac represented her operations in Italy in a completely false
iiglit. In his speech in the Pacifico debate, he had referred
to the Neaixjlitan government without approval but inguarded phrases, and had urged as against Lord I'aimerston
that the less they admired Neapolitan institutions and usajres
the mm-e careful ought they to l,e not to impair the applta-
tion of the sacred principles that govern and harmonise
the intercourse between sUites, from which you never can
deiwrt without producing mischiefs a thousand fold greater
than any promised a.lvantage. Aberdeen was too upright and
deeply humane a man to resist the dreadful evidence that
wiis now forced upon him. Still that evidence plainly shook
down his own case of a few months earlier, and this cannot
have been pleasing. He felt the truth and the enormity of
the indictment laid before him ; he saw the prejudice that
would inevitably be done to conservatism both at home and
on the European continent, by the publication of such an
indictment from the lips of such a pleader ; and he perceived
irom Mr Gladstone's demeanour that the decorous plausi-
bihties of diplomacy would no more hold him back from
resolute exposure, than they would pnt out the fires of
Vesuvius or Etna.
On iAIay 2 Lord Aberdeen wrote to Schwarzenberg at

Vienna, saying that for forty years lie had been connected
with the Austrian government, and taken a warm interest in
tlie fortunes of the empire; that Mr. Gladstone, one of the
most distinguished members of the cabinet - Peel had
l^een so shocked by what he saw at Naples, that he was
resolved to make f,ome public appeal ; that to avoid the
pa.ri and scandal of a conservative statesman taking such a
course, would not hi. highness use his powerful influence to

tummf
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^nt done at Naples all that could reasonably be desired?

,
The Austrian minister replied several weeks after (June 30).
If he had been invited, he said, officially to interfere lie

would have declined ; as it was, he would bring Mr. Glad-
stone's statements to the notice of his Sicilian majesty.
Meanwhile, at great length, he reminded Lord Aberdeen tliiit

a political offender may be the worst of all offenders, and
argued that the rigour exercised by England herself in the
Ionian Islands, in Ceylon, in resi)ect of Irishmen, and in

the recent case of Ernest Jones, showed how careful she
should be in taking up abroad the cause of bad men posing
as martyrs in the holy cause of liberty.

During all these weeks, while Aberdeen was maturely con-

sidering, and while Prince Schwarzenberg was making liis

secretaries hunt up recriminatory cases against England,
Mr. (Jhidstono was growing impatient. Lord Aberdeen
begged him to give the Austrian minister a little more time.

It was nearly four months since Mr. Gladstone landed ut

Dover, and every day he thought of Poerio, Settembrini, and
the rest, wearing their double chains, subsisting on their

foul soup, degraded by forced companionship with criminals,

cut off from the light of heaven, and festering in their

dungeons. The facts that escaped from him in private con-

versation seemed to him— so he tells Lacaita— to spread like

wildfire from man to man, exciting the liveliest interest, and
extending to the highest persons in the land. He waited

a fortnight more, then at the beginning of July he launched
his thunilerbolt, publishing his Letter to Lord Aberdeen,
followed by a second explanation and enlargement a fort-

night later.i He did not obtain formal leave from Lord
Aberdeen for the publication, but from their ccjnversatioii

took it for granted.

Tiie sensation was profound, and not in England only.

Tiie Letters were translated into various tongues and had
a large circulation. The Society of the Friends of Italy in

London, the disciples of Mazzini (and a high-hearted bund
they were), besought him to become a member. Exiles wrote

J The mere announcement caused was required almoat before the first
Bucli a demand that a second edition was published.
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hm let ers of grat.tu.le and hope, with all the moving accent chap
of revolutionary illusion. Italian women composed fervid

^''-

'

odes in fire an.l tears to the ^ffn,.ro,o Mtamo,' the ' ,««<,««-

^ "

nvno cor, th^ > difen.ore dun popolo .jemente: The pre.s in
his country took the matter up with the warmth that might
have been expected. The character and the politics of the
accuser added invincible force to his accusations, and for the
firs time in his life Mr. Gladstone found himself vehemently
applauded in liberal prints. Even the contemporary excite-
ment of Lnglish public feeling against the Roman catholic
church fed the flame. It was pointed out that the Kiiiir of
Naples was the bosom friend of the pope, and that the
infernal system described by Mr. Gladstone was that which
he toman clergy regarded as normal and complete.' Mr
.ludst.«ie had denounced as one of the most detestable
books he ever read a certain catechism used in the Neapoli-
tan schools. Why then, cried the Time», does he omit all
comment on the church which is the main and direct a-ent
1.1 this atrocious instruction ? The clergy had either ba^sely
accepted from the government doctrines that they were
bound to ablior, or else these doctrines were their own And
80 things glided easily round to Dr. CuUen and the Irish
education question. This line was none the less natural from
the fact that the editor of the Umver», the chief catholic
organ m France, made himself the foremost champion
of the Neapolitan policy. The Letters delighted the Paris
Keds. They regarded their own epithets as insipid by com-
parison with the ferocious adjectives of the English con-
scrvative. On the other hand, an English gentleman was
blackballed at one of the fashionable clubs in Paris for no
better reason than that he bore the name of Gladstone. For
European conservatives read the letters with disgust and
appreliension. I'eople like Madame de Lieven pronounced
Mr Gladstone the dupe of men less honest than himself, and
declared that he had injured the good cause and discredited
Ills own fame, besides doing Lord Aberdeen the wrong of
setting his name at the head of a detestable libel. The

Wtembftei^*'*'^'''
^''«'"""'' ^"°»^' '^'''- Protestant Magatine,
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illustrious Guizot wrote Mr. Gladstone a long letter express-

ing, with much courtesy and kindness, his regret at the

publication. Nothing is left in Italy, said Guizot, between
the terrors of governments attacked in their very existence

and the fury of the beaten revolutionists with hopes more
alert than ever for destruction and chaos. The King of

Naples on one side, Mazzini on the other ; such, said Guizot,

is Italy. Between the King of Naples and Mazzini, he for

one did not hesitate. This was Mr. Gladstone's firat contact

with the European party of order in the middle of the

century. Guizot was a great man, but '48 had perverted his

generalising intellect, and everywhere his jaundiced vision

perceived in progress a struggle for life and death with ' the

revolutionary spirit, blind, chimerical, insatiate, impracti-

cable.' He avowed his own fjtilure when he was at tlie head

of the French government, to induce the rulers of Italy to

make reforms ; and now the answer of Schwarzenberg to

Lord Aberdeen, as well as the official communications from

Naples, showed that like Guizot's French policy the Austrian

remedy was moonshine.

Perhaps discomposed by the reproaches of reactionary

friends p^road, Lord Aberdeen thought he had some reason

to complain of the publication. It is not easy to see why.
Mr. Gladstone from the first insisted that if private remon-
strance did not work ' without elusion or delay,' he would
make a public appeal. In transmitting the first letter, lie

described in very specific terms his idea that a short time

would suffice to show whether the private method could be

relied upon.* The attitude of the minister at Vienna, of

Fortunato at Naples, and of Castelcicala in London, dis-

covered even to Aberdeen himself how little reasonable

hope there was of anything being done ; elusion and delay

was all that he could expect. He was forced to give

entire credit to Mr. Gladstone's horrible story, and was as

far as possible from thinking it a detestable libel. He never

denied the foundation of the case, or the actual state of

the abominable facts. Schwarzenberg never consented to

comply with his wishes even when writing before the publi-

1 Gladstone to Lord Aberdeen, September 16, 1861.
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cation. How then could Aberdeen ejtpect that Mr. Gladstone chap
should abandon the set and avowed purpose with whicl, ^i-

'

he had come flaming and resolved to England?
^~^'~'

It was exactly because the party with which Mr. Gladstone
was allied had made itself the supporter of established
governments throughout Europe, that in his eyes that party
became specially responsible for not passing by in silence
any course of conduct, even in a foreign country, flagrantly
at variance with right.> And what was there, when at last
they arrived, m Prince Schwarzenberg's idle dissertations and
recrinunations, winding up with a still more idle sentence
about bringing the charges under the notice of the Neapolitan
government, that should induce Mr. Gladstone to abandon
lus purpose? He had something else to think of than the
scandal to the reactionaries of Europe. 'I wish it were in
your power,' he writes to Lacaita in May, 'to assure any of
those directly interested, in my name, that I am not un-
aithful to them, and will use every means in my power
feeble they are, and I lament it; but God is strong and is
just and good; and the issue is in His hands.' That is what
he was thinking of. When he talked of Hhe sacred purposes
of humanity' it was not artif c ial claptrap in a protocol.^

' When I consider,' Mr. Gladstone wrote to Lord Aberdeen
'that Prince Schwarzenberg really knew the state of things
at Naples well enough independently of me, and then ask
myself why did he wait seven weeks before acknowledging
a letter relating to the intense suflferings of human beings

'Mr. Gladstone In an undated
Qi-aft letter to Castelcicala.

- The one point on which Lord Aber-
rtpon had a right to complain was that
11 r. Gladstone did not take his ad-
viio. As the point revives in Lord
Stanmore's excellent life of his father,
It may be worth while to reproduce
two further passages from Mr. Glad-
stone's letter to Uird Aberdeen of
•Inly 7, 1851. Before publishiue the
second of the two Letters, he wrote
to Lord Aberdeen : ' I ought perhaps
to have asked your formal permission
for the act of publication; but /
Ihnughl thut I distinctly inferred it
trimi (I recent convertation 'witk you

as to the mode of proceeding •— (Mr.
Gladstone to Lord Aberdeen, July 7,
1861). Then he proceeds as to the
new supplementary publication :

' If
it be disagreeable to you in any man-
ner to be the recipient of such sad
communications, or if you think it
better for any other reason, I would
put the further matter into another
form.' Ii .nswer to this. Lord Aber-
deen seems not to have done any more
to refuse leave to associate his name
with the second Letter, than he had
done to withdraw the assumed leave
for the asBociaUon of his name with
the first.
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which were going on day by day and hour by hour, while
liis people were concocting all that trash about Frost and
Ernest Jones and O'Brien, I cannot say that I think the

spirit of the letter was creditable to him, or very promis-

ing as regards these people.' The Neapolitan go\ernment
entered the field with a formal reply point by point, and
Mr. Gladstone met them with a point by point rejoinder.

The matter did not rest there. Soon after his arrival at

home, he had had some conversation with John Russell,

Palmerston, and other members of the government. They
were much interested and not at all incredulous. Lord
Palmerston's brother kept him too well informed about the

state of things there for him to be sceptical. 'Gladstone
and Molesworth,' wrote Palmerston, 'say that they were
wrong last year in their attacks on my foreign policy, but

they did not know the truth.' * liord Palmerston directed

copies of Mr. Gladstone's Letters to be sent to the British

representatives in all the courts of Europe, with instructions

to give a copy to each government. The Neapolitan envoy in

London in his turn requested him also to send fifteen copies

of the pamphlet that had been got up on the other side.

Palmerston promptly, and in his most characteristic style,

vindicated Mr. Gladstone against the charges of overstate-

ment and hostile intention ; warned the Neapolitan govern-

ment of the violent revolution that long-continued and
widespread injustice would assuredly bring upon them;
hoped that they might have set to work to correct the

manifold and grave abuses to which their attention had

been drawn ; and flatly refused to have anything to do with

an official pamphlet 'consisting of a flimsy tissue of oare

assertions and reckless denials, mixed up with coarse

ribaldry and commonplace abuse.' This was the kind of

thing that gave to Lord Palmerston the best of his power
over the people of England.

In the House of Commons he spoke with no less warmth.

Though he had not felt it his duty, he said, to make
representations at Naples on a matter relating to internal

affairs, he thought Mr. Gladstone had done himself great

1 Ashley, Palmertton, it. p. 179.
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honour. Instead of seeking amusements, diving into vol- CHAP,
canoes and exploring excavated cities, he had visited prisons, J['-^descended into dungeons, examined cases of the vie ims o ^legahty and mjust.ee, and had then sought to rouse the

""•

public opinion of Europe. It was because he concurred in
Ins opinion tlmt he had circulated tlie pamphlet, in thehope that he European courts might use their influence.'As Lord Aberdeen told Madame de Lieven, Air. Gladstone's
pamphlet by the extraordinary sensation it had creTtedamong men of all parties had given a great practTcaltriumph to Palmerston and the foreign office.
Ihe immediate effect of Mr. Gladstone's appeal was anaggravation of prison rigour. Panizzi was co'vinceTth"

the king did not know of all the iniquities exposed by Mr.Gladstone At the close of 1851 he obtained an interview
with J dinan.1 and for twenty minutes spoke of PoerlTS tembnni and the condition of the prisons. The king

Pamzz.^ Paint streaks of light from the outside worldMerced the gloom of the dungeons. As time went on, a lady
con rxved to smuggle in a few pages of Mr. Gladstone's firstLe ter

;
and m 1854 the martyrs heard vaguely of the action

of Cavour But it was not until 1859 that ti^ tyrant, fearing
t e ciy of horror that would go up in .pe if Poeri!
should die in Cham, or worse than deat .hould go mad,commuted prison to perpetual exile,8 and sixty-six of themwere embarked for America. At Lisbon they were tran"
lerred to an American sliip; the captain, either intimid. '

or bribed, put m at Queenstown. *In setting foot on th,.

m/T 'llr^^oT'"*!
'" ^^'- ^'^''^^''^^ ^^°™ the Irish liavenMarch 12, 1859), 'the first need of my heart was to seeknews ot you. Communications were speedily opened. The

Itahans made their way to Bristol, wliere they were received
" ith sympathy and applause by the population. The deliver-
ance of their country was close at hand.

^

'jAugust
7, 1851. Hansard, cxv. Letters in leading Indirectly to this

^Fasfan's Life of Panigzi ii dd ci^nT'n' /rV-!'" ^^f'!^*'
"^ "'''''*'^-

lUL'-3. •
•

"""^''' "• PP- ""^^^^DMiUiaede' Tempi di Carlo
'On ti>e share of Mr. Gladstone's

'^''''' ^"^'^' P' '«•
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NAPLES

Not now, nor for many years to come, did Mr. Gladstone
grasp the idea of Italian unity. It was impossible for him
to ignore, but he did undoubtedly set aside, the face that

every shade and section of Italian liberalism from Farini on
the right, to Mazzini on the furthest left, insisted on treating

Italy as a political integer, and placed the independence of

Italy and the expulsion of Austria from Italian soil as the

first and fundamental article in the creed of reform. Like

most of the English friends of the Italian cause at this time,

except the small but earnest group who rallied round the

powerful moral genius of Mazzini, he thought only of local

freedom and local reforms. ' The purely abstract idea of

Italian nationality,' said Mr. Gladstone at this time, ' makes
little impression and finds limited sympathy among our-

selves.' 'I am certain,' he wrote to Panizzi (June 21, 1851).

'that the Italian habit of preaching unity and nationality

in preference to showing grievances produces a revulsion

here ; for if there are two things on earth that John Bull

hates, they are an abstract proposition and the poiie."

' You need not be afraid, I think,' he told Lord Aberdeen
(December 1, 1851), 'of Mazzinism from me, still less of

Kossuth-ism, which means the other plus imposture. Lord
Palmerstou, and his nationalities.' But then in 1854 Manin
came to England, and failed to persuade even Lord Palmer-

stou that the unity of Italy was the only clue to her freedom.

*

The Russian war made it inconvenient to quarrel with Aus-

tria about Italy. With Mr. Gladstone he made more way.
' Seven to breakfast to meet Manin,' says the diary ; ' he too

is wild.' Not too wild, however, to work conversion on his

host. 'It was my privilege,' Mr. Gladstone afterwards

wrote, ' to welcome Manin in London in 1854, when I had

long been anxious for reform in Italy, and it was from him

that, in common with some other Englishmen, I had niy

first lessons upon Italian unity as the indispensable basis of

all effectual reform under the peculiar circumstances of that

country.' " Yet the page of Dante holds the lesson.

1 fl!/ean/n(jrs. !V. pp. 188, 195. Trans, nf ^fnnin, Sept. 29, 1972. For
of Farini, pref. p. ix. Manin's account, see his Life, by

« To Dr. Errera, author of A Life Henri Martin, p. 377.

••%;;;_
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III

Oil one important element in the complex Italian case at
this time, Mr. Gladstone gained a clear view.

Some things I have learned in Italy, he wrote to Manning
(January 26 1851), that I did not know before, one in part3
IIT^ "^"Zu'

'""^ P°P'' *^^* «''^'' """'l^'f"'' -»d ancient
erection is gone. The problem has been worked ont-the ground
s mined- he tram is laid-a foreign force, in its nature transi-
ory, alone stays the hand of those who would complete the process
^-applying the matcrf. This seems, rather than is, a digression
When that event comes, it will bring about a great shifting of
parts_ much super- and much subter-position. God grant it may
be for good. I desire it, because I see plainly that justice requires
.t. ^ot out of malice to the popedom: for I cannot at thismoment dare to answer with a confident affirmative, the question
a very solemn one-Ten, twenty, fifty years hence, will there be'
any other body m western Christendom witnessing for fixed do-
matic truth? With all my heart I wish it well (though perhap^
not wholly what the consistory might think agreed with the
meaning of the term)- it would be to me a joyous day in which I
should see it really doing well.

Various ideas of this kind set him to work on the laree
and curious enterprise, long since forgotten, of translating
tannis volumes on the Roman State from 1815 down to
18o0. According to the entries in his diary he began and
fims^ied the translation of a large portion of the book
at Naples in 1850 -dictating and writing almost daily.
Three of the four volumes of this English translation weredone with extraordinary speed by Mr. Gladstone's own
Land, and the fourth was done under his direction.^ His
object was, without any reference to Italian unity, to eive
an Illustration of the actual working of the temporal powerm Its latest history. It is easy to understand how the theme
htted in with the widest topics of his life ; the nature of

— dot my first copies of Farini.
^tary.

.£t.42.
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BOOK theocratic groverament ; the possibility (to borrow Cavour's

V ^ •

, famous phrase) of a free church in a free state ; and above

1861. ^^''— as he says to Manning now, and said to all the worU]

twenty years later in the day of the Vatican decrees,— the

mischiefs done to the cause of what he took for saving

truth by evil-doing in the heart and centre of the most

powerful of all the churches. His translation of ^..rini,

followed by his article on the same subject in the Udin-

burgh in 1852, was his first blast against 'the covetous,

domineering, implacable policy represented in the term

Ultramontanism ; the winding up Higher and higher,

tighter and tighter, of the hierarchical spirit, in total

disregard of inose elements by which it ought to be

checked and balanced ; and an unceasing, covert, smoulder-

ing war against human freedom, even in its most modest

and retiring forms of private life and of the individual

conscience.' With an energy not unworthy of Burke at his

fiercest, he denounces the fallen and impotent regality of the

popes as temporal sovereigns. 'A monarchy sustained by

foreign armies, smitten with the curse of social barrenness,

unable to strike root downward or bear fruit upward, the

sun, the air, the rain soliciting in vain its sapless and rotten

boughs— such a monarchy, even were it not a monarchy ol

priests, and tenfold more because it is one, stands out a foul

blo*^^ upon the face of creation, an offence to Christendom

and to mankind.'* As we shall soon see, he was just as

wrathful, just as impassioned and as eloquent, when, in a

memorable case in his own country, the temporal powei

bethought itself of a bill for meddling with the rights of a

Roman voluntary church.

1 Gleanings, iv. pp. 160, 176.

., .1,--^ t M^^^M
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CHAPTER VII
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RELIGIOUS TOBNADO-PEEUTE DIFFICULTIES

{1851-185$)

I AM always disposed to yiew with regret the rupture of party tiea-my disposition is rather to maintain them. I confess ^"kiJnot w,th suspicion, at least with disapprobation on any oL^thota deposed to treat party connections as matters of smaU imj^r!tance My opinion is that party ties closely appertain to th^pnncples of confidence which we entertain for thJ H^v«l^Commons.— Gladstone (1852).
'

As we have seen on the morning of his arrival from his chapla lan journey (February 26, 1851) Mr. Gladstone found ^ "

that he was urgently required to meet Lord Stanley.
^ '

Mortified by more than one repulse at the opening of the
session the whigs had resigned. The Queen sent for the
protectionist leader. Stanley said that he was not then
prepared to form a government, but that if other combina-
fens failed, he would make the attempt. Lord John RusseUwa^once more summoned to the palace, this time along withAberdeen and G^ham- the first move in a critical march
towards the fated coalition between whigs and PeeUtes.The negotiation broke off on the No Popery bill; Lord Johnwas committed to it the other two strongly disapproved.
The Queen next wished Aberdeen to undertake the task.
Apparently not without some lingering doubts, he declined

stlS?'°lr. *^** '^" """^" °^ ^«'°'°««« ^°"ld notstand his attitude on papal aggression.' Then according to

thnn»^? 'l?^u*°''L*« Q"een that he
thought all the offices might be filled
in a respectable manner from among
he members of the Peel administra-

H«^L.^ 5 subsequent day both
Herbert and Cardwell Tnade outirom his conversaf'^n what I did

not clearly catch, namely that Lord
Aberdeen himself would have acted
on the Queen's wish, and that
Graham had either suggested the
difficulty altogether, or at any rate
got It put forward into ita position.'
Gladstone Memo., April 22, 1851
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promise Lord Stanley tried his hand. Proceedings were

suspended for some days until Mr. Gladstone should be on

the ground. He no sooner reached Carlton Gardens, than

Lord Lincoln arrived, eager to dissuade him from accept-

ing office. Before the discussion had gone far, the tory

whip hurried in from Stanley, begging for an immediate

visit.

I promised, says Mr. Gladstone, to go directly after seeing Lord

Aberdeen. But he came back with a fresh message to go at once

and hear what Stanley had to say. I did not like to stickle

and went. He told me his object was that I should take office

with him— a»y office, subject to the reservation that the foreigr

department was offered to Canning, but if he declined it wai

open to me, along with others of which he named the colonia

office and the board of trade. Nothing was said of the leader

ship of the House of Commons, but his anxiety was evident t(

have any occupant but one for the foreign office. I told him,

should ask no questions and make no remark on these points, a

none of them would constitute a difficulty with me, provided m

preliminary obstacle were found to intervene. Stanley then saii

that he proposed to maintain the system of free trade generallj

but to put a duty of five or six shillings on corn. I heard hir

pretty much in silence, but with an intense sense of relief ;
feci

ing that if he had put protection in abeyance, I might have ha

a most difficult question to decide, whereas now I had no questio

at all. I thought, however, it might be well that I should stil

see Lord Aberdeen before giving him an answer; and told hii

I would do so. I asked him also what was his intention wit

respect to papal aggression. He said that this measure was hast

and intemperate as well as ineffective ; and that he thought sonv

thing much better might result from a comprehensive anddeliberat

inquiry. I told him I was utterly against all penal legislatic

and against the ministerial bill, but that I did not on princip'

object to inquiry ; that, on general as well as on personal ground

I wished well to his undertakings ; and that I would see Loi

Aberdeen, but that what he had told me about com constitute^

I must not conceal from him, 'an enormous difficulty.' I us€

this expression for the purpose of preparing him to receive tl
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answer it was plain I must give; he told me his persevering CHAP,
would probably depend on me. VU.

'

Mr. Gladstane next hastened to Lord Aberdeen, and
l<'arned what had been going on during his absence abroad.
He learned also the clear opinions held by Aberdeen and
Graham ajrainst No Popery legielaiion, and noticed it as
remarkable that so many minds tl.ould arrive independently
at the same conclusion on a new question, and in opposition
to the overwhelming majority. ' I then,' he continues, 'went
on to the levee, saw Lord Normanby and others, and began
to bruit abroad the fame of the Neaiwlitan government.
Immediately after leaving the levee (where I also saw
Canning, told him what I meant to do, and gathered that
he would do the like), I changed my clothes and went to
give Lord Stanley my answer, at which he did not show the
least surprise. He said he would still persevere, though
with little hope. I think I told him it seemed to me
lie ought to do so. I was not five minutes with him this
second time.' ^

The protectionists having failed, and the Peelites standing
aside, the whigs came back, most of them well aware that
they could not go on for long. The events of the late crisis
had given Mr. Gladstone the hope that Graham would
effectively place himself at the head of the Peelites, and that
they would now at length begin to take an independent course
of their own. ' But it soon appeared that, unconsciously I
think more than consciously, he is set upon the object of
avoiding the responsibility either of taking the government
with the Peel squadron, or of letting in Stanley and his
friends.' Here was the weak point in a strong and capable
character. When Graham died ten years after this (1861),
Mr. Gladstone wrote to a friend, 'On administrative ques-
tions, for the last twenty years and more, I had more
spontaneous recourse to him for advice, than to all other
colleagues together.' In some of the foundations of char-
acter no two men could be more unlike. One of his closest
allies talks to Graham of 'your sombre temperament.' 'My

1 Memorandum, dated Fasqne, April 22, 1851.

iET.42.
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for^.oodings are always gloomy,' says Graham himself; ']

sljudder on the brink of the torrent.' All accounts agre*

that he was a good counsellor in cabinet, a Hrat-rate managei
of business, a good if rather pompous speaker, admirably

loyal and single-minded, but half-ruined by intense timidity

I have heard nobody use warmer language of coramendatior

about him than Mr. Bright. But nature had not made him

for a post of chief command.
It by and by appeared that the Duke of Newcastle

known to us hitherto as Lord Lincoln, coveted the pom
of leader, but Mr. Gladstone thought that on every ground
Lord Aberdeen was the person entitled to hold it. ' I made,

says Mr. Gladstone, 'my views distinctly known to tht

duke. He took no offence. I do not know what commu-
nications he may have held with others. But the upshot

was that Lord Aberdeen became our leader. And this

result was obtained without any shock or conflict.'*

II

In the autumn of 1850 the people of this country were
frightened out of their senses by a document from the

Vatican, dividing England into dioceses bearing territorial

titles and appointing Cardinal Wiseman to be Archbishoii

of Westminster. The uproar was tremendous. Lord John
Russell cast fuel upon the flame in a perverse letter to

the Bishop of Durham (Nov. 4, 1850), In this unhappy
document he accepted the description of the aggression

of the pope upon our protestantism as insolent and
insidious, declared his indignation to be greater even
than his alarm, and even his alarm at the aggressions

of a foreign sovereign to be less than at the conduct
of unworthy sons of the church of England within her

own gate . He wound up by declaring that the great mass
of the nation looked with contempt upon the mummeries
of superstition. Justified indeed was Bright's stern rebuke

to a prime minister of the Queen who thus allowed himself

to offend and to indict eight millions of his countrymen,

recklessly to create fresh discords between the Irish and

1 Memorandum, Sept 9, 1897.
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English nations, and to pen)etuate animosities that the
last five-and-twenty years had done so much to asnuage.
Having thus precipitately committed himself, the ministei
was forced to legislate. ' I susi-ect,' wrote Mr. filadstone to
ln« great friend, Sir Walter James, 'John Russell has more
rocks anrl breakers ahead thiui »:o reckoned Ufx.n when he
.hpiie.1 his i>en in gall to sn.ite first the poi,e, but most
those who not being papists are such traitors and fools as
really to mean something when they say, "I believe in one
Holy Catholic Church.'" There was some division of
opmion m the cabinet,' but a bill was settled, and the
temper of the times may be gauged by the fact that leave
to introduce it was given by the overwhelming majority of
395 votes to 63.

s
j j *

In his own language, Mr. Gladstone lamented and dis-
approved of the pope's proceeding extremely, and had taken
care to say so in parliament two and a half years before, when
' Lord John Russell, if he had chosen, could have stopped it;
but the government and the press were alike silent at that
period.'* His attitude is succinctly described in a letter
to GresweU, his Oxford chairman, in 1862 : ' Do not let it
be asserted without contradiction that I ever felt or
counselled indifference in regard to the division of Eng-
land into Romish dioceses. So far is this from being
the truth that shortly after I was elected, when the
government were encouraging the pope to proceed, and
when there was yet time to stop the measure (which I
deplore sincerely) by amicable means, I took the oppor-
tunity in the House (as did Sir R. Inglis, I think a little
later), of trying to draw attention to it. But it was nobody's
game then, and the subject fell to the ground. Amicable
prevention I desired; spiritual and ecclesiastical resistance
I heartily approved ; but while I say this, I cannot recede
from one inch of the ground I took in opposing the bill, and
I would far rather quit parliament for ever than not have
voted against so pernicious a measure.'
Other matters, as we have seen, brought on a ministerial

crisis, the bill was stopped, and after the crisis was over
> e«y Papers. t To PhiUimore, Nov. 26, If

CHAP,
vn.
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BOOK the measure came to life again with changes making it still

,"V/ njore futile for its ends. The Peelites while, like Mr.

1851. Wright, 'despising and loathing' the language of tin-

Vatican and the Flaniinian Gate, had all of theui with-

out concert taken tiiis outburst of prejuilice and passion

at its right value, and all resolved to resist legislation.

Ih)w, they asked, could you tolerate the Roman catholic

religion, if you would not tolerate its tenet of the ecclesiasti-

cal supremacy of the pope ; and what sort of toleration of

such a tenet would that be, which forbade the pope to nanu'

ecclesiastics to exercise the spiritual authority exercised in

any other voluntary episcopal chuich, Scottish, colonial, or

another? Why was it more of a usurpation for the pope to

make a new Archbishop of Wcstmin.ster, than to administer

London by the ohl form of vicars apostolic? Was not

the action of the pope, after all, a secondary considera-

tion, and the frenzy really and in essence an explosion

of popular »vrath against the Puseyites? What was to be

thought of a prime minister who, at such risk to the public

peace, tried to turn the ferment to account for the sake of

strengthening his tottering government ? To all this there

was no rational reply ; and even the editor of a powerful

newspaper that every morning blew up the coals, admitted

to Greville that 'he thought the whole thing humbug and

a pack of non-msel''

The debate on the second reading was marked by a little

brutality and nmch sanctimony. Mr. Gladstone (March

25, 1851) spoke to a House practically almost solid against

him. Yet his superb resources as an orator, his trans-

parent depth of conviction, the unmistakeable proofs that

his whole heart was in the matter, mastered his audience and

made the best of them in their hearts ashamed. He talked of

Boniface viil. and Honorius ix. ; he pursued a long and

close historical demonstration of the earnest desire of tlio

lay catliolics of tliis country for diocesan bishops as against

vicars apostolic ; he moved among bulls and rescripts, briefs

and pastorals and canon law, with as much ease as if

he had been arguing about taxes and tariffs. Through it

all the House watched and listened in enchantment, as to

« Greville, I'art ii. vol. ill. p. ."WO.
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a niagnilicent trajjediaii playinjr a noble part in a foroij,'!) CIIAP.
t.)n,i,'ue. 'I'liey did n,.t apitrehend every point, nor were they ^ "•

converted, hut they felt a man witli tlie orator's quality ^^^^T
of taking lire and kindling tire at a moral idea. They felt
his «ommand of the whole stoek of fart and of printijile be-
longing to his topics, as with the air and the i.ower of a heroic
master he cleared the way before him towards his purpose.
Along with complete grasj. of details, went grasp of some of
tiie most important truths in the policy of a modern state,
lie clearly perceived the very relevant fact, so often over-
looked by advocates of the free church in a free slate, that
'there is no religious body in the world where religions
oHices do not in a certain degree conjoin with temporal
incidents.' liut this did not affect the power of his stroke,
as he insisted «>u respect for the frontier— no scientilic
frontier— between temporal and spiritual. ' Vou sj.eak of
the progress of the Roman catholic religion, and you pretend
to meet that progress by a measure false in princii)le as it is

hulicrous in extent. You nnast meet the progress of that
spiritual system by the pi .ess of another; you can never
do it by penal enactments. Here, once for all, I enter my
most solemn, earnest, and deliberuu- protest against ail
attempts to meet the spiritual dangers of our church by
temporal legislation of a penal character." ']'he whole speech
is in all its elements and aspects one of the great orator's
three or f<mr most conspicuous masterpieces, and the reader
would not forgive me if I failed to transcribe its resplendent
close. He went back to a passage of Lord John Russell's
on the Maynooth bill of 1845. 'I never heard,' said Mr.
Gladstone, 'a more impressive passage delivered by any
statesman at any time in this House.'

The noble lord referred to some beautiful and touching lines of
Virgil, which the house will not regret to hear :—

'Scilicot ot U-nipiw veiiiHt, emu tiiiilius illis

Agricolii, iiiciirvo (crraiii niDlitiiH niatro,

ExwHii invciiit't Ncaltra riiliiginH jiila;

Aut Rravihiix rastris Ralpas piilsRhit inanps,

GraiiiliaqiiH effoHsis niirabitur ossa ncpulcris.'

>

' flf"rgir*, 1. 40.1-7. ' Aye. and scurf the Roman pikehPiuld shall

mM..";""."""',"""'''"^"''.'"'"""'
''^•"'« ^'"' '•«vy rake m. 'empty

H I. iu'l'I".*"'''?'""
"P*"",""^ »''« ••''>"«• «nd Raze in w«„.h,r on "^„^

< I'His. shall finil all corroded by rusty bont-s cast from ih.ir l.rnk. ii uravrH.'
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And he said, upon those scenes where battles have been fought,

the hand of nature effaces the traces of the wrath of man, and the

cultivator of the soil in following times finds the rusted arms, and

looks upon them with calm and joy, as the memorials of forgotten

strife, and as quickening his sense of the blessings of his peaceful

occupation. The noble lord went on to say, in reference to the

powerful opposition then offered to the bill for the endowment

of Maynooth, that it seems as if upon the questions of religious

freedom, our strife is never to cease, and our arms are never to rust.

Would any man, who heard the noble lord deliver these impressive

sentiments, have believed not only that the strife with respect to

religious liberty was to be revived with a greater degree of acerbity,

in the year 1851, but that the noble lord himself was to be a main

agent in its revival— that his was to be the head that was to wear

the helmet, and his the hand that was to grasp the spear ? ^ly

conviction is, that this great subject of religious freedom is not to be

dealt with as one of the ordinary matters in which you may, with

safety or with honour, do to-day aud undo to-morrow. This great

people, whom we have the honour to represent, moves slowly in

politics and legislation ; but, although it moves slowly, it moves

steadily. The principle of religious freedom, its adaptation to our

modern state, and its compatibility with ancient institutions, was a

principle which you did not adopt in haste. It was a principle well

tried in struggle and conflict. It was a principle which gained the

assent of one public man after another. It was a principle which

ultimately triumphed, after you had spent upon it half a century

of agonising struggle. And now what are you going to do ? You

have arrived at the division of the century. Are you going to

repeat Penelope's process, but without the purpose of Penelope ?

Are you going to spend the decay and the dusk of the nineteenth

century in undoing the great work which with so much pain and

difficidty your greatest men have been achieving during its day-

break and its yovith? Surely not. Oh, recollect the functions

you have to perform in the face of the world. Recollect that

Europe aud the whole of the civilised world look to England at

this moment not less, no, but even more than ever they looked to

her before, as the mistress and guide of nations, in regard to the

great work of civil legislation. And what is it they chiefly admire
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m England ? It is not the rapidity with which you form constitu- CHAP
tions and broach abstract theories. On the contrary ; they know ^11.

"

that nothing is so distasteful to you as abstract theories, and that
you are proverbial for resisting what is new until you are well
assured by gradual effort, by progressive trials, and beneficial
tendency. But they know that when you make a step forward
yoti keep it. They know that there is reality and honesty, stren-rfh
and substance, about your proceedings. They know that you are
not a monarchy tcvday, a republic to-morrow, an.l a militan- des-
potism the day after. They know that you have been happily
preserved from irrational vicissitudes that have marked the career
of the greatest and noblest among the neighbouring nations Your
fathers and yourselves have earned this brilliant character for
England. Do not forfeit it. Do not allow it to be tarnished or
impaired. Show, I beseech you-have the courage to show the
m>e of Rome, and his cardinals, and his church, that England too
as well as Eome, has her semper eadem; and that when she has
once adopted some great principle of legislation, which is destined
to influence the national character, to draw the dividing lines of
her policy for ages to come, and to affect the whole nature of her
influence and her standing among the nations of the world— show
that when she has done this slowly, and done it deliberately, she
has done it once for all; and that she will then no more retrace
her steps than the river that bathes this giant city can flow back
upon Its source. The character of England is in our hands. Let
us feel the responsibility that belongs to us, and let us rely on it

•

if toHlay we make this step backwards, it is one which hereafter
we shall have to retrace with pain. We cannot change the pro-
found and resistless tendencies of the age towards religious liberty
It IS our business to guide and to control their application ; do this
you may, but to endeavour to turn them backwards is the spoit
of children, done by the hands of men, and every effort you may
make m that direction will recoil upon you in disaster and disgrace
The noble lord appealed to gentlemen who sit behind me, in the
names of Hampden and Pym. I have great reverence for these in
one portion at least of their political career, because they were
men energetically engaged in resisting oppression. But I would
rather have heard Hami«len and Pym quoted on any other subject
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than one which relates to the mode of legislation or the policy to

be adopted with our Koman catholic fellow-citizens, because, if there

was one blot on their escutcheon, if there was one painful— I would

almost say odious— feature in the character of the party amoirj

whom they were the most distinguishetl chiefs, it was the bitter

and ferocious intolerance which in them became the more powerful

because it was directed against the Roman catholics alone. I would

appeal in other names to gentlemen who sit on this side of the

House. If Hampden and I'ym were friends of freedom, so were

Clarendon and Newcastle, so were the gentlemen who sustained the

principles of loyalty. . . . They were not always seeking to tighten

the chains and deepen the brand. Their disposition was to relax

the severity of the law, and attract the atfections of their Roman

catholic fellow-subjects to the constitution by treating them as

brethren. . . . We are a n)inority insigniticant in point of

numbers. We are more insignificant still, because we are but

knots and groups of two or three, we have no power of cohesion,

no ordinary bond of union. What is it that binds us togetliei'

against you, but the conviction that we have on our side the

principle of justice— the conviction that we shall soon have on our

side the strength of public opinion (oh, oh !). I am sure I have

not wished to say a syllable that would wound the feelings of any

man, and if in the warmth of argument such expressions should

have escaped me, I wish them unsaid. But above all we are

sustained by the sense of justice which we feel belongs to the

cause we are defending ; and we are, I trust, well determined to

follow that bright star of justice, beaming from the heavens,

whithersoever it may lead.

All this waa of no avail, just as the same arguments and

temper on two other occasiona of the same eternal theme

in his life,^ were to be of no avail. Disraeli spoke strongly

against the line taken by the Peelites. The second reading

was carried by 438 against 95, one-third even of this minority

being Irish catholics, and the rest mainly Peelites, ' a limited

but accomplished school,' as Disraeli styled them. Hume
asked Mr. Gladstone for his speech for publication to circulate

among the dissenters who, he said, know nothing about

1 Affirmation bill (1883) and Religious Disabilities Removal bill (1801).
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religious liberty. It was something, however, to find Mr.
Gladstone, the great* ",t living churchman, and Bright, the
greatest living nonconformist, voting in the same lobby.
The fight was stiff, and was kept up until the end of the
summer. The weapon that had been forged in this blazing
furnace by these clumsy armourers proved blunt and worth-
less

;
the law was from the first a dead letter, and it was

struck out of the statute book in 1871 in Mr. Gladstone's
own administration.'

^T.42.

Ill

In the autumn (1851) a committee of the whig cabinet,
now remforced by the admission for the first time of Lord
Granville, was named to prepare a reform bill. Palmerston,
no friend to reform, fell into restive courses that finally
upset the coach. The cabinet, early in November, settled
that he should not receive Kossuth, and he complied ; but
he received a public deputation and an address compliment-
ing him for his exertions on Kossuth's behalf. The court
at this proceeding took lively offence, and the Queen
requested the prime minister to ascertain the opinion of the
cabinet upon it. Such an appeal by the sovereign from the
minister to the cabinet was felt by them to be unconstitu-
tional, and though they did not conceal from Palmerston
their general dissatisfaction, they declined to adopt any
resolution. Before the year ended Palmerston persisted in
taking an unauthorised line of his own upon Napoleon's coup
d'Stat (this time for once not on the side of freedom against
despotism), and Lord John closed a correspondence between
them by telling him that he could not advise the Queen to
leave the seals of the foreign department any longer in his
hands. This dismissal of Palmerston introduced a new

' One of the most illustriouii of the
European liberate of the century wrote
to Senior :—
Ce que voui me dites que le bill

cnntre lea titrea ecclAtiastiquea ne
miiiera ^ rien, me paralt vralsem-
blable, prftce aux mteurs du pays.
Mais pourquoi faire des lois pires que
les raoBurs? C'est le contraire qui
devait 6tre. Je voua avoue que j'ai

^t^ de coBur et d'esprit avec ceux qui
comme Lord Ab<!rdeen et M. Glad-
stone, se soiit opposes au nom de la
liberty et du princii)e m€me de la
r^forme, k ces atteintes k la foig vaines
et dangereuses ((ue le bill a port^es au
moins en thdorie k I'lnd^pendanee de
conscience. 0(j sc r^fii^era la liberty
religieuse. si on la chasse de I'Angle-
terre ?— Tocqueville, Corr. iii. p. 274.
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element of disruption and confusion, for the fallen minister

had plenty of friends. Lord Lansdowne was very uneasy

about reform, and talked ominously about preferring to be a

supporter rather than a member of the government ;
and

whig dissensions, though less acute in type, threatened a

perplexity as sharp in the way of a stable administration, as

the discords among conservatives.

Lord John (Jan. 14, 1852) next asked his cabinet whethei

an offer should be made to (iraham. A long discussior

followed ; whether Graham alone would do them any good

whether the Peelites, considering themselves as a party

might join, but would not consent to be absorbed ;
whetlie:

an offer to them was to be a persistent attempt in good faitl

or only a device to mend the parliamentary case, if the offe

were made and refused. Two or three of the whig minister!-

true to the church traditions of the caste, made great diffi

culties about the Puseyite notions of Newcastle and Mr

Gladstone. ' Gladstone,' writes one of them, ' is a Jesuit, am

more Peelite than I believe was Peel himself.' In the en

Lord John Russell and his men met parliament witliout an

new support. Their tottering life was short, and it was a

amendment moved by Palmerston (Feb. 20) on a clause i

a militia bill, that slit the thread. The hostile majority wii

only eleven, but other perils lay pretty thick in front. Tli

ministers resigned, and Lord Stanley, who had now beconi

Earl of Derby, had no choice but to give his followers the

chance. The experiment that seemed so impossible whe

Bentinck first tried it, of forming a new third party in tl

state, seemed up to this point to have prospered, and tl

protectionists had a definite existence. The ministers wei

nearly all new to public office, and seventeen of them we

for the first time sworn of the privy council in a single da;

One jest was that the cabinet consisted of three men and

half— Derby, Disraeli, St. Leonards, and a worthy fraction

personage at the admiralty.

Sending to his wife at Hawai-den a provisional list (Fe

23), Mr. Gladstone doubts the way in which the offices we

distributed :— 'It is not good, as compared 1 mean with wli

it should have been. DisraeU could not have been wot
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placed than at the exchequer. Henley could not have been ch.pworse than at the board of trade. T. Baring, who would "n!^'
have been their best chancellor of the exchequer, seems to V^have declined Herries would have been much better than

—"•
Disraeh for that particular place. I suppose Lord Mabnes-
bury IS temporary foreign secretary, to hold the place for
S. Canning. What does not appear on the face of the case
IS, who IS to lead the House of Commons, and about thateverybody seems to be in the dark. . .

.'

IV

The firat Derby administration, thus formed and covering
the year 1852, marks a highly interesting stage in Mr
Gladstones career. ^The key to my position,' as he after-
wards said, 'was that my opinions went one way, mvhngenng sympathies the other.' His opinions looked to-
wards liberalism, his sympathies drew him to his first
party It was the Peelites who had now been thrown
into the case of a dubious third party. At the end of
tebruary Mr Gladstone sought Lord Aberdeen, looking
to his weight, his prudence, and his kindliness of dis-

position as the main anchor of their section. His tone
has usua ly been during the last few years, that of anxiety

reunite the fragments and reconstruct the conserva-
tive party, but yesterday, particularly at the commencement
of our conversation, he seemed to lean the other wav •

spoke kindly of Lord Derby and wished that U could be
' ."1 !l u

*^' ''"'"P^^y ^'*^ ^hi'^h fa« « associated

;

said that though called a despot all his life, he himself had
always been, and was now, friendly to a liberal policy. He
did not, however, like the reform question in Lord John's
hands

;
but he considered, I thought (and if so he differed

trom me), that on church questions we all might co-operate
with him securely.' Mr. Gladstone, on the contrary,
insisted that their duty plainly was to hold themselves
clear and free from whig and Derbyite alike, so as to be pre-
pared to take whatever of three courses might, after the
ueteat of protectionist proposals, seem most honourable—
Whether conservative reconstruction, or liberal conjunction,

VOt. 1— 2 E
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or Peelism wngle-handed. The laat he described as their

least natural position ; for, he urged, they might be 'liberal

in the sense of Peel, working out a liberal policy through

the medium of the conservative party.' To that pro-

crastinating view Mr. Gladstone stood tenaciously, and

his course now ia one of the multitudinous illustrations ot

his constant abhorrence of premature committal, and the

taking of a second step before the first.

After Aberdeen he approached Graham, who proceeded

to use language that seemed to point to his virtual return

to his old friends of the liberal party, for the reader will

not forget the striking circumstance that the new head of

a conservative government, and the most trusted of tlie

cabinet colleagues of Peel, had both of them begun ottitial

life in the reform ministry of Lord Grey. Graham said ht

had a very high opinion of Lord Derby's talents and char-

acter, and that Lord J. Russell had committed many errors,

but that looking at the two as they stood, he thought that

the opinions of Lord Derby as a whole were more dangerous

to the country than those of Lord John. Mr. Gladstone said

it did not appear to him that the question lay between thest

two ; but Graham's reception of this remark implied n

contrary opinion.

Lincoln, now Duke of Newcastle, he found obdurate u

another direction, speaking with great asperity against Lore

Derby and his party ; he would make no vows as to junction

not even that he would not join Disraeli ; but he thoughi

this government must be opposed and overthrown ; thei

those who led the charge against it would reap the reward

if the Peelites did not place themselves in a prominen

position, others would. They had a further conversation

The duke told him that Beresford, the whip, had sent ou

orders to tory newspapers to run them down ; that the sann

worthy had said »The Peelites, let them go to hell. ' Mr. Glad

atone replied that Beresford's language was not a good tes

of the feelings of his party, and that his violence and that o

other people w-!- stimulated by what they imagined or hear(

of the Peelites. Newcastle persisted in his disbelief in th

government. 'During this conversation, held on a sof

I*
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at the Carlton, we were rather warm ; and I said to him
"It appears to me that you do not believe this party to be'
composed even of men of honour or of gentlemen."
He clung to the idea that we were hereafter to form a
party of our own, containing all the good elements of both
parties. Towhich I replied, the country cannot be governed
by u third or middle party unless it be for a time only
and on the whole I thought a liberal policy would be'
worked out with greater security to the country through
the medium of the conservative party, and I thought
a position like Peels on the liberal side of that party
preferable, comparing all advantages and disjidvantages,
to the conservative side of the liberal party. And when he
spoke of the tories as the obstructive body I said not all
of them-for instance Mr. Pitt, Mr. Canning, Mr. Huskisson,
and m some degree Lord Londonderry and Lord Liverpool.'
The upshot of all these discussions was the discovery

that there were at least four distinct shades among the
Peehtes. 'Newcastle stands nearly alone, if not quite
in the rather high-flown idea that we are to create and
lead a great, virtuous, powerful intelligent party, neither the
actual conservative nor the actual liberal party but a new
one. Apart from these witcheries, Graham was ready to
take his place in the liberal ranks; Cardwell, Fitzroy and
Oswald would I think have gone with him, as F. Peel and
Sir C. Douglas went before him. But this section has been
arrested, not thoroughly amalgamated, owing to Graham.
Thirdly, there are the great bulk of the Peelites from Goul-
bum downwards, more or less undisguisedly anticipating
junction with Lord Derby, and avowing that free trade is
their only point of difference. Lastly myself, and I think
I am with Lord Aberdeen and S. Herbert, who have nearly
the same desire, but feel that the matter is too crude, too
difhcult and important for anticipating any conclusion, and
that our clear line of duty is independence, until the question
of protection shall be settled.' (March 28, 1852.)
The personal composition of this secti'on deserves a sen-

tence. Tn 1835, during Peel's sliort government, the whig
phalanx opposed to it in the House of Commons consisted

.St. 43.
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of John Russell and seven others.* Of these eight all were

alive in 1851, seven of them m the then existing cabinet; six

of the eight still in the Commons. On the other hand, Peels

cabinet began its career thus manned in the Commons—
Peel, Stanley, Graham, Hardinge, KnatchbuU, Goulburn. Of

these only the last remained in his old position. Peel and

KnatchbiiU were dead ; Stanley in the Lords and separated ;

Graham isolated; Hardinge in the Lords and by way of

having retired. Nor was the band very large even as re-

cruited. Of ex-cabinet ministers there were but three

commoners ; Goulburn, Herbert, Gladstone. And of otliers

who liad held important offices there were only available,

Clerk, Cardwell, Sir J. Young, H. Corry. The Lords con-

tributed Aberdeen, Newcastle, Canning,* St. Germains and

the Duke of Argyll. Such, as counted off by Mr. Gladstone,

was the Peelite staff.

Graham in April made his own position definitely liberal,

or ' whig and something more,' in so pronounced a way as

to cut him off from the Gladstonian subdivision or main

body of the Peelites. Mr. Gladstone read the speech in

which this departure was taken, ' with discomfort and sur-

prise.' He instantly went to read to Lord Aberdeen sonit

of the more pungent passages ; one or two consultations were

held with Newcastle and Goulburn; and all agreed that

Graham's words were decisive. ' I mentioned that some oi

them were coming to 5 Carlton Gardens in the course of tlit

afternoon (April 20); and my first wish was that now Lord

Aberdeen himself would go and tell them how we stood upon

Graham's speech. To this they were all opposed ; and thej

seemed to feel that as we had had no meeting yet, it would

seem ungracious and unkind to an old friend to hold one b\

way of ovation over his departure. It was therefore agreed

that I should acquaint Young it was their wish that lu

should tell any one who might come, that we, who were thert

,
I --i.,

> Namely Palmerston, Spring-Rice,

F. Baring, Charies Wood, Hobhoose,
Labouchere, Lord Howick.

* This, of course, Tvas Charles John
Earl Canning, third son of Canning
the prime minister, Mr. Gladstone's

contemporary at Eton and Chris

Church, and known to history a

governor-general of India in tb<

Mutiny. Stratford Canning, aftPt

wards' Lord Stratford de UedcliSe

was cousin of George Canning.
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>»'"''•' ."r-""- "i* G«b.n, CMP.as dissolved by the Carlisle speech.' >

The temporary parting from Graham was conducted with
a de-^ree of good feeling that is a pattern for such occasionsm politics. In writing to Mr. Gladstone r Mar. 29, 1852), and
si»eaki„g of his colleagues in Peel's government, Gxiham
..ys, 'I have always felt that my age and position were
difteren from heirs : that the habits and connections of my
early political life, though broken, gave to me a bias, which
to them was not congenial

; and since the death of our great
master and friend, I have always feared that the time might
ai nve when we must separate. You intimate the deci^on
that party connection must no longer subsist between us I
submit to your decision ^^ith r^-ret; but at parting I hope
that you will retain towards me some feelings of esteem
and regard, such as I can never cease to entertain towards
yi.u

;
and though political friendships are often short-lived,

huvmg known each other well, we shall continue, I trust,
to maintain kindly relations. It is a pleasure to ine to
remember that we have no cause of complaint against each
otiier.

' I have to thank you,' Mr. Gladstone replies, 'for the
unvarying kindness of many years, to acknowledge all the
advantages I have derived from communication with you
to accept and re-echo cordially your expressions of good will'
uHl to convey the fervent hope that no act or word of mine
may ever tend to impair these sentiments in my own mind
or 3-ours.'

When the others had withdrawn, Aberdeen told Mr.
Gladstone that Lord John had been to call upon him the
day before for the first time, and he believed that the visit
had special reference to Mr. Gladstone himself. 'The tenor
of his conversation,' Mr. Gladstone reports, 'was that mv
opmions were quite as liberal as his; that in regard to the
colonies I went beyond him; that my Naples pamphlets

and .forJr al hTs S^^ia^njff St7^^^^'^^^ cZ^^'n- would not exactly pledge him- I85i'.)
^' ^ '

^•

.St. 43.
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could have been called revolutionary if he had written them

;

and in regard to church matters he saw no reawm why there

should not be joint action, for he was cordially disposed t.i

maintain the church of England, and so, he believed, was I,"

Lord John, however, we may be sure was the last man not

to know how many anotlier element, besides agreement in

opinion, decides relations of party. Personal sympathies an.l

antiiMithies, hosts of indirect affinities having apparent l>

little to do with the main trunk of the school or the faction

hosts of motives only half disclosed, or not disclosed at al

even to him in whom they are at work— all these intru.U

in the comixMition and management of parties whethei

religious or political.

(Irave discussions turned on new nicknames. The toric

had greatly gained by calling themselves conservatives aftt-

1832. The name of whig had some associations that wer.

only less unpopular in the country than the name of toiy

It was pointed out that many people would on no accoun

join the whigs, who yet would join a government of wliid

Russells, Greys, Howards, Cavendishes, Villierses, wer

members. On the other hand Graham declared that Pale}

'

maxim about religion was just as true in politics— that mei

often change their creed, but not so often the name of thei

sect. And as to the suggestion, constantly made at all time

in our politics for the benefit of waverers, of the name o

liberal-cjiiservative. Lord John caustically observed tha

whig has the convenience of expressing in one sjll.ble wliii

liberal-conservative expresses in seven, and whiggism in tw

syllables what conservative progress expresses in six.

Connected with all this arose a geographical question—

i

what quarter of the House were the Peelites to sit ? Hitliert

the two wings of the broken tory party, protectionist and Pee

ite, had sat together on the opposition benches. The chang

of administration in 1852 sent the protectionists over to tl

Speaker's right, and brought the whigs to the natural plai

of opposition on his left. The Peelite leaders therefore lin

no other choice than to take their seats below the gangwa;

but on which side ? Such a question is always graver tha

to the heedless outsider it may seem, and the Peelite discu
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sions upon it were both copious and vehement.* Graham CHAP
at once resolved on sharing the front opposition bench with ^"-
the Whigs

:
he repeated that his own case was different "Z^

from the others, because he had once been a whig himself.
Herbert, who acted pretty strictly with Mr. Gladstone all
this year, argued that they only held aloof from the new
ministers on one question, and therefore that they ought not
to sit opposite to them as adversaries, but should sit below
the gangway on the ministerial side. Newcastle intimated
dissent from both, looking to the formation •

i :
- < "irtuous

and enlightened third party, but where thev ..}.u.ud sit in
the meantime he did not seem to know. Air (.lad.-^v ne
expressed from the first a decided oriiii ,ri i,, iri^.ui of
going below the gang\vay on the opoosiiioii .si.Jo. What
they ought to desire was the promoJo-i ,.. a govcii.nuiiit
conservative in its personal comi^osii-mi aii-i Ui» lici m,« ;.j

soon as the crisis of protection sho.'d l^e (,x-,. Tak.ng a
seat, he said, is an external sign and plodp.- rluit •vjgit't^
follow upon full conviction of the thing it w:<s v.nder,. od
to betoken

; and to sit on the front oppositi.-? i,i r, n wotiM
indicate division from the conservative government as a
party, while in fact they were not divided from them as a
party, but only on a single question. In the end, Graham sat
above the opposition gangway next to Lord John Russell
and Cardwell. The Peelite body as a whole determined on
giving the new government what is called a fair trial. Mr.
Sidney Herbert and I,' says Mr. Gladstone, 'took pains to
bring them together, in the recognised modes. They sat
on the opposition side, but below the gangway, full, or
about forty strong

; and Sir James Graham, I recollect, once
complimented me on tlie excellent appearance fbey had
presented to him as he passed them in walking up the
House.' Considerable uneasiness was felt among some of
them at finding themselves neighbours on the benches
to Cobden and Bright and Hume and their friends on
the one hand, and 'the Irish Brass Band' on the other.

^i».I'«**oi^'l"*^"!''" ^**'y ^^^'- •>»?«* *<« the reunion of a dividedcised Mr. Gladstone's mind in 188rt. party.
amawi

for tlie same reason, tliat lie again
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It depended entirely on the Peelites whether the new
government should be permitted to conduct the business of

the session (subject to conditions or otherwise), or whether
they should be open to an instant attack as the enemies of

free trade. The effect of such attack must have been defeat,

followed by dissolution forthwith, and by the ejection of the

Derby government in June (as happened in 1859) instead of

in December. The tactics of giving the ministers a fair

trial prevailed and were faithfully adhered to, (iral.am anil

Cardwell taking their own course. As the result of this

and other conditions, for ten months ministers, greatly out-

numbered, were maintained in power by the deliberate and
united action of about forty Peelites.

Lord Derby had opened his administration with a pledge,

as the Peelites understood, to confine himself during tlie

session to business already open and advanced, or of an ur-

gent character. When Mr. Disraeli gave notice of a bill tn

dispose of four seats which were vacant, this was regarded

by them as a manner of opening new and important issues,

and not within the definition that had been the condition

of their provisional support.* ' Lord John Russell came and
said to me,' says Mr. Gladstone, » " What will you do ? "

I

admitted we were bound to act ; and, joining the liberals, we
threw over the proposal by a large majority. This was the

only occasion of conflict that arose ; and it was provoked, as

we thoHjht, by the government itself.'

' This was a bill to assign the four of Lancashire. Mr. Gladstone carried
disfranchised seats for Sudbury and the order of the day by a majority of
St. Albans to the We.st ItidinK nf 86 against the gOTercment.
Yorkshire and the southern divisiun
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END OK PROTECTION

It » not too much to ask that now at least, after so much waste ofpubhc time, aftor mmistries overturned and parties disorganised,
the quesfon of free trade should be placed high and diTonlb;^ore whUher the tide of poliUcal party strife could 1 ,ong«
reach it.— Gla u»>tone.

'

The parliament was now dissolved (July 1) to decide a great chapquestion The repeal of the corn law, the ultimate equflisa- ^^1
.on of the sugar duties, the repeal of the navigation laws, "Z^

1
ad been the three great free trade measures of the last half-

'

''•

dozen years, and the issue before the ele.,tors in 18o2 was
whether this policy was sound or unsound. Lord Derby mwht
have faced jt boldly by announcing a moderate protecUon
or corn and for colonial sugar. Or he might have openly
told the country that he had changed his mind, as Peel Imd
changed Ins mind about the catholic question and about free
nnle ancl as Mr. Disraeli was to change his mind upon
franchise in 1867, and Mr. Gladstone uoon the Irish churchm 1808. Instead of this, all was equivocation. The Derbvite
as was well said, was protectionist in a county, neutral 'in a
small town, free trader in a large one. He was for Mavnooth
in Ireland, and against it in Scotland. Mr. Disraeli did his
best to mystify the agricultural elector by phrases about
set-offs and compensations and relief of burdens, ' seemintr
to loom in the future.' He rang the changes on mysterious
new pnnciples of taxation, but what they were to be, he did
not disclose. The great change since 1846 wjis that the
working-class had become strenuous free traders. They Iiad
>n earlier times never been really convinced when Colxlen
and Bright assured them that no fall in wages would follow

42.'.
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the promised fall in the price of food. It was the experience

of six years that convinced them. England alone had gone

unhurt and unsinged through the fiery furnace of 1848, and

nobody doubted that the stability of her institutions and the

unity of her people were due to the repeal of bad laws,

believed to raise the price of bread to the toilers in order to

raise rents for territorial idlers.

Long before the dissolution, it was certain that Mr.

Gladstone would have to fight for his seat. His letter to the

Scotch bishop (see above, p. 384), his vote for the Jews, his

tenacity and vehemence in resisting the bill against the

pope,— the two last exhibitions in open defiance of solemn

resolutions of the university convocation itself,—had alienated

some friends and inflamed all his enemies. Half a score of

the Heads induced Dr. Marsham, the warden of Merton, to

come out. In private qualities the warden was one of the most

excellent of men, and the accident of his opposition to Mr.

Gladstone is no reason why we should recall transient elec-

tioneering railleries against a forgotten worthy. The political

addresses of his friends depict him. They applaud his sound

and manly consistency of principle and his sober attachment

to the reformed church of England, and they dwell with zest

on the goodness of his heart. The issue, as they put it, was

simple: 'At a time when the stability of the protestant

succession, the authority of a protestant Queen, and even

the Christianity of the national character, have been rudely

assailed by Rome on one side, and on the other by demo-

cratic associations directed against the union of the Christian

church with the British constitution— at such a time, it

becomes a protestant university, from which emanates a

continuous stream of instruction on all ecclesiastical and

Christian questions over the whole empire, to manifest the

importance which it attaches to protestant truth, by the

selection of a Protestant Representative.'' The teaching

residents were, as always, decisively for Gladstone, and

nearly all the fellows of Merton voted against their own

warden. In one respect this was remarkable, for Mr. Glad-

stone had in 1850 (July 18) resisted the proposal for that

commission of inquiry into the universities which the Oxford
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liberals had much at heart, and it would not have been sur-
prising If they had held aloof from a candidate who had
told the House of Commons that 'after all, science was
but a small part of the business of education,'-a proposition
that m one sense may be true, but applied to unreformed
Oxford was the reverse of true. The non-residents were
diligently and rather unscrupulously worked upon, and theymade a formidable set of discordant elements. The evan-
gehca s disliked Mr. Gladstone. The plain high-and-dry
men distrusted him as what they called a sophist. Even

friend 'to the holy apostolic church of these realms, the
author of the new theory of religious liberty' in the Scotch
letter. They reproachfully insisted that had he headed a
party m the House of Commons defending the church, not
upon latitudmarian theories of religious liberty, not upon
vag-ie hints of a disaffected movement of the non-juHng
sort, stdl less upon romanising principles, but on the
principles of the constitution, royal supremacy included,
hen the church would have escaped the worst that had
befallen her since 1846. The minister would never have
dared to force Hampden into the seat of a bishop. The
privy council would never have reversed the court of arches
in the Gorham case. The claim of the clergy to meet in
convocation would never have been refused. The committee
of councd would have treated education very differenth-

»

All came right in the end, however, and Mr. Gladstone
was re-elected (July 14), receiving 260 votes fewer than
Sir Robert Inglis, but 350 more than the warden of
Merton.2 We have to remember that he was not returned
as a liberal.

CHAP.
VIII.

^T. 43.

II

The leaders of the sections out of office, when the general
election was over, at once fetched forth line and plummet to
take their soundings. ' The next few months,' Mr. Gladstone
wrote to Lord Aberdeen (Aug. 20). 'are, I apprehend, the
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crisis of our fate, and will show whether we are equal or

unequal to playing out with prudence, honour, and resolu-

tion the drama or trilogy that hat been on the stage tinee

1841.' He still regarded the situation as something like a

reproduction of the position of the previous March. The

precise number of the ministerialists could not be ascertained

until tester' by a motion in the House. They had gained

rather more than was expected, and some put them as high

as 320, others as low as 290. What was undoubted was that

Lord Derby was left in a minority, and that the support of the

Peelites might any hour turn it into a majority. Notwith-

standing a loss or two in the recent elections, that party still

numbered not far sho^t of 40, and Mr. Gladstone was natur-

ally desirous of retaining it in connection with himself. !Most

of the group were disposed rather to support a conservative

government than not, unless such a government were to do,

or propose, something open to strong and definite objection.

At the same time what he described as the difficulty of

keeping Peelism for ever so short a space upon its legs, was

as obvious to him as to everybody else. ' It will be an im-

possible parliament,' Graham said to ^Ir. Gladstone (July 15),

' parties will be found too nicely balanced to render a new

line of policy practicable without a fresh appeal to the

electors.' Before a fresh appeal to the electors took place,

the impossible parliament had tumbled into a great war.

When the newly chosen m'^mbers met in November,

Mr. Disraeli told the House of Commons that 'there was

no question in the minds of ministers with respect to the

result of that election : there was no doubt that there was not

only not a preponderating majority in favour of a change in

the laws [free trade] passed in the last few years, or even of

modifying them in any degree ; but that on the contrary there

was a decisive opinion on the part of the country that that

settlement should not be disturbed.' Mr. Gladstone wrote

to Lord Aberdeen (July 80) that he thought the government

absolutely chained to Mr. Disraeli's next budget, and ' I, for

one, am not prepared to accept him as a financial organ,

or to be responsible for what he may |)ropose in his present

capacity.' Each successive speech made by i^Ir. Disraeli at
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Aylesbury he found 'more quackish in its flavour than its CHAP
predecessor. Yet action on his oNvn part was unavoidably ^'"i-

hampered by Oxford. 'Were I either of opinion,' he told^Lord Aberdeen (Aug. 5), 'that Lord John Russell ought to
'

succeed Lord Derby, or prepared without any further develop-
ment of the plans of the government to take my stand as
one of the party opposed to them, the first step which, as
a man of honour, I ought to adopt, should be to resign my
seat. 'I do not mean hereby,' he adds in words that were
soon to deriv-3 forcible significance from the march of events,
'that I am unconditionally committed against any alliance
or fusion, but that any such alliance or fusion, to be lawful
for me, must grow out of some failure of the governmentm carrying on public affairs, or a disapproval of its measures
when they shall have been proposed.' He still, in spite of
all the misdeeds of ministers during the elections, could not
think so ill of them as did Lord Aberdeen.
'Protection and religious liberty,' he wrote to Lord Aber-

deen (Aug. 5), 'are the subjects on which my main complaints
would urn

;
shuffling as to the former, trading on bigotrv as

to the latter. The shifting and shuffling that I complain of
have l)een due partly to a miserably false position and the
giddy prominence of inferior men; partly to the (surely not
unexpected) unscrupulousness and second motives of Mr
Disraeh, at once the necessity of Lord Derby and his curse'
I do not mean that this justifies what has been said and
done; I only think it brings the case within the common
limits of political misconduct. As for religious bigotry '

he
continues, ' I condemn the proceedings of the present govern-
ment; yet much less strongly than the unheard-of course
pursued by Lord John Russell in 1850-1, the person to whom
1 am now invited to transfer my confidence.' Even on the
superficial conversion of the Derbyites to free trade, Mr
(Gladstone found a tu quoque against the whigs 'It is,when strictly judged, an act of public immorality to form
and lead an opposition on a certain plea, to succeed, and thenm office to abandon it But in this view, the conduct
of the present administration is the counterpart and copv of
that of the Whigs themselves in 1835, who ran Sir Robert
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Peel to ground upon the appropriation clause, worked it just

while it suited them, and then cast it to the winds ; to say

nothing of their conduct on the Irish Assassination bill of

1846.'

This letter was forwarded by Aberdeen to Lord John

Russell. Lord John had the peculiar temperament that is

hard to agitate, but easy \\\ nettle. So polemical a reading of

former whig pranks uettlej liiui considerably. Why, he asked,

should he not say just as reasonably that Mr. Gladstone

held up the whiga to odium in 1341 for stripping the farmer

of adequate protection ; worked the com law of 1842 as long

as it suited him ; and then turned round and cast the corn

law to the winds? If he gave credit to Mr. Gladstone for

being sincere in 1841, 1842, and 1846, why should not Mr.

Gladstone give the same credit to him ? As to the principle

of appropriation, he and Althorp had opposed four of their

colleagues in the Grey cabinet; how could he concede to

Peel what he had refused to them? As for the Irish bill on

which he had turned Peel out, it was one of the worst of all

coercion bills; Peel with 117 followers evidently could not

carry on the government ; and what sense could there have

been in voting for a bad bill, in order to retain in office an

impossible ministry? This smart apologia of Lord Johns

was hardly even plausible, much less did it cover the ground.

The charge against the whigs is not that they took up

appropriation, but that having taken it up they dropped it

for the sake of office. Nor was it a charge that they resisted

an Irish coercion bill, but that having supported it on the

first reading ('worst of all coercion bills' as it was, even in

the eyes of men who had passed the reckless act of 1833),

they voted against it when they found that both Bentinck

and the Manchester men were going to do the same, thus

enabling them to turn Peel out.

Sharp sallies into the past, however, did not ease the

present. It was an extraordinary situation only to be

described in negatives. A majority could not be found to

beat the government upon a vote of want of confidence.

Nobody knew who could take their places. Lord John

Russell as head of a government was impossible, for his
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maladroit handling of papal aggression had alienated the CHAPnsh
;
his dealings with Palinerston had oflfended one power-

^^^'
ful section of the English whigs; the Scottish whigs hated ^T^him as too much managed by the lights of the free church

;

''

chque. Yet though he was impossible, he sometimes usedanguage to the effect that for him to take any place save
he first would be a personal degradation that would lowerInm to the level of Sidmouth or Goderich. Lord Palmer'

Hton represented the moderate centre of the liberal party
Ev-en now he enjoyed a growing personal favour out of doo™]
not at al impaired by the bad terms on which he was known
to be with the court, for the court was not at that date sopopular an institution as it became by and by. Among other
schemes of ingenious persons at this confused and broken
time was a combination under Palmerston or Lansdowne of
aristocratic whigs, a great contingent of Derbyites, and the
eehtes

;
and before the elections it was true that Lord Derby

Imd made overtures to these two eminent men. A Lansdowne
combination lingered long in the mind of Lord Palmerston
himself, who wished for the restoration of a whig govern-
ment, but resented the idea of serving under its late head.Some dreamed that Palmerston and Disraeli might form
a government on the basis of resistance to parliamentary
reform. Strange rumours were even afloat that Mr. Glad-
stone s communications with Palmerston before he leftLondon at the election had been intimate and frequent ' I
cannot make Gladstone out,' said Lord Malmesbury' 'he
seems to me a dark horse.'

In the closing days of the autumn (September 12) Graham
interpreted some obscure language of Mr. Gladstone's as
meaning that if protection were renounced, as it might be,
.
Pa merston joined Derby and the government were recon-

structed, and If Disraeli ceased to be leader, then his own
relations with the government would be changed. Gladstone
«^8 so uneasy in his present position, so nice in the eq lipoise
of Ins opmions that he wished to be, as he said, ' on the liberal
SK e of the conservative party, rather than on the conser-
vative side of the liberal party.' A little earlier than this
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Lord Aberdeen and Graham agreed in thinking (August;

that 'Disraeli's leadership was the great cause of Glad

stone's reluctance to have anything to do with the govern

ment ; . . . that even if this should be removed, it woul*

not be very easy for him to enter into partnership will

them.' Mr. Gladstone himself now and always denie<

that the lead in the Commons or other personal questior

had anything to do with the balance of his opinions at thi

present and later moments. Those who know most of publi(

life are best aware how great is the need in the case of publii

men for charitable construction of their motives and intent

Yet it would surely have been straining charity to the poiii

of dishonour if, within two years of Peel's death, any o

those who had been attached to him as master and a

friend, either Mr. Gladstone or anybody else, could havi

looked without reprobation and aversion on the idea o

cabinet intimacy with the bitterest and least sincere o

all Peel's assailants.

m
Mr. Gladstone repaired to London some weeks betore tli

new session, and though he was not in a position to ope

direct relations with the government, he expressed to Lor

Hardinge, with a view to its communication to Lord Derb}

his strong opinion that the House of Commons would, an

should, reijuire from ministers a frank and explicit adoptio

of free trade through the address, and secondly, the imnu

diate production of their financial measures. Lord Derb

told Hardinge at Windsor that he thought that neitht

expectation was far wrong. When the Peelites met at Lor

Aberdeen's to discuss tactic?, they were secretly dissatistie

with the paragraphs about free trade.

Mr. Disraeli had laid down at the election the sonorov

maxim, that no statesKian can disregard with impunity tl

genius of the epoch in which he lives. And he now after tl

election averred that the genius of the age was in favour (

free exchange. Still it was pleasanter to swallow the (l.>

with as little public observation as possible. ' What woul

have been said,' cried Lord Derby in fervid remonstrance,

'

S
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shortly after catholic emancipation and the reform bill CHAPhad been admitted as settlements, their friends had come "la
down and insisted not only that the Houses of parliament ^T^

llv .1 f.'?!'"'^^ r""*
'^''" °P'"'°» '" favour o theHicy that had formerly prevailed ? What would the friends

o Sir R. Peel have said in 1835 if, when he assumed thegovernment and when the new parliament assembled, he hadk-en called upon to declare that the reform bill was w se, justand necessary V The original free traders were not dLoosedto connive at Derbyite operations any more than werl hewings Notice was at once given by Mr. ViUiersof a mot on
virtually a^^a. mg the ministers, by asserting the doct hie

free trade in terms they could not adopt 'Now' savsMr Gladstone 'we came to a case in which the liberals didmt which had been done by the government in the case ofhe tour Seacs bill
; that is to say, they raised an issuewhich placed us against them. Lord Palmerston moved theamendment which defeated the attack, but he did this athe express request of S. Herbert and mine, and we carried

the amendment to him at his house. He did not recom-mend any particular plan of action, and he willingly acqui-
esced m and adopted ours.' He said he would convey it to

'rtertimt'"' '' '-''^ " ^-« '-' eommuniiations

th.!t" ?a/' vt-^^^'^;^^^
"P''" *^« *^« "^^1 amendments

-

1 1;
^'"''''' ""^''^ *^« '"•"'«^«'-« ''""Id not accept, and

that of Palmerston which they could -Sidney Herbert paid
off some old scores in a speech full of fire and jubilation ; Mr.Ohulstone on the other hand, was elaborately pacific He
arnestly deprecated the language of severity and exaspefa!

nc.n or anything that would tend to embitter party warfare
H..S ilhistrious leader Peel, he said, did indeed look Tor Isrevenge

;
but for what revenge did he look ? Assuredly notor stinging speeches, assuredly not for motions made in

irmhl ^f r '^' '\
Z''^^'

""""' P"'" ""'' degradation to
'e rauKls of honourable men. Were they not celebratingI- obsequies of an obnoxious policy ? Let them cheii nf

'lesire to tra.nple on those who Jiad fought manfuU and
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been defeated fairly. Rather let them rejoice in the great

public good that had been achieved ; let them take courage

from the attainment of that good, for the performance of

their public duty in future. All this was inspired by the

strong hope of conservative reunion. ' Nervous excitement

kept me very wakeful after speaking,' says Mr. Gladstone,

*the first time for many years.' (^Diary.)

Villiers's motion was rejected by 336 to 266, the Peelites

and Graham voting with ministers in the majority. The

Peelite amendment in moderated terms, for which Palmer-

ston stood sponsor, was then carried against the radicals by

468 to 53. For the moment the government was saved.

This evening, Mr. Gladstone writes on the next day, Nov. 27,

I went to Lady Derby's evening party, where Lord Derby took

me a little aside and said he must take the opportunity of thank-

ing me for the tone of my speech last night, which he thought

tended to place the discussion on its right footing. It was evident

from his manner, and Lady Derby's too, that they were highly

pleased with the issue of it. I simply made my acknowledgments

in terms of the common kind, upon which he went on to ask ni(

what in my view was to happen next ? The great object, he said

was to get rid of all personal questions, and to consider how al

those men who were united in their general views of governmen

might Cvjmbine together to carry on with effect. For himself h(

felt both uncertain and indifferent ; he might be able to carry oi

the government or he might not; but the question lay beyon(

that, by what combination or arrangement of a satisfactory nature

in the event of his displacement, the administration of publi

affairs could be conducted.

To this I replied, that it seemed to me that our situation (raeanin

that of Herbert, Goulbum, and others, with myself) in relation t

his government remained much as it was in March and Apri

last. ... y^^ ii?ve to expect your budget, and the productio

of that is the r.ext step. He replied that he much desired t

see whether there was a possibility of any rapprochement, an

seemed to glance at personal considerations as likely perhaps 1

stand in the way [Disraeli, presumably]. I said in reply, that r

doubt there were many difficulties of a personal nature to I
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faced in conoemng of any ministerial combination when we looked chap
at the present House of Commons : many men of power and emi- ^l^^'
nence, but great difficulties arising from various causes, present

'

and past relations, incompatibilities, peculiar defects of character
or failure m bringing them into harmony. I said that, as to rela-'
t.ons of parties, circumstances were often stronger than the human
will

;
that we must wait for their guiding, and follow it He

said, rather decidedly, that he assented to the truth of this doctrine
He added, 'I think Sidney said more last night than he intended,
did he not ?' I answered, ' You mean as to one particular expres^
sion or sentence?' He rejoined, < Yes.' • I said, • I have had no
conversation with him on it, but I think it very probable that he
grew warm and went beyond his intention at that point; at the
same time, I think I ought to observe to you that I am confi-
dent that expression was occasioned by one particular preceding
speech in the debate.' He gave a significant assent, and seemed
to express no surprise.

IV
The respite for ministers was short. The long day ofshadowy promises and delusive dreams was over ; and the

oracular expounder of mysteries was at last gripped by the
hard realities of the taxes. Whigs and Peelites, men who
had been at the exchequer and men who hoped to be, were
all ready at last to stalk down tlieir crafty quarry. With-
out delay Disraeli presented his budget (Dec. 3). As a
private member in opposition he had brought forward many
financial proposals, but it now turned out that none of them
was fit for real use. With a serene audacity that accounts
for some of Mr. Gladstone's repulsion, he told the House that
he had greater subjects to consider 'than the triumph of
obsolete opinions.' His proposals dazzled for a day, and
then were seen to be a scheme of illusory compensations and

abom'jFni^Jill?*'"?.^" P^*"^* ^' '"^^ ?'^h« he believed in those
I ac.,ui the ch^nceior o? Tp^ T*"^; ^ ""'^ '"^""^ ^im of hav^
cljeauer •« fa, .= M the ex- forgotten now what he then wished
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dislocated expedients. He took off half of the malt-tax and

half of the hoi «l"ty' ^^*^ ^" ^^^^^^^ reduced the tea duty

from two shillings and twopence to one shilling. More

important, he broke up the old frame of the income-tux

by a variation of its rates, and as for the house-tax, he

doubled its rate and extended its area. In one of his

fiagmentary notes, Mr. Gladstone says :
—

Having run away from protection, as it was plain from the

first they would do, they had little to offer the land, but that

little their minority was ready to accept. It was a measure

essentially bad to repeal half the malt duty. But the flagrantly

vicious element in Disraeli's budget was his proposal to reduce the

income-tax on schedule D. to fivepence in the pound, leaving

the other schedules at sevenpence. This was no compensation to

the land ; but, inasmuch as to exempt one is to tax another, it was

a distinct addition to the burdens borne by the holders of visible

property. It was on Disraeli's part a most daring bid for the support

of the liberal majority, for we all knew quite well that the current

opinion of the whigs and liberals was in favour of this scheme;

which, on the other hand, was disapproved by sound financiers.

The authority of Pitt and Peel, and then my own study of tlie

subject, made me believe that it was impracticable, and probably

meant the disruption of the tax, with confusion in finance, as an

immediate sequitur. What angered me was that Disraeli had

never examined the question. And I afterwards found that he

had not even made known his intentions to the board of inland

revenue. The gravity of the question thus raised made me feel

that the day was come to eject the government.

It was upon the increase of the house-tax that the great

battle was finally staked. Mr. Gladstone's letters to his

wife at Hawarden bring the rapid and excited scenes vividly

before us.

6 Carlton Gardens, Dec. 3, 1852.— I write from H. of C. at 4^

just expecting the budget. All seem to look for startling and

dangerous proposals. You will read them in the papers of to-

morrow, be they what they may. If there is anything outrageous,

we may protest at once ; but I do not expect any extended debate

to-night. ... The rush for places in the H. of C. is immense.
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Mona<vj, Dec. 6. -On Saturday, in the early part of the day I chaphad a return perhaps caused by the dan,, relaxing weathe: f tL "a
"

neuralg:c pa,n .n ray face, and in the afternoon t long s.t 1 a
""^

Lord Aberdeen's about the budget, during which stra^^ge^ s^vjny inam jhsappear.,, but which kept n.e past the ordiLr^p^t
"«r. Th se were the causes of your having no letter. The aidbudget wdl g,ve rise to serious difficulties. It is plain el "hhat when :ts author announced son.ething loo ning In hed.stanee, he did not mean this plan but son.ething 2re extlrs.ve Even h. reduced scheme, however, includes fudn ell"

^M h. The farst day of serious debate on it will be Friday nextand a vote will be taken either then or on Monday
^ '

Dec. 8.- Be sure to read Lord Derby's speech on Monday Hisreference to the cause of his quarrel with Lord George B n^i"^was most striking, and is interpreted as a rap at Disraeli ."Ce
iUti:s Thl"

'"''^ '^'' ^^'-''''^ '-"'y '^'"^^^ over Pi!bdities. The government, I belieye, talk confidently about thedec,s,on on the house-tax, but I should doubt whether they arer.ght Meantime I am convinced that Disraeli's is the lea t conservative budget I have ever known.

h«fr ^\~^rf ^^"^^^ '"^ '^' "^^*°" °f S°i°g down to-morrowha^ been dissolved It has been arranged that I am not to splaluntil the close of the debate
; and it is considered almost certaingo on tdl Monday. Ministers haye become much less confidentbut I understand that some, I know not how many, of Lord John's

the latter, but my opinion is naught) they cannot carry thishouse-tax nor their budget. But the mischief of the propo alsthey have launched will not die with them.
^

h.f?L^^T^
^''^ ''' ^''** ^*'*'- '^*^°"S^ ** i« Wednesday, Ih ve b^^en down at the House almost all day to unravel a device of

wWh b

about the manner in which the question is to be put ^ywhich he means to catch votes ; and / think after full consu tat on

i„.l
'7''* °"!y serious misunderstand-

"g I ever had with my noble and
nented friend Lord George Ben-mck. which I am happy to say wm

f"7"?Wy removed before his un!
"melydeath-wasupona full and

frank expression of my opinion thatnothing could be more unfitting normore impolitic than to load*with
terms of vituperation thoae fromwhom we are compelled conscien-
tiously to differ ' {Dec. tl).
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with Mahon and Wilson Patten, that this will be accomplished.

The debate may close to-morrow night. I am sorry to say I have

a long speech fermenting in me, and I feel as a loaf might in the

oven. The government, it is thought, are likely to be beaten.

Dec. 16. I have been engaged in the House till close on post

time. Disraeli trying to wriggle out of the question, and get it

put upon words without meaning, to enable more to vote as they

please, i.e. his men or those favourably inclined to him. But he

is beaten in this point, and we have now the right question before

us. It is not now quite certain whether we shall divide to-uight

;

I hope we may, for it is weary work sitting with a speech ferment-

ing inside one.*

Dec. 18.— I have never gone through so exciting a passage of

parliamentary life. The intense efforts which we made to obtain,

and the government to escape, a definite issue, were like a fox

chase, and prepared us all for excitement. I came home at seven,

dined, read for a quarter of an hour, and actually contrived (only

think) to sleep in the fur cloak for another quarter of an hour
;
got

back to the House at nine. Disraeli rose at 10.20 [Dec. 16], and

from that moment, of course, I was on tenterhooks, except when his

superlative acting and brilliant oratory from time to time absorbed

me and made me quite forget that I had to follow him. He spoke

until one. His speech as a whole was grand ; I think the most

powerful I ever heard from him. At the same time it was dis-

graced by shameless personalities and otherwise ; I had therefore

to begin by attacking him for these. There was a question

whether it would not be too late, but when I heard his per-

sonalities I felt there was no choice but to go on. My great

object was to show the conservative party how their leader was

hoodwinking and bewildering them, and this I have the happiness

of believing that in some degree I effected ; for while among some

there was great heat and a disposition to interrupt me when they

could, I could see in the faces and demeanour of others quite other

1 ' We had a preliminary debate to

have the whole resolution put, instead

of the preamble only, which was
ultimately agreed to. and placed the

question more fairly before the public,

Disraeli making the extraordinary

declaration that though the proposal

was for doubling the house-tax, rm-

body was bound by that vote to do

so. It was an attempt at a shuffle in

order to catch votes from his own
people, and to a certain extent it

succeeded.'— Halifax Papers, lH.5y.
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feemgs expressed. But it was a most difficult operation, and alto chapgether.t n,.ght have been better effected. The House has not" vltl"'
thmk been so u.uch excited for years. The power of his spee h

^7^
and the ,n.pox.anee of the issue, combined with the latene «;

^^•^^•

the hour, wluch always operates, were the causes. My brain lasstrung v.ry h,gh. and has not yet quite got back to caln, but sInwell last n,ght Oa Thursday night [U. Friday n.orning] atwo hours of sleep, I awoke, and ren.einbered a gross on^ss.on Ihad made, whichworked upon ,ne so that I could not rest anrZeAnd stxll, of course, the time is an anxious one, and I wake ^hthe consciousness of it, but I am very well and really not unquietVhen X came home from the House, I thought it would be g.^or me to be mortified. Next morning I opened the TnJX'Z
I thought you would buy, and .as mortified when I saw it ^dnot contain my speech but a mangle.1 abbreviation. Su h

'
human nature, at least mine. IJut in the Tines of today

"
Mil see a very curious article descriptive of the last scene of tliedebate. It has evidently been written by a man who must h vseen what occurred, or been informed by those who did see Heby no means says too much in praise of Disraeli's speech.

'

I amtold he is much stung by what I said. I am very sorry it fell t^me o say It; God knows I have no wish to give'him pai„ „di^ally with my deep sense of his gifts I would only pray thevmight be well used. ^ ^ ^ ®^

herTir"*!,'
'" •?' P'"" *" ^''°™ *^« ^i«t°rio"8 oratorhere refers describes how, 'like two of Sir Walter Scott'schampions these redoubtable antagonists gathered up alheir force for the final struggle, and%ncounfered eaVothem mid-career; how, rather equal than like, each side viewedhe struggle of their chosen athletes, as if to prognostilterom the war of words the fortunes of two partiesTn eWbalanced and marshalled in apparently equal array MrDisraelis speech,' he says, 'was in every r'espect wonhy oih.8 oratorical reputation. The retorts were pointed andb.tter, die hits telling, the sarcasm keen, the argument "n

iefects ofT r"" ^"""^-^balanced by no less glaringdefects of tone, temper, and feeUng. In some passages
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invective was pushed to the limit of virulence, and in others,

meant no doubt to relieve them by contrast, tlie coarser

stimulants to laughter were very freely applied. Occasion-

ally whole sentences were delivered with an artificial voice

and a tone of studied and sardonic bitterness, peculiarly

painful to the audience, and tendinjjf greatly to diminish tlie

effect of this great intelktual and physical effort. Tlie

speech of Mr. Gladstone was in marked contrast. It was

characterised throughout by the most earnest sincerity. It

was pitched in a high tone of moral feeling— now rising to

indignation, now sinking to remonstrance— which was sus-

tained throughout without flagging and without effort. The

language was less ambitious, less studied, but more natural

and flowing than that of Mr. Disraeli; and though com-

mencing in a tone of stern rebuke, it ended in words of

almost pathetic expostulation. . . . That power of persuasion

.vhich seems entirely denied to his antagonist, Mr. Glad-

stone possesses to great perfection, and to judge by the

countenances of his hearers, those powers were very success-

fully exerted. He had, besides, the imme.ise advantage

resulting from the tone of moral superiority which he

assumed and successfully maintained, and whii.h conciliated

to him the goodwill of his audience in a degree never

attained by the most brilliant sallies of his adversary, and

when he concluded the House might well feel pre ;d of him

and of themselves.'

A violent thunderstorm raged during the ''ebate, but thj

excited senators neither noticed the flashes of lightning nor

heard a»tremendous shock of thunder. A little before four

o'clock in the morning (Dec. 17), the division was taken,

and ministers were beaten by nineteen (305 to 286). 'There

was an immense crowd,' says Macaulay, ' a deafening cheer

when Hayter took the right hand of the row of tellers, and

a still louder cheer when the numbers were lead.' ^

A small incident occurred a few nights later to show that it

was indeed high time to abate the passions of these six years

and more. A politician of secondary rank had been accused

of bribery at Derby, and a band of tory friends thought the

» Trevelyan, ii. p. 331.
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moment opportune to give him a banquet at the Carlton

made some courteous reulv I.nt ... ^i
^^Udstone

"^uo lepi^, out as the renorter trnlv «a,-

.

courtesy to eentrv in th; i

^I'-'K-^r iruiy sa\s,

"..M w,., trivia but it ilM,™,"°
"" '^''"' "«"''•

striking reflectio, 'of Co e
'W," """"',"""" »""

l..petmtecl „„ Sumner i,Z Set eV'u" K
° ""'"""

i.-t,. .T,„t outage,- heiid T;o'p™„?';;ft„S

Mr^ Gladstone wrote to his wife, 'Lord Derby has £mabng a most petulant and intemperate speech nZHouse of Lords on his resignation ; such that NeTcastle walobhged to nse after hi., and contradict the charge o combmation; whde nothing could be better in tempfr feeZ'

d V ded the combination that had overthrown him fntofirst, various gradations of liberalism from 'high arilc atiV

e«<l. and I M,eve d„ ,t,n profe^, conservative opinio^.-
7-..,»,Dec2a,18M. i,«,„, p. 3,5.

JUt.U.
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Mr. Disraeli, on the contrary, with infinite polish and

grace asked pardon for the flying words of debate, and drew

easy forgiveness from the member whom a few hours before

he had mocked as 'a weird sibyl'; the other member wliom

he would not say he greatly respected, but whom he greatlv

regarded ; and the third member whom he bade learn that

petulance is not sarcasm, aad insolence is not invective.

Lord John Russell congratulated him on the ability and the

gallantry with which he had conducted the struggle, and so

the curtain feU. The result, as the great newspaper put it

with journalistic freedom, was 'not merely the victory of a

battle, but of a war; not a reverse, but a conquest. The

vanquished have no principles which they dare to assert, nc.

leaders whom they can venture to trust.'

^i >.
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The materials necessary for a sound judgment of facts are not
found m the success or failure of underukings ; exact knowledge
of the situation that has provoked them forms no inconsiderable
element of history. — Mettebkicu.

England was unconsciously on the eve of a violent break CHAPm the peace that had been her fortunate lot for nearly fortv '•

years. To the situation that preceded this signal event, a ^7^
judicious reader may well give his attention. Some of the
particulars may seem trivial. In countries governed by
party, what those out of the actualities of the fray reckon
trivial often count for much, and in the life of a man
destined to be a conspicuous party leader, to pass them
by would be to leave out real influences.

The first experiment in providing the country with a tory
government had failed. That alliance between whig and
Peehte which Lord John the year before had been unable to
effect, had become imperative, and at least a second experi-
ment was to be tried. The initial question was who should
be head of the new government. In August, Lord Aberdeen
had written to Mr. Gladstone in anticipation of the Derbyite
defeat

:
' If high character and ability only were required,

you would be the person ; but I am aware th;it for the pres-
ent at least this would not be practicable. Whether it
would be possible for Newcastle or me to undertake the
concern is more than I can say.' Other good reasons apart,

443
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it is easy to see that Mr. Glatlstone's attitude in thinps

ecclesiastical put him out of court, and though he had niadf

a conspicuous mark not only, as Lord Aberdeen said, hy

character nd ability but by liljerality of view especially in

the region of colonial reform, still he liad as yet had no good

opportunity for showing an independent capacity for hand-

ling great affairs.

Not any less impossible was Lord John. Shortly before

the occasion arose, a whig intimate told him plainly that

reconstruction on the basis of his old government was out of

the question. ' Lord John's answer was a frank acceptance

of that opinion ; and he was understood to say that the

composition of the next government must be mainly from

the ranks of the Peelites ; he evidently looV'd forward to

being a member of it, but not the head. When various

persons were named as possible heads. Lord Aberdeen was

distinctly approved, Graham was distinctly rejected, New-

castle was mentioned without any distinct opinion expressed.

We [Aberdeen and Gladstone] were both alike at a loss to

know whether Lord John had changed his mind, or had all

along since his resignation been acting with this view. All

his proceedings certainly seem to require an opposite con-

struction, and to contemplate his own leadership.'^

Lord Palmerston was determined not to serve again under

a minister who had with his own hand turned him out of

office, and of whose unfitness for the first post he was at the

moment profoundly convinced. He told a Peelite friend

that Lord John's love of popularity would always lead him

into scrapes, and that his way of suddenly announcing new

policies (Durham letter and Edinburgh letter) without con-

sulting colleagues, could not be acquiesced in. Besides the

hostility of Palmerston and his friends, any government

with the writer of the Durham letter at its head must have

the hostility of the Irishmen to encounter. The liberal

attitude of the Peelites on the still smouldering question of

papal aggression gave Aberdeen a hold on the Irish such as

nobody else could have.

Another man of great eminence in the whig party might

1 Memo, by Mr. Gladstone ol a conversation with Aberdeen.
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have taken the helm, but Lord L""n^'Jowne was seventy-two
ami was supposed to ha>-e formally retired from office fo
ever. The leader of the Peelites visited the patrician whig
at Lansdowne House, and each begged the other to under-
take the uncoveted post. Lord Al^nleen gave a slow
asHon

. I rev.ously understa.iding from Lord John that hewotUd join, Aberdeen accepted the Queen's conmnssion toform a government. He hu,l a harassed week. At fir .t thesun shone.
» Lord John consents,' wrote Mr. Gladsto.., -

, his
wife at Hawarden, 'and has behaved very well. Pal,,,', ton
refuses, which is a serious blow. To-morrow I think we
•shall get t.) detailed arrangements, about which I do not
expect extraordinary difficulty. Hut I suppose Palmerston
IS ooking to become the leader of a Derby opposition

; and
without him, or rather with him between us and die con-
servatives, 1 cannot but say the game will be a very difficult
one to play. It is uncertain whether I shall be chancellor
of the exchequer or secretary for the colonies ; one of thetwo I think certain!.-; and the exch'T,uer will certainly
come to Graham or me.'

^

Within a few hours angry squalls all but capsized the
boat. Lord John at first had sought consolation in an
orthodox historical parallel-the case of Mr. Fox, though
at the head o the largest party, leading the Commons under
Lord GrenviUe as head of the government. Why should he,
then, refuse a position that Fox had accepted ? But friends
often m his case the most mischievous of advisers, reminded
nni what sort of place he would hold in a cabinet in which
the chief posts were filled by men not of his own party.
Lor.l John himself thought, from memories of Bishop Hamp-
den and other ecclesiastical proceedings, that Mr. Gladstone
would be his sharpest opponent. Then as the days passed,
he found deposition from first place to second more bitter
than he had expected. Hisfric and literary consolation can
seldom be a sure sedative against the stings of political ambi-

7\ !-^
"^^^"^ ^'' "^"'^ ^''^'y *^^«1^« '>o»'-«' and made

infinite difficulties. When these were with much travail
appeased, difficulties were made on behalf of others. The
sacred caste and their adherents were up in arms, and a

CHAP,

JEr. 44.

^*- -;i
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bitter cry arose that all the good things were going to tlio

I'eelites, only the leavings to thu whigs. Lord John doubt-

less remembered what Fox had Kiid when the ministry of

All the TulentH was nrade,— ' We ai-e three in a bed.' Disraeli

now remarked sardonically, 'The cake is Unt small.' To reali.se

the scramble, the reiuler may think of the venerable carp

that date from Henry IV. and Sully, struggling for breu<l

in the fish-ponds of the palace of Fontainebleau. The whigs

of this time were men of intellectual retinement ;
they hud

a genuine regard for good government, and a decent fiiitli

in reform ; but when we chide the selfishness of machine

politicians hunting office in motlern democracy, let us con-

sole ourselves by recalling the rapacity of our oligarchies.

» It is melancholy,' muses Sir James Graham this Christinas

in his journal, ' to see how little fitness for office is regarded

on all sides, and how much the public employments are

treated as Iwoty to Ije divided among successful combatants.'

Vfom that point of view, the whig case was strong. 'Of

330 members of the House of Commons,' wrote Lord John

to Aberdeen, ' 270 are whig and radical, thirty are Irish

brigade, thirty are Peelites. To this party of thirty you

propose to give seven seats in cabinet, to the whigs and

radicals five, to Lord Palraerston one.' In the end there

were six whigs, as many Peelites, and one radical. The

case of four important offices out of the cabinet was just us

heartrending : three were to go to the thirty Peelites, and

one to the two hundred and seventy just persons. ' I am

afraid,' cried Lord John, 'that the liberal party will never

stand this, and that the storm will overwhelm me.' Whig

pride was deeply revolted at subjection to a prime minister

whom in their drawing-rooms they mocked as an old tory.

In the Aberdeen cabinet, says Mr. Gladstone, 'it may be

thought that the whigs, whose party was to supply five-

sixths or seven-eighths of our supporters, had less than their

due share of power. It should, however, be borne in mind

that they had at this juncture in some degree the character

of an used up, and so far a discredited, party. Without

doubt they were sufferers from their ill-conceived and

mischievous Ecclesiastical Titles Act. Whereas we, the
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Peelites had l>een for hIx an.l « l.alf ytan. out of office, and CHAPluid uiK)n U8 tJ.e gloss of freshnoNs.' I

Lord l«almer«ton n-fus^d to join the coalition, on the
^^

honourul. e ground th.t for ^any years he and Aberdeenud HUHHl a^ the antipodes to one another in the n.omentous
d .urtment of foreign affairs. I„ fact he looked in another

T 7) 1'"'
f'""•^««"-«"--ll coalition broke down,

either before they began the journey or very so<.n afterLord erby m.ght come back with a reconstructed tean.

in -7 /"'""'^ "' '^' ^'"™"»°"« ^ «^"'tre party
that should include the Peelites He was believed to havesomething of this kind in view when he eonsonte,! to move
the amendment brought to him by Gladstone and Herbertm ^ovember and he was bitterly disappointed at the new
alliance of that eminent piir Avith Lord John. With the
tones he was on excellent terms. Pall Mall was alive with
tales of the anger and disgust of the Derbyites against
Mr. Disraeli, who had caused them first to throw over their
principles and then to lose their p'aces. The county con-
stituencies and many conservative boroughs were truly
related to be sick of the man who had promised marveb
as looming in the future,' and then like a bad jockey had
brought the horse upon its knees. Speculative minds cannot
but be tempted to muse upon the difference that the sunflr-
session by Lord Palmerston of this extraordinary genius at
that moment might have made, both to the career of Disraeli
himself, and to the nation of which he one dav became for
a space the supreme ruler. Cobden and Bright let it be
understood that they were not candidates for office. 'Our
day has not come yet,' Bright said to Graham, and the
representative of the radicals in the cabinet was Sir William
Molesworth. In their newspaper the radicals wrote rather
stiffly and jealously. In the end Lord Palmerston changed
ms mind and joined.

It was three days before the post of the exchequer was
n led. Mr. Gladstone in his daily letter to Hawarden writes

:

At headquarters I understandthey say, "Mr. G. destroyed the
budget, so he ought to make a new one." However we are
trying to press Graham into that service.' The next day it
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was settled. From Osborne a letter had come to Lord

Aberdeen: 'The Queen hopes it may be possible to give

the chancellorship of the exchequer to Mr. Gladstone, and

to secure the continuance of Lord St. Leonards as cluui-

cellor.'i Notwithstanding the royal wish, 'we pressed it,"

says Mr. Gladstone, 'on Graham, but he refused point

blank.' Graham, as we know, was the best economist in

the administration of Peel, and Mr. (iladstone's frequent

references to him in later times on points of pure iinance

show the value set upon his capacity in this department.

His constitutional dislike of high responsibility perhaps

intervened. Mr. Gladstone himself would cheerfully have

returned to the colonial office, but the whigs suspected

the excesses of his colonial liberalism, and felt sure that lie

would sow the tares of anglicanism in these virgin fields. So

before Christmas day came, Mr. Gladstone accepted what

was soon in influence the second post in the government.^

and became chancellor of the exchequer.

Say what they would, the parliamentary majority was

unstable as water. His own analysis of the House of

Commons gave 270 British liberals, not very compact, and

the radical wing of them certiin to make occasions of com-

bination against the government, especially in finance. The

only other party avowing themselves general supporters of

the government were the forty Peelites— for at that figure

he estimated them. The ministry, therefore, were in a

minority, and a portion even of that minoritv not always

to be depended on. The remainder of the House he divided

into forty Irish brigaders, bent on mischief ; from fifty to

eighty conservatives, not likely to join in any factious

vote, and not ill-disposed to the government, but not to

be counted on either for attendance or confidence ; finally,

the Derby opposition, from 200 to 250, ready to follow Mr.

Disraeli into any combination for turning out the government.

It thus appears, if we strike out the fifty conservatives faintly

iThe practical impossibility of

retaining this learned man, the

Derbyito chancellor, upon the coali-

tinn wnnlsack, is an illuntration of the

tenacity of the modern party system.

« It was not until the rise of Mr.

Gladstone that a chancellor of tlie

exchequer, not being prime minister,

stood at this high level.
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favourable, that we have a government w,>l. qin
liable on occasions, which ^^rn^a^:!: o he^^^^^^^^ ^"i^^'

most of th
'° 'T"'"" °' -''^ ^^-b>-it«« -nd brigaders ""^most of them ready to go all lengths S.ml, a

'^''"®'^^>'' ^t. 44.

ea,.„o. be «W .„'^. ...e'ot!;denca"„ hfZr:;Common, ,„ the full comtitational »,„».•
"°"^ "'

1 he general course seemed smonfJi P„i ^ , ,

Uo„a ..r, „e,. ..ill. But „ cabinet finally comp«ed It
1'

each other,- one of .hem «id, . ...I,::":" flLmtrSet''

and the, have a perfect gentllnla
*

'the ^L^d'"wlH
o.r«.°i„en r^

"''°""' "°' """^ «!*; i;othera. The head of tlie new government described it to .fr end aa -a great ex,«riment, hitherto unattemntVd and „?wluch the ,ucoe» must be considered doubtW but' L ,hme.nt,m the public had regarded i. witrsiL^Ur favour

'

To the kmg of the Belgian,, Aberdeen wrote : ?CtoZ il

cvte ot moderation and neace'- anA tr. n ,l .,

position which we desired srseeEnln^ '' *^'* '*'^«

nations of Europe was to Zft) ^"^^^"^/'^'^"Py '-^^ong the

Mlute-dTte-torlT °' *« ^'^ P'"
' It is strong,' Sir Francis Baring wrote fn !,,•« o«„ , •

talent- nnn« fi,„4. T
t"'ig wrote to his son, 'in personaltaient, none that I can remember stronger, though the h^^^A of

.^p*fX;-rin!;^'tr"™'4"'-

"

liix..„i
country, I believe, wanted a moderatPlil)eral government, and a fusion nf u»^.„i

"»oaeraie

,, 1 X ,-,
lusion or liberal conservati^'Pi nnri
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parts : Palmetston is degraded, Gladstone will struggle for power

C John cannot be comfortable. It is weak in the discordant

Ltecieuts of the cabinet ; they must all make some sacrifices and

n uncomfortably. It is weak in the support. I do not mean

Te numbers, but the class of supporters. The Peehtes are forty

;

tey wTll haU the liberals on the one side and the couservatxves

It the other. The whigs of the cabinet wiU be anxious to sa.s y

the former ; the Peelites (Gladstone especially) the other. Thej

Zl weak in their church views. The protestants look on those

who voted against the Aggression bill with distrust
;

tl.

Tvangelicals oTGladstone and S. Herbert with dislike I dcni

pretend to be a prophet, but it is always well to put down what

Ton expect and to compare these expectations with results. My

ZPTeis that Gladstone wUl, before long, leave the govern-

ment or that he will break it up.'

'

Long afterwards Mr. Gladstone himself said this of the

coalition :
—

I must say of this cabinet of Lord Aberdeen's that in its

deliberations it never exhibited the marks of its du^ origi^^

J.
W. Molesworth, its radical member, seemed to ^e Pra^ticaU)

mther nearer in colour to the Peelites than to the whigs. There

:L sr:T:idiosyncrasies without doubt Lord Palmerston

Tho was home secretary, had in him some tendencies which nught

have been troublesome, but for a long time ^e-^e/^f ««' " '''

t instance, a complete error to suppose that he -ked the cabin

to treat the occupation of the Principalities as a casus belh. Lou

Russell shook the position of Lord Aberdeen by action m-

capricious and unhappy. But with the general course of affai.

Z had no connection; and even in the complex and tor uou

,„ovements of the Eastern negotiations, the cabinet never fell into

two camps. That question and the war were fatal to it. In itself

I hardly ever saw a cabinet with greater promise of endurance.

n

Acceptance of office vacated the Oxford seat, »nd the daj

after Hhristmas a thunderbolt fell upon the new chancellor

I From the Baring paper,, for which I am indebted to the kindness of

Lord Northbrook.
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o many others whom I respect and love. I have to stateo you as one of your constituents, that from hL S
n er^ Hf Oxrf^"" '"^ ^'^'^ ^^ representative of tl
lirstatLs ?h.. ;

" r ' P"^'^' "^°-' ''^'' Gladstone'sprotestations that church patrouatre wnnlH K^ „ r •

Lord Aberdeen', hand, ., i uTd^T-^ ^ Tk ° '"

1- hi,t„r, di.pen,ed „Uh .he n:l,'J;'//j„tLroZassurances of his own fidplifv • fi,„* u-
i'™""<'»ng other

eouM not Shake it-:ifS;:ri^rfS^^^^^^^^
and flagrant fact ihat he would henceforth be the r ateand partner m council of Lord John Russell th^ T
^^or8e still, of Molesworth, sometimes denounced as aSocinian, sometimes as editor of the atheist Hobbes but in

Tit T?* P"^''" *° ^^^I""- *h« ^hur.h pat onag of

thoS:'
^?^"*^^- yy « d«^-e less shocking'washe thought of the power of filling bishoprics and deaneries

27'.<™ upon «.e chtrorZ-'Jrie'il-nTS

"fa concert or combination between the Peelile^ JZ Mh

wny this should cause much soreness amone his Ovfnr^supporter.^ .No doubt,' he said, 'they will rfmember thatvowed before and during the last election a wiTh to findpolicy and measures of the government such as woudjustify me m giving them my support Th«f ^,7^ tmerely entertained. But the main'qCion ,v wheLe concert or combination alleged to have taken pTacefo'

fact or fiction. I have not the slightest hesitation in
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Stating to you that it is a fiction. Evidence for the only

presufn>tion in its favour was this-that we voted agamst

he budget of Mr. Disraeli in strict conformity with every

principle of finance we had professed through our political

fives and with the policy of former finance ^^n^^^^^f J^"™
the time of Mr. Pitt, against the " new principles .nd new

policies
" which Mr. Disraeli declared at Aylesoury his inten-

tion to submit to the House of Commons-a pledge which I

admit that he completely redeemed.'

^

All this was true enough, but what people saw was that

the first fruits of the victory were a coalition with the whigs

who by voting with ViUiers had from the first shown their

predetermination against ministers. As Northcote humor

ously said, Mary Stuart could never get over the presump-

tion'^whicii her marriage with Bothwell immediately raised

as to the nature of her previous connection with him It i.

hard to deny that, as the world goes, the Oxford tones

clerical a, •• lay might think they had a case Lord Derby

was the v..
•' minister, and Mr. Gladstone had been a chie

instrument in turning him out. That was the one salient

fact, and the political flock is often apt to see a thing with

a more single eye than their shepherds.

A candidate was found in Mr. Perceval, son of the torj

prime minister who had met a tragic death forty years

before. The country clergy were plied with instigations and

solicitations, public and private. No absurdity was too

monstrous to set afloat. Mr. Gladstone had seceded to the

episcopal church of Scotland. He had long ceased tob a

communicant. He was on close and intimate terms w.th

Cardinal Wiseman. He had incited the pope to persecute

Protestants at Florence. In this vein a flight of angry articles

and circulars descended on every parsonage where there ^vas

an Oxford master of arts with his name still on the universitv

books. At the beginning the enemy by a rush were ma

majority, but they were speedily beaten out of it. At the end

of six days, in spite of frenzied efforts no more than 1330

votes out of a constituency of 3600 had been recorded. & il

the indomitable men insisted on the legal right of keeping the

1 Times, December 23, 1862.
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^T.44
justly comoled .hem,elv« by lc„ a,L ttt 7°'
".ajority w., only .i, p., „,„.. ^„, ^"votfp„W brL'

ne>v experiment of conservative-liberali m and wise and

...red „uh p1 ,„. i„^::t :jp^er.L:,y7 rtr;

ave seen alre«ly ho. when he i, ,v.,king .nft^uldL paft

cter and motion. Slowness explains some qualities in histenry and oratorieri form, which was often «,drpeci.nv

„,... • r . V i'*''^"'^^" that his seemmsr mvstificatinn«

T Vnoi TV'"."r'* °' ^ ^^••^">' embarraied udgm nt

b U r -^^'r™'"*'
dissenters' chapels, iewish dTs!b hties, cathohc bishoprics, nobody could r^n more strLht

&L1;[ -f -- ;--^»^ stride "xLTbT^t'
Gl..7/ ? P ''^ ^n>^>^elh, Palmerstons, Grahams MrGladstone, after all, was the least unlikely of them "o tur*
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out a thoroughgoing man of the people.' These anticipations

ordelcrry there is no sign that Mr. Gladstone hxmse f,

t ttTaSt degree, shared The newspapers, meanwh. .

were aU but unanimous in declarmg that 'if experience,

Xt industry, and virtue, are the attributes required for

talent, inausirj,
^ coalition goveru-

the government of this empire, ineu t

xnent would be one of the best that England had ever

seen.

in

Mr Gladstone's dislike and distrust of the intrusion not

on^of the rude secular arm, but of anything temporal jn^^^

thfsphere of spiritual things, had been marked enough n

h oTX of battle at Oxford between the trac^a^^^^^^^^^^

the heads, though it was less manifest in th« ^^r^^^^^^^^

In 1853 he found occasion for an honourable exhibition ut

he InUng feeling. Maurice had got into t-^^^^^^^^

the authorities at King's College by essays in which he a^ as

aken to hold that the'eternity of
th^rb'treThi t^W

wicked is a superstition not warranted by the TJ»'^ty-mne

Irtcles 1 movement followed in the council of the col eg

foout Maurice from his professorial chair. M. Gladsto^

took great pains to avert the st-^e -d here is the story^.

he told it to his brother-in-law. Lord Lyttelton .
-

To Lord Lyttelton.

Oct 29 1853.-I remained in town last Thursday in order to

attend the council of K.C., ana as itr .. ,

I was afraid of a very precipitous preceding,
^^^^^^^^^^^

my fears have been verified. The motion earned was the Bi
1^

r^n:r ::r-:i:^^^ iAo the .... ..

L Sements on certain points contained in Maunce^sla^t ess.

are of a dangerous character, and that his --««*- -*^;

theoloc^ of the school ought not to continue. ^.^^^^^^
^

lament that the bishop be requested to appo^^ -p^-
theologians who should personally examine how far tue statemen
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Of Mr. Maurice were conformable to or at variance with fh- *i,
creeds and the formularies of the church o?rgl7Ldhou" '^^^•
makeareportuponthem,and that the bishop shLTdt^^^t ^

"--
to communicate with the council. For m^Jlf T fi„^ Y ^„^ ^t. 44.

parts of What MauHce has writtenZ7Z 1 Tl^^Z'Zquite certain the council had not been'able to, rZcir T^eonsideiation alone seemed tome to show that herwere Juna condition to proceed with a definite judgment iTonr ^
suffieiently certain what his view as ai^r^ ^ ven ifwere otherwise competent to judge whether it i, Z^7' u I

opinions were in real contrariety to some artieirof the Mith I

S t:t ;
^
'/'-'

'r'-'
°" ^^^^^^ p-^s of what jsaid that his friends might be able in the meantime to arrang^m /om«/„ concordlce which might avert the scandal andmSefof the dismissal. Sir J. Patteson, Sir B. Brodie, and M^ Greensupported the amendment, but the majority went the other ^aTnd much was I grieved at it. I am not inclined to abate theogniatic profession of the church-on the contrary, nothingwouM

|"di^ce me to surrender the smallest fraction of it; b^t wliile

d ImaTT . ^"y P"^-t« or local opinion into the region of

n a trial of this kind, irrespective of the high character and dist nguished powers of the person charged in this particular case as'If he were indicted for murder."
^^"^cuiar case, as

Mr'aUf"'""'^'; ''^." '^' ^^''^'^ h^'-^t'^ ^-« dead,

1884?
' V ""*' °^ ^^™ *" ^'- M«emillan (April 111884): 'Maurice IS indeed a spiritual splendour, to borrow

sSronli^r T' '' ^""^'"^'
«^« ^^'^^constitution had long been, and still is. to me a c^ood deil
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of an enigma. When I remember what ia said ami

thought of him, and by whom, I feel that this must be

greatly my own fault.' Some years after the affair at

King's College, Maurice was appointed to Vere Street,

and the attack upon him was renewed. Mr. Gladstone

was one of those who signed an address of recognition

and congratulation.



CHAPTER II

THE TRIUMPH OF 18fi8

(18S3)

w! j!!!
°°! ~"«''' *" ''"^'' »•'« ''"fic^ltiea of our portion

class amtinat . »/>»!..- «
e-^ucu uy any aegire to set oneClass against another. —Glamtoke (1853).

m„,itl ,
'^°f°°«»-tke bold and p.»i„„.te Frenchm,s.,c, fallen angel o( hh ehnrch, most nTvinB of mT,.p.r,t„.l .ragedie, of that day of heroic ideali,te.

^
On Hbrnary 3 he moved into the house of the chancellorof the exchequer m that best known of all street. Jk,T°

Se hi H .f?'
^'''^ "^ ^'^^ P"*'"'^ '-f^ that laybetore him. He had a correspondence with Mr. Disraelihis predecessor, on the valuation of the furniture t
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wSt.M.
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the official bou8e. There was question, also, of the robe

that passes down under some law of exchange from one

chancellor to another on an apparently unsett ed footing.

T' . tone on this high concern was not wholly amicable.

Mr. Gladstone notes especially in his diary that he wrote

a draft of one of his letters on a Sunday, as being I

Buppose, the day most favourable to self-control
;

while

Mr Dtsiaeli at last suggests that Mr. Gladstone should

really consult Sir Charles Wood, 'who is at least a man

of the world.' Such are the angers of celestial muuV

At an early cabinet (Feb. 5) he began the battle that lasted

in various shapes all the rest of his life. It was °n a .iuest.o.i

of reducing the force in the Pacific. ' L^'^.^be'^deen Gran-

ville, MoleLorth, and I were for it. We failed.' ^^ hat was

the case for this particular retrenchment I do not know, nor

does it matter. Fiercer engagements, and many of them,

were to follow. Meanwhile he bent all the energies of his

mind to the other front of financial questions-to raising

money rather than expending it, a ^ ^^.th unweaiie.l

industry applied himself to solve the problem of redis-

tributing the burdens and improving the machinery of

^Tmany years circumstances had given to finance a

lively and commanding place in popular interest. The

protracted discussion on the corn law, conducted not only

in senate and cabinet, but in country market-places and

thronged exchanges, in the farmer's ordinary and at huge

gatherings in all the large towns in the kingdom had

SedTveiT class in the community. The battle between

free trade and protection, ending in a revolution of our com.

mercial system, had awakened men to the enormous tiu h

as to which they are always so soon ready to relapse n

slumber, that budgets are not merely affairs of arithmetic

but in a thousand ways go to the root of the prospeii j
o

individuals, the relations of classes, and the strength o

kingdoms. The finance of the whigs in the years aft

the Reform bill had not only bewildered parhament, bu

had filled merchants, bankers, shipowners, manufacturer

shopkeepers, and the whole array of general taxpayers wit
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perplex.^ and d«may. Peel recovered a financial equilib- chapnun, and restored public confidence, but Peel wj'gone "^
The whig, who followed him after 1846 had once mZ ""^^
laboured under an unlucky .tar in thi« vital sphei^Tf

""'**•

national affairs. They performed the unexampled fe^^ obringing forward four budgets in a single vear, the fir^t

mii"; "XlltlV^'l
'"'" ^"-'''i-lf - Primminister. By 1851 floundering had reached a climaxHnance had thus discredited one historical party; it hadbroken up the other. It was finance that overthrew weakgovernments and hindei^d the possibility of a strong one

Pee "tr^ern!: T' ,""'^""^ °^ *" *^'« -«^"-ts of
1 eel, tried his own hand m 1852. To have the geniusand the patience of a great partisan chief is one gif^and

a vast diversified society like the United Kingdom demandpowers of a different order. The defeat of Mr. Dis^^S
budget at the end of 1852 seemed to complete the cS ofiscal confusion. Every source of public income wis theobjec of assault. Eveiy indirect tax was to be reduced owept away and yet no two men appeared to agree upont^ principles of the direct taxes that were to ^ke thSrpkce. The window duty, the paper duty, the tax onadvertisements the malt-tax, the stamp o/ marine Lu"ances, were all to vanish, but even the most zealous

of thTHr'' Tr^"'' "" ^" '^' ^'''^- The order-book
of the House of Commons was loaded with motions about

on^-r^nf:
^"'^ '" '™P"''"^^* committee sat in 1851 toonsider all the questions connected with the possibilityof Its readjustment and amendment. They could not evenframe a report. The belief that it was essentially uniust t^jn,.se the tax at one and the same rate upon perinent an^

the hberal party. Discussions arose all through this perioddescending not only to the elementaiy princLes of taSu)n, but, ^ Mr. Gladstone said, almost to the fi^t princ pbJ

t^::trT' '*^'"' "^^^^ '^'^^^^^'^^ niinisLale"^ms ment, adjournment after adjournment of a decisionupon fundamental maxims of national taxation -such wa^
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the bewildered scene. At last a statesman appeared, a

financier almost by accident (for, as we have seen, it was by

no special choice of hia own that Mr. Gladstone went to

the exchequer), but a financier endowed with a practical

imagination of the highest class, with a combination of the

spirit of vigorous analysis and the spirit of vigorous system,

with the habit of unflagging toil, and above all, with the

gift of indomitable courage. If anybody suggested the re-

appointment of Hume's committee, the idea was wisely

dismissed. It was evidenUy, as Graham said, the duty of

the executive government to lead the way and to guide

public opinion in a matter of this crucial importance. It

seemed impossible and unworthy to avoid a frank declara-

tion about the income-tax. He was strongly of opinion

(March 16) that a larger measure would be carried with

greater certainty and ease than simple renewal ;
and that

a combination of income-tax, gradually diminishing to a

fixed term of extinction, with reduction of the interest of

debt, and a review of the probate and legacy duties, afforded

the best ground for a financial arrangement both successful

and creditable. It was strong ideas of this kind that en-

couraged Mr. Gladstone to build on a broad foundation.

The nature of hia proceedings he set out in one of the

most interesting of his political memoranda:—

The liberals were, to all appearance, pledged to the reconstruc-

tion of the tax by their opinions, ana the tones by their party

following. The small fraction of Peelites could probably be

relied upon the other way, and some few individuals with financial

knowledge and experience. The mission of the new government

was described by Lord Aberdeen in the House of Lords as a

financial mission, and the stress of it thus lay upon a person very

ill-prepared. My opinions were with Peel; but under such

circumstances it was my duty to make a close and searching

investigation into the whole nature of the tax, and make up my

mind whether there was any means of accepting or compounding

with the existing state of opinion. I went to work, and laboured

very hard. When I had entered gravely upon my financial

studies, I one day had occasion— I know not what— to go into the
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citj and to caJl upon Mr. Samuel Gumey. to whom experienceand character had given a high position there. He a«kJmewith.n e«»t a.K,ut my preparations for my budget ; and he ..i^^^ethmg I w,

1 venture to urge, whatever your plan is, -let it tes.mple.' I was a man much disposed to defer'to autlrity andlattached we.ght to this advice. But as I went furth^ a„dfurther mto my subject, I became more and more con "led that

^
an honest steward, I had no option but to propose th ene'Sof the tax m .ts uniform shape. I constructrmuch elXrItea gu.^nt m support of my pro,x>sition, which I knew it wo^^.^

difficult to answer. But I also knew that no amount of unassistSargument would suffice to overcome the obstacles in my "y 11that th.s could only l^e done by large compensationst myaccompanying projKJsitions. So I was led legitimately on Z
on, until I had framed the most complicated'let "eve"' su^mitted to parliament.

Truly has it been said that there is something repulsiye tohuman nature m the simple reproduction of defect buZt^^Certainly xf anything can be more odious than a iStox. It « a dead one. It is as much as is consonanr tfbiography to give an outline of the plan that was gmduall^w«,ughtoutinMr. Gladstone's mind during th^/rS th.^J^borious months of 1853, and to mark the extraoSnan>ar-reachmg and comprehensiye chaiacter of the eaS ofhjs thirteen budgets. Its initial boldness lay in h all,
Ifhlf""""?'

"'""' '' ^«*'"*^'"^ the national intmeroughly for a long period of seven years, and assuming th^t

that period. Just as no provident man in private life settleshis .tabhshment on the basis of one year o^ two yet on

"
so Mr. Gladstone abandoned hand-to-mouth, and took lon^v^ws. .1 ought, no doubt,' he said after;ards, 'to hayfpointed out explicitly that a great disturbance and nc'raLof our expenditure would baffle my reckonings.' Meanwhrhe abric w^ planned on strong foundation^ and admtbS
bl ; ,^'^V'?^^"**'°°

"^ '^' *""ff °^ d"«e« of customs,b^gun by Peel eleven years before, was carried fom^rdalmost to completion. Nearly one hundred and forty dTtilt

CHAl-.
11.

* y—

'

-St. 44.
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w
BOOK were extinguished, and nearly one hundred and fifty were

I^- lowered. The tea duty was to be reduced in stages ex-

tending over three years from over two shillings to one

shilling. In the department of excise, the high and

injurious duty on soap, which brought into the exchequer

over eleven hundred thousand pounds annually, was swept

entirely away. In the same dei)artment, by raising the

duties on spirits manufactured in Ireland nearer to the

level of England and Scotland, a step was taken towards

identity of taxation iu the three kingdoms - by no nieans an

unequivocal good. Miscellaneous provisions and minor

aspects of the scheme need not detain us; but a great

reform of rate and scale in the system of the assessed

taxes, the reduction of the duty on the beneficent practice

of life insurance from half-a-crown to 8ixi)ence on the

hundred pounds, and the substitution of a uniform receipt

stamp, were no contemptible contributions to the comfort

and well-being of the community. Advertisements in news-

papers became free of duty.*

The keystone of the budget in Mr. Gladstone s conception

was the position to be assigned in it to the income-tax. Ihis

he determined to renew for a period of seven yeare,— for two

years at sevenpence in the pouml, for two years more at

sixpence, -nd for the last three at iivepencc. By that tune

he hoped that parliament would be able to dispense with it.

Meanwhile it was to be extended to Ireland, in compensa-

tion for the remission of a debt owed by Ireland to the

British treasury of between four and five millions. It was

to be extended, also, at a reduced rate of fivepence, to in-

comes between a hundred and fifty and a hundred pounds

-

the former having hitherto been the line of total exemption.

From the retention of the income-tax as a portion of the per-

manent and ordinary finance of the country the chancellor

of the exchequer was wholly and strongly avei-se, and so he

remained for more than twenty yeai-s to come. In order,

1 A curiouB parliamentary incident «»l'«t't"te^«'^„!fb/'ffi'^t,nt this

peal it altOK-ethcr was rejoctrd by nine,

ten. Then a motion was made to
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Mt. 44.

liist tha abolition of lli« „„,.„ i,,„ i j,_ ,5,,,,'
" °""' f

.liselahiicl an, intention ., ..c.el.tatin^^ T.H^r^iMal cnaotinout cliaiiitra in tlio 1„,„„.„ of 1 T
P'>-'"l"e of

«lHnv the high social value that he invu. abW i 'i,!,t",!^niuiutenance ui the old landed ordnr Tl ^
,

"^

nn one. iJut It secured for it« author fli«lastnig resentment of a powerful cla-s
M.eh was the scheme that Mr. (^.ladstone now worked out..nnany weeks of toil that would have been sllvrX w re

unet Itst by faults of my own 1 should aggravate the cares
..a d.fhcult.es into which I had at least^Llped to brin^H.; and the novelty of our political relations wi h mZou colleagues, together with the fact that I had bee^nuM-lf slow and even reluctant, to the formation of a new

:;:siu^' "^ ^"^ ^" "'"'-«* ^^--'^ desist, d^r
r^lZ Tr '' """''•'' •* was formed; and to

e wcl id t^^"
^"" f""°"^^^ ^''"^ «» ™y l-'-lf' thatt"e.e would be no want of cordiality and zeal in the discharge

-nS:r,.Sfe.'"' ""= ^^" <»' ^«'« "-•'ing real estate liable for
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BOOK Of any duties which it might fall to me to perform on behalf

IV-
of such a government as was then in your contemplation.

'
'

Thirteen, fourteen, fifteen hours a day he toiled at his

desk Treasury officials and trade experts, soap deputations

and post-horse deputations, representatives of tobacco ai.-l

representatives of the West India interest, flocked to Down-

ing Street day by day all through March. If he went into

the city to dine with the Lord Mayor, the lamentable hole

thus made in his evening was repaired by working till four

in the morning upon customs reform, Austmlian mints,

budget plans of all kinds. It is characteristic that even

this mountain load of concentrated and exacting labour

did not prevent him from giving a Latin lesson every day

to his second boy.

II

'Some days before the day appointed for my statement,'

says Mr. Gladstone, ' I recited the leading particulars to niy

able and intelligent friend Cardwell, not in the cabinet but

then holding office as president of the board of trade. He

was so bewildered and astounded at the bigness of the

scheme, that I began to ask myself, Have la right to ask

my colleagues to follow me amidst all these rocks aiul

shoals? In consequence I performed a drastic opemtion

upon the plan, and next day I carried to Lord Aberdeen a

reduced and mutilated scheme which might be deemed by

some politicians to be weaker but safer. I put to Lord

Aberdeen the question I had put to myself, and stated my

readiness, if he should think it called for, to make this

sacrifice to the probable inclinations of my colleagues. But

he boldly and wisely said, " I take it upon myself to ask you

to bring your original and whole plan before the cabinet.

I thought this an ample warrant.'

At last, after Mr. Gladstone had spent an hour at the

palace in explaining his scheme to the Prince Consort, the

budget was opened to the cabinet .(April 9) in a speech

of three hours -an achievement, I should suppose, un-

paralleled in that line, for a cabinet consists of men each

with pretty absorbing pre-occupations of his own. Ihe
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^T. 44.

exposition was 'as ingenious,' Lord Aberdeen told Prince ciivpAlbert, 'a. clear, and for the most part as convincinra! "
anything I have ever heard.' ' Gladstone,' said Lord vLr

^
'

deen later (1856) 'does not weigh well aglinst one anott;
d,fferent arguments, each of which has a real foundationBut he IS unrivalled in his power of proving that a speciousargument has no real foundation. 0„ the Success on bilthe whole cabinet was against him. He delivere.l to usmuch the same si>eech a« he made in the House of cUnions. At its close we were all convinced ' i

Differences that might easily become serious speedilyarose upon details in the minds of two or three ^fhem, and for some days the , me minister regarded

h T V^?^. "" ""' °"^>' ^^«^«"'t but perilous Sb
Charts Wood in cabinet (April 11), strongly disapproved
of the extension of income-tax to Ireland, and fo Ihelowering of the exemption line. On Ireland the nhnwould lay more than half a million of new taxat onwhereas much of the relief, such as soap and« Tt

"'
would not touch her.» Palmei.ton thought it a Teat .,

'

perfectly just, and admirably put together only it o'lete
'

omany points of attack, and it could never be ca^rried Dlra^was on the watch, the Irish would join him, so would eradicals, while the succession duty, to which Pal.nerston
individually had great objection, would estmnge manv con"
serva rves. Lord John Russell perceived difficulties, but he

ttlS
'''. *" *^t«™«t'^«- Graham then fell in, disliked thetwofold extension of the income-tax, and thought they shouldnly take away half the soap-tax. Lord Lansdowne (a Z7tnsh landlord) agreed with him. Mr. Gladstone told fhTm

that he was willing to propose whatever the cabinet mightdecide on, except one thing, namely, the breaking up of the
a.s.s of the income-tax: that he could not be 'a part,

, he should regard it as a high political offence. With
this reservation he should follow their judgment but he

'ClsJtr' *" '" ^^'^^^^ '''- wiSeen^Ltlou must take care your proposals are not unpopular ones.'

p
gg;""" ^'™P8«"'8 itany JMemorieg

vot,. I— 2n

'For paper on Irish income-tax.
see Appendix. '
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BOOK Mr. Gladstone replied that it was after applying the test of

IV. popularity, that he was convinced the budget ^vouM be

damaged beforehand by some of the small changes that had

been suggested. ,

At the end of a long and interesting discussion, there

stood for the whole budget Lord John, Newcastle, Clarendon,

Molesworth, Gladstone, with Argyll and Aberdeen more or

less favourable; for dropping the two extensions of income-

tax and keeping half the soap duty, Lansdowne, Graham

Wood ; more or less leaning towards them, Valmerston and

Granville. They agreed to meet again the next day (Apnl

12), when they got into the open sea. Wood stuck to his

text. Lansdowne suggested that an increased spirit duty

and an income-tax for Ireland together would be something

like a breach of faith. Palmereton thought they would he

beaten, but he would accept the budget provided they

were not to be bound to dissolve or resign upon such a poiu

as to the two extensions of the income-tax. Lord John suul

that if they were beaten on differentiating the tax, they

would have to dissolve. Palmerston expressed his indi-

vidual opinion in favour of a distinction for precarious

incomes, and would act in that sense if he were out of the

government ; as it was, he assented. Argyll created a diver-

sion by suggesting the abandonment of the Irish spirit duty.

Mr. Gladstone admitted that he thought the spmt duty the

weakest point of the plan, though warrantable and tenable

on the whole. At last, after further patient and searching

discussion, the cabinet finding that the suggested amend-

ments cut against one another, were for adopting the entire

budget, the dissentients being Lansdowne, Graham, W oort,

and Herbert. Graham was full of ill auguries, but sa..l

he would assent and assist. Wood looked grave, and mu^

mured that he must take time.
, , r u p„«p11

In the course of these preliminaries Lord John Russell

had gone to Graham, very uneasy about the income-tax

Graham, though habitually desponding, bade h.m be o

good cheer. Their opponents, he said, were in numbers

Long; but the budget would be excellent to dissolve upon.

and iird John admitted that they would gain forty seats.
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They agreed, however, in Graham's language, that it would chapnever do to play their trump card until the state oTthe
"^"

game actually required it. Lord John confessed that he
^^^

was no judge of figures,- somewhat of a weakness in a critic
^'•''•

of a budget,-and Graham comforted him by the rep^

^oLtsTac^"^
-'' ''' ^^* ^"^^« ^^^^"^ Of House^l^f

The position of the government in the House of Commons

them into existence was excessively narrow. It had beenwell known from the fii^t that if any of the accidente ofa session should happen to dr.w the Lies, the Lh andthe radicals into one lobby, ministei^ would find themselvesmanunonty. Small defeats occurred. The budget wisonly four days oft^ Mr. Gladstone enten, in his^dIr/Spoke against Gibson; beaten by 200-169. Our thfrdtime this week. Very stiff work this. EUice said dilsolution would be the end of it; we agreed in the House
to a cabinet to-morrow. Herbert and Cardwell, to whom I

met in a flutter, for the same tactics might well be repeatedwhenever Mr. Disraeli should think the chances Tood

.,S /°^° ^^^«^t«d to the hostility of the radicals asexhibited m the tone of the debate, and hinted the opinion
that they must take in a reef or two. Mr. Gladstone doubted
whether the budget could live in that House, whatever form
t might assume; but even with such perils he should
look upon the whole budget as less unsafe than a partial
contraction. Graham took the same view of the isposi!
urn of parliament: keen opposition; lukewarm support;

^on to enable them to surmount the difficulties of amost unusual and hazardous operation. But h. r'ld notappear to lean to dissolution, and the older .nlZl
ot the cabinet generally declared themselves against it.

Jnf r ."? """"* ^'""^ t° the position that wem..t have a budget on Monday, but Clarendon, Herbe"and Palmerston joined the chorus of tJ.ose who said themeasure was too sharp upon Ireland. The idea w" then
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BOOK Started whetl we should go the length of the entire

^^- remission of the consolidated annuities > and impose the

income-tax at sevenpence, with the augmented spirit duty.

This view found favour generally; and I felt that some

excess in the mere sacrifice of money was no great matter

compared with the advantage of so great an approximation

to equal taxation.' Then, 'sjwaking with great deference,'

Gladstone repeated his belief once more that the entire budget

was safer than a contracted one, both for the House and the

country, and his conviction that if they proposed it, the

name and fame of the government at any rate would staiul

well. ' Wood seemed still to hang back, but the rest of the

cabinet now appeared well satisfied, and we parted, eadi

resolved and certainly more likely to stand or fall by the

budget as a whole than we seemed to be on Wednesday."

Ill

The decisive cabinet was on Saturday, April 16. It

was finally settled that the budget should be propose<l

as it stood, with its essential features unaltered. On

Sunday, the chancellor of the exchequei went as usual

twice to church, and read the Paradiio ; 'but I was

obliged,' he says, with an accent of contrition, 'to give

several hours to my figures.' Monday brought the critical

moment. 'April 18. Wrote minutes. Read Shakespeare

at night. This day was devoted to working up my papers

and figures for the evening. Then drove and walked witli

C. [Mi-s. Gladstone]. Went at 4^ to the House. Spoke 4^

hours in detailing the financial measures, and my strength

stood out well, thank God. Many kind congratulations

afterwards. Herberts and Wortleys came home with us

and had soup and negus.'

The proceeding that figures here so simply was, in fact

one of the great parliamentary performances of the centuiy,

Lord Aberdeen wrote to Prince Albert that ' the display o\

power was wonderful; it was agreed in all quarters thai

there had been nothing like the speech for many years, aiu

that under the impression of his commanding eloquence tht

i Loans made to Ireland for various purposes.
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ever made m thTZ" „f r ""' ""^ °' '^« '"«' Ji.
4.a of hi, glory "-^t'CLZ'Z,, 'i*"'

''"\'° *'^
couM not hav8 b€»n mJ . ™ "opwing. but he

orier to eo-ffratuhte Z ?r '"'""« ^°" » ""« i"

perusal of it and shonlrl I.. ^^ ? *'^°''® ^"'^ ^'^''eful

in the House I hear f.
"'-'/ ^'^^' '^'"'"^ ^""'^ ^ ^ '""'

been wellTeedved Tr»7 i'''^''
'*•"' ^'^^ ^'^'^g^t has

will not alW vt to r?^ '^'' ^°"' ^^"^^'^^ humility

«l)le that I should hZ^ . ^* ,
'
" ''™ ""'y '»»son.

v.. Win b:Lr:rie7it^nSXir ^°"-

will U ^^'^^®°^«,
°/ niy government shall be prolonged if

adminis ^Tion ^hth ft"",;
^'7';^*'^ *°^ ^"^^'^ *« the

thins eC No ft
'""^'^ "''* have derived from any-

hv the thorht of
""* ^''^P^^ *« ^'^y that a. I was inspired

y great teacher and master in public affaira, so it wZ
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one of my keenest anxieties not to do dishonour to his

memory, or injustice to the patriotic policy with which his

name is forever associated.'

*

Greville makes a true point when he says that the budget

speech 'has raised Gladstone to a great political elevation,

and what is of far greater consequence than the measure

itself, has given the country assurance of a man equal to

great political necessities and fit to lead parties and direct

governments.' 2 Mr. Gladstone had made many speeches

that were in a high degree interesting, ingenious, attractive,

forcible. He now showed that besides and apart from all this,

he was the possessor of qualities without which no amount of

rhetorician's glitter commands the House of Commons for

a single hour after the fireworks have ceased to blaze. He

showed that he had precUe perception, positive and construc-

tive purpose, and a powerful will. In 1851, he had on two

occasions exhibited the highest competency as a critic of

the budget of Sir Charles Wood. On the memorable niglit

in the previous December, when he had torn Mr. Dis-

raeli's budget to pieces, he had proved how terrifying he

could be in exposure and assault. He now triumphantly

met the test that he had triumphantly applied to his

predecessor, and presented a command of even more

imposing resources in the task of responsible construction

than he had displayed in irresponsible criticism. Tl.e

speech was saturated with fact; the horizons were large:

and the opening of each in the long series of topics, from

Mr Pitt and the great war, down to the unsuspected

connection between the repeal of the soap-tax and the

extinction of the slave trade in Africa, was exalted and

spacious. The arguments throughout were close, persuasive,

exhaustive; the moral appeal was in the only tone worthy

of a great minister addressing a governing assembly -a

masculine invocation of their intellectual and political

courage. This is the intrepid way in which a strong

parliament and a strong nation like to see public difficulties

handled, and they now welcomed the appearance of a

^i^t'-^'-^-^-'^.'^'xvs'^x'r^"'"
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new inini«ter, who rejected what he called narrow and cii vp

the last half dozen years; who was not afraid to make a
^^

sund aga.n,t heedless men with hearts appa..nUy set on
"""^^

tTLZT """^ °' "^'^""^ after aiother/w,r^°d

like oti
' T ''"l""^

'^' P"^^*"-^"' l^»ded phalanxlike other people; and who at the same time boldly usedand manfully defended the most unpopular of all the Dubli.imposts. In politics the spectacle oHLeer c urage L o^

n

It was so here. While proposing that the income-tax shouldcome to an end in seven years, he yet produced the Zttcomprehensive analysis and the boldest vindication ofthestructure of the tax as it stood. His manner wrlinoften almost conversational, but his elaborate examinationof the pnnciples of an income-tax remains to this day amaster example of accumte i^asoning thrown into delightfulform He admitted all the objections to it: the inSiontha ,t entailed, the frauds to which it led, the sense nZpubhe mind of its injustice in laying the sameUeTp .i he

ut^^T . T''"""'
'*'"'"^ °* '^' professional man.t was these disadvantages that made him plan the extinc.on of the tax at the end of a definite period, when thesalutary reinissions of other burdens now^rop^sed wo^Jdhave had time to bring forth their fruits. As was saTd bva later chancellor of the exchequer, this speech noToi^Jwon 'universal applause from his audience a the time, IZ

turned, at least for several yea«, a current of popular^nion which had seemed too powerful for any miSt
The succession duty brought Mr. Gladstone into the

ta t ,'i
:^ ^' ^'^' '^''^ *^« ««"«« «f Lords. Thatland should be made to pay like other forms of propertywas a proposition denounced as essentially impractlblf

oppressive, unjust, cowardly, and absurd, ft wa^ c^dZpost facto legislation. It was one of the most obnoxious!
'Northcote, Twenty Years of Financial Policy, f. i85.
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detestable, and odious measures ever proposed. Its author

was a vulture soaring over society, waiting for the rich

harvest that death would pour into his treasury. Lord

Derby invoked him as a phcenix chancellor, in whom Mr.

Pitt rose from his ashes with double lustre, for Mr. Glad-

stone had ventured where Pitt hud failed. lie admitted

that nothing short of the chancellor's extraordinary skill

and dexterity could have carried proposabi so evil through

the House of Commons. ^ Meanwhile the public counted \i[)

their gains : a remission on tea, good for twenty shillings a

year in an ordinary household ; a fall in the washing bill ; a

boon of a couple of pounds for the man who insured his life

for five hundred ; an easy saving of ten pounds a year in the

assessed taxes, and so forth,— the whole performance ending

with ' a dissolving view of the decline and fall ' of the hated

income-tax.

The financial proceedings of this year included a proposal

for the redemption of South Sea stock and an attempted

operation on the national debt, by the creation of new

stocks bearing a lower rate of interest, two options of

conversion being given to the holders of old stock. The

idea of the creation of a two-and-half-per-cent. stock, said

Mr. Gladstone in later years, though in those days novel, was

very favourably received.'

I produced my plan. Disraeli offered it amalignant opposition.

He made a demand for time; the one demand that ought not

to have been made. In proposals of this kind, it is allowed

to be altogether improper. In 1844 Mr. Goulburn was per-

mitted, I think, to carry through with great expedition his plan

for a large reduction of interest. When Mr. Goschen produced

his still larger and much more important measxire, we, the

> Mr. Gladstone received valuable

aid from Bethell, the solicitor-fjeneral.

On leaving office in 1856 he wrote to

Bethell : ' After havin? had to try

your patience more than once in cir-

cumstances of real difficulty, I have

fonnd yonr kindness inexhau«tiWe,

and your aid invaluable, so that I

really can ill tell on which of the two

I look back with the greater pleasure.

The memory of the Succession Duty

bill is to me something like what

Inkermann may be to a private of the

Guards : you were the sergeant from

whom I got my drill and whose hand

and voice carried me through.'
i The city articles of the time justify

this statement.

'#L
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opposition, did our best to exnedit*, »h« 1
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no complications reonninl ^ decision. There are

matter of ay o Z^ 7JT 7 """ ^" '^""'""-
^^ '^ ^

took his chance. Time as it h.? ^^
^'^'^ ^°»t'"Sency Disraeli

no question of the ZZ:^'^'^^"'' 'T''
'' ^-

in the iK,liticaI barometer whifl.; , ?
'"'^"^*' "'•*»««

a subscription which a Il^e ^1' *"
*"° " *''"^ """'^^

been twenty or thirty.'
^ ""'"'"' ^""^'^ P^^a^ly have

biographic:! ' ''^"^ *^« introspective and auto-

rei't^^LT:^ °'? ^^--^^"^« ^° 1«^^ which

interest on t^e J l^deb TS\r^^ *° ''' '^^^^^ "^

proposals themselves wht; m XVo; T^ "°*''"^' ''^ ^'^^

effect, if they had been made7a th whl I 'H
"^' ^"'^^

as the time that precedes hi.h V ^ "''^ "^^ ^«* ^^«^ribe

-ney and secur.ronL m T 1 "'"* *° ^'""'^^"'^^ °^

I am decidedly of onL on ll .,

'''^"*' '^''^^^^^^ bills,

-e years beU ZZl^tHl'''^' "' ^T'^"^ ^'^"^"^ ^"'^

state of things- andth«fl I . ^ ^compatible with a sound

-ee. Stin'rthTnk thatT
"" '"''^ ""^ ^^^° ^-**«' *^-

snfficient quickness in dTsI '^'T^^'
'" "'^' '^""^ --* <>'

-re upon'the vl^eve ofanll
/""^ ''^ *'^ times, for we

alteration of a kind at I?,
'^ '*"*" °^ *^^°^«' ^^^^ ^^7

-nfit for thos X^^at::r T-Tf "^ "^'^ *'« ^''^
only time when I hlTrf '' ^" ^'°'" ^'"^ th« fi^st or

in tL faculty of ral / '''"" *' ^*'"''^* "^ ^-'^ ^^fi^^ncy

to see th"tSgwX ::'
;7P-^--e observation. I failed

had not perc ptiWy fl,re" t^f '
"' ^'^^ *^^'°"«'^ *^« '^'^

likewise is this (toL a te^ f U ""'' ^°'"^ *° '""• '^be truth

'"idtryinekind nn^. ^ ^ been of a most difficultymg kind, under circumstances which admitted of no choice

.fEt. 44.

' G'»d«tone Memo., 1897. See also Appendix.
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but obliged ine to sail always very near the wind, and this induced

a habit of more dariug navigation than I could now altogethur

approve. Nor will I excuse myself by saying that others were

deceived like me, for none of them were in a condition to have

precisely my responsibility.

i 11

Another note contributes a further point of explanation

:

*I have always imagined that thid fault was due to my ex-

perience in the afifaira of the Hawarden and Oak Farm estates,

where it was an incessant course of sailing near the wind,

and there was really no other hope.'

Seven years later Mr. Gladstone, once more chancellor of

the exchequer, again produced a budget. Semi-ironic cheers

met his semi-ironic expression of an expectation that he

would be asked the question : what had become of the calcu-

lations of 1853 ? The succession duty proved a woeful dis-

appointment, and instead of producing two million pounds,

produced only six hundred thousand. A similar but greater

disappointment, we must recollect, owing mainly to a singu-

lar miscalculation as to the income-tax, had marked Peel's

memorable budget of 1842, which landed him in a deficiency

of nearly two and a quarter millions, instead of a surplus nf

half a million.! Of the disappointment in his own case, Mr.

Gladstone when the time came propounded an explanation,

only moderately conclusive. I need not discuss it, for as

everybody knows, the effective reason why the income-tax

could not be removed was the heavy charge created by the

Crimean war. What is more to the point in estimating

the finance of 1853, is its effect in enabling us to meet the

strain of the war. It was this finance that, continuing the

work begun by Peel, made the country in 1859 richer by

more than sixteen per cent, than it had been in 1853. It

was this finance, that by clinching the open questions

that enveloped the income-tax, and setting it upon a

defensible foundation while it lasted, bore us through the

struggle. Unluckily, in demonstrating the perils of med-

* It may be said, however, that fact that It would not all be collected

Peel wiw right about the yield of the within the year,

income-tax, and only overlooked the
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dling With the rtructure of the tax, in showing it. power chap

udu.g the easiest m.ans, if „ot also the most di vet
'

.ucentive, to that policy of expenditure- it rose from fi tvto seventy millions between 1853 and 1859-.^ w^
hTs%:i 'oil™? T '''''''-' '^ *^« foremj"!::

r .lers wm 1\ ^'^"^*^^"*y >«»"• ^^om now, as myreaders wdl see, before the effort, now foreshadowe<l to

re euue, reached its dramatic close.
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THE CRIMEAN WAR
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He [Burke] maintained th.-it tlie attempt to bring the Turkish
empire inf .> the coiiaitU'nitiou of tlie baliiiue of power in Europe
wai- extremely new, antl contrary to all former political systems.

He i'ointed out in strong terms the danger and impolity of our
espousing the Ottoman cause.— Blrke (1701).

After tlie session Mr. Gladstone had gone on a visit to

Dunrobin, and there he was laid up with illness for many
days. It wiis the end of September before he was able to

travel south. At Dingwall they presented him (^Sept. '1'

)

with tlie freedom of that ancient burgh. lie spoke of him-
self as having completed the twenty-first year of his political

life, and as being almost the youngest of those veteran

statesmen who occupied the chief places in the counsels of

the Queen. At Inverness tlie same evening, he told tluMu

that in commercial legislation he had reaped where others

had sown ; that he had enjoyed the privilege of taking a

humble but laborious part in realising those principles of

free trade which, in the near future, would bring, in the train

of increased intercourse and augmented wealth, that closer

social and moral union of the nations of the earth whicli

men all so fervently desire, and which must in the fulness of

time lessen the frequency of strife and war. Yet even while
the hopeful words were falling from the speaker's lips, he

might have heard, not in far distance but close at hand, the

trumpets and drums, the heavy rumbling of the cannon, and
all the clangour of a world in arms.

ri

One of tlie central and perennial interests of Mr. Glad-

stone's life was that shifting, intractable, and interwoven

476
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tangle of conflictinij interests livni .. i

faiths, that is veiled mZ[^^J^T''''''^T'^''''''''''' ^'"^^'••

question. The root of he eL^ ^ ""' "^ ''"^ ^^''''"' J""
ahnost too well k, .nvs ' H " '^""''""' "'^ ^^eryl-ody ^ '

Turks in Europe Z/nn '
^'''""''''' *^^ *''« '*''' '''

^

incon^parabinS; "
:; C:""""

''^ ^<>-tanti„op .,_.that

"'--^ra.;Lti:i:^:r:n;^-^'a .l
passages of his elon„.„ee Mr T M ^

f*-'"" pieturescine

1-sition of these rL-es • TL " "',

",
"""' ''"•^^'•'•-' ^''^

that restrained the ocean Th.t ,?" '^." " '^''^''^"'^ ^«"«''

•'.v the waves; it is l-ii .l.. ,

''''' '^ '^ ""^•' '"^ ''«»ten

becon.es Perhaps ^tlgt^tL'/T'^ r''"^^
^^

of ahnost useless sea-weed L i i

"/ "f'' "^ ••"'^'

the cultivated earth J^tn spr ', " '"'" '^^''"'•^ "''''''

tiae,andsueh wastle V T.'^
"''^""'^'^' ^''^' "'^"""'"g

and of Greek^s It ;™;r"' .

""^""""•^' "^ «-•--'«'

to chum the enjovlnt o
''""'"' ^^^""^' ^'^' Europe

1- institutirid WW °;".'-^^'^'";" "-1 "• -'-el^
<>tto„.an and Christim i^ I n '"'

'''"''''' '^'^^^ •^^'^Aveen

^'•'^i«Han pow^^rrsr ^ t:;:;;;rv'''"''^tonnenting questions in the el ,1 7"' '" '"'"

rival ambitions of their ow At !
-<^^-^^ntage of

ei,^hteenth century Itu ia I V '^
?"'"'" •'•''"^''' '" ^he

Powers. By the end of tl

"'^ ^"' ^'^''''
'"""^"ff the

force into the west bv the r
""'?' ''" '""' ^^'^''^'^ '-«•

1-1 made her .Cto th s..ntr"''^''""""'
"' ''"''"'''' «'-

and while still t^h^
" .""" '^'''''' "^ *''^' «l'»'k «ea;

"•ade good a V ^L;,- *T
""' "'' ''^ '''' «*"^-' «'-' I^-

civiliiion:;SJX^r"r"'^^ ''^ ^-nlianship of

^''."•ch. This claim it w4 t

'

t ! 1 '"T
""' *'" ''^^''"''^'^^

t'-. and With many i^^iSti!:1 :^::7E;"L;r^-^«
;f

crisis after ci-isia q,>^;„ •
i"<ict, pica, and colour, to

and thf. Porte in 1771 !
^^"" ^•'**^^«" '^"s«ia
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end of 1782 when Catherine by a sort of royal syllogism, as

Fox called it, took the Crimea into her own hands, the whig

cabinet of the hour did not think it necessary to lend

Turkey their support, though France and Spain proposed a

combination to resist. Then came Pitt. The statesman

w^hose qualities of greatness so profoundly imi)ressed his

contemporaries has usually been praised as a minister de-

voted to peace, and only driven by the French Revolution

into the long war. His preparations in 1791 for a war with

Russia on behalf of the Turk are a serious deduction from

this estimate. Happily the alarms of the Baltic trade, and

the vigorous reasoning of Vox, produced such an effect upon

opinion, that Pitt was driven, on peril of the overthrow of

his government, to find the best expedient he could to brincf

the business to an end without extremities. In 1853 the

country was less fortunate than it had been in 1701.

A Russian diplomatist made a homely comparison of the

Eastern question to the gout ; now its attack is in the

foot, now in the hand ; but all is safe if only it does not fly to

a vital part. In 1852 the Eastern question showed signs of

flying to the heart, and a catastrophe was sure. A dispute

between Greek and Latin religious as to the custody of the

holy places at Jerusalem, followed by the diplomatic rivalries

of their respective patrons, Russia and France, produced a

crisis that was at first of no extraordinary pattern. Tlie

quarrel between two packs of monks about a key and a silver

star was a trivial symbol of the vast rivalry of centuries

between powerful churches, between great states, between

heterogeneous races. The dispute about the holy places

was adjusted, but was immediately followed by a claim from

the Czar for recognition by treaty of his rights as protector

of the Sultan's Christian subjects. This claim the Sultan,

with encouragement from the British ambassador, rejected

and the Czar marched troops into the Danubian provinces,

to hold them in pledge until the requii-ed concession should

be made to his h''gh protective claims. This issue was no

good cause for a general conflagration. Unfortunately

many combustibles happened to lie about the world

at that time, and craft, misunderstanding, dupery, auto-
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Ottoman empire may be transformed into independent

states, which for us will only become either burdensome
clients or hostile neighbours.' If this forecast was right,

then to resist Russia was at once to prevent her from
embarrassing and weakening herself, and to lock up the

Christians in their cruel prison-house for a quarter of i

century longer. If sagacious calculation in such a vein as

this were the mainspring of the world, history would be

stripped of many a crimson page. But far-sighted calcula-

tion can no longer be ascribed to the actors in this tragedy

of errors— to Nicholas or Napoleon, to Aberdeen or Palmer-

ston, or to any other of them excepting Cavour and the

Turk.

In England both people and ministers have been wont tn

change their minds upon the Eastern question. In the war
between Russia and Turkey in 1828, during the last stage

of the struggle for Greek independence, Russia as Greek
champion igainst the Turk had the English populace on

her side ; Palmerston was warmly with her, regarding even

her advance to Constantinople with indifference ; and Aber-

deen was reproached as a Turkish sympathiser. Now we
shall see the parts inverted,—England and Palmerston

ardent Turks, and Aberdeen falling into disgrace (unjustly

enough) as Russian. Before we have done with Mr. Glad-

stone, the popular wheel will be found to make another and

yet another revolution.

Ill

When Kinglake's first two volumes of his history of tlie

Crimean war appeared (1863), Mr. Gladstone wrote to a

friend (May 14) : ' Kinglake is fit to be a brilliant popular

author, but quite unfit to be a historian. His book is too

bad to live, and too good to die. As to the matter most

directly within my cognisance, he is not only not too true,

but so entirely void of resemblance to the truth, that one

asks what was really the original of his picture.' ^ A little

'To Mrs. Gladstone, Jan. 3, 186.3: touches very nearly, and not apree-
• In the evenings I have leisure, ably or justly, the character of J.nni

Much of it I have been spending Aberdeen and his government, lam
in reading Kinglake's book, which afraid Newcastle blabbed on what
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' ^"J'- ^«^ Hev. No. V,. p. 28-,
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Are we to go into it? The cabinet meets on Friday, and you

must not be surprised at anything that may happen. The

weather may be smooth ; it also may be very rough.' First

the smooth weather came, ' October 7. We have had our

cabinet, three hours and a half ; all there but Graham and

Molesworth,! who would both have been strongly for peace.

We shall have another to-morrow, to look over our results

in writing. Some startling things were said and proposed,

but I think that as far as guvennnent is concerned, all will

probably keep straight at this juncture, and as to war I hope

we shall not be involved in it, even if it goes on between

Russia and Turkej, which is not quite certain.' Aberdeen

himself thought the iwpect of this cabinet of the 7th on the

whole very good, (Jladstone arguing strongly against a pro-

posal of Palmerst(m's that England should enter into an

engagement with Turkey to furnish her with naval assist-

ance. Mu.Vi, of the cabinet were for peace. Lord John was

warlike, but subdued in tone. Palmerston urged his views

perseveringly but not disagreeably.' The final instruction

was a compromise, bringing the fleet to Constantinople, but

limiting its employment to operations of a strictly defensive

character. This was one of those peculiar compromises that

in their sequel contain surrender. The step soon showed

how critical it was. Well indeed might Lord Aberdeen tell

the Queen that it would obviously every day become muie

and more difficult to draw the line between defensive anil

offensive, between an auxiliary and a principal. So much

simpler is a distinction in words than in things. Still, he was

able to assure her that, though grounds of difference existed.

the discussions of the cabinet of the 8th were carried on

amicably and in good humour. With straightforward com-

mon sense the Queen pressed the prime minister for his own

deliberate counsel on the spirit and ultimate tendency of

the policy that he would recommend her to approve. In

fact, Lord Aberdeen had no deliberate counsel to proffer.

Speedily the weather roughened.

» ' Molesworth in the cabinet,' said popular he became outrageously war-

Lord Aberdeen later, 'was a failure, like.'— Mrs. Simpson's Many Mm-
Until the war he was a mere cipher, ories, p. 264 ;

see also CoDden

»

When the war bad broken out and was Speeches, ii. p. 28.

'^*ti
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it is the necessity for regulating the distribution of power in

Europe; the absorption of power by one of the great

potentates of Europe, which would follow the fall of the

Ottoman rule, would be dangerous to the peace of the

world, and it is the duty of England, at whatever cost, to

set itself against such a result.

This was Mr. Gladstone's f "st public entry upon one of

the most jwssionate of all the objects of his concern for

forty years to come. He hears the desolate cry, then but

faint, for the succour of the oppressed Christians. He looks

to European interference to terminate the hateful solecism.

He resists tlie interference single-handed of the northern

invader. It was intolerable that Russia should be allowed

to work her will upon Turkey as an outlawed state. ^ In

other words, the partition of Turkey was not to follow the

partition of Poland. What we shortly call the Crimean war

was to Mr. Gladstone the vindication of the public law of

Europe against a wanton disturber. This was a character-

istic example of his insistent search for a broad sentiment

and a comprehensive moral principle. The principle in its

present application had not really much life in it ; the

formula was narrow, as other invasions of public law within

the next dozen years were to show. But the clear-cut issues

of history only disclose themselves in the long result of

Time. It was the diplomatic labyrinth of the passing

hour through which the statesmen of the coalition had to

thread their way. The disastrous end was what Mr. Disraeli

christened the coalition war.

' The first year of the coalition government,' Lord Aber-

deen wrote to Mr. Gladstone, 'was eminently prosperous,

and this was chiefly owing to your own personal exertions,

and to the boldness, ability, and success of your financial

measures. Our second year, if not specially brilliant, might

still have proved greatly advantageous to the country, had

we possessed the courage to resist popular clamour and to

avoid war ; but this calamity aggravated all other causes of

disunion and led to our dissolution.'*

1 Eng. Hist. Bev. No. vi. p. 290. * March 17, 1856.

.;k:,fe
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enemy.' Behind the decorous curtain of European conf^ert

Napoleon in. was busily weaving scheme after scheme of

his own to fix his unsteady diadem upon his Wrow, to plant

his dynasty among the great thrones of western Europe,

and to pay off some old scores of personal indignity put

upon him by the Czar.

The Czar fell into all the mistakes that a man could.

Emperor by divine right, he had done his best to sting the

self-esteem of the revolutionary emperor in Paris. By his

language to the British ambassador about dividing the

inheritance of the sick man, he had quickened the suspicions

of the English cabinet. It is true the sick man will di.-.

said Lord John Uusseil, but it may not be for twenty, fifty,

or a hundred years to come ; when William III. and Louis xiv.

signed their treaty for the partition of the Spanish monarchy,

they first made sure that the death of the king was close at

hand. Then the choice as agent at Constantinople of the

arrogant and unskilful Menschikoff nroved a dire mis-

fortune. Finally, the Czar was fatally nisled by his own

ambassador in London. Brunnow reported that all the

English liberals and economists were convinced that the

notion of Turkish reform was absurd ; that Aberdeen h;ul

told him in accents of contempt and anger, 'I hate the

Turks'; and that English views generally as to Russian

aggression and Turkish interests had been sensibly modified.

All this was not untrue, but it was not true enough to bear

the inference that was drawn from it at St. Petersburg.

The deception was disastrous, and Brunnow was never

forgiven for it.^

Another obstacle to a pacific solution, perhaps most formid-

able of them all, was Lord Stratford de Redcliffe, the British

ambassador at Constantinople. Animated by a vehement

antipathy to Russia, possessing almost sovereign ascendency

at the Porte, believing that the Turk might never meet a

happier chai:ce of having the battle out with his adversary

once for all, a-d justly confident that a policy of war would

find hearty backers in the London cabinet— in him the

1 See Martens' Recueil des Traites, office, 1898, vol. xii., containing many

etc.. publishcl by the Russian foreign graphic particulars of these events.
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government had an agent who while «een.ing to follow CHAPinstructions m the narrow letter Saffled them in tE "^
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^^.^Stanmore, Earl of Aberdeen, pp.

I L° ^c'f
^- Cfordon, Aug. 31, 1892.

• oee Stanmore, p. 263.
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another time in these devious mameuvres, that fearful

dilemma interposed— iuueparable in its many forms from

all collective action whether in cabinet or party; so fit t»

test to the very uttermost all the moral fortitude, all the

wisdom of a minister, his sense of proportion, his strengtii

of will, his prudent pliancy of judgment, his power of

balance, his sure perception of the ruling fact. The dileniniii

here is patent. To recall Lord Stratford wouUl be to lose

Lord Palmerston and Lord John ; to lose them would be to

break up the government; to break up the government

would be to sunder the slender thread on which the chances

of peace were hanging.* The thought, in short, of the high-

minded Aberdeen striving against hope to play a steadfast

and pacific part in a scene so sinister, among actors of such

equivocal or crooked purpose, recalls nothing so much as

the memorable picture long ago of Maria Theresa beset

and baffled by her Kaunitzes and Thuguts, Catherines,

Josephs, great Fredericks, Grand Turks, and wringing her

hands over the consummation of an iniquitouij policy to

which the i)erversity of man and circumstance had driven

her.

As the proceedings in the cabinet dragged on througli

the winter, new projects were mooted. The ground was

shifted to what Lord Stratford had called a comprehensive

war on Russia. Some of the cabinet began to aim at

a ti ormation of the policy. It was suggested that the

moment should be seized to obtain not merely the observ-

ance by Russia of her treaty obligations to Turkey, but a

revision and modification of the treaties in Turkish interests.

This is the well-known way in which, ever since the world

called civilised began, the area of conflict is widened.

If one plea is eluded or is satisfied, another is found ; and

so the peacemakers are at each step checkmated by the

warmakers. The Powers of central Europe were imii vable,

with motives, interests, designs, each of their own. Austria

had reasons of irresistible force for keeping peace with

Russia. A single victory of Rv na in Austrian Poland

would enable her to march direct upon Vienna. Austria

> This is clearly worked out by Lord Stanmore, p. 254, etc.

^'H I
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Some, including the prime minister, went with Lord John

liussell in desiring to push a Reform bill. Others, especially

Pulmerston, were strongly adverse. Mr. Gladstone mainly

followed the liead of the government, but he was still a

conservative, and still member for a tory constituency, and

he followed his leader rather mechanically and without

enthusiasm. Lord Palmerston was suspected by some of

his colleagues of raising the war-cry in hopes of drownin;;!

the demand for reform. In the middle of December (1853)

he resigned ui)on reform,* but nine days later he withdrew

his resignation and returned. In the interval news of tht

Russian attack on the Turkish fleet at Sinope (November 30

)

had arrived— an attack justified by precedent and the rule

of war. But public feeling in England had risen to fever

;

the French Emperor in exacting and peremptory langnag.

had declared that if England did not take joint action witli

him in the Black Sea, he would either act alone or elst

bring his fleet home. The British cabinet yielded, and

came to the cardinal decision (Dec. 22) to enter the Blacli

Sea. 'I was rather stunned,' Gladstone wrote to Sidne\

Herbert next day, ' by yesterday's cabinet. I have searctlj

got my breath again. I told Lord Al)erdeen that I had haii

wishes that Palmerston were back again on account of th«

Eastern question.'

Here is a glimpse of this time :
—

Nov. 23, '53.—Cabinet. Reform discussed largely, amicably

and satisfactorily on the whole. Dec. IC— llawarden. Off ai

9 A.M. Astounded by a note from A. Gordon, [rahuerston \\m

resigned the day before.] After dinner went to the atlniiralty

10^1 i,
where Lord Aberdeen, Newcastle, (haham, and I went ovei

the late events and went over the course for to-morrow's cabinet

Dec. 21.—Called on Lord I'alnierston, and sat an hour. 22.-

Cabinet, 2-7 .V, on Eastern Question. Palmerston and reform. ^

day of no small matter for reflection. Jan. 4, 1854.—To Windsor

I was the only guest, and thus was promoted to sit by the Qnm

at dinner. She was most gracious, and above all so thorouglilj

natural.

> Ashley's Life of Palmerston, il. p. 270.
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' See Appendix.*
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that a defensive war might involve offensive operations, and that a

declaration of war placed the case on no new ground of principle.

It did not make the quarrel, but merely announced it, notifying to

the world (of itself justifiable) a certain state of facts which would

have arrived. He said all wars were called or pretended to be

defensive. I said that if the war was untruly so called, then our

position was false ; but that the war did not become less defensive

from our declaring it, or from our entering upon offensive opera-

tions. To retire therefore upon such a declaration, would be to

retire upon no ground warrantable and conceivable by reason. It

would not be standing on a principle, whereas any man would

require a distinct principle to justify him in giving up at this

moment the service of the crown. He asked: How could he

bring himself to fight for the Turks ? I said we were not fighting

for the Turks, but we were warning Russia off the forbiddeu

ground. That if, indeed, we undertook to put down the Chris-

tians under Turkish rule by force, then we should be fighting

for the Turks ; but to this I for one could be no party. He saul

if I saw a way for him to get out, he hoped I would mention it to

him. I replied that my own views of war so much agreed with

his, and I felt such a horror of bloodshed, that I had thought the

matter over incessantly for myself. We stand, I said, upon the

ground that the Emperor has invaded countries not his own,

inflicted wrong on Turkey, and what I feel much more, most cruel

wrong on the wretched inhabitants of the Principalities; that

war had ensued and was raging with all its horrors; that we had

procured for the Emperor an offer of honourable terms of peace

which he had refused ; that we were not going to extend the

conflagration (but I had to correct myself as to the Baltic)
,
but to

apply more power for its extinction, and this I hoped in con-

junction with all the great Powers of Europe. That I, for one,

could not shoulder the musket against the Christian subjects uf

the Sultan, and must there take my stand. (Not even, I had

already told him, if he agreed to such a course, could I bind

myself to follow him in it.) He said Granville and Wood had

spoken to him in the same sense. I added that S. Herbert and

Graham probably would adhere ;
perhaps Argyll and Molesworth

and even others might be.added.

|| m
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Elhce had been with him and told him that J. Russell and
Palmerston were preparing to contend for his place. Ellice himself
deprecating Lord Aberdeen's retirement, anticipated that if il
took place Lord Palmerston would get the best of it, and drive
Lord John out of the field by means of his war popularity,
though Lord John had made the speech of Friday to put himself
up m this point of view with the country.

In consequence of what I had said to him about Newcastle, he
[Aberdeen] had watched him, and had told the Queen to look to
huu as her minister at some period or other; which, though
afraid of him (as well as of me) about Church matters, she was
prepared to do. I said I had not changed my opinion of New-
castle as he had done of Lord John Russell, but I had been
disappomted and pained at the recent course of his opinions
alxjut the matter of the war. At my house last Wednesday
he [.Newcastle] declared openly for putting down by force the
Christians of European Turkey. Yes, Lord Aberdeen rejilied-
but he thought him the description of man who would discharge
well the duties of that office. In this I agree.'

A few days later (March 3) Lord John Russell, by way of
appeasing Aberdeen's incessant self-reproach, told him that
the only course that could have prevented war would have
been to counsel the Turks to acquiesce, and not to allow the
British fleet to quit Malta. ' But that was a course,' Lord
John continued, 'to which Lansdowne, Palmerston, Clarendon
Newcastle, and I would not have consented; so that you
would only have broken up your government if you had
insisted upon it.' Then the speaker added his belief that
the Czar, even after the Turk's acquiescence and submission,
If we could have secured so much, would have given the
Sultan SIX months' respite, and no more. None of these
arguments ever eased the mind of Lord Aberdeen. Even

and honourable man, a thoZRh
^"

.
?"''.".<=«' a<I«u...8tration he

gentleman in all his feelings and
ways, and considerate of all about
hini. He respected other people's
position, but wa« sensible of his own

;

«nd his familiarity, friendlv enough,
was not such as invited ' response.
It was said of him that he did not

was painstaking, clear-headed, and
just. But his abilities were moderate,
and he did not see how far they were
from being sufficient for the manage-
ment of great affairs, which, how-
ever he was .always ambitious of
handling.' See also Selborne's
Memorials, ii. pp. 257-8.

-(Et. 4o.
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BOOK in his last interview with the departing ambassador of the

»V- Czar, he told him how bitterly he regretted first the original

1864.
despatch of the fleet from Malta to Besika Bay (July 1853)

;

and second that he had not sent Lord Granville to St

Petersburg immediately on the failure of Menschikofif a

Constantinople (May 1858), in order to carry on personal

negotiations with the Emperor.^ ,,.„••
An ultimatum demanding the evacuation of the Princi-

palities was despatched to St. Petersburg by England and

France, the Czar kept a haughty silence, and at the end

of March war was declared. In the event the Principa it.es

were evacuated a couple of months later, but the state o

war continued. On September U, English, French, and

Turkish troops disembarked on the shores of the Crimea,

and on the 20th of the month was fought the battle ot tlie

Alma. 'I cannot help repeating to you,' Mr. Gladstone

wrote to Lord Palmei^ton (Oct. 4, 1854), ' which I hope you

will forgive, the thanks I offered at an earlier period, for the

manner in which you urged-when we were amidst many

temptations to far more embarrassing and less effective

proceedings-the duty of concentrating our strokes upon the

heart and centre of the war at Sebastopol."« In the s^ime

month Bright wrote the solid, wise, and noble letter that

brought him so much obloquy then, and stands as one of the

memorials of hU fame now.3 Mr. Gladstone wrote to h.s

brother Robertson upon it :

—

, , ,

Nov 7 1854.-I thought Bright's letter both an able and a

manly one, and though I cannot go his lengths, I respect and

svmpathise with the spirit in which it originated. I think he

should draw a distinction between petty meddlings of our own, or

interferences for selfish purposes, and an operation like this which

really is in support of the public law of Europe. I agree with

him in some of the retrospective part of his letter.

Then came the dark days of the Crimean winter.

In his very deliberate vindication of the policy of the

Crimean war composed in 1887, Mr. Gladstone warmly denies

slumber,— T)e La GorcB, Hist, du

SSV;TaS' SwId'TXt Oct. 29, iW
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either that the ship of state drifted instead of being steered, CHAP
or that the cabinet was in continual conflict with itself at "^•

successive stages of the negotiation.^ He had witnessed, he ^TT'
declares, much more of sharp or warm argument in every
other of the seven cabinets to which he beloiiged.2 In 1881
he said to the present writer: 'As a member of the Aberdeen
cabinet I never can admit that divided opinions in that
cabinet led to hesitating action, or brought on the war. I
do not mean that all were always and on all points of the
same mind. But I have known much sharper divisions in
a cabinet that has worked a great question honourably and
energetically, and I should confidently say, whether the
n.^rotiations were well or ill conducted, that considering their
great difficulty they were worked with If tie and not much
conflict. It must be borne in mind that Lord Aberdeen
.subsequently developed opinions that were widely severed
fi.)m those that had guided us, but these never appeared in
tlie cabinet or at the time.' Still he admits that this
practical harmony could much less truly be affirmed of the
four ministers especially concerned with foreign affaire;

3

that is to say, of the only ministers whose discussions
mattered. It is certainly impossible to contend that Aber-
deen was not in pretty continual conflict, stro.-g and marked
though not heated, with these three main coadjutora.
\\ hether it be true to say that the cabinet drifted, depends on
the precise meaning of a word. It is undoubtedly true that
It steered a course bringing the ship into watera that the
captain most eagerly wished to avoid, and each tack carried
It farther away from tlie expected haven. Wintls and waves
u-eie too many for them. We may perhaps agree with
Mr. (Gladstone that as it was feeling rather than argument
that raised the Crimean war into popularity, so it is feeling
and not argument that has plunged it into the 'abyss of
odium.' When we come to a period twenty years after
this war was over, we shall see that Mr. Gladstone found
out how little had time changed the public temper, how
little had events taught their lesson.

\Eng. Hist. Jiev. April 1887. This
article was submitted to tiip Duke
of Argyll and Lord Granville for
correction before publication.

*The cabinet of 1892 was his
eijihth.

•Aberdeen, Russell, Palmerston.
Clarendon.
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To rear up minds with aspirations and faculties above the herd,

capable of leading on their countrymen to greater achievements in

virtue, intelligence, and social well-being ; to do this, and likewise

so to educate the leisured classes of the community generally, that

they may participate as far as possible in the qualities of these

superior spirits, and be prepared to appreciate them, and follow in

their steps— these are purposes requiring institutions of education

placed above dependence on the immediate pleasure of that very

multitude whom they are designed to elevate. These are the ends

for which endowed universities are desirable ; they are those which

all endowed universities profess to aim at ; and great is their dis-

grace, if, having undertaken this task, and claiming credit for

fulfilling it, they leave it unfulfilled. — J. S. Mill.

The last waves of the tide of reform that had been flowin;.

for a score of years, now at length reached the two ancien

universities. The Tractarian revival with all its intense pre

occupations had given the antique Oxford a respite, but th(

hour struck, and the final effort of the expiring whigs ii

their closing days of power was the summons to Oxford aiu

Cambridge to set their houses in order. Oxford had beei

turned into the battle-field on which contending parties in tb^

church had at her expense fought for mastery. The result wa

curious. The nature of the theological struggle, by quicken

ing mind within the university, had roused new forces

the antagonism between anglo-catholic and puritan helpei

as it had done two centuries before, to breed the lat

tudinarian; a rising school in the sphere of thought an

criticism rapidly made themselves an active party in th

sphere of affairs; and Mr. Gladstone found himself force

406
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to do the work of the very liberalism which his own theo-bgical leaders and allies had first organised themsehi tobeat down and extinguish.
^oisenes to

In 1850 Lord John Russell, worked upon by a peraeverin^minority m Oxford, startled the House of Co,rraons deghted the liberals, and angered and dismayed'Srauthor -
ties of the powerful corporations thus impugned, by tiennouncement of a commission under the ci' wn to inU^to their disciphne, state, and revenues, and to reZwhether any action by crown and parliament could fXr
P omoto the interests of religion and sound learn nl inthese venerable shrines. This was the fi.^t step in 1Wjourney towards the nationalisation of tlie univri^tie, t?
the d^establishment of the church of Ei^Zd in'wh ^seemed the best fortified of all her strongholds.
Alter elaborate correspondence with both liberal and tn™

sections in Oxford, Mr. Gladstone rose in his pCe ai^denounced the proposed commission as probablf1^h law, and certainly odious in the eye of the consttution He undertook to tear in tatter the various n ode nprecedents advanced by the government for thdr pu'oscouted the alleged visitorial power of the crow^/LS
hat .t would blight future munificence; argued that deetive instruction with freedom and self-govefnment ^ouWm the choice of evils, be better than the most nerfecmechanism secured by pariiamentaryintorference;X^^^^^^^^
hat what the universities had done for learning was perhaps less than it might have been, but they had done asmuch as answered the circumstances and exigencies of thecountry. When we looked at the lawyers, th? divLs thestatesmen of England, even if some' might judge themm^-iorin mere scholastic and technical acquirements, whyneed we be ashamed of the cmdles in which they weremauily nurtured? He closed with a triumphant andmoving reference to Peel (dead a fortnight befor themost d.stin Uhed son of Oxford in the present c ntur"

true
^' . "u

"''''' ™'" '^' ^'"'^ representative and thetrue type of the genius of the British House of Commons 1

^T. 41.

V()I„ I — 2 K

' July 18, 1850.
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In truth no worse case was ever more strongly argued, and

fortunately the speech is to be recorded as the last mani-

festo, on a high theme and on a broad scale, of that toryiam

from which this wonderful pilgrim had started on his shining

progress. It is just to add that the party in Oxford who

resisted the commission was also the party most opposed

to Mr, Gladstone, and further that the view of the crown

having no right to issue such a commission in invitoa was

shared with him by Sir Robert Peel.» Of this debate, Arthur

Stanley (a strong supporter of the measure), tells us
:

' The

ministerial speeches were very feeble. . . . Gladstone s was

very powerful; he said, in the most effective manner,

anything which could be said against the commission.

His allusion to Peel was very touching, and the House

responded to it by profound and sympathetic silence. . . .

Heywood's closing speech was happily drowned in the roar

of " Divide," so that nothing could be heard save the name

of " Cardinal Wolsey " thrice repeated.'* The final division

was taken on the question of the adjournment, when the

government had a majority of 22. (July 18, 1860.)

II

In Oxford the party of 'nrganised torpor' did not yield

without a struggle. They were clamorous on the sanctity

of property; contemptuous of the doctrine of the rights of

parliament over national domains ; and protestant collegians

subsisting on ancient Roman catholic endowments edified

the worid on the iniquity of setting aside the pious founder.

They submitted an elaborate case to the most eminent

counsel of the day, and counsel advised that the commis-

sion was not constitutional, not legal, and not such as the

members of the univeraity were bound to obey. The ques-

tion of duty apart from legal obligation the lawyers did

not answer, but they suggested that a petition might he

addressed to the crown, praying that the instrument might

be cancelled. The petition was duly prepared, and dulj

made no difference. Many of the academic authorities were

recalcitrant, but this made no difference either, nor did the

1 Letter to Bishop Davidson, June 11, 1891. * Life, i. p. 420.
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-«i. 41.

.ubieet .h. college. ..^:'„rZe;'I'S:'™Tl"„r ^^
missioners. of whom Tait »nri t

^-wroi. ine com-

landmarks in the history of o.,r m^i _ ^"« ^^ t^e high

«. i/jiiuugn wmcn the raw matprini Karl *^ u.
dragged, much will be excused In f«n.7i! . ,

^
to finish it at all. ThereTa W,V ,

^'** "^"'^ '^^

the whole which oughrunrtetS'ir"^ ^'"^ "^^"^

been avoided, but w'hich"ly, ^Z^Z^Ir^"^ '"^'^

of propitiating the radicals ' i
^' ' *^' advantage

of change too manifold and comV:rd '
The e i^rhe

z^ brit":tT *"'iT.
^-^^p^"^ ^" t:nrthrthreport, but it only deepened his conviction of the necessityof important and, above all, early changes Hp IhA "*f'*^

urging his friends at Oxford to makf use of hislT'
opportunity for reforming the unive.ity L™ ^LftZwarning them that delay would be dear/pui.has d

'
Gladtone s connection with Oxford,' said Sir George Lewis *t

Tv^TTrofTt- 'fr^' "p^" *^« p'^^*- o^ th'

rrSl* r ' ^'^^ '''"™*' supporters stick to him,

rrenO h^frS: r
^

"f^"^'
*^ «*^"^^^« *?--* t^e

im H. '«
• u'"^

*^'"' "''''^^ «^ their torifyinghim. He is giving them a push forwards instead of thpirgiving him a pull backwards.''
*"^

huTl'^^'T"^""
^^ ^'^^ commission were no longer in office

thathX /": ^° '" '°^ ^'^^^ «'^-— to burkewhat had been done.* The Derby government put into the

l^ifo of Stanley, i. p. 4S2.

and^Ur Haddan, Aug. 14 and Sept.'

' Letters, March 26, 185.S, p. 261.

InterMting particulars of thLimemorable cu.mifision are to be

Sp:i^1%^'^^^^'^'^*^"*«^^«5
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BOOK Queen's speech, in November (1862), a paragraph informing

^^- parliament that the universities had been invited to examine
*

'

the recommendations of the report. After a year's time

had been given them to consider, it became the duty of

the Alierdeen government to frame a bill. The charge fell

upon Mr. Gladstone as member for Oxford, and in the lati"

autumn of 1853 he set to work. In none of the enterprises

of his life was he more industrious or energetic. Before

the middle of December he forwarded to Lord John Russell

what he called a rude draft, but the rude draft contained

the kernel of the plan that was ultimately carried, with a

suggestion even of the names of the commissioners to whom

operations were to be confided. ' It is marvellous to me,'

wrote Dr. Jeune to him (Dec. 21, 1853), 'how you can give

attention so minute to university affairs at such a crisis.

Do great things become to great men from the force of habit,

what their ordinary cares are to ordinary persons ?
'

As he

began, so he advanced, listening to everybody, arguing witli

everybody, flexible, persistent, clear, practical, fervid, uncon-

querable. 'I fear,' Lord John Russell wrote to him (March

27), 'my mind is exclusively occupied with the war and the

Reform bill, and youra with university reform.' Perhaps,

unluckily for the country, this was true. ' My whole heart

is in the Oxford bill,' Mr. Gladstone writes (March 29) ;
' it

is my consolation under the pain with which I view the

character my office [the exchequer] is assuming under the

circumstances of war.' 'Gladstone has been surprising

everybody here,' writes a coaspicuous high churchman from

Oxford, 'by the ubiquity of his correspondence. Three-

fourths of the colleges have been in communication with

him, on various parts of the bill more or less affecting

themselves. He answers everybody by return of post, fully

and at length, quite entering into their case, and showing

the greatest acquaintance with it.'* 'As one of your

burgesses,' he told them, ' I stand upon the line that divides

» Mozley, Letters, p. 220. Mr.

Gladstone preserved 660 letters and
documents relating to the prepara- ..-

tion and passing of the Oxford during the same penod.

University bill. Among them are

360 copies of his own letters written

between Dec. 185.3 and Dec. ISM,

and 170 letters received by him
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Oxford from the outer world, and as a sentinel I cry^ out to chap

If th s biU were thrown out, no other half ,o favourable ^T^would ever again be brought in
vuurawe ^, ^

Gladstones own Jowett at the earliest stage sent him r
co.nprehens.ve plan, an.l soon after, saw Lord John (Jan. 6)
'I must own,' wntes the latter to Gladstone, '

I was muchstruck by the clearness and completeness of his view^' The
a.fference between Jowett's plan and Mr. Gladstone's was onhe highly important point of machinery. Jowett, who all
Ins life had a weakness for getting and keeping authority
into his own hands or the hands of those .LI he couldmrtuence, contended that after parliament had settled
mncu^les, Oxford itself could be trusted to setJe deto Is
far better than a little body of great pen.onages ftm
oiitside, unacquainted with special wants and suecZ
interests. Mr. Gladstone, on the other hand, inventirthe
Idea of an executive commission with statutoiy powers.The two plans were printed and circulated, and the Glance
of opinion in the cabinet went decisively for Mr. Gladstone's
scheme. The discussion between him and Jowett, ranZ
ov.r the whole field of the bill, was maintained untifu!actual production, m many interviews and much correspond-
ence. In dewing the clauses Mr. Gladstone received thehelp of Bethell, the solicitor-gene™], at whose suggestion
Ihillimore and Thring were called in for further aid inwhat was undoubtedly a task of exceptional diflBculty. The
process brought into clearer light the truth discerned byMr. Gladstone from the first, that the enormous number of
divei^e institutions that had grown up in Oxford made
resort to what he called sub-legislation inevitable; that is tosay they were too complex for parliament, and could only be
dealt with by delegation to executive act.

hai*nn"°*r
"^ '"^ *^' ^^^""'^ ^ * P^««« °f educationhad no influence on the mind of the countiy; it had

iTr.T r"'''/"'
'^'' ^"^"«"^« was exactly what it

SL" nf ^""Z
''' ^"'^"'^ "^ stimulating it checked,mstead of expanding it stereotyped. Even for the church

^icr.
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it had failed to bring unity, for it was from Oxford

that the opinions bad sprung that seemed to be renditjy

the church in twain. The regeneration introduced by

this momentous measure has been overlaid by tlie strata

of subsequent reforms. Enough to say that the objects

obtained were the deposition of the fossils and drones, and

a renovated constitution on the representotive principle for

the governing body ; the wakening of a huge mass of

Bleeping endowments ; the bestowal of college emoluments

only on «xcellence tested by competition, and associated

with active duties; the reorganisation or re-creation of

professorial teaching; the removal of local preferences and

restrictions. Beyond these aspects of reform, Mr. Gladstone

was eager for the proposed right to establish private halls,

as a change calculated to extend the numbers and strength

of the university, and as settling the much disputed ques-

tion, whether the scale of living could not be reduced, and

university education brought within reach of classes of mod-

erate means. These hopes proved to be exaggerated, but

they illustrate his constant and lifelong interest in the widest

possible diffusion of all good things in the worid from

university training down to a Cook's tour.

Mr. Gladstone seems to have pressed his draftsmen hard.

as he sometimes did. Bethell returning to him ' the di»J€ct„

membra of this unfortunate bill,' tells him that he is too

deeply attached to him to care for a few marks of impatience,

and adds, 'write a few kind words to Pbillimore, for he

really loves you and fcsls this matter deeply.' Oxford, scene

of so many agitations for a score of years past, was once more

seized with consternation, stupefaction, enthusiasm. A few

private copies of the draft were sent down fr.>m London for

criticism. On the vice-chancellor it left ' an impression of

sorrow and sad anticipations ' ; it opened deplorable prospects

for the university, for the church, for religion, for righteous-

ness. The dean of Christ Church thought it not merely

inexpedient, but unjust and tyrannical. Jowett, on the other

hand, was convinced that it must satisfy all reasonable

reformers, and added emphatically in writing to Mr. Ghid-

stone, ' It is to yourself and Lord John that the university
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Will be indebted for the greatest boon that it has ever
received.' After the intnuh.etiou of the bill F,y Lord John
Kussell, the oUcui-anti«t« made a rtnal effort to call down one
..f their old inciting hailstorms. A in^titioa ag,ii,ist the bi!l w-^
submitted to convocation

; happily it passed by a majority of
no more than two. ^

At length the blessed day of the second reading came.
The ever zealous Arthur Stanley was present. ' A superb
81«ech from Gladstone,' he records, 'in which, for the fi«t
time, all the arguments from our report were worked ud
la the most effective manner. He vainly en.leavo.ued to
reconcile his present with his former position. But with
this exception, I listened to his speech with the greatest
delight.

. . .
To beh.,ld one's old enemies slaughtered before

ones face with the most irresistible weai.o„s w.is quite
...tox.cat.ng. One great cha.m of his speaking is its ex-
ceeding good-humour. There is great vehemence but no
b.tteme.ss. An excellent criticism of many, i,erhai« most,
of his speeches.

'It must ever be borne in mind,' Mr. Gladstone wrote to
Lord John at the outset, 'with respect to our old univei^ities
t .at history, law, and usage with them form such a manifold
.Invrsihed, and complex mass, that it is not one subject bui
a world of subjects that we have to deal with in appioachinff
.e.n. And he pointed out that if any clever lawyer such a!

ISiitt or Ca.rns were employed to opi.ose the bill systemati-
cally, debate would run to such lengths as to make it hoi^eless
11..S was a point of view that Mr. (Jladstone-s more exacting
a..a abstract critics now, and many another time, forgot-
they forgot that, whatever else you may say of a bill, after
all It IS a thing that is to be carried through parliament.
Lve.ylM)dy had views of his own. A characteristic illustra-
tion of Mr. (iladstone's temper in the arduous work of
practical legislation to which so much of the energies
of his life was devoted, is worth giving here from a letter
of this date to Burgon of Oriel. Nobody answers better
to the rare combination, in Bacon's words, of a 'glorious
nature that doth put life into business, with a solid and

» L{fe, i. p. 434.

CHAP.

'Et. ii.
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sober nature that hath as much of the ballast as of the

sail ' :
—

Sometimes it may bo necessary in dealin- with a very unci.-nt

institution to make terms, as it were, between sueh an u.st.tution

and the actual spirit of the a,'e. This n.ay be iu certa.n circum-

stances a necessary, but it can never be a satisfactory, prcK^ess. It

is driviuK' a bargain, and somewhat of a wretched bargain. Ih.t

I really do not find or feel that this is the case now In-fore us. In

that case, my view, right or wrong, is this: that Oxford is far

behind her duties or cai.abilities, not because her working nun

work so little, but be.sause so large a proportion of her children

do not work at all, so large a proportion of her resources remains

practically dormant, and her present constitution is so ill-adapted

to developing her real but latent lowers. What I therefore

anticipate is not the weakening of her distinctive principles, not

the diminution of her labour, already great, that she discharges

for the church and for the land, but a great expansion, a greiit

invigoration, a great increase of her numbers, a still greater

increase of her moral force, and of her hold upon the heart and

mind of the country.

Pusey seems to have talked of the university as ruined

and overthrown by a parricidal hand; Oxford would U lost

to the church; she would have to taK. refuge in colleges

away from the university. Oxford ha<i now received its

death-blow from Mr. Gladstone and the government to

which he belonged, and he could no longer support at

election times the worker of .ueh evil, and must return to

that inactivity in things political, from which only love and

confidence for Mr. Gladstone had roused him. 'Person-

ally,' the good man adds, ' I must always love you. I o

Pusey, and to all who poured reproach upon hira from this

side Mr. Gladstone replied with inexhaustible patience.

He never denied that parliamentary intervention was an

evil, but he submitted to it in order to avert greater evd.

'If the church of Kngland has not strength enough to keep

upright, this will soon appear in the troubles of emancipated

Oxford: if she has, it will come out to tlie joy of us all

in the immensely augmented energy and i)ower of the
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university for ffood. If (iermanism and ArnoUlism are now
to ciiriy tlie ilay at Oxford (I mean supposing tlie bill is

carried into law ), they will carry it fairly ; let them win
and wear her (God forbid, however); but if she has a
heart true to the faith her hand will l»e stronger ten times
over than it has I)een heretofore, in doing Iwttle. . . . Nor
am 1 saddened by the pamphlet of a certain Mr. which
I have been reading to-day. It has more violence than
venom, and also much more violence than strength. I

often feel how hard it is on divines to be accused of
treachery and basenes.s, because they do not, like m», get it

L'viiy day and so become case-hardened against it.'

In i)arliament the craft laljoured heavily in cross-seas.

•I have never known,' says its pilot, 'a measure so foolishly
discussed in committee.' Nor was oil cast upon the watere
liy its friends. Hy the end of May Mr. (Jladstone and Lord
John saw that they must take in canvas. At this point
a new storm broke. It was impossible that a r -sure on
such a subject could fail to awaken the ever reauy quarrel
between the two camps into which the English establish-
ment, for so many generations, has so unhappily divided
tiie life of the nation. From the first, the protestant dis-
senters had been extremely sore at the absence from the
bill of any provision for their admission to the remodelled
university. Bright, the most illustrious of them, told the
House of Commons that he did not care whether so
pusillanimous and tinkering an affair as this was jjassed
or not. Dissenters, he said with scorn, are exjjected always
to manifest too much of those inestimable qualities wliich are
sjMiken of in the Epistle to the Corinthians: 'To hope all

things, to believe all things, and to endure all things.'

More discredit than he deserved fell upon Mr. Gladstone
for this obnoxious defect. In announcing the commission
of inquiry four years before, Lord John as prime minister
Iiad expressly said that the improvement of the universities
should be treated as a subject by itself, and that the ad-
mission of dissenters ought to be reserved for future and
separate consideration. Writing to Mr. Gladstone (Jan. 1854)
he said, ' I do not want to stir the question in this bill,' but

^.T. 46.
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he would support a proposal in a separate bill by which the

halls might be the means of admitting dissenters. Mr.

(iladstone himself professed to take no strong line either

way; but in a parliamenUry case of this kind to take no line

is not materially different from a line in effect unfriendly.

Arthur Stanley pressed him as hard as he could. ' Justuu

to the university,' said Mr. Gladstone in reply, 'demands

that it should be allowed to consider the question for itself.

Indeed, while I believe that the admission of dissentei>*

without the breaking up of the religious teaching and tli."

government of the university would be a great good, I am

also of opinion that to give effect to that measure by forcible

intervention of parliament would be a great evil. Whetlui

it is an evil that must some day or other be encountereil.

the time has not yet, I think, anived for determinino/

The letter concludes with a remark of curious bearmg ui).)ii

the temper of that age. 'The very words,' he says to

Stanley, ' which you have let fall upon your paper— » Roman

catholics"— used in this connection, were enough to burn

it through and through, considering we have a parliament

which, were the measure of 1829 not latv at this moment,

would I think probably refuse to make it law: There is no

reason to think this an erroneous view. Perhaps it would

not be exti-avagant even to-day.

What Mr. (iladstone called 'the evil of parliamentary

inter^srence ' did not tarry, and on the report stage of the

bill, a ilause removing the theological test at matriculation

was carried (June 22) against the government by ninety-one.

The size of the majority and the diversified material of

which it was composed left the government no option bnt

to yield. ' Parliament having now unhappily determined

to legislate ui)on the subject,' Mr. Gladstone writes to the

provost of Oriel, 'it seems to me, I may add it seems to my

colleagues, best for the interests of the university *hat we

should now make some endeavour to settle the whole ques-

tion and so preclude, if we can, any pretext for renewed

agitation.' ' The basis of that settlement,' he went on in

a formula which he tenaciously reiterated to all his corie-

Bpondents, and which is a landmark in the long history ul
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his dealing with the question, 'should be that the whole CHAP,
teaching and governing function in the univei-sity and in '^

the colleges, halls, and private halls, should be retained, as ^^^TlT
now, in the church of England, but that everything outside
the governing and teaching functions, whether in the way
of degrees, honours, or emoluments, should be left open.'
The new clause he described as 'one of those incomplete
arrangements that seem to suit the practical habits of this
country, and which by taking the edge off a matter of com-
pliiint, are often found virtually to dispose of it for a length
of time.' In the end the church of England test was
removed, not only on admission to the university, but from
the bachelor's degree. Tests in other forms remained, as we
shall in good time perceive. 'We have proceeded,' Mr.
Gladstone wrote, 'in the full belief that the means of
applying a church ' st to fellowships in colleges are clear
and anii)le.' So they were, and so remained, until seventeen
years later in the life of an administration of his own the
obnoxious fetter was struck off.

The debates did not close without at least one character-
istic masterpiece from Mr. Disraeli. He had not taken a
division on the second reading, but he executed with entire
jrravity all the regulation manipuvres of opposition, and his

api)earance on the page of Hansard relieves a dull discussion.
If Kovernment, he asked, could defer a reform of the con-
stitution (referring to the withdrawal of Lord John's bill)

wliy should they hurry to reform the universities? The
talk about the erudite professors of Germany as so superior
to Oxford was nonsense. The great men of Germany became
professoi-s only because they could not become members of
parliament. ' We, on the contrary, are a nation of action,
and you may depend upon it, that though you may give an
Oxford professor two thousand a year instead of two hundred,
still ambition in England will look to public life and to the
House of Commons, and not to professois' chairs.' The
moment the revolution of 1848 gave the German professors
a chance, see how they rushed into political conventions and
prmaped administrative offices. Again, the principle of the
bill was the laying of an unhallowed hand upon the ark of
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the universities, and wore in effect the hideous aspect of the

never-to-be-forgotten appropriation clause. If he were askud

whether he would rather have Oxford free with all its imper-

fections, or an Oxford without imperfections but under the

control of the government, ht would reply, ' Give me Oxford

free and independent, with all its anomalies and imperfec-

tions.' An excellently worded but amusingly irrelevant

passage about Voltaire and Rousseau, and the land that was

enlightened by the one and inflamed by the other, brouglii

the curious pei-formance to a solemn close. High fantastic

trifling of this sort, though it may divert a later generation

to whose legislative bills it can do no harm, helps to explain

the deep disfavour with which Disraeli was regarded by his

severe and strenuous opponent.

'The admiration of posterity,' Dr. Jeune wrote to Mr.

Gladstone, 'would be greatly increased if nica hereafter

could know what wisdom, what firmness, what temper, what

labour your success has required.' More than this, it was

notorious that Mr. Gladstcme was bravely risking his seat.

This side of the matter Jeune made plain to him. ' Had I

foreseen in 1847,' replied Mr. Gladstone (^Broadstairs, Aug.

26, 1854), 'that church controversies which I then hoped

were on the drcline, were really about to assume a fiercer

glare and a wider range than they had done before, I should

not have been presumptuous enough to face the contin-

gencies of such a seat at such a time.' As things stood he

was bound to hold on. With dauntless confidence that never

failed him, he was convinced that no long time would suflice

to scatter the bugbears, and the bill would be nothing but a

source of strength to any one standing in reputed connection

with it. To Dr. Jeune when the battle was over he expresses

'his warm sense of the great encouragement and solid

advantage which at every stage he had derived from his

singularly ready and able help.' To Jowett and Goldwin

Smith he acknowledged a hardly lower degree of obligation.

The last twenty years, wrote a shrewd and expert sage in

1866, ' have seen more improvement in the temper and teach-

ing of Oxford tha^ *he three centuries since the Reformation.

This has undoubtedly been vastly promoted by the Reform
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bill of 1854, or at least by one enactment in it, the aboli-
tion of close fellowships, which has done more for us than
all the other enactments of the measure put together."

»

'The indirect effects,' says the same writer in words of
pregnant praise, 'in stimulating the spirit of improvement
among us, have been no less important than the specific
reforms enacted bv it. '2

^

in

Another of the most far-reaching changes of this era of
reform affected the civil service. J. S. Mill, then himself
an official at the India House, did not hesitate 'to hail the
plan of throwing open the civil service to competition as
one of the greatest improvements in public affairs ever
proposed by a government.' On the system then reigning,
civil employment under the (rown was in all the offices the
result of patronage, though in some, and those not the more
important of them, nominees were partially tested by
qualifying examination and periods of probjition. The
eminent men who held what were called the staff ap-
pointments in the service -the Merivales, Taylors, Farrers
-were introduced from without, with the obvious implica-
tion that either the civil service trained up within its own
ranks a poor breed, or else that the meritorious men were
discouraged and kept back by the sight of prizes /ailing to
outsiders. iMr. Gladstone was not slow to point out that
tiie existing system if it brought eminent men in, had driven
men like Manning and Spedding out. What patronage
meant is forcibly described in a private memorandum of a
leading reformer, preserved by Mr. Gladstone among his
IKipers on this subject. ' The existing corps of civil servants,'
says the writer, 'do not like the new plan, because the
introduction of well-educated, active men, will force them
to Ijestir themselves, and because thev cannot hope to get
their own ill-educated sons appointed under the new system.

nlril'miiZ' J^'ir'"""'"'*-
By projected edition of l.is collected

aTi,„ f 11 ;
^' *• Bpeeclips: On the introduction nf

M nJ°'"'""^''PT'"''*""^« ^y 'he bill, March 1(. 0854) on the

^Et. 45.
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The old estahlithed political familiet habitually batten oh

the public patronage— their soiw legitimate and illegitimati-

their relatives and dependents of every degree, are provided

for by tlie score. Besides the adventuring disreputabU

class of members of parliament, who make God knows wh<tt

use of the patronage, a large number of borough memljen

are mainly dependent upon it for their seats. What, foi

instance, are the members to do who have been sent down

by the patronage secretary to contest Iwroughs in the in

terest of the government, and who are pledged twenty deej

to their constituents?'

The foreign office had undergone, some years before, n

thorough reconstruction by Loril Palmerston, who, thougl

very cool to constitutional reform, was assiduous and exact

ing in the forms of public business, not least so in the vital

matter of a strong, plain, bold handwriting. Revision had

been attempted in various departments before Mr. Gladstone

went to the exchequer, and a spirit of improvement was

in the air. Lowe, beginning his official career as one ol

the secretaries of the board of control, had procured tlit

insertion in the India bill of 1853 of a provision throwing

open the great service of India to competition for all British

born subjects, and he was a vigorous advocate of a general

extension of the principle.* It was the conditions commoi;

to all the public establishments that called for revision, and

the foundations for reform were laid in a report by Northcote

and Sir Charles Trevelyan (November 1853), prepared foi

Mr. Gladstone at his request, recommending two proposi

tions, so familiarised to us to-day as to seem like primordial

elements of the British constitution. One was, that access

to the public service should be through the door of a com

petitive examination ; the other, that for conducting tliest

examinations a central board should be constituted. The

effect of such a change has been enormous not only or

the efficiency of the service, but on the education of the

country, and by a thousand indirect influences, raising and

strengthening the social feeling for the immortal maxim

that the career should be open to the talents. The lazj

> Life of Lord Sherbrooke, pp. 421-2.
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doctrine that men are much of a muchness gave way to chapa higher respect for merit and to more effectual Itandarcb of
"^

competency. >- .
>

The reform was not achieved without a battle. The whole^e was arj^ued by Mr. Gladstone in a letter to Loitl John
Russell of xncomparable trenchancy and force, one of the
best specxmens of the writer at his best, and only not worthreproduc.ng here, because the case has long been finishod i
Lord John (Jan. 20) wrote to him curtly in reply, "hopeno change wdl be made, and 1 cerUinly must protest agairS
It. In reply to even a second assault, he remained quiteunconvinced. At present, he said, the Queen appointed themini te.^, and the ministers the subordinates; in future theboard of examine™ would be in the place of the QueenOur institutions would be as neariy republican as possible;and the new spirit of the public offices would not be loyalt^
but republu^anism! As one of Lord John's kindred spirite
cleclared, 'The more the civil service is recruited from thelower classes, the less will it be sought after by the higher,
until at last the aristocracy will be altogether dissociated from
the permanent civil service of the country.' How could the
conntty go on with a democratic civil service by the side ofan aristocraticlegislature?^ This was just the spirit thatMr. Gladstone loatlied. To Graham he wrote (Jan. 3, 1854)
1 do not want any pledges as to details ; what I seek isyour countenance and favour in an endeavour to introduce
the cabinet a proposal that we should give our sanction

to the pnnciple that m every case where a satisfactory test
of a defined and palpable nature can be furnished, the public
service shall be laid open to personal merit. . . . This i!
».</ contribution to parliamentary reform.' On January 26
(854) the cabinet was chiefly occupied by Mr. Gladstone's
P^. position, and after a long discussion his plan was adopted.

ea^ that it was the aristocracy who kept paironage, Mr.dadstone reminded the House, 'No cabinet could havebeen more aristocratically composed than that over which
• For an extract see Appendix.
Boinilly, quoted by Layard, June 15th, 1856.
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Lord Aberdeen presided. I myself was the only one of

fifteen nobleuien and gentlemen who composed it, who could

not fairly be said to belong to that class/ Yet it was this

cabinet that conceived and matured a plan for the surrender

of all its patronage. There for the moment, in spite of all

his vigour and resolution, the reform was arrested. Time

did not change him. In November he wrote to Trevelyan

:

' My own opinions are more and more in favour of the plan

of competition. I do not mean that they can be more in

its favour as a principle, than they were when I invited

you and Northcote to write the report which has lit up the

flame ; but more and more do the incidental evils seem

curable and the difficulties removable.' As the Crimean

war went on, the usual cry for administrative reform was

raised, and Mr. Gladstone never made a more terse, pithy,

and incontrovertible speech than his defence for an open

civil service in the summer of 1855.^

For this branch of reform, too, the inspiration had pro-

ceeded from Oxford. Two of the foremost champions of

the change had been Temple— afterwards Archbishop of

Canterbury — and Jowett. The latter was described by Mr.

Gladstone to Graham as being 'as handy a workman as

you shall readily find,' and in the beginning of 1855 he

proposed to these two reformer that they should take the

salaried office of examiners under the civil service scheme.

Much of his confident expectation of good, he told them,

was built upon their co-operation. In all his proceedings on

this subject, Mr. Gladstone showed in strong light in how

unique a degree he combined a profound democratic instinct

with the spirit of good government ; the instinct of popular

equality along with the scientific spirit of the enlightened

bureaucrat.

> He made three speeches on the The first was on Layard's motion for

subject at this period ; June 16th and refonn, which was rejected by 359 to

July 10th, 1865, and AprU 24th, 1866. 46.

^i^ir



CHAPTER V

WAE FINANCE— TAX OE LOAN

{18S4)

I^iZT'.
*" •^ •" *•"' """"^ '^^^ which It h« ple«ed theAJm^ghty to impose upon the .mbition and lust of conquest, that

there u. glory and excitement about war. which, notwithstanding
the miseries it entails. InvesU it with charms in the eyes of Zcommunity and tends to blind men to tho«, eviU to a fearful anddangerous degree. The nece«.ity of meeting from year to yearhe expenduure which it entail, is a «»lutary and whoJm,
check, maiing them feel what they ar« about, and making them

-Z!sio« "^ "' "" '^°'^' "^" '""='' "^'^ "^y '=»'''^'«

The finance of 1854 offered nothing more original or in-genious than bluntly doubling the income tax (from sevenpence to fourteen pence), and raising the duties on spiritsugar and malt. The draught was administered in two
doses, first ,n a provisional budget for half a year (March 6),next ,n a completed scheme two months later. During theinterval the chancellor of the exchequer was exposfd to

p ans of 1853 had, m the main, proved a remarkable success,bu they were not without weak points. Reductions inZduties of customs, excise, and stamps had all been followed byncrease m their proceeds. But the succession duty brought

ime Mr. Gladstone observes, in which he knew the excel-

Th nToTTf
""'""'' '"^ ^'"^ '^"«" ^"*« «"«h an error.Ihe propoea for conversion proved, under circumstances

already described, to have no attraction for the fundhoWer
The^operation on the South ^Sea stock was worse than a

.<Er. 46.
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failure, for it made the exchequer, in order to pay off eight

millions at par, raise a larger sum at three and a half \)eT

cent., and at three per cent, in a stock stantling at 87.^ All

this brought loudisli complaints from the money market.

The men at the clubs talked of the discredit into which

Gladstone had fallen as a financier, and even persons not

unfriendly to him spoke of him as rash, obstinate, and

injudicious. He was declared to have destroyed his prestige

and overthrown his authority.*

This roused all the slumbering warrior in him, and when

the time came (May 8), in a si)eech three and a half hours

long, he threw his detractors into a depth of confusion that

might have satisfied the Psalmist himself. Peremptorily he

brushed aside the apology of his assailants for not challeng-

ing him by a direct vote of want of confidence, that such

a vote would be awkward in a time of war. On the con-

trary, he said, a case so momentous as the case of war is

the vfc.^y reason why you sliould show boldly whether you

have confidence in our management of your finances or not

;

if you disapprove, the sooner I know it the better. Then

he dashed into a close and elaborate defence in detail, undt-r

all the heads of attack,— his manner of dealing with the

unfunded debt, his abortive scheme of conversion, his motle

of charging deficiency bills. This astonishing mass of dry

and difficult matter was impressed in full significance upon

the House, not only by the orator's own buoyant and ener-

getic interest in the performance, but by the sense whii li

he awoke in his hearers, that to exercise their attention

and judgment upon the case before them was a binding

debt imperatively due to themselves and to the country,

by men owning the high responsibility of their station.

This was the way in which he at all times strove to

stir the self-respect of the House of Commons. Not

sparing his critics a point or an argument, he drove his

case clean home with a vigour that made it seem as if

the study of Augustine and Dante and the Fathers were

W »Northcote, Financial Policy, p. » Greville,

242 : Buxton. Mr. Gladstone : A 151, 157.

Study, pp. 164-6.

PMt ui. i. pp. IW,
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LLrvo tU
*"''"'"^f"'- - -*''"'^t« and triumphant CHAPna8tery of l.e proiK-r amount of gold to b« kept at the

"
bank, the nght interest on ar. exchequer bond an I an

^7^-^
exchequer bdl and all the a .ana of the pul lie account

" ^'•**-

tt;V:J?J'"^""'"'"^"^^'^'°^ - '^''- showed tl'tthej had taken the wrong points. Nor did he leave out
tl.e sp.ce of the sarcasn. that the House loves. A .ee hTdreproached h.m for the amount of his deficiency bilU Tl Upeer had once himself for four years lx.cn chancellor othe exchequer. ^My deficiency bills,' cried Mr. Ghu tone•reached three millions and a half. How much .^ e the
..lis of the chancellor whom this figure shock ?. hifirst year they were four millions and a half, in the secondalmost the same, in the third more than five and a qu^rt

.n the fourth nearly five millions and a half.' Disrael amiothe™ pretended that they had foreseen the failure o the

ZT""-. ^\'
''•'^'•^'""^ P^°""^ *^«*'- -'^"- of recorded

fact, they had done nothing of the sort. 'This is the wavm winch mythical history arises. An event happen .^h!cuU attrac mg much notice
; subsequently it excite inteJe t •

hen people look back upon the time now passed, and s ^

Zee t^ "' r " ""''' '"* *''^«"^'^ *'- ha^e o,h. ance-they see them as they wish them to have been
a.ul wj.t they wish them to have Wn, they believe th:;'

Mr'" riln?"'^^?
"° genius, only courage, was needed; butMr. Gladstone advanced in connection with it a doctrine thatnused great questions, moral, political, and economic anda,a.n illustrated that characteristic of his mi^d whi^hways made some broad general principle a necessity ofaction. AH through 1854, and in a sense very often sfnceparhament was agitated by Mr. Gladstone's bold proposition

t at the cost of war should be met by taxation it the tim^
.

Kl not by loans to be paid back by another generationHe dKl not advance his abstract doctrine without qualifil"fon. This, ,n truth, Mr. Gladstone hardly ever did, and

institute by a pa/nr in which ho Ilfi Lf " ?"^^, °' '"''"'
: "" »«>"
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it wa8 one of the reasons why he acquired a bad name

for sophistry and worse. Men fastened on the general

principle, set out in all its breadth and with much em-

phasis ; they overlooked the lurking qualification ; and then

were furiously provoked at having Wen taken in. * I do

not know,' he wrote some years later to Northcote, * where

you find that I laid down any general maxim that all war

supplies were to be raised by taxes. ... I said in my speech

of May 8, revised for Hansard, it was the duty and policy

of the country to make in the firit invtance a great effort

from its own resources.' The discussions of the time, how-

ever, seem to have turned on the unqualified construction.

While professing his veneration and respect for the memory

of Pitt, he opened in all its breadth the question raised by

Pitt's policy of loan, loan, loan. The economic answer is

open to more dispute than he then appeared to suppose,

but it was the political and moral reasons for meeting

the demands of war by tax and not by loan that coloured

his economic view. The passage in which he set forth the

grounds for his opinion has become a classic place in parlia-

mentary discussion, but it is only too likely for a long time

to come to bear reproducing, and I have taken it as a motto

for this chapter. His condemnation of loans, absolutely if

not relatively, was emphatic. ' The system of raising funds

necessary for wars by loan practises wholesale, systematic,

and continual deception upon the r)eople. The people do

not really know what they are doing. The consequences

are adjourned into a far future.' I may as well here com-

plete or correct this language by a further quotation from

the letter to Northcote to which I have already referred.

He is writing in 1862 on Northcote's book on Twenty Years

of Finance. 'I cannot refrain,' he says, 'from paying you

a sincere compliment, first on the skill with which you have

composed an eminently readable work on a dry subject ; and

secondly, on the tact founded in good feeling and the love

of truth with which you have handled your materials

throughout.' He then remarks on various points in the

book, and among the rest on this :—
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.nTof Z.1" 1r *'** ' ''""^ '" ^°"' -»P«*«>n of the CHAPeffect of taxes and loans you have looked (p. 262)too much tn V^"
the effect on labour at the foment. CapitaT and laWare Z

"-"
Frmanent competition for the division of the fruits of proiu^o"

^'^ *"

^^ hen ,n years of war say twenty millions annually a,^ pro^d^by loan say for three, five, or ten years then tJ
I'^^'^^ed

follow.
» "^

leu years, tflen two consequences

tim^e ^""JaT"" '"t*'*'°"'
"^'""'"^ '' ^'^^-^ *° '«bo«r at the

"wren ha"^ T"',
"°" ^^"""^ ''' '^•^"^''* '"*° ^^^ market

Here is the story of the mi^nj of great masses of the English

hold by the doctrine that war loans are in many ways a great

K . i"^''
'^'" "'^^^^'*y' '^'^ '° '^' the budget ofSwas handed over bv dip tr, s;- n^.. i

""ufefi oi looo

his hand, Ttll -u . ? ^' ^'''"' ^"'^ underwent in

L , M "**""" ""'"'^ «"''h a«' ^ith the growingamands of the war, I should myself have had to make inT esome, not very considerable, enlargement.
' '

(August 11, 1862), he goes a little deeper into the subject :-
The general question of loans v. taxes for war purposes is one

m pnnt But assuming as data the established principles of ourhnanci- ystem. and by no means denying the necessity of loanhave not the least doubt that it is for the interest of laJuT^opposed to capital, that as large a share as possible of war e^r^ndi ure shouW be defrayed from taxes. When war breaks out

bour of the country IS well able to bear some augmentation ofaxes. The sums added to the public expenditure are likely ate outset, and for some time, to 1. larger than the sumslhdrawn from commerce. When war ends, on the contraiy a St.ass^^f persons are dismissed from public employmenTI^dflTd!

war come,T"' "'"" ^'^ '"'^ '' "^^^^ «"* ^^'^ ^J^-

w 1 b^^S ''"''
"''"'' *'^* ' ''''' ^^"^ ^' '^- -- taxes

>" be laid upon property
: and that, in war, property will bear a
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BOOK larger share of our total taxation than in peace. From this it

^^-
^ seems to follow at once that, up to the point at which endurance

is practicable, payment by war-taxes rather than by taxes in

peace is for the interest of the people at large. I am not ore of

those who think that our system of taxation, taken as a whole, is

an over-liberal one towards them. These observations are mere

contributions to a discussion, and by no means pretend to dispose

of the question.

n
In the autumn he had a sharp tussle with the Bank of

England, and displayed a toughness, stiffness, and sustained

anger that greatly astonished Threadneedle Street. In tlu'

spring he had introduced a change in the mode of issuing

deficiency bills, limiting the quarterly amount to such a sum

as would cover the maximum of dividends payable, as known

by long experience to bo called for. The Bank held this to

be illegal ; claimed the whole amount required, along with

balances actually in hand, to cover the entire amount pay-

able ; and asked him to take the opinion of tlie law officers.

The lawyers backed tlio chancellor of the exchequer. Then

the Bank took an opinion (tf their own ; their counsel (Kelly

and Palmer) advised that the attorney and solicitor were

wrong ; and recommended the Bank to bring their grievance

before the prime minister. Mr. Gladstone was righteously

incensed at this refusal to abide by an opinion invited by the

Bank itself, and by which if it had been adverse he wouUl

himself have been bound. ' And tlien,' said Bethell, urgiui,'

Mr. Gladstone to stand to his guns, 'its counsel call the

Bank a trustee for the public! Proh pudor! What stulT

lawyers will talk. But 'tis their vocation.' Mr. Gladstones

letters were ofttn prolix, but nobody could be more terse

and direct when occasion moved liim, and the proceedinjrs

of the lawyers with tlieir high Hank views and the equivocal

faith of the directors in bringing fresh lawyera into the case

at all provoked more than one stern and brief epistle. T\w

governor, who was his private friend, winced. 'I do not

study diplomacy in letters of this kind,' Mr. Gladstone

replied, 'and there is no sort of doubt that I am very
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Stfpltt "''"" ''• ''' "''•"'^»
'' ^"^ »ff-*«d and CHAP

tnghsh pugihHm (wh.v-l, l.owever, I do not admire thecombatants shook hands before they fought; on Tthinkmuch .me ought not to be B,>ent upon suchllutationswhei. there is other work to do '

salutations

sa.^s of this dispute, 'Mr. Arbuthnot t<.ld me t..-dav in

rTTJikt'';
"''"''' "^^^'^"^ ^•"^" ^^ *'- -'i:^

esaid iitt r. 7,««"t'"versy with the Bank in li54,Jie sa1, It 18 a pity Ghidstone puts so mucli heat so mnohirritabdity into business. Now I am as cool as a f
1' "

TheMorst o being as cool as a fish is that you never get grealungs done you effect no improvements, and you^arfy noreforms, ag,unst the lethargy or selfishness of men and tJetyranny of old custom.i
"*®

ontrr^^Tv tlT'""T '"^"^"^ ^^ *''« controve«ies

iLk C ha fe t *^"? 7 '"^^'^^^ "' '"^^ atmosphere of the

t es both I T t,'",
'/'" '""''^ ^•''^"«'^»'" ^ith authori-ties both in I.ombard Street and at the treasury, without

stro.1 r ^
''ya finance minister with a clear position andstrong hands, and he told Graham that even if he saw llway distinct y to a plan, he did not feel individuaHyZ"enough for the attempt. Nor was there time. To reeonUtute the Savings Bank finance, to place the chance^ aTdome other accounts on a right basis, and to readjust thebanking relations properly so-calle.l between the H mk and-estate, would be even more than a fair share o anwork for the session. Before the year was over he pa sa

... for which he had laid befoVe the cabinet elab:
a.gumentative supports, removing a number of objections to

f-u ti:;sS^r^™ "^ ""^ -^^'^ «'« ^^^^^ drawn

1 See Appendix.
«17aiidl8 Vict., c. CO.
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The year closed with an incident that created a con-

siderable stir, and might by misadventure have become

memorable. What has been truly called a warm and pro-

longed dispute' arose out of Mr. Gladstone's removal of a

certain official from hin post in the department of woods and

forests. As Lord Aberdeen told the Queen that he could

not easily make the case intelligible, it is not likely that I

should succeed any better, and we may as well leave the

thick dust undisturbed. Enough to say that Lord John

Russell thought the dismissal harsh ; that Mr. Gladstone

stood his ground against either the reversal of what he had

done, or any proceedings in parliament that might look like

contrition, but was willing to submit the points to the

decision of colleagues ; that Lord John would submit no

point to colleagues ' affecting his personal honour '— to such

degrees of heat can the quicksilver mount even in a cabinet

thermometer. If such quarrels of the great are painful,

there is some compensation in the firmness, patience, and

benignity with which a man like Lord Aberdeen strove to

appease them. Some of his colleagues actually thought that

Lord John would make this paltry affair a plea for resigning,

while others suspected that he might find a better excuse

in the revival of convocation. As it happened, a graver

occasion offered itself.

1 Walpole'8 Jtutull, ii. p. 243 n.

I I m
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Partt hu no donbt its PviU. >.,. n .^

together would be Z^l J . .

*''" ""* °* P^^^ P«

ends, the w^to In -
'''"^WP". the pun,uit of selfl,h

-o.,n^s:zrjprrr^^^^^^^

irst^z;dt::^r:rr^-^=
Rf8»Ei.L.»

^^ ^"^ "P"" ^"^ country. -Eabi,

The administrative miscarriages of the war in ih. r
during the winter of 18'U-A L *

"'^^^'^ ^° the Crimea CHAP.
mpnM w, ,

destroyed the coalition govern- "^l-
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bility was collective, and this without a word of consultation

with a single colleague, is a transaction happily without a

precedent in the history of modern English cabinets.* It

ojiened an intricate and unexpected chapter of affairs.

The ministerial crisis of 1855 was unusually prolonged ; it

was interesting as a drama of character and motive ; it

marked a decisive stage in the evi lution of party, and it was

one of the turning points in the career of the subject of this

biography. Fortunately for us, Mr. Gladstone has told in

his own way the whole story of what he calls this 'sharp

and difficult passage in public affairs,' and he might have

added that it was a sharp passage in his own life. His

narrative, with the omission of some details now dead and

indifferent, and of a certain number of repetitions, is the

basis of this chapter.

mtf

-.1 I

1 ''

'^iz

On the day following Lord John's letter the cabinet mot,

and the i)riine minister told them that at first he thought

it meant the break-up of the government, but on furtlni-

consideration he thought they should hold on, if it could

be done with honour and utilit}-. Newcastle suggested ills

own resignation, and the substitution of Lord Palnicrstoii

in his place. Palmerston agreed that the coiuitr}-. rightly

or wrongly, wished to see him at tiie war office, but he

was read}' to do Mluitever liis colleagues thought best.

The whigs tlioiight rosignatiim necessary. Mr. Glailstmu'

thought otherwise, and scouted the suggestion that as

Newcastle was willing to resign, Lord John might coiiiu

back. Lord John himself actually sent a sort of message to

know whether he should attend the cabinet. In the eiul

Lord Aberdeen carried all their resignations to the Quecii.

These she declined to accept, and she 'urged witli the

greatest eagerness that the decision should be n(!onsideie(l.'

It is liard at this distance of time to understand how any

cabinet under national circumstances of such gravity could

have thought of the ignominy of taking to flight froni tt

iBotion of censure, whatever a single colleague like Lord JuliU

' See Chill), x. of Lord Stanmore'.s Earl nf Aherdeen.
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to enjoy the emoluments of office and to wield the sceptre

of power, so long as no man had the courage to question

their existence : they saw the storm gathering over the

country ; they heard the agonising accounts that were

almost daily received of the sick and wounded in the

East. These things did not move them, but so soon as a

member of opposition raised his hand to point t|ie thunder-

bolt, they became conscience-stricken into a sense uf guilt,

and hoping to escape punishment, they ran away from

duty.' Such would be their epitaph. Of the proposed

inquiry itself,— an inquiry into the conduct of generals

and troops actually in the field, and fighting by the side

of, and in concert with, foreign allies, he observed— ' Your
inquiry will never take place as a real inquiry; or, if

it did, it would lead to nothing but confusion and dis-

turbance, increased disasters, shame at home and weakness

abroad; it would convey no consolation to those whom
you seek to aid, but it would carry malignant joy to

the hearts of the enemies of England ; and, for my part, I

shall ever rejoice, if this motion is carried to-night, that my
own last words as a member of the cabinet of the Earl of

Aberdeen have been words of solemn and earnest protest

against a proceeding which has no foundation either in the

constitution or in the practice of preceding parliaments

;

which is useless and mischievous for the purpose which it

appears to contemplate ; and which, in my judgment, is full

of danger to the power, dignity, and usefulness of the

Commons of England.' A journalistic observer, while

deploring the speaker's adherence to ' the dark dogmatisms

of medieval religionists,' admits that he had never heard so

fine a speech. The language, he says, was devoid of redun-

dance. The attitude was calm. Mr. Gladstone seemed to

feel that he rested upon the magnitude of the argument,

and had no need of the assistance of bodily vehemence of

manner. His voice was clear, distinct, and flexible, without

monotony. It was minute dissection without bitterness or ill-

humoured innuendo. He sat down amid immense applause

from hearers admiring but unconvinced. Mr. Gladstone

himself records of this speech : ' Hard and heavy work,
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to be disinclined. I inquired (1) whether Derby mentioned

Graham ? (2) Whether he had told Lord Palmerston if his iier-

severing with the commission he had received would depend on

the answer to this proposal. (3) How he was himself inclined.

He answered the two first questions in the negative, and said lis

to the third, though not keenly, that he felt disinclined, but that

if he refused it would be attributed to his contemplating another

result, which other result he considered would be agreeable to

the country. I then argued strongly with him that though he

might form a government, and though if he formed it, he would

certainly start it amidst immense clapping of hands, yet he could

not have any reasonable prospect of stable parliamentary support

;

on the one hand would stand Derby with his phalanx, on the

other Lord J. Russell, of necessity a centre and nucleus of dis-

content, and between these two there would and could be no

room for a parliamentary majority such as would uphold his

government. He argued only rather faintly the other way, and

seemed rather to come to my way of thinking.

I said that even if the proposition were entertained, there

would be much to consider; that I thought it clear, whatever

else was doubtful, that we could not join without him, for in

his absence the wound would not heal kindly again, that I coulil

not act without Lord Aberdeen's approval, nor should I willingly

separate myself from Graham ; that if we joined, we.must join in

force. But I was disposed to wish that if all details could !«

arranged, we should join* in that manner rather than that Derby

should give up the commission, though I thought the best thing

of all would be Derby forming a ministry of his own men, provided

only he could get a good or fair foreign secretary instead of

Clarendon, who in any case would be an immense loss. . . .

I went off to speak to Lord Aberdeen, and Palmerston went to

speak to Clarendon, with respect to whom he had told Derby

that he could hardly enter any government which had not

Clarendon at the foreign oflBce. When we reassembled, I asked

Lord Palmerston whether he had matle up his mind for himself

independently of us, inasmuch as I thought that if he had, that

was enough to close the whole question ? He answered. Yes ; that

he should tell Derby he did not think he could render him useful
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sions when he took office offered him so fine an opportunity

as this ; but he missed it.'

On the previous day, Mr. Gladstone records : ' Saw Mr.

Disraeli in the House of Lords and put out my hand, which

was very kindly accepted.' To nobody was the hour fraught

with more bitter mortification than to Mr. Disraeli, who

beheld a golden chance of bringing a consolidated party

into the possession of real power flung away.

rt.

i

n
Next, at the Queen's request, soundings in the whig and

Peelite waters were undertaken by Lord Lansdowne, and he

gent for Mr. Gladstone, with a result that to the latter was

ever after matter of regret.

Feb. 2 .— In consequence of a communication from Lord Lans-

downe, I went to him in the forenoon and found him just

returned from Windsor. He trusted I should not mind speaking

freely to him, and I engaged to do it, only premising that in so

crude and dark a state of facts, it was impossible to go beyond

first impressions. We then conversed on various combinations,

as (1) Lord J. Russell, premier, (2) Lord Palmerston, (3) Lord

Clarendon, (4) Lord Lansdowne himself. Of the first I doubted

whether, in the present state of feeling, he could get a ministry on

its legs. In answer to a questiou froini him, I added that I thought,

viewing my relations to Lord Aberdeen and to Newcastle, and his to

them also, the public feeling would be offended, and it would not be

for the public interest, if I were to form part of his government (i.e.

Russell's). Of the second I said that it appeared to me Lord

Palmerston could not obtain a party majority. Aloof from him

would stand on the one hand Derby and his party, on the other

Lord J. Russell, who I took it for granted wovUd never serve under

him. Whatever the impression made by Russell's recent conduct,

yet his high personal character and station P rty years career, one-

half of it in the leadership of his party, ar.d tne close connection

of his name with all the great legislative changes of the period,

must ever render him a power in the state, and render it im-

possible for a government depending on the liberal party to live

independently of him. I also hinted at injurious effects which
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injurious to the public, if it contributed to the substitution as

prime minister of Lord Palmerston for Lord Lansdowne,—

a personage of greater dignity, and I think a higher level of

political principle. There was no defect in Lord Lansdowne

sufficient to warrant my refusal. He would not have been

a strong or very active prime minister; but the question of

the day was the conduct of the war, and I had no right

to take exception to him as a head in connection with this

subject. His attitude in domestic policy was the same

as Palmerston's, but I think he had a more unprejudiced

and liberal mind, though less of motive force in certain

directions.'

Ill

The next day Mr. Gladstone called on Lord Aberdeen, who

for the first time let drop a sort of opinion as to their duties

in the crisis on one point; hithertofore he had restrained

himself. He said, ' Certainly the most natural thing under

the circumstances, if it could have been brought about in

a satisfactory form, would have been that you should have

joined Derby.' On returning home, Mr. Gladstone received

an important visitor and a fruitless visit.

At half-past two to-day Lord John Russell was announced; and

sat till three— his hat shaking in his hand. A communication had

reached him late last night from the Queen, charging him with

the formation of a government, and he had thought it his duty

to make the endeavour. I repeated to him what I had urged on

Lord Lansdo%vne, that a coalition with advantages has also weak-

nesses of its own, that the late coalition was I thought fully justified

by the circumstances under which it took place, but at this juncture

it had broken down. This being so, I thought what is called a

homogeneous government would be best for the public, and most

likely to command approval; that Derby if he could get a good

foreign minister would have had immense advantages with respect

to the great questions of war and peace. Lord John agreed as

to Derby; thought that every one must have supported him, and

that he ought to have persevered.

I held to my point, adding that I did not think Lord

Aberdeen and Lord Palmerston represented opposite principles,
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on as essential. Next to him, I think you are considered of

vital importance in your present office. After all, rightly or

wrongly, Lord Palmerston is master of the situation in the

country ; he is looked upon as the man. If the country sees

you and Sidney Herbert holding aloof from him, it will be

said the Peelites are selfish intriguers.' The same evening,

another correspondent said to Mr. Gladstone: 'Two or

three people have come in since eleven o'clock with tlie

news of Brooks's and the Reform. Exultation prevails

there, and the certainty of Palmerston's success to-morrow.

There is a sort of rumour prevalent that Lord Palmerston

may seek Lord J. Russell's aid. . . . This would, of course,

negative all idea of your joining in the concern. Otherwise

a refusal would be set down as sheer impructicability, or else

the selfish ambition of a clitiue which could not stand alone,

and should no longer attempt to do so. If the refusal to

join Palmerston is to be a going over to the other side, and

a definite junction within a brief space, that is clear and

intelligible. But a refusal to join Lord Palmerston and yet

holding out to him a promise of support, is a half-measure

which no one will understand, and which, I own, I cannot

see the grounds to defend.'

We shall now find how after long and strenuous dubitation,

the Peelite leaders refused to join on the fifth of Feljruary, and

then on the sixth they joined. Unpromising from the very

first cabinet, the junction was destined to a swift and sudden

end. Here is the story told by one of the two leading actors.

Smday, Feb. 4.— Herbert came to me soon after I left him, and

told me Palmerston had at last got the commission. He consid-

ered that this disposed of Lord Lansdowne; and seemed himself

to be disposed to join. He said tee must take care what we were

about, and that we should be looked upon by the country as too nice

if we declined to join Palmerston ; who he believed (and in this I

inclined to agree), would probably form a government. He argued

that Lord Aberdeen was out of the question ; that the vote of

Monday night was against him ; that the country would not stand

him.

No new coalition ought to be formed, I said, without a prospect
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unanimous, not only from the generality, but from our own

immediate political frieuds.

At 10.30 I went to Sir James Graham, who is still in bed, and

told him the pouxt to which by hard struggles I had come. The

case with me was briefly chis. I was re. .ly to make the sacrifice

of personal feeling; ready to see him (Lord Aberdeen) expelled

from the premiership by a censure «»qually applicable to ni'self,

and yet to remain in my office ; ready to overlook not merely the

inferior fitness, but the real and manifestunfitness, of Palmerston for

that office ; ready to enter upon a new venture with him, although

in my opinion without any reasonable prospect of parliamentiiry

support, such as is absolutely necessary for the credit and stability

of a goverrment— upon the one sole and all-embracing ground

that the prosecution of the war with vigour, and the prosecution

of it to and for peace, was now the question of the day to which

every other must give way. Hut then it was absolutely necessary

that if we joined a cabinet after our overlooking all this and

more, it should be a cabinet in which confidence should be placed

with reference to war and peace. "Was the Aberdeen cabinet

without Lord Aberdeen one in which I could place confidence ?

I answer, No. He was vital to it ; his love of peace was necessary

to its right and steady pursuit of that great end ; if, then, he

could belong to a Palmerston cabinet, I might ; but without hira

I could not.

In all this, Sir J. Graham concurred. Herbert came fuil of

doubts and fears, but on the whole adopted the same conclusion.

Lord Aberdeen sent to say he would not come, but I wrote to beg

him, and he appeared. On hearing how we stood, he said his

remaining in the cabinet was quite out of the question ; and that

he had told Palmerston so yesterday when he glanced at it. But

he thought we should incur great blame if we did not ; which,

indeed, was plainly beyond all dispute.

At length, when I had written and read aloud the rough draft

of an answer, Lord Aberdeen said he must strongly advise our

joining. I said to him, ' Lord Aberdeen, when we have joined

the Palmerston cabinet, you standing aloof from it, will you rise

in your place in the House of Lords and say that you give that

cabinet your confidence with regard to the question of war and
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in the hands of Lord Aberdeen. To Herbert, of course, it was
simple release from a difficulty. Talmerston had told Cardwei:

• Gladstone feels a difficulty first infused into him by Graham
Argyll and Herbert have made uji their minds to do wha
Gladstone does.' Newcastle joined us, and was in Herbert'

sense. I repeated again tliat Lord Aberdeen's declaration of con

fidence enabled me to see my way to joining. . . .

I went to Lord Aberdeen in his official room after his returi

from Palmerston. It was only when I left that room tonlay tha

I began to realise the pang of parting. There he stood, strucl

down from his eminence by a vote that did not dare to avow it

own purpose, and for his wisdom and virtue; there he stooc

endeavouring to cure the ill consequences to the public of thi

wrong inflicted upon himself, and as to the point immediately

within reach successful in the endeavour. I ventured, however

to tell him that I hoped our conduct and reliance on him wouU
tend to his eminence and honour, and said, 'You are not t<

be of the cabinet, but you are to be its tutelary deity.'

I had a message from Palmerston that he would answer me, bui

at night I went up to him.

|>i

The rush of events was now somewhat slackened. Lord
John called on Graham, and complained of the Peelites foi

having selfishly sought too many offices, alluding to what
Canning had done, and imputing the same to Cardwell. He
also thought they had made a great mistake in joining

Palmerston. He seemed sore about Mr. Gladstone, and told

Graham that Christopher, a stout tory, had said that ii

Gladstone joined Derby, a hundred of the party would
withdraw their allegiance. At the party meeting on Feb. 21,

Lord Derby was received with loud cries of ' No Puseyites

;

No papists,' and was much reprehended for asking Gladstone
and Graham to join.

' I ought to have mentioned before,' Mr. Gladstone writes

here, 'that, during our conferences at the admiralty. Lord
Aberdeen expressed great compunction for having allowed

the country to be dragged without adequate cause into the
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osition for an inquiry by a select cotamittee into the stat

of tlie army iu th^. Crimea.'

Time did not remove ditficulties. Mr. Gladstone an(

Graham fought with extreme tenacity, and the first of ther

with an ingenuity for which the situation gave boundles

scope. To the argument that they accepted office on recon

struction with the decision of the House for a committe
staring them in the face, he replied : ' Before we were om
we were in. Why did we go out? Because of that ver;

decision by the House of Commons. Our language was
The appointment of such a committee is incompatible witi

the functions of the executive, therefore it is a censure on th

executive ; therefore we resign ! But it is not a whit mor
compatible with the functions of the executive now than i

was then ; therefore it is not one whit less a censure ; ant

the question arises, (1) whether any government ought ti

allow its (now) principal duty to be delegated to a comniittd

or other body, especially to one not under the control of tin

crown? (2) whether that government ought to allow it, th
members of which (except one) have already resigned rathe

than allow it? In what way can the first resignation bi

justified on grounds wliich do not require a second?' H(

dwelt mainly on these two points—That the proposed transfe

of th"* functions of the executive to a select committee of th(

House of Commons, with respect to an army in the face o

the enemy and operating by the side of our French allies, anc

the recognition of this transfer by the executive government

was an evil greater than any that could arise from a total oi

partial resignation. Second, that it was clear that they dit

not, as things stood, possess the confidence of a majority oj

the House. ' I said that the committee was itself a censure

on the government. They had a right to believe thai

parliament would not inflict this committee on a government

which had its confidence. I also,' he says, 'recited nij

having ascertained from Palmerston (upon this recital \vc

were agreed) on the 6th, before our decision was declared,

his intention to oppose the committee. . .
.'

Graham did not feel disposed to govern without the

confidence of the House of Commons, or to be responsible
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said ray office had been offered him. This was after being refus

by Cardwell and liaring. He usked my advice aa to accepting

Tliis I told him I could not give. He asked if I would assist hi

with information in case of his accepting. I answered that 1

might command me jirecisely as if instead of resigning I had on

removed to another department. I then went over some of tl

matters needful to be made known. On Tuesday he came agai

acquainted me with his acceptance, and told me he had be(

mainly influenced by my promise.*

This day at a quarter to three I attended at the palace

resign the seals, and had an audience of alwut twenty minute

The Queen, in taking them over, was pleased to say that si

received them with great pain. I answered that the decisi(

which had required me to surrender them had been the mo
painful effort of my public life. The Queen said she was afra

on Saturday night [Feb. 17, when he had dined at the palaci

from the language I then used that this was about to happe
I answered that we hail then already had a discussion in tl

cabinet which pointed to this result, and that I spoke as I di

because I thought that to have no reserve whatever with H.^
was the first duty of all those who had the honour and ha
piness of being her servants. I trusted H.M. would belie^

that we had all been governed by no other desire than to t

what was best for the interests of the crown and the countr

H.M. expressed her confidence of this, and at no time througl

out the conversation did she in any manner indicate an opinic

that our decision had been wrong. She spoke of the difiicult

of making arrangements for carrying on the government in tl

present state of things, and I frankly gave my opinion to H.>
that she would have little peace or comfort in these matter

until parliament should have returned to its old organisation i

two political parties; that at present we were in a false pos

tion, and that both sides of the House were demoralised— tli

ministerial side overcharged with an excess of official men, an

the way stopped up against expectants, which led to subdivisioi

> While Lewis went to the ex- come back to the cabinet and too
cheqner, Sir Charles Wood succeeded the colonial office, which Sir Georf
Graham at the admiralty, Lord John, Grey had left for the home office

then on his way to Vienna, agreed to where he succeeded Palmerston.
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Lord Clarendon pronounced their conduct to be actually

worse and more unpatriotic than Lord John's. The delight

at Brooks's Club was uproarious, for to the whigs the Peel-

ites had always been odious, and they had been extremely

sorry when Palraerston asked them to join his government.*

For a time Mr. Gladstone was only a degree less unpopular in

the country than Cobden and Bright themselves. The news-

papers declared that Gladstone's epitaph over the Aberdeen

administration might be applied with peculiar force to his

own fate. The short truth seems to be that Graham, Glad-

stone, and Palmerston were none of them emphatic or explicit

enough beforehand on the refusal of the committee when the

government was formed, though the intention to refuse was

no doubt both stated and understood. Graham admitted

afterwards tliat this omission was a mistake. The world

would be astonished if it knew how often in the pressure of

great affairs men's sight proves short. After the language

used by Mr. Gladstone about the inquiry, we cannot wonder

that he should have been slow to acquiesce. The result in

time entirely justified his description of the Sebastopol com-

mittee.' But right as was his judgment on the merits, yet

the case was hardly urgent enough to make withdrawal

politic or wise. Idle gossip long prevailed, that Graham

could not forgive Palmerston for not having (as he thought)

helped to defend him in the matter of oi^ening Mazzini's

letters ; that from the first he was bent on overthrowip-r the

new minister ; that he worked on Gladstone ; and that the

alleged reason why they left was not the real one. All the

evidence is the other wiiy ; that Graham could not resist

the obvious want of the confidence of parliament, and that

Gladstone could not bear a futile and perilous inquiry.

That they both regretted that the} had yielded to over-

persuasion in joining, against their own feelings and judg-

ment, is certain. Graham even wrote to ]Mr. Gladstone in

the following summer that his assent to joining Palmerston

was perhaps the greatest mistake of his public life. In

' Greville, in. i. p. 246. on all this, to be addressed, like

' Mr. Gladstone projected and the Neapolitan letters, to Lord Aber-

partly executed some public letters deen.
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POLITICAL ISOLATION

{1855-1856)

IJKurTa yip r6Xejuof irl jtrfroXi xupit.— Thuc. i. 122.

War is the last thing in all the world to go according to pro-

gramme.

Statesmen are invincibly slow to learn the lesson pu

by Thucydides long centuries ago into the mouth of th(

Athenian envoys at Sparta, and often repeated in the sami

immortal pages, that war defies all calculations, and if it be

protracted comes to be little more than mere matter o

chance, over which the combatants have no control. A

thousand times since has history proved this to be true

Policy is mastered by events ; unforeseen sequels develo]

novel pretexts, or grow into startling and hateful neces

sities ; the minister finds that he is fastened to an inexorabl(

chain.

Mr. Gladstone now had this fatal law of mundane thing:

brought home to him. As time went on, he by rapic

intuition gained a truer insight into the leading facts. H(

realised that Mahometan institutions in the Ottoman empin

were decrepit; that the youthful and vigorous elements ii

European Turkey were crushed under antiquated and worn

out forms and forces unfit for rule. He awoke to the disquiet

ing reflection how the occupation of the Principalities hac

been discussed, day after day and month after month, entirelj

as a question of the payment of forty thousand pounds f

year to Turkey, or as a violation of her rights as suzerain

but never in reference to the well-being, happiness, freedom

or peace of the inhabitants. He still held that the war ir

its origin was just, for it had been absolutely necessary, h«

M4
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said, to cut the meshe.. nf *i,

entangled Turkey. He pliiV'* '"
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'
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•» his own mind that the tLl .^ ''"' ^'"^^^^ ^^'^^'inced
-ith honour escape fromIt^

™ '^ """^^ ^^en we might
ihe prospec_t of reducing Russia to some abstract level of
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strength, so as to uphold an arbitrary standard of the

balance of j>ower—this he regarded as mischief and chimera.

Rightly he dreaded the peril of alliances shifting from

day to day, like quicksands and sea-shoals—Austria moved

by a hundred strong and varying currents, France dra'^-ing

by unforeseen affinities towards Russia. Every war with

alliances, he once said, should be short, sharp, decisive.^

As was to be expected, the colleagues from whom he had

parted insisted that every one of his arguments told just as

logically against the war in all its stages, against the first as

legitimately as the last. In fact, we can never say a plain

sure aye or no to questions of peace and war, after the sword

has once left the scabbard. Tliey are all matter of judgment

on the balance of policy between one course and another ; and

a very slight thing may incline the balance either way, even

though mighty affairs should hang on the turn of the scale.

Meanwhile, as the months went on, Sebastopol still stood

untaken, excite.!:' i*- grew, people forgot the starting point.

They ceased to av^t e, and sheer blatancy, at all times a power,

in war-time is supreme. Mr. Gladstone's trenchant dialectic

had no more chance than Bright's glowing appeals. Shrewd

and not unfriendly onlookers thought that Graham and

Gladstone were grievously mistaken in making common

cause with the peace party, immediately after quitting a war

government, and quitting it, besides, not on the issues of

the war. Herbert was vehement in his remonstrances. The

whole advantage of co-operation with the Manchester men,

he cried, would be derived by them, and all the disrepute

reaped by us. ' For the purposes of peace, they were the

very men we ought to avoid. As advocates for ending the

war, they were out of court, for they were against beginning

it.'* If Gladstone and Graham had gone slower, their

friends said, they might have preached moderation to

ministers and given reasonable advice to people out of

doors. As it was, they threw the game into the hands of

Lord Palmerston. They were stamped as doctrinaires, and

what was worse, doctrinaires suspected of a spice of personal

animus against old friends. Herbert insisted that the Man-

i See Appendix. * Herbert to Gladstone, May 27, 1866.
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House during the session of 1855 in two speeches of extraor-

dinary power of every kind. His position was perfectly

tenable, and he defended it with unsurpassed force. For the

hour unfortunately his influence was gone. Great news-

papers thought themselves safe in describing one of these

performances as something between the rant of the fanatic

and the trick of the stage actor ; a mixture of pious grimace

and vindictive howl, of savage curses and dolorous fore-

bodings ; the most unpatriotic speech ever heard within the

walls of parliament. In sober fact, it was one of the three

or four most masterly deliverances evoked by the Crimean

war. At the very same time Lord John Russell was still

sitting in the cabinet, though he had held the opinion that

at the beginning of May the Austrian proposal ought to

have ended the war and led to an honourable peace. The

scandal of a minister remaining in a government that per-

sisted in a war condemned by him as unnecessary was in-

tolerable, and Lord John resigned (July 16).

The hopes of the speedy fall of Sebastopol brightened in

the summer of 1855, but this brought new alarms to Lord

Palmerston. ' Our danger,' he said in remarkable words,

' will then begin— a danger of peace and not a danger of war.'

To drive the Russians out of the Crimea was to be no more

than a preliminary. England would go on by herself, if

conditions deemed by her essential were not secured. ' The

British nation is unanimous, for I cannot reckon Cobden,

Bright, and Co. for anything.' ^ His account of the public

mind was indubitably true. Well might Aberdeen recall to

his friends that, with a single exception, e/ery treaty con-

cluded at the termination of our great wars had been stigma-

tised as humiliating and degrading, ignominious, hollow and

unsafe. He cited the peace of Utrecht in 1718, the peace of

Aix-la-Chapelle in 1748, the peace of Paris in 1763, the

peace of Versailles in 1783, and the peace of Amiens in 1801.

The single exception was the peace of Paris in 1814. It

would have been difficult in this case, he said, for patriotism

or faction to discover humiliation ' in a treaty dictated at

the head of a victorious army in che capital of the enemy.'

1 Ashley, U. pp. 320, 326.
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of my depth.* Mr. Gladstone was one of the men whom th<

agitations of politics can never submerge. Political interests

were what they ought to be, a very serious part of life ; bul

they took their place with other things, and were nevei

suffered, as in narrower natures sometimes happens, to blo1

out ' stars and orbs of sun and moon ' from the spacioui

firmament above us. He now found a shelter from th(

intensity of the times in the systematic production of hii

book oil Homer, a striking piece of literature that became

the most definite of his pursuits for two years or more,

His children observed that he never lounged or strolled

upon the shore, but when the morning's labour was over—
and nothing was ever allowed to break or mutilate the dailj

spell of serious work— he would stride forth staff in hand,

and vigorously breast the steepest bluffs and hills that h(

could find. This was only emblematic of a temperameni

to which the putting forth of power was both necessity and

delight. The only rest he ever knew was change of effort.

While he was on the Welsh coast Sebastopol fell, aftei

a siege of three hundred and fifty days. Negotiations foi

peace were opened tolerably soon afterwards, ending, aftei

many checks and diplomatic difficulties, in the Treaty oi

Paris (March 30, 1856), as to which I need only remind

the reader, with a view to a future incident in Mr. Gladstone's

history, that the Black Sea was neutralised, and all war-

ships of every na'^'on excluded from its waters. Three

hundred thousand men had perished. Countless treasure

had been flung into the abyss. The nation that had won its

last victory at Waterloo did not now enhance the glory of its

arms, nor the power of its diplomacy, nor the strength of

any of its material interests. It was our French ally who
profited. The integrity of Turkey was so ill confirmed that

even at the Congress of Paris the question of the Danubiaii

Principalities was raised in a form that in a couple of years

reduced Turkish rule over six millions of her subjects to tlie

shadow of smoke. Of the confidently promised reform of

Mahometan dominion there was never a beginning nor a sign.

The vindication of the standing European order proved so

ineffectual that the Crimean war was only the sanguinary
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.St. 47.
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from whichever side the government were formed, so long as we
were not absolutely incorporated into one or the other of the two

great parties. For though we had few positively and regularly

followintp us, yet we had indirect relations with others on both

sides of the House, which tended to relax, and so far disable, party

connections, and our existence as a section encouraged the for-

mation of other sections all working with similar effects. I

carried my feeling individually so far upon the subject as even to

be ready, if I had to act alone, to surrender my seat in parliament,

rather than continue a cause of disturbance to any government to

which I might generally wish well. *

This exchange of views with Lord Derby he fully reported

to Graham, Herbert, and Cardwell, whom Lord Aberdeen,

at his request, had summoned for the purpose. Herbert

doubted the expediency of such communications, and Graham
went straight to what was a real point. ' He observed that

the question was of the most vital consequence. Who should

lead the House of Commons ? This he thought must come
to me, and could not be with Disraeli. I T said and
repeated, that I thought we could not bargain Disraeli out

of the saddle ; that it must I'est with him (so far as we were

concerned) to hold the lead if he pleased ; that besides my
looking to it with doubt and dread, I felt he had this right

;

and that I took it as one of tLe data in the case before us

upon which we might have to consider the question of

political junction, and which might be seriously affected by
it.' Of these approaches in the spring of 1856 nothing came.

The struggle in Mr. Gladstone's mind went on with growing
urgency. He always protested that he never at any time

contemplated an isolated return to the conservative ranks,

but 'reunion of a body with a body.'

Besides his sense of the vital importance of the recon-

struction of the party system, he had two other high related

aims. The commanding position that had first been held

in the objects of his activity by the church, then, for a con-

siderable space, by tha colonies, was now filled by finance. As
he put it in a letter to his sympathetic brother Robertson : He

1 Memo. April 17, 1866.
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Of a certain kind of cant about public life and office Mr.

GladHtone was always accustomed to make short work. The

repudiation of desire for official i)Ower, he at this time and

always roundly denounced as 'sentimental and maudlin.'

One of the not too many things that he admired in Lord

Palmerston was 'the manly frankness of his habitual

declarations that office is the natural and projwr sphen-

of a public man's ambition, as that in which he can most

freely use his powers for the common advantage of his

country.' 'The desire for office,' said Mr. Gladstone, 'is

the desire of ardent minds for a larger space and scope

within which to strve the country, and for access to the

command of that powerful machinery for information and

practice, which the public departments supply. He must

be a very bad minister indeed, who does not do ten times

the good to the country that he would do when out of office,

because he has helps and opportunities which multiply

twenty fold, as by a system of wheels and pulleys, his power

for doing it.' It is true, as the smallest of men may see—
and the smaller the man, the more will he make of it— that

this sterling good sense may set many a snare for the poli-

tician ; but then even the consecrated affectations of our

public life have their snares too.

The world was not in the secret of the communications

with I-iird Derby, but the intrinsic probabilities of a case

often give to the public a trick of divination. In the middle

of December (18o('>) articles actually appeared in the prints

of the day announcing that Mr. (iladstone would at the open-

ing of the next session figure at the liead of the opposition.

The tories, they said, wanted a leader, Mr. Gladstone wante<l a

party. They were credulous, he was ingenious. The niinoritv

in a party must yield to a majority, and he stood almost by

himself. He would be a returned prodigal in the conserva-

tive household, for unlike Sir James Graham, he had never

merged himself in the ordinary ruck of liberalism. A tory

peer writes to assure him that there never was such a chance

for the reunion of the party. Even the nobleman who had

moved Mr. Gladstone's expulsion from the Carlton said tliat

he supposed reunion must pretty soon come off. A few, per-
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communication. After much ruminating and consulting,

Mr. Gladstone wrote (Dec. 13, 1856) in sufficiently circui-

tous language to Elwin, that though he should not be

justified in communicating with Lord Derby, considered

simply as a political leader with whom he was not in rela-

tions of party, yet, he proceeds, 'remembering that I was

once his colleague, and placing entire reliance on his honour,

I am ready to speak to him in confidence and without re-

serve on the subject of public affairs, should it be his desire.'

His three friends, Graham, Aberdeen, and Herbert, still

viewed the proceeding with entire disfavour, and no coun-

sels were ever dictated by sincerer affection and solicitude.

Your financial scheme, says Graham, is conceived in the

very spirit of Peel ; it would be most conducive to national

welfare ;
you alone and in high office can carry it ; but it

must be grafted on a pacific policy and on a moderate scale

of public expenditure ; it is not under Palmerston that such

blessings are to be anticipated; but then are they more

probable under Derby and Disraeli ? Lord Aberdeen took

another line, insisting that to make any sort of approach to

Lord Derby, after joining Palmerston only tlie previous year,

would be unjustifiable ; the bare apprehension of a vicious

policy would be no intelligible ground for changing sides

;

more tangible reasons would be needed, and they were only

too likely soon to arrive from Palmerston's forei^Tn policy.

Then a reasonable chance might come. Herbert, in his turn,

told Mr. Gladstone that though he might infuse vigour and

respectability into a party that stood much in need of botli,

yet he would always be in a false position. ' Your opinions

are essentially progressive, and when the measures of any

government must be liberal and progressive, the country

will prefer the men whose antecedents and mottoes are

liberal, while the conservatives will always prefer a leader

whose prejudices are with themselves." As Graham put it

to him : ' If you were to join the tory party to-morrow, you

would have neither their confidence nor their real good will.

and they would openly break with you in less than a year.'

Tt all reminds one of the chorus in Greek plays, sagely

expostulating with a hero bent on some dread deed of fate.
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CHAPTER VIII

GENERAL ELECTION— NEW MARRIAGE LAW

(^1S57)

No wave on the great ocean of Time, when once it has floated past

us, can be recalled. All we can do is to watch the new foini and

motion of the next, and launch upon it to try in the manner our

best judgment may suggest our strength and skill. — Gladstone.

In spite of wi.se counsels of circumspection, Mr. Gladstone

clung to the chances that might come from personal commu-

nication between himself and Lord Derby. Under pressure

from his friends, he agreed with Lord Derby to put off an

interview until after the debate on the address. Then, after

parliament met, they took the plunge. We are now at the

beginning of February.

This afternoon at three I called on Lord Derby and remained

with him above three hours, in prosecution of the correspondence

which had passed between us.

I told him that I deliberately disapproved of the government of

Lord Palmerston, and was prepared and desirous to aid in any

proper measures which might lead to its displacement. That so

strong were my objections that I was content to act thus without

inquiring who was to follow, for I was convinced that any one who

might follow would govern with less prejudice to the public

interests. That in the existing state of public affairs I did not

pretend to see far, but thus far I saw clearly. I also told him

that I felt the isolated position in which I stood, and indeed in

which we who are called Peelites all stand, to be a great evil

as tending to prolong and aggravate that parliamentary dis-

organisation which so much clogs and weakens the working of

our government ; and I denounced myself as a public niiisance.

658
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at every stage. 0^^^^'! [3
" "™'' ''^ ^" ^'^^^ P--d

t"^;; budget. In introdS;\ X"r"* T^^^'rashly quoted, and adonted n«K- ^ .' ^'^^ewall Lewis
Arthur Young, that tot .H /' T' '^'' ''"''^^' heresy of

«tep towards tuaWv of hf;i'

''

,

"""^'^ °^ ^^'^^^ ^^ «

taxation is one'u^t^ei ^t"/
'"' ''"^^ '-^ ^^"'^ «3«tem of

points. The reade will bef 'T *'^" "'"'^^ ""™'^- «f

oiH-nionof this JrtkiJ L.^r"- 7 '^""'"^' ^" ""!-"«
1-ast. He thought ^.^t^^^^^^^^^^^^

"\ '^^'; ^^^^^tone's

f'-'-ial plan a prospecTvrdrfi.
''^'"^ ''^ *''^ ""»'«-

maintain a steadv sC^ of
•,'"''' " ^''' ^^'"•'^'- T°

reflected; to low^r ind reTt t!v T ""''" ^^P^^^'^^re, he
for the relief of tl p

"
and / "

""""' " ''^'""""^'

duetive power inheren Tn :„cl.
'""^ " """"^ *''« ^«P-erent ,n ,,„ch upiTanons; to simplify our

See above pp. 526-8.
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fiscal system by concentrating its pressure on a few well

cliosen articles of extended consumption ; and to conciliate

support to the income-tax by marking its temporary

character, and by associating it with beneficial changes in

the tariff : these aims have been for fifteen years the labour

of our life. By this budget he found them in principle

utterly reversed. He told his friends that the shade of Peel

would appear to him if he did not oppose such plans with

his whole strength. When the time came (Feb. 3), 'the

government was fired into from all quarters. Disraeli in

front ; Gladstone on flank ; John Russell in rear. Disraeli

and Gladstone rose at same time. Speaker called the

former. Both spoke very well. It was a night of triumph

for Gladstone. '1

There is another note of the proceedings on Lewis's

budget :

—

Saturday, Feb. I'i.— I was engaged to meet Graham, Herbert,

and Cardwell at Lord Aberdeen's, and I knew from Lord Derby

that he was to see his friends at noon. So I went to him on my

way, first to point out the deficit of between five and six millions for

1858-9 which is created by this budget, with the augmentations of

it in subsequent years ; and secondly, to say that in my opinion

it was hopeless to attack the scheme in detail, and that it must bo

resisted on the ground of deficit as a whole, to give a hope of

success. I said that if among the opposition there still lingered a

desire to revive and extend indirect taxation, I must allow that

the government had bid high for support from those who enter-

tained it ; that it was the worst proposition I had ever heard from

a minister of finance. At Lord Aberdeen's we examined the

figures of the case, and drafted two resolutions which expressed

our opinions.

The more serious point, however, was that they all wished nie

to insist upon taking the motion into my own hands; and

announcing this to Lord J. Russell as well as to Lord Derby.

As to the second I had no difficulty, could I have acceded to the

first. But I did not doubt that Disraeli would still keep hold of

80 much of his notice of Feb. 3 as had not been set aside by the

1 Phillimore's Diary.
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budget. I said that from motives whioh T n« i^ •.
nor conquer I was quite unalJ ^ T ^ °"*''''" ^'''''^

squabble or competiirwrll"';': *' "'" '"*" ^"^ ^"•-
pronnnence. We had muercrve^ ,tTlT' f ' ^"^* ^' ^^^^
Graham wishing to see me lead th!r ^ '*''^^ prospects:

prime minister in the Lorl
?°'"'"°"' """^^^ ^°'d John as

-uld do under Ll'k'rbL^^^^^^^ T I'''
^^'"^ """^

thrown away like a sucked or J,^^^ 1

""

T"'' "°' ^
our position, which I said a^tf ' ^ •

"'^^"'»^"">- ^^PJoring

demned by the countrr
"" "''' "" «^"^^^"^ --

tohiTe^^hrL'hfrhrrwu r t-^^^^-* «-^ -^ ^^

I>israeli,Pakington wl;^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ SlTlt^^n
"^''^^^^^^'

the best motion would be - resolut on Vf 1^
^"^'"'^ '^^*

before the Speaker left tuc cha Thiih"™ ^f""^
°" ''°"'^^'

question on deficit I mlT T u ,

'"'""''^ ^^'*"^">' ^^'s* the

tion to impro:' its for^ ^'^^ "^'^ ^"^^^^^'^^ - "- -olu-

-"d^t.rS ^::,^r^^
wntes e.eIosi„, a note

gmntel that there isi,„>,7 .
<" ' "'"J' '»'«' '< <<"

the note, -I UU the re»„„tSa7at„dea '
U il

:"''
""I"Yours ever, I) ' Wh^n Ar j

'""^""eu. Jt is improved.

made, and GlaLonT and D *7
"""'' '^' "^*^^« ^^^« ^^uly

twin chaniS^S tCl^^^^^ T" f"'^'^'
^'^^^ '^^ -»« -

a terrific fusill.de. He recounted W^'^^ ^^^^^^^^

blessed H work Buti? '"",
J'^^'

'""'"^ ^'^ P'"* '" -

tlie government showed a jrross a 111;- ^ ^'''"^ "^

''«fieieKcy, a deficiency uniLdleL ifth?'
''^" .'^'"''""^

of a quarter of a century tt^^ v'
'^"""'^''^^

^^^^^'T
tnfling with nationaTint'iLts n i

'^^"^ "^^'^ ^^''P'^ ''^"'^

'before or since ever^n r .

'"'^"" *''^' "° ^"^"'^iersince e.er, in Cromwellian phrase, made such a
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conscience of j matter, or ever found the task more thank-

less.* Great as was the effect of the close and searching

argument that accompanied all this invective, even Mr.

Gladstone's friends thought it too impassioned and too

severe upon Lewis, in whose favour there was consequently

a reaction. The cool minister contented himself with

quoting Horace's lines upon the artist skilled in reproducing

in his bronze fierce nails or flowing hair, yet who fails

because he lacks the art to seize the whole.*

At the end of February (1857), at a party meeting of IGO

members. Lord Derby told his men that the course taken

by Mr. Disraeli upon the budget had been concerted with

him and had his entire approval ; spoke with admiration of

Mr. Gladstone ;
justified political union when produced by

men finding themselves drawn to the same lobby by identity

of sentiment ; and advised them not to decline such acces-

sion of strength as would place their party in a position to

undertake the government of the country. The newspapers

cried out that the long-expected coalition had at length really

taken place. In their hearts the conservative managers were

not sure that Mr. Gladstone's adhesion would not cost them

too dearly. ' He would only benefit us by his talents ' (says

Lord Malmesbury) 'for we should lose many of our sup-

porters. The Duke of Beaufort, one of our staunchest

adherents, told me at Longleat that if we coalesced with

the Peelites he would leave the party, and I remember in

1855, when Lord Derby attempted to form a government,

and offered places to Gladstone and Herbert, that no less

than eighty members of the House of Commons threatened

to leave him.'^ All these schemes and calculations were

destined to be rudely interrupted.

II

While he was acting with Lord Derby on the one hand,

Mr. Gladstone sought counsel from Cobden on the other,

having great confidence in his 'firmness and integrity of

1 The reader will find a candiil

statement of the coiitroviTsy in XcirtU-

cote, Financial Policy, pp. 306-3-29.

» Ars Poetica, 32-5.

3 Matiuesbury, Memoirs, 11. pp.

66-7. See above, p. 636.
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T-^'^^*^"'the Clunese. TJ,e cibin^f !.
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of Cobden, the Hout: : Je^r^ ''"•, ^" ^'^ ™«^on
•stone, wl>ose hatred ofS ,

'
^l'-'""?^- '^'•- ^''"d"

been stirr.d in early dtys i
'"

.
"'i"^^-^ - CInna had

made the most powerful LLoT
'''"'''" '""^^' '^'^^^^

'^'ladstone rose at h^^ nL'^^^"'^^^^ ^'^''-^«•

3), 'and delivered for nriy two 1

"""'*" '"'' ^'^''''^

enthralled the House, an ^ feh ZT "' "'""" ^^'-^

eloquence, and effect is unsu^^stdlZ'rJ' ''r'^'^'achievements. It won several votes Nnfi !"'•
^"""*^''

hiH speech was the finest delhted in tl
^ '""^^ *^^*

-an ,n the House of Commons.' ArJt
'"''"•"^' "^

examination of circumstance and C rtl'
"^"""'

case, as in the famou. precedent of n p !
'^'^'''"^

years before, he raised Vedtute to .r'^"
^^^^"

and in most striking Wua/e H
•^''''" P^""««

by municipal and inL-natfonTl
?'"'"^''^ ^* '^"^h

ground of^atural us":^^^^^^^^
- 'the higher

-an to man; which Told^ l^Z Tb 7 "'"' ^""^'^

it was in the world before CbrH ^^''''l^'^^'y^
Accuse

than Christianity, be^ if^Sf^tr' '^ ',?''-
yond Christianitv -m,! ,.,».• u ,

*^'^ ^^orld be-

'«.' friRhtfal .comge „„„„ the i,,™,

^^" '»'<«' «' «« be»t

B so, the wMom of ,„, h„ ,

™°"' '"" '«^"'™e i«

- uaagea. and 1 ;T^tTZ':' V " """ "*' '»-
» lucl. *all act a, a c„ b"1 "

m"
'° '"

"'r"""
• you have dispensed wfth , !i,

'^ '""' "' ""»"•

h»ve turned a conS ,„,„
"

,
""™ I"«™"«™»- V„u

' See above, p. 225.
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people.' Disraeli in turn denounced proceedings which

began in outrage and ended in ruin, mocked at ' No reform,

new taxes, Canton blazing, Persia invaded,' as the programme

of the party of progress and civilisation, and reprobated a

prime minister who had professed almost every principle,

and connected himself with almost every party. Palmerston

replied by a stout piece of close argument, spiced by taunts

about coalitions, combinations, and eloquent flourishes. But

this time in parliament his slender majority failed him.

March 3, '57.— Spoke on Cobden's resolutions, and voted in 263-

247 a division doing more honour to the House of Commons

than any I ever remember. Home with C. and read Lord EUes-

mere's Fm^, being excited, which is rare with me. (Diari/.)

The repulse was transient. The minister appealed to the

constituencies, and won a striking triumph. Nearly all the

Manchester politicians, with Bright and Cobdenat their head,

were ruthlessly dismissed, and the election was a glori<ms

ratification not only of the little war among the Chinese

junks, but of the great war against the Czar of Russia, and

of much besides. This, said Mr. Gladstone, was not an elec-

tion like that of 1784, when Pitt appealed on the question

whether the crown should be the slave of an oligarchic

faction ; nor like that of 1831, when Grey sought a judgment

on reform ; nor like that of 1852, when the issue was the

expiring controversy of protection. The country was to

decide not upon the Canton river, but whether it would or

would not have Lord Palmerston for prime minister. ' The

insolent barbarian wielding authority at Canton who had

violated the British flag ' was indeed made to play his part.

But the mainspring of the electoral victory was to be sought

in the profound public weariness of the party dispersions of

the last eleven years ; in the determination that the country

should be governed by men of intelligible opinions and

definite views ; in the resolution that the intermediate

tints should disappear; in the conviction that Palmerston

was the helmsman for the hour. The result was justly

compared to the plebiscite taken in France four or five

years earlier, whether they would liave Louis Napoleon for
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tion with the Peelite, h«J i \ ^ ^ °^ *'*« coali-

tlu.ugh their elfetteeHt .vt" ^™ .""^""^'^ ^arn.,

Mr. Gladstone wan rTtuT^fT ^"''^'i^''^'^'' At Oxford
other hand, his^ " ^l^'r °^'^^'^'^'°"- «" '^^

brother-in-law in FlintslXeS ",'''' '''' '^'^''* "^ ^'»

"'"eh :ough interrup „t ^d ohi
^""'' "''"'" ""'

Sir Stephen Glynne'wasXlrotr "^""^ '""'•"«^«*-"

heav;^hTcftoVr^Glfdrn ^^^7? ^^^ ^^^^^^^^'^ «
of the new awkwanfnet :£;.!"' ??•

"^« ^""^^ ---«-
change seemed imminenTeventl- ' ^''^*'°"- ^^'"^"1

cherished friends. S y Herb
'", 'T'''

'^^"^"^"^ ^^'^'^

- for Gladstone, GraluZ a": hi^iT/;;:r"'^
'''"*'''*

broken up as a party but til 5' ^ ""^^^ "«* o^'y

ti.emupandwouWrtntly VeLt^^
"*"'^' *" '^^'^^

ought on no account tn l ^ ^ ** ''^^"^^'tation ; they
old bench, rrldstonrr''''^* *""™^^^"*« «" ^^eir

phrases a PecuIiart^rofT^,^^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^' "«
not often wont to make much di^^!':*!:

""' "^^''^ ^« -««

To Sidney Herbert.
March 22, 1857 t ^a

^^^^^^^>^0.useitlonctettClZl2T ''**" "'^^^ '*

to which I feel that my mind?«7L^
'"^^''*' ^^*^ '««P««*

-sitiveness which isZ^e ^oTbilT^r^ ^ ""^ °^

years, with the exception of onlv tJ! ?" *^' ^''* '^^^«°

political strife have not fori f
*7° ^""""^ them, the pains of

pensation in the gem" a^^Z^T, ""'^ ^"' ^'^^^ --
of comrades, whife sliln .

^^^^Pathies of a great body

- on both ides and nr; ,

"*' '"' "^"^'^'^ ^aveflankej

been a concurrence of on^" ^IT ^"^ "'^^ ^^^^^^ »>-

remarkably close andwhm "^'^ '^''^ "P"° ^^e whole

;-s Of fLngLt. f:Lr;^ ^;- -:- .V -e ^ser
I have no strength to face C ,1

^'^ °°^ ''""'fort

"othing with w\ieh ': epiacrrb7r"^^"*"°°'^^-«*^P^ace It; but the attachments, which
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began with political infancy, and which have lived through so

many storms and so many subtler vicissitudes will never be

replaced. You will never be able to get away from me as long

as I can cling to you, and if at length, urged by your conscience

and deliberate judgment, you effect the operation, the result will

not be to throw me into the staff of Lord Derby. I shall seek

my duty, as well as consult my inclination, first, by absconding

from what may be termed general politics, and secondly, by

appearing, wherever I must appear, only in the ranks.

I can neither give even the most qualified adhesion to the

ministry of Lord Palmerston, nor follow the liberal party in the

abandonment of the very principles and pledges which were

original and principal bonds of union with it. So, on the other

hand, I never have had any hope of conservative reconstruction

except (and that slender and remote) such as presupposed the

co-operation—I am now speaking for the House of Commons only

—of yourself and Graham in particular. By adopting Reform as

a watchword of present political action he has certainly inserted a

certain amount of gap between himself and me, which may come

to be practically material or may not. If you make a gap upon

this opportunity, I believe it will be a novelty in political history

:

it will be the first case on record of separation between two men,

all of whose views upon every public question, political, adminis-

trative, or financial, are I believe in as exact accordance as under

the laws of the human mind is possible. . . .

His leaning towards the conservative party seemed to

become more decided rather than less. Lord Aberdeen had

written to him as if the amalgamation of Peel's friends with

the liberal party had practically taken place. 'If that be

true,' Mr. Gladstone replies (April 4, 1857), 'then I have

been deceiving both the world and my constituents, and the

deception has reached its climax within the last fortnight,

during which I have been chosen without opposition to

represent Oxford under a belief directly contrary in the

minds of the majority of my constituents.' He saw nothing

but evil in Lord Palmerston's supremacy. That was his

unending refrain. He tells one of his constituents, the

state of things 'is likely to end in much political con-
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A royal cornmiHHion iraued a report in 18o3, setting forth

the cuse agiiinst the exUtinj; Hystein of disHolving niitrriuge,

unci recommending rudicul chimges. In the foUowing year

tlie cabinet of wliicii Mr. GUulstune watt a member framed

and introduced u bill HubstantiuUy conforming to these

rec-ommendations. For one reaiton or another it did nut

become law, nor did a bill of Himilar Hcope in 185G. In tlie

interval of leisure that followed, Mr. (iladstonu Avas pressed,

perhaps by Uishop Wilberforce, thoroughly to consider the

matter. With his preposisessions, there could be little doubt

that he would incline to that view of marriage, and the

terms and legal effects of loosening the marriage tie, that

the Council of Trent had succeeded in making the genentl

marriage law of ci^tholic Europe. The subject was one

peculiarly calculated to interest and excite him. Religion

and the church were involved. It raised at our own hearths

the eternal question of rendering to Cjfsar what is Ciesar's,

and to the church what belongs to the church. It was

wrapped up with topics of history and of learning. It could

not be discussed without that admixture of legality and

ethics which delights a casuistic intellect. Above all, it went
to the root both of that deepest of human relations, and of

that particular branch of morals, in which Mr. Gladstone

always felt the vividest concern. So, in short, being once

called upon for a practical jjurpose to consider divorce and

the many connected questions of re-marriage, he was inevita-

bly roused to a fervour on one side, not any less heated and

intense than the fervour of the mighty Milton on the other

side two centuries before. lie began operations by an

elaborate article in the Quarterly Review.^ Here he flings

himself upon the well-worn texts in the Bible familiar to the

readers of Tetrachordon,— if, indeed, Tetrachordon have any
readers,— with a dialectical acuteness and force that only

make one wonder the more how a mind so powerful as

Mr. Gladstone's could dream that, at that age of the

world, men would suffer one of the most far-reaching of

all our social problems, whatever be the right or wroiitj:

social solution, to be in the slightest degree affected by

* July 1857. KepriDted in Gleanings, vi. p 47.

I t,^fe^iMji|ji
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three ladies? Oh, tlieir inarriajifes may in all probability be

dissolved in another year or two. Still this view of the

absurdity of existing practice did not make a convert.

As soon as the bill came down to the House of Commons
Mr. (lladstone hastened up to London in the dog-days. ' A
companion in the railway carriage,' he wrote to Mrs. (Jhid-

stone, 'more genial than congenial, offered me his Timeg,

and then brandy I This was followed by a proposal to smoke,

80 that he had disabled me from objecting on personal

grounds.' Tobacco, brandy at odd hours, and the news-
paper made a triple abomination in a single dose, for nom-
of the three was ever a favourite article of his consumption.
In London lie found the counsels of his friends by no means
encouraging for the great fight on which he was intent.

They deprecated anything that would bring him into direct

collision witii Lord Palmerston. They urged that violent

opposition now would be contrasted with his past silence,

and with his own cabinet responsibility for the .ery same
proposal. Nothing would be intelligible to the public. Lord
Aberdeen said, beyond a 'carefully moderated course." IJut

a carefully moderated course was the very last thing possible

to Mr. (lladstone when the flame was once kindled, and he

fought the bill with a holy wrath as vehement as the more
worldly fury with which Henry Fox, from very different

motives, had fought the marriage bill of lloo. The thought
that stirred him was indicated in a phrase or two to his wife

at Ilawarden : 'Juli/ SI. — Parliamentary affairs are very

black ; the poor ciiurch gets deeper and deeper into the

mire. 1 am to speak to-night ; it will do no good ; and tint

fear grows upon me from year to year that when I finally

leave parliament, I shall not leave the great question of state

and church better, but i)erhaps even worse, than I found it."

The discussion of the bill in the Commons occupied no

fewer than eighteen sittings, more than one of them, accord-

ing to the standard of those primitive times, inordinately

long. In the hundred encounters between Mr. Gladstone

and Bethell, polished phrase barely hid unchristian desire

to retaliate and provoke. Hethell boldly taunted Mr. (llad-

stone with insincerity. Mr. Gladstone, with a vivacity very
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.,.,1.; iTi
"^^"^ '*P^''^" '»y accusations of insir.,1-'-

Oraham is with us, much to n.y delight, and n uch t tme add, to my surprise. I am as thankful to be i n"u'l fment for this (almost) as I was for the China oe'Yesterday ten and a-half hours, rather angry; to-dl; with

but not M holly unveracious chronicler says of this ten hours^sitting (August 14) on a single clause : 'Including neZsexplanations, and interlocutory suggestions, M^G^Z
2e le^rirr ^T''-—'

«^ them of eonside !able length. Sometimes he was argumentative, frequentlynij-nious and critical, often personal, and not les oS"Hhgnant at the alleged personalitv of others
'

He ma.le no pretence of thinking the principle of divorce

'imstit i.ee, if that view were repudiated, to consider th«
egislative question of dissolubility and its conditio

"
Heresorted abundantly to what I'almerston ealled "he old

:"th:t it'd'"' 'r "' -'^^-^^"'^ '^ '^">' i-i.rovemtv

'

the matt r
"7 ''''"'' ""' '" "" improvements of wl iehthe matter in hand is susceptible.' One of the complaintsof which he made most was the inequality in Ub tween the respective rights of husband and wife, "it 1I'e special and peculiar doctrines of the Gospel '

lie said'respecting the personal relation of every Christian withe;

l.e broau, the indestructible basis of the equality of theexes ur...or the Christian law.' Again,.in the'vastm^or y"f uista ices wh.ere the woman falls into sin, she does so'fr"m
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motives less impure and ignoble than those of the man.'

He attacks with just vigour the limitation of legal cruelty in

this case to the cruelty of mere force importing clanger to life,

limb, or health, though he was shocked in after years, as well

he might be, at the grotesque excess to which the doctrine

of ' mental cruelty ' has been carried in some btates of the

American Union. In this branch of the great controversy,

at any rate, he speaks in a nobler and humaner temper than

Milton, who writes with a tyrannical Jewish belief in the

inferiority of women to men, and wives to husbands, that

was in Mr. Gladstone's middle life slowly beginning to melt

away in English public opinion. His second complaint, and
in his eyes much the more urgent of the two, was the right

conferred by the government bill upon divorced persons to

claim marriage by a clergyman in a church, and still more
bitterly did he resent the obligation imposed by the bill upon
clergymen to perform such marriages. Here the fight was
not wholly unsuccessful, and modifications were secured as

the fruit of his efforts, narrowing and abating, though not

removing, his grounds of objection.^

IV

Before the bpttle was over, he was torn away from the

scene by a painful bereavement. Mrs. Gladstone was at

Hagley nursing her beloved sister. Lady Lyttelton. He
wrote to his wife in the fiercest hours of the fight (11 Carlton

House Terrace, Aug. 15) : 'I read too plainly in your letter

of yesterday that your heart is heavy, and mine too is heavy
along with yours. I have been in many minds about my
duty to-day; and I am all but ready to break the bands

even of the high obligations that have kept me here with

' In republishing in 1878 his article

from the Quarterly (Gleanings, vi. p.

106), he says his arguments have been
too sadly illustrated by the mis-
chievous effects of the measure. The
judicial statistics, hov/ever, hardly
support this view, thp.t petitions for
divorce were consta itly increasing,

and at an accelerating rate of pro-
gression. In England the proportion
of divorce petitions to marriages and

the proportion of divorce decrees to

population are both of them lower
than they were a few years ago. .Mr.

Gladstone used to desire the pni-

hibition of publicity in these proceed-
ings, until he learned the strong view
of the president of the Court that

the hideous glare of this publicity

acts probably as no inconsiderable
deterrent.
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reference to the niarri:ifr» in-ii v i

matter, «a„J I »„, wanted in ti,L H„u»eTdl? I

.M»..day ca,„e, Lady Lyttelton la, „„ ,, ™%o„"f
"^

sist.r-i„.,aw „a, «, „,„Mtith ml witl ,,!
r"'

,
'^,

""'""=''

very eailiest year,, a.,d „„, ij ,i! .
""J"° ''"«• ''»" ti.ei,

their breath ,„ to Lak T. ""«"' """""g" than before it,

her conveys little eveTo,Ir;","°"','" "" "'""""
' '»™ ">

con.pa.d'to „.y ::i:iLZi^,''z\::Tt " """
Lyt.,..n .Ho no. stnnd, .one,;'L^.^i:t:,:' 1^^

..-aL,.it,d„a^i:rofth:t;tr:h:"S,7j.''"
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CHAPTER IX

THE SECOND DERBY GOVERNMENT

Extravagance and exasrfreration of ideas are not the essential

characteristic of either political party in this country. Both of

them are composed in the main of men with English hearts and
English feelings. Each of theni comprises within itself far greater

diversities of political principles and tendencies, than can be noted

as dividing the more moderate portion of the one from the more
moderate portion of the other. . . . But while the great English

pal-tip's differ no more in their general outlines than by a somewhat
varied distribution of the same elements in each, they are liable to be

favourably or unfavourably affected and their essential character-

istics unduly exaggerated, by circumstances of the order that would
be termed accidental. — Gladstone.

K 5,;

BOOK
IV.

1858.

The turn of the political wheel is constantly producing
strange results, but none has ever been more strikingly

dramatic than when, on February 20, Brighl and Milner

Gibson, who had been ignorainiously thrown out at Man-
chester the year before, had the satisfaction of walking to

the table of the House of Commons as victorious tellers in

the division on the Conspiracy to Murder bill that over-

threw Lord Palmerston. A plot to slay the French Emjjcror

had been organised by a band of Italian refugees in London.
The bombs were manufactured in England. Orsini's design

miscarried, but feeling in France was greatly excited, and
the French government formally drew attention at St.

James's to the fact that bodies of assassins abused our riglit

of asylum. They hinted further that the amity of the crown
called for stronger law. Palmerston very sensibly did not

answer the Frencli despatch, but introduced a bill with new
powers against conspiracy. He in an instant became the

674
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xr^o^k t " "'*' country, a

mind.- ifM,rSlf:t ''°""""' '"• '"" «^« -P Wsiurs. uiddstone he writes (Feb 17) •_

against it. From hi,,, I „ . . f
Aterdeen ia stroug

found Lor., B.oug,,rjt,: ' "f ";
•'"' '>-">™'- »1

'

followed with thcto ,™ ; ,

'°°" '»«'"^"i"S™n<e«ati„„

.e« ^ir.ha:,x:er ;xTu:." r;: *" ^"''.^'' <'°'"'-

faculties, lirougham vehem™/ ,

P»»«!.-s.o„ uf their

«»« a little r.J„7aX; '7 '?,'''" "''•''^''"''''"'•"."'l

™^. wa ^.nd,:;;.:ri:teS;;tr

1 .

LJ-'"'u -Liyndlmrst expounded thf n.-ff. •

lummous way from Ids point of v Iw ^r
"' ^ '""'*

raptures and used these words I telT'
/'

"t"
"""' ^"*°

-ish I could make an exchange with ^u 'TV n '

^""'""^' '

of my walking nowpr o a
^

''*J>«"-
^ ^^o"ld give you some

f^at the comrLtt ::^l^Ses7l\*''
^'"^^^—^^7.

paid by one human being tra„othe:]f
' '^^^ ^^^^^ '"°^'" '^ ^

be was d^in.. no niorTthn ,
^''^" ^^»»Jy explained that

footing in respect of nprf.^? « ^ "^'^^ ''^ the same

Mr. OradstonTcl: iTrthe otl
" T *'," ""^^^'^ ^"^J^^*"

perhaps too often made it h, ""'^' '"' ""^ ^^^« ^^^«

the Jiings of hrc:tt:Uen,':rt::d^i tint'^ir^r
^

h-"rwasnothenoefortLoi,ea"::::^it:.::::-t
^ The portion within brackot^ i<i

J"i'lj Lyiidhtirst, Aiie. 31, 1883 iiul

parpci Lord Lyndliui-st in niv own

mv "„! '",!!''ff I'^J'-'e "ave beenm„ ^11
-"'>;<: ins lUIK

"ly colleasnes in enhinot. ™.,„i— '^
"'^' "" "" tn

hftrp"V'T- ^^""^e I remembern tlie Peel cabinet the conversation
liappened to touch some man TTi ereare snch) who was too fond of nmk.w
difficult es. IVel sairl tn ^„- u

^^

band, "That is not'yonX. ,
" f ymthur..t.'. Of all the Intellects '/?,;t

JEt. 4!).
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was the paramount, absolute, and imperative duty of Hei
I^Iajesty's minister!) to protest against tlie imputation upot

us of favour for assassination, 'a plant which is congenial

neither to our soil nor to the climate in which we live.''

One of the truest things said in the debate was Disraeli's

incidental observation that 'the House sliould remembci
that in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred, when there is a

quarrel between two states, it is generally occasidiied bj

some blunder of a ministr}-.' Mr. Disraeli perhaps con-

soled himself by the pithy saying of Baron Brunnow, that

if no one made any bl.mc'ers, there would be no politics.

The blood of the civis Jiomanus, however, was up, anil

Palmerston, defeated by a majority of nineteen, at onct

resigned.

Lord Derby, whose heart had failed him three years'

earlier, now formed Ids second administration, and madt
one mon attempt to bring Mr. Gladstone over to the

conservative ranks. Lord Lansdowne had told the Queen
that no otlier government was possible, and an hour after

he had kissed hands the new prime minister applied to Mr.
Gladstone. The decisions taken by him in answer to thi.^i

and another application three months later, mark one nion

of the curious turning points in his career and in the inW
of his party.

Feb. 20, 1858.— Dined at Herbert's with Graham. We sat till

12^, but did not talk quite through the crisis. Palmerston has

resigned. He is down. I must now cease to denounce him.

21.— St. James's morning, and holy communion. Westminster

Abbey in evening, when I rat by Sir George Grey. From St.

James's I went to Lord Aberdeen's. There Derby's letter reached

me. We sent for Herbert and I wrote an answer. Graham
arrived and heard it; with slight modifications it went. The

case though grave was not doubtful. Made two copies and went

* ' Happily for the reputation of

the House, but unhappily for the
ministry, the debate assumed once
more, with Gladstone's eloquence, a
statesmanlike character. The fore-
most speaker of the House showed
himself worthy of his reputation

. . . ranch as there was to lament in

the too radical tone of his often fine-

spun argumentation. His tliunder' s
periods were received with thundL.-
ing echoes of applause.'— Vitzthum.
St. Petersburg and London, i. p. 273.
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- ^ "" "iignt tever iTwo or three letters exhibit the situation:--

^rd Derby to Mr. Gladstone,
'^i- Jameses Square, Feb. 21 Ig-JS t

verse vote of the other night in whinT
''°°«^'l"^"«e of the ad-

distinguished a pa^t, the gt lent ^ "^ ^^P™'"^'^-* -^
and I have been entrusted byX n' .

'^°"..
'
'''' ""^'"^'

which I have felt it n.y dlnot ^ h" T
*'' ''*^"^* *-«k,

ministration, m doing^o/ am ver
,"' °' '""""« ^" ^-

obtaining the co^peratL f .eu Lf'""' '' ^'''''^' °^
this mon^ent fettered by other tt andT'"'''

'" '^"^ ^*
incompatible with my own Be I ..

^'"""^^^^ ^^^ "ot
position, it would afford ^e vfrv I?, fT ^^^""^ ^ *^-
obtain your valuable aid in for 'L"^'*

satisfaction if j eould
I should be so fortunate a"t7 o'r

'"'°"' "''°«*^ -^ «
all hands a sincere desire to conVuVvo

'"^ *'"^ "°"^'^ ^« -
ble, as to the distribution Toffic 'TJT' •?

'" " P^^^"
Sidney Herbert in this offer- but If .

'"^'"'^^^^ i°«l»«^e

-- With .ohn Kussell to^'^Z^::^^^^
inn r.

^^'' ^^"''''""^ to Lord L.rby.
.^^ Great George Street, Feb. 21 im r
-portance of the vote taken ^n Fri^'Z77T'^''''''''lament to see the House of rrn,

^' '^ ^ «'^ould deeply
of that vote. The honou 'oJ rHr^"''^' °" '" ^°-'^--
gi^ng it full effect. It woi. d tlefj I'

"'^'"'"^ '"""^^^'^ '^
if possible, in such a task Id 'Tk ^ "^'^^* "^'-"^ *« aid,

-re colleagues, I ^ay^'p^L edt ^^'^ ''^^ ^^^ -
in the fact of your bein/theT . ^

^^ *^'* ^'^^'^ '« nothing

-n to deter m^ fromZL; p"
flt^

"^^"^^*^^' ^^^^^^ -Id'

«e.re'on;:i?:Xou^^^^^^^
and flattering terms, has beef hê ^Zth t^T

'^' '''''''''

'

•n my power by accepting it e^ther^
^^^'' '* ^^^'^ be

to render you mateLl '
rv « 17 °^'>^" ^""'^ "*' °*'"^'

^hich we have been separatTV^ "^ ^'"" ^"""»

vo.._2, ^ '*'*'' ''^'^ "''•^'^ be various matters

^i. 41).
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BOOK of public interest requiring to be noticed between us; but th

question I have mentioned is a needful preliminary. Upon th

best consideration which the moment allows, I think it plain tha

alone, as I must be, I could not render you service worth you

having. Tlie dissolution of last year excluded from parliameE

men with whom I had sympathies ; and it in some degree aifecte

the position of those politic"1 friends with whom I have now fc

many years been united through evil and (much more rarelj

through good report. Those who lament the rupture of ol

traditions may well desire the reconstitutiou of a party ;
but tli

reconstitution of a party can only be effected, if at all, by tli

return of the old influences to their places, and not by the junctio

of an isolated person. The difficulty is even enhanced in my cas

by the fact that in your party, reduced as it is at the presei

moment in numbers, there is a small but active and not unir

portant section who avowedly regard me as the representative (

the most dangerous ideas. I should thus, unfortunately, be to yc

a source of weakness in the heart of your own adherents, whi

I should bring you no party or group of friends to make up f

their defection or discontent.

For the reasons which I have thus stated or glanced at, n

reply to your letter must be in the negative.

I must, however, add that a government formed by you at tl

time will, in my opinion, have strong claims upon me, and upi

any one situated as I am, for favourable presumptions, and in t

absence of conscientious difference on important questions, f

support. I have had an opportunity of seeing Lord Aberde

and Sidney Herbert; and they fully concur in the sentiments

have just expressed.

Mr. Gladstone had no close personal or political ties wi

the Manchester men at this moment, but we may w
believe that a sagacious letter from Mr. Bright made

mark upon his meditations:—

Mr. Bright to Mr. Gladstone.

Reform Club, Feb. 21, '58.— Coming down Park Lane just nc

I met a leading lawyer of Lord Derby's party, who will dou

less be in office with him if he succeeds in forming a governrae
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abL to1„7uc?Autjc^rl^^^
'" '"'"'" "'" "I^"-^ to be chap.

Will you forgive n > if t
^^'

hdence that you will nnf ,„; • / ' ^ "*^« some con-

I^erby has only a^ t one-th^T T' ' ^"^ '°^"^'- ^-'^
him -and it is in^possiWe bv1 °"'' "' ^'"'""'^"^ ^'^'^

tion, to convert thfs minor^fyTnl
''"""*'" ""' "^^ ^«-'-

the House isgreaterandl'CrfuU^^^^^^^^^^ " ^ ''^'"°'^*^ «
a"d any appeal to the countrrrw i h / '" *'" '"""^'y-
Jeave him in no better posit on T ?.

'^*'"' ""«*' ^ "'ink,

hi-elf. The whole I bC Ta 'ttl " "''"' '^ "«^ «"^«
they dislike his former lealr fthe c'

""*'' '""'^ '•"' ^"^
his own party in the country and in thT^" "°^ "°*«"«"«'y
confidence in him. There is ' n .

"'''^'' ^^"^ "«* ™»<'h
-nd him, as Peel was sajported in'l'^i;" A ^7*'^ *° ^"^
'•- only exist upon forberrLce a^d wil

'

f
?'''^ ^«vemment

venient for us and the whigs « ovlr
°^ ^ ^^' *'" '* '« ''™-

-ay give it his support fo a dmeb.T '' '''''' ^^^"^^^^on
than his own vote and sp e he "o; th , K

"^ "'" ^* ^^"^« --«
not forgive their members fthev,

"' -nstituencies wiU
Derby, you link your fortunes wkh

"^'" '*' '' ^°" J''''" ^--^
a party in the countrywS llVTT ""''"^^' ^""^ ^^^
and in power. If yoifremain on

'^^^ ''''™'"^ ^" """^ers
^ith the majority Ld 17 ""^' °^ *^« "°"««' you are

You have minySs thr^T* "° "^ '^^^'^ -^' -* ^ou

toseeyouleave'ther-a
'd LnotT"^^ """^'^ ^"^^ --^^

being prime minister before 10.11 °°*'rV''*
"^ Prevent your

"•ember of the House who ha,
'''.*^' "'' ^' ^^^^^ °ther

high office.
^° ^"' °^ ^^° l^^^e any claim to that

If you agree rather with thi^ m<.„

-ongvhomyouhavebeensiiinf JeThtr^^^^^am sure you will follow where '
tie r4t'IIv"' *" "^^

discover it, and I am not hoping or wTshil to I
' ^°" °"^^

"ght. I think I am not mUfl .
^ ^^^^ ^^'^ ^^«m the

Of the direction in whil v u^vt
"

^
' °''"''" ' "^^^ ^^^^

tending. You know well eno'Z theT T '" ""^ ^^"« ^'-^

--ountryaretend.. r:^:^:^:;:-^:-*^
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BOOK it, if honest, must go or wish to go, in an opposite direction, and it

JXl^ cannot therefore govern the country. Will you unite yourself with

^~
what must be, from the beginning, an inevitable failure ?

Don't be offended, if, by writing this, I seem to believe you will

join Lord Derby. I don't believe it -but I can imagine your

seeing the matter from a point of view very different to mine-

and I feel a strong wish just to say to you what is passing m my

mind. You will not be the less able to decide on your proper

course. If I thought this letter would annoy you, I would not

send it. I think you will take it in the spirit in which it is

written. No one knows that I am writing it, and I write it from

no idea of personal advantage to myself, but with a view to yours

and to the interests of the country. I may be mistaken, but think

I am not. Don't think it necessary to reply to this. I only ask

you to read it, and to forgive me the intrusion upon you-and

further to believe that I am yours, with much respect.

Mr. Gladstone to Mr. Uright.

10 Qrmt George Street, Feb. 22, '58. -Your letter can only bear

one construction, that of an act of peculiar kindness which ought

not to be readily forgotten. For any one in whom I might be

interested I should earnestly desire, upon his entering public life,

that, if possible, he might with a good conscience end in the party

where he began, or else that he might have broad and definite

grounds for quitting it. When neither of these advantages

appears to be certainly within command, there remains a strong

and paramount consolation in seeking, as we best can, the truth

and the public interests; and I think it a marked instance of

liberality, that you should give me credit for keeping this object

in my view.

My seeking, however, has not on the present occasion been very

difficult. The opinions, such as they are, that I hold on many

questions of government and administration are strongly held;

and although I set a value, and a high value, upon the power

which office gives, I earnestly hope never to be tempted by

its exterior allurements, unless they are accompanied with the

reasonable prospect of giving effect to some at least of tho.p

opinions and with some adequate opening for pubUc good. On

"^If*-"
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Throughout the whole nf fi,; • ,

political friends wer7unea/v abour.""''
"^^^ «^«<J«tone's

«ay8 and does too much ' G^f) v.

?"°- *"« ^"^en and
(I>ec. 1856),and a yr;nd;tinL 1°^' "^"^ ^''«^^-°
ent notices a restlL anxiety 1;! .' ^"' ''''"^*'^«"d-
though at Gladstone's age anj ^Tth\ J^v

°^ P*'^'^'«°'
not wonder at it. Mr Gladstr " *^'^'^'«« ''« ''"uld

O-han, was nearer sev^'t^ZmT'"'''' «^*^ '

'ng on to seventy-five. OnVonL V ""''^ ^^'^^^n draw-
confessed that h^e was 'amazed at a

'""'"* "'''' '"^"''«
moral sense of feeling CnTamA T'"

°^ ^^^^^tone's high
only account for it !n tL^ sut '\ " "1'' ^'"^- ' -°
l^e the true one, that personHSr ""', T

"'^'^ ' ^"^'P^^ *«

^tonisthe one absor^rf itj witl"
"'"^* ^' ^"^"'--

good ground for the violent nl " ^ ««« "«
-le ruling motive of SstCH r^f^ ^^'^^ '« ^^«
especially when the alternatTve LT«eh

"""''-
Then comes some anjrrv Uudl \ * "**" «« ^«zy.'
-nage which at tlTs^^oUnfdT '''"V^*

^"'^™^^- P-
l.e transcribed. At the end of 1«?rr' 1 '™' "^^'^ "«* here

^Hadstone that hLs n„s tfon in th R
^'^^'^^^^ *°^^' ^r.

'With an admittedC^rlH" ^^^^^ "°»««^a« 'very peculiar.'

power above any othrm?mt;t;::Thrvo:d^
possess the sympathy of the House at larl V,°

""' '"'"^'

incurred the strong dislike ofT.!. f uf'

^'^^ ^'"" '^^^^'^

I>erby's followers.^
considerable portion of Lord

Things grew worse rather than !.»**
journalists in the sprin. of 185« ^ A ^"'" ^"^"^^3^

signal example that th^ nr! ^^f
!.^'"°*« ^^ ^i™ as ' the most

^twi-i-
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BOOK Stage trace, of an unhappy incoherence which w making

»^- him a mere bedouin of i^rliament, a noble being full of

spirit and power, but not to be tamed into the ordinary ways

of civil life. His sympathies hover in hopeless inconsistency

between love for righteous national action, good government,

freedom, social and commercial reform, and a hankering after

a strong, unassailable executive in the old obstructive tory

sense. He protests against unfair dealing with the popu ar

voice in the Principalities on the Danube, but when the popular

voice on the Thames demands higher honours for General

Havelock he resists it with the doctrine that the executive

should be wholly free to distribute honours as it pleases, lie

is loudly indignant against the supersession of parliament

bv diplomacy, but when a motion is made directly pointuig

to the rightful influence of the House over foreign affairs,

he neither speaks nor votes. Is it not clear beyond dispu e

that his cannot be the will to direct, no/ the wisdom to

guide the party of progress out of which the materials for

the government of this country wiU have to be chosen .'

In organs supposed to be inspired by DisraeU, Mr. triad-

stone's fate is pronounced in different terms, but with equal

decision. In phrases that must surely have fallen from the

very lips of the oracle itself, the public was told that 'cerebral

....ures, men of mere intellect without moral passion, are

q.ite unsuited for governing mankind.' The days of the

mere dialectician are over, and the rulers of Christendom

are no longer selected from the serfs of Aristotle. Without

the emotions that soar and thrill and enkindle, no man

can attain 'a grand moral vision.' When Mr. Gladstone

aims at philosophy, he only reaches casuistry. He reasoiis

like one of the sons of Ignatius Loyola. What their

Society is to the Jesuit, his own individualism is to Mr.

Gladstone. He supports his own interests as much from

intellectual zeal as from self-love. A shrewd observer is

quoted : 'looking on Mr. Gladstone and Mr. Sidney Herbert

sitting side by side, the former with his rather saturnine

face and straight black hair, and the latter eminently hand-

some, with his bright, cold smile and subtlety of aspect, 1

1 See Spectator, May 8, 1858.
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it was one which had never been entertained or opened by me in

connection with this subject, since the former of the two points

had offered an absolute preliminary bar to the acceptance of olRce.

He, however, explained himself as follows, that Mr. Disraeli had

stated his willingness to surrender the leadership to Sir James

Graham, if he were disposed to join the government; but that

the expressions he had used in his speech of Thursday ' (apparently

those with respect to parties in the House and to office), seemed to

put it beyond the right of the government to make any proposal

to him. He at the same time spoke in the highest terms not only

of the speech, but of the position in which he thought it placed

Sir James Graham ; and he left me to infer that there would have

been, but for the cause named, a desire to obtain his co-operation

as leader of the House of Commons. With respect to the proposal

as one the acceptance of which would separate me from my friends,

he hoped it was not so. it was one made to me alone, the

immediate vacancy lieing a single one ; but the spirit in which

it was made was a desire that it should be taken to signify the

wish of the government progressively to extend its basis, as far

as it could be effected compatibly with consistency in its opinions.

He added that judging from the past he hoped he might assume

that there was no active opposition to the goverunient on the jiart

of my friends, np.ming Lord Aberdeen, Sir James Graham, and

the Duke of Nev/castle.

I told him with respect to the leadership that I thought it

handsome on the partof Mr. Disraeli to offer to waive it on behalf

of Sir James (}raham ; that it was a subject which did not enter

into my decision for the reason I had stated ; and 1 hinted also that

it was one on which I could never negotiate or make stipulations.

It was true, I said, I had no broad differences of principle from the

party opposite ; on the whole perhaps I differed more from Lord

1 I wish to state that it is hy the
courtesy of hon. gpntlenu'ii that I

occupy a neat on this (the iiiiiiistcrial)

side of tlie House, nllliouKli I am no
adiierent of Her Maji-sly's Roverii-

UR'Mt. By no eni;agcnit-nt, express or
implied, am I their supporter. On
tlie contrary, my sympathies and
opinions are with the liberal party

sitting on the opposite side of the
House, and from recent kind com-
nninications I have resumed tliose

lial)its of frieudiy intercourse ami
confidential communication with my
noble friend (Lord John KuHsell)

which formerly existed between us.—
May 20, 1868.
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BOOK from Walpole expressing Lord Derby's wish in the following

.
^^'

J words : ' That before you finally decide on refusing to accept the

1858. offer he has made either of the colonies or of the India board he

wishes you would consult Sir James Graham and Lord Aberdeen.*

In order to meet this wish, I have put down the foregoing state-

ment.

Lord Aberdeen agreed with Mr. Gladstone that on the

whole the balance inclined to no.

Graham, in an admirable letter, truly worthy of a wise,

affectionate, and faithful friend, said, ' My judgment is, on

this occasion, balanced like your own.' He ran through the

catalogue of Mr. Gladstone's most intimate political friends

;

the result was that he stood alone. Fixed party ties and

active official duties would conduce to his present happiness

and his future fame. He might form an intimate alliance

with Lord Derby with perfect honour. His natural affinities

were strong, and his 'honest liberal tendencies' would soon

leaven the whole lump and bring it into conformity with

the shape and body of the times. As for the leadership

in the Commons, Graham had once thought that for

Gladstone to sit on the treasury bench with Disraeli

for his leader would be humiliation and dishonour. Later

events had qualified this opinion. Of course, the abdica-

tion of Disraeli could not be made a condition precedent,

but the concession would somehow be made, and in the

Commons pre-eminence would be Gladstone's, be the con-

ditions what they might. In fine, time was wearing fast

away, Gladstone had reached the utmost vigour of his

powers, and present opportunities were not to be neglected

in vain expectation of better.

m
Before this letter of Graham's arrived, an unexpected

thing happened, and Mr. Disraeli himself advanced to the

front of the stage. His communication, which opens and

closes without the usual epistolary forms, just as it is repro-

duced here, marks a curious episode, and sheds a strange

light on that perplexing figure :
—
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JEt. 40.
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BOOK I have ever thought identical with your accepting office in a con-

^
'

J servative government.

1868. Don't you think the time has come when you might deign to

be magnanimous ?

Mr. Canning was superior to Lord Castlereagh in capacity, in

acquirements, in eloquence, but he joined Lord C. when Lord C.

was Lord Liverpool's lieutenant, when the state of the tory party

rendered it necessary. That was an enduring, and, on the whole,

not an unsatisfactory connection, and it certainly terminated very

gloriously for Mr. Canning.

I may be removed from the scene, or I may wish to be removed

from the scene.

Every mai' performs his office, and there is a Power, greater

than ourselves, that disposes of all this.

The conjuncture is very critical, and if prudently yet boldly

managed, may rally this country. To be inactive now is, on your

part, a great responsibility. If you join Lord Derby's cabinet, you

will meet there some warm personal friends ; all its meml)ers are

your admirers. You may place me in neither category, but in

that, I assure you, you have ever been sadly mistaken. The

vacant post is, at this season, the most commanding in the common-

wealth; if it were not, whatever office you filled, your shining

qualities would always render you supreme ; and if party neces-

sities retain me formally in the chief post, the sincere and delicate

respect which I should always offer you, and the unbounded con-

fidence, which on my part, if you choose you could command, would

prevent your feeling my position as anything but a form.

Think of all this in a kindly spirit. These are hurried lines,

but they are heartfelt. I was in the country yesterday, and must

return there to-day for a county dinner. My direction is Langley

Park, Slough. But on Wednesday evening I shall be in town.—
B. Disraeli. Grosvenor Gate, May 25, 1858.

None of us, I believe, were ever able to persuade Mr.

Gladstone to do justice to Disraeli's novels,— the spirit of

whim in them, the ironic solemnity, the historical para-

doxes, the fantastic glitter of dubious gems, the grace of

high comedy, all in union with a social vision that often

pierced deep below the surface. In the comparative stiff-
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-£t. 49.
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The next day Mr. Gladstone received Graham's letter

already described. The interpretation that he put upon it wao

that although Graham appeared to lean in favour of accept-

ance, ' yet the counsel was indecisive.' On ordinary construc-

tion, though the counsellor said that this was a case in which

only the man himself could decide, yet he also said that accept-

ance would be for the public good. ' Your affirmative advice,

had it even been more positive, was not approval, nor was Lord

Aberdeen's. On the contrary it would have been like the

orders to Balaam, that he should go with the messengers of

Balak, when notwithstanding the command, the act was

recorded against him.' We may be quite sure that when a

man draws all these distinctions, between affirmative advice,

positive advice, approval, he is going to act without any

advice at all, as Mr. Gladstone was in so grave a case bound

to do. He declined to join.

Mr. Gladstone to Lord Derby.

Private.

11 C. H. Terrace, May 26, '58.— I have this morning received

Sir James Graham's reply, and I have seen Lord Aberdeen before

and since. Their counsel has been given in no narrow or un-

friendly spirit. It is, however, indecisive, and leaves upon me

the responsibility which they would have been glad if it had been

in their power to remove. I must therefore adhere to the reply

which I gave to Mr. Walpole on Saturday ; for I have not seen,

and I do not see, a prospect of public advantage or of material

accession to your strength, from my entering your government

single-handed.

Had it been in your power to raise fully the question whether

those who were formerly your colleagues, could again be brought

into political relation with you, I should individually have thought

it to be for the public good that, under the present circumstances

of the country, such a scheme should be considered deliberately

and in a favourable spirit. But I neither know that this is in

yomr power, nor can I feel very sanguine hopes that the obstacles

in the way of this proposal on the part of those whom it would

embrace, could be surmounted. Lord Aberdeen is the person

who could best give a dispassionate and weighty opinion on that
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empire ; it would tend to dismember our own empire by

opening a passage between the Mediterranean and the Indian

ocean, which would be at the command of other nations and

not at ours. Away, then, with such a sacrifice of the interest

of Great Britain to philanthropic schemes and philosophic

reveries ! So much for the sound practical man. Mr.

Gladstone followed. Don't let us, he said, have governments

and ex-governments coming down to instruct us here on

bubble sch jmes. As a commercial project, let the Suez

Canal stand or fall upon commercial grounds. With close

reasoning, he argued against the proposition that the canal

would tend to sever Turkey from Egypt. As to possible

danger to our own interests, was it not a canal that would

fall within the control of the strongest maritime power in

Europe? And what could that power be but ourselves?

Finally, what could be more unwise than to present ourselves

to the world as the opponents of a scheme on the face of it

beneficial to mankind, on no better ground than remote and

contingent danger to interests of our own, with the alleged

interest of Turkey merely thrust hypocritically in for the

purpose of justifying a policy purely narrow-minded and

wholly selfish? The maiority against the motion was large, as

it was in the case of the seven cardinals against Galileo. Still

the canal was made, with some very considerable consequences

that were not foreseen either by those who favoured it or

those who mocked it as a bubble. M. de Lesseps wrote to

Mr. Gladstone from Constantinople that the clearness of his

speech had enabled him to use it with good effect in his

negotiations with the Porte. 'Your eloquent words, the

authority of your name, and the consideration that attaches

to your character, have already contributed much and will

contribute more still to hinder the darkening and complica-

tion of a question of itself perfectly clear and simple, and to

avoid the troubling of the relations between two countries

of which it is the natural mission to hold aloft together the

flag of modern civilisation.'

Mr. Gladstone took an active interest in the various

measures— some of them extremely singular— proposed by

Mr. Disraeli for the transfer of the government of India from
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CHAPTER X

1858.

THE lONIAK ISLANOa

Tm worid i> now taking an immense intereat in Greek atfain, and
doea not seem to know wliy. But there are very good reasons for

it Greece is a centre of life, and the only possible centra for the

Arebipelago, and iu immediate neighbourhood. But it is vain to

think of it as a centre from which light and warmth can proceed,

until it has attained to a tolerable organisation, political and
economical. I believe in the capacity of the people to receive the

boon. —Gladstone (1862).

At the beginning of October, while on a '-isit to Lord
Ab»rdeen at Haddo, Mr. Gladstone was amazed by a letter

from the secretary of state for the colonies— one of the
two famous writers of romance then in Lord Derby's
cabinet— which opened to him the question of undertaking
a special mission to the Ionian islands. This, said Bulwer
Lytton, would be to render to the crown a service that no
other could do so well, and that might not inharmoniously
blend with his general fame as scholar and statesman. ' To
reconcile a race that speaks the Greek language to the

science of practical liberty seemed to me a task that

might be a noble episode in your career.' The origin of an
invitation so singular is explained by Phillimore :—
November 2nd, 1858.— Lord Carnarvon (then under-secretary

at the colonial office) sent an earnest letter to me to come to

the C. 0. and advise with Rogers and himself as to drawing the

commission. I met Bulwer Lytton there, overflowing with civility.

The offer to Gladstone had arisen as I expected from Lord ('.,

and he had told B. L. the conversation which he (C.) and I had

together in the summer, in which I told Lord C. that I thought

Gladstone would accept a mission extraordinary to Naples. . .

694
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"P""*! P°^«"'n"y on the

the best of them iLe b^^^" thin vT '"' *^^^"^' ^"^
he said, ' that Bulwer h^ soul, ? n

''"''•
' ^' ^ ^l^*^''

<leclarations and the attra'tions''; Home""
"''" "^^'^ ''^^"«

I doubt if Homer will be
"
./ iT ^

Propensities.
. . .

^^-'. to cany you safe^ b ^h the tf'^ "^^^^"^^^
-rpnse.. The sagacious^ o.hatt Tr^^ th^

^r. 49.
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little credit would be gained by succew, while failure would
be attended by serioun inconveniences : in any cose to quell
'a storm in a teapot' was no occupation worthy of hia
powers and position. Sidney Herbert was strong that
governments were getting more and more into the bid
habit of delegating their own business to other people ; he
doubted success, and expressed his hearty wish that we
could be quit of the protectorate altogether, and couM
hand the islands bodily over to (Jreece, to which by blood,
language, religion, and geography they belonged.

I have said that these adverse views were almost un-
qualified, and such qualification as existed was rather
remarkable. 'The only part of the aflfair I should regard
with real pleasure,' wrote Lord Aberdeen, 'would be the
means it might afford you of drawing closer to the govern-
ment, and of naturally establishing yourself in a more
suitable position ; for in spite of Homer and Ulysses, your
Ionian work will by no means be tanti in itself.' Graham
took the same point: 'An approximation to the govern-
ment may be fairly sought or admitted by you. But this
should take place on higher grounds.' Thus, though he
was now in fact unconsciously on the eve of his formal
entry into a liberal cabinet, expectations still survived that
he might re-join his old party.

As might have been expected, the wanderings of Ulysses
and the geography of Homer prevailed in Mr. Gladstones
mind over the counsels of parliamentary Nestors. Besides
the ancient heroes, there was the fascination of the orthodox
church, so peculiar and so ir"<>sistible for the anglican school
to which Mr. Gladstone belonged. Nor must we leave out
of account the passion for public business so often allied
with the student's temperament ; the desire of the politician
out of work for something definite to do; Mr. Gladstone's
keen relish at all times for any foreign travel that came
in his way

; finally, and perhaps strongest of all, the fact
that his wife's health had been much shaken by the death
of her sister. Lady Lyttelton, and the doctors were advising
change of scene, novel interests, and a southern climate.
His decision was very early a foregone conclusion. So his
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doubting friends could only wImH him «,^ *
-J. -If your hand be iTintl to ^r^.^T'" ^^"''^"^ '"^''

« (Jreek empire on the mi " If tl V " ^""•'^''""" °^ -i-
can be .„„^' worthy, J Zk lo.: 27"" "^ '''"'^
you it may be realised.'

^' aspiration ;

» with
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commission of .Mr it'itl u 7' '^ •'*^'*^'>' ^ his

""'de seven yea« befo'l „ ^ '"*"^'*'P *>« ^ad first
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'"'^'^^
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l""*""""

Arthur Gordon, ,h, ,o„ rf f!rf .^S '
'"'' "'"' *''•

X-rt.; 'i^ TlFrr?'' ---
^m.udh.-;j;i«'--rs^-?;;lrhSr'-

No'^:iTl"8,rberee*"GlV «
'"''' ""^ " '""^ '"

and Pru^ai^ the ,e™T,.?r ""'"' "'^»' A"atri^

"o-.Epi™ .o\re"t*"e*-nTL°'7 "' """'
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""'^-
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""*" '«^*"^«'

exclusive protection ofGreat SJtlinTJ^p^'"*^
^"^
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^""'^'^ °"^^
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'"'"' ^"^•^"^
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""'"""^ ^"^

--0 regulate their owrinLn^l^r^rtion:^,-^^^
' Vlrg. ^en. iy. 344.
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Britain was ' to employ a particular solicitude with regard to
tho legislation and general adnnnistration of those states,'
and was to appoint a lor.! high commissioner to reside there
with all necessary powers and authorities. The Duke of
Wellington foretold that it wi.uld prove 'a tough and un-
profitable job,' and so in truth it did. A constitutional
charter in 1817 formed a system of government that soon
became despotic enough to satisfy Metternich himself. The
scheme has been justly described as a singularly clever
piece of work, appearing to give much while in fact giv-
ing nothing at all. It ccmtained a decorous collection of
chapters, sections, and articles imposing enough in their
outer aspect, but in actual oi^ration the wliole of them
reducible to a single clause enabling the high commissioner
to do wliatever he pleiised.

This rough but not ill-natured despotism lasted for little
more than thirty years, and then in 1849, under the influence
of the great upheaval of 1848, it was changed into a system
of more jiopular and democratic build. The old Venetians,
when for a couple of centuries they were mastei-s in this'
region, laid it down that the islandei-s must be kept with
their teeth drawn and their claws c.-,ped. Bread and tho
sUck, said Father Paul, that is what they want. This view
prevailed at the colonial office, and maxims of Father
Paul Sarpi's sort, incongruously combined with a paper con-
stitution, worked as ill as p,msiblo. Mr. Gladstone always
applied to the new system of 1849 Charles lUiller's figure, of
firat lighting the fire and then stopping up the chimney.
Ihe stick may be wholesome, and local self-government may
be wholesome, but in combination or rapid alternation they
are apt to work nothing but mischief either in Ionian or any
other islands. Sir (Charles Napier - the Napier of Scinde-
who had been Resident in Cephalonia thirty years before,
in Byron's closing daj-s, describes the richer classes as lively
and agreeable

;
the women as having both beauty and wit,

but of little education ; the poor as hardy, industrious, and
intelligent— all full of pleasant humour and vivacity, with
a striking resemblance, says Napier, to his countrymen,
the Irish. The upper class was mainly Italian in origin,
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BOOK two islands were the main scene and source of diiBculty.
^_^_^ m Cephalonia nine years before the date with which we
1808. are now dealing, an agrarian rising had occurred more

like a bad whiteboy outrage than a national rebellion,
and It was suppressed with cruel rigour by the high
commissioner of the day. Twenty-two people had been
Hanged, three hundred or more had been flogged, most of
them without any species of judicial investigation. The
fire-raisings and destruction of houses and vineyards were
of a fierce brutality to match. These Ionian atrocities were
the proceedings with which Prince Schwarzenberg had
taunted Lord Aberdeen by way of rejoinder to Mr. Gladstone's
letters on barbarous misgovernment in Naples, and the feel-
ings that they had roused were still smouldering. Half a
dozen newspapers existed, all of them vehemently and irrec-
oncilably unionist, though all controlled bv members of the
legislative assembly who had taken an oath' at the beginning
of each parliament to respect and maintain the constitutional
rights of the protecting sovereign. The liberty of unlicensed
printing, however, had been subject to a pretty stringent

T^ ^ J ^"^"^^ °^ "^^^^ '^'^ **y^«^ » P^^*'" o^ high police,
the lord high commissioner was able at his own will and
pleasure to tear away from home, occupation, and livelihood
anybody that he chose, and the high police found its com-
moKcst objects in the editors of newspapere. An obnoxious
leading article was not infrequently followed by deportation
to some small and barren rock, inhabited by a handful of
fishermen. Not Cherubim and Seraphim, said Mr. Glad-
stone, could work such a system. A British corporal with
all the patronage in his hands, said another observer, would
get on better than the greatest and wisest statesman since
Pericles, If he had not the patronage. It was little wonder
that a distracted lord high commissioner, to adopt the
similes of the florid secretary of state, should one day send
home a picture like Salvator's Massacre of the Innocents,
or Michel Angelo's Last Judgment, and the next day recall
the swains of Albano at repose in the landscapes of Claude •

should one day advise his chiefs to wash their hands of
the lonians, and on the morrow should hint that perhaps
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the best thing would be by a bolrl .. ^.,away the constitution.! ^ ^'^"•^ ^ •^'«« to sweep chap.
V

it had been written hie' sol IT'^ ^"^'''" I'""'^'^ ^t'

S;r John Voun,, and LT he Tdvilf it: T"'^
^'°^^ ^^

the assent of the contracting powe^ to iafr''"""'".*'
^''*''-

whole of the seven islands to (Zl ?
''''^' ^'^^^' ^^e

southern islands, while titnl;.''' '^'' "' ^"^'' '^e five

lite of Paxo int .Bri L,"cZv'^ 1"'" *"' '*^ ^'*^^« -^el-

'kys later he had wrirt^anH^^^^ '
"""" ''""« "'** a few

tl.i« advice and su^ttL^Suire^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^'^^'^^^^"^

P'ession namely of such frP^rlnJ, *''\f
^^^ opposite, the sup.

This second fa^ct the pub ^"d^ it "'"'"^ ^'^^^^^
knowledge of it have mde ant A I

'"' ""'' ^^'^^^ «»«

despatch stood on record .n7 T'' ^^' P^'^^^hed
startling impression o^i '^t t' ff

'''';'^^ "^"''^' the

I^ytton call it an inconceivablelLfr r^ T "'^^*
uneasy, it perturbed France and Vf !". J T^^ ^^"^tria

them seeing in Mr Glad«rn '

/^.''"tated Russia, all of

the policy Lmm ndedt Jh
" ^'"'1 ^ '"^ «*«P towards

the islandei. it kindled intens. 'f^^ '" ^'^^ ^^^'^ts of
a chronic disorde bv a "J

"'^'''*«™«»t, and diveraified

Voung-s position'deVra e luT? °'
''T '' "«^«

and practically it brourt tl 7^? ""^ '^°^ *" ''' '*'

missionerextraordinarfonou^h.t'r''-"!*^' ^^^^ <'°™-

^T. 49.

'JIlndatoMtothf laniniL"l:.\ ;, .^-
>j;„j : " •' '"« timt Hon If «>

,V"V"."' •-'4r-, lOOtf. Four near, t^

wso Gleanings, Iv. p. 287.
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moments long after. The ambassador told him that he
ought to see the Austrian minister. With Count Buol he
had a long interview accordingly, and assured him that his

mission had no concern with any question of Ionian annexa-
tion whether partial or total. Count Buol on his part
disclaimed all aggressive tendencies in respect of Turkey,
and stated emphatically that the views and conduct of
Austria in her Eastern policy were in the strictest sense
conservative.

Embarking at Trieste on the warship Terrible, Nov. 21,
and after a delightful voyage down the Adriatic, five days
after leaving Vienna (Nov. 24th) Mr. Gladstone found him-
self at Corfu— the famous island of which he had read
such memorable things in Thucydides and Xenophon, the
harbour where the Athenians had fitted out the exijedition
to Syracuse, so disastrous to Greek democracy; where the
young Octavian had rallied his fleet before the battle of
Actium, so critical for the foundation of the empire of the
Caesars; and whence Don John had sallied forth for the
victory of Lepanto, so fatal to the conquering might of
the Ottoman Turks. It was from Corfu that the brothers
Bandiera had started on their tragic enterprise for the
deliverance of Italy fourteen years before. Mr. Gladstone
landed under a salute of seventeen guns, and was received
with all ceremony and honour by the lord high commissioner
and his officers.

He was not long in discovering what mischief the stolen
despatch had done, and may well have suspected from the first

in his inner mind that his efforts to undo it would bear
little fruit. The morning after his arrival the ten members
for Corfu came to him in a body with a petition to the
Queen denouncing the plan of making their island a British
colony, and praying for union with Greece. The munici-
pality followed suit in the evening. The whole sequel was
in keeping. Mr. Gladstone with Young's approval made a
speech to the a»'nate, in which he threw over the despatch,
severed his missKin wholly from any purpose or object in the

way of annexation, and dwelt much upon a circular addressed
by the foreign office in London to all its ministers abroad
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disclaiming any designs of that kind. He held 1.called upon the archbishon h^ .^ \ ^^^®*^' ^^ ^hap.
«entatives, and eyZy^^Z IIT^^^^

^-
.

l«'.g"age. He soon CHnou^h t e •"™t-
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.'"'" ^'" "^ *»'«
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.
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Mr. Gladstone with his suite repaired to the archbishop.

J ' We found him,' says Mr. Gordon, ' seated on a sofa dressed
in his most gorgeous robes of gold and purple, over which
flowed down a long white beard. . . . Behind him stood a
little court of black-robed, black-bearded, black-capped, dark-
faced priests. lie is eighty-six years old, and his manners
and appearance were dignified in the extreme. Speaking
slowly and distinctly he began to tell Gladstone that the
sole wish of Cephalonia was to be united to Greece, and
there was something very exciting and affecting in the
tremulous tones of the old man saying over and over again,

''quetta infelice isola, questa isola infelice" as the tears

streamed down his cheeks and long silvery beard. It was
like a scene in a play.'

At Zante (Dec. 15), the surface was smoother. A concourse
of several thousands awaited him; Greek flags were flying

on all sides in the strong morning sea-breeze; the town
bands played Greek national tunes ; the bells were all ring-

ing ; the harbour was covered with boats full of gaily dressed
people; and the air resounded with loud shouts fjjTw 6

^\^\\r)P r\dB<rrcav, {j/tm ij cwnwt? /lera t^9 "EXXoSo?, Long
live Gladstone the Philhellene, hurrah for union with Greece.

Every room and passage in the residency, Mr. Gordon writes to

Lord Aberdeen, was already thronged Upstairs the excitement

was great, and as soon as Gladstone had taken his place, in swept
Gerasimus the bishop (followed by scores of swarthy priests in

their picturesque black robes) and tendered to him the petition

for union. But before he could deliver it, Gladstone stopped him
and addressed to him and to the assembly a speech in excellent

Italian. Never did I hear his beautiful voice ring out more clear

or more thrillingly than when he said, ' Ecco V inganno.' ... It

was a scene not to be forgotten. The priests, with eye and hand
and gesture, expressed in lively pantomime to each other the effect

produced by each sentence, in what we should think a most

exaggerated way, like a chorus on the stage, but the effect was
most picturesque.

He attended a banquet one night, went to the theatre the

next, where he was greeted with lusty zetos, and at mid-
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night embarked on thf> T^„^ki i.-
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it was thought that the lord high commissioner should pay her
a visit if he wished to see Albania. ... It was a lovely morn-
ing, and breakfast was laid on the balcony of the private apart-

ments looking over the garden and commantliiig tlie loveliest of

views across the strait. IJladstone was in tlie highest spirits, full

of talk and romping boyishly. After breakfast the L. H. C.'s barge
and the cutters of the Terrible conveyed us on board the pretty

little gunboat.

We reached Sayada in about two hours, and were received on
landing by the governor of the province, who had ridden down
from Filates to meet us. We went to the house of the English

vice-consul, whilst the long train of horses was preparing to start,

but after a few minutes' stay there Gladstone became irrepressibly

restless, and insisted on setting off to walk— I of course walked
too. The old steward also went with us, and a guard of eight

white-kilted palikari on foot. The rest of the party rode, and
from a slight hill which we soon reached, it was very pretty to

look back at the long procession starting from Sayada and pro-

ceeding along the narrow causeway running parallel to our path,

the figures silhouetted against the sea. Filates is about 12 miles

from Sayada, perhaps more, the path is rugged and mountainous,

and commands some fine views. Our palikari guards fired off

their long Afghan-looking guns in every direction, greatly to

Gladstone's annoyance, but there was no stopping them.

Scouts on the hills gave warning of our approach, and at the

entrance to Filates we were met by the whole population. First

the Valideh's retainers, then the elders, then the moolahs in their

great green turbans, the Christian community, and finally, i.i the

top of the hill, the Valideh's little grandson, gorgeously dressed,

and attended by his tutor and a number of black slaves. The
little boy salaamed to Gladstone with much grace and self-

possession, and then conducted us to the castle, in front of which
all the townsfolk who were not en(,'aged in receiving us were

congregated in picturesque groups on the smooth grassy lawns
and under the great plane trees. The castle is a large ruinous

enclosure of walls and towers, with buildings of all sorts and ages

within. The Valideh herself, attired in green silk and a fur

pelisse, her train held by two negro female slaves, received us at
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<iivan round thLtd", j t s^eel'T ' ^"^ "«™ ^'^ * ^"^P-
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t
'

, and that not a large one, and we were packed tight on the floor,

1858. under quilts of Brusa silk and gold, tucked up round us by

gorgeous Albanians, (lladstone amused himself with sj^'culating

whether or no we were in contravention of the provisions of Lord

Shaftesbury's lodging-house act

!

After a month of cloudless sunshine it took it into its head to

rain this night of all nights in the year, and rain as it only d(jes in

these regions, (iladstone and 1 walked down again despite of

wind, rain, and mud, and our palikari guard— to keep up their

spirits, I supjiose— chanted wild choruses all the way. We
nearly got stuck altogether in the muddy flat near Sayada,

and got on board the Oaprey wet through, my hands so chilhd

I could hardly steer the boat. Of course we had far outwalked

the riding party, so we had to wait. What a breakfast we ate

!

that is those of us who could eat, for the passage was rough

and Gladstone and the ladies flat on their backs and very sorry

for themselves.

Mr. Gladstone's comment in his diary is brief: 'The
whole impression is saddening; it is all indolence, decay,

stagnation ; the image of God seems as if it were nowhere.

But there is much of wild and picturesque.' The English

in the island, both civil and military, adopted the tone

of unfriendly journals in London, and the gan-ison went

so far as not even to invite Mr. Gladstone to mess, a

compliment never omitted before. The lonians, on the

other hand, like people in most other badly governed

countries did not show in the noblest colours. There

were petitions, letters, memorials, as to which Mr. Glad-

stone mildly notes that he has to 'lament a spirit of

exaggeration and obvious errors of fact.' There was a

stream of demands from hosts of Spiridiones, Christodulos,

Euphrosunes, for government employ, and the memorial

survives, attested by bishop and clergy, of a man with a

daughter to marry, who being too poor to find a dowry
' had decided on reverting to your Excellency's well-known

philhellenism, and with tears in his eyes besought that

your Excellency,' et cetera.
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IV

Mr. Gladstone applied hinuelf with the utmost gravity
to the affaira of a pygmy state with a total population
under 250,000. His imagination did its work. While you
seem, he said mo8t truly, to be dealing only with a few
specks scarcely visible on the map of Europe, you are
engaged in solving a problem as delicate and difficult as
if it arose on a far more conspicuous stage. The people
he found to be eminently gifted by nature with that
subtlety which is apt to degenerate into sophistry, and
prone- to be both rather light-minded and extremely sus-
picious. The permanent officials in Downing Street, with
less polite analysis, had been accustomed to regard the
islanders more bluntly as a 'pack of scamps.' This was
what had done the mischief. The material condition of
the cultivators was in some resjwcts not bad, but Mr.
Gladstone laid down a profound and solid principle when
he said that 'no method of dealing witli a civilised com-
munity can be satisfactory which does not make provision
for its political action as well as its social state.'* The
idea of political reform had for a time made head against
the idea of union with tlie Greek kingdom, but for some
years past the whole stream of popular tendency and feeling
set strongly towards union, and disdained contentment with
anything else. Mankind turn naturally to the solutions that
seem the simplest. Mr. Gladstone condemned the existing
system as bad for us and bad for them. Circumstances made
it impossible for him to suggest amendment by throwing
the burden bodily off our shoulders, and at that time he
undoubtedly regarded union with Greece as in itself undesir-
able for the lonians. Circumstances and his own love of

freedom made it equally impossible to recommend the
violent suppression of the constitution. The only course

and rights of property were the real
evils that reqnired remedy, and over
tlu'se the British government could
exercise very little influence if opposed
by the Ionian representatives.' But
is not this to say that the real remedy
wa.1 unattainable without politick
reform t

> Finlay. Ilintory of Grcfee, vil. p.
306, blames b(>th Bulwer and Mr.
Gladstone because they ' directed
their attention to the means of apply-
ing sound theories of government
to a state of things where a change
in the social relations of the inhabit-
ants and modifications in the tenure
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if he had already determined on Young's recall, and if he
thought reform would stand a better chance if iuti-oduced

by Mr. Gladstone himself, he was willing to serve as lord

high commissioner for the very limited time that might
be necessary. We may be sure that the government lost

not an hour in making up their minds on a plan that went
still further both in the way of bringing Mr. Gladstone into

still closer connection with them, and towards relieving

themselves of a responsibility which they never from the

first had any business to devolve upon Mr. Gladstone or

anybody else. The answer came by telegraph (January 11),

'The Queen accepts. Your commission is being made out.'

All other embarrassments wera now infinitely aggravated

by the sudden discovery from the lawyers that acceptance of

the new office not only vacated the seat in parliament, but

also rendered Mr. Gladstone incapable of election until he had
ceased to hold the office. * This, I must confess,' he told Sir

Edward, ' is a great blow. The difficulty and the detriment

are serious ' (January 17). If some enemy on the meeting of

the 1 louse in February should choose to move the writ for the

vacant seat at Oxford, the election would necessarily take

place at a date too early for the completion of the business

at Corfu, and Mr. Gladstoud still at work as high commissioner

would still therefore be ineligible. Nobody was ever by con-

stitution more averse than Mr. Gladstone to turning backward,

and in this cose he felt himself especially bound to go for-

ward not only by the logic of the Ionian situation at the

moment, but for the reason which was also characteristic of

him, that the Queen in approving his appointment (Janu-

ary 7) had described his conduct as both patriotic and most

opportune, and therefore he thought there would be unspeak-

able shabbiness in turning round upon her by a hurried

withdrawal. The Oxford entanglement thus became almost

desperate. Resolved not to disturb the settled order of pro-

ceeding with his ivssenibly, Mr. (iladstone with a thoroughly

characteristic union of ingenuity and tenacity tried various

ways of extrication. To complete the mortifications of the

position, the telegraph broke down.

The scrape was neai-ly as harassing to his friends at
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thought unfortunate. A new commission naming a suo
cessor was issued, and Mr. Gladstone then became ip$o facto

liberated. Sir Henry Storks was the officer chosen, and as

soon as his commission was formally received by him, he

was to execute a warrant under which he deputed all powers

to Mr. Gladstone until his arrival. Whether Mr. Gladstone

was lord high commissioner when he came to propose his

refoim is a moot point. So intricate was the puzzle that

the ui.der-secretary addressed a letter to Mr. Gladstone by
his name and not by the style of his official dignity, because

he could not be at all sure what that official dignity really

was. What is certain is that Mr. Gladstone, though it wtis

never his way to quarrel with other people's action taken in

good faith on his behalf, did not perceive the necessity for

proceeding so rapidly to the appointment of his successor,

and thought it decidedly injurious to such chances as his

reforms might have possessed.^

The assembly that had been convoked by Sir John

Young for an extraordinary session (January 25), at once

showed that its labours would bear no fruit. Mr. Glad-

stone as lord high commissioner opened the session with

a message that they had met to consider proposals for

reform which he desired to lay before them as soon a:^

prjsible. The game began with the passing of a resolu-

ticn that it was the single and unanimous will (^6^\ri(ri<s)

of the Ionian people that the seven islands should be

united to Greece. Mr. Gladstone fought like a lion for

scholar's authority to treat the woi-d as only meaning wish

or disposition, and he took for touchstone the question

whether men could speak of the diX-qaif! of the Almighty

;

the word in the Lord's Prayer was found to be BeXijfm.

As Finlay truly says, it would have been much more to tht;

point to accept the word as it was meant by those who used

it. As to that no mistake was possible. Some say that

he ought plainly to hav^e told them they had violated the

> On Feb. 7, the secretary of the
treasury moved the writ, and the
next day the vice-chancellor notified

that tliere would ho an election, Mr.
Gladstone having 'vacated his seat

by accepting the office of lord hicrh

commissioner of the Ionian Islands,

which he no longer holds.' He was
re-elected (Feb. 12) without opposi-
tion.
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If the af&ir had been less practically vexatious, we can
imagine the Socratic satisfaction with which Mr. Gladstone
would have revelled in pressing ail these and many other
distinctions on those wh> boasted of being Socrates'

fellow-countrymen.

From day to day anxiously did Mr. Gladstone watch what
he called the dodges of the assembly. Abundant reason as
there was to complain of the conduct of the lonians in all

these proceedings, it is well to record the existence of a
number of sincere patriots and enlightened men like the
two brothers Themistocles, Napoleon Zambelli, and Sir
Peter Braila, afterwards Greek minister in London. This
small band of royal adherents gave Mr. Gladstone all the help
they could in preparing his scheme of reform, and after the
scheme was launched, they strained every nerve to induce
the assembly to assent to it in spite of the pressure from
the people. Their efforts were necessarily unavailing. The
great majority, composed as usual of the friends of England
who trembled for their own jobs, joining hands with the
demagogues, was hostile to the changes proposed, and only
flinched from a peremptory vote from doubt as to its recep-
tion among the people. Promptitude and force were not
to be expected in either way from men in such a frame
of mind. 'On a preliminary debate,' Mr. Gladstone wrote
mournfully to Phillimore, 'without any motion whatever,
one man has spoken for nearly the whole of two days.'

Strong language about the proposals as cheating and
fraudulent was freely used, but nothing that in Mr. Glad-
stone's view justified one of those high-handed prorogations
after the manner of the Stuarts, that had been the usual
expedient in quarrels between the high commissioner and a
recalcitrant assembly. These doings had brought English
rule over the islands to a level in the opinion of Southern
Europe with Austrian rnle at V^enice and the reign of the
cardinals in the pontifical states.

Sir Henry Storks arrived on the 16th of February, and
the same day the assembly which before had been working
for delay, in a great hurry gave a vote against the proposals,

which, though in form preliminary, was in substance decisive

;
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he made a mistake, but measured by his own standard of
public virtue, how is he to be blamed, how is he not to be
applauded, for undertaking a mission that, but for an unfore-
seen accident, might have redounded to ^n \\Qr\oxt and the
credit of the British power?

On February 19 he quitted the scene of so many anxieties
and such strenuous effort as we have seen. Tlie Terrible fell
into a strong north-easter in the Adriatic, and took thirty-
six hours to Pola. There they sought shelter and got across
with a smooth sea to Venice on the 23rd. He saw the
Austrian archduke whom he found kind, intelligent, earnest,
pleasing. At Turin a few days later (March 23), he had an
interview with Cavour, for whom at that moment the crowning
scenes of his great career were just opening. ' At Vicenza,'
the diary records (Feb. 28), ' we had cavalry and artillery at
the station about to march ; more cavalry on the road with
a van and pickets, some with drawn swords; at Verona
regiments in review; at Milan pickets in the streets; as I
write I hear the tread of horse patrolling the streets. Dark
omens !

' The war with Austria was close at hand.
I may as well in a few sentences finally close the Ionian

chapter, though the c(insunimation was not immediate. :Mr.
Gladstone, while he was for the moment bitten by the
notion of ceding the southern islands to Greece, was no more
touched by the nationalist aspirations of the lonians than
he had been by nationalism and unification in Italy in 1851.
Just as in Italy he clung to constitutional reforms in the
particular provinces and states as the key to regeneration,
80 here he leaned upon the moderates who, while professing
strong nationalist feeling, did not believe that the time for
its realisation had arrived. A debate was raised in the House
of Commons in the spring of 1861, by an Irish member.
The Irish catholics twitted Mr. Gladstone with flying the flag
of nationality in Italy, and trampling on it in the Ionian
islands. He in reply twitted them with crying up nationality
for the Greeks, and running ic down when it told against the
pope. In the Italian case Lord John Russell had (1860) set
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THB lOKIAK ISLAIOW

not object to the annexation of the southern islands to
Crreece, Corfu was too important a military and naval post
ever to be abandoned by u«.» As Lord Palmerston changed,
so did Mr. Gladstone change. 'Without a good head for
Greece, I should not like to see the Ionian protectorate
surrendered; with it, I should be well pleased for one to be
responsible for giving it up.' Among many other wonderful
suggestions was one that he should himself become that
'good head.' 'The di-st mention,' he wrote to a corre-
spondent in parliament (Jan. 21, 1868), 'of my candidature
in Greece some time ago made me laugh very heartily, for
though I do love the country and never laughed at any-
thing else in connection with it before, yet the seeing my
own name, which in my person was never meant to carry
a title of any kind, placed in juxtaposition with that
particular idea, made me give way.'

Meanwhile it is safe to conjecture, for the period with
which in this chapter we are immediately concerned, that in
conceiving and drawing up his Ionian scheme, close contact
with liberal doctrines as to free institutions and popular
gove.iment must have quickened Mr. Gladstone's progress
in liberal doctrines in our own affairs at home. In 1863*
Lord Palmerston himself, in spite of that national aversion
to anything like giving up, of which he was himself the most
formidable representative, cheerfully handed the lonians
over to their kinsfolk, if kinsfolk they truly were, upon the
mainland.^

^

» Ashley, ii. pp. 184, 186.
» Dee. 8, 1802. - Cabinet Resolu-

tion to surrender the Ionian pro-
tectorate. Only Lord Wfestburyl
opposing. '

• Mr. Gladstone sent home and
revised afterwards three elaborate
reporU on the mischiefs of Ionian
government and the constitutional
remedies prop*^ for them. They were
printed for the use of the cabinet,
though whether these fifty large pages,
amounting to about a quarter of this
volume, received much attention from
that body, may without tcandalum

magnatum be doubted, nor do the
reporU appear to have been laid be-
fore parliament. The Italian war was
then creating an agitation in Europe
upon nationality as to which the
people of the Ionian islands were
sensitively alive, and the reporte
would have supplied a good deal of
fuel. There was a separate fourth
report upon the suppression of dis-
order in Cephalonia in 1848, which
everybody afterwards agreed that it
was not expedient to publish. It
still exists in the archives of the
colonial office.
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BMK upon the plea that reform had not been formally submitted
^_^ as an issue to the country, Lord Derby felt justified in dis-

I860, solving. Mr. Gladstone held the Oxford seat without
opposition. The constituencies displayed an extension of
the same essentially conservative feeling that had given
Lord Pahuerston tiie victory two years before. Once more
the real question lay not so much between measures as men ;

not so much between democratic change and conservative
moderation, as between Palmerston and Russell on the one
hand, and Derby and Disraeli on the otlier. The govern-
ment at the election improved their position by some thirty
votes. This vas not enough to outnumber the phalanx of
their various opponents combined, but was it possible that
the phalanx should combine ? Mr. Gladstone, wlio spoke of
the dissolution as being a most improper as well as a most
important measure, alike in domestic and in foreign bearings,
told Acland that he would not be surprised if tlie govern-
ment were to attempt some reconstruction on a broad basis
before the new parliament met. This course was not adopted.
The chances of turning out the government were matters

of infinite computation among the leaders. The liberal whip
after the election gave his own party a majority of fifteen,
but the treasury whip, on the other hand, was equally
confident of a majority of ten. Still all was admittedly
uncertain. The prime perplexity was whether if a new
administration could be formed, Lord Palmerston or Lord
John should be at its head. Everybody agreed that it
would be both impossible and wrong to depose the tories
until It was certain that the liberals were united enough to
mount into their seat, and no government could last unless
It comprehended both the old prai^ ministers. Could not
one of them carry the prize of the premiership into the
Lords, and leave to the other the consolation stake of leader-
ship in the Co.nmons? Lord Palmerston, who took the
crisis with a veteran's good-humoured coolness, told his
intimates that he at any rate would n..t go up to the Lords,
for he could not trust John Russell in the other House.
With a view, however, to ministerial efficiency, he was
•u.viousto keep Russell in the Commons, as with him and
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Disraeli's. He dwelt much upon this. Foreign politics seemed

to have the chief place in his mind.

May 31.— Gladstone has seen Palmerston, and said he will not

vote against Lord Derby in support of Lord John's supposed

motion. The government Gladstone thinks desirable is a fusion

of Palmerston and his followers with Lord Derby, which implies,

of course, weeding out half at least of the present cabinet. Glad-

stone will have to vote with government and speak against the

cabinet, and violently he will be abused.

June 1.— Dined with Gladstone. He is much harassed and

distressed at his position relative to the government and opposi-

tion. Spoke strongly against Lord Malmesbury. Said if the

proposal is to censure the dissolution, he must agree with it, but he

will vote again.st a want of couiidence.

One important personage was quite confident that Glad-

stone would vote the government out. Another thought

that he would be sure to join a liberal administration. Pal-

merston believed this too, even though he might not vote

for a motion of want of confidence. Clarendon expected

Gladstone to join, though he would rather see him at the

foreign office than at the exchequer. At a dinner party at

Lord Carlisle's where Palmerston, Lord John, Granville,

Clarendon, Lewis, Argyll, and Delane were present. Sir

Charles Wood in a conversation with Mrs. Gladstone found

her much less inclined to keep the Derby government in.

In the last week of May a party feast was planned by Lord

Palmerston and the whip, but Lord John Russell declined

to join the dinner. It was decided to call a meeting oi

the party. A confidential visitor was talking of it at Cam-

bridge House, when the brougham came to the door to takt

Palmerston down to Pembroke Lodge. He was going, he

said, to ask Lord John what they should say if they wer<

asked at the meeting whether they had come to an agree

ment. The interview was not unsatisfactory. Four days

later (June 6) a well-attended meeting of the party was heU

at Willis's Rooms. The two protagonists declared themselvei

ready to aid in forming a government on a broad basis, anc

it was understood that either would serve under the otliei
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^T. 50.

It would ],e for the sovereign to decide. Mr, Bright spoke CIUP
in wlmt the whigs i)ronounced to be a hi fldv reasonable vein, •'^'-

and they all broia- uii in great spirits. The whip pored over
Ins lists, and made ouc that they could not beat tlie govern-
ment by less tlian seven. This was but a slender margin for
a vote of no confidence, but it was felt that mere numbers
thougii a majority might be an indispensable incident, were
in tins case not the only test of the conditions required
for a solid government. Lord Hartington, the representative
of the great house of Cavendish, was put up to move a vote
of no confidence.*

After three days' debate, ministers were defeated (June
11) l)y the narrow figure of thirteen in a House of six hundred
and thirty-seven. Mr. Gladstone did not speak, but he
answered the riddle that had for long so much harassed the
wirepullers, by going into the lobby with Disraeli and his
flock. The general sense of the majority was probably best
expressed by Mr. Bright. Since the fall of the government
of Sir Robert Peel, he said, there had been no good handling
of the liberal party in the House : the cabinet had been
exclusive, the policy had been sometimes wholly wrong, and
generally feeble and paltering : if in the new government
there should be found men adequately representing these
reconciled sections, acting with some measure of boldness
and power, grappling with the abuses that were admitted
to exist, and relying upon the moral sense and honest feeling
of the House, and the general sympathy of the people of
England for improvement in our legislation, he was bold to
hope that the new government would have a longer tenure
of office than any government that had existed for many
years j)ast.

The Queen, in the embarrassment of a choice between the
two whig veterans, induced Lord Granville, whose cabinet life

as yet was only some five years, to try to form a government.

• Lord Hartington's motion was—
'That it is essential for tlie satis-
factory result of our deliberations,
and for facilitating the discliarpe of
your Majesty's high functions, tliat
your Majesty's govornment ulinuld

possess the confidence of this House
and of the country ; and we deem it
our duty respectfully to submit to
your Majesty tliat such conlidence is
not repcised in tlie present advisers
of your M.ijcstv.'
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i!*<:

This step Palinerston explained by her German sympathies,
which made her adverse alike to Lord John and himself.

1850. Lord Granville lirst ai)plied to Palmerston, who said that
the Queen ought to have sent for himself first ; still lie

agreed to serve. Lord John would only serve under Granville
on condition of being leader in the House of Commons ; if he
joined— so he argued— and if Palmerston were leader in the
Commons, this would make himself third instead of second :

on that point his answer was final. So Lord Grannlle
threw up a commission that never had life in it ; the Queen
handed the task over to Palmerston, and in a few days the
new administration was installed. (.June 17, 1859.)

II

Mr. Gladstone went back to the office that he had
quitted four years and a half before, and undertook the
department of finance. The appointment did not pass
without considerable remark. ' The real scandal,' he wrote
to his Oxford chairman, 'is among the extreme men on the
liberal side ; they naturally say, " This man has done all he
could on behalf of Lord Derby ; why is he here to keep out
one of us ?

"
' Even some among Mr. Gladstone's private

friends wondered how he could bring himself to join a
minister of whom he had for three or four years used such
unsparing language as had been common on his lips about
Lord Palmerston. The plain man was puzzled by a vote
in favour of keeping a tory government in, followed by a
junction with the men who had thrown that government out.
Cobden, as we know, declined to join.i ' I am exceedingly
sorry,' wrote Mr. Gladstone to his brother Robertson (.Fuly

2), ' to find that Cobden does not take office. It was in his
person that there seemed to be the best chance of a favour-
able trial of the experiment of connecting his friends with
the practical administration of the government of this
country. I am very glad we have Gibson ; but Cobden
would, especially as an addition to the former, have made
a great difference in point of weight. '^

o
ip ofpohden, ii. pp. 22n-23.'5. visiting Lord Aberdeen, and displav-"1 here ,8 a stranse story in tlie ins; mucli ill humour. 'He cannbt

Halifax Papers of Bright at this time reconcile himself to not being con-
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BOOK immediate action are those of reform and foreign policy. On_^ the first I think thut Lord Derby had by dissolution lost all

1869. chance of s^ .tliii-; it; and, as I desire to see it settled, it seems
my duty to assist those who perhaps may settle it. Upon the
second I am in real and close ha;.noiiy of sentiment with the new
premier, and the new foreign secretary. How could I, under
these circumstances, say, I will have nothing to do with you, and
be the one remaining Ishmael in the House of Commons ?

Writing to Sir John Acton in 1864, Mr. Gladstone said :—
When I took my present office in 1859, I had several

negative and several positive reasons for accepting it. Uf
the first, there were these. There had been differences and
collisions, but there were no resentments. I felt myself to Iw
mischievous in an isolated position, outside the regular party
organisation of parliament. And I was aware of no diiferences uf
opinion or tendency likely to disturb the new government. Then
on the positive side. I felt sure that in finance there was still

much useful work to be done. I was desirous to co-operate iu
settling the question of the franchise, and failed to anticipate the
dinaster that it was to undergo. My iriends were enlisted, or I
knew would enlist: Sir James Graham indeed declining office,
but taking his position in the party. And the overwhelming
interest and weight of the Italian question, and of our foreign
policy in connection with it, joined to my entire mistrust of the
former government in relation to it, led me to decide without one
moment's hesitation. . . .

On the day on which Mr. Gladstone kissed hands (June
18) disturbing news came from Oxford. Not only was his
re-election to be opposed, but the enemy had secured the
most formidable candidate that he had yet encountered,
in the person of Lord Chandos, the eldest son of the Duke
of Buckingham. His old chairman became chairman for
his new antagonist, and Stafford Northcote, who with
Phillimore and Bernard had hitherto fought every election
on his behalf, now refused to serve on his committee, while
even Sir John Coleridge was alarmed at some reported
wavering on the question of a deceased wife's sister.
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1869.

wan taken frcm them in consequence of my endeavours.'

Other correspondents were uneasy about his soundness on
rifle corps and rifle clubs. 'How,' he replied, 'can any
uncertainty exist as to the intentions in regard to defence in

a government with Lord Palmsrston at its head ?
' He was

warned that Cobden, Bright, and Gibson were odious in

Oxford, and he was suspected of being their accomplice.

The clamour against Puseyisra had died down, and the

hostility of the evangelicals was no longer keen ; otherwise

it was the old story. Goldwin Smith tells him, ' Win or lose,

you will have the vote of every one of heart and brain in

the university and really connected with it. Young Oxford
is all with you. Every year more men obtain the reward of

their industry through your legislation. But old Oxford
takes a long time in dying.' In the end (July 1), he won the

battle by a majority of 191— Gladstone, 1050, Chandos, 859.

My conscience is light and clear,' he wrote to Heathcote
in the course of the contest. 'The interests that have
weighed with me are in some degree peculiar, and I daresay

it is a fault in me, especially as member for Oxford, that I

cannot merge the man in the representative. While they
have had much reason to complain, I have not had an over-

good bargain. In the estimate of mere pleasure and pain,

the representation of the university is not worth my having

;

for though the account is long on both sides, the latter is

the heavier, and sharper. In the true estimates of good
and evil, I can look back upon the last twelve years with
some satisfaction, first, because I feel that as far as I am
capable of labouring for anything, I have laboured for

Oxford ; and secondly, because in this respect at least

I have been happy, that the times afforded me in various

ways a field. And even as to the contemptible summing up
between suffering and enjoyment, my belief is that the latter

will endure, while the former will pass away.' The balance

struck in this last sentence is a characteristic fragment
of Mr. Gladstone's philosophy of public life. It lightened

and dispelled the inevitable hours of disappointmc ..t and
chagrin that, in natures of less lofty fortitude than his, are

apt to slacken the nerve and rust the sword.
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that Bright was not wrong when he warnefl hira that a
Derby government could only exist upon forbearance.

Bright's own words already referred to (p. 625) sufficiently

describe Mr. Gladstone's point of view ; the need for a
ministry with men in it 'acting with some measure of
boldness and power, grappling with abuses, and relying
upon the moral sense and honest feeling of the House, and
the general sympathy of the pople of England for improve-
ment.' With such purposes un alliance with liberals of
Lord Palmerston's temper implied no wonderful dislodgnient.
The really great dislodgment in his life had occurred
long before. It was the fates that befell his book, it was
the Maynooth grant, and the Gorhana case, that 8wei)t
away the foundations on which he had first built. In writing
to Manning in 1845 (April 25) after his retirement on the
question of Maynooth, Mr. Gladstone says to him, ' Newman
sent me a letter giving his own explanation of my position.
It was admirably done.' Newman in his letter told him
that various persons had asked how he understood Mr. Glad-
stone's present position, so he put down what he conceived
it to be, and he expresses the great interest that he feels in
the tone of thought then engaging the statesman's mind :

I say then [writes Newman, addressing an imaginary inter-

locutor]: 'Mr. Gladstone has said the state ought to have
a conscience, but it has not a conscience. Can he give it a
conscience ? Is he to impose his own conscience on the state ?
He would be very glad to do so, if it thereby would become
the state's conscience. But that is absurd. He must deal with
facts. It has a thousand consciences, as being in its legislative

and executive capacities the aggregate of a hundred minds; that
is, it has no conscience.

' You will say, " Well the obvious thing would be, if the state

has not a conscience, that he shall cease to be answerable for it."

So he has— he has retired from the ministry. While he thought
he could believe it had a conscience— till he was forced to give up,
what it was his duty to cherish as long as ever he could, the notion
that the British empire was a subject and servant of the kingdom
of Christ— he served the state. Now that he finds this to be
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- he he. to remam in retirement from public affairs or not. Ret r^nent, however, could not be done by halves. If he .s absoh t yto g,ve up a„ management of public affairs, he must retire! on,yfrom the ministry but from parliament.

^

nn.'r '!! ^"'l*''".
''^''" ^"' ^"' '^*'"°S f~™ th« 'ninistry. The

would lorfl \'^ '"^ '^^ ""^^ ^ ''"^'^^ ''^' '^^«---nwould not take such a step with regard to Maynooth as is nowWore the country. Had he continued in the ministry he woullto a certain extent have been misleading the country
' You say, « He made some show of seeing his way in future, forhe gave advice; he said it would be well for aU parties to y eTdsomething. To see his way and to give advice is as if he ^found some principle to go on." I do not so unuerstand him Ihought he distinctly stated he had not yet found a principle Buthe gave that advice which facts, or whit he calle/nLfe3

lead to some basis of principle which .,e do not see at present^

Compared to the supreme case of conscience indicatedhere, and it haunted Mr. Gladstone for nearly all hi 1 fethe perplexities of party could be but secondary. Those

llZTirj""" T'' '^"^P" *^*" ^° *he fou- 3 ears from

the rilb.
' T^

"^*'^ ""'' "^'^'^^ ''^^ -' respon ibility forthe right use of transcendent powers of national service ilwas practically inevitable that he should atZt Tui the

ofZCsT ^^ "^^ ^^^ ^^"^^°^"^ '^'--' ^^ ^^' Hol^

i
':i|
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1860.

IV

Later in this year air. Gladutone was chosen to be tlio first

lord rector of tlie university of Edinburgh under powers
conferred by a recent law. His unsuccessful rival was Lord
Neayes, excellent as lawyer, humorist, and scholar. In
April the following year, in the midst of the most trying
session of his life, he went down from the battle-ground at
Westminster, and delivered his rectorial address »— not par-
ticularly pregnant, original, or pithy, but iiKuki-d by incom-
parable buoyancy ; enforcing a conception of the proper
functions of a university that can never be enforced too
strongly or too often ; and impressing, in melodious jjcriod
and glowing image those ever needed commonplaces about
thrift of time and thirst for fame and the glory of knowledge,
that kindle sacred fire in young hearts. It was his own
career, intellectual as well as political, that gave to his
discourse momentum. It was his own example that to
youthful hearers gave new depth to a trite lesson, when
he exclaimed : ' Believe me when I tell you that the thrift
of time will repay you in after life with an usury of profit
beyond your most sanguine dreams, and that the waste
of it will make you dwindle, alike in intellectual and in
moral stature, beneath your darkest reckonings.' So too,
we who have it all before us know that it was a maxim
of his own inner life, when he told them: 'The thirst for
an enduring fame is near akin to the love of true excellence

;

but the fame of the moment is a dangerous possession
and a bastard motive; and he who does his acts in order
that the echo of them may come back as a soft music in
his ears, plays false to his noble destiny as a Christian man,
places himself in continual danger of dallying with wrong,
and taints even his virtuous actions at their source.'

1 The Address Is in Gleaninr/s, viL
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Mr. Ofadatone to his Father

Cuddeadon Aug. 4, !830.— My belovkd Father,— I have agood while refrained from addressiiii,' you on a subject of impor-
tance and much affecting my own future destiny, from a supposi-
tion that your time and thoughts have been much c«cu|.i.'d for
several months past by other matters of great interest in succes-
sion. >ow, however, believing you to lie more at leisure, 1 venture
to bring It before you. It is, as you will have anticii.ated, the
decision of the profession to which I am to look forward for life
Above eighteen months have now passed since yousjmke to me of
It at heaforth, and most kindly desired me, if unable then to make
up my mind to go into the law, to take some time to consider
calmly of the whole question.

It would have been undutiful to trouble you with a recurrence
of It, until such a period had been suffered to elapse, as would
suthce to afford, by the effects it should itself produce, some fair
criterion and presumption of the inclination which my mind was
likely to adopt in reference to thejimtl decision. At the same time
it would also have been undutiful, and most repugnant to my
feelings, to permit the prolongation of that intervening period to
such an extent, as to give the shadow of a reason to suppose that
anything approaching to reserve had been the cause of my silence.
The present time seems to lie between these two extremes, ai.d
therefore to render it incumbent on me to apprise you of the state
of my own views.

I trust it is hardly necessary to specify my knowledge that when
1 speak of ' the state of my own views ' on this question, 1 do so
not of right but by sufferance, by invitation from you, by that
more than parental kindness and indulgence with which I have
ever met at my parents' hands, which it would be as absurd to
make a matter of formal acknowledgment as it would be impossi-
ble to repay, and for which I can only say, and I say it from the
bottom of my heart, may God reward them with his best and
choicest gifts, eternal, unfading: in the heavens.

If then 1 am to advert to the disposition of my own mind as

0.35
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regards this matter, I cannot avoid perceiving that it has inclined
to the mmistenal office, for what has now become a considerable
period, with a bias at first uncertain and intermittent, but which
has regiilarly and rapidly increased in force and permanence. It
has not been owing as far as I can myself discern, to the operation
of any external cause whatever; nor of internal ones to any others
than those which work their effects in the most gradual and imper-
ceptible manner. Day after day it has grown upon and into my
habit of feeling and desire. It has been gradually strengthened bv
those small accessions of power, each of which singly it would be
utterly impossible to trace, but which collectively have not only
produc^ed a desire of a certain description, but have led me bv
reasonings often weighed and sifted and re-sifted to the best ofmy ability, to the deliberate conclusion which I have stated
above. I do not indeed mean to say that there has been no
time withm this per.od at which I have felt a longing for other
pursuits; but such feelings have been unstable and temporary;
that which I now speak of is the permanent and habitual inclina^
tion of mv mind. And such too, I think, it is likely to continue ;as far at least as I can venture to think I see anything belonging
to the future, or can anticipate the continuance of any one desire
feeling, or principle, in a mind so wayward and uncertain as mvown— so far do I believe that this sentiment will remain.

It gives me pain, great pain, to communicate anything which I
have even the remotest apprehension can give the slightest annoy-
ance to you. I trust this will not do so; although I fear it may
But though fearing it may, I feel it is my duty to do it : because
1 have only these three alternatives before me. First, to delay
communication to some subsequent opportunity : but as I have
no fair prospect of being able then to convey a different statement,
this plan would be attended with no advantage whatever, as far
as I can see. Secondly, to dissemble my feelings : an alternative
on which if I said another word I sh- 'Id be behaving undutifully
and wickedly towards you. Thirdly, to follow the course I havenow chosen, I trust with no feelings but those of the most pro-
found affection, and of unfeigned grief that as far as my own view
is concerned, I am unable to make it coincide with yours. I say
asfar as my own view goes, because I do not now see that my oWn
view can or ought to stand for a moment in the way of your
desires. In the hands of my parents, therefore, I am left. But lest
you should be led to suppose that I have never reasoned with my-
self on this matter, but yielded to blind impulses or transitory
whims, I will state, not indeed at length, but with as much simplic-
ity and clearness as I am able, some of the motives which seem tome to urge me with an irresistible accumulation of moral force to
this conclusion, and this alone. In the first place, I would say thatmy o-wn state and character is not one of them ; nor, I believe, could
any views of that character be compatible with their existence and
reception, but that in which it now appears to me : namelv, as one
on which I can look with no degree of satisfaction whatever, and
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'^p^tTX:^!^. if ^r-^ ^'"^ -y 'y^' »d Off.,

First, then, with reference to the dianitu nf th,.. ««„ t i

means, the restoration of m7t?tha?;,if ^^"k^ °.^^'^' "^"^ »»>«

now throughout the wor d so kmenS H f
^'^^^'»^«'• ^I'^'^h is

it is, that there are otTier fields for ?f«^ ^^^T^' ^'"^ '"''««d

all ^hich Ciod lends to us whioh M "'f *','J^
improvement of

desirable: desirable in tirfir^fiT V^^' '''&»ified, beneficial,

this. «utasTo;ff as this field pLh*^ ^"^''''f
'^^^'"^' '^ "'« *«^ »«^

beings that move so b s lyT it' o and f^''^JiH"'?'''
"^' -^^^

beyond the finding food lie t i len al^.,.
J"5.,'^i*''out an object

momentor the ,„-e^e,!< life -lit nntti .
..^°**''j'?

f°''
*''^ P''"^'**

hab t and nrinciole -Klnn^A,! J„ fv.„ 1 1 . , *" "'* standard of

tidings of this universal and incomprehensible love ^

'

m this, I believe ,s included the main reason which influences

th^\ t\. A ?"°"'.<i
' •— "»at which I cannot conceal from mvself •

mmd m,olu„tanly marts to thei .nd wtanu,iSon iS
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a fearfully great portion of the world round me is dying in sinThis conviction is the result of that same comparison I have men"tioned before, between the principles and practi^s it embra ejand those which the Almighty authoritatively enj^ns : SZer-ta>nn,rj ,t as I do, how, my beloved parent, can I bear to t ink ofmy own seeking to wanton in the pleasures of life (I mean even i?smnm,iit pleasures), or to give up my heart to its businesH-h lemy fellow^reatures, to wliom I am bound by every tie of human
d^v^?w1'

°^ * ''^T""
•^'"^"^"'^^^ ^"^ a common reSempTo^

fhl^lt ?^r u°^"" "''° '^'^^^^
• ^ ™«'^"' "»t the death of

that^f^t'h« ,'„ 1

''..''"*/ °**' V'^r *° '''^Pl'i"^^^ «!• to misery, butthat of the soul, the true and the only tiue death. Can ifwiththis persuasion engrossing mc, be justified in inactivity ? or i i anvmeasure short of the most direct and most effoctivV means ofmeeting, if ,n an, der,ree it be possible, these horrible caEites^
sTde if r^atr^ -'"^i

.ncompetency any argument on the othe^

Sn 'n ;/ r
^''" J--"^"'"? I should hold out my hand to helph m. although [were uncertain whether my strengtlx would provesuifiraent to extncat. him or not ; how much more stronglv,^^13this duty incumbent when there are thousands on thousands perSh-

hf ^ mT ^'''^ 'Snorance on every side, and where the staffi i otthe addition or subtraction of a few short years from a life whi' hcan but be a span, longer or shorter, but tlfe doomrth? ii' enable
ana aposUte

.;
And the remedy which God has provided for thisportentous evil is not like the ponderous and elaboLteTn riLcesof men

;
its spear is not, like Goliath's, the weaver's beam but all itsweapons are a few pure and simple elements of truth Hcalcilaedlike the arms of David, in the estimation of tS w^ld toStheir object, but yet capable of being wielded W fstriSs

T.i::i.iiZr'''"'^'''y'
"-"sh'-God, to theVnSn^fc

war?witL^?7?hf? ''n'T
^^^ ^*^°™ °^ "^ ^^^^> and put for-ward without the smallest reservation of any kind- and I hnv^

"iortorthSe't"'^^*^^comtort ot the fullest i)ersuasion that even if your iudemlAt shoulddisal ow It, your affection would pardon it. It is pos!S indeedthat the (as it seems to me) awful consideration which I ha^ lastput forward may have been misstated or misapprehended WouldGod It may be so
!
happy should I be to find^eitE by 'reason or

estTiiated te n*tt"''P^ "* *^'« ""'^'^ -«^« °ther tLn I h" ve

nfw il • T°
^' *"'^ consequently that their fate would beother likewise. I may be under darkness and delusion havim'

o^famt"ml Tal/^h*'" TY' ^"* *'" '' '« shownThatYS
world^or to h«^-i •

^^^ ™°'vr-''"?"
**^«' *'^« »«t ""-eated in this •

world nor to be dissolved with it, but eternal and changeless as

SereK ?oThese"«'ir^°
made them to regulate my actions with

?hi^!^ ^ .?®,*""™P"'"*a"t truths— the apostasy of man onthe one hand, the love of God on the other. Of my dutiesTmSas a social being, can any be so important as to tefl them of ^he
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headlong, and otE a^ain ^^^n 'whnrf^'^'^-t
^^"' ^^''"^y ^^^'^

fall in a succession of aS iin^a^d^t i "'IT'
^"^. T*'°"'"^ *°

a rational and responsilSL Sl/eriSL JJ "/-•^"^^^ ^^»«^^
common with all men the n^P^t^n- w ^ ^*?,.^ .being for whom in
can any more imperativX^anH „' °^ ^•^",'* ^^ '^*'" ^iven,
little I can InS^ha ti^i^. tl ^P^""^'•^^'y '^^"and all the
God's nnfatht uL elove Si^.lf J'"'^^"°"*^"

^^''^ °°« "'«*«"^'e of
swallow up all Srs•MviK.^u'' ^'''".^^^^^ ^^ almost to

eclipsedaesuchiwoudt Jtr,°'^,''' ^J'"!
^^'^"s^ended and

hoUest obligationspl'^r/nt:"^^^ j/a^tl. highest and

length which may perhansZ tP-LTw'
^;^^"'°" "P"" them at a

as 1 trust, in order to reTe.^ntthpmf ^PI"^F «tt^<'te,1. simply
lif3 as possible, I mearas neal - yrr'".'^""^ ^' '""«^ to the
they hive again aJagaln "?« Ld ^an

1'"!*''/ '\^^' '"^ ""^^'^

my own, so as to give you tl l^E menn,
"
'"^^'t"''^"^ ^Ppear, to

ing the strength ^or d^etec^ng the weakne'ss oTtC "^ '''',"'"*-

which the conclusions above st-iteclwai;
^^""^^ ^Svounda on

the benefit I might 10^ rnvseIf 1 ^. •
^.^""^ "°* mentioned

living comnared uHflwJf^
myself to derive from this course of

herelnTolC ;^f eSrV'^V-rfbeT^''^^^
than any of those whicl can E adv^ in favof/r

7'' ^'^^^'^
determination

)

aavancea in favour of an opposite

firndame^ntal ^^"on tl^X v^eJy p^vaTeS-If'tW are

nas certain pursuits to follow, certain objects of his own to gain.

3\
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and relations to fulfil, and arrangements to execute— but as a being
destined shortly to stand before the judgment seat of God, and
there give the decisive account of his actions at the tribunal whose
awards admit of no evasion and of no appeal.

That I *«yc viewed them in this light i dare not assert; but I
have wished and striven to view them so, and to weigh them, and
to answer these questions in the same manner as I must answer
them on that day when the trumpai of the archangel shall arouse
the living and the dead, and when it will be demanded of me incommon with all others, how I have kept and how employed that
which was committed to my charge. I dare not pretend that I
could act even up to the standard here fixed, but I can eye it
though distant, with longing hope, and look upwards for the power
which I know IS all-suflicient, and therefore sufficient to enable
even such an one as myself to reach it.

Viewing, then, these considerations in such a light as this, I can
come to no other conclusion, at least unaided, than that the work
ot spreading religion has a claim infinitely transcending all others
in dignity, m solemnity, and in usefulness : destined to continue
in torce until the happy moment come when every human beiiis has
been made fully and effectually acquainted with his condition and
Its remedies— when too, as it seems to me, it will be soon enough—
of course, I .ay down this rule for myself, provided as I am to the
extent of my wants and very far beyond them— to devise other
occupations: woM) it behoves me to discharge the overwhelming
obligation which summons me to this.

I have scarcely mentioned my beloved mother in the whole of
this letter; for though little has ever passed between us on this
subject through the medium of language, and nothing whatever,
1 believe, since I last spoke with you upon it, yet I have long been
well aware of the tendency of her desires, long indeed before mvown in any degree coincided with them.

I await with deference and interest the communication of vour
desires upon this subject: earnestly desiring that if I have said
anything through pride or self-love, it may be forgiven me at your
hands, and by God through his Son ; and that if my statements
te false, or exaggerated, or romantic, or impracticable, I may, byHis mercy and through your instrumentality or that of others be
brought back to my right mind, and taught to hold the truth ofGod m all Its sobriety as well as in all its force.— And believeme ever, my beloved and honoured father, your affectionate and
dutiful son, Wm. E. Gladstone.

John Gladstone to his Son

yjr ^ Leamington, 10 Aug. 1830.My BKLOVED William,— I have read and given my best con-
sideration to your letter, dated the 4th, which I only received
yesterday. I did hope that you would have delayed making up
your mmd on a subject so important as your future pursuits in
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distinctions of which vouwpr«=7f-^f'""®^.*.°^ *^« ^o°ours or
your mind seemed sSC when leT ^

ambitious, and on which
them. Youknowmyo^iiontol^th^ttTeTMr*^.''?^^""^
ness to our fellow-creaUrer w},»J^ « V- -1^

^°'" ^*"^^ '««ful-

actively exists, is mo^enS^Sm^cSted a^dC^S in t^"'"
''

tions and duties of a clcravm^^ \^ "miiea m the occupa-

pluralities are admitted LYaiTsuTpftt "^^^Z °^ \"*^°°' "'^l^ss

by vou) is necessarilv in f„i^^i ® ^^^^
J"""^**

"o* be advocated
in thoie pSS ^o" pu^rTJL'XchXT't*" ''^ P"^«^' *^^^
knowledge, as well as nmnTlZ?- .

*° * "O'® general
such as thelat, takiS it S a b^t" f , '^^'T'"^

^'t^ mankind,
to which I had Wed l^trT^ ' ^"^ introduction to pubhc life

peculiarly wS q^aHfied T. 1 ' y«". considering you, as I do
£hers, with c^idK^Sis^aetnTo';^^^^^^^^

S'ielo^ftSJtiliS^C^^
to your care, should you eveXllvEl ^'- '*!."** *°*™«ted
that you may have bothw)mW^y ^- f^^^ '° *'^** situation,

me, would ever be prEcticallv reaS R^tM^" 'j^**" *'\^°''e

ever your mind shall be fina^lv ^1 ^
' ^

*SJ?
*^ '* ™ay, when-

8ubj4 I shallS to itsSfng ev^nK 5Jil"^°^*
'-"P"^*^*

ever that determination mav b? Inth^^/o ?• ^T ^'^' '^^a*"

desirous that those slmdiML^h „1° l^ meantime I am certainly

reading for yo^toe 2^11 f^n' T" ^^\' '^"^ ^'"•^Pied in

John GiiAdstone.

CANADA, 1838

I^ge 144

Sif'R' SSa"^!'^''^ *^^'^ ^^ a meeting on Canada at

v^ded tt wil ^ ° u °^J'*'* *° throwing out the government pro!
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^^ ^"^ .™8'** ^^« ^Jeen done, but was not willing to take the
respoMibihty of refusing what the government asked. He thought
tnat this rebellion had given a most convenient opportunity for
settling ttie question of the Canadian constitution, which had long
been a thorny one and inaccessible; that if we postponed the
settlement by giving the assembly another trial, the revolt would
be forgotten, and in colder blood the necessary powers might be
refused. He thought that when once you went into a measure
of a despotic character, it was weU to err, if at an, on the side of
BUfliciency; Lord Ripon strongly concurred. The duke sat with
His hand to his ear, turning from one towards another round the
circle as they took up 'the conversation in succession, and said
nothing till directly and pressingly called upon by Peel, a simple
but striking example of the self-forgetfulness of a great man

Jan. 26/38.— I was myself present at about eight hours [i.e. on
three occasions] of discussion in Peel's house upon the Canadian
question and bfll, and there was one meeting held to which I wasnot summoned. The conservative amendments were all adopted
in the thoroughly straightforward view of looking simply at the
bill and not at the government and the position of parties. Peelused these emphatic words : 'Depend upon it, our course is the
direct one; don't do anything that is wrong for the sake of put-
ting them out

; d-.n^ avoid anything that is right for the sake ofkeeping them in.' Every one of these points has now been carried
without limitation or exception. For the opposition part;y this is.

iaifTi *!i,^*°^??^' * ^f^^^""'
^° **« <=»?. The whole fias been

carefully, thoroughly, and effectually done. Nothing since I havebeen in pariiament— not even the defeat of the Church Ratemeasure last year— has been of a kind to tell so strikingly as
regards appearances upon the comparative credit of the two
parties.

SIB BOBEBT PEEL's OOVEBNMENT
Page 947

In tU great mountain ofMr. Gladstone'spapers Ihave come acrossan unfinislud and undated draft of a letter written by him for theQueen m 1880 on Sir Ro»,:H Peel's gtyvemment ;— "* /^^ »««

r,3j'^^^^''^T^^ ^i^
^"™^^« ^"*y 'everts to the letter whichyour Majesty addressed to him a few days back, and in whichyour Majesty condescended to recollect and to remind him of theday now neaxly forty years ago, a day he fears not altogether one

of pleasure to vour Majesty, when together with others he hadthe honour to be sworn of your Majesty's privy council. Your
^T!I^- ^l

P « ^^^ ^. FO°o"°ce upon the government then in-
stalled into office a high eulogy : a eulo^r which Mr. Gladstonewould presume, as far as he may, to echo. He values it, and
values the recoUection of the men who principally composed it,
because it was, m the first place, a n-ost honourable aLd high-mmded government; because its legislative acts tended greatly,
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more active inemto78 until tf«*^
portion of its principal and

although he i^far fromTinW tw fu
^^'" 7^^^'i "ves; and

them, committed noTriousSjo™^^^^^^^ ^' himself 'with
many of the most impoSnt rTs of «»hli ''r^^l'""

"'at in
ment surpassed generaUjlSe gOTernments 4h?.h'^^

^^""^ ^°^"™-
it, whether liberal or conservative ^m„ .u""^ t*""®

succeeded
tion purity in patronagrfinjndai /.^.°^ ^^f"^ \^ ^""•'^ men-
the principle orpubKconomv La ™ °^''' ^7^^ adherence to
parliament, a singL eve to th7'J w •

"• l^^'^ *° *^« ^Shts of
to extension of SitoridresnonsfSt-

^^'^'-jst, strong aversion
of the rights of ioreSncouXfTo '^^'^^ f ^'^"'^ admission
With these recollecSs Sf tS ll?.'^i"^l*''

*^°«" ^^ ^^^" «^-
and his governmS Mr r£Z ^'''^ character of Sir R. Peel
feelings of re'Siid^^espe^l^^^^^^^ ^'^f Ws
mentioned he would desire to trpaH I^Vv • } ^^^ P°'"*8 ^« ^^
of them,oratleartinRom« ^i^

in their steps, and in many
equalled TLoUevS^f^'Jh'^n^T °^ «°°".««"°g the^
the best means of di^Ir^?n„ J^ 1?"°"'?^^^ " "> ^is conviction
in its comSot'^dTrioSd'fi^^^^ /^ ^^^^^^'^
to the future prosnects of <!?» „ !

more completely at ease as
their being faFthZly obse^^d

'^''^ "°"^^ ^' ^''^ °»°" «"« ««

and''£?is'cSiV3S.Wt?iir^j *?rf^ ^^« «^^

CBISI8 ON THE StTGAE DUTIES, 1844

Page S67

had up to that time subSS/ tS ^ {°^^'^ '"^ars which

Indians wLres":L?;ern"rwo?&d ^^^^^^^ f^^^
would notlSow our 5^*^!^^;^^^^^ H^r ^^'T^I'

"^^"^ ^«
supplies would be derivZffr T •? ®™P^°y' but that our new

:
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Kn!!!.**1
0°" enormous scale. The government of Sir R.Peel lawely modified our system. Its general professions werethe abolition of prohibition/and the reduction ofKeSTdutiSto a moderate rate. In 1844 it was determined to deal with thJ

^T'J"*'^^^** ^ i^l* «"8" *t' I ^^^^' a rate of 10/ p«
S.l^C'* *''*

'^'f
^^' British-grown. But we had to bew^fnmind the arguments of 1841, and it was determined that the

"X" TK^ ^ '^"'"*'^ ^"« *° ^ »1^« P'««i"«t of free labou?
only, rtere was some uncertaintv from whence they were tocome. Java produced sugar largely, under a system- involving
certain restraints, but as we contended essentially free Thewhole argument, however, was difficult and perplexed, and aparliamentary combination was formed against tiie government

Tht E^T r "^^^ perfect consistency, mustered in full force.

St Its J*!?'*"
"'**'^?*' ''*''"^' *^°"«'^ """h reduced in wealth,

still subsisted as a parliamentary entity, was keenly arrayed onthe same side. Tfiere were some votes attracted by dislike!

^li^^A «'^J°®°J °° °"' ^'^^' '^^i^J* appeared to be com-

flZ^^ OTf^-^fiped. A meeting of the party was held in orderto confront the cnsis. Sir Robert Peel stated his case in a speech

^nlW^WK"*^^.*^^ ^*"8^*^»°d unconciliatory. I Tnot
^H fhf/it**^" '^l'^

was hostile discussion, or whether silenceand the sfks prevailed But I remember that when the meeting

2.7IJ*''^ ^.1°''* "P' ^" ^^^ ^^^ "ai*! °^ quitting the roomttat It was the worst meeting he had ever attend^!. It leftdisagreeable anticipations as to the division which was in im-

^t'^!^Z°!^^- '

:.u ^\« opposition in general had done whattoey ooiJdto strengthen their momentary association with theWest Indian conservatives. Their hopes of a majority depended
entirely upon conservative votes. Of course, therefore, it wla vifaSto confine the attack to the merits of the question immediately
before the House, as an attack upon the policy of the government

S nJX^o*'?
** °°V ?*'^?'^St'i«n i* by awakening the susceptibilities

of party and so reclaiming the stray voters to the administration.

Sli f
^°^' «'^*«"'^» »°to the debate as the hours of enhanced

Si^ af uf°' "T^* * f?^°^ ''^'"^ »***«l^«<i **»« conservativepoiicv at large, and gave the opening for an effective reply. LordStaiJey perceived his opportunity and turned it to account withgreat force and adroitness. In a strictly retaliatory speech, hewound up conservative sentiment on l^half of ministers andrestored tU tone of the House. The clouds of the ewHer ev^nW
rlTv, **"P«"«^' a?d, the government was victorious. Two
^TJ^v^'

°°^ negatively and the other positively, reversed theprevailing current, and saved the administration."^ I have neverknown a parallel case. The whole honour of the fray, in the

S^l ti!nV
'?°'®' ""^"Pjied to Lord Stanley. I doubt whether in

M t£ ^®*" "^^^ ^"^^ ^^ ®''®' ^^^^ ^"""^ a 8t™^^e
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rOIAirCIAL ABBAirOKICXim or U6S as aitictiko
UKLAND

When the report ofthe Iriah FinancialRekUione Commiaatono/1894
wai named to him, Mr. Oladitone made thefollowing c^tervationa :—
The changes adopted in that year were explained in my budget

speech, and will be found in my volume of Financial Statementa,

£p. 53, 60, and 69. They affected the Spirit Duties and the
aoome-Tax.
1. Hie Spirit Dutiea.—We laid 8d. per j,Jlon upon Irish spirits,

imposed at the same time Is. per gallon in Scotland, and laid it

down that the equalisation of the duty in the three countries
would require a reduction of the duty of os. chargeable in England.
Sir Robert Peel had imposed Is. per gallon on Irish spirits in
1842, but was defeated by the smuggler, and repealed the duty in
consequence of the failure. In 1842 the duty was levied by a
separate revenue police. I abolished this separate police, and
huided the duty to the constabulary force, which raised it, and
without difficulty.

2. The Income-Tax was also in that year extended to Ireland. I

E
minted out that Sir Robe^* Peel, in imposing the burden on Great
ritain, proposed to give compensation for it by progressive

reductions of duty on consumable commodities, and that Ireland
had for twelve years enjoyed her full share of the compensation
without undergoing any part of the burden; but I also laid it

down as a fundamental principle that the peace income-tax was to
be temporary, and I computed that it might cease in 1860. This
computation was defeated, first by the Crimean war, second by a
change of ideas as to expenditure and establishments which I did
everything in my power to check, but which began to creep in
with, and after, that war. We were enabled to hold it in check
during the government of 1859-66. It has since that time, and
especially in these last years, broken all bounds. But although the
computation of 1853 was defeated, the principle that the income-
tax should be temporary was never forgotten, at least by me, and
in the year 1874 1 redeemed my pledge by proposing, as mentioned,
to repeal it— a course which would have saved the country a sum
which it is difficult to reckon, but very large. This fact which was
in the public mind in 1853 when the income-tax was temporary, is
the key to the whole position. From this point of view we must
combine it with the remission of the consolidated annuities. I have
not now the means of making the calculation exactly, but it will be
found that a descending income-tax on Ireland for seven years at
7d., then 6d., then 5d., is largely, though not completely, balanced
by that remission. It will thus be seen that the finance of 1853
is not responsible either for a permanent peace income-tax upon
Ireland, or for the present equalisation of the spirit duties. At the
same time, I do not mean to condemn those measures. I condemn
utterly the extravagance of the civil expenditure in Ireland, which.
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If Ireland hu been unjustly tued, cannot for a moment be pleaded
!!!„*i^P*1"***'*°; ^ ""*"• ^y judgment whether political
eqiwlity^ be made compatible with privUege in point of taxation.

union whence the difficulty springs, bu^ only to the union ofthe exchequers m or about 1817. It is impossible to resist the
authority which has now affirmed that we owe a pecuniary, at weUas a political debt to Ireland.

F»««*"»ry,• weu

FINANCIAL PROPOSAL OF 18S8

Page 47S

Mr. Oladttone to Sir Stafford Northcote

-A»9- 6, 1862.—I have three main observations to make owmthe conversion scheme, two of which are confessions, and one amaxim for an opposition to remember.

oJ:,hu *?** ^*° doubtful state of foreign politics, had I been
capable of fully appreciating it at the time, 1 ought not to havemade the proposal.

2. Such a proposal when made by a government ought either

^r^. IT^^T'\^^S *"
*^i?^*^ ^ ?*««' I do not say without

protest, but without delay. For that can do nothing but mischief
to a Proposa depeudmg on public impression. The same course
sliould be taken as is taken in the case of loans.

wi?<^«?"^ ^^u^^^i "*^* * !"°'* ^"o*" «"or' as "gards the
SouthSeaStock8,thantheoriginalpropo8al. Inthesummer,Ithink.
of 1853, and a good while before harvest the company prolwsed tome to toke Mr. Goulburn's 3 per cents, to an equil amount inhen of their own. They were at the time more valuable and I
refused; but it would have been wise to accept, not because theevent proved it so, but because the state of things at the time was
80 far doubtful as to have made this kind of insurance prudent.

For thehenefltof the expert, Igive Mr. Olad8tone>a further obaerva-
tiona on this highly technical matter:—

I have other remarks to offer. I write, however, from memory.
Three millions of the £8,000,000 were paid in exchequer billlThe difference between £100 and the price of consols at the timemay, m argument at least, fairly be considered as public lossYou say it was 90 or 91. We could not, however, if the operationHad not taken place, have applied our surplus revenue with ad-
vantage to thereduction of debt. The balances would have been
richer by £5,000,000, but we had to raise seven millions for the

tl7Z^ ! rf/ ^^^- ^.°^' ^' ^ ^™ '"^J'i'^g myself liable
tor the loss of half a million of money m repaying the South Seacompany, and therebv starving the balances, I am entitled to sayon the other hand that the real loss is to be measured by theamount of necessity created for replenishing them, and the charge
entailed m effecting it. This I think was done by the exchequer

»
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bonda
: and beyond all doubt a large laring was effected to the

public by raising money upon thoM bonda, instead of borrowing
in consols at 84 or thereabouts, which I think would have been tb«
price for which we should in that year nave borrowed— say, at 84.
The redejiption price, i.e. the price at which on the average
consols have been in recent times redeemed, can hardly I think be
less than 95, and may be higher. There was in 1854 a strong
combination in the City to compel a «loen' by bearing the
funds; and when it was defeated by the vote of the House of
Commons, a rapid reaction took place, several millions, as I under-
stand, were lost by f]ie 'bear,' and the attempt was not renewed
in 1855, when the Iran was, I believe, made on fair terms, relatively
to the state of the market.

THB BEFORM BILL OF 1864

Page 491

In cabinet on Wednesday Lord John Russell opened the question
of the Reform bill, stated the prospect of defeat on Sir E. Dering's
motion, and expressed his willingness to postpone the measure
until the 27th April. Lord Palmerston recommended postpone-
ment altogether. Lord Aberdeen and Graham were averse to any
postponement, the latter even declaring his opinion that we ought
at the time when the Queen's Speech was framed to have assumed
the present state of circumstances as inevitable, and that, there-
fore, wo had no apology or ground for change ; further, that we
ought if necessary to dissolve upon defeat in order to carry the
measure. No one else went this length. All the three I have named
were, from their different points of view, disposed to concur in the
expedient of postponement, which none of them preferred on its
merits. Of the rest of the cabinet, Molesworth and I expressed
decidedly our preference for the more decided course of at once
giving up the bill foi- the year, as did the chancellor, and t..:s for the
ultimate interestof the plan itself. Lord Lansdowne, Wood, Claren-
don, Herbert were all, with more or less decision of phrase, in the
same sense. Newcastle, Granville,and Argyll were, I believe, of the
same mind. But all were willing to accept the postponement until
April 27, rather than the very serious alternative. Molesworth
and I both expressed our apprehension that this course would in
the end subject the government to far more of censure and of
suspicion than if we dealt with the difficulty at once. Next day
Lord John came to see me, and told me he had the idea that in
April it might probably be found advisable to divide the part
of the bill which enfranchises new classes from that which dis-
franchises places and redistributes seats ; with a view of passing
the first and letting the latter take its chance ; as the popular feel-
ing would tell for the first while the selfish interests were provoked
by the last. He thought that withdrawal of the bill was equivalent
to defeat, and that either must lead to a summary winding up of
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n«l^„i,r; ""u
*J»« di^«<» o' the bill WM a ne%f idea and anew light to me; but observed that it would by no mewshelDGraham, who felt himself chiefly tied to the di/ranchS ,1^^and submitted to him that his view of a withdrawal of the Wl'

fS Th ""'"""'tance' " would alone induce the cabinet to

Ma^3 mi" ""^ "^^avourable than the case warranted-

CIVIL SERVICE BETORM

Page Sll

Extraeta from a letter to Lord John StuseU, Jan. 20, 1854

am?!„ 1? 1 ''^kT "'u'"^
^y*" ^°"l^ ^ »t» tendency to strengthen

of administrative i,ower. As a member for Oxford, I looVforward

S.H "Tk*?"*,*" *^T "P°° **»^« P"rt of the subject. The
ri£ ^« r^;-^

^ always hear there from persons who wish toretain restrictions unon elections is this: 'If you leave them to

Tristo^S^^ ofS '^'
*

^ ^*^* * "'^'^''^ impression that thearistocracy of this country are even superior in natural sifts, on

i^lirr^M''"'?
mass: but it is plaifthat with their a^^red

??«??
^*''*^*'' •"*^«*'*'««^«<^«"o«. irresijective of book-learning.

JhnL r^f
""" immense superiority. This applies in its degree to affthose who may^ called gentlemen bv birU and training; and it

^n^ „^/^™r
™^'"?'^ *^*' f° ^''•''""^i^l P"* °f any such Pl^ as isnow under discussion is the separation of ^orJfc, wherever it canbe made, into mechanical and intellectual, a separation which willopen to the highly educated class a career, and give tuenx acommand over all the higher partsof thecivU service; which up to

tills time they have never enjoyed. ...
I must admit that the aggregate means now possessed bygovernment for carrying on business in the House of Common's

are not in excess of the real need, and will not bear serious

T <f^ Vii?""
^ F«member being alarmed as a young man when

l^ord Althorp said, or was said to have said, that this country couldno longer be governed by patronage. But while sitting thirteen
years for a borough with a humble constituency, and spending
near ten of them in opposition, I was struck by finding that the
loss or gam of access to government patronage was not traceablem Its effect upon the local political influences. I concluded from
this that It was not the intrinsic value of patronage (which in really
none, inasmuch as it does not, or ought not, to multiply the
aggregate number of places to be given, but only acts on the

"""T of. «l^'°g t^em) that was regarded, but simply that each
party liked and claimed to be upon a footing of equality with
their neighbours. Just in the same way, it was considered neces-

;'i
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sary that bandsmen, flagmen, and the rest, should be paid four
times the value of their services, without any intention of bribery,
but because it was the custom, and was done on the other side
in places where this was thought essential, it has now utterly
vanished away, and yet the people vote and work for their cause
as zealously as they did before. May not this after all be found
to be the case in the House of Commons as well as in many
constituencies? . . .

It might increase the uncertainties of the government in the
House of Commons on particular nights; but is not the hold even
now uncertain as compared with what it was thirty or forty years
ago ; aj'd is it really weaker for general and for good purposes, on
account of that uncertainty, than it then was? I have heard you
explain with great force to the House this change in the position of
governments since the Reform bill, as a legitimate accompaniment
of changes in our political state, by virtue of which we appeal mo,-e
to reason, less to habit, direct interest, or force. May not this be
another legitimate and measured step in the same direction ? May
we not get, I will not say more ease and certainty for the leader of
the House, but more real and more honourable strength with the
better and, in the long run, the ruling part of the community,by a
signal proof of cordial desire that the processes by which govern-
ment is carried on should not in elections only, but elsewhere too
be honourable and pure ? I speak with diffidence ; but remember-
ing that at the revolution we passed over from prerogative to
patronage, and that since the revolution we have also passed from
bribery to influence, I cannot think the process is to end here; and
after all we have seen of the good sense and good feeling of the
community, though it may be too sanguine, I cherish the hope
that the day is now near at hand, or actually come, when in
pursuit not of visionary notions, but of a great practical and
economical improvement, we mry safely give yet one more new and
striking sign of rational confldeuee in the intelligence and character
of the people.

MR. GLADSTONE AKD THE BANK
Page 519

From the time I took oflSce as chancellor of the exchequer I
began to learn that the state held in the face of the Bank and the
City an essentially false position as to finance. When those rela-
tions began, the state was justly in ill odour as a fraudulent
bankrupt who was ready on occasion to add force to fraud. After
the revolution it adopted better methods though often for unwise
purposes, and in order to induce monied men to be lenders it came
forward under the countenance of the Bank as its sponsor. Hence
a position of subserviency which, as the idea of public faith grew
up and gradually attained to solidity, it became the interest of the
Bank and the City to prolong. This was done by amicable and
accommodating measures towards the government, whose position
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was thus cushioned and made easy in order that it might be willing
to give It a continued acquiescence. The hinge of the whole situa-
tion was this

: the government itself was not to be a substantive
power in matters of finance, but was to leave the money power
supreme and unquestioned. In the conditions of that situation I
was reluctant to acquiesce, and I began to fight against it by
financial self-assertion from the first, though it was only by the
establishment of the Post Office Savings Banks and their great pro-
gressive development that the finance minister has been provided
with an instrument sufficiently powerful to make him independent
of the Bank and the City power when he has occasion for sums in
seven figures. I was tenaciously opposed by the governor and
deputy-governor of the Bank, who had seats in parliament, and I
had the City for an antagonist on almost every occasion.

—

Undated
fragment,

THE DUKE OP NEWCASTLE AND SIDNEY HERBERT
Page 5Sl

With reference to the Crimean war, I may give a curious example
of the power of self-deception in the most upright men. The offices
of colonial secretary and war minister were, in conformity with
usage, united in the hands of the Duke of Newcastle. On the out-
break of war it became necessary to separate them. It evidently
lay with the holder to choose which he would keep. The duke
elected for the war department, and publicly declared that he did
this in compliance with the unanimous desire of his colleagues.
And no one contradicted him. We could only ' grin and bear it.'

I cannot pretend to know the sentiments of ereh and every minister
on the matter. But I myself, and every one with whom I hapi)ened
to communicate, were very strongly of an opposite opinion. The
duke was well qualified for the colonial seals, for he was a states-
man

;
ill for the war office, as he was no administrator. I believe

we all desired that Lord Palnierston should have been war minister.
It might have made a difference as to the tolerance of the feeble
and incapable administration of our army before Sebastopol. In-
deed, I remember hearing Lord Talmerston suggest in cabinet the
recall of Sir Richard Airy.

In that crisis one man suffered most unjustly. I mean Sidney
Herbert. To some extent, perhaps, his extraordinary and most
just popularity led people to refrain from pouring on him those
vials of wrath to which his office exposed him in the eyes esjiecially
of the uninformed. The duties of his department were really
financial. I suppose it to be doubtful whether it was not the duty
of the secretary of state's department to deal with the question of
supply for the army, leaving to him only the management of the
purchasing part. But I conceive it could be subject to no doubt
at all that it was the duty of the administrative department of the
army on the spot to anticipate and make known their wants for
the coming winter. This, if my memory serves me, they wholly

.Ill
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!|:

failed to do : and, the Duke of Newcastle's staff being in truth very
little competent, Herbert strained himself morning, noon, and
night to invent wants for the army, and according to his best
judgment or conjecture to supply them. So was laden the great
steamer which went to the bottom in the harbour of Balaclava.
And so came Herbert to be abused for his good deeds.

—

AuMiio-
graphic Note, Sept. 17, 1897.

THE CRIMEAN WAS
Page 546

Mr. Oladttone to Duke of Argyll

Ort. 18, '56.— You have conferred a great oh'' oration on me by
putting me into the witness-box, i<nd asking m I thought last
year that we were under an obligation to Lord la.... jrston for 'con-
centrating the attention of the cabinet on the expedition to the
Crimea.' Such was then my feeling, entertained so strongly that
I even wrote to him for the purpose of giving to it the most direct
expression. And such is my feeling atiU. I think the fall of
Sebastopol, viewed in itself and apart from the mode in which it

has been brought about, a great benefit to Europe. . . . This
benefit I should have contemplated with high and, so to speak,
unmixed satisfaction, were I well assured as to the means by which
we had achieved it. But, of course, there is a great difference
between a war which I felt, however grievous it was, yet to be just
aad needful, and a war carried on without any adequate justifica-
tion ; so far as I can to this hour tell, without even any well-defined
practical object. . . . Your letter (if I must now pass from the
defensive) seems to me to involve assumptions as to our right
to rectify the distribution of political power by bloodshed, which
carry it far beyond just bounds. In the hour of success doctrines
and policy are applauded, or pass unquestioned even under mis-
giving, which are very differently handled at a period of disaster,
or when a nation comes to feel the embarrassments it has accumu-
lated. The government are certainly giving effect to the public
opinion of the day. If that be a justification, they have it : as all
governments of England have had, in all wars, at eighteen months
from their commencement. Apart from the commanding considera-
tion of our duty as men and Christians, I am not less an objector
to the post-April-policy, on the ground of its certain or probable
consequences— in respect first and foremost to Turkey ; in respect
to the proper place and power of France ; in respect to the interest
which Europe has in keeping her (and us all) within such place and
power ; in respect to the permanence of our friendly relations with
her ; and lastly, in respect to the effects of continued war upon the
condition of our own people, and the stability of our institutions.
But each of these requires an octavo volume. I must add another
head : I view with alarm the future use against England of the
arguments and accusations we use against Bussia.
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me 2*?hi«
~ ?5** ^ ®°? P™"' ^^''*«'»* among the reproaches upon

be g<^ logic and good sense, I think, to sa" La wfuforeeoeS
SS^tto'^rether''^^ "^^^^ -^- t^eX^J^Xl^^^
^juc^^TprtrepSr^^^^^^^^
resisting force vr

, ch may be at our commmd^ ^ '
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CHRONOLOGY*

1832.

Deo. 18. Elected member for New-
ark,— Gladstone, 887

;

Handley, 798; Wilde,
726.

1833.

Admitted a law student at
Lincoln's Inn.

Elected member of Carlton
Club.

.Speaks on a Newark peti-

tion.

Appointed on Colchester
election committee.

Presents an Edinburgh
petition against immedi-
ate abolition of slavery.

On Slavery Abolition bill.

On Liverpool election peti-
tion.

Opposes Church Reform
(Ireland) bill.

29. On negro apprentice-
ship system.

Serves on select committee
on stationary office.

Moves for return on Irish
education.

1834.

Mar. 12 and 19. On bill disenfran-
chising Liverpool free-
men.

June 4. Serves on select committee
on education in England.

July 28. Opposes Universities Ad-
mission bill.

Dec. 26. Junior lord of the treasury
in Sir R. Peel's ministry.

1836.

Jan. 6. Returned unopposed for
Newark.

" 27. Under-Secretary for war
and the colonies.

Jan. 25.

March 6.

April 30.

May 17.

>•
21.

June
July

3.

4.

1»
8.

" 26 and

Aug. 6.

)»
8.

1836.

March 4. Moves for, and serves on,
a committee on mili-
tary expenditure in the
colonies.

" 19. Brings in Colonial Passen-
gers' bill for improving
condition of emigrants.

" 31. In defence of Irish church.
June 11. EnterUined at Newark.
" 22, July 20. Criticises Municipal

Corporation bill.

Aug. 21. Defends House of Lords.
Sept. 23. Death of his mother.

1836.

Feb. 8.

8.

A member of Aborigines
committee.

March 22. On negro apprenticeship
in Jamaica.

" 28. A member of negro ap-
prenticeship committee.

June 1. On Tithes and Church
(Ireland) bill.

A member of select com-
mittee on disposal of
land in the colonies.

Oct. 18. Speaks at dinner of Liver-
pool Tradesmen's Con-
servative Association.

" 21. Speaks at dinner of Liver-
pool Operatives' Con-
servative Association.

1837.

Jan. 13. Speaks at Peel banquet at
Glasgow.

17. Speaks at Newark.
10. Moves for return showing

religious instruction in
the colonies.

March 7. A member of committee
on Irish education.

On affairs of Lower Canada.
In support of church rates.

Feb.

8.

IS.

1 All speeches unless otherwise stated were made tn the House of Commons.
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1837.
April 88. A member of colonial ac-

oounu committee.

,\ l\- «* Newark on Poor Law.
»». Ketumed unopposed for

Newark.
" 27. Defeated forManchester,—

Thomson, 4127 ; Philipe,
3769 ; Gladstone, 2324.

9. Speaks at dinner at Man-
cheater.

12. Member of committee on
education of poor chil-
dren.

22. On Canadian discontent.

1838.

. On Canadian affairs.

Criticises action of goTeni-
ment in Canada.

30. In defence of West Indian
sugar planters.

On private bill to facilitate
colonisation of New
Zealand.

July 10. Moves for a commission
on grievances of Cape
colonists.

" 11 and 23. Opposes the appoint-
ment of dissenting chap-
lains in prisons.

27. A member of committee

« o/>
°" Scotch education.

80. Opposes grant to May-
nooth College.

Visits the continent Oct.
in Sicily

; Dec. in Rome.
TheChurthin its Belatiofis
with the State, published.

Aug.

Deo.

Jan.
Iklarch

Tune 20.

May 99.

June 3.

'•
15.

'

2&.
•

29,

July 0.

"
27.

Sept. 18.

No?.

Aug.

Dec.

1839.

Jan.
Apr.

81.

16.

May

June 10.

20.

Returns to England.
Withdraws from Lincoln's

Inn.

Opposes Suspension of the
Jamaica constitution.

Opposes bill for temporary
government of Jamaica.

Criticises the proposal for
a board of education.

July 26. Married to Miss Catherine
Glynne at Hawarden.

1840.

Mar. 30-Aprll 4. Examiner at Eton
for Newcastle scholar-
ship.

April 8. Denounces trafHo In opium
and Chinese war.

8. A member of committee
on opium question.

{

666

1840.

In support of Ooyemment
of Canada bill.

Eldest son, William Henry,
bom.

On Canadian Clergy Re>
serves biU.

On sugar duties.
July 20. Opposes Ecclesl-

astical Revenues bill.

A member of select com-
mittee on colonisation
of New Zealand.

Denounces traffic in opium.
Speaks at Liverpool on

religious education.
Church Principles con-
tidered in their Results,
published.

1841.
Jan. 20. On thecom laws at Walsall.
March 31. Proposes rejection of bill

admitting Jews to cor-
porate office.

Revised edition of The
Church in its Relations
with the State, published.

Opposes reduction of duty
on foreign sugar.

Re-elected for Newark,—
Mr. Gladstone, 033

;

Lord John Manners,
630; Mr. Hobhouse,.394.

oept 8. Appointed vice-president
of the board of trade.

Returned unopposed for
Newark.

ApriL

May 10.

July 29.

14.

1842.

Feb. 8. Proposes colonial trade
resolutions, and brings
in bill for better regula-
tion of railways.

" 14. Replies to Lord J. Russell's
condemnation of govern-
ment's proposals for
amending com law.

Opposes Mr. Christopher's
sliding scale amendment.

On second reading of com
law importation bill.

April 16. On Colonial Customs
Duties bill.

May 13. On preferential duties for
colonial goods.

88. On importation of live
cattle.

June 8. On sugar dutiea
14. On export duty on coal.

Sept 18. Loses finger of left hand
in gun accident

• 26.

March 9.
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1843.

ita. Anonymooa article, 'The
Coone of Commercial
Policy at Home and
Abroad,' in foreign and
Colonial Quarterly Re-
view.

** 0. Inaugural addrew at
opening of Collegiate
Institute, Liverpool.

Feb. 18. Replies to Viscount How-
iclc on the com law.

April 26. Opposes Mr. Ricardo's
motion for immediate
free trade.

May 9. Opposes Mr. VUliers's
motion for the imme-
diate abolition of com
laws.

'* 16. Attends first cabinet as
president of the board
of trade.

** 19. Supporto bill reducing
duty on Canadian com.

June 13. Opposes Lord J. Russell's
motion for fixed duty on
imported com.

Aug. 10. Moves second reading of
bill legalising exporta-
tion of machinery.

Oet. 'Present Aspects of the'

Church * in Foreign and
Colonial Review.

1844.

Feb. 6. Moves for select committee
on railways

Harah 4. On recommendations of
committee on railways.

" 7. On slave trade and com-
mercial relations with
Brazil.

*' U. Replies to Mr. Cobden's
speech on his motion
for committee on pro-
tective duties.

•• 19. On reciprocity in com-
mercial treaties.

" 26. Opposes motion to extend
low duty on Canadian
com to colonial wheat.

ApriL 'On Lord John Russell's
Translation of the Fran-
cesca da Rimini,' in the
English Review.

" 2. Outlines provisions of
Joint Stock Companies
Regulation biU.

" 4. Second son, Stephen Ed-
ward, bom.

May 18. Presides at Eton anniver-
sary dinner.

June

July.

Aug.

Oct

Dec.

1844.

8. On sugar duties bill.

6. In support of Dissenters
ChapeU biU.

26. Opposes Mr. Villiers'i

motion for abolition ol

corn laws.
Review of ' Ellen Middle^

ton,' in Engltih Review
8. On second reading of Rail'

ways bill.

6. Introduces three bills foi

regulating private bill

procedure.
'The Theses of Erastut
and the Scottish Church
Establishment' in the

New Quarterly Review.
On Mr. Ward's 'Ideal

Church,* in Quarterly
Review.

1845.

Jan. 28. Retires from cabinet.
Feb. 4. Personal explanation.
" 24. In favour of discriminating

duties on sugar.
*' 26. Defends disunction be-

tween free-labour and
slave-labour sugar.

March. Remarks upon recent

Commercial Legislation,
published.

April 11. On second reading of May-
nooth College bill.

June. Review of 'Life of Mr.
Blanco White,' in Quar-
terly.

" 2. Supports Academical In-
stitutions (Ireland) bill.

July 16. On Spanish treaties and
slave-labour sugar.

Sept 26-Xov. 18. VisiU Germany.
Dec. 'Scotch Ecclesiaitical Af-

fairs,' in the Quarterly.
" 23. Colonial secretary.

Publishes, A Manual of
Prayers from the
Liturgy, Arranged for
Family Use.

1846.

Jan. 6. Retires from the repre-

sentation of Newark.

1847.

June ' From Oxford to Rome ' in

the Quarterly.
Captain Gladstone defends

his brother's action in

recalling Sir Eardley
Wilmot
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'in

Aug.

Sept

Dec. 8

24.

June

July

Dec.

1847.

8. Elected for Oxford Uni-
versity,— Sir R. Inglis,
1700

; W. K. Gladstone,
097 ; Mr. Hound, 824.

On I^climann'H ' Ilias ' in
the Quarterly.

Supports Uouiau Catholic
Relief bill.

" 13. On government of New
Zealand.

" 16. In favour of admiasion of
Jews to parliament.

1848.

Feb. and 14. On New Zealand Gov-
ernment bill.

" 16. On Roman Catholic Relief
bill.

March 10. On recent commercial
changes.

April 3. On repeal of Navigation
laws, criticising govern-
ment's proposal.

" 4. On episcopal revenues. Feb. 8
" 10. Serves as special constable.
" 22. Moves address to the Queen

at vestry of St. Martin's- " 21
in-the-Fields.

May 16. In favour of increasing
usefulness of cathedrals. March.

" 2a Replies to Lord G. Ben-
tinck on free trade. " 19,

June 2. In favour of freedom of
navigation. " 22,

" 22. Opposes reduction of sugar
duties. April 0.

Aug. 17. In favour of legalising
diplomatic relations with May 6.

the Vatican.
" 18. On Vancouver's Island,

and free colonisation.
Dec. On the Duke of Argyll's

Presbytery Examined in
the Quarterly.

1849.

Feb. 19. On revision of parliamen-
tary oaths.

" 22, May 2. In favour of Clergy
Relief bill.

March 8. On transportation of con-
victs.

" 12. On Navigation laws.
" 13. On churcti rates.
" 27. In favour of scientific

colonisation at St. Mar-
tin's-in-the-Fields.

16. On colonial administra-
tion.

TOL. I—2o

April

1849.

May 10. Defendit right of parlia-
ment to interfere in
colonial affaint.

In favour o.' better govern-
ment of colonies.

4. On Australian Colonies
bill.

14. Protests against compen-
sating Canadian rebels.

20. Opposes bill legalising
marriage with deceased
wife's sister.

SO. Explains views on colonial
questions and policy.

6. Moves for inquiry into
powers of Hudson Bay
Company.

13-Aug. 9. Visits Italy : Rome,
Naples, Como.

•The Clergy Relief Bill'
in Quarterly.

1850.

. In favour of double cham-
ber constitutions for
colonies.

. On causes of agricultural
distress, in support of
Mr. Disraeli's motion.

' Giacomo Leopardi ' in the
Quarterly.

On suppression of slave
trade.

On principles of colonial
policy.

Death of his daughter,
Catherine Jessy.

In favour of colonial self-
government, and ecclesi-
astical constitution for
church in Australia.

Moves that Australian
Government bill be sub-
mitted to colonists.

In favour of differential
sugar duties.

Letter to Bishop of Lon-
don : Remarks on the
Royal Supremacy.

Attacks Ljrd Palme:-
ston'.s foreign policy in
Don Pr»ciflco debate.

On deat'i of Sir R. Peel.
Criticises Ecclesiastical
Commission bill.

Explains plan for creation
of new bishoprics.

Opposes commission of
inquiry into English and
Irish universities.

13.

' 81.

June 4.

' 27.

July 3
8

»i
16.

i»
18.
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Oet

1850.

1. *LMt eaniMt protwt'
againat Anatniian Col-
onies Government bill.

90. Lmtm England for
Naples.

1851.

Feb. 26. Returns to England from
Naples. Declines Lord
Stanley's invitation to
join bis Koveminent.

March 86. Opposes Ecclesiastical
Titles Assumption bill.

April 11. On financial plans to re-
lieve agricultural dis-
tress.

Opposes appointment of
committee on relations
with KaflSr tribes.

On grievances of inhabit-
ants of Ceylon.

Oppos.^ Inhabited House
Duty bill.

Protests aj^inst Ecclesi-
astical Titles bill.

On Rajah Brooke'smethods
of suppressing piracy.

On discipline in colonial
church.

P>ibli8he8 two letters to
Lord Aberdeen on Nea-
politan misgovemment.

Death of Sir John Glad-
stone at Fasque.

•» Letter to Dr. Skinner,
Bishop of Aberdeen, On
the functions of laymen
in the Church.

Translation of Farini's
7%e Soman State, 1816
to 1860, vols. i. and ii.

published.

1852.

Jan. 29. Publishes .^n ^zaminoMon
of the Official Reply of
the Neapolitan Govem-
metU.

Feb. 20. Brings in Colonial Bishops
bill.

March 16. On free trade.
April. OnFarini's'SlatoRomano,'

in Edinburgh Bevieto.
" 2. Third son, Henry NeviUe,

bom.
" 6. Protests against policy of

Kaffir war.
" 28. Moves second reading of

Colonial Bishops biU.

" 16.

May 29.

June SO.

July 4.

"
10,

" 10.

n

Deo. 7.

1852.

April 80. On Mr. Disraeli's budget
statement.

May 10. Proposes rejection of bill

to assign disenfranchised
seau of St Albans and
Sudbury.

" 11. In favour of select com-
mittee on education at
Maynootb College.

" 12. On paper duty.
" 21. On New Zealand Oo>\.m-

ment bill.

June 8 and 10. Defends action of
Bishopof Bath and Wells
in the case of Frome
vicarage.

" 23. Brings in bUl to amend
coloniiU church laws.

July 14. Re-elected for Oxford
University, — Sir. R.
Inglis, 1368; WE. Glad-
stone, 1108; Dr. Mar-
sham, 768.

Nov. 11, 26. In defence of principles of
free trade.

" 20. Defends Sir R. Peel's free
trade policy.

Dec. 'Count Montalembert on
Catholic Interests in the
Nineteenth Century' in
the Quarterly.

" 0. Attacks government's in-

come-tax proposals.
" 10. Replies to Mr. Disraeli's

speech in defence of his
budget proposals.

" 23. Appointed chancellor of
the exchequer.

1853.

Jan. 20. Re-elected for Oxford
University, — W. E.
Gladstone, 1022 ; Mr.
Perceval, 898.

March 8. Speech on Mr. Hume's
motion for repeal of all

protective import duties.
4 ar-* 18. On Clergy reserves

(Canada) bill.

28. AtMansion House banquet,
on public opinion and
public finance.

4. On government's proposal
to improve education in
England and Wales.

8. Explains nature of pro-
posals for conversion of
portion of national debt.

8. On Irish taxation.

April
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1863.

April 14. OppoMs motion for repeal
of advenigement duty,
newspaper lUmp tax,
and paper duty on finan-
cial grounds,

introduces bia first budget.
Defends South Sea com-
mutation bill.

Opposes amendment, in the
interest of property, to
income-tax.

Explains clianges proposedm succestiioii duties.
On taxation of Irulaud.
Moves senond reading of
Savings Bank bUl ; and
July 21.

Proposes reduction of ad-
vertisement duty to six-
pence.

On South Sea Annuities.
On Colonial Church Hegu-

lation bill.

At Dingwall and Inverness,
OD results of free trade
acd evils of war.

Tribute to memory of Sir
R. Peel at unveiling of
statue at Manchester.
At town hall on Russo-
Turkish question.

1804.

" 18,
" 22.

May 9.

" 12.

" 23,
June 13.

July 1.

"
20.

Aug. 3.

Sept. 27.

Oct 12.

21

June 2. Explains provitlona of
Revenue and Consoli-
dated Fund Charges bill.

On propiwal to aboliah
church rates.

29. Brings in bill for repeal of
usury laws.

13. On the Crimean war.
2. Moves resolution for regu-

lation of interest on Sav-
ings Bank deposiu.

Dec.

ISfw.

Jan.
Roebuck's

Feb.

Jan. 7

March 6
" 17

" 21,

" 26.

April 7.

" 11.

May 8.
" 22.

" 26.

" 29.

1854.

Fourth son, Herbert John,
born.

Introduces budget
In support of Oxford

University bill.

. Replies to Mr. Disraeli's
attack on his financial
schemes.

. At Mansion House banquet
on war and finance.

On second reading of
Oxford University
bi!?.

Statement on public ex-
penditure and income.

Introduces war budget
Defends resolution em-

powering government to
issue two millions of ex-
chequer bonds against
criticism of Mr. Disraeli.

On second reading of bill
for revision of parlia-
mentary oaths.

On withdrawal of Bribery
Prevention bills.

|

May

19.

26.

21.

June.
24.

29. Opposes Mr.
motion.

6. Explains reasons for gor-

no « eronjent's resignation.
22. Withdraws from cabinet
23. Explains reasons.

March 19, Explains methods adopted
to meet war expend iture.

In favour of free press.
Defends government of
Sardinia in debate on

4,^,^1 Oft „ ™'".tary convention.
April 20. Criticises budget of Sir

G. C. Lewis.
26. On principles of taxation.
3U, Criticisesgovernment Loan

bill.

9. Opposes bill for amend-
ment of marriage law.

Moves adjournment of
debate to discuss Vienna
conferences.

On prosecution of the war.
'Sanlinia and Rome,' in

Quartfrlj/.— On civil service reform.
16. Statement as to Aberdeen

government and terms
of peace.

10. In favour of open admis-
sion to civil service.

20, 23, and 27. Protests against
the system of subsidies,
on the guarantee of
Turkish loan.

On Vienna negotiations.
Lecture on Colonial Policy

at Hawaiden.
Nov. 12, Lecture on Colonies at

Chester.

1856,
Feb. 29. On report of Crimean

commissioners.
Apnl 11. Condemnsgoremmentpro-

posals for national edu-
cation.

16.

July

Aug.
Oct

3.

12.
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" 11.

1856.

April 84. On civil wrvlcn reform.
May fl. On treaty of peace.
" 1». Critici»'i budget.

July 1. On difference* with the
United BtAtes Rorem-
ment on recruiting for
the British army.

CriticlMs County Court*
Amendment bill.

Strongly oppoees the
Bishjipu of London
iinil Durham Retirement
bill.

' The War and the Peact-

'

in Otntlemtin's Mngaziiif.
'The DecliniiiK Kttfciency
of Parliament' in the
Quarttrly.

20. At town hall. Mold, in
support of Foreign Mis-
•ionary Society ; in the
evening at Collegiate
Inetitution, Liverponl,
for Society for I'ropaga-
tion of the Gospel.

1857.

Aug.

Sept.

Jan.

" 31

Feb. 3.

" 20.

March 3.

" 6.

" 10.

" 27.

April.

•Tune 2.

1857.

' Homerand His Successors
in Epic I'oetry,' and
' Prospects Political and
Financial ' in Quarterly.

At Stepney, on duty of
rich to poor.

Criticises government's
foreign policy and finan-
cial measures.

In support of motion to
appointcommittee on the
Hudson Bay Company.
Nominated member of
the committee.

Condemns budget of Sir
G. C. Lewis.

Supports Mr. Cobden's
resolution on China.

Proposes reduction of tea
duty, and condemns Sir
G. C. Lewis's financial
proposals.

Moves resolution in favour
of revising and reducing
expenditure.

Returned unopposed for
Oxford University.

'The New Parliament and
its Work ' in Quarterly.

Speaks at Oxford at in-
auguration of Diocesan
Spiritual Help Society.

July. • The liill for Divorce,' and
' Homeric Characten In
and (>ut of Homer* io

^^
Quarterly.

0. At Ulenalmond College on
Christian and classical
education.

" 16. On the Persian war.
17. Denounces war with China.
21. On Lord J. Kussell's Oathi

Validity Act Amend-
ment bill.

" 22, Aug, 4. Criticises and moves
amendments to Uuriala

^^
Act Amendment bill.

24. Explains strong objections
to Divorce and Matri-
monial Causes bill.

29. Opposes Superannuation
Act Amendment bill.

81. Opposes second reading of
the Divorce bill.

Aug. 7. Protests against unecjual
treatment of men and
women in Divorce bill.

Supports continuance of
tea and sujjar duties.

On Balkan Principalities.
Personal explanation re-
garding his connection
with Lord Lincoln's
divorce.

Oct. 12. At Chester, on duty of
England to India.

22. At Liverpjol, urging closer
connection between the
great manufacturing
towns and the univer-
sities.

Dec. 4 and 7. Criticises the Bank
^^

Issues Indemnity bill.

9. Protests against proposal
to increase pension of

^^
Sir Henry Havelock.

11. On appointment of select
committee on Bank Act.

12.

14.

14.

to

1858.

Feb. 19. Opposes Conspiracy
Murder bill.

March. Studies in Homer and
the Homeric Age pub-
lished.

April. ' The Fall of the Late Min-

,, ,« ^ •^"y
' '" Quarterly.

19. On Mr. Disraeli's budget
statement.

21, Junes. Criticises Church Rates
Abolition bill.
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of

•Tune

July

1858.

April SO and Skf. On propo«Ua for
government oi India.

May 3. On financial condition of
the country.

" 8, June 7, U, 17, and July 1.

^^
On government of India.

4. Moves addrena on Danubian
Principalitiea.

ai. Defend* Lord Canning
in debate on the (. ide
Procivnatlon.

1. On the Sun Canal, con-
demning English inter-
ference with the project.

28. Supports Funded Debt bill.

1 and 5. I>ropo8es additional
clause to Universities
(Scothtnd) bill facilitat-
ing the creation of a
national university.

8. Moves that the army of
India be not employed
beyond the frontiers of
India without permis-
sion of parliament.

19. On Government of British
Columbia bill.

>. On Hudson Bay Company.
'The Past and Present
AdmlnlRtrations ' in
Quarterly.

17. Address at Liverpool on
university extension.

8. Leaves England for Corfu,
on appointment as lord
high commissioner ex-
traordinary of the Ionian
Islands.

8. Addresses IonianAaaembly.

1859.

6. Presents new constitution
to Ionian CI amber of
Deputies.

1859.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

Feb,

March 8.
" 21>.

April.

9*

If
18.

20.

June 17.

fi
20.

»t
22.

Feb. 12. Returned unoppowd for
Oxford University.

Returns to Ix>nd<>n.
On KeprecenUtlon of tbt

People bill.

» Tlie War in Italy ' in the
Quarterly.

On the sute of Italy.
Returned unopposed for
Oxford University.

Letter to the provoat of
Oriel.

Appointed chancellor of
the exchequer.

Presides at annual dinner
of Royal Literary
Fund.

July 1. Re-elected for Oxford
Univertlty,— Mr. GUmI-
tone, 1060 ; Marquia of
Chandos, 8u0.

12. Supports bill enabling
Roman catholics to hold
ofBce of chancellor of
Ireland.

18. Introduces budget.
" 21. Replies to Mr. Disraeli's

CriticiMDlS.

Aug. 8. In defence of government's
Italian policy

Oct On 'Tennyson's Poems* in
Quarterly.

Nov. 1. At Cambridge, in support
of Oxford and Cam-
bridge mission to Cen-
tral Africa.

" 12. Elected Lord Rector of
University of Edin-
burgh, —Mr. Gladstone,
<M3 ; Lord Neaves,
627.

Dec. • Nelda, a Romance,' trans-
lated from Grossi, in
Frater'B Magazine.




